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_Y D_.A_HoLmEs,
A preface is a formal and a tedious thing at best; it
is at its worst when the author, as has been common in
law-books, writes of himself in the third person. Yet there
are one or two things I wish to say on this occasion, and
cannot well say in the book itself; by your leave, therefore,
I will so far trespass on your friendship as to send the book
to you with an open letter of introduction. It may seem
a mere artifice, but the assurance of your sympathy will
enable me to speak more freely and naturally, even in print,
than if my words were directly addressed to the profession at
large. Nay more, I would fain sum up in this slight token
the brotherhood that subsists, and we trust ever shall,
between all true followers of the Common Law here and
on your side of the water; and give it to be understood;
for my own part, how much my work owes to you and to
others in America, mostly citizens of your own Commonwealth, of whom some are known to me only by their published writing, some by commerce of letters ; there are some
also, fewer than I could wish, whom I hav_ had the happiness
of meeting face to face.
When I came into your jurisdietlon, it was from the
Province of Quebec, a part of Her Majesty's domln_o_
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which is governed, as you know, by its old French law,
lately repaired and beautified in a sort of Revised Version of
the Code Napoldon.
This, I doubt not, is an excellent thing
in its place. And it is indubitable that, in a political sense,
the English lawyer who _avels from ]_onfreal to Boston
exchanges the rights of a natural-born subject for the comity
accorded by the United States to friendly aliens. But when
his eye is caught, in the every-day advertisements of the first
I_oston newspaper he takes up, by these wordsm" Commonwealth of Massachusetts:
Suffolk to wit "--no amount of
political geography will convince him that he has gone into
foreign parts and has not rather come home.
Of Harvartt
and its ]Law School I will say only this, that I have
endeavoured to turn to practical account the lessons of what
I saw and heard there, and that this present book is in some
measure the outcome of that endeavour.
It contains the
substance of between two and three years' lectures in the
Inns of Court, and nearly everything advanced in it has been
put into shape after, or concurrently with, _ree oral exposition
and discussion of the leading cases.
My claim h3 your good will, however, does not rest on
these grounds alone. I claim it because the purpose of this
book is to show tha_ there really is a Law of Torts, not
merely a number of rules of law about various kinds of
torts---tha_ this is a true living branch of the Common Law,
not a collection of heterogeneous
instances.
In such a
cause I make bold to count on your sympathy, though I will
not presume on your final opinion.
The eon_ention is
certainly not superfluous, for it seems opposed to the weight
of recent opinion among those who have fairly faced the
problem.
You will recognize in my armoury some weapons
of your own forging, and if they are ineffective, I must have
handled them worse than I am willing, in any reasonable
terms of humility, to suppose.
!

i
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It is not surprising, in any case, that a complete theory
of Torts is yet to seek, for the subject is altogether modern.
The earliest text-book I have been able to find is a meagre
and unthinking

digest of "The

Law of Actions on the Gase

for Torts and Wrongs,"
published in 1720, remarkable
chiefly for the depths of historical ignorance which it occasionally reveals.
The really scientific treatment of principles
begins only with the decisions of the last fifty years; their
development belongs to that classical period of our jurisprudence which in England came between the Common Law
Procedure Act and the Judicature
Act.
Lord Blackburn
and Lord Bramwell, who then rejoiced in their strength, are
still with us. _ It were impertinent to weigh too nicely the
fame of living masters ; but I think we may securely anticlpate posterity in ranking the names of these (and I am sure
we cannot more greatly honour them) with the name of their
colleagne Willes, a consummate lawyer too early cut off, who
did not live to see the full fruit of his labour.
Those who knew Mr. Justice Willes will need no explanation of this book being dedicated to h_s memory.
But for
others I will say that he was not only a man of profound
learning in the law, joined with extraordinary
and varied
knowledge of other kinds, but one of those whose knowledge
is radiant, and kindles answering fire. To set down all I
owe to him is beyond my means, and might be beyond your
patience ; but to you at least I shall say much in saying that
from Willes I learnt to taste the Year Books, and to pursue
the history of the law in authorities which not so long ago
were collectively and compendiously
despised as "black
letter."
It is strange to think that Manning was as one
crying in the wilderness, and that even Kent dismissed the
Year Books as of doub_tl
value for any purpose, and
I_

Bla¢l_burn
is now (1895)_heonly sarvivo_.

.,o
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certainly not worth reprinting.
You have had a noble
revenge in editing Kent, and perhaps the laugh is on our
side by this time.
]3ut if any man still finds offence, you
and I are incorrigible offenders, and like to maintain
another therein as long as we have breath; and when
have cast your eye on the historical note added to this
by my friend Mr. F. W. Maitland, I think you will say

one
you
book
that

we shall not want for good suit.
One more thing I must mention concerning Willes, that
once and again he spoke or wrote to me to the effect of
desk,__ng to see the Law of Obligations methodically treated
in English.
This is an additional reason for calling him to
mind on the completion of a work which aims at being a
contribution of materials towards that end: of materials
only, for a book on Torts added to a book on Contracts
not make a treatise

on Obligations.

Nevertheless

does

this is a

book of principles if it is anything.
Details are used, not in
the manner of a digest, but so far as they seem called for to
develop and
than content
omission to
the craft are

illustrate the principles;
and I shall be more
if in that regard you find nothing worse than
complain of. But the toils and temptations of
known to you at first hand ; I will not add the

burden of apology to faults which you will be ready to forgive without it.
As to other readers, I will hope that some
students may be thankful for brevity where the conclusions
are brief, and that, where a favourite

topic has invited

expa-

tiation or digression, some practitioner may some day be
helped to his case by it.
The work is out of my hands, and
will fare as it may deserve : in your hands, at any rate, it is
sure of both justice and mercy.
I remain, yours very truly,
FREDERICK
LImeo_'s

Imm,

ChriatmazYavation,1886.
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IN this edition
change.

there has not been much occasion for material

I have ventured to dispute the correctness of a recent

decision of the Cour_ of Appeal,

Tem2>er[ol_v..Ru,*,s'ell, '93,

1 Q. ]3. 715, in so far as it holds
malice will make it actionable
to persuade

that

the allegation

of

for either one or more persons

any one, by means not unlawful

in themselves,

to do or abstain from doing that

which it is in his lawful

discretion

Another

Taylor

to do or not

v. Ma_whcster,

Compm_y, '95,

to do.

Sheffeld,

and

1 Q. ]3. 134, was

Li;woh_shb'e

reported

sheets were under revision, and therefore
brief

notice.

_lidla_d

It is hardly

.Railxay

Company,

C. P. 292, is no longer

important

while

case,

.Railway
the last

could receive only

too much to say that

.Alton v.

19 C. ]3. N. S. 213;

34 L. 3.

authority

made on it by the Lords Justices.

since the

observations

Some other late cases of

interest are noticed in the Addenda.
The Employers'
unamended.

Liability

Act most unfortunately

remains

It would not be proper to repeat in a practical

{

}
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law-book the opinion which I reoorded in a separate note
%herepor_of the Royal Commission on Labour.
The series of "Revised Reports"
asR. R.

now in progress is cited

The current series of Law Reports is cited thus : A_drew
v. Crossley, '92, 1 Ch. 492, C.ik.
Otherwise the same forms of citation are used as in my
book on " Principles of Contract," 6th ed., 1894.
]_[y cousin, _[r. Dighton N. Pollock, of Lincoln's Inn, has
again given me valuable help in the revision of the Index.
F.P.
I._oO_'SI_,
._arch, 1895.
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Pp. 24, 181-ADDENDA.
As to the imposition of statutory duties not necessarily giving rights c4
private action for damage suffered through breach of such duties, see
further Saunders v. ltolborn I)istrwt JBoard of Works, '95, 1 Q. B. 64,
64 L. J. Q. B. 101, 15 f_. Jan. 381.
P. 47-I have not been able to find any report accessible in England of the
New York case here referred to in which Coultas'8 case was not followed.
An abstract is given in 9 Gem Dig. (Rochester, :N. Y. 1894) 2249 a.
P. 143-Corporation of )_radford v.2_cMe._ is now reported on appeal, '95, 1 Ch.
145, 64 L. J. Ch. 101. Lord Wensleydale's
dictum in Chasemore v.
Rwhard_ was approved in express terms by Lindley and A. L. Smith,
L JJ., and in effect, though not so strongly, by Lord HersehelL
In
the case at bar the utmost that was alleged against the defendant was
that he intended to divert underground water from the springs that
supplied the plaintiff Corporation's works, not for the benefit of his
own land, but in order to drive the Corporation to buy him o_. This,
as pointed out by Lord Hcrschell and A. L. Smith, L.J., might be
unneighbourly
conduct, but could not be called malicious, the main
object being not harm to the plaintiff but gain to the defendant.
The actual decL_ion, therefore, does not categoricaIly deny the doctrine
of " animus vicino necendi," but all the judges who took part in the
case have expressed themselves against it so strongly that the point
may be practically deemed settled.
The judgment below was reversed
on the construction of a special Act, the Court of Appeal holding that
it did not restrain the defendant's general rights.
P. 0el-The rule as to burden of proof in cases of negligence was held not to
apply to a ease where the defendant had maintained a dangerous
nuisance, and the plaintiff, a young child, had suffered such harm as
that nuisance (a row of bpikes on the top of a low wall) was likely to
cause. Fenna v. Clare _ 0o., '95, 1 Q. B. 199.
P. 254-As to payment of money into Cour_ with an apology in actions for libel
contained in a newspaper, add reference to the amending A¢¢, 8 & 9
Viet. c. 75, and .Dunn v..Devon, _e. 2_ewspajaer Co., '95, 1 Q. B. 211, u.
P. 298-Mlaba_ter v. Harness has been affirmed in the Court of Appeal, '95,
1 Q. B. 339, 64 L. J. Q. B. 76.
P. 323-That a person holding goods as a warehouseman or the like may make
himself liable as a badee by attorument, and be estopped as against
the person to whom he has atterned, notwithstanding
evident want of
title, see Henderson v. Wall*ares, '95, 1 Q. B. 521, C. A.
]Pp. SlO, 377,
585-.Lemmon v. tKebb has been atFn-medin the House of I.a)rds, '95, A. C. 1.
Pp. 880,
385-The jurisdiction existing since Lord Cairns' Act to award damages in
lieu of an injunction does not carry wi_h it a discretion to refuse an
injunction in cases, especially of continuing nuisance, where the
plaintiff is entitled to that remedy under the settled principles of

. s w, city
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THE

TORTS.

NATURE

OF TORT

PA_tT.

I.
IN GENERAL.

OuR first difficulty in dealing with the law of torts is to Wha_is a
tort ?

fix the contents and boundaries of the subject.
If we
are asked, What are torts ? nothing seems easier than to
answer by giving examples.
Assault, libel, and deceit are
torts. Trespass to 'land and wrongful dealing with goods
by trespass, "conversion," or otherwise are torts.
The
creation of a nuisance to the special prejudice of any
person is a tort. Causing harm by negHgenco is a tort.
So is, in certain eases, the mere failure to prevent accidental harm arising from a state of things which one has
brought about for one's own purposes.
Default or miscarriage in certain occupations of a public nature is llkewise a torf,_although
the same facts may constitute a
breach of contract, and may, at the option of the aggrieved
party, be trea_ed as such. But we shall have no such
easy task if we arerequired to answer thequestion,
What
is a tort Pmin other words, what principle or element is
common to all the classes of cases we have enumerated, or
might enumerate, and also _hes
from other classes of facts giving
P.
J

them as a whole
rise to legal duties and
B

"
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THE NATURE OF TORTIN GENERAL.
liabilities ? It is far from a simple matter to define a
contract. But we have this much to start from, that there
are two parties, of whom one agrees to terms offered by
the other. There are variant and abnormal forms to be
dealt with, but this is the normal one. In the law of torts
we have no such startlng-point, nothing (as it appears at
first sight) but a heap of ,Mscellaneous instances. The
word itself will plainly not help us. Tort -is nothing but
the French equivalent of our English worcl wrong, and was
freely used by Spenser as a poetical synonym for it. In
common speech everything is a wrong, or wrongful, which
is thought to do violence to any right.
Manslaying, false
witness, breach of covenant, are wrongs in this sense.
But thus we should include all breaches of all duties, and
therefore should not even be on the road to any distinction
that could serve as the base of a legal classification.

tIis_ory
In the history of our law, and in its existing authorities,
and limits
of E,,gllsh we may find some little help, but, considering the magni_la_mc_rude of the subject, singularly little.
The ancient eommon
gion.
law knew nothing of large classifications.
There were
forms of action with their appropriate writs and process,
and authorities and traditions whence it was kuown, or in
theory was capable of being known, whether any given
set of facts would fit into any and which of these 1orms.
No doubt the forms of action fell, in a manner, into
natural classes or groups.
But no attempt was made to
discover or apply any general principle of arrangement.
In modern times, that is to say, since the Restoration, we
find a certain rough classification tending to prevail (a).
It is assumed, rather than distinctly asserted or established,
that actions maintainable in a court of common law must
be either actions of contract or actions of tort. This division is exclusive of the real actions for the recovery o_
(,,) Ap_m_ A.

LIMITS OF TERMINOLOGY.
land, already becoming obsolete in the seventeenth cenhnT,
and finally abolished by the Common Law Procedure Act,
with which we need not concern ommelves: in the old
techuieal terms, it is, or was, a division of personal actions
only. Thus torts are distinguished from one important
class of causes of action. Upon the other hand, they are
distinguished in the modern law from criminal offences.
In the medieval period the procedure whereby redress was
obtained for many of the injuries now classified as torts
bore plain traces of a criminal or quasi-criminal character,
the defendant against whom judgment passed being liable
not only to compensate the plaintiff, but to pay a fine to
the king.
Puhlle and private law were, in truth, but
imperfectly distinguished.
In the modern law, however,
it is settled that a tort, as such, is not a criminal offence.
There are various acts which may give rise both to a civil
action of tort and to a criminal prosecution, or to the
one or the other, at the injured party's option; but the
civil suit and the criminal prosecution belong to different
jurisdictions, and are guided by different rules of procedure. Torts belong to the subject-matter of Common
Pleas as distinguished from Pleas of the Crown. Again,
the term and its usage are derived wholly from the
Superior Courts of Westminster
as they existed before
the Judicature Acts.
Therefore the law of torts is
necessarily confined by the Hm_ts within which those
Courts exercised their jurisdiction.
Divers and weighty
affairs of mankind have been dealt with by other Courts
in their own fashion of procedure and with their own
terminology.
These lie wholly outside the common law
forms of action and all classifica_ons founded upon them.
&ceording to the common understanding of words, breach
of trust is a wrong, adultery is a wrong, refusal to pay
just compensation _or saving a ve_el in distrea_ is a
_2
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wrong. An order may be made compelling restitution
from the defaulting trustee; a decree of judicial separation may be pronounced against the un{aith_J1 wife or
husband; and payment of reasonable salvage may be
enforced
remedied

against the ship-owner.
in each case is not a tort.

But that which is
The administration

of tmlStS belongs to the law formerly peculiar to the Chancellor's Court; the settlement of matrimonial causes between husband and wife to the law formerly peculiar to
the King's Ecclesiastical Courts; and the adjustment of
salvage claims to the law formerly peculiar to the Admiral's Court. These things being ,lnknown to the old common law, there can be no question of tort in the technical
sellse.
Exclusive
Taking into account the fact that in this country the
limitsof
"tort."
separation of courts and of forms of action has disappeared, though marks of the separate origin and history
of every branch of jurisdiction remain, we may now say
this much. A tort is an act or omission giving rise, in
v_ue of the common law jurisdiction of the Court, to a
civil remedy which is not an action of contract. To that
extent we know what a tort is not. We are secured
against a certain number of obvious errors. We shall not
imagine (for example) that the Married Women's Proper_
Act of 1882, by providing that husbands and wives cannot sue one another for a tort, has thrown dou]_t on the
possibility of a judicial separa_en.
But whether any
defini_on can be given of a tort beyond the restrictive
and negative one that it is a cause of action (that is, of a
"personal"
action as above noted) which can be sued on
in a cour_ of common law without alleging a real or supposed contract, and what, if any, are the common positive
characters of the causes of action that _u be so suecl

HISTORICALDISTINCTIONS.
upon :--these

are matters on which

5

our books, ransack

them as we will, refuse to utter any certain sound whatever. If the collection of rules which we call the law of
torts is founded on any general principles of duty and
liability, those principles have nowhere been stated with
authority.
Andiwhat
is yet more remarkable, the want
of authoritative principles appears to have been felt as a
want by hardly anyone (b).
We have no right,

perhaps,

to assume that by fair Areany
general
means we shall discover any general principles at all. principles
The history of English usage holds out, in itself, no great able
discoverencouragement.
In the earlier period we find a current
distinction between wrongs accompanied with violence and
wrongs which are not violent ; a distinction important for
a state of society where open violence is common, but of
little use for the arrangement of modem law, though it is
still prominent in Blackstone's exposition (c). Later we
find a more consciously and carefully made distinction
between contracts and causes of action which are not contracts. This is very significant in so far as it marks the
ever gaining importance of contract in men's affairs.
That which is of contract has come to fill so vast a bulk in
the whole frame of modem

law that if may, with a fair

appearance of equality, be set over against everything
which is independent of contract. But this unanalysed
remainder is no more accounted for by the dichotomy of
the Common Law Procedure Act than it was before. It
may have elements of coherence within itself, or it may
not. If it has, the law of torts is a body of law capable
of being expressed in a systematic form and under appro(_) Thefirst, oralmost the first, See the chapter onLiabilityin his
writerwho has dearly called at- "F, lementsof Law."
tentiontoit isSirWilliamMarkby.
(e) Comm.iii. 118.
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priate general principles, whether any particular attempt
so i_oexpress it be successful or not. If not, then there is
no such thing as the law of torts in the sense in which
there is a law of contracts, or of real property, or of trusts,
and when we make use of the name we mean nothing but
a collection of miscellaneous topics which, through historical accidents, have never been brought into any real
classification.

The
The only way to satisfy ourselves on this matter is to
generaof
tom in
examine what are the leading heads of the English law of
_glish
torts as commonly received.
If these point to any sort of
law.
common principle, and seem to furnish acceptable lines of
construction, we may proceed in the directions indicated;
well knowing, indeed, that excrescences, defects, and anomalies will occur, but having some guide for our judgment
of what is normal and what is exceptional,
lqow the civil
wrongs for which remedies are provided by the common
law of :England, or by statutes creating new rights of
action under the same jurlsdietion, are capable of a three_old division according to their scope and effects. There
are wrongs affecting a man in the safety
his own person, in honour and reputation
esteem of things near and dear to them,
the person, if after it at all), or in his

and _reedom of
(which, as men
come next after
estate, condition,

and convenience of life generally: the word estate being
here understood in its widest sense, as when we speak of
those who are "afflicted or distressed in mind, body, or
estate."
There are other wrongs which affect specific properry, or specific rights in the nature of property: property,
again, being taken in so large a sense as to cover possessory
rights of every kind.
There are yet others which may
affect, as the case happens, person or property, either or
both. We may exhibit this division by arranging the

(_LASSIFICATION OF TORTS.
familiar

and

typical

for the present
moment.

species

such

of torts

in

as are obscure

7

groups, omitting

or of little

practical

GRouP A.
_Personal
1. Wrongs

affecting

Assault,
2. _rrongs

safety

battery,

affecting

Seduction,

_P'rongs.

Personal
_rongs.

and treedom

false imprisonment.

personal

enticing

relations

in the family

:

away of servants.

3. -Wrongs affecting reputation
Slander and libel.

:

4. _rrongs
affecting estate generally
Deceit, slander of title.
]_[alic4ous

of the person:

prosecution,

:

conspiracy.

GRouP B.
_Vro_g8 to Property.
1. Trespass

Wrongs to
property.

: (a) to land.

(b) to goods.
Conversion
Disturbance
2. Interference
as private

and unnamed
of easements,

with

rights

franchises,

wrongs
&e.

analogous
patents,

ejusdem generis.
to property,

such

copyrights.

G_ovP C.
_rrongs

to -person, JEsta_e, and -prolgertg generally.

Wrongs
affecting

1. Nuis_ce.

person aria

2. Negligence.
3. Breach of absolute
occupation
custody
of certain

property.
duties

of fixed
of dangerous

speeially

property,
things,

public callings.

attached

to the

to the ownership
and
This

and

to the exercise
kind

of liability
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results, as will be seen hereafter, partly from
ancient rules of the common law of which the
origin is still doubtful, partly from the modern
development of the law oi negligence.
All the acts and omissions here specified are undoubtedly
forts, or wrongs in the technical sense of English law.
They are the subject of legal redress, and under our old
judicial system the primary means of redress would be an
action brought in a common law Court, and governed by
the rules of common law pleading (d).
We put aside for the moment the various grounds of
justification or excuse which may be present, and if present
must be allowed for. It will be seen by the student of
Roman law that our list includes approximately the same
matters (e) as in the Roman system are dealt with (though
much less fully than in our own) under the title of
obligations ex delicto and T_asi ez delicto. To pursue the
comparison at this stage, however, would only be to add
the diitleulties of the Roman classification, which are
considerable, to those already on our hands.
Character
The groups above shown have been formed slmp]y with
of wrong_ul acts, reference to the effects of the wrongful act or omission.
&e.under
the
several But they appear, on further examination, to have certain
c_sses,
distinctive characters with reference to the nature of the
Wilful

wrongs,

act or omission itself.

In Group &., generally speak;ng,

(d) In some cases the really dfectual remedies were a_rn]n;_tere_
by the Court of Chancery, but only
as a.xillary
to the legal right,
which it was often necessary to
establish in an action at law before
the Cour_ of Chancery would in,mrfore.

(g) Trespass to land may or may
not be an exception, according to
the view we take of the nature of
the liabilities enforced by the possessoryremedieaof the Roman law.
Some modern authorities, though
no_ most, rega_ these as _v dcli_ta.

MORAL

F_,LEY-_.ENTS.

the wrong is wilful or wanton.

9

Either the act is intended

to do harm, or, being an act evidently likely to cause harm,
it is done with reckless indifference to what may befall by
reason of it. Either there is deliberate injury, or there is
something like the self-seeking indulgence of passion, in
contempt of other men's rights and dignity, which the
Greeks called _p_.
Thus the legal wrongs are such as to
be also the object of strong moral condemnation.
It is
needless to show by instances that violence, evil-speaking,
and deceit, have been denounced by righteous men in all
ages. If anyone desires to be satisfied of this, he may
open Homer or the Psalter at random.
What is more, we
have here to do with acts of the sort that are next door to
crimes. Many of them, in fact, are criminal offences as
well as civil wrongs.
It is a common border land of
er_mlnal and civil, public and private law.
In Group B. this element

is at first sight absent, or at Wronga
appa -

any rate indifferent.
Whatever may or might be the case rently main other legal systems, the intention to violate another's oo_,e_ea
with moral
rights, or even the knowledge that one is violating them, bl_ao.
is not in English law necessary to constitute the wrong of
trespass as regards either land or goods, or of conversion as
regards goods. On the contrary, an action of trespass--or
of ejeotment, which is a special form of trespassuhas for
centuries been a common and convenient method of trying
an honestly disputed claim of right.
Again, it matters not
whether actual harm is done. " By the laws of England,
every invasion of private property, be it ever so m_nute, is
a _respass. No man can set his foot upon my ground
without my licence, but he is liable to an action, though
the d_mage be not_hlng; which is proved by every declaration in trespass, where the defendant is called upon to
answer for bruising the grass and even treading upon the

10
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soil" (/).

Nor is this all; for dealingwlth

another man's

goods without lawful authority, but under the honest and
even reasonable belief that the dealing is lawful, may be
an actionable wrong notwithstanding the _oeenee
of the
mistake (g). Still less will good intentions afford an excuse. I find a watch lying in the road; intending to do the
owner a good turn, I take it to a watchmaker, who to the
best of my knowledge is competent, and leave it with him
to be cleaned. The task is beyond him, or an incompetent
hand is employed on it, and the watch is spoilt in the
attempt to restore it. Without question the owner may
hold me liable. In one word, the duty which the law of
England enforces is an absolute duty not to meddle without lawful authority with land or goods that belong to
others.
And the same principle applies to rights which,
though not exactly property, are analogous to it. There
are exceptions, but the burden of proof lies on those who
claim their benefit.
The law, therefore, is stricter, on the
face of things, than morality.
There may, in particular
circumstances, be doubt what is mine and what is my
neighbour's ; but the law expects me at my peril to know
what is my neighbour's in every case.
Reserving the
explanation of this to be attempted

afterwards, we pass on.

Wrongs of
In Group C. the acts or om_sions complained of have a
imprudenceand kind of intermediate character.
They are not as a rule
o,_on,

wilfully or wantonly harmful; but neither are they morally
indifferent, save in a few extreme cases under the third head.
The party has for his own purposes done acts, or brought
about a state of things, or brought other people into a
situation, or taken on himself the conduct of an operation,
which a prudent man in his place would know to be
(f) Per Cur. Entick v. C.arring- (9) See 11ollinsv. 2_otol6r,
L. R.
tan, 10 St. Tr. 1066.
7 H. L. 767,44 L. J. Q. B. 169.

_tORAL _Lv.m_._rs.
attended

with certain risks.
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A man who fails to _e

order, in things within his control, against risk to others
which he actually foresees, or which a man of common
sense and competence would in his place foresee, will
scarcely be held blameless by the moral judgment of his
fellows. Legal liability for negligence and similar wrongs
corresponds approximately to the moral censure on this
kind of default.
The commission of something in itself
forbidden by the law, or the omission of a positive and
specific legal duty, though without any intention to cause
harm, can be and is, at best, not more favourably considered than imprudence if harm happens to come of it;
and here too morality will not dissent.
In some conditions, indeed, and for special reasons which must be considered later, the legal duty goes beyond the moral one.
There are cases of thls class in which liability cannot be
avoided, even by proof that the utmost diligence in the way
of precaution has in fact been used, and yet the party
liable has done nothing which the law condemns (h).
Except in these cases, the liability springs from some
shortcoming in the care and caution to which, taking human
affairs according to the common knowledge and experience
of mankind, we deem ourselves entitled at the hands of
our fellow-men.
There is a point, though not an easily
defined one, where such shortcoming gives rise even to
criminal liability, as in the case of manslaughter by negligence.
We have, then, three main divisions of the law of torts. Rdatlo_
of the law
In one of them, which may be said to have a quasi-oft orate
(h) How far such a doctrine can
be theoretically or historlcally justiffed is not an olmn question for
English courts of justice, for it

has been expllcifly atBrmed by the
House of Lords: lyhmds v..F/_0/mr (1868), L. R. 3 H. L. 330, 81
L J. Ex. 161.
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the
semi- er_m_al character, there is a very strong ethical element.
ethical
precept In another no such element is apparent.
In the third such
._lterum
_o, _eC_re.an element is present, though less manifestly so. Can we
find any category of human duties that will approximately cover them all, and bring them into relation with
any single principle ? Let us turn to one of the bestknown sentences in the introductory chapter of the Institutes, copied from a lost work of U1pian.
"Iurls praecepta
sunt haec: honeste vivere, alterum non laedere, suum
cuique tribuere."
Honeste vivere is a vague phrase enough ;
it may mean refraining from criminal offences, or possibly
general good behaviour in social and family relations.
Suum cuigue tribuere seems to fit pretty well with the law
of property and contract.
And what of alterum non
laede,'e? "Thou shalt do no hurt to thy neighbour."
Our law of torts, with all its irregularities, has for its
main purpose not,Mug else than the development of this
precept (i). This exhibits it, no doubt, as the technical
working out of a moral idea by positive law, rather than
the systematic application of any distinctly legal conception.
But all positive law must pre-suppose a moral
standard, and at times more or less openly refer to it; and
the more so in proportion as it has or approaches to having
a penal character.
His_orlcal The real _eulty
of ascribing any rational unity to our
of lawof law of torts is made by the wide extent of the liabilities
anomaly

_e,l_and
con- mentioned under Group B., and their want of intelligible
version, relation to any moral conception.
A right of property is interfered with "at the peril of
(0 Coral)are the stat_meat
of
"dut-ytowards,nyneighbour,"in
the Church Catechism, l_obably
from the hand of Goodrich, Bishop

ofEly, whowasalearnedci_411an:
"To hur_ nobody by word nor
deed: To be true and just in all
my dealing ....
"

FORMS
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the person interfering with it, and whether his interference
be for his own use or that of anybody else" (k).
And whether the interference be wilful, or reckless, or
innocent hut imprudent, or innocent without imprudence,
the legal consequences and the form of the remedy are
for English justice the same.
The truth is that we have here one of the historical V,arly

division

anomalies that abound in English law.
Formerly we oftormsof
had a clear distinction in the forms of procedure (the aotloa.
only evidence we have for much of the older theory of the
law) between the simple assertion or vindication of title
and claims for redress against specific injuries. Of course
the same facts would often, at the choice of the party
wronged, afford ground for one or the other kind of claim,
and the choice would be made for reasons of practical convenience, apart from any scientific or moral ideas. But
the distinction was in itself none the less marked. For Writs of
right and

assertion of title to land there was the writ of rlght ; and writs of
the writ of debt, with its somewhat later variety, the writ trespass:
restltutlon
of detinue, asserted a plaintiff's title to money or goods in or
p,lni_hmerit.
a closely corresponding form (1). Injuries to person or
property, on the ether hand, were matter for the writ of
trespass and certain other analogous writs, and (from
the 13th century onwards) the later and more eompre(k) Lord O'Hagan, L. R. 7 H.
T.. at p. 799.
(l) The writ of right (Glanvill,
Bk. i. c. 6) runs thus : "P, ex vicecomifi sa]u_n : Praecil_e A. quod
sinedilaticmereddatB.unamhidam
terrae in villa illa, uncle idem B.
queri_Ir quod praedietus A. ei deforceat: et _ial feeerlt, summone
eum," &c. The writ of debt (Bk.
x. e. 2) thus: "Rex vicecomiti

salutem: Praeclpe N. quod iuste
et sine dilatione reddat R. centum
marcas quas ei debet, ut dicit, et
unde querib-ur qued ipse ei iniuste
deforceat.
Et _
fecerit, summone eum," &c. The writs of
covenant and account, which were
developed later, also contain tlle
characteris_c
words i_t_ ct _/_
d_l_t_.
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henslve writ of trespass on the case (m). In the former
kind of process, restitution is the object sought; in the
latter, some redress or compensation which, there is great
reason to believe, was originally understood to be a substitute for private vengeance (n). Now the writs of restitution, as we may collectively call them, were associated
with many cumbrous and archaic points of procedure,
exposing a plaintiff to incalculable and L_rational risk;
while the operation of the writs of penal redress was by
comparison simple and expeditious.
suitors led to a steady encroachment

Thus the interest of
of the writ of tres-

pass and its _nd upon the writ of right and its kind.
Not only was the writ of right first thrust into the background by the various writs of assize forms of possessory
real action which are a sort of link between the writ of
right and the writ of trespass--and
then superseded by
the action of ejectment, in form a pure action of trespass;
but in like manner the action of detinue was largely supplanted by trover, and debt by assumpsit, both of these
new-fashioned remedies being varieties of action on the
case (o). In this way the distinction between proceedings
taken on a disputed claim of right, and those taken for
{r_)Blackstone,iii. 122; F.N.
B. 92. The mark of this class of
actions is the conclusionof the
writ eontrajvae_. Writs of assize,
including the assize of nuisance,
did not so conclude, but show
analogiesof form to the writ of
trespassin otherrespects. Actions
on the case might be foundedon
otherwritsbesidesthat of trespass,
e.g., deceit, which contributed
largely to the formation of the
actionof aesumpsit. The _rit of
trespass itself is by nomeans one
of the most ancient: see I_. W.
Maitlandin Harv. Law Rev. iii.

217--219.
(n) Not retaliation. Early Germaniclaw showsnotraceofret&Uation in the strict sense. /k passage
intheintroductiontoAlfred'slaws,
copiedfrom the Book of Exodus,
is no real exception.
(o):Forthe advantagesof suing
in case over the older forms of
actions, see Blackstone,iii. 153,
155. The reasongivemat p. 152
_or the wagero_ law (asto which
see Co.Lift. 295a) being allowed
in debt and detinue is somecme_s
idle guess,due to mere i_ao_mcc
of the earlierhi, orF.

ANOMAT,r_

OF TRESPASS.

1_

the redress of injuries where the right was assumed not
to be in dispute, became quite obliterated.
The forms of
action were the sole embodiment of such legal theory as
existed; and therefore, as the distinction of remedies was
lost, the distinction between the rights which they protected was lost also.
By a ser_es of shifts and devices
introduced into legal practice for the ease of litigants a
great bulk of what really belonged to the law of property
was transferred, in forensic usage and thence in the traditional habit of mind of English lawyers, to the law of
torts. In a rude state of society the desire of vengeance
is measured by the harm actually suffered and not by any
consideration of the actor's intention; hence the archaic
law of injuries is a law of absolute liability for the direct
consequences of a man's ac_s, tempered only by partial
exceptions in the hardest eases. These archaic ideas of
absolute Hability made it easy to use the law of wrongful
injuries for trying what were really questions of absolute
right; and that practice again tended to the preservation
of these same archaic ideas in other departments of the
law. It will be observed that in our early forms of action
contract, as such, has no place at all (p); an additional
proof of the relatively modem character both of the
importance of contract in practical life, and of the growth
of the corresponding general notion.
_re are now independent of forms of action. Trespass Rationalized
and trover have become histerical landmarks, and the ve_on of
question whether detinue is, or was, an action founded law of
trespass.

on contract or on tort (if the foregoing statement of the
history be correct, it was really neither) survives only to
(p) F_cept what may be lmplled
from the technical rule that the
word dv/_t was proper only in an
action for a sum of money between

the origlnal parties to the cont_act: _. N. B. 119; Blark_ne,
iiL 156.
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raise difficulties in applying certain provisions of the
County Courts Act as to the scale of costs in the Superior
Courts (q). It would seem, therefore, that a rational
exposition of the law of torts is free to get rid of the
extraneous matter brought in, as we have shown, by the
practical exigency of conditions that no longer exist. At
the same time a certain amount of excuse may be made
on rational grounds for the place and function of the law
of trespass to property in the English system.
It appears
morally unreasonable, at first sight, to require a man at
his peril to know what land and goods are his neighbour's.
But it is not so evidently unreasonable to expect him to
know what is his own, which is only the s_tement of the
same rule from the other side. A man can but seldom go
by pure unwitting misadventure beyond the limits of his
own dominion.
Either he knows he is not within his
legal right, or he takes no heed, or he knows there is a
doubt as to his right, but, for causes deemed by him
sufficient, he is content to abide (or perhaps intends to
provoke) a legal contest by which the doubt may be
resolved. In none of these cases can he complain with
moral justice of being held to answer for his act. If not
wilfully or wantonly injurious, it is done with some want
of due circumspection, or else it involves the conscious
acceptance of a risk. A form of procedure which attempted
to distinguish between these possible eases in detail would
for practical purposes hardly be tolerable.
Exceptional
cases do occur, and may be of real hardship.
One can
only say that they are thought too exceptional to count in
determining the general rule of law. From this point of
view we can accept, though we may not actively approve,
the inclusion of the morally innocent with the morally
guilty trespasses in legal classification.
(q) .Bryantv. Herbert(1878),3 C. P. ])iv. 389,47 L. J. C. P. 670.
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We may now turnwith profit
tothecomparisonof theAu_o_
of the
Roman system with our own. There we t_nd strongly Romanoblibations
marked the distinction between restitution and penalty, e:__Z_ao.
which was apparent in our old forms of action, but became
obsolete in the manner above shown. Mr. Moyle (r) thus
describes the specific character of obligations ez &lido.
"Such wrongs as the withholding of possession by a
detendant who bona fide believes in his own title are not
deHcts, at any rate in the specific sense in which the term
is used in the Institutes;
they give rise, it is true, to a
right of action, but a right of action is a different thing
from an obligatio ex delieto; they are redressed by mere
reparation, by the wrong-doer being compelled to put the
other in the position in which he would have been had the
wrong never been committed.
:But deHcts, as contrasted
with them and with contracts, possess three peculiarities.
The obligations which arise from them are independent,
and do not merely modify obligations already subsisting ;
theg alwa!/s im,oh'e dolus or cul2ct; and the remedies b!/ whic/_
they are redressed are 2enaL "
The Latin

dolus, as a technical

term, is not properly .Dotu8ann

rendered by "fraud"
in English; its meaning is much c_.
wider, and answers to what we generally signify by "unlawful intention."
Cuba is exactly what we _nean by
"negligence," the falling short of that care and circumspection which is due from one man to another.
The
rifles specially dealing with this branch have to define the
measure of care which the law prescribes as due in the case
in hand.
The Roman conception of such rules,'as worked
out by the lawyers ot the classical period, is excellently
illustrated by the title o_ the Digest "ad legem AquiHam," a storehouse of good sense and good law (for the
(r) In his editiono_the Institutes, noteto Bk.iv. tiL 1,p. 513,2ncled.
p.
C
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principles are substantially the same as ours) deserving
much more attention at the hands of English lawyers than
it has received.
It is to be observed that the Roman
theory was built up on a
by no means unlike our
civilized law stands instead
was still recognized by the

foundation of archaic materials
own; the compensation of the
of a primitive retaliation which
law of the Twelve Tables. If

then we [put aside the ]_nglish treatment of rights of
property as being accounted for by historical accidents,
we find that the Roman conception of delict altogether
supports (and by a perfectly independent
analogy) the
conception that appears really to underlie the English law
of tort.
Liability for deliet, or civil wrong in the strict
sense, is the result either of wilful injury to others, or
wanton disregard of what is due to them (dolus), or of a
failure to observe due care and caution which has similar
though

not

intended

or expected

consequences

(cul2a).

We have, moreover, apart from the law of trespass, an
Liability
exceptionally stringent rule in certain cases where liability
qua*i ex
_ao.
is attached to the befalling of harm without proof of
either intention or negligence, as was mentioned under
Group C of our provisional scheme.
Such is the case of
the landowner who keeps on his land an artificial reservoir
of water, if the reservoir bursts and floods the lands of his
neighbours.
Not that it was wrong of him to have a
reservoir there, but the law says he must do so at his own
risk (s). This kind of liability has its parallel in Roman
law, and the obligation is said to be not ex delicto, since
true deliet involves either dolus or cuba, but _uasi ex
delicto(t).

Whether

to avoid

(,) _y/ands v. F/etcher, L. R.
3 H. L. 330, 37 L. J. Xx. 161.
(_) Austin's perverse and unin.
tenigent criticism of this perfectly
rational
terminology
has been
treated with far more z_pe_ than

the

dlmculty

of proving

it deserve,.
It is tame, hewers,
tfaa_ the application of the term in
the Institutes
is not quite conslstent
or complete.
See _d[r.
Moyle's notes on I. iv. 5.

RELATION OF WRONGTO DA_fAGE.
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negligence, or in order to sharpen men's preeantion in
hazardous matters by not even allowing them, when harm
is once done, to prove that they have been diligent, the
mere fact of the m_sehief happening gives
obhgation.
In the eases of carriers and
similar liability is a very ancient part of our
ever the original reason of it may have been
history, we may be sure that it was something
the reasons of policy governing the modem

b_h
to the
innkeepers a
law. _Vhatas matter of
quite unlike
class of cases

of which ]¢ylands v. Fletcher (u) is the type and leading
authority; by such reasons, nevertheless, the rules must
be defended as part of the modem law, if they can he
defended at all.
On the whole, the result seems to be partly negative, but S_mmary.
also not to be barren.
It is hardly possible to _rame a
definition of a tort that will satis_ all the meanings in
which the term has been used by persons and in documents
of more or less authority in our law, and will at the same
time no_ be wider than any of the authorities warrant.
But it appears that this difficulty or impossibility is due to
particular anomalies, and not to a total want of general
principles.
Disregarding those anomalies, we may try to
sum up the normal idea of tort somewhat as follows :Tort is an act or omission (not being merely the breach
e_ a duty arising out of a personal relation, or undertaken
by contract) which is related to harm su_ered by a determinute person in one of the following ways :-(a) It may be an act which, without lawful justification
or excuse, is intended by the agent to cause harm,
and does cause the harm complained of.
Co) It may be an act in itself contrary to law, or an
_u) L. R. 3 H. L. 330. See Ch.XII. below.
c2
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omission of specific legal duty, which causes harm
notintendedby thepersonso actingoromitting.
(c) It may be an act or omission causing harm which the
person so acting or omitting did not intend to
cause, but might and should with due d_gence
have foreseen au4 prevented.
(d) It

may, in special cases, consist merely in not
avoiding or preventing harm which the party was
bound, absolutely or within limits, to avoid or

prevent.
A special duty of this last kind may be (1) absolute,
(ii) l_m_ted to answering for harm which is as_gnable to
negligence.
In some positions a man becomes, so to speak, an insurer
to the public against a certain ris]% in others he warrants
only that all has been done for safety that reasonable care
can do.
Connected in principle with these special liabilities, but
_mning through the whole subject, and of constant occurrence in almost every division of it, is the nile that a
master is answerable for the acts and defaults of his servants in the course of their employment.
This is indication rather than definition:

but to have

guiding principles indicated is something.
We are entitled,
and in a manner bound, not to rush forthwith into a
detailed enumeration of the several classes of torts, but to
seek first the common principles of liability, and then the
common principles of immunity which are known as matter
of justification and excuse. There are also special conditions and exceptions belonging only to particular branches,
and to be considered, therefore, in the places approl3ria_e
to those branches.
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CI_A PTER
PRINCIPLES

II.

OF LIABILITY.

TR-E_Eis no express authority that I know of for stating Want of

generality

as a general proposition of English law that it is a wrong in early
to do wilful harm to one's neighbour without lawful justi- law.
tlcation or excuse. Neither is there any express authority
for the general proposition that men must perform their
contracts.
Both principles are in tiffs generality of form
or conception, modern, and there was a time when neither
was true.
Law begins not with authentic general principles, but with enumeration of particular remedies.
There
is no law of contracts in the modem lawyer's sense, only a
list of certain kinds of agreements which may be enforced.
Neither is there any law of dcliets, but only a list of certain kinds of injury which have certain penalties assigned
to them.
Thus in the Anglo-Saxon and other early Germanic laws we find minute assessments of the compensation
due for hurts to every member of the human body, but
there is no general prohibition of personal violence ; and a
like state of things appears in the fragments of the Twelve
Tables (a). WWnatever agreements are outside the specified
(a) In Gaius ill 223, 224, the
contrast betweem the ancient law
of fixed penalties and the modem
lawof damages assessed by judicial
authority is clearly shown.
The
student will remember that, as regards the stage of development at_ained, the law of Justinian, and
oftea that of Galas, is far more

modem than the English law of
the Year-Books.
Perhaps the historical contrast
holds only in
Europe: see a note in L. Q. R.
ix. 97, showing that among the
:Kachins on the Burmese frontier
claims for unliquidated damages
are not only known but freely
assignable.
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folmas of obligation and modes of proof areincapable o_
enforcement;
whatever injuries are not in the table of
compensation must go without legal redress. The phrase
dam,_m si_e iJ_i_ria, which for the modern law is at best
insignificant, has meaning and substance enough in such
a system.
Only that harm which falls wi_h{, one of the
specified categories of wrong-doing
entitles the person
aggrieved to a legal remedy.

Such is not the modern way of regarding legal duties or
duty not
to do harm remedies.
It is not only certain favoured kinds of agreein modem
law.
merit that are protected, but all agreements that satisfy
certain general conditions are valid and binding, subject
to exceptions which are themselves assignable to general
principles of justice and policy. So we can be no longer
satisfied in the region of tort with a mere enumeration of
actionable injuries.
The whole modern law of negligence,
with its many developments, enforces the duty of fellowGeneral

citizens to observe in varying circumstances an appropriate
measure of prudence to avoid causing harm to one another.
The situations in which we are under no such duty appear
at this day not as normal but as exceptional.
A_ man cannot
keep shop or walk into the street without being entitled to
expect and bound to practise observance in this kind, as
we shall more fully see hereafter.
If there exists, then, a
positive duty to avoid harm, much more must there exist
the negative duty of not doing wilful harm; subject, as MI
general duties must be subject, to the necessary exceptions.
The three main heads of duty with which the law of torts
is concerned--namely,
to abstain from wilful injury, to
reject the property of others, and to use due diligence to
avoid causing harm to others--are all alike of a comprehensive nature. As our la_ of contract has been generalized
by the doctrine of consideration and the action of assume't,

SPECIFIC

DUTIES.

_S

so has our law of civil wrongs by the wide and various
application of actions on the case (b).
The commission of an act specifically forbidden

by law, Ac_sin

breach of

or the omission or failure to perform any duty specifically specitie
imposed by law, is generally equivalent to an act done with legalduty.
intent to'cause wrongful injury.
Where the harm that
ensues from the unlawful act or omission is the very -kind
of harm which it was the aim of the law to prevent (and
this is the commonest case), the justice and necessity of
this rule are manifest without further comment.
Where
a statute, for example, expressly lays upon a railway

com-

pany the duty of fencing and watching a level crossing,
this is a legislative declaration of the diligence to be
required of the company in providing against harm to
passengers using the road.
:Even if the mischief to be
prevented is not such as an ordinary man would foresee
as the probable consequence of disobedience, there is some
default in the mere factthat the law is disobeyed ; at any
rate a court of law cannot admit discussion on that point ;
and the defaulter must take the consequences.
The oldfashioned distinction between mala proMbi[a and mala in se
is long since exploded.
The simple omission, after notice,
to perform a legal duty, may be a wilful offence within the
meaning of a penal statute (c). As a matter of general
policy, there are so many temptations to neglect public
duties of all kinds for the sake of private interest that the
addition of this quasi-penal sanction as a motive to their
observance appears to be no bad thing.
Many public
duties, however, are wholly created by special statutes.
In
such cases it is not an universal proposition that a breach
(6) The developed Roman law
had either attained or was on the

plurlbus motifs admittl iniurlam
mAulfestum est*' : I. iv. 4_ 1.

point of att_ining
of application,

(e) Gull!/ v. Smith (1883) 12
Q.B. D, 121_ 53 L. J. M. C, 35.

a llke generality
- Denique aliis
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Of the duty confers a private right of action on any and
every person who suffers particular damage from it, The
extent of the liabilities incident to a statutory duty must
he ascertained from the scope and terms of the statute
itself.
Acts of Parliament often contain special provisions
for enforcing the duties declared by them, and those provisions may be so framed as to exclude expressly, or by
implication, any right of private suit (d). Also there is no
cause of action where the damage complained of "is something totally apart from the object of the Act of Parliament," as being evidently outside the mischiefs which it
was intended
to prevent.
What the legislature
has
declared to be wrongful for a definite purpose cannot be
therefore
treatedas wrongfulfor anotherand different
purpose(e).

I)_t_ of
As to the duty of respecting proprietary rights, we have
respecting
pro_rty, already mentioned that it is an absolute one. Further
illustration is reserved for the special treatment of that
division of the subject.
Duties of
Then we have the general duty of using due care and
diligence, caution. W_nat is due care and caution under given circumstances has to be worked out in the special treatment
of negligence. Here we may say that, generally speaking,
the standard of duty is fixed by reference to what we
should expect in the like case from a man of ordinary
sense,knowledge,and prudence.
i

Asmm_p?fforeOver,if the party has taken in hand the eondue_ of
tion of
_,
anytM_g requiring
special
sk_ll
and knowledge,we require
(d) ,4tkinsonv. _ewea*aeBrater.
¢vorksCo. (1877)2 F.,x. ])iv. 441,
46 L. J. Ex. 776.

(e) Gorr_v. 8¢ott (1874) L. R.
9 Ex. 125,43 L. ft. _x. 92; Brard
v./_robb8(1878)4 App. Ca. 13,23,
48 L. J. Q. B. 281.
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of him a competent measure of the skill and knowledge
usually found in persons who undertake such matters.
And this is hardly an addition to the general rule ; for a
man of common sense knows wherein he is competent and
wherein not, and does not take on himself things in which
he is incompetent.
If a man will drive a carriage, he is
bound to have the ordinary competence of a coachman;
if he will handle a ship, of a seaman; if he will treat a
wound,
and so
himself
at least

of a surgeon ; i_ he will lay bricks, of a bricklayer;
in every case that can be put. Whoever takes ou
to exercise a craft holds himself out as possessing
the common skill of that craft, and is answerable

accordingly.
If he fails, it is no excuse that he did the
best he, being unskilled, actually could. He must be
reasonably skilled at his peril. As the Romans put it,
imperZia culpae adnumeratur (f).
A good rider who goes
out with a horse he had no cause to think ungovernable,
and, notwithstanding

all he can do to keep his horse in

hand, is run away with by the horse, is not liable for what
mischief the horse may do before it is brought under control again (g) ; but if a bad rider is run away with by a
horse which a fairly good rider could have kept in order,
he will be liable. An exception to this principle appears Exception
of necesto be admissible in one uncommon but possible kind of sity.
circumstances, namely, where in emergency, and to avoid
imminent risk, the conduct of something generally entrusted to skilled persons is taken by an uns]_]]ed person ;
as if the crew of a steamer were so disabled by tempest or
sickness that the whole conduct of the vessel fell upon an
engineer
(f)

I). 50.

without
17, de div.

knowledge
reg.

iurls

antlqu_
132 ; eft. D. 9. 2, ad le_em
Aqlli1_am_
8.
BOtll ]?assages
are
from Gains.

of navigation,
(.q) _ammavk

or a sailor

v. WT_ite (1862)

11

C.B.N.S.
588, 31 L. J. C. P.
129 ; _ol_nes v. Jlfat2_r (1875) L. R.
10 _,x. 261, 44 L. J. F_,x. 176.
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without knowledge of steam-engines.
So if the driver
and stoker of a train were both disabled, say by sunstroke
or lightning, the guard, who is presumably unskilled as
concerns driving a locomotive, is evidently not bound to
perform the driver's duties. So again, a person who is
present at an accident requiring Jmm_ediate "first aid," no
skilled aid being on the spot, must act reasonably according to common knowledge if he acts at all ; bilt he cannot
be answerable to the same extent that a surgeon would
be. There does not seem to be any distinct authority for
such cases ; but we may assume it to be law that no more
is required of a person in this kind of situation than to
make a prudent and reasonable use of such skill, be it
much or little, as he actually has.
_abili_y
We shall now consider for what consequences of his
in relation
to cerise- acts and defaults a man is liable.
When complaint is
quenees

of act or
default,

made that one person has caused harm to another, the first
question is whether his act (h) was really the cause of that
harm in a sense upon which the law can take action. The
harm or loss may be traceable to his act, bat the connexion
may be, in the accustomed phrase, too remote.
The
maxim "In iure non remora causa sed proxima speetatur"
is Englished in Bacon's constantly cited
infinite for the law to judge the causes of
impulgons one of another: therefore it
with the immediate cause; and judgeth

gloss : "It
causes, and
contenteth
of acts by

were
their
itself
that,

without looking to any _urther degree" (i). Liability
must be founded on an act which is the "immediate cause"
(I0 _or shortness' sake I shall
often use the word '_ act" alone as
equivalent to "ac_ordefault."
(i) Maxims of the Law, Reg. 1.
It is remarkable that not one of
the examples adduced by Bacon

belongs to the law of torts, or
raises a question of the measure
of _m_ges.
There could be no
strong_
illustration of the extremely modem character of the
whole subject as now understood.
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Ofharm or of injuryto a right. Again,theremay have
been an undoubtedwrong, but it may be doubted how
much of theharm thatensuesisrelatedto thewrongful
act as its "immediate cause,"and therefore
is to be
counted in estimatingthe wrong-doer's
Hability.The
distinction
of proximate from remote consequencesis
need{ulfirst
to ascertain
whether thereis any Hability
at
all,and then,if it _ established
that wrong has been
committed,to settlethe footingon which compensation
forthewrong is to be awarded. The normal form of Moas=_eof
compensationforwrongs,as for breachesof contract,
in damages.
theprocedureof our SuperiorCourtsof common law has
beenthefixingofdamages in money by a juryunder the
direction
of a judge. It is the duty of the _udge (k)to
explaintothejurors,
as a matterof law,thefooting
upon
which they should calculate the damages if their verdict is
for the plaintiff.
This footing or scheme is called the
"measure of damages."
Thus, in the common case of a
breach of contract for the sale of goods, the measure of
damages is the difference between the price named in the
contract and the market value of the like goods at the time
when the contract was broken.
In cases of contract there
is no trouble in separating the question whether a contract
has been made and broken from the question what is the
proper measure of damages (1). But in cases of tort the
primary question of liability may itself depend, and it
often does, on the nearness or remoteness of the harm complained of. Except where we have an absolute duty and
an act which manifestly violates it, no clear Hne can be
drawn between the rule of Hability and the rule of corn(k) Jhr_dleyv. _axenda/v (1854) must, indeed, often turn on the
9 _,x. 341,23 L. J. Ex. 179.
measure of damages. But
(/) Whether it is practica]]y neednotconcernus here.
worthwhile to sue on a contract
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pensatlon.
The measure of damages, a ma_ter appearing
at first sight to belong to the law of remedies more than
of "antecedent rights," constantly involves, in the field of
torts, points that are in truth of the very substance of the
law. It is under the head of "measure of damages" that
these for the most part occur in practice, and are familiar
to lawyers; but their real connexion with the leading
principles of the subject must not be overlooked here.

Wreaking The meaning of the term "immediate
cause" is not
of ' 'frame=
diate
capable of perfect or general definition.
:Even if it had an
cause."

ascertainable logical meaning, which is more than doubtful,
it would not follow that the legal meaning is the same.
In fact, our maxim only points out that some consequences
are held too remote to be counted.
What is the test of
remoteness we still have to inquire.

The view which I

shall endeavour to justify is that, for the purpose of eivll
liability, those consequences, and those only, are deemed
"immediate,"
"proximate,"
or, to antieipate
a little,
"natural
and probable," which a person of average competence and knowledge, being in the like case with the
person whose conduct is complained of, and having the like
opportunities of observation, might be expected to foresee
as likely to follow upon such conduct.
This is only where
the particular consequence is not known to have been
intended or foreseen by the actor. If proof of that be
forthcoming, whether the consequence was "immediate"
or not does not matter.
That which a man actually
foresees is to him, at all events, natural and probable.
L|a_illty
for consequences

of
act:wilful

In the case of wilful wrong-doing we have an act
intended to do harm, and harm done by it. The inference
of liability from such an act (given the general rule, and
asm,m_

no just cause of exception

to be present) may
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seem a plain matter. But even in this t_rst case it is not
so plain as it seems. _re have to consider the relation of
thatwMeh thewrong-doerintendsto theeventswhich in
fact are brought to pass by his deed ; a relation which is
not constant, nor always evident.
A man strikes at another
with his fist or a stick, and the blow takes effect as he meant
it to do.

Here

the connexion

of act and consequence

is

plain enough, and the wrongful actor is liable for the resulting hurt. :But the consequence may be more than was
intended, or different.
And it may be different either in
respect of the event, or of the person affected.
Nym
quarrels with Pistol and knocks him down. The blow is
not serious in itself, hut Pistol falls on a heap of stones
which cut and bruise him. Or they are on the bank of a
deep ditch; Nym does not mean to put Pistol into the
ditch, but his blow throws Pistol of[ his balance, whereby
Pistol does fan into the ditch, and his clothes are spoilt.
These are simple cases where a different consequence from
that which was intended happens as an incident of the same
action. Again, one of ffack Cade's men throws a stone at
an alderman.
The stone misses the alderman, but strikes
and breaks a jug of beer which another citLzen is carrying.
Or Nym and :Bardolph agree to waylay and beat Pistol
after dark. Poins comes along the road at the time and
place where they expect Pistol ; and, taking him for Pistol,
Bardolph and Nym seize and beat Poins.
Clearly, just as
much wrong is done to Poins, and he has the same claim to
redress, as if Bardolph and Nym meant to beat Poins, and
not Pistol (m). Or, to take an actual and well-known case
(_)

In _riminal

difficulty
l_rsonal
doubt

that

law there

is some

in the case of attemptecl
offemces.
There
is me
if

A.

shoots

and

_11_

or wounds
X,,
under the
belief
that the man he shoots at is Z:, he

is in no way

excused

by

the mis-

take, and cannot be heard
to say"
that he had no unlawful
intention
as to X. : R. v. _mit/_ (1855)

Dears.

859.
But Lf he misses,
it seems
doubtful whether he can be said

it
extends
to some
consequences
not intena_d.
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in our books (n), Shepherd throws a lighted squib into a
building full of people, doubtless intending it to do m_chief of some kind. It falls near a person who, by an
instant and natural act of self-protection, casts it from him.
A third person again does the same. In this third flight
the squib meets with Scott, strikes him in the face, and
explodes, destroying the sight of one eye.
Shepherd
neither threw the squib at Scott, nor intended such grave
harm to any one ; but he is none the less liable to Scott.
And so in the other cases put, it is clear law that the
wrong-doer is liable to make good the consequences, and it
is likewise obvious to common sense that he ought to be.
He went about to do harm, and having begun an act of
wrongful mischief, he cannot stop the risk at his pleasure,
nor confine it to the precise objects he laid out, but must
abide it fully and to the end.
"Natural

This principle is commonly expressed in the maw_m tha_

cerisequenees:"

_:_a

relation of

his

man is presumed to intend the natural consequences of
acts'". a proposition which, with due explanation and
the rnleto
_ae actor's
within due limits, is acceptable, but which in itsel_ is
intention.
ambiguous.
To start _rom the simplest ease, we ma X know
that the man intended to produce a cer_Mn consequence, and
did produce it. And we may have independent l_roof of
the intention ; as i_ he announced it beforehand by threats
or boasting of vchat he would do. But oftentimes the act
to have attempted to kill either X.
or Z. Cf. -_. v. 2_ati_ner (1886) 17
Q. B. D. 359, 55 L. J. M. C. 136.
In Germany there is a whole llterature of modern controversy on the
subject.
See Dr.R.l_ranz,
'_Vorstellung und Wille in der modernen
I)oluslehre,"Ztsch.fiirdiegesamte
Strafrechtswissenschaft,
x. 169.
(n) _¢ott v. _,e)_crd, 2 W. ]31.

892 ; and in 1 Sin. L.C.
No doubt
was entertained of Shephercl's liability ; the only quesfion being in
what form of ac_on he was liable.
The inference of wrongful intention i_ in this case about as obvious as it can be ; it was, however,
not necessary, squib-throwing,
as
Nares J. pointed out, having been
declared a nuisance by statute.
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itself is the chief or sole proof of the intention with which
it is done. If we see Nym walk up to Pistol and knock
him down, we infer that Pistol's tall was intended by Nym
as the consequence of the blow. We may be mistaken in
this judgment.
Possibly Nym is walking in his sleep, and
has no real intention at all, at any rate none which can be
imputed to lqym awake.

But we do naturally infer inten-

tion, and the chances are greatly in favour of our being
right.
So nobody could doubt that when Shepherd threw
a lighted squib into a crowded place he expected and meant
mischief of some kind to be done by it. Thus far it is a
real inference, not a presumption properly so called. Now
take the case of Nym knocking Pistol over a bank into the
ditch. We will suppose there is nothing (as there well may
be nothing but Nym's own worthless assertion) to show
whether Nym knew the ditch was there; or, if he did "know,
whether he meant Pistol to fall into it. These questions
are llke enough to be insoluble.
How shall we deal with
them ? We shall disregard them.
l_rom Nym's point of
view his purpose may have been Amply to knock Pistol
down, or to knock him into the ditch also ; from Pistol's
point of view the grievance is the same. The wrong-doer
cannot call on us to perform a nice discrhnlnation of that
which is willed by him _rom that which is only consequential on the strictly wilful wrong. _Ve say that intention is presumed, meaning that it does not matter whether
intention can he proved or not ; nay, more, it would in the
majority of eases make no difference if the wrong-doer
could disprove it. Such an explanation as this--" I did
mean to knock you down, but I meant you not to fall into
the ditch "--would,
even if believed, be the lamest of
apologies, and it would no less be a vain excuse in law.
The habit

by which we s_ak

of presumption

oomes z_-;-g
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of "haprobably from the time when, inasmuch as parties could
tural and
probable" not give evidence, intention could hardly ever be matter
eouse,
Under the old system of pleading and
quence. of direct proof.
procedure, Brian C. J. might well say, "the thought of
man is not triable" (o). Still there is more in our maxim
than this. For although we do not care whether the man
intended the particular consequence or not, we have in
mind such consequences as he might have intended, or,
without exactly intending them, contemplated as possible ;
so that it would not be absurd to inter as a fact that he
either did mean them to ensue, or recklessly put aside the
risk of some such consequences ensuing.
This is the limit
introduced by such terms as "natural "--or more fully,
" natural and probable "--consequence
(p).
What is
natural and probable in this sense is commonly, but not
always, obvious. There are consequences which no man
could, with common sense and observation, help foreseeing.
There are others which no human prudence could have
foreseen.
Between these extremes is a middle region of
various probabilities divided by an ideal boundary which
will be differently fixed by different opinions ; and as we
approach this boundary the difficulties increase.
There is
a point where subsequent events are, according to common
understanding, the consequence not of the first wrongful
act at all, but of something else that has happened in the
meanwhile, though, but for the first act, the event might
or could not have been what it was (q). But that po_mt
(o) _'ear-Book 17 Edw. IV. 1,
translated in Blackburnon Sale,
at p. 193in 1st eel.,261in 2nd ed.
by Graham.
(p) "Normal,orlikelyor probable of occurrencein the ordinary
course of things, would perhaps
be the better expression": Grove

J. in 8millJ v. Gre_, 1 C. P. D.
at p. 96. But what is normal or
likely to a specialistmay not be
normalor likely to a plain man's
knowledgeandexperience.
(q) Thus QualnJ. said (_/_
v.Z. _ Y.2_ail.Co.,:L.R. 9 Q. B.
at p. 2@8):"Intort the defendant

CO_qSEQUE_CZS.
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c_-_ot be defined by science or philosophy (,-); and even if it
could, the definition would not be of much use for the
guidance of juries. If English law seems vague on these
questions, it is because, in the analysis made necessary by
the separation of findings of fact from conclusions of law,
it has grappled more closely with the inherent vagueness
of facts than any other system.
We may now take some
illustrations of the rule of "natural and probable consequences" as it is generally accepted.
In whatever form
we state it, we must remember that it is not a logical
definition, but only a guide to the exercise of common
sense.
The lawyer cannot afford to adventure himself
with philosophers in the logical and metaphysical
troversies that beset the idea of cause.

con-

In Vandenburgh v. Truaz (s), decided by the Supreme rahabburgh v.
Court of New York in 1847, the plaintiff's servant and the r_ax.
defendant quarrelled in the street. The defendant took
hold of the servant, who broke loose from him and ran
away; "the defendant took up a pick-axe and followed
the boy, who fled into the plaintiff's store, and the defendant pursued him there, with the pick-axe in his hand."
In r_mning behind the counter for shelter the servant
knocked out the faucet from a cask of wine, whereby the
wine ran out and was lost. Here the defendant (whatever
the merits of the original quarrel) was clearly a wrongdoer in pursuing the boy; the plaintiff's house was a
natural place for his servant to take refuge in, and it was
is liable for all the consequences
of his illegal act, where they are
not so remote as to have no direct
connexion with the act, as by the
lapse of t_ae for instance."
(r) " The doctrine of causafion,"
said Fry L. J., "involves much
P.

dimculty
in philosophy
as in
law" : 8vtor_ v. Eafone (1887) 19
Q.B. Div. at p. 74, 56 L. J. Q. B.
415.
(s) 4 Denlo, 464. The decision
seems to be generally accepted as
goodlaw.
D
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also natural that the servant, "fleeing for his llfe _rom a
man in hot pursuit armed with a deadly weapon," should_
in his hasty movements, do some damage to the plaintiff's
property in the shop.

_,iz_ v.
_wan.

There was a curious
where one Guille, after
in Swan's garden. _
balloon, broke into the

earlier case in the same State (t),
going up in a balloon, came down
crowd of people, attracted by the
garden and trod down the vege-

tables and flowers. (_uille's descent was in itself plainly
a trespass ; and he was held liable not only for the damage
done by the balloon itself but for that which was done by
the crowd.
"If his descent under such circumstances
would, ordinarily and naturally, draw a crowd of people
about him, either from curiosity, or for the purpose of
rescuing him from a perilous situation; all this he ought
to have foreseen, and must be responsible for" (_). In
both these cases the squib ease was commented and relied
on.
Similarly it has many times been said, and it is
undoubted law, that if a man lets loose a dangerous
animal in an inhabited place he is liable for all the
mischief it may do.
Liabmt_
The balloon ease illustrates what was observed in the
for consequencesof first chapter on the place of trespass in the law of torts.
tress.
The trespass was not in the common sense wilful ; Guille
certainly did not mean to come down into Swan's garden,
which he did, in fact, with some danger to himself.
But
a man who goes up in a balloon must know that he has to
(t) Guil_ v. _wan (1822) 19
Johns._81.
(u) PerSpencerC.J. Itappeared
that the defendant (plaintiff in
error)had calledforhelp; but this
was t_,_xl as immaterial. The
recent Scott_ case of _¢o_t',

Trust_8v. M_ (1889),17 Ct. of
Seas. C. 4th S. 32, is hardly so
strong, for there a parachute
descentwas not onlycontemplated
but advertisedas a public en_rta;_,mt.
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come down somewhere, and that he cannot be sure of
coming down in a place which he is entitled

to use for

that purpose, or where his descent will cause no damage
and excite no objection.
Guille's liability was accordingly
the same as if the balloon had been under his control, and
he had guided it into Swan's garden. If balloons were as
manageable as a vessel at sea, and by some accident which
could not be ascribed to any fault of the traveller the
steering apparatus got out of order, and so the balloon
drifted into a neighbour's garden, the result might be
different.
So, if a landslip carries away my land and
house from a hillside on which the house is built, and
myself in the house, and leaves all overlying a neighbour's
field in the valley, it cannot be said that I am liable for
the damage to my neighbour's land ; indeed, there is not
even a technical trespass, for there is no voluntary act at
all. But where ¢resl)ass to property is committed by a
voluntary act, known or not known _o be an infringement
of another's right, there the trespasser, as regards liability
for consequences, is on the same footing as a wilful
wrong-door.
A simple example of a consequence too remote to be Con_queneetoo
ground for liability, though it was part of the incidents remote:
Gloverv.
following on a wronghll act, is afforded by G/over v. z. _ s. w.
London and South Western l_ilway Company (v). The _,a. re.
plaintiff, being a passenger on the railway, was charged
by the company's ticket collector, wrongly as it turned out,
with not having a ticket, and was removed from the train
by the company's servants with no more force than was
necessary for the purpose. He left a pair of race-glasses
in the carriage, which were lost; and he sought to hold
(r) (1867)L. R. a Q. B. 25,37 L. g. Q. B. _7.
D2
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the company Hable not only for the personal assault committed by tal_iug him out of the train, but for the value of
these glasses. The Court held without difficulty that the
loss was not the "necessary consequence" or "immediate
result" of the wrongful act : for there was nothing to show
that the plaintiff was prevented from taking his glasses
with him, or that he would not have got them if after
leaving the carriage he had asked for them.
Question

of what is

In criminal law the question not unfrequently

occurs, on

]dmng in a charge of murder or manslaughter, whether a certain act
c_,,_-al
or neglect was the "immediate cause" of the death of the
law.
deceased person.
We shall not enter here upon the cases
on this head; but the comparison of them will be found interesting.

They are collected by Sir James Stephen (x).

The doctrine of "natural and probable consequence" is
ge,ce
most clearly illustrated, however, in the law of negligence.
depends
For there the substance of the wrong itself is failure to
on prob_bmty of act with due foresight : it has been defined as "the omis(_OIlSeLiability
for negli-

quence, sion to do something which a reasonable man, guided upon
capability those considerations which ordinarily regulate the conduct

i.e., its

foreseen
of b_mg

by a
reasonable
....

of human affairs, would do, or doing something which a
prudent and reasonable man would not do" (g). Now a
reasonable man can be guided only by a reasonable estimate of probabilities.
If men went about to guard themselves against every risk to themselves or others which
might by ingenious conjecture be conceived as possible,
human affairs could not be carried on at all. The reasonable man. then, to whose ideal behaviour we are to look as
(x) Digest of the Criminal Law,
Arts. 219, 220.
(y) Alderson B. in _lyth
v.

This is not a complete definition,
since a man is not liable for even
_ilfulomlssion
without someante-

.Birr_ing]_¢ra Brat_rwar,_s Go. (1856)
11 Ex. 781, 26 L. J. Ex. 212.

cedent ground of
_3_athereaft_r.

du_.

But

of
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the standard of duty, will neither neglect what he can forecast as probable, nor waste his anxiety on events that are
barely possible. He will order his precaution by the
measure of what appears likely in the known course of
things.
This being the standard, it follows that if in a
10articular case (not being within certain special and more
stringent rules) the harm complained of is not such as a
reasonable man in the defendant's place should have foreseen as likely to happen, there is no wrong and no liability.
And the statement proposed, though not positively laid
down, in Greenland v. Cha2lin (z), namely, "that a person
is expected to anticipate and guard against all reasonable
consequences, but that he is not, by the law of England,
expected to anticipate and guard against that which no
reasonable man would expect to occur," appears to contain
the only rule tenable

on principle

where the habflity

is

founded solely on negligence.
"Mischief which could by
no possibility have been foreseen, and which no reasonable
person would have anticipated," may be the ground of
legal compensation under some rule of exceptional severity,
and such rules, for various reasons, exist; but under an
ordinary rule of due care and caution it cannot be taken
into account.
We shall now give examples on either side of the line. Examples:
In.Hilly. New .River Corn.pa_y(a), the defendant company 1/_ttv.
2v'ew/t_ver
had in the course of their works caused a stream of water fie.
to spout up in the middle of a public road, without making
any provision, such as fencing or watching it, for the
safety of persons using the highway.
As the plaintiff's
horses and carriage were being driven along the road, the
(*) Per Pollock C. B. (1850) 5
]_x. at p. 248.
(a) 9 B. & S. 303 (1868) ; cp.

_rarr/s v. Mobbn CDenman J. 1878)
3 _x. I). 268, which, perhaps,
goes a step farther.
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horses shied at the water, dashed across the road, and fell
into an open excavation by the roadside which had been
made by persons and for purposes unconnecte_l with the
water company.
It was argued that the immediate cause
of the injuries to man, horses, and carriage ensuing upon
this fall was not the unlawful act of the water company,
but the neglect of the contractors who had made the cutting
in leaving it open and unfenced.
But the Court held that
the "proximate cause" was "the first negligent act which
drove the carriage and horses into the excavation."
In
fact, it was a natural consequence that frightened horses
should bolt off the road ; it could not be foreseen exactly
where they would go off, or what they might
or fall into.
But some such harm as did
probable enough, and it was immaterial for
in hand whether the actual state of the
temporary or permanent, the work of nature
If the carriage had gone into a river, or over

run against
happen was
the purpose
ground was
or of man.
an embank-

ment, or down a precipice, it would scarcely have been
possible to raise the doubt.
_ilnanu
_Villiams v. Go'eat tlrestern tgaik_ay Comgany (b) is a
v.G.W.
_ail. Co. stronger case, if not an extreme one. There were on a
portion of the company's llne in Denblghshlre
two level
crossings near one another, the railway meeting a carriageroad in one place and a footpath (wMch branched off from
the road) in the other. It was the duty of the company
under certain Acts to have gates and a watchman at the
road crossing, and a gate or stile at the footpath crossing ;
but none of these things had been done.
"On the 22nd December, 1871, the plaintiff, a child of
four and a-half years old, was found lying on the rails by
(b)L. R. 9 Ex, 157,43L. J'.Ex. C_tral l_g. Co, (1883)111U. S.
I05 (1874). Cp._$$¢_v. tr/e]dgan 228.
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the footpath, with one foot severed _rom his body. There
was no evidence to show how the child had come there,
beyond this, that he had been sent on an errand a few
Tn;nutes before from the cottage where he lived, which lay
by the roadside, at about 300 yards distance from the railway, and farther Stem it than the point where the foo_ath
J

diverged £rom the road. It was suggested on the part of
the defendants that he had gone along the road, and then,
reaching the railway, had strayed down the llne; and on
the part of the plaintiff, that he had gone along the open
tootpath, and was crossing the line when he was knocked
down and injured by the passing train."
On these facts it was held that there was evidence proper
to go to a jury, and on which they might reasonably find
that the accident to the child was caused by the railway
company's omission to provide a gate or stile. " One at
least of the objects for which a gate or stile is required is
to warn people of what is before them, and to make them
pause before reaching a dangerous place like a railroad" (e).
In .Bailiffs of .Ro_2ey Marsh v. Trinity

House (d), a _a_Zifaof
_o_nney

Trinity ]_ouse cutter had by negligent navigation struck on _
v.
a shoal about three-quarters of a mile outside the plaintiffs' trinity
.House.
sea-wall. Becoming lmr, anageable, the vessel was inevitably driven by strong wind and tide against the seawall, and did much damage to the wall. It was hem
without difficulty _hat the Corporation of the Trinity
(c) Amphle_t B. at 1x 162.
(d) L. R. 5 Ex. 204, _9 L.J.
Xx. 163 (1870); inEx. Ch. L.R.
7 ]_x. 247 (1872). This oomes near
the case of letting loose a dangerous a_imal; a drifting vessel isin
itself a dangerous thing.
In T_e
G_orge and _iohard, L. R. 3 A. &

E. 466, a brig by negligent navlgation ran lnto a bark, anddisabled
her; thebarkwas drivenonahoro;
held that the owners of the brig
were liable for injury ensuing from
thewreck of the bark to personson
board her.
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House was liable (under the ordinary rule of a master's
responsibility for his servants, of which hereafter) for this
damage, as being the direct consequence of the first default
which rendered the vessel unmanageable.

Zgnet,v.
._di,,.

Something like this, but not so simple, was .Lgncl_ v.
N_o.din (e), where the owner of a horse and cart left them
unwatched in the street; some children came up and began
playing about the cart, and as one of them, the plaintiff in
the cause, was climbing into the cart another pulled the
horse's bridle, the horse moved on, and the plaintiff fell
down under the wheel of the cart and was hurt.
The
owner who had left the cart and horse unattended was
held liable for this injury.
The Court thought it strictly
within the province of a jury " to pronounce on all the
circumstances, whether the defendant's conduct was wanting in ordinary care, and the harm to the plaintiff
result of it as might have been expected "(f).

such a

ConIt will be seen that on the whole the disposition of the
_rasted
casesof
Courts has been to extend rather than to narrow the range
nontk pair of eases
liability of "natural and probable consequences."
_nd Us- at first sight pretty much alike in their facts, but in one of
bility:
cozv.
which the claim succeeded, while in the other it failed, will
JBur_idge_
(e) 1 Q. B. 29,10L. J. Q. B, 78 tion, as it was found, to drive past
(1841); cp. Clark v. Cfiambers,3 through thonarrowedfairwaythus
Q. B. D. at p. 331.
left, struckthe shafts of the de(f) This case was relied on in fendant's truck, which whirled
Massachusettsin 2owellv./)eveney round and struckand injured the
(1849)3 Cash.300,where the de- plaintiff,whowas onthe sidewalk.
fendant's truck had, contrary to Held, the defendantwas liable. If
local regulations,been left out in the ease had beenthat the shafts
the street for the night, the shafts of the truck remu_ed onthe sidebeingshoredup andprojectinginto walk, and the plaintiffafterwards
the road ; a secondtruck was simi- stumbledon them in the dark, it
larly placedon the oppositesideof wouldbe an almostexact parallel
the road: the driver of a third to Olarkv. Cl_a_nbera
(8 Q. B. D.
truck,endeavourlngwith duecau- 327,47L. J. Q.B. 427; seebelow).
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show where the llne is drawn. If a horse escapes into a/_ v.
public road and kicks a person who is lawfully on the Ri_.
road, its owner is not liable unless he knew the horse to be
vicious (g). He was bound indeed to keep his horse from
straying, but it is not an ordinary consequence of a horse
being loose on a road that it should kick human beings
without provocation.
The rule is different however if a
horse by reason of a defective gate strays not into the road
but into an adjoining field where there are other horses,
and kicks one of those horses.
whose duty it was to maintain
owner of the injured horse (h).

In that case the person
the gate is liable to the

The leading case of MetroTolitan Hail. Co. v. Jackson (i)
is in truth of this class, though the problem arose and was
considered, in form, upon the question whether there was
any evidence of negligence.
The plaintiff was a passenger
in a carriage already over-full.
As the train was stopping
at a station, he stood up to resist yet other persons who
had opened the door and tried to press in. W_aile he was
thus standing, and the door was open, the train moved on.
He laid his hand on the door-lintel for support, and at the
same moment a porter came up, turned off the intruders,
and quickly shut the door in the usual manner.
The
plaintiff's thumb was caught by the door and crushed.
After much difference of opinion in the courts below,
mainly due to a too literal following of certain previous
authorities, the House of Lords unanimously held that,
(g) Coxv. Burbidge(1863) 13 C. .Ellisv. Zoftus Iron Co.,L. R. 10
B. lg. S. 430, 32L. ft. C.P. 89.
C.P. 10,44 L g. C.P. 24.
(/t) Z_ v. a_i/cyt1865)18 C.B.
(i) 3 App. Ca. 193, 47 L. J.
N. S. 722, 84 L. J. C. P. 212. C.P. 303 (1877). Op. _bb v.
Both decisions were ,n_nlmous, _7._F'..R.Co.'93, 1 Q. B. 459_ 62
an¢ltwo judges (Erle C. J. and :L.J. Q,.B. 335,4 R. 283.
KeatingJ.) took_kr_in hot& O_.

slfetropoli.
tan Rail.
Co.v.
]_ekson.
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assumingthe failure
topreventovercrowdingto be negligence on the company'spart,the hurt suffered
by the
plaintiff was not nearly or certainly enough connecded
with it to give him a cause of action. It was an accident
which might no less have happened if the carriage had
not been overcrowded at all.

NonUnusual conditions brought about by severe host have
liabflit:r
for con- more than once been the occasion of accidents on which
sequences
of
unusual untenable claims for compensation have been founded, the
state of
Courts holding that the mishap was not such as the party
things:
_tuth v. charged with causing it by his negligence could reason2irmi_g- ably be expected to provide against. In the memorable
ham
n_t_ " Crimean winter" of 1854-5 a fire-plug attached to one
worksCo

of the mains of the Birmingham Waterworks Company
was deranged by the _rost, the expansion of superficial ice
forcing out the plug, as it afterwards seemed, and the
water from the main being dammed by incrusted ice and
snow above. The escaping water found its way through
the ground into the ccllar of a private house, and the
occupier sought to recover from the company for the
damage. The Court held that the accident was manifestly
an extraordinary one, and beyond any such foresight as
could be reasonably required (k).
Here nothing was
alleged as constituting a wrong on the company's part
beyond the mere fact that they did not take extraordinary
precautions.
S_rpv.
lOowdl.

The later case of Sharp v..Powell (l) goes farther, as the
story begins with an act on the defendant's part which
(k) 2_lythv..BirminghamWa_r.works Co. (1856)11 Ex. 781, 25
L. J. ]_x. 212. The questionwas
not reallyof remoteme_of damage,
lmtwhethertherewasanyevidence
of negligence at all; nevertheless

the case is instructivefor e_mparisonwith the others hereclt_t.
Op. Maymeon Damages, Preface
to the first odltion.
(/) L. R. 7 C. P. 258, 41L. J.
C.P. 95 (1872).
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He caused his van to be

washed in a public street, contrary

to the _etropolitan

Police Act. The water ran down a gutter, and would in
fact (m) (but for a hard frost which had then set in for
some time) have run harmlessly down a grating into the
sewer, at a corner some twenty-five yards from where the
van_was washed.
As it happened, the grating was frozen
over, the water spread out and froze into a sheet of ice,
and a led horse of the plaintiff's slipped thereon and broke
its knee. It did not appear that the defendant or his
servants knew of the stoppage of the grating.
The Court
thought the damage was not "within the ordinary consequences" (n) of such an act as the defendant's, not "one
which the defendant could fairly be expected to anticipate
as likely to ensue from his act" (o): he " could not
reasonably be expected to foresee that the water would
accumulate and freeze
happened" (p).

at the spot where

the

accident

Some doubt appears to be east on the rule thus lald Question,
if the same
down--which, it is submitted, is the right one--by what rulehe1&
_onse-

was said a few years later in Clark v. C]_mber8 (q), though f°qurenee
s of
not by the decision itself. This case raises the question wrong :
whettmr the liability of a wrong-doer may not extend e_rk v.
even to remote and nnll]_ely consequences where the c_mbera.
original wrong is a wilful trespass, or consists in the
unlawhfl or careless use of a dangerous instrument.
The
main facts were as follows :_
1. The defendant without authority set a barrier, partly
arme_ with spikes (chevaux-de-_ise), across a road subject
to other persons' rights of way. An opening was at most
(m) So the Court found, having
power to draw infe_me_
of facL
(n) Grove

J.

(o)KeatingJ.

(p) Bovill C. J.
(q) 3 Q. B. D.
Q.B.

427 (1878).

327,

47

L.

J.
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times lef_ in the middle of the barrier, and was there at
the time when the mischief happened.
2. The plaintiff went after dark along this road and
through the opening, by the invitation of the occupier of
one of the houses to which the right of using the road
belonged, and in order to go to that house.
3. Some one, not the defendant or any one authorized
by him, had removed one of the chevaux-de-frlse barriers,
and set it on end on the footpath.
It was suggested, but
not proved, that this was done by a person entitled to use
the road, in exercise of his right to remove the unlawful
obstruction.
4. Returning

later

in the evening

from Ms friend's

house, the plaintiff, after safely passing through the central
opening above mentioned, turned on to the footpath.
He
there came against the ehevaux-de-frise
thus displaced
(which he could not see, the night being very dark), and
one of the spikes put out his eye.
After a verdict for the plaintiff the ease was reserved
for further

consideration,

and the Court (1")held that the

damage was nearly enough connected with the defendant's
first wrongfful act--namely,
obstructing the road with instruments dangerous to people lawfully using it--for the
plaintiff to be entitled to judgment.
It is not obvious why
and how, if the consequence in Clark v. Chambers was
natural and probable enough to justify a verdict for the
plaintiff, that in Sitar2 v. 2owell was too remote to be
submitted to a jury at all. The Court did not dispute the
correctness of the judgments in S/_a;T v. Powell "as applicable to the circumstances of the particular ease;" but their
(r) CoekburnC. J. and Manlsty being liable: a Imsitionwhich is
J. The point chiefly arguedfor clearly untenable (see _¢ott v.
the defendantseemsto have been _herd) ; but the judgmentis of
_aat the interventionof a third _ider s_ol}e.
imrson'sact prevented him from

CONSEQUENCES;
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final observatlons (s) certainly tend to the opinion that in
a case of active wrong-doing the rule is different. Such
an opinion, it is submitted, is against the general weight of
authority, and against the principles underlying the authorities (t). However, their conclusion may be supported,
and may have been to some extent determined, by the
special rule imposing the duty of what has been called
"consummate caution" on persons dealing with dangerous
instruments.
Perhaps the real solution is that here, as i_ 1till v. 2_ew ConSequences
__iverCo. (tt), the kind of harmwhieh in fact happened might natural in
have been expected, though the precise manner in which it kind
though
happened was determined by an extraneous accident.
If not
in
circumin this case the spikes had not been disturbed, and the stance.
plaintiff had in the dark missed the free space left in the
barrier, and run against the spiked part of it, the defendant's liability could not have been disputed.
As it was,
the obstruction was not exactly where the defendant had
put it, but still it was an obstruction to that road which
had been wrongfully brought there by him
He had put
it in the plaintiff's way no less than Shepherd put his squib
in the way of striking Scott ; whereas in Sharl_ v. Powell
the mischief was not of a kind which the defendant had
any reason to foresee.
The turn taken by the discussion in Clark v. Chambers
was, in this view, unnecessary, and it is to be regretted
that a considered judgment was delivered in a form tending to unsettle an ac_pted rule without putting anything
definite in its place. On the whole, I submit that, whether
Clark v. Chambers can stand with it or not, both principle
(e) S Q. B. D. at 1_. 838.
for disregardo_ s_atutoryprovi=
(t) Comparethe oasesonslander sions,Gorriev. Scott (1874)L. R.
collectedin the notes to Wtoar#v. 9 :Ex.125,43In. ,1. ]_,x.92.
Wil_ocks,2 Sin. L. C. ComI_re
(tt) P. 37_above.
also, as to con_luential liability
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and the current of authority concur to mainfain
as declared in 8_rp v. Powell.

the law

Damages
Where a wrongful or negligent act of .k., threatening
_or _ _er_o_ or
Z. with immediate bodily hurt, but not causing such hurt,
mental
produces in Z. a sudden terror or "nervous shock" from
shock' '
whether
which bodily illness afterwards ensues, is this damage too
too remote.

remote to enter into the measure of damages if &.'s act
was an absolute wrong, or to give Z. a cause of action if
actual damage is the gist of the action ? The Judicial
Committee decided in 1888 (u) that such consequences are
too remo_; but it is submitted that the decision is not
satisfactory. A husband and wife were driving in a buggy
across a level railway crossing, and, through the obvious
and admitted negligence of the gatekeeper, the buggy was
nearly but not quite run down by a train; the husband
"got the buggy across the llne, so that the train, which
was going at a rapid speed, passed close to the back of it
and did not touch it."
The wife then and there fainted,
and it was proved to the satisfaction of the Court below
"that she received a severe nervous shock _rom the fright,
and that the illness from which she afterwards suffered
was the eousequenoe of the fright."
It may be conceded
that the passion of fear, or any other emotion of the mind,
however painful and distressing it be, and however reasonable the apprehension which causes it, cannot in itself be
regarded as measurable temporal damage; and that the
judgment appealed from, if and so _ar as it purported to
allow any distinct damages for "mental injuries" (x), was
erroneous.
But their Lordships seem to have treated this
as obviously involving the further proposition that physical
(u)
a_s

tr_otoc'ian
v. _t_,

.Railways
13 App.

Goramis.
Ca. 222,

The
physical
injuries
wea'e substantial enough, for r_ey inoludod

57L. J. P. C. 69.
a_e
(/b/d.). Whethertha_
(_) It is by no meansclearthat woareally due to the fi-ight_was
zuoh was the intentionor effeot, o_-i_entlya questionof fact, autl
I_ezthe roport,12 V. L. R. 895. thiswasnot _Ib_t_i ar_.

CONSEQUENCES.
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illness caused by reasonable fear is on the same footing.
This does not follow. The true question would seem to be
whether the fear in which the plaintiff was put by the
defendant's wrongful or negligent conduct was such as, in
the circumstances, would naturally be suffered by a person
of ordinary courage and temper, and such as might thereupon naturally and probably lead, in the plaintiff's case (y),
to the physical effects complained of. Fear taken alone
falls short of being actual damage, not because it is a
remote or unlikely consequence, but because it can be
proved and measured only by physical effects.
The
opinion of the Judicial Committee, outside the colony of
¥ictoria, is as extra-judiclal
as the contrary and (it is
submitted) better opinion expressed in two places (z) by
Sir James Stephen as to the possible commission o_
murder or manslaughter by the wilful or reckless infliction of "nervous shock," or the later contrary decisions in
Ireland and lqew York (a). And if the reasoning of the
Judicial Committee be correct, it becomes rather difficult
to see on what principle
actionable wrong (a).
(y) This must be so unless we go
back to the old Germazfie method
of a t_xed scale of compensation.
So, as regards the measure
of
damages when liability
is not
denied, the defendant has fo take
his e2mnco of the person disabled
being a workman, or a tradesman
m a small way, or a physician witJa
a large practice,
(z) Dig. Cr. Law', note to art.
221 ; Hist. Cr. Law, ill 5.
(a) Cp. Mr. Beven's criticism of
this case, Principles of the Law of
Negligence, 66--71.
As he justly
points out_ it'has never been questioned that an action may lie for
damage done by an anlz,_] which

assault without

battery

is an

has been frightened by the defendant's negligent act : Manch_ter
South Jr_. __. Co. v. Fullarton (1863)
14 C. B. 1_'. S. 54 ; Simkiu v. ]L.
_hr. W'. 1¢. Co. (1888) 21 Q. B. Div.
453; 59 L. T. 797 ; Brown v. Eastern
and Mulla_d_ R. Co. (1889) 22 Q. B.
Div. 391 ; 58 L. J. Q. B. 212.
The Exchequer Division in Ireland
has refused to follow this doctrine
of the Judicial Committee: Bell v.
G.N. /L Go. (1890) 26 L. R. _r_
428. So has the Supreme Court of
New York in an almost identical
ease: M_tehelZ v. _oc]wster _. Co.
(1893), see (New York) Univ. Law
Rev. i. 10. And see Ames, Sel. Ca.
on Torts, 15, 16.
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PERSONS

AFFECTED

1.--Limitations
Personal
status_ as

a rule,

immaterial in
law
tort of
: but

capacity
in fact

IlL
BY

TORTS.

of Personal Capacity.

IN the law of contract various grounds of personal disability have to be considered with some care. Infants,
married women, lunatics, are in different degrees and for
different reasons incapable of the duties and fights arising
OUt Of contracts.
In the law of tort it is otherwise.

maybe
Generally speaking, there is no ]_m_t to personal capacity
material, either in becoming liable for civil injuries, or in the power
of obtaining redress for them. It seems on principle
that, where a particular intention, knowledge, or state of
mind in the person charged as a wrong-doer is an element,
as it sometimes is, in constituting the alleged wrong, the
age and mental capacity of the person may and should be
taken into account (along with other relevant circumstances) in order to ascertain as a fact whether that intention, knowledge, or state of mind was present.
But in
every case it would be a question of fact, and no exception
to the general rule would be established or propounded (a).
An idiot would scarcely be held answerable for incoherent
words of vituperation,

though, if uttered by a sane man,

(a) Ulplan, in D. 9, 2, ad leg.
AquiL
5, } 2.
Quaerlmus,
si
furiosus damnum dederit, an legis
Aquiliae actio sit ? Et Pegasus
negavit : quae enim in eo culpa sit,
cure suae menfis non sit ? Et laoc

est veriesimum ....
Quod sl
hntmbes id fecerit, Labeo alt, qui_
_ur_i tenetur, tenerl et Aq_
eum; et hoc puto veram, si sit
iam inluriae capax.
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they might be slander. But this would not help a monomaniac who should write libellous post-cards to all the
people who had refused or neglected, say to supply him
with funds to recover the Crown of England.
The amount
of damages recovered might be reduced by reason of the
evident insignificance of such libels; but that would be
all. Again, a mere child could not be held accountable
for not using the discretion of a man; but an infant is
certainly liable for all wrongs of omission as well as of
comr,_sion in matters where he was, in the common
phrase, old enough to know better.
It is a matter of
common sense, just as we do not expect of a blind man
the same actions or readiness to act as of a seeing man.
There exist partial exceptions, however, in the ease of Partial or
apparent
convicts and alien enemies, and apparent exceptions as to excepinfants and married women,
tioas:
A convicted felon whose sentence is in force and unex- Convlct8
andalien
plred, and who is not "lawfully
at large under any enemies.
licence," cannot sue "for the recovery of any property,
debt, or damage whatsoever" (5). An alien enemy cannot
sue in his own right in any English court. Nor is the
operation of the S_atute of Limitations suspended, it
seems, by the personal disability (c).
With regard to _n_ants, there were certain cases under
the old system of pleading in which there was an option to
sue for ]_reach of contract or for a tort. In such a case an

Infants:
con_
notto be
indir_y
enfome¢l
infant could not be made liable for what was in truth a by _mg
in tor_.
(5) 83 & 84 Vict. c. 23, ss. 8, 30.
Cantlesuefor an i_junction_ Or

(c) See.DeBraMv..Braw/_(1856)
1H. & I_T.178,25L. J. Ex. 34_

for a dissolution
judicial separatdon
P.

(alien enemy : _he law mus_ be the
_me_o_._
_o;_v_).'
" •
'
E

of
P

marriage

or
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Breach of contract By framing the action ex delleto. "You
cannot convert a contract into a tort to enable you to sue
an infant : Jennings v. _Rundall" (d). And the principle
goes to this extent, that no action lles against an infant for
a fraud whereby he has induced a person to contract with
him, such as a false statement that he is of full age (e).

Limi_ of
the rule:
independent
wrongs.

But where an infant commits a wrong of which a conor the obtaining of something under a contract, is
the occasion, but only the occasion, he is liable.
In
JBurnard v. 2:[aggi8 (f), the defendant in the (_ounty Court,
an infant undergraduate, hired a horse for riding on the
express condition that it was not to be used _or jumping ;
he went out with a _riend who rode this horse by his desire, and, making a cut across country, they jumped divers
tract,

hedges and ditches, and the horse staked itself on a _ence
and was fatally injured.
Having thus caused the horse to
be used in a manner wholly unauthorize_ by its owner,
the defendant was held to have committed a mere trespass
or "independen_ tort" (g), for which he was liable to the
owner apart from any question of contract, just as if he
had mounted and ridden the horse without hiring or leave.
In_
Also it has been established by various decisions in the
shallnot
take
_lCourt of Chancery that "an infant cannot take advantage
vantage
his own of of his own fraud :" that is, he may be compelled to specific
fraud.
(d) 8 T. R. 336, 4 R. 1_. 680,
_hus cited by ParkeB., 2"a_rhurst
V. Liverpool.AdellohiLoan.As*oeiat_ (1854)9 FT. 422,23 L. J. EX.
163.
(e) Jo_ns_m
v. Pie,1 Sial.258,&e.
Seethe reportfully citedby Knigh_
Bruce,V.-C. (1847)in _tikemanv.
2)aw_p 1De G. &Sin. a_1_.113;

(f) 14 C. B. N. S. 45, 82 L. Y.
C.P. 189(1863).
(9) See per Willes J. TJ[the
bailmenthad beenat will, f_hedefendant'sact would havo wholly
determinedthe bailment,andunder
the old formsof pleadinghe would
have been liable at the owner's
elo_oninc_sooriniz_im_¢i¢_

_m"ED

WO_a-E_.
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restitution, where that is possible, of anything he has obtained by deceit, nor can he hold other persons liable for
acts done on the faith of his false statement, which would
have been duly done if the statement had been true (h).
Thus, where an infant had obtained a lease of a furnished
house by representing himsel_ as a responsible person and
of full age, the lease was declared void, and the lessor to
be entitled to delivery of possession, and to an injunction
to restrain the lessee from dealing with the furniture and
effects, but not to damages for use and occupation (1_).
As to married women, a married woman was by the
common law incapable of binding hersel_ by contract, and
therefore, llke an infant, she could not be made liable as

Married

woIn_n :

the common law.

for a wrong in an action for deceit or the like, when this
would have in substance amounted to making her liable on
a contract (i). In other cases of wrong she was not under
any disability, nor had she any immunity ; but she had to
sue and be sued jointly with her husband, inasmuch as
her property was the husband's ; and the husband got the
benefit of a favourable judgment and was liable to the
consequences of an adverse one.
Since the _farrisd _romen's Property Act, 1882, a Wrar_ea
Women _B
married woman can acquire and hold separate property in Property
her own name, and sue and be sued without joining her Act, lSS2.
husband.
If she is sued alone, damages and costs recovered
against her are payable out of her separate property (k).
(_) Z_pr_re
v. r.ange (1879)
Ch. D. 675 ; and see other eases

12
in

the _ritez's
"Princil_les
of Contract,"
p. 74, 6th ed.
(i)_Fairl_r_tv.
_iver_ool.Adv¥1*_
.Asr_/ation

(1864)

23 L. J. Ex. 163.
(k) 45 & 46 Vict.

c. 75,

s.

1.

The right
of action given by the
statute applies to a cause of action
which
arose befol_
it came into

9 _.,x. 422,

operation:

E2

//r¢/danv.

_Yi_/ow(1884)
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If a husband and w_fe sue jointly for personal injurles to_'J _*
the wife, the damages recovered are the wife's separate _ _.
property (l). She may sue her own husband, if necessary, ,_ **
"for the protection and security of her own separate properry"; but otherwise actions for a tort between husband
and wife cannot be entertained (m). That is, a wife may
sue her husband in an action which under the old forms of

a_
_.
_
"_a

pleading would have been trover for the recovery o_ her _"
goods, or for a trespass or nulsanee to land held by her as
her separate property; but she may not sue him in a civil
action for a personal wrong, such as assault, libel, or injury
by negligence.
Divorce does not enable the divorced wife
to sue her husband for a personal tort committed during
the coverture (n). There is not anything in the Act to prevent a husband and wife from suing or being sued jointly
according to the old practice; the husband is not relieved
_rom liability for wrongs committed by the wife during
coverture, and may still be joined as a defendan_ at need.
If it were not so, a married woman having no separate
property might commit wrongs with impunity (o)'_2 If
husband and wife are now jointly sued for the wife's
wrong, and execution issues against the husband's property,
a question may possibly be raised whether the husband is
13 Q. B. ]:)iv.784, 53 L. J. Q.B.
528. In suchcase the Statute of
¥,_rn_t_tlon
runs notfromthe cornmitring of thewrong,but fromthe
commencement
of the Act: Lowev.
.Fox(1885)15 Q. B. Div. 667, 54
L. J. Q. B. 561.
(0

JBeasl_

v. J_ey,

'91,

1 Q.B.

himself could justify entering a
house,his wife'sseparateproperty,
acquiredas suohbeforeorsincethe
Act, in which she is living apart,
_u_fe : FF'eldo_
v. .Det_at,he(1884)
14 Q. B. ])iv. 339, 54 L. J. Q. B.
113.
(n) _illips

v.

.Burner

(1876)

1

509, 60 L. J. Q. B. 408.
Q.B. Div. 436, 45 L. J. Q. B. 277.
(in) Sect. 12. A trespasseron
(o) 8ero_av. Katt_l_rg (1888)
the wife's separatepropor_ycan- 17 Q..B. ])iv. 177, 5_ L. J. Q. B.
not justify under thehusband's _75._f_
_ _
_
_f_
authority. Whether the husband _a_
_
_
_,_
L_-__._-a

_

_'e_c_, ,

.
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entitled to indemni_ry from the w_fe's separate property, if
in factshe has any (p).
There is some authority

for the doctrine that by the Common
law lia-

common law both infants (q) and married women (r) are hility of
liable only for "actual torts 9, such as trespass, which were infants
and
formerly laid in pleading as co_tra _acem, and are not in married
women
any case liable for torts in the nature of deceit, or, in the limited,
old phrase, in actions which "sound in deceit."
does not seem acceptable on principle,

But this tO
according
SO_O_
to
w_ongs
eon_;ra.
paean.

As to corporations, it is evident that personal injuries, Corpora.
in the sense of bodily ham or offence, cannot be inflicted tlons.
upon them.
1N%ither can a corporation be injured in
respect of merely personal reputation.
It can sue for a
libel affecting property, but not for a libel purporting to
charge the corporation as a whole with corruption, for
example.
The individual officers or members of the
corporation whose action is reflected on are the only
proper plaint_s in such a case (s). It would seem at
first sight, and it was long supposed, that a corporation
also cannot be liable for personal wrongs (t). But this is
(_v) Sect. 13, which expressly
provides forante-nup_ial liabilities,
is rather agains_ the existence of
such a right,
(q) Johz_on v. P_, p. 50, _/_r_
(a dictum wider f_han the decision),
(r) _rrigh$ v. Leonard (1861) 11
C. B. N. S. 258, 30 L. J. C.P.
365, by Erle O.J. and Byles J.,
against Wiltes J. ancl Williams ft.
The judgment of Willes J. seems
to me conclusive,
(s)_fayor of M_d_e_¢er v. _V_l_,
'91, 1 Q. B. 9"-, 60 L.J.
Q. B. 25.

(t) The difficulty felt in earlier
times was one purely of process ;
not that a corporation was metaphysically
incapable
of doing
_vrong, but that it was not physically amenable to eapla_ or exigent :
22 Ass. 100, pl. 67, and oPaerauthorities collectedbySerjeantMannlng
in the notes to Maund v. Monmo_ctl_shire _anal Go., 4 M. &O. 452. But
it was decided in the case just
cited (1842 ) flint trespass, as earlier
in Yarborough v. jBank of _gland
(1812) 16:F.,a_e, 14R. R. 272, that
trover, would lie against a corpora-
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really part of the larger question of the liability of principals and employers for the conduct of persons employed
by them ; for a corporation can act and become liable only
through its agents or servants. In that connexion we
recur to the matter further on.
The greatest difficulty has been (and by some good
authorities still is) felt in those kinds of eases where
"malice in fact"--aotual
ill-will or evil motive--has
to
be proved.

Respon_There bodies of persons, incorporated or not, are insibiHtyof
pubno _ trusted with the management and maintenance of works,
bodiesfor
manageOrthe performance of other duties of a pubMc nafure, they
ment of
are in their corporate or quasi-corporate capacity responworks, &c.
•maer
sible for the proper conduct of their undertakings no less
their
control, than if they were private owners : and this whether they
derive any profit from the undertaking or not (u).
The same principle has been applied to the management
of a pubfio harbour by the executive government of a
British colony @). The rule is subjecf, of course, Co the
special statutory provisions as to liability and remedies
that may exist in any particular ease (y)._'J
tdonaggregate. In Massachusetts
a corporationhas beenheld liable
for t_hepublicationof a libel: .Fogg
v..Boston a_dLowellR. Co. (1889)
148M'a_s.513. And see per Lord
Bramwell,11 App. Ca.at p. 254.
(u) Mers_.DoeksTrusteesv. Gibbs
(1864-6)L.R. 1 It. L. 93,35L, J.

Ex. 225: see _he very full and
careful opinionof the judges deliveredby BlackburnJ., L. R. 1
H.L. pp. 102 sgq., in which the
previousauthoritiesarereviewed.
(x) .Reg.v. FTill_ms(appealfrom
New Zealand)9 App. Ca. 418.
(y) L. R. 1H. L. i01, I10.

ACTIOPERSONALIS_ETC.

5_

2.--JEffect of a _arty'8 JDeath.
We have next to consider the effect produced on Hability
for a wrong by the death of either the person wronged or
the wrong-doer.
This is one of the least rational parts of
OUr law.
The common law maxim is aerie personalia

xff_ of
deathof
either
party.
._ct,oper.
eo,
alts
moritur

moritur cumperso_a, or the right of action for tort is put cuml_-ran end to by the death of either party, even if an action 8ona.
has been commenced in his lifetime.
This maxim "is one
of some antiquity, but its origin is obscure and postclassical" (z). Causes of action on a contract are quite as
much "personal"
in the technical sense, but, with the
exception of promises of marriage, and (it seems) injuries
to the person by negligent performance of a contract, the
maxim does not apply to these. In eases of tort not
falling within statutory exceptions, to be presently mentioned, the estate of the person wronged has no claim, and
that of the wrong-doer is not liable. Where an action on
a tort is referred to arbitration, and one of the parties dies
after the hearing but before the making of the award, the
cause of action is extinguished notwithstanding a clause in
the order of reference providing for delivery of the award
to the personal representatives of a party dying before the
award is made. Such a clause is insensible with regard to
a cause of action in tor_; the agreement for reference
being directed merely to the mode of trial, and not extending to alter the rights of the parties (a). A very similar
rule existed in Roman law, with the modification that the
inheritance of a man who had increased his estate by dolu_
was bound to restore the profit so gained, and thaf in some
ea_s heirs might sue hut could not be sued (b).
(_)Bowenaud Fry L.JJ., av_/ay v. Chlrn_y(1888)20 Q. B. Div.
494,602, 57 I,. J. Q. B. 247: see
j_lg_ent on the _
of

Whether

the ._'_ generally.
(a) _vker v. /_
(1885)15
Q.B. Div. 565,/_4L. J. Q. B. 421.
(b) I. iv. 1% de _
e¢
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derived from a hasty following of the Roman rule or
otherwise, the common law knew no such variations; the
maxim was absolute. At one time it may have been
justified by the vindictive and _uasi-crin_mal character of
suits for civil injuries. ._ process which is still felt to be
a substitute for private war may seem incapable of being
continued on behalf of or against a dead man's estate, an
impersonal abstraction represented no doubt by one or
more living persons, but by persons who need not be of kin
to the deceased. Some such feeling seems to be implied in
the dictum, "If one doth a trespass to me, and d/eth, the
action is dead also, because it should be inconvenient to
recover against one who was not party to the wrong" (c).
Indeed, the survival of a cause of action was the exception
in the earliest English law (d).

A _arbar.
But when once the notion of vengeance has been put
om n_le. aside, and that of compensation substituted, the rule attic
19ersonalis moritur cure persona seems to be without plausible
ground. First, as to the liability, it is impossible to see
why a wrong-doer's estafe should ever be exempted from
making satisfaction for his wrongs.
It is better that the
residuary legatee should be to some extent cut short than
that the person wronged should be deprived of redress.
The legatee can in any case take only what prior claims
leave for him, and there would be no hardship in his
taking subject to all obligations, ex deticto as well as ex
contractu, to which his testator was liable. Still less could
the reversal of the rule be a jest cause of complain_ in the
temporallbusactlonlbus,1. Another differencein favourof the
Romanlawis thatdeathof a party
after litis oonte_tatla
did not abate
the actlonin anycase, It hasbeen
vonjectm'edthat _r_malis in the

F_nglishmaxim is nothing lint a
misreadingofavoc_a//s.
(¢)NewtonC. J. in Year.Book
19 Hen. VI. 66jp1.10 (_.D.144041).
(d) 20 Q. B. ])iv. 503.
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ease of intestate

succession.

Then as to the right:
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it is

supposed that personal injuries cause no damage to a
man's estate, and therefore after his death the wrong-doer
has nothing to account for. But this is oftentimes not so
in fact. A_d, in any ease, why should the law, contrary
to its own principles and maxims in other departments,
presume it, in favour of the wrong-doer, so to be ?
Here one may almost say that croatia pme_.umuntur ]_ro
s2oliatore. Personal wrongs, it is allowed, may " operate
to the temporal injury" of the personal estate, but without
express allegation the Court will not intend it (e), though
in the case of a wrong not strictly personal it is enough
such damage appears by necessary implication (f).
The
burden should rather lie on the wrong-doer to show that
the estate has not suffered appreciable damage. But it is
needless to pursue the argument of principle against a rule
which has been made at all tolerable for a civilized country
only by a series of excoptlons (g) ; of which presently.
The rule has even been pushed to this extent, that the
death of a human being cannot be a cause of action in a
civil Court for a person not claiming through or representing the person killed, who in the ease of an injury short of
death would have been entitled to sue. A master can sue
for injuries done to his servant by a wrongful act or
neglect, whereby the service of the servant is lost to the
master. :But if the injury causes the servant's death, it is
held that the master's right to compensation is gone (h).
We must say it is so held, as the decision has not been
(e) Ct_am_r_inv. Willmm*on,2
M. & S. at 1_.414_15 R. R. at
p. 297.
(f) Twyere$8v. Grit (1878)4
C.P. ])iv. 40_48 1,. J. C. P, I.

(g) Cp, Bentham, Trail's de
T.#4_islation
, vol. ii. pt. 2, c. 1O.
(h) Os_ornv. Gillet_(1873)L. R.
8 __,x.88, 42 L. J. Ez. 53, diss.
BramwellB.

Xxtenslo,_
of the rule
in o,_
v. Giz_tt.
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overruled, or, that I know of, judicially questioned.

But

the dissent of Lord Bramwell is enough to throw doubt
upon it. The previous authorities are inconclusive, and
the reasoning of Lord Bramwell's (then Baron Bramwell's)
judgment is, I submit, unanswerable on principle.
At all
events "aerie personalis moritur cum persona" will not
serve in this case. Here the person who dies is the servant;
own cause of action dies with him, according to the
maxim, and his executors cannot sue for the benefit of his
estate (i). But the master's cause of action is altogether
a different one. He does not represent or claim through
the servant ; he sues in his o_m right, for another injury,
on another estimation of damage; the two actions are
independent, and recovery in the one action is no bar to
recovery in the other. Nothing but the want of positive
authority can be shown against the action being maintainable. And if want of authority were fatal, more than one
modem addition to the resources of the Common Law
must have been rejected (k).
It is alleged, indeed, that
"the policy of the law refuses to recognize the interest of
one person in the death of another" (l)--a reason which
would make life insurance and leases for lives illegal.
Another and equally absurd reason sometimes given for
the rule is that the value of human life is too great to be
estimated in money : in other words, because the compensation e,_not be adequate there shall be no compensation
(1)"UnderLord Campbe]l'sAct_
(i,fr_) they m_y have a right o_
suitfor the benefitof cartainpersons,not the estateas such.
(k) _.g. 0o_ v. /rr_yht, Ex.
Ca. 8_E.&B. 647,27L. J. Q.B.
215 (agent's impliedwarrantyof
authority--a doctrineintroduced,
t_ythe way, for the very purpose

of escapingthe iniquitouseffectof
the mater, now in question,by
getting a cause of action in contract which could be maintained
againstexecutors);_
v. C_
(1853)2 E. & B. 216, 22 L. J.
Q.B. 463,whichwe shall have to
considerhereaf_.
(0 L. R. 8 Y.x. atp. 90, ,rg.
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at all (m). It is true that the action by a master for loss
of service consequential on a wrong done to his servant
belongs to a somewhat archaic head of the law which has
nuw become almost anomalous; perhaps it is not too
much to say that in our own time the Courts have discouraged it. This we shall see in its due place. But that
is no sufficient reason for discouraging the action in a
particular case by strMn_ng the application of a rule in
itself absurd. Osborn v. Gillett stands in the book, and
we cannot actually say it is not law ; but one would like
to see the point reconsidered by the Court of Appeal (n).
We now proceed to the exceptions.

The first amend- Excep.

ment was made as long ago as 1330, by the statute
4 Ed. III. c. 7, of which the English version runs thus :
Item, whereas in times past executors have not had
actions for a trespass done to their testators, as of the

tious :
Statutes

of

_a. III.
giving
executors
right of
B_t for

goods and chattels of the same testators carried away in trespasses.
their life, and so such trespasses have hitherto remained
unpunished ; it is enacted that the executors in such cases
shall have an action against the trespassers to recover
damages in like manner as they, whose executors they be,
should have had if they were in life.
The right was expressly extended to executors of executors by 25 t_d. III. st. 5, c. 5, and was construed to extend
to administrators (o). It was held not to include injuries
to the person or to the testator's freehold, and it does not
include personal defamation, but it seems to extend to all
(_) _2he Roman lawyers, however, seem to have held a like view.
"Liberum
eOrlmS nullam recipi_
aestimafionem :" D. 9. 3, de his
qui effud., 1, § 6 ; cf. h. t. 7, and
D. 9. 1, si quadrupes, 8.
See
Grueber on the I_x Aquni_, 10.17.

As to the law of I_t,laed, see

L.Q.R.x.
182.
(n) Cp. Mr. Horace Smith's remarks on this case (Smith on Negligence_ 2nd ed. 256).
(o) See note to Pinc/wn's ease, 9
Co. Rep. 89a_vol. v.p. 161ined.
1826.
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other wrongs where special damage to the personal estate

is shown@).
of
Win.
Then by 3 & 4 Will. IV. e. 42 (A.D. 1833) actionable
IV. as to
injuriesto injuries to the real estate of any person committed within
property, six calendar months before his death may be sued upon by
his personal representatives, for the benefit of his personal
estate, within one year after his death : and a man's estate
can be made liable, through his personal representatives,
_or wrongs done by him within six calendar months before
his death "to

another in respect of his property, real or

personal."
In this latter case the action must
against the wrong-doer's representatives within
after they have entered on their office. Under
the executor of a tenant for life has been held
remainderman

be brought
six months
this statute
liable to the

for waste committed during the tenancy (q).

7o
_g_
Nothing in these statutes affects the case of a personal
of action
. .
fordamage injury causing death, for which according to the maxim
top_onalestate
con- there is no remedy at all. It has been attempted to main_que_tial
rain that damage to the personal estate by reason of a
O11 perSonal
personal injury, such as expenses of medical attendance,
injury,
and loss of income through inability to work or attend
to business, will bring the case within the statute of
Edward III.
But it is held that "where the cause of
action is in substance an injury to the person," an action
by personal representatives cannot he admitted on this
ground:
the original wrong itself, not only its consequences, must be an injury to property (r).
(p) Twyero*s v. Grant (1878) 4
C. P. Div. 40, 45, 48 L. J. C. P. 1 ;
.Haggard v.._$ge (1887) 18 Q.B.

(_/) F_roodI_o_ev. 7;Falk_ (1880)
5 Q. B. ])iv. 404, 49 L. J. Q.B.
609.

D. 771, 56 L. J. Q. B. _97 ; Oaks.?/
v. 2)u/_ (1887) 35 Ch. D. 700,66
L. J. Ch. 823.

(r) .Pulling v. G. _. -_. Co. (1882)
9 Q. B. D. 110, 61L. J. Q_ B. 458 ;
cp. Z_go¢t v. G. -hr. -_. 6_o. (1876)

LORD

CAMPBELL'S

ACT.

6t

Railway a0oldents, towards the middle of the present Lera
Camp century, brought the hardship of the common law rule into bell's Act:
prominence. A man who was maimed or reduced to ira- peculiar
rights
becility by the negligence of a railway company's servants c_eatedby
might recover heavy damages. If he died of his injuries,
or was killed on the spot, his family might be ruined, but
there was no remedy.
This state of things brought about
the passing of Lord Campbell's Act (9 & 10 Vict. c. 93,
x._. 1846), a statute extremely characteristic of English
legislation (s). Instead of abolishing the barbarous rule
which was the root of the mischief complained of, it created
a new and anomalous kind of right and remedy by way of
exception.
It is entitled "An Act for compensating the
Families of Persons killed by Accldents":
it confers a
right of action on the personal representatives of a person
whose death has been caused by a wrongful act, neglect,
or default such that if death had not ensued that person
might have maintained an action ; but the right conferred
is not _or the benefit of the personal estate, but "for the
benefit of the wife, husband, parent, and child (t) of the
1 Q. B. D. 599, 45 L. J. Q. B. 557;
the earlier ease of 2ra&haw
v.
Ianeashire and Yorl¢*hire R. Co.

and daughter, grandson and granddaughter, stepson and s_epdaughter: seet. 5. It does not include

(1875) L. R. 10 C. P. 189, 44 L.J.
C. P. 148, is doubted, but distfinguished as being on an action of
contract,

illegitimate children : .Dickinson v.
-hr. .g, .R. Co, (1863) 2 H. & C. 735,
33 L. J. :F_x. 91. There is no
reason to doubt that it includes an

(_) It appears to have been suggest_l by the law of Scotland,
which already gave a remedy : see
Campbell on Negligence, 20 (2ncl
edit.); andBlak¢v.Midland-_.
6_.
(1852) 18 Q. B. 93, 21 L. J. Q.B.
233 (in argument for plaintiff).
(t) "Parent"
includes
father
and mother,
grandfather
and
grandmother, stepfather and stepmother.
" Child"
includes son

unborn child. See The George and
.Riehard(lST1)L.R.
3&.&E. 466,
which, however, is not of judicial
authority on this point, for a few
monthslat_r(gmitt*v.JBrown(1871)
L.R.
6 Q. B. 729) the Court of
Queen's Bench held in prohibition
that the Court of Admiralty had
no jurisdiction to entertain claims
under Lord Campbell's Act; and
after some doubt this opinion has
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person whose death shall have been so caused."
The
action must be commenced witMn twelve calendar months
after the death of the deceased person (s. 8). Damages
have to be assessed according to the injury resulting to the
parties for whose benefit the action is brought, ancl apportioned between them by the jury (_). The nominal plaintiff
must deliver to the defendant partlculars of those parties
and of the nature of the claim made on their behalf.
:By an amending

Act of 1864, 27 & 28 ¥iet.

e. 95, if

there is no personal representative of the person whose
death has been caused, or _f no action is brought by personal representatives within six months, all or any of the
persons for whose benefit the right of action is given by
Lord Campbell's Act may sue in their own names (x).
ConstrueThe principal Act is inaccurately entitled to begin with
tionof
Lord
(for to a lay reader "accidents"
might seem to include
Campinevitable
accidents,
and
again,
" accident"
does not
bell's Act.
include wilful wrongs, to which the Act d6es apply) ; nor
is this promise much bettered by the performance of its
enacting part. It is certain that the right of action, or at
any rate the right to compensation, given by the statute is
not the same which the person killed would have had if he
had lived to sue for his injuries.
It is no answer to a
claim under Lord Campbell's Act to show that the deceased
would not hlmse]f have sustained pecuniary loss. "The
been confirmedby the House of
Lords: 8eward v. TIw V_'a Cruz
(1884)10 App. Ca. 59,overruling
T]w_Franconi_
(1877)2 P. D. 163.
(u) _Wherea claim of this kind
_ssatisfiedby paymenttoexecutors
without an action being brought_
the Courtwill apIz:n'tion
the fund,
in proceedingstakeufor that put-

pose in the ChanceryDivision,in
llke manneras a jury couldhave
done: $ulm_r v. J_ubncr(1883)25
Ch.D. 409.
(x) Also, by sect. 2, "money
lmid int_ Courtmay be paid in
one sum, without regard to its
divlsi(m into shares" (marginal
note).

LORD CAMPBELL'S ACT.
statute .
of action
if he had
But "the

. . gives to the personal representative a cause
beyond that which the deceased would have had
survived, and based on a different principle" (y).
statute does not in terms say on what principle

the action it gives is to be maintainable, nor on what principle the damages are to be assessed; and the only way
to ascertain what it does, is to show what it does not
mean" (z). It has been decided that some appreciable
pecuniary loss to the beneficiaries (so we may conveniently
call the parties for whose benefit the right is created)
must be shown; they cannot maintain an action for
nominal damages (a) ; nor recover what is called solarium
in respect of the bodily hurt and suffering of the deceased,
or their own affliction (b) ; they must show "a reasonable
expectation of pecuniary benefit, as of right or otherwise,"
had the deceased remained alive. But a legal right to
receive benefit from him need not he shown (c). Thus,
the fact that a grown-up

son has been in the constant

habit of making presents of money and other things to his
parents, or even has occasionally helped them in bad
times (d), is a ground of expectation to be taken into account in assessing the loss sustained. Funeral and mourning expenses, however, not being the loss of any benefit
that could have been had by the deceased person's continuing in life, are not admissible (e).
(y) Erle C. J., 2ym v. G. __r
2. Co.(1863)Ex. Ch.4 B. & S. at
1_.406.
(_)PollockC. B. in Fra,kli, v.
_. _g.J_. Co. (1858)3 H. & N. at
p. 213.
(a).D,_kwort/_v. Jo/_
(1859)
4 tI. & N. 653; 29 L. J. :Ex.25.
(b).Blakev.M,dla,d_. 6o.(1852)
18Q. B. 93,21L. J. Q.B. 233.
In Scotland it is othe'wise:
1

Macq.752,n.
(v) ]_rankZinv. g. _. 2. Co.
(1858)3 H. &N. 211.
(d) _e_l_rif*gt_v..hr. 1]._. Co.
(1882),9 Q. B. D. 160,51 L. J.
Q.B. 495.
(e) .Daltonv. S. _..R. Co.(1858)
4 C. B. N. S. 296,27 L. J. C. P.
227, closelyfollowing2"ra_l,-l_n
v.
_..g._..Co.
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The interests conferred by the Act on the several beneficiaries are d_stinct.
It is no answer to a claim on behal_
of some
his

whole
The ,tatutory cause
ofaetlonis

of a man's children

children,

taken

of his property

It is said that
tires

the right

who are left poorer

as an undivided

class,

have

that

all

got

the

(f).

the Act
of action

does not transfer
which

to represen_

the person

H]led

in substitution, not have had, "but
gives to the representative
c,mular_ght
of
action
on
di_erent
principles"
(g).
rive.

would

a totally new
Nevertheless

the cause of action is so far the same tha_ if a person who
ulthnately
lect

dies of injuries

has accepted

caused

satisfaction

action under Lord

by wrongful

for them

Campbell's

act or neg-

in his lifetime,

Act is not afterwards

an

main-

tainable (h).
For the injury sued on mus_, in the words
of the Act, be "such as would, if death had not ensued,
have entitled
recover

the party injured

damages

in respect

to maintain

thereof"

an action

: and this must

and
mean

that he might immediately
before his death have maintained
an action, which, if he had already recovered or accepted
compensation,

he could not do.

scotti_
In Sco_and, as we have incidentally
seen, the surviving
and Amer_lawB,
kindred are entitled
by the common law to compensation
in these eases, not only to the extent
by way of so_tium.
almos_ everywhere
Campbell's

Act;

of actual damage, bu_

In the United
statutes
generally

]_ut they

(f) Pyre v. G N. 1. Co. (1863)
4 B. &S. 396, 32 L. J. Q. B. 377.
The deceasedhad settled real estate
on his eldest son, to whom other
estates also passed as heir-at-law.
As to the measure of damages
where the deceasedhas insuredhis
own life for the direct benefito_ the

differ

States there
similar
to

considerably

exist
Lord

in details

plaint/rE, see Gr_d _r_nk _. of
C_neMav. J_ning* (1888) 13 App.
Ca. 800, 58 L. J. P. C. 1.
(y) 18 Q_B. at p. 110.
(h) ._e_4v. G. _. t. _. (1868)
L.R. 3 (_. B. 555_37 L. J. (_. B.
278.
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from that Act and from one another (i). The tendency
seems to be to confer on the survivors, both in legislation
and in judicial construction, larger rights than in England.

In one class of cases there is a right to recover against a R_h_ to
follow

wrong-doer's estate, notwithstanding
the maxim of act&
personalty., yet not so as to constitute a formal exception,
When it comes to the point of direct conflict, the maxim
has to prevail,

property
wrongfallytaken

or
con-as
verted
against
wrong-

As Lord Mansfield stated the rule, "where property is doer's
acquired which benefits the testator, there an action for the estate.
value of the property shall survive against the executor" (k).
Or, as Bowen L. J. has more fully expressed it, the eases
under this head are those "in which property, or the proceeds or value of property, belonging to another, have been
appropriated by the deceased person and added to his own
estate or moneys."
In such cases, inasmuch as the action
brought by the true owner, in whatever form, is in substance to recover property, the action does not die with the
person, but "the property or the proccedv or value which,
ia the lifetime of the wrong-doer, could have been recovered from him, can be traced after, his death to his
assets" (by suing the personal representatives) "and recaptured by the rightful owner there."
But this rule is
limited to the recovery of specific acquisitions or their
value. It does not include the recovery of damages, as
such, for a wrong, though the wrong may have increased
the wrong-doer's estate in the sense of being useful to him
or saving him expense (1).
(i) Cooley on Torts (Chicago,
1880) 262 s_,q. ; Shearman & l_ed°
field on lgegligenco, as. 293 sfq.
In Arkansas the doctrine of attic
_rsonalis, &c. appears to have been
wholly abrogatecl by stata._ : lb.
p.

s. 295.
(k) J_ambly v. Trott, 1 Cowp.
375.
(l) The technical rule was that
executors could not be sued in
respect of an act of their testator in
F
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If A. wrongfully gets and carries away coal from a mine

under B.'s land, and B. sues for the value of the coal
of
specific
property and damages, and inquiries are directed, pending which
or its
A. dies, ]3. is entitled as against A.'s estate to the value of
value:
recovery

Ph_lZ_p,
v. the coal wrongfully taken, but not to damages for the use
_fraz/.
of the passages ttn'ougb which the coal was carried out, nor
for the injury to the mines or the surface of the ground
consequent on A.'s workings (h).
Again, A., a manufacturer, fouls a stream with refuse to
the damage of B., a lower riparian owner ; B. sues A., and
pending the action, and more than six months after its
commencement (i), A. dies. ]3. has no cause of action
against A.'s representatives, for there has been no specific
benefit to A.'s estate, only a wrong for which B. might in
A'.s llfetime have recovered un]iquidated damages (k).
The like law holds of a dlreotor of a company who has
commi_ed himself to false representations in the prospectus, whereby persons have been induced to take shares,
and have acquired a right of suit against the issuers. If
he dies before or pending such a suit, his estate is not
liable (/). In short, this right against the executors or
adm_nlstrators of a wrong-doer can be maintained only if
there is "some beneficial property or value capable of
being measured, followed, and recovered" (m). :For the
rest, the dicta of the late S_r George dessel and of the
Lords Justices are such as to make it evident that the
maxim which they felt bound to enforce was far from
commanding their approval.
his Hfetimein anyform of action
in whichthe pleawas not guilty :
.Humblyv. Trott, 1 Cowp.375.
(l_)Philli2sv. _omfray (1883)24
Ch. Div. 439,454,52L. J. Ch.833.
The authoritiesarefully examined
in the judgment of Bowen and
CottonL.JJ. As to allowinginretestin such cases,see P_i_Ti_v.

_ornfray,'92, 1 C'n.46b,61 L. J%
Ch. 210, 0. A.
(i) 3 &4 Will. IV. c. 42, p. 60,
above.
(_) _'irk v. Todd(1882)21 Ca.
I)iv. 484,52 L. J. Ch.224.
(0 Peekv. Gutsy (1873)L.R.
6 H. L. at p. 392.
(m) 24 Ch.D. a_p. 463.
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3. Liability for the Torts of Agents and Servants.
Whoever commits a wrong is liable for it h{mself. It iS Command
ofprinno excuse that he was acting, as an agent or servant, on eipal does
behalf and for the benefit of another (n). But that other _ot
e_euse
agent's
may well be also liable : and in many cases a man is held wrong.
answerable for wrongs not committed by himself.
The
rules of general arplication in this kind are those coneerning the liability of a principal for his agent, and of a
master for his servant.
Under certain conditions responsibility goes farther, and a man may have to answer for
wrongs which, as regards the immedia_
cause of the
damage, are not those of either his agents or his servants.
Thus we have cases where a man is subject to a positive Casesof
absolute
duty_ and is held liable for failure to perform it. Mere, positive
distinthe absolute character of the duty being once established, duty
the question is not by whose hand an unsuccessful attempt
was made, whether that of the party himself, of his servant,
or of an "independent
contractor" (0), But whether the

guished:

duty has been adequately performed or not. If it has,
there is nothing more to be considered, and liability, if any,
must be sought in some other quarter (p). If not, the
non-performance in itself, not the causes or conditions of
non-performance, is the ground of liability.
Special duties
created by statute, as conditions attached to the grant of
exceptional rights or otherwise, afford the chief examples
of this kind.
Here the liability attaches, irrespective
of any question of agency or personal negligence, if and
(n) cull_ v. Thomsan'sTrustees or anyotherwrong.
andKerr,4 Macq.424,432. "For
(e) The dlstinc4-ion
will be exthe contractof agencyor service plainedbelow.
cannot imt)o_ any ob"hgationon
(_) See:_yamsv. Yrebster(1868)
the agent

or

servant

to

comrni_

or

E'r.

Ch.

L.

_R.

a_aiat,
in the committlngo£fraud,'' L.J.Q.B. 21.
F2

4

Q.

B.

138,

38
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when the conditions imposed by the legislature
satisfied (q).

are net

also duties There occur likewise, though as an exception, duties of
in warof
nature this kind imposed by the common law. Such are the duties
ranty,

of common carriers, of owners of dangerous animals or other
things involving, by their nature or position, special risk of
harm to their neighbours; and such, to a limited extent,
is the duty of occupiers of fixed property to have it in
reasonably safe condition and repair, so far as that end
can be assured by the due care on the part not only of
themselves and their servants, but of all concerned.
The degrees of responsibility may be thus arranged,
beginning with the mildesg :
(i) For oneself and specifically authorized agents (this
holds always).
(ii) :For servants or agents generally (limited h_ course
of employment).
(ill) :For both servants and independent
contractors
(duties as to safe repair, &e.).
(iv) For everything but vis major (exceptional: some
oases of special risk, and anomalously, cerf_n
public occupations).

_oaes of
Apart from the eases of exceptional duty where the
liability
responsibility
is in the nature of insurance or warranty, a
for wrongful
a_,
man
may
be
liable
for another's wrong-&c.of
others.
(1) As having authorized or ratified that particular
wrong :
(2) As standing to the other person in a relation making
him answerable for wrongs committed by that person in
VL_tueof their relation, though not specifically authorized.
The former head presents little or no di_eulty.
The
(q)See G_w.¥
v. _Putten
(1864)F_,x.Ca.5 B. &S. 970,34L. J'.Q. B, 265.
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latter includes considerable difficulties of principle, and is
often complicated with troublesome questions of fact.
It scarce needs authority

to show that a _an

is liable Co--nail

for wrongful acts which have been done according to his
express command or request, or which, having been done
on his account and for his benefit, he has adopted as his
own. "A trespasser may be not only he who does the act,
but who commands or procures it to he done . . . who aids
or assists in it . . . or who assents afterwards" (r). This
is not the less so because the person employed to do an
unlawful act may be employed as an "independent
contractor," so that, supposing it lawful, the employer would
not be liable for his negligence about doing it. A gas
company employed a firm of contractors to break open a
public street, having therefor no lawful authority or excuse; the thing contracted to be done being in itself a
public nuisance, the gas company was held liable for
injury caused to a foot-passenger by fa]]ing over some of
the earth and stones excavated and heaped up by the contractors (_.). A point of importance to be noted in this
connexion is that only such acts bind a principal by subsequent ratification as were done at the time on the prindpal's behalf.
What is done by the immediate actor on
his own account cannot be effectually adopted by another ;
neither can an act done in the name and on behalf of
Peter be ratified either for gain or _or loss by John.
"l_atum quis habere non potest, quod ipslus heroine non
eat gesture" (t).
(r) De Grey C. J. in l_arker v.
-BraItan, (1773) 2 W. Bl. 866,
Bigelow, L. (3. 236.
(s) .Ellis v. 8]w_eld Ga_ Co_sumars
Co. (1853) 2 E. & B. 767, 23 L. J.

Q.B. 42.
(t) t_ilson v. Tu_nman (1843) 6
:M. & G. 236 ; and Serjeant Manv.img's note, ib, 239.

and ratifi.
cation.
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The more general rule governing the other and more
dl_cll]t branch of the subject was expressed by Willes 5.
in a judgment which may now be regarded as a classical
authority.
" The master is answerable for every such
wrong of the servant or agent as is committed in the
course of the service and for the master's benefit, though no
express command or privity of the master be proved" (u).

:Reason

of the
master's
liability,

NO reason for the rule, at any rate no satisfying one, is
commonly given in our books. Its importance belongs
altogether to the modern law, and it does not seem to be
illustrated by any early authority (x). Blackstone (i. 417)
is short in his statement, and has no other reason to give
than the fiction of an "implied command."
It is currently said, Res2_ondeat s_)_erior; which is a dogmatic
statement, not an explanation.
It is also said, Q_i facit
per allure facit per se; but this is in terms applicable only
to authorized acts, not to act.s that, although done by the
agent or servant "in the course of the service," are specifically unauthorized or even forbidden.
Again, it is said
that a master ought to be careful in choosing fit servants;
but if this were the reason, a master could discharge himsel¢ by showing that the servant for whose wrong he is
sued was chosen by him with due care, and was in fa_
generally well conducted and competent: which is certainly not the law.
A better account was given by Chief Justice Shaw of
]Yfassachuset_s.

"This

rule,"

he

said,

"is

obviously

founded on the great principle of social duty, that every
(u) 2_arwiekv. Z:n,qli_h
Joint8toelv
_ank (1867):Ex.Ch. L. :R. 2 Ex.
259, 266,36 L. J. :Ex. 147. The
1)ointof the decisionis that fraud
is herein on the _me footing as
other wrongs: of which in due

course.
(_) JosephBrown Q.C. in evidencebeforeSelect Commi_eoon
Employers'Liability,1876,p. 38 ;
Brett:L.$., 1877,p. 114.

MASTERAND SERVANT.
man in
himself
them as
another

the management of his own affairs, whether by
or by his agents or servants, shall so conduct
not to injure another; and if he does not, and
thereby sustains damage, he shall answer for

it" (y). This is, indeed, somewhat too widely expressed,
for it does not in terms limit the responsibility to cases
where at least negligence is proved.
But no reader is
likely to suppose that, as a general rule, either the servant
or the master can be liable where there is no default at
all.

And the true principle is otherwise clearly enouneed.

I am answerable for the wrongs of my servant er agent,
not because he is authorized by me or personally represents me, but because he is about my affMrs, and I am
bound to see that my affairs are conducted with due
regard to the safety of others.
Some time later the rule was put by Lord Cranworth
in a not dissimilar form: the master "is considered as
bound to guarantee third persons against all hurt arising
from the carelessness of h_mself or of those acting under
his orders in the course of his business" (z).
The statement of Willes ft. that the master "has put
the agent in his place to do that class of acts" is also to
be noted and remembered as a guido in many of the
questions that arise.
A just view seems to be taken,
though artificially and obscurely expressed, in one of the
earliest reported cases on this branch of the law: "It
(y) _Farwettv. :Bo,_onand BroreesterRailroadOor$orati_(1842)4
Met. 49, arielBigelowL. C. 688.
The judgmentis also reprintedin
3 Macq.316. So, too, M. Sainetelette_a recentContinentalwriter
on the subject,-well says: "La
reslmnsabillt_dufair d'autruin'est
l_asune fict_ioninvent_epar la Ioi

positive. C'est une exigencede
I'ordre social: " De la l_esponsabilit6 et de la Garantie,1_.124.
Paley (Mot.Phil.bk. 3,c. 11)found
it difficultto referthe ruleto any
principleofnaturaljustice.
(_)_Barton'
s t_ill CoalCo.v. l_eid
(1858)3 _mq. 266,288.
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shall be intended that the servant had authority
master, it being for his master's benefit"

from his

(a).

Questions The rule, then (on whatever reason founded), being that
to be con_derea
a master is liable for the acts, neglects, and defaults of
herein,
his servants in the course of the service, we have to define
further-1. Who is a servant.
2. What acts are deemed to be in the course of service.
3. How the rule is affected when the person injured
himself a servant of the same master.

is

Who i_ a
l. As to the first point, it is quite possible to do work
servant:
for
a man, in the popular sense, and even to be his agent
responsibility
goes
for
some purposes, without being his servant. The relation
with order
and con- Of master and servant exists only between persons of whom
trol.
the one has the order and control of the work done by the
other. A master is one who not only prescribes to the
workman the end of his work, but directs, or at any
moment may direct the means also, or, as it has been put,
"retains the power of controlling the work" (b); and he
who does work on those terms is in law a servant for
whose acts, neglects, and defaults, to the extent to be
specified, the master is liable. An independent contractor
is one who undertakes to produce a given result, but so
that in the actual execution of the work he is not under
the order or control of the person for whom he does it,
and may use his own discretion in things not specified
beforehand.
For the acts or omissions of such a one
about the performance of his undertaking his employer
is not liable to strangers, no more than the buyer of goods
(a) Tuberv_llev. 8tam2_e(end of
17th century) 1Ld. :P,,aym.264.

(b)CromptonJ., _ad/erv..Bren.
k& (1865)4 :E. & B. 570,578, 24
L.J.Q,B. 138,
141,
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is liable to a person who may be injured

by the careless

handling of them by the seller or his men in the course
of delivery. If the contract, for example, is fo build a
wall, and the builder "has a right to say to the employer,
' I will agree _ do it, but I shall do it after my own
fashion; I shah begin the wall at this end, and not at
the other; ' there the relation of master and servant does
not exist, and the employer is not liable" (c). "In
ascertaining who is liable for the act of a wrong-doer, you
must look to the wrong-doer h_mself or to the first person
in the ascending line who is the employer and has control
over the work. You cannot go further back and make the
employer of that person liable" (d). tte who controls the
work is answerable for the workman; the remoter employer who does not control it is not answerable.
This
distinction is thoroughly settled in our law ; the difficulties
that may arise in applying it are difficulties of ascertaining
the facts (e). It may be a nice
has let out the whole of a given
contractor," or reserved so much
leave him answerable for what is
(e) Bramwell L. g., Emp. L.
1877, p. 58. An extra-judlcial
statement,but madeonan occasion
of importanceby a greatmaster of
the commonlaw.
(d)Willes g., Murray v. Currle
(1870)L. R. 6 C. P. 24, 27, 40
L. g. (3. P. 26.
(e) Onecomparativelyearlyease,
.Bushv. 8teinman,1 B. & I'. 404,
disregardsthe rule; but that case
hasbeen repeatedlycommentedon
with disapproval(see l_eed_e
v.Z.
N. Ff'. 1¢. Co. (1849), 4 Ex.
244, 20 L. J. F_x. 65), and is
not now law. See the modemau-

question whether a man
work to an "independent
power of control as to
done (f).

thorlties well reviewedin 2Tdlard
v. J_ichardson(Sup. Court, Mass.
1855)3 Gray 849; and in Bigelow
L.C. Exactly the same distinction appearsto be takenunderthe
CodeNapol6onin fixing thelimits
within which the very wide languageof Art. 1384isto be applied:
Sainctelette,o2.cir. 127.
(f)!Pendleburyv.Greenhalgh(1875)
1 Q. B. ]:)iv. 86,45 L. J. Q. B. 3_
differingfromthe viewof the same
factstakenhy the Courtof Queen's
:BenchinTaylorv.Greenhalgh(1874)
L.R. 9Q.B. 487,43L. J. Q. B.
168.
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Speci_c
assumption of

It must be remembered that the remoter employer, if at
any point he does interfere and assume specific control,

control,

renders himself answerable, not as master, but as principal
He makes himse]_f "dominus pro tempore."
Thus the
hirer of a carriage, driven by a coachman who is not the
hirer's servant but the letter's, is not, generally speaking,
liable for harm done by the driver's negligence (y). But
if he orders, or by words or conduct at the time sanctions,
a specific act of rash or careless driving, he may well be
liable (]_). Rather slight evidence of personal interference
has been allowed as sufficient in this class of cases (0.

TempoOne material result of this principle is that a person who
rarytransfer
of
iS habitually the servant of A. may become, for a certain
service, time and for the purpose of certain work, the servant of B. ;
and this although the hand to pay him is still A.'s.
The
owner of a vessel employs a stevedore to unload the cargo.
The stevedore employs his own labourers; among other
men, some of the ship's crew work for him by arrangement
with the master, being like the others paid by the stevedore
and under his orders. In the work of unloading these
men are the servants o_ the stevedore, not of the owner (l').
(g)_.venlf thedriverwasselected
by himself: Qt_armanv. _Bur_ett
(1840)6 _. & W. 499. Sowherea
vesselis hiredwith its crew:.Dalyell
v. Tyrer (1858)8 :E. :B. & :E. S99,
28L. J.Q.B. 52. Sowhcreacontractor finds horsesand driversto
drawwatering-cartsfor a munlcipal corporation,the driverof such
a car_ is not the servantof the
corporation: Jonesv. Cor.vorat_nof
Z_ver_l (188.5)14 Q. B. D. 890,
54 L. J. Q. B. 345; cp.Zittle v.
I[cwkett (1886) 116 U.S. at pp.
371-3,377.
(]_)._¢.L_]ilin v. _Pryor(1842)
4M. & G.48.

(1)Ib. ; JBurgessv.Gray(1845)1
C.B. 578, 14 L. J. C. :P.184. It
is diffieultin elthcrcaseto seeproof
of more than adoptionor acquiescenco. C'p.Jonesv. Corjaoratica
of
J_irerpool(1885)14 Q. B. D. at
pp. 893-4, 54L. J. Q. B. 345.
(_) Murrayv. Curr_(1870)L. R.
6 C. P. 24, 40 L. J. C. P. 26. In
this case the man was actually
pald by the owner'sagentand his
wages deducted in account with
the stevedore, which of course
makesno differencein principle.
Cp. _/_d v.Wa_,good,
'92, 1 Q. _B.
783,61 L. J. Q. B. 391,C. A.
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There is no "common employment"
between the stevedore's men and the seamen on board (/).
Owners of a colliery, after partly sinking a shaft, agree
wi_h a contractor to finish the work for them, on the terms,
among others, that engine power and engineers to work the
engine are to be provided by the owners. The engine that
has been used in excavating the shaft is handed over
accordingly to the contractor; the same engineer remains
in charge of it, and is still paid by the owners, but is under
the orders of the contractor.
During the continuance of
the work on these terms the engineer is the servant not of
the colliery owners but of the contractor (,n).
:But where iron-founders
execute specific work about
the structure of a new building under a contract with the
architect, and without any contract with the builder, their
workmen do not become servants of the builder (_).
It is proper to add that the "power of controlling the control"Powerof
work" which is the legal criterion of the relation of a nn_ the
_vor_

__ ex-

master to a servant does not necessarily mean a present l_lained.
and physical ability.
Shipowners are answerable for the
acts of the master, though done under circumstances in
which it is impossible to communicate with the owners (o).
It is enough that the servant is bound to obey the master's
directions if and when communicated to him. The legal
power of control is to actual supervision what in the
doctrine of possession the intent to possess is to physical
detention.
But this much is needful: therefore a corn(/) C_a_neron
v. _r!/strom(J. C.
from 1_.Z.), '93,/L C. 308,62 L.
J. P. C. 85, 1 R. 362; cp. _rn/on
_teamsl,
ip Co.v. Claridge,'94,2LC.
185,6 R. June, 39.
(m) .Rourl_ev._i/_.]fossb_ollio'y
Co.(1877)2 O.P. ])iv. 205,48 L.J.

C.P. 283. See also _onora**v.
tai_g, '93, 1Q. B. 629,4 1_ 317,
63 L. J. Q. B. 2.5,C. A.
(n) Johnsonv. L_ndsaF,'91,A. C.
371, 65L. T. 97.
(o)See MaudeandPollock,M'erchant Shipping,i. 158,4thed.
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pulsory pilot, who is in charge of the vessel independently
of the owner's will, and, so far _rom being bound to obey
the owner's

or master's

orders, supersedes

the master

for

the time being, is not the owner's servant, and the statutory
exemption of the owner from liability for such a pilot's acts
is but in aifinnance of the common law (2).
What is in

2. Next we have to see what is meant

by the course of

course o_

employmeat.

service or employment.
master becomes subject

The injury in respect of which a
to this kind o£ vicarious liability

may be caused in the following ways :-(a) It may be the natural consequence of something
being done by a servant with ordinary care in
execution of the master's specific orders.
(b) It may be due to the servant's

want

of care in

carrying on the work or business in which he is
employed.
This is the commonest case.
(c) The servant's wrong may consist in excess or mis_ken execution of a lawful authority.
(d) Or it may even be a wilful wrong, such as assault,
provided the act is done on the master's behalf
and with the intention of serving his purposes.
Let us take these heads in order.
Exeeutlou
of specific

o_ers,

(a) Here the servant is the master's agent

in a proper

sense, and the master is liable for that which he has truly,
not by the fiction of a legal maxim, commanded to be
done. He is also liable for the natural consequences of
his orders, even though he wished to avoid them, and
(p) Merchant Shipping Act, 1854,
s. 388 ; /'/w 1Talt_y (1868) L. R. 2
P. C. at p. 201. And see Marsden
on Collisions at Sea, 3rcl ed. ch. 5.
.On the other hand there may be
a statutory relatzion which does re-

semble that of master and servant
for the purl_se of creating a duty
to the public : Xing v. I,_d_ Yr,l_roved Cal_Co. (1889) 23 Q. B. Dive
281 ; .ge_ v. /xr_rg, '94, 1 Q. B.
.292, 9 R. Feb. 164, C. A.
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Thus, in Gregory v.

Piper (q), a right of way was disputed between adjacent
occupiers, and the one who resisted the claim ordered a
labourer to lay clown rubbish to obstruct the way, but so
as not to touch the other's wall. The labourer executed
the orders as nearly as he could, and laid the rubbish some
distance from the wall, but it soon "shingled

down"

and

ran against the wall, and in fact could not by any ordinary
care have been prevented from doing so. For this the
employer was held to answer as for a trespass which he
had authorized.
of any special
thing and at
consequences;
for the natural

This is a matter of general principle, not
kind of liability.
No man can authorize a
the same time affect to disavow its natural
no more than he can disclaim responsibility
consequences of what he does himself.

"_

(b) Then comes the case of the servant's negligence in i_egli-.
gence in
the performance of his duty, or rather while he is about conduct of
master's

his master's business.
What constitutes negligence does business.
not just now concern us; but it must be established that
the servant is a wrong-doer, and liable to the plaintiff,
before any question of the master's liability can be enterrained.
Assuming this to be made out, the question may
occur whether the servant was in truth on his master's
business at the time, or en_azed

on some pursuit

of his

._

,_
'

.!

_

,--j_ :

own. In the latter case the master is not liabld. "If the _
t, _t:
se
....
Io
d _¢'_ ¢_
rvant, instead of doing that which he is emp yed to o, _
....
does something which he is not employed to do at all, the 1_"_
is not resDonslble for the ne_lizenco of his servant in doing t, wc_,_.da._t_,

in order to effect some purpose of his own, wantonly strike _.
(q) 9 B. & C. 591 (1829).
(r) Maule J., _lf_t¢_ell v. _rass-

wdlvr (1853) 13 C. B. 237, 22 L.J.
C.P. 100.

_t,
!

,,-o
:_,
•"_

/
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the horses of another person, . . . the master will not be
liable.
But if, in order to perform his master's orders, he
strikes but injudiciously, and in order to extricate hlmself
from a dLflleulty, that will be negligent and careless
conduct, for which the master will be liable, being an act
done in pursuance of tile servant's employment"

(s).

Departure _77hetber the servant is really bent on his master's affairs
ordevla_on _rom or not is a question of fact, but a question which may be
_aaer's troublesome.
Distinctions are suggested by some of the
business.
reported cases which are almost too fine to be acceptable.
The principle, however, is intelligible and rational.
Not
every deviation of the servant from the strict execution of
duly, nor every disregard of particular instructions, will
be such an interruption of the course of employment as to
determine or suspend the master's responsibility.
But
where there is not merely deviation, but a total departure
from the course of the master's business, so that the
servant may be said to be "on a _rolic of his own" (t),
the master is no longer answerable for the servant's conduct. Two modern cases of the same class and period,
one on either side of the llne, will illustrate this distinetlon.
rrl,,tman
In Whatman v..Pearson (u), a carter who was employed
v. Pearson.by a contractor, having the allowance of an hour's time for
dinner in his day's work, but also having orders not to
leave his horse and carL, or the place where he was
employed, happened to Hve hard by. Contrary to his
instructions, he went home to dinner, and left the horse
and carl unattended

at his door; the horse ran away and

(_) Croft v.._l_on (1821)4 B. & case,butofteneit,edwith approval;
A. 590.
see.Burnsv. _PoMaam
(1873)L. R. 8
(t) Parke B., Joel v. lrorison C.P. at p. 567,42 L. $. C. P. 302.
(1834)6 C. &P. 503: a nisi larius
(u) L. R. 8 C. P. 422 (1868).
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diddamage to the plaintiff's rag]lugs. A jury was held
warranted in finding that the carman was throughout in
the course of his employment as the contractor's servant
"auting wlth_n the general scope of his authority to conduct the horse and cart during the day" (x).
In Storeu v. Ash_on (_), a carman was returning

to his 8_evv.

employer's office with returned empties.
A clerk of the ABate,.
same employer's who was with him induced him, when he
was near home, to turn of[ in another direction to call at
a house and pick up something for the clerk. While the
carman was driving in this direction he ran over the
plaint[ft.
The Court hdd that if the carman "had been
merely going a roundabout way homo, the master would
have been liable; but he had started on an entirely new
journey on his own or his fellow-servant's account, and
could no_ in any way be said to be carrying out his
master's employment"
(z). More lately it has been held
that if the servant begins using his master's proper_y for
purposes of his own, the fact that by way of afterthought
he does something for his master's purposes also is not
necessarily such a "re-entering
upon his ordinary duties"
as to make the master answerable for him. A journey
undertaken on the servant's own account "cannot by the
mere fact of the man making a pretence of duty by
stopping on his way be converted into a journey made in
thecourseofhisemployment" (a).
(x) BylesJ. at p. 425.
(y) (1869)L. R. 4 Q. B. 476, 38
L.J.Q.B. 223. Mi_Aellv.ffr_s_eller,citedon p.77,was a very
similarcase.
(z)Lush J. at p. 480. It was
"an entirely_aewandindependent
journey,whichhadnothing at all
to do with his employment:"

CockburnC.J. "Every step he
drovewas awayfrom his duty:"
MellorJ.,ibid. Buti_eeuldhave
made uo differenceif the accident
had happenedas he was coming
back. Seethe next case.
(a) _ay,_r v. Mitvl_eg(1877)2
C.P.D. 3_7.

8()
_iman_
v. Jones.

PERSONSAFFECTEDBY TORTS.
The following is a curious example. _ carpenter was
employed by A. with B.'s permission to work for him in a
shed belonging to ]3. This carpenter set fire to the shed
in lighting his pipe with a shaving.
His act, though
negligent, having nothing to do with the purpose of his
employment , A. was not liable to B. (b). It does not seem
difficult to pronounce that lighting a pipe is not in the
course of a carpenter's employment; but the case was one
of difficulty as being complicated by the argttment that A.,
having obtained a gratuitous loan of the shed _r his own
purposes, was answerable, without regard to the relation of
master and servant, for the conduct of persons using it.
This failed for want of anything to show that A. had
acquired the exclusive use or control of the shed. Apart
_om this, the facts come very near to the case which has
been suggested, but not dealt with by the Courts in any
reported decision, of a miner opening his safety=lamp to
get a light for his pipe, and thereby causing an explosion ;
where "it seems clear that the employer would not be
held liable"

(e).

(C) Another kind of wrong which may be done by a
mistakein
execution servant in his master's business, and so as to make the
of autho- master liable, is the excessive or erroneous execution of a
rity.
lawful authority.
To establish a right of action against
the master in such a case it must be shown that (_) the
servant intended to do on behalf of his master something
:Excess or

of a kind which he was in faog authorized to do ; (B) the
act, if done in a proper manner, or under the circumstances
erroneously supposed by the servant to exist, would have
been lawful.
(b) Williamsv. Jones(1865)Ex.
Ch. 3 H. & C. 256, 602,33 L.J.
]_x. 297; dies. Mellorand Black-

burnJJ.
(e) R. S. (now __r. Justice)
Wright,Emp. L. 1876,p. 47.
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The master is chargeable only for acts of an authorized
class which in the particular instance are wrongful by
reason of excess or mistake on the servant's part. For
ae{,swhich he has neither authorized in kind nor sanctioned
in particular he is not chargeable.
Most of the cases on this head have arisen out of acts of

Interference wi_h

railway servants on behalf of the companies. A porter passengers
whose duty is, among other things, to see that passengers by&c.guards,
do not get into wrong trains or carriages (but not to
remove them from a wrong carriage), asks a passenger who
has just taken his seat where he is going. The passenger
answers, "To ]Vracclesfield." The porter, thinking the
passenger is in the wrong train, pulls him out; but the
train was in fact going to Macclesfield, and the passenger
was right.
On these facts a jury may well find that the
porter was acting within his general authority so as to
make the company liable (d). Here are both error and
excess in the servant's action : error in supposing facts to
exist which make it proper to use his authority (namely,
that the passenger has got into the wrong train) ; excess
in the manner of executing his authority, even had the
facts been as he supposed.
master's liability.

But they do not exclude the

"A person who puts another in his place to do a class
of acts in his absence necessarily leaves him to determine,
according to the circumstances that arise, when an act of
that class is to be done, and tamsts him for the manner in
which it is done ; and consequently he is held responsible
for the wrong

of the person so intrusted

either in the

manner of doing such an act, or in doing such an act
under circumstances in which it ought not to have been
(d)a_ayleyv. Jlfanofiest_r,
_Ae_ld, 278, in Ex. Ch. 8 C. P. 148, 42
and Zinooln6lJire
1_. ao. (1872-3) L.J.C.P. 78.
L.I_. 7 C. P. 415,41 L. J. C.P.
p.
{_

_
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done; provided that what was done was done, not from
any caprice of the servant, but in the course of the employment" (e).
Seymour v. Greenwood (f) is another illustrative ease of
this class. The guard of an omnibus removed a passenger
whom he thoughtitproperto removeas being drunken
and offensive
to theotherpassengers,
and in sodoing used
excessive
violence.Even ifhe were altogether
mistaken
as to the conduct and condition of the passenger thus
removed, the owner of the omnibus was answerable.
"The
master, by giving the guard authority to remove offensive
passengers, necessarily gave him authority to determine
whether any passenger had misconducted himself."

Another ]_ind of case under this head is where a servant
supposed
o_endors, takes on himself to arrest a supposed offender on his
employer's behalf. Here it must be shown, both that the
arrest would have been justified if the offence had really
been committed by the party arrested, and that to make
such an arrest was within the employment of the servant
who made it. As to the latter point, however, "where
there is a necessity to have a person on the spot to act on
Arrest of

an emergency, and to determine whether certain things
shall or shall not be done, the fact that there is a person
on the spot who is acting as if he had express authority is
Trimafacie evidence that he had authority" (g). Railway
companies have accordingly been held liable for wronghll
arrests made by their inspectors or other officers as for
attempted frauds on the company punishable under statutes
or authorized by-laws, and the like (h).
(¢)PerWillesJ.,.Bayleyv. Man.
¢h_tar, l_he_icld,and Zincob_hir_
._. Uo.,L. R. 7 C. P. 415,41L.J.
C. P. 278.
(f) 7 1::1-.
&l_. 355,30 L, J. _Ex,
189, 327,_ Ch. (1861).

(g)Blacl_burnJ'.,M_re v.lretro_v.
J_.fro.(1872)L. R. 8 Q. B. 36, 39,
42 L. J. Q. B. 23.
(h) Ib., followingGo._v. q. _r.
_. Co.(1861) 3 E. & "E. 672, 30
L.J. Q, B. 148.

_AUr_O_ZED
_CrSOrs_v_r.
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_)

But the master is not answerable if the servant takes on Actwhony
outside
]_mself, though in good faith and meaning to further the authority,
master's interest, that which the master has no right to do liable.
ma_torno_
even if the facts were as the servant thinks them to be : as_
_
where a station-master arrested a passenger for refusing to__
pay for the carriage o_ a horse, a thing outside the com-__
pany's powers (i). The same rule holds if the particular t_

-

servant s act is plainly beyond hm authority, as where the _
_ _
officer in charge o_ a railway station arrests a man on sus- ¢,_t.,_._
•

•

.

_*_

plcmn of stealing the company's goods, an act which is not _ _
part of the

company's

general

business,

t_

t_*._ -_-_.k_._

nor for the_.

_,,..-_
" ._.

apparent benefit (k). In a case not clear on the face of it, ""_'_'_4,__
as where a bank manager commences a prosecution, which l_.
_
turns

out _o be groundless,

for a supposed

theft

_

.

of the __

bank's property--a
matter not within the ordinary routln_ __
of banking business, but which might in the particular *-_,_

:
_,_u_:

case be within the manager's authority--the
extent of the _¢"_r_-_,
servant's authority is a question of fact (l). Much must _
_"_

__

depend on the nature of the matter in which the aumon_y_._
is given. Thus an agent entrusted with general and ample 4)=

, 1,
'
_i
_

powers
the management
has been
held to Ol_n_,_' _cC'_'_rii_
clearly :[or
outside
the scope of ofhisa farm
authority
in entering
the adjacent owner's land on the other side of a boundar_r_(-4,._,__
ditch in order to cut underwood which was choking the _
•

•

°

•

_._
,

t_

d_teh and hindering the drainage _rom the farm. If he _._._.
had done something on his employer's own land which _ _-_ _

anaaionable toadjacent
land,
theemployer
able

to

_y

"that

an

agent

entrusted

with

a_.thority

to

be

_

p_--_

_.

(0_,o,,_
_.
_._a._._.co._.co.
¢_s_ol
_._.8_ _._,4o_ _ _,,_z_
i_
(_867)
_. _. __._._4,_ _,_. _._._._. _.
__,*_.,
:i_
Q B. 294
(_) .F.dward_
v. Z. (f_. W'._. Co.
(1870)_ .....
R 5C P 445, 39 L J.
C,P. 241; _. All_ v. Z. _ _. W.

(_)_a_ of _;ew_u_h _a_e_v. _. _" _"_._
Owston(1879)(J. C.) 4 Ap1a. C . _
_ , _'i
270,48L. J.P.O. 25.t_b-¢_._.._
_
_1
"_*-1 t_,__
7U:Z/_3
"__.._
,_.._.__,._
_:

_

8_
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exercised over a particular piece of land has authority to
commit a trespass on other land" (m). More generally,
an authority cannot be implied for acts not necessary to
protect the employer's property, such as arresting a customer for a supposed attempt to pass bad money (n).

Wilful
(d) Lastly, a master may be liable even for wl]_ful and
trespasses,
&o.for
deliberate wrongs committed by the servant, provided they
:\

purposes. be done on the master's account and for his purposes : and
this, no less than in other eases, although the servant's
*_ . _, ._
conduct is of a kind actually forbidden by the master.
Sometimes it has
__c_
been said that a master is not liable for
_v,. _._c_,,_the
,, _
and malicious" wrong of his servant.
If
'_'_'_"_malicious"
means "committed
exclusively for the ser¢L:-_v_v _ant,s _ri__,_
_
_.¢_.
1_ WL_ends," or "malice" means "private spite" (o),
,z+_._

master's

L,+t_-_,_his is a correct statement; otherwise it is contrary to
modem authority.
The question is not what was the
nature of the act in itself, but whether the servant intended
to act in the master's interest.
This was decided by the Exchequer Chamber in Zimpus
v. Zondo_ General Omnibus Company (p), where the defendant company's driver had obstructed the plaintiff's
omnibus by pulling across the road in front of it, and
caused it to upset. He had printed instructions not to
race with or obstruct other omnibuses. _[artin B. directed
the jury, in effect, that if the driver acted in the way of
his employment and in the supposed interest
of his
employers as against a rival in their business, the em(m) _oll,gbro_ v. Swi_o_/veal
.Bo_,rd(1874)L. R. 9 C. P. 575,43
:L.J. C. P. 575.
(n) .Abrahamsv..DeaIdn, '91, 1
Q. B. 616(C. _..)_60 L. J. Q.B.
238.
_

(o)See per BlackburnJ., 1H. &
C. 548.
(p) 1 H. & C. 626,32 L. $. _x.
34 (1862). This and 8_ymourv.
Greenwood(above) overrule anything to the contraryin M'Manu$
v. ariokdt, 1_ast, 106,5R. R. 618,
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ployers were answerable for his conduct, but they were
not answerable if he acted only for some purpose of his
own : and this was approved by the Court (q) above. The
driver "was employed not only to drive the omnibus, but
also to get as much money as he could for his master, and
to do it in rivalry with other omnibuses on the road. The
act of driving as he did is not inconsisten_ with his employment, when explained by his desire to get before the
other omnibus."
As to the company's instructions, "the
law is not so futile as to allow a master, by giving secret
instructions to his servant, to discharge himself from
liability" (,').
That an employer is liable for frauds of his servant _aua of
agentor
committed without authority, but in the course of the serwmt.
service and in apparent furtherance of the employer's
purposes, was established with more difficulty;
for i_'
seemed harsh to impute deceit to a man personally innocent of it, or (as in the decisive eases) to a corporation,
which, not being a natural person, is incapable of personal
wrong-doing (s). But when it was fully realized that in
all these cases the master's liability is imposed by the
policy of the law without regard to personal default on
his part, so that his express command or privity need not
be shown, it was a necessary consequence that fraud should
be on the same footing as any other wrong (t). So the
(q) williams, Crompton,Willes,
Byles,BlackburnJJ., dlss.Wightman,J.
(r) Wines J. 1H. &C.at p. 539.
(*)This particulardifficultyis
faLLacious.It is in truth neither
morenor less easy to Chink of a
corporationas deceiving(or being
deceived)than as having a conseating mind. In no case can a

corporationbe investedwith either
rights or duties except through
naturalpersonswhoareits agents.
CT
2. BrutishMutual _anking Co.v.
Charnwood
Tore,t tL Co. (1887)18
Q.B. ])iv. 714,56L, J. Q. B. 449.
(t) It makesno differenceif the
fraudincludesa forgery: 8hawv.
.PortPhili19GoldMiamyCo.{1884)
13 Q. B. I). 103.
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matter is handled in our leading authority, the judgment
of the Exchequer Chamber delivered by Willes J. in
l_arwick v. JEJ_glishJoint Stock JRank.
"With respect to the question, whether a principal is
answerable for the act of his agent in the course of his
master's business, and for his master's benefit, no sensible
distinction can be drawn between the case of fraud and
the ease of any other wrong" (u).
This has been more than once fully approved in the
Privy Council (x), and may now be taken, notwithstanding
certain appearances of conflict (y), to have the approval of
the House of L_rds also (=). _rhat has been sai4 to the
contrary was either extra-judicial, as going beyond the
ratio deeidendi of the House, or is to be accepted as limited
to the particular case where a member of an incorporated
company;, not having ceased to be a member, seeks to
charge the company with the fraud of its directors or other
agents in inducing him to join it (a).
]3ut conversely a false and fraudulent
(u) (1867) L. 1%.2 Ex. at p. 265.
(x) Mackay v. Commercial .Bank
of 2_'ew -Brunswick (1874) L. R. 5
P. C. 412, 43 L J. P. C. 31 ; Swlre
v..Franci, (1877) 3 App. Ca. 106,
47 L. J. P. C. 18.
(y) .Addle v. tVestern -Bank of
_eotlgnd (1867) L. R. 1 Sc. & D.
146, dicta at pp. 158, 166, 167.
(z) .Houldsworthv. Ciggof Glasgow
_anh (1880) 5 App. Ca. 317.
(a) Ib., Lord Selborne at p. 326,
Lord tIatherley
at p. 331 ; Lord
Blaokburn's language at p. 339 is
more cautious, 1)erhaps for the very
reason that he was a party to the
decision of -barwiek
v. .F_glid*
Join_ 8t_,_ .Bank. Shortly, the
shareholder is in this dilemma:

statement

of a

_hile he is a member of the ecrupany, heis damnified by the alleged
deceit, if at all, solely in that he is
liable as a shareholder to contribute
to the company's debts : this liability being of the essenceof a shareholder's position, claiming
compensation from the company for it
involves him in a new liability to
contribute
to that compensation
itself, which is an absurd circuity.
But if his liability as a shareholder
has ceased, he is no longer (]stmu].
fled. Therefore
restitution
only
(by rescission of his contract), nob
compensation, is the shareholder's
remedy as against the company:
though the fraudulent ageat remains personally liable.

PARTNERS.

8?

servant
made forends of ILls
own, though in answer to a
questiono_ a kind he was authorized
to answer on his
master's behalf, will not render the master liable in an
action for deceit (b).
The leading case of Mersey .Docks Trustees v. Gibbs (c)
may also be referred to in tMs connexion, as illustrating
the general principles according to which liabilities are
imposed on corporations and public bodies.
There is abundant

authority in partnership

law to show Liab_llty

that a firm is answerable for fraudulent misappropriation of
_raud
firm offora
of funds, and the like, committed by one of the partners partner.
in the course of the firm's business and within the scope of
his usual authority, though no benefit be derived therefrom
by the other partners.
But, agreeably to the principles
above stated, the firm is not liable if the transaction
undertaken by the defaulting partner is outside the course
of partnership business. Where, for example, one of a firm
of solicitors receives money to be placed in a specified
investment, the firm must answer for his application of it,
but not, as a rule, if he receives it _4th general instructions
to invest it for the client at his own discretion (d). Again,
the firm is not liable if the facts show that exclusive credit
was given to the actual wrong-doer

(e).

In all these cases

the wrong is evidently wilful.
In all or most of them,
however, it is at the same time a breach of contract or
trust.
And it seems to be on this ground that the firm
is held liable even when the defaulting partner, though
C6) .Br_t{sh zTlutual .Banking Co.
v. _harnwood Forest ._. Co. (1887)
18 Q. B. ])iv. 714, 56 L. J. Q.B.
449.
(e) T,. R. 1 lCl. L 93 (1864-6).
(d) Partnership Act, 1890, ss. 10
_12.
Cp..Blair v..Bromley, 2 Ph.
354, an(1 Glvatl_ v. Twain
(1883)

24 Oh. I). 731, with _arman v.
Johnson, 2 E. & B. 61, 22 L. $.
Q.B. 297.
(e) .gxl;ur_ _yre, 1 Ph. 227. See
more illustrations in my "Digest
of the Law of Partnership,"
_th
eel. pp. 43--46.
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professing to act on behalf of the firm, misapplies funds or
securities merely for his own separate gain. The reasons
given are not always free from admixture of the Protean
doctrine of "making representations
I venture to think, exploded (f).

good," which is now,

Injuries to
3. There remains to be considered the modification of a
servants
by fault of master's liability for the wrongfal act, neglect, or default
fellowservants. Of his servant when the person injured is himself in and
about the same master's service. It is a topic far from
clear in principle; the Employers' Liability Act, 1880,
has obscurely indicated a sort of counter principle, and introduced a number of minute and empirical exceptions,
or rather limitations of the exceptional rule in question.
Common
law rule of That rule, as it stood before the Act of 1880, is that a
master's
master is not liable to his servant for injury received from
immunity, any ordinary risk of or incident to the service, including
acts or defaults of any other person employed in the same
service. Our law can show no more curious instance of a
rapid modern development.
The first evidence of any
such rule is in _Priest/e! v. Fowler (g), decided in 1837,
which proceeds on the theory (if on any definite theory)
that the master " cannot be bound to take more care of
the servant than he may reasonably be expected to do of
himself;"
that a servant has better opportunities than his
master of watching and controlling the conduct of his
fellow-servants; and that a contrary doctrine would lead
to intolerable inconvenience, and encourage servants to be
negligent.
According to this there would be a sort of
presumption

that the servant suffered to some extent by

(f) I havediscussedit in Appendix K. to '' Principlesof Contract,"
6th ed. p. 71t. See nowMaddison
v..4ld_'6an (1883) 8 App. 0a. at
p. 473, 51 L. J. Q. B. 737.

_) 3 M. & W. 1. Allthecase
actuallydecidedwas that a master
doesnot warrantto his servantthe
sufficiencyand safetyof a carriage
in whichhe sendshim out.

_ COMMON EMPLOYMENT. _
want of diligence on his own part.
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But it is needless to

pursue this reasoning ; for the like result was a few years
afterwards arrived at by Chief Justice Shaw of Massachusetts by another way, and in a judgment which is the
fountaln-head of all the later decisions (h), and has now been
iadieially recognized in England as "the most complete
exposition of what constitutes common employment" (i).
The accepted doctrine is to this effect. Strangers can hold Rea,o_
given in

the master liable for the negligence of a servant about his the later
business. ]_ut in the case where the person injured is him- cases.
self a servant in the same business he is not in the same position as a stranger.
]=[e has of his free will entered into the
business and made it his own.
He cannot say to the
master, You shall so conduct your business as not to injure
me by want of due care and caution therein.
For he has
agreed with the master to serve in that business, and his
claims on the master depend on the contract of service.
Why should it he an implied term of that contract, not
being an express one, that the master shall indemnify him
against the negligence of a ofellow-servant, or any other
current risk ? It is rather to he implied that he contracted
with the risk before his eyes, and that the dangers of the
service, taken all round, were considered in fixing the rate
of payment.
This is, I believe, a fair summary of the
reasoning which has prevailed in the authorities.
With
its soundness we axe not here concerned.
It was not only
adopted by the House of Lords for England, but forced by
them upon the reluctant Courts of Scotland to make the
jurisprudence of the two countries uniform (k). No such
doctrine appears to exist in the law of any other country
(h) Farwell v..Boston and Yrortester _ailroad Corporation, 4 Met.
49.
(i) Sir Francis Jeune in The

2etrd, '93, P. 320, 323, 1 R. 651,
653.
(k) See l_ilson
V. Merr_ (1868)
L.R.
1 So. & D. 326.
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in Europe.
The following is a clear judicial statement of
it in its settled form: "A servant, when he engages to
serve a master, undertakes, as between himself and his
master,
cluding
servant
servant

to run all the ordinary risks of the service, inthe risk of negligence upon the part of a fellowwhen he is acting in the discharge of his duty as
of him who is the common master of both" (l).

The serThe phrase "common employment"
is frequent in this
need
not be
class of cases. But it is misleading in that it suggests a
abo,_tt_e
same kblcl limitation of the rule to circumstances where the injured
rants

of work: servant had in _act some opportunity of observing and
guarding against the conduct of the negligent one; a
limitation rejected by the ]_assaehusetts Court in Farwell's case, where an engine-driver was injured by the
negligence of a switchman (pointsman as we say on
English railways) in the same company's service, and
afterwards constantly rejected by the :English Courts.
"When the object to be accomplished is one and the
same, when the employers are the same, and the several
persons employed derive their authority and their compensation from the same source, it would be extremely
difl[icult to distinguish what constitutes one department
and what a distinct department of duty.
It would vary
with the circumstances of every case. If it were made to
depend upon the nearness or distance of the pel_ons _rom
each other, the question would immediately arise, how near
or how distant must they be to be in the same or different
departments,
In a blacksmith's shop, persons working in
the same building, at different fires, may be quite independent of each other, though only a few feet distant.
In a
(D Erle C. J. in Tunney v. _/do
_nd_. Co.(1866)L.R. IC.P. at
p. 296 ; Archlba]d J. used very

s{mil_r language inLavel, lv.._owcll
(1876)1 C. P. I). at p. 167,45
L.J.C.P. 887.
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ropewalk severalmay be at work on the same piece of
cordage, at the same time, at many hundred
feet distant
fl'om each other, and beyond the reach of sight or voice,
and yet acting
"Besides,

together.

it appears

an assumed

principle

The master,

in the

to us that

the argument

of responsibility

which

case supposed,

is not

rests upon

does not exist.

exempt

from

lia-

bility because the servant has better means of providing
for
his safety when he is employed
in hnmediate
connexion
with those
because

from

whose

the implied

negligence

the servant

bat himself;

and he is not

gence of his servant,
towards

one whose
implied"

against
the

in the

suffer,

in tort,
person

relation

of any one

as for the neglisuffering

does not

of a stranger,

are

regulated

by

said

that "we

must

but

does not extend

the negligence

liable

because

him

rights

might

cow,tract of the master

to indemnify

stand

he

contract,

but

is

express

or

(m).

So it has been

look at the common

object,

not

over-refine,

and not at the common

but provided
there

frame-

is a

general
eom_o_

diate object"
(n).
All persons engaged
under the same
employer for the purposes of the same business, however
different
servants

in

detail

those

in a common

this rule : for example,
of an engine-shed

purposes

employment

and

a carpenter
porters

(m) Shaw C. J., Farwell v. 2o8to!z,#c. Cor_ration, 4 Met. 49. M.
Sainetelette
of Brussels,
and M.
Sauzetof Lyons, whom he quotes
(o2. eit. p. 140), differ from the
current view among French-speaking lawyers, and agree with Shaw
C. J. and our Courts, in referring
the whole matter to the contract
between the master and servant;
but they arrive at the widely dif-

may
within
doing

moving

be,

are

fellow-

the meaning
work

object.

of

on the roof

an engine

on

a

ferent result of holding the master
bound, as an implied term of the
contract,
to insurethe servant
against all accidents in the course
of the service, and not due to the
servant's own fault or rL_major.
(n) Pollock C. B., Morganv. Vale
o2°iVeath tL Co. (1865) _Ex. C'qn.
L.R. 1 Q. B. 149, 155, 35 L. J.
Q.B. 23.
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turntable

(o).

"Where

object,

in attaining

is not

entitled

negligence

there

which

a servant

to sue the

of another

the same object"

superior

master

servant

common

is exposed

general

to risk, he

if he is injured

whilst

engaged

b5 the

in furthering

(p).

Relative
it makes no difference
rank of the
servants
gence another is injured
immat¢riM.

is one

in the

if the

is a foreman,

same employment,

was by the terms

servant

of his service

by whose
manager,

whose
bound

orders

to obey.

neglior other

the

other

The

fore-

man or manager is only a servant having greater authority:
foremen
and workmen,
of whatever
rank, and however
authority
"all

and

links

ployed

duty

in the

may
same

by a shipowner

a sailor

by

injured

be distributed
chain"

(q).

among
So the

is a fellow-servant
the captain's

them,

captain

are
em-

of the crew, and

negligence

has no cause

of action agMnst
between
himself

the owner (r).
The master is bound, as
and his servants, to exercise due care in

selecting

proper

and

(whether

as fellow-workmen

superintendents
and

resources

answerable

competent

or foremen),
to accomplish

further

persons

in the

and to furnish
the

for

ordinary

work

the
sense,

suitable

(s), and

work
or as
means

he is not

(t).

(o) See last note.
(p) Thesiger L. J., Charles v.
Taylor (1878) 3C.P. Div. 492,498.
(q) _eltham v. JEngland (1866)
:L. R. 2 Q. B. 33, 36 L. J. Q.B.
14 ; Drilsonv. Merry (1868)L. R. 1
Sc. &I). 326 : see per Lor_ Cairns
at p. 333, and per Lord Colonsay
at p. 345. The French word collal_rate_r, which does not mean
"fellow-workman" at all, was at
one time absurdly inta_dueed into
these cases, it is believed by Lord
Brougham, and occurs as late as
Wil_n v. Merry.

(r) Hedleg v. !Pinkney and _¢ons'
8. 8. Co., '92, 1 Q. B. 58, 61 L. J.
Q.B. 179, C.A., affd. in H.L.,
'94, A. C. 222, 6 R. Apr. 12.
(s) According to some decislons,
which seem on principle doubtful,
he is bound only not to furnish
means or resources which are to
his own knowledge defective : Galtagherv._Pil_r(lS64) 16C. B.N.S.
669, 38 L. J. C. P. 829. And
more lately it has been decided in
the Court of Appeal that where a
(t) See next page.
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_'_

Attempts have been made to hold that the servants of Servants

_

of sub-

sub-contractors for portions of a general undertaking were confor this purpose fellow-servants with the servants directly tractor.
employed by the principal contractors, even without evidence that the sub-contractors' work was under the direction
or control of the chief contractors.
This artificial and
unjust extension of a highly artificial rule has fortunately
been stopped by the House of Lords (u).
Moreover, a stranger who gives his help without reward Volunteer
assistant
to a man's servants engaged in any work is held to put is onsame
himself, as regards the master's liability towards him, in footingas
servant.
the same position as if he were a servant.

Having

of his5

_._

....

free will (though not under a contract of service) exposed _ ,_,_v_-_imself to the ordinary risks of the work and made himself v_
a partaker .....
m them, he m not enhtled to be lndemnified_ _ "_'__ _
against them by the master any more than if he were in._- _
his regular employment

liable

for injury

(x).

caused by the

_,

_

t
d

"-%

This is really a branch ofzw_-.___

L.J.

Ex. 23, it wassaid

that this _.__

'

.- . _--._--'_'_':%_

dangerous condition of a building
_here he is employed, he must
allege distinctly
b_)th that the

duty does not extend to having a _-_._'__
t_
sufficient number of servants for _"_4_ _
_
the work: seal qu. The decision-.k._ _-tm-_L_,_dhJa_:

::,_
_
; !
i

master knew of the danger and
that he, the servant, was ignorant
of it: Grt_ths v. f.ondon and St.
J_atharine .Docks Co. (1884) 13 Q.B.
])iv. 259, 53 L. J. Q. B. 504. CS
2.
Thomas v. Quarterma_ne (1887) 18
Q. B. Div. 685, 56 L. J. Q. B. 340.
(t) Lord Cairns, as above: to
same e_ect
Lord Wensleydale,
Wecm8 v. Mathia_
(1861) 4 Maeq.

was partly on the ground that the U O;_,_.
plaintff_ was in fact well acquainted
with the risk and had never made
any complaint.
(u) Johnson v. Zindsay, '91, .£.
C. 371, 65 L. T. 97, overruling
Yriggett v..Fox,
11 :Ex. 832, 25
L.J.
Ex. 188. Cp. Cameron v.
_ystrom (J. C.) '93, k. C. 308, 62
L.J.P.C.
85, 1 R. 362, la. 75_

i
:_
"

atp.

above.

_

bound todoisto larovidemachinery
fit and proper for the work, and to

(x) laotter v..Faulk_er (1861) Ex.
Ch. 1 B. & 8. 800, 31 L. J. Q. B.

.i_

takehimself
care to orhave
it superintended
l)y
his workmen
in a fit

30,
approving
_/d/_nd
_'_. (1857)
1H. .De_
& N.v.773,
26 L. _.
J.

_ !

and Froper manner."

Ex. 174.

_.

227:

"Allthat

the master is

In 8_

v.

I {_*"[-

..

_
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non fit ininria,"

discussed below

under the title of General Exceptions.
Exception
On the other hand, a master who takes an active part in
masterWhere
the
his own work is not only himself liable to a servant
interferes
in
person.

injured

by his negligence, but, if he has partners

in the

business, makes them liable also. For he is the agent of
the firm, but not a servant (g) : the partners are generally
answerable for his conduct, ye_ cannot say he was a fellow.
servant of the injured man.
EraSuch were the results arrived at by a number of modem
'
lability authorities, which it seems useless to cite in more detail (z) :
Act, l_s0. the rule, though not abrogated, being greatly limited in
application by the statute of 1880. This Act (43 & 44
¥iet. c. 42) is on the face of it an experimental and
empirical compromise between eonfiieting interests.
It
was temporary, being enacted only for seven years and the
next session of Parliament, and since continued from time
to time (a); it is confined in its operation to certain specified causes of injury; and only certain kinds of servants
are entitled to the benefit of it, and then upon restrictive
conditions as to notice of action, mode of trial, and amount
of compensation, which are unknown to the common law,
and with a special period of limitation.
The effect is that
a "workman"
within the meaning of the Act is put as
against his employer in approximately (not altogether, I
think) the same position as an outsider as regards the safe
and fit condition of the material instruments, fixed or
moveable, of the master's business.
He is also entitled to
compensation for harm incurred through the negligence of
(y) .As_worth v. _tanwlx (1861) S
E. & E. 701, 30 L. J. Q. B. 183.
(z) They are well collected by"
Mr. Horace Smith (Law of _eg/.i.

gence, pp. 73--76, 2nd ed.).
(a) Further legislation has been
expected
and
attempted,
but
ldth_-to (1894) without reeulk

F-_IPLOYERS
_ LIABILITYACT.
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another servant exercising superintendence,
or by the
effect of specific orders or rules issued by the master or
some one representing
him; and thereisa special
wider
provision for the benefit of railway servants, which
virtually abolishes the master's immunity as to railway
aeddents in the ordinary sense of that term.
So far as
fhe Act has any principle, it is that of holding the employer answerable for the conduct of those who are in
delegated authority under him. It is noticeable that
almost all the litigation upon the Act has been caused
either by its minute provisions as to notice of action, or by
desperate attempts to evade those parts of its language
which are plain enough to common sense. The text of the
Act, and references to the decisions upon it, will be found
intheAppendix (NoteB).
On the whole we have,in a matterof generalpublicResulting
complica-

importance and affecting large classes of persons who are tlon of
neither learned in the law nor well able to procure learned t_e law.
advice, the following singularly intricate and clumsy state
of things.
First, there is the general rule of a master's liability for
his servants (itself in some sense an exceptional rule to
begin with).
Secondly, the immunity of the master where the person
injured is also his servant.
Thirdly, in the words of the marginal notes of the
l_,mployers' Liability Act, " amendment of law" by a
series of elaborate exceptions to that immunity.
Fourthly, "exceptions to amendment of law" by provisees which are mostly but not wholly re-statements of
the common law.
Fifthly, minute and vexatious regulations as to procedure in the cases wi_hiu the first set of exceptions.
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that such a state of things should nowa-

days be permanently accepted either in substance or in
form. This, however, is not the place to discuss the
principles of the controversy, which I have attempted to do
elsewhere (b). In the United States the doctrine laid down
by the Supreme

Court of Massachusetts in Farwell's

case

has been very generally followed (c). ]_xeept in Massachusetts, however, an employer does not so easily avoid
responsibility by delegating his authority, as to choice of
servants or otherwise, to an intermediate superintendent (d).
There has been a good deal of State legislation, but mostly
for the protection of railway servants only. Massachusetts
has a more recent and more comprehensive statute based on
the English Act of 1880 (e). A collection of more or less
detailed reports "on the laws regulating the liability of
employers in foreign countries"
Foreign Office (f).

has been published by the

(b) Essays in Jurisprudence and
:Ethics (1882) ch. 5. See for very
full information and discussion on
the whole matter
the evidence

man and Redfleld, ss. 86, 88, 102.
.And see Chicago _. _ 8. 2. Co. v.
.Ross (1884) 112 U. S. 377. Also a
stricter view than ours is taken of

taken by the Select Committees of
the House of Commons in 1876 and
1877 (Earl. Papers, H. C. 1876,
372; 1877,285).
And soe the final
l_eport of the Labour Commission,
1894, Part II. AppendixV. (Memo-

a master's duty to disclose to his
servant any non-apparent
risks of
the employment which are within
his own knowledge:
PT]_ee[er v.
Mabo_ Manufacturing Co. (1883) 135
"M'ass. 294.

randum on Evidence relating to
:Employers' Liability).
(e) See.Baltimore and Ohio .R..R.
Go.v..Baugh (1893) 149 _.T.S. 368.
(d) Cooley on Torts, 560 ; Shear-

(e) See ]Vrr. _c_inney's
Article
in L. Q. R. vi. 189, April 1890, at
1o. 197.
(f) Purl. Palmrs, Commeroial,
No. 21, 1886.
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IV.

GENERALEXCEPTIONS.
_L

have eonsidered the general principles of liabil{ty for

Conditions

excluding
civil wrongs.
It now becomes needful to consider the nabinty
for act
general exceptions to which these principles are subject, or pri_yaci_
in other words the rules of immunity which limit the rules _ong_l.
of liability.
There are various conditions which, when present, will prevent an act from being wrongful which in their
absence would be a wrong.
Under such conditions the act
is said to be justified or excused. And when an act is said
in general terms to be wrongful, it is assumed that no such
qualifying condition exists. It is an actionable wrong,
generally speaking, to lay hands on a man in the way of
force or restraint.
But it is the right of every man to
defend himself against unlaw_l
force, and it is the
duty of officers of justice to apply force and restraint in
various degrees, from simple arrest to the infliction of death
itself, in execution of the process and sentences of the law.
Here the harm done, and _i]_fully done, is justified.
There are incidents, again, in every football match which
an uninstructed observer might easily take for a confused
fight of savages, and grave hurt sometimes ensues to
one or more of the players.
Yet, so long as the play is
_alrly conducted according to the rules agreed upon, there
is no wrong and no cause of action. For the players have
joined in the game of their own free will, and accepted its
risks. Not that a man is bound to play football or any
ether rough game, but ff he doe_ he must abide it_
P.
1:1
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ordinary chances. Here the harm done, i_ not justified
(for, though in a mauner unavoidable, it was not in a legal
sense necessary), is nevertheless excused (a). Again, defamation is a wrong; but there are certain occasions on
which a man may with impunity make and publish untrue
statements to the prejudice of another.
Again, "sic utere
tuo ut alienum non laedas" is said to be a precept of law;
yet there are divers things a man may freely do for his
own ends, though he well knows that his neighbour will
in some way be the worse for them.

Some of the principles by which liability is excluded are
ticularexana
par- applicable indifferently to all or most kinds of injury,
tedious, while others are confined to some one species. The rule as
General

to "privileged communications"
belongs only to the law
of l_bel and slander, and must be dealt with under that
particular branch of the subject.
So the rule as to
"contributory
negligence " qualifies liability for negligence, and can be understood only in connexion with the
special rules determining such liability.
:Exceptions llke
those of consent and inevitable accident, on the other hand,
are of such wide application that they cannot be conveniently dealt with under any one special head. This class
is aptly denoted in the Indian Penal Code (for the same
or similar principles apply to the law of cr]m_ual liability)
by the name o_ General Exceptions.
And these are the
exceptions which now concern us. The following seem to
be their chief categories.
An action is within certain
limits not maintainable in respect of the acts of political
power called "acts

of state," nor of judicial acts.

(a) Justificatlonseems to be the
i)roperword when the harm suffeted is inseparablyincident to
the performanceof a legal duty or
the exereieeof a _oommo'n
right ;

Execu-

excuse,when it is but an accident:
but I do not know that the preeise distinctionis always possible
to observe,or that anythingturns
onR.
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tlve acts of lawful authority form another s_rn_lar class.
Then a class of acts has to he considered which may be
called quasi-judicial, and which, also within limits, are
lJrofected.
Also, there are various cases in which unqualified or qualified immunity is conferred upon private
persons exercising an authority or power specially conferred
by law. _re may regard all these as eases of privilege in
respect of the person or the occasion. After these come
exceptions which are more an affair of common right:
inevitable accident (a point, strange to say, not clearly free
from doubt), harm inevitably incident to the ordinary
exercise of rights, harm suffered by consent or under
conditions amounting to acceptance of the risk, and harm
inflicted in self-defence or (in some cases) otherwise by
necessity. These grounds of exemption _rom civil liability
_or wrongs have to be severally examined and defined.
And first of "Acts of State."

1.--Acts

of State.

It is by no means easy to say what an act of state is, Acts of
thoughtheterm is not of unfrequentoccurrence.On the _tate.
whole, it appears to signify--(1)
An act done or adopted
by the prince or rulers of a foreign independent State in
their political and sovereign capacity, and within the limits
of their de facto political sovereignty;
(2) more particularly (in the words of Sir James Stephen (b)), "an act
injurious to the _rson or to the property of some person
Who is not at the time of that act a subject (e) o_ her
(b)HistmT o_the CriminalLaw, under the protection of English
it. 61.
law: thereforean act of state in
(e) This includesa friendlyalien this sense cal_lo_take l_lace in
living in "temt_orsryalleS_nee" Englandin time of peace.
H2
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Majesty; which act is done by any representative of her
Majesty's authority, civil or m_Htary, and is either previously sanctioned,
or subsequently
ratified
by her
Majesty"
expressed
ministers).

(such sanction or ratification being, of course,
in the proper manner
through responsible
./

General
ground of

exempflea.

Our courts of justice profess themselves

not competent

to discuss acts of these kinds for reasons thus expressed
by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council :--" The
transactions of independent
States between each other"
(and with subjects of other States)_ "are governed by other
laws than those which municipal courts administer;
such
courts have neither the means of deciding what is right,
nor the power of enforcing any decision which they may
make" (d).
A. series of decisions of the Indian Supreme Courts and
the Privy Council have applied this rule to the dealings of
the East India Company with native States and with the
property of native princes (e). In these cases the line
between public and private property, between acts of
regular aclm_nistration and acts of war or of annexation, is
not always easy to draw. Most of them turn on acts of
political annexation.
Persons who by such an act become
British subjects do not thereby become entitled to complain
in municipal courts deriving their authority from the
:British Government
of the act of annexation itself or
anything incident to it. In such a case the only remedy
is by petition of right to the Crown. And the effect is the
same if the act is originally an excess of authority,
afterwards ratified by the Crown.
(d) Eeeretary o/ E_ate in Council
of India v. )Kamaekee _oye 8ahcd_
(1859) 13 MOO./'. C, 22, 75,

but is

(e) See '_Do*$v. 8eeretar_t of ,grate
for India in Council (1876) 19 Eq.
509, and the case last cited.
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"The leading ease on this subject is /_urou v. De_.
man (f).
This was an action against Captain Denman, a
captain in the navy, for burning certain barraeoons on the
West Coast of Africa, and releasing the slaves contained
in them.
Eis conduct in so doing was approved by a
letter written by Mr. Stephen, then Under Secretary of
State for the Colonies, by the direction of Lord John
Russell, then Secretary of State.
It was held that the
owner of the slaves Ca Spanish subject] could recover no
damages for his loss, as the effect of the ratification of
Captain Denman's act was to convert what he had done
into an act of state, for which no action would lle."
So far Sir James Stephen, in his ttistory of the
Criminal Law (g). It is only necessary to add, as he did
on the next page, that "as between the sovereign and his
subjects there can be no such thing as an act of state.
Courts of law are established for the express purpose of
limiting public authority in its conduct towards individuals.
If one British subject puts another to death or
destroys his property by the express command of the King,
that command is no protection to the person who executes
it unless it is in itself lawful, and it is the duty of the
proper courts of justice to determine whether it is lawhtl
or not ": as, for example, when the Court of King's
Bench decided that a Secretary of State had no power to
issue general warrants

to search for and seize papers and

the like
(h).
Another question which has been raised in the colonies Local
and Ireland, bu_ which by its nature cannot come before a_tions
against
an :English court for direct decision, is how far an action viceroyor
governor.
is maintainable against an officer in the nature of a viceroy
(f) (1847) 2 :Ex. 167.
(g) Vol.if. p. 64.

(h) E_ti¢_ v. Carrington, 19 St.
Tr. 1043.
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during his term of office, and in the local cour_ of the
territory in which he represents the Crown. It has been
held by the Judicial Committee that the LieutenantGovernor of a colony is not exempt from suit in the courts
of that colony for a debt or other merely private cause of
action (i) ; and by the Irish courts, on the other hand, that
the Lord-Lieutenant
is exempt from being sued in Ireland
for an act done in his official or "politic"
capacity (j).
Power
to
exclude
aliens,

An alien not already admitted to the enjoyment of civil
rights in England (or any British possession) seems to
have no remedy in our law if prevented by the local
executive authority from entering British territory (k). It
seems doubtful whether admission to temporary allegiance
in one part of the British Empire would confer any right
to be admitted to another part.

Acts of
foreign

powers,

There is another quite distinct

point of jurisdiction

in

connexion with which the term "act of state" is used.
A sovereign prince or other person representing an independent power is not liable to be sued in the courts of
this country for acts done in a sovereign capacity; and
this even if in some other capacity he is a British subject,
as was the case with the King of Hanover, who remained
an English peer after the personal union between the
(i) 2_ill v..Bigge (1841) 3 'MOO.
P. C. 465; dissenting from Lord
"Mansfield's dictum in _ostyn v.

Tandy v. _e'estmorelam_, 27 SL
Tr. 1246. These cases go very
far, for the Lord Lieutenant was

_abrigoz, Cowp. 172, that "locally
during his government no civil er
criminal action will lie against him; ' '
though i_ nmy be that he is privl.
leged from personal arrest where
arrest would, by the local law, be
part of the ordinary process.
(j_ Zuby v. tYodehouse, 17 It.
C. L. R. 618 ; iSullivan v. Spacer,
Ix. R. 6 C. "r.. 173, following

no_ even called on to plead his
privilege, bu_ the Cour_ stayed
proceedings against him on motion.
As _o the effect of a local Act of
indemnity,
see 2hillilaa v..gym
(1870) Ex. Ch. L. R. S Q. B. I.
(k) M_grave
v. Chumj 1'ee_g
Toy, '91, A. C. 272, 60 L. J.
P.C. 28.
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Crowns of England and Hanover was dissolved ([). This
rule is included in a wider one which not only extends
beyond the subject of this work, but belongs to international as much as to municipal law. It has been thus
expressed by the Court of Appeal : "As a consequence of
the absolute independence of every sovereign authority,
and of the international comity which induces every sovereign state to respect the independence of every other
sovereign state, each and every one declines to exercise
by means of any of its Courts, any of its territorial jurlsdiction over the person of any sovereign or ambassador of
any other state, or over the public property of any state
which is destined to its public use, or over the property of
any ambassador (m), though such sovereign, ambassador,
or property be within its territory, and t]mrefore, but for
the common agTeement, subject to its jurisdiction" 0_).
If we may generalize from the doctrine of our own Summary.
courts, the result seems to be that an act done by the
authority, previous or subsequent, of the government of a
sovereign state in the exercise of & facto sovereignty (o),
is not examinable at all in the courts of justice of any
other state. So far forth as it affects persons not subject
to the government

in question, it is not examinable in the

(1) 2)uke of Brumwick v. aYing
of Hanover (1843-4) 6 Bear. 1, 57 ;
aiF_rmed in the l-louse of Lords,
2 _. L. O. 1.
(m) W'hat if cattle belonging to
a foreign ambassador were distraineddamagefeasantP
Itwould
seem he could not get them back
without submitting to the jurisdiction,

(o) I have not met with a dist_inet statement_ of this qualifioa*ion in existing authorikies, but it
is evidently assumed by them, ancl
is necessary for the preservation
of every sta_e's sovereign rights
within its own jurisdiction. Plainly
the command of a foreign governmerit would be no answer to an
action for trespass to land, or for

(n) Tl*e Parleraent
5 P. D. 197, 214.

the arrest of an alleged o_ender
against a foreign law, within the
body of an _glish county.

Bdeje (1880)
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ordinary courts of that state itself.

If and so far as it

affects a subject ef the same state, it may be, and in
_ngland it is, examinable by the courts in their ordinary
jurisdiction.
In most Continental countries, however, if
not in all, the remedy for such acts must be sought before
a special tribunal (in France the Conseil d'Etat:
the
preliminary question whether the ordinary court or the
Conseil d'F_tat has jurisdiction is decided by the Tribunal
des Conflits, a peculiar and composite court) (p).

2.--Judicial
Judicial
acts.

Next

as to judicial

acts.

Acts.
The rule is that "no action

lie against a judge for any acts done or words spoken
in his judicial capacity in a court of justice" (q). And the
exemption is not confined to judges of superior courts. It
is founded on the necessity of judges being independent in
the exercise of their office, a reason which applies equally
to all judiclal proceedings.
]3ut in order to establish the
exemption as regards proceedings

in an inferior

court, the

judge must show that at the time of the alleged wrongdoing some matter was before him in which he had
jm_sdiction (whereas in the case of a superior eour_ it is
for the plaintiff to prove want of jurisdiction);
and the
act complained of must be of a kind which he had power
to do as judge in that matter.
Thus a revising barrister has power by statute (r) "to
order any person to be removed from his court who shall
interrupt

the business of the court, or relapse to obey his

(p) Law of _ray 24, 1872. But
the principle is ancient, and the old
law is still cited on various points,
(_) 8eot, t v.

8tansfield

(1868)

la.

1_. 3 Ex. 220, 3;' L. J. Ex. 155,
_vhich confirms and sums up the

effect of many previous decisions.
The authorities
were lately reviewed and confirmed by the C. A.,
2ruder,on

v. Gorrw

(189t),

"not yet

reported.
(r) 28 & 29 Vict. c. 36j s. 16.

JUDICIAL

ACTS.

lawful orders in respect of the same" : but it is an actionable trespass if under colour of this power he causes a
person to be removed from the court, not because that
r_rson is then and there malting a disturbance, but because
in the revising barrister's opinion he improperly suppressed
facts within his knowledge at the holding of a former
court (s). The like law holds if a county court judge
commits a party without jurisdiction, and being informed
of the facts wlfich show that he has no jurisdiction (/);
though an inferior judge is not Hablo for an act which on
the facts apparent to him at the time was within his
jurisdiction, but by reason of facts not then shown was in
truth outside it (u).
A judge is not liable in trespass for want of jurisdiction, unless he knew or ought to have known of the defect;
and it lies on the plaintiff, in every such case, to prove that
fact (x). And the conclusion formed by a judge, acting
judicially and in good faith, on a matter of fact which it
is within his jurisdiction to determine, cannot be disputed
in an action against him for anything judicially done by
him in the same cause upon the footing of that con-

clusion(y).
Allegations that the act complained of was done "mallciously and corruptly," that words were spoken "falsely
and maliciously," or the like, will not serve to make au
aotlon of this kind maintainable against a judge either of
a superior (_) or of an inferior (a) court.
(s) liV_llisv. Maclaehlan (1876) 1
:Ex. D. 876, 45 L, J, Q. B, 689.
(t) .Houldvn v. Smith (1850) 14
Q. B. 841, 19 L. J. Q. B. 170.
(u) Zowther v. Earl of _agnor
(1806) 8 East 113, 118.
(x) Calder v. 1talker (1839) 3
lVroo, p. C. 28, 78.
(y) K_m_vv. 3Ta_ille(1861) 10

C.B.
_, S. 523, 31 L. J. C. P.
158 (an action against the ViceChancellor of the University of
Cambridge), and authorities there
cited.
(z) .Fray v. Blackburn (1862) 3
B. & S. 576.
(a) Scott v. Stansfwld (1868) L.

R. 8 Ex. 220, 37L. $. F.x. 165.
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There are two oases _n which by statute an action does

by statute

m sp_ial or did lle against a judge for misconduct in his office,
cases,
namely, if he refuses to grant a writ of habeas corpus in
vacation time (b), and if he refused to seal a bill of
exceptions (c).
gucliMal
acts of

persons
not
judges.

The rule of immunity

for judicial acts is applied

not

only to judges of the ordinary civil tribunals, but to
members of naval and military courts-martial or courts of
inquiry constituted in accordance with military law and
usage (d). It is also applied foa limited extent to arbitrators, and to any person who is in a position like an
arbitrator's, as having been chosen by the agreement of
parties to decide a matter that is or may be in difference
between them:
Such a person, if he acts honestly, is not
liable for errors in judgment (e). He would be liable for
a eon-upt or partisan exercise of his office; but if he really
does use a judicial discretion, the rightness or competence
of his judgment cannot be brought into question for the
purpose of making him personally liable.
The doctrine of our courts on this subject appears to be
fully and uniformly accepted in the United States (f).
(b) 31 Car. II. c. 2, s. 9.
(c) 13 Edw. I. (Star. Westm. 2)
e. 31, cf. Blackstone, ill 372.
(d) This may be collected from
such authorities
as JOawkins v.
Zord _okeby (1875) L. R. 7 H.L.
744, 45 L. J. Q. :B. 8; Daukins
v. _Prince .Edward of Saxe tF'eiraar
(1876) 1 Q. B. D. 499, 45 L.g.
Q. B. 567, which howsver go to
some extent on the doctrine of
" privileged
communications,"
a
doctrine wider in one sense, and
more special in another sense, than
the rule now in question.
Partly,
also, they deal with acts of autho-

rity no_ of a judicial kind, which
will be mentioned presently.
(e) t'apl)a v. tgose (1872) Ex. Ch.
L. 1%. 7 C. P. 525, 41 :L. J. C. :P.
187 (broker authorized by sale no_o
to decide on quality of goods) ;
Tharsls Sulphur Co. v._oftus(1872)
1%.R. 8 (3. P. 1, 42 L. J. O. P. 6
(average
adjuster
_aominaf_l to
ascertain proportion of loss as between ship and cargo) ; ,S_ve,son
v. _rats_ (1879) 4 C. P. D. 148,
4S L. J. C. P. 318 (architect nominated to certify what was due to
contractor).
(f) Cooley on Torts, Ch. 14.
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3.--.EaJeeutive Acts.
As to executive acts of public officers, no legal wrong Executive
can be done by the regular enforcement of any sentence or acts.
process of law, nor by the necessary use of force for preserving the peace. It will be observed that private persons
are in many eases entitled, and in some bound, to give aid
and assistance, or to act by themselves, in executing the
law; and in so doing they are similarly protected (g).
Were not this the rule, it is evident that the law could not
be enforced at alL But a public officer may err by going
beyond his authority in various ways. When this happens
(and such cases are not uncommon), there are distinctions
fo be observed.
The principle which runs through both
common law and legislation in the matter is that an officer
is not protected from the ordinary consequence of unwarranted acts which it rested with himself to avoid, such as
using needless violence to secure a prisoner;
but he is
protected if he has only acted in a manner in itself
reasonable, and in execution of an apparently regular
warrant or order which on the face of it he was bound to
obey (h). This applies only to irregularity in the process
of a court having jurisdiction over the alleged cause.
Where an order is issued by a court which has no jurisdiction at all in the subject-matter, so that the proceedings
are, as it is said, "coram non judice," the exemption
ceases (i). A constable or officer acting under a justice's
warrant is, however, specially protected by statute, nofwithstanding
any defect of jurisdiction, if he produces
(.q) The ttetails of this sabj_
belong to criminal law.
(h) 3Iagor of Zondon v. Cox (1867)
In. R. 2 lq'. L. at p. 269 (in opinion
of judges, par Willes ft.). The
law seems to be lmdea-_od in the

same way in the United Stairs.
Cooley on Tor_s, 459---462.
(_) The case of The Marshalsea,
10 Co. lq_p. 76 a ; Clark v. Woods
(1848) 9. :Ex. 395, 17 L. J. M. C.
189.
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the warrant
on demand (k). The provisions of many
particular statutes which gave a qualified protection to
persons acting under the statute have been superseded by
the Public Authorities' Protection Act, 1893, which substitutes for their various requirements the one rule that
proceedings against any person for any act done in execution of a statutory or other public duty shall be commenced
within six months (l).
As to a mere mistake of fact, such as arresting the body
or taking the goods of the wrong person, an officer of the
law is not excused in such a case. He must lay hands on
the right person or property at his peel, the only exception being on the principle of esteppel, where he is misled
by the party's
Aots of

naval and

military
officers,

own aet (m).

Acts done by naval and military officers in the execution
or intended execution of their duty, for the enforcement of
the rules of the service and preservation of discipline, fall
to some extent under this head.
The justification of a
superior officer as regards a subordinate partly depends on
the consent implied (or indeed expressed) in the act of a
man's joining the service that he will abide by its regulations and usages; partly on the sanction expressly given
to military law by statutes.
There is very great weight of
opinion, but no absolute decision, that an action does not
lle in a civil eour_ for bringing an alleged offender against
rn;lltary law (being a person subject to that law) before a
(k) 24 GCO. II. o. 44, s. 6. (Ac¢ion lice only if a demand in
writing :for perusal and copy of
the warrant is refused or neglected
for six days.)
(l) 56 & 57 Yict. c. 61. There
are subsidiary but not lmimporf_mt
provisions
a_ tooosts.

(m) See Glad,peele v. Young (1829)
9 B. & C. 696; .Balme v. _utta_
Ex. Ch. (1833) 9 Bing. 471 ; .Dunstonv, laaterson (1857) 20. B. N. S.
495, 26 L. J. O. P. 267 ; and other
authorities
collected in lCisher's
Digest, eel. Mews, _ tit. Sheri_.

NAVAL

AND

MILITARY

DISCIPLINE.

_0_

court-m,rth_l
withoutprobablecause(n). How farthe
orders
of a superior
officer
justlya subor_natewho obeys
them as against
thirdpersonshasneverbeenfullysettled.
But thebetteropinionappearsto be thatthesubordinate
inthe likeposition
with an officer
executingan apparentlyregularcivilprocess,
namely,thathe isprotected
he actsunder ordersgiven by a personwhom he is
generally
bound by therulesoftheservice
to obey,and of
a kind which thatpersonis generally
authorized
togive,
andiftheparticular
orderis notnecessarily
or manifestly

_nl_wful(o).
The same principles apply to the exemption of a person of ot]_er
public
acting under the orders of any public body competent in authorlthe matter in hand.
An action does not lie against the ties.
Serjeant-at-arms of the House of Commons for excluding
a member from the House in obedience to a resolution of
the House itself ; this being a matter of internal discipline
in which the House is supreme (/_).
The principles ol English law relating to the protection IDalan
Act,
of judicial officers and persons acting under their orders xvIII, of
have in British India been declared by express enactment ls50.
(Act X¥III.
of 1850).
(_) Jrohnst_e v: 8uttan (1786-7)
F,x. Ch. 1 T. R. 510, 548 ; affirmed
in It. L. ibid. 784, 1 Bro. P. C. 76,
1 R. R. 257. TheEx. Ch. thought
the action did not lie, but the defondant was entitled to judgment
even if it did. No reasons appear
to ha_e been given in the 1Wouseof
Lords.
(o) See per Willes J. in _'e_gMy
v. Bell (1866) 4 _. & F. at p. 790.
In time of war the protoction may
perhaps be more extensive.
As to

crimlnalresponslbilityinsuchcases,
of. Stephen, Dig. Or. Law, art. 202,
Hist. Or. Law, i. 200--206.
(to) Bradlaugh v. Gossett (1884)
12 Q. B. D. 271, 53 L. J. Q. B.
209. As to the limits of the privilege, see per Stephen J. at p. 283.
As to the power of a colonial
legislative assembly over its own
members, see Barton v. Taylor (J.
C. 1886) 11 App. Ca. 197, 55 L. J.
P.C. 1.
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4.--Quasi-]udicial
Acts of

Divers

persons

and

2fct_.

bodies are called

upon,

in the

quasi -

judicial management
of public institutious
or government
of
discretion, voluntary associations, to exercise a sort of conventional
jurisdiction analogous to that of inferior courts of justice.
These quasi-judicial functions are in many eases created or
confirmed by Parliament.
Such are the powers of the
universities over their oiTicers and graduates, and of colleges in the universities over their fellows and scholars,
and of the General Council of _[edical :Education over
registered medical practitioners (q). O_en the authority
of the quasi-judicial body depends on an instrument of
foundation, the provisions of which are binding on all
persons who accept benefits under it. Such are the cases
of endowed schools and religious congregations.
And the
same principle appears in the constitution of modern incorporated companies, and even of private partnerships.
Further, a quasi-judicial authority may exist by the mere
convention of a number of persons who have associated
themselves for any lawful purpose, and have entrusted
powers of management and discipline to select members.
The committees of most clubs have by the rules of the
club some such authority, or at any rate an initiative in
])resenting matters of discipline before the whole body.
The Inns of Court exhibit a curious and unique example
of great power and authority exercised by voluntary unincorporated societies in a legally anomalous manner.
Their powers are for some purposes quasi-judicial, and yet
they are not subject to any ordinary juri_ction
(q) See.,41lSu_t v. General Cou_iI,
_. (1889) 23 Q. B. Div. 400, 58
L. J. Q. B. 606 ; .Lee,on v. General
Uouneil, _e. (1889) 43 Oh. ])iv. 366,
59 L. J. Ch. 2_3; Partridge v.

(r).

Gen_¢l Council, #c. (1890) 28 Q. B.
])iv. 90, 59 L. J. Q. B. 475.
(r) See _eaJe v. .Denman (1874)
18 Eq. 127.

QUASI-JUDICIAL

PO_rERS.

The general rule as to quasi-judicial powers of this class
is that persons exercising them are protected from civil
hability if they observe the rules of natural justice, and
ale the particular statutory or conventional rules, if any,
_vhich may prescribe their course of action. The rules of
natural justice appear to mean, for this purpose, that a
man is not to be removed _rom office or membership, or
otherwise dealt with to his disadvantage, without having
fair and suffident notice of what is alleged against him,
and an opportunity of making his defence ; and that the
d_clsion, whatever it is, must be arrived at in good faith
with a view to the common interest of the society or
institution concerned. If these conditions be satisfied,
a court of justice will not interfere, not even if it thinks
the decision was in fact wrong (8). If not, the act com1)lained of will be declared void, and the person affected
by it maintained in his rights until the matter has been
properly and regularly dealt with (t). These principles
apply to the expulsion of a partner from a private firm
(_) Ynderw{d_ v. Snell (1850) 2
Mac. & G. 216 (removal of a direefor of a company) ; JDawk,ns v.
.Antrobus (1881) 17 Ch. Div. 615
(expulsion of a member from a
club) ; of. 13 Ch. D. 352 ; _Partridge
v. General Conned, _.¢., note (q) last
page, although
no notice
was
given, the council honestly thinking they had no option. In the
case of a club an injunction _ill
be grant_l only in respect of the
member's right of property, therefore where the club is proprietary
the o_ly remedy is in damages:
.Bairg v. _relts (1890) 44 Ch. D.
661, 59 L. J. Ch. 673.
As to
objections against a member of a

"domestietrlbunal"onthegroun(t
of interest,
.Alhnsou v. General
Couned, _e., '94, 1 Q. B. 750, 9 1_.
(_M:areh) 205, C. A.
(t) Tither v..Keane (1878) 11 Ch.
I). 353, 49 L. J. Ch. 11 (a club
ease, no notice to the member) ;
_abouehere v. YUharncliffe (1879) 13
Ch. I). 346 (the like, no sufficient
inquiry or notice to the member,
calling and proceedings of general
meeting irregular); .Dean v..Bennett
(1870) 6 Ch. 489, 40 L. J. Ch. 452
(minister of Baptist chapel under
deed of settlement,
no sufficient
notice of specific charges either to
lhe minister or in calling special
meeting).
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where a power ofexpulsion
isconferred
by thepar_nersl_p
contract (u).
Abselu_e

It may be,however,thatby theauthority
ofParliament

dis_retionary

(or,
itwould seem,by theprevious
agreementoftheparty
powers, to be affected)
a governingor administrative
body,or the
majority of an association, has power to remove a man
from office or the like without anything in the nature of
judicial proceedings, and without showing any cause at all.
Whether a particular authority is judicial or absolute must
be determined by the terms of the particular
creating it (v).
Questions

whether

duty
judicial
or ministerial:
.4shby v.

instrument

On the other hand there may be question whether the
duties of a particular office be quasi-judicial, or merely
ministerial, or judicial for some purposes and ministerial
for others.
It seems that at common law the returning or

Wrote,_c. presiding officer at a parliamentary or other election has
a judieial discretion, and does not commit a wrong if by an
honest error of judgment he refuses to receive a vote (z) :
but now in most cases it will be found that such officers
are under absolute statutory
perform at their peril.

duties (y), wMeh they must

(u) 21*sset v. 1)aniel (1853) 10
Ha. 493 ; /V_d v. Woad (1874)
L. R. 9 Ex. 190, 43 L. J. Ex. 190.
Without an express power in the
articles a partner cannot be exl_lled at all.
(v) _. g. .Dean v. 2en_ett, note (t)
last page;.F, sherv. Jackson, '91,
2 Ch. 84, 60 L. J. CA. 482 _power
judicial) ; !tayman v. Governors of
.Rugby School (1874) 18 Eq. 28, 43
L. J. Ch. 834 (power absolute).

l%aym. 938, and in 1 Sin. L. C. ;
and see the special report of l-lolt's
judgment published in 1837 and referred to in Tozer v. Child. There
is some difference of opinion in
America, see Cooley on Torts,413,
414.
(y) 6& 7Vice. c. 18, s. 82. As
to presiding
officers under t_ae
Ballot Act, 1872, -Pld_aringv. James
(1873) L. 1%.8 C. 1_. 489, 42 L. g.
C.P. 217; .,tc]_s v. tIoward(1886)

(x) rozer v. Child (1857) Ex. CA.
7 E. & B. 377, 26 L. g. Q. B. 151,
explainingAshby v. White, Ld.

16 Q. B. D. 739, 65 L. J. Q. B.
273.
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and quasi-parental Authority.

Thus much of private

quasi-judlcial

authority.

There Authority
of parents

are also several kinds of authority in the way of summary and perforce or restraint which the necessities of society require to _varent_.
sons,n _o¢o
be exercised by private persons. And such persons are
protected in exercise thereof, if they act with good faith
and in a reasonable and moderate manner.
Parental
authority (whether in the hands of a father or guardian,
or of a person to whom it is delegated, such as a schoolmaster) is the most obvious and universal instance (z). It
is needless to say more of this here, except that modern
civilization has considerably diminished the latitude of
what judges or juries are likely to think reasonable and
moderate correction (a).
Persons having the lawful custody of a lunatic, and
those acting by their direction, are justified in using such
reasonable and moderate restraint as is necessary to prevent
the lunatic from doing mischief to himself or others, or
required, according to competent opinion, as part of his
treatment.
This may be regarded as a quasi-paternal
power; but I conceive the person entrusted with it is
bound to use more diligence in informing himself what
treatment is proper than a parent is bound (I mean, can
be held bound in a court of law) to use in studying the
best method of education.
The standard must be more
(z) Blackstone, i. 452. Seemodera
examples collected in Addison on
Torts, 7th ed. p. 14,5. A schoolmaster's delegated authority is not
bounded bythewalls
of the school:
Cleary v. Booth, '93, 1 Q. B. 465,
62 L. J. M. C. 87, 5 R. 263.
(a) The ancient right of a bus°
band to beat his wife moderately
(Y. lq. B. 80 F. 239 A.) was disp.

credited by Blackstone (i. 445) and
is not reco_fized at this day ; but
as a husband and wife cannot in
any case sue one another for assault
in a civil court, this does not concern us. As to imprisonment of a
_vife by a husband, _eg. v. orcwkson,
'91, 1 Q. B. 671, 60 L. J. Q. B. 346,
C.A.
I

O_custodians
of
lunatics,
at.
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strict as medical science improves. A century ago lunatics
were beaten, confined in dark rooms, and the llke. Such
treatment could not be justified now, though then it would
have been unjust to hold the keeper criminally or civl]]y
liable for not having more than the current wisdom o£
experts. In the ease of a drunken man, or one deprived
of self-control by a fit or other accident, the use of moderato restraint, as well for his own benefit as to prevent him
from doing mischief to others, may in the same way be
justified.

6.--Authorities
O_the of
master
a ship.

of Neaessity.

The master of a merchant ship has by reason of necessity
the fight of using force to preserve order and discipline
for the safety of the vessel and the persons and property
on board.
Thus, _f he has reasonable cause to believe that
any sailor or passenger is about to raise a mutiny, he may
arrest and confine him. The master may even be justified
in a case of extreme danger in inflicting punishment without any form of inquiry.
But "in all cases which will
admit of the delay proper for inquiry, due inquiry should
precede the act of punishment;
and ....
the party
charged should have the benefit of that rule of universal
justice, of being heard in his own defence" (b). In fact,
when the immediate emergency of providing for the safety
and discipline of the ship is past, the master's authofity
becomes a quasi-judicial one. There are conceivable circumstances in which the leader of a party on land, such as
an Alpine expedition, might be justified on the same principle in exercising compulsion to assure the common safety
(h) Lorcl Stowell, The ..4#_ncourt
(1824) 1 Hagg.
271, 274. This
judgment is the classical authority

on the subject.
For further references see Maude and Pollock's
Merchant Shipping, 4th eel. i. 127.
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of the party.
But such a case, though not impossible, is
not likely to occur for decision.

7.--Damage

incident to authori_ed Acts.

Thus far we have dealt with cases where some special

:Damaage
lnc1-

relatlon of the parties justifies or excuses the intentional dentally
doing of things which otherwise would be actionable re-ul_g
fromact
wrongs. We now come to another and in some respects a not
unlawful.
more interesting and difficult category.
Damage suffered
in consequence of an act done by another person, not for
that intent, but for some other purpose of his own, and not
in itself unlawful, may for various reasons be no ground of
action. The general precept of law is commonly stated to
be "Sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas."
If this were
literally and universally applicable, a man would act at his _
peril whenever and wherever he acted otherwise than as
the servant of the law. Such a state of things would be
intolerable.
It would be impossible, for example, to build
or repair a wall, unless in the middle of an uninhabited
plain. But the precept is understood to be subject to large
exceptions.
Its real use is to warn us against the abuse of
the more popular adage that "a man has a right to do
as he likes with his own" (c), which errs much more
dangerously on the other side.
There are limits to what a man may do with his own ;
and if he does that which may be harmful to his neighbour,
it is his business to keep within those l{rnlts. Neither the
Latin nor the vernacular maxim will help us much, however, to know where the line is drawn. The problems
raised by the apparent

opposition of the two principles

(c) cf. Gaius(D. 50, 17,de div. reg. 55): "Nulltm vide_urdolefa_e,
quisuo tam u_tur."
12
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must be dealt with each on its own footing.

We say

apparent ; for the law has not two objects, but one, that is,
to secure men in the enjoyment of their rights and of
their due freedom of action. In its most general form,
therefore,

the question is, where does the sphere of a man's

proper action end, and aggression
neighbour's action begin ?
Damage

from execution of
authorized

works,

on the sphere of his

The solution is least difficult for the lawyer when the
question

has been decided

in principle

by a sovereign

legislature.
Parliament
has constantly thought fit to
direct or authorize the doing of things which but for that
direction and authority might be actionable wrongs. Now
a man cannot be held a wrong-doer in a court of law for
acting in conformity with the direction or allowance of the
supreme legal power in the State. In other words "no
action will lie for doing that which the Legislature has
authorized, if it be done without negligence, although it
does occasion damage to any one."
The meaning of the
qualification will appear immediately.
Subject thereto,
"the remedy of the party who suffers the loss is confined
to recovering such compensation" (if any) "as the Legislature has thought fit to give him" (d). Instead of the
ordinary question whether a wrong has been done, there
can only be a question whether the special power which
has been exercised is coupled, by the same authority that
created it, with a special duty to make compensation for
incidental damage.
The authorities on this subject are
voluminous and discursive, and exhibit notable differences
of opinion.
Those differences, however, turn chiefly on
the application of admitted principles to particular facts,
(d) _1_
Blackburn, Gedd/* v.
.Propr_ors of.B_n _es_vo_r (1878)
3 App. Ca. at p. 455 ; Cale.donian
1_. Co. v. _ralkcr'# Tr_teea (1882)

_'App. Ca. at p. 293 ; 2krers_J_D_v_e
Trust.s v. G_bs (186't-6) r,. R. 1
H.L. at p. 112.

!%
_j
ACTS

AUTHORIZED

I17

BY STATUTE.

_:

and on the construction of particular enactments.
Thus it
has been disputed whether the compensation given by
statute to persons
a_thorized railway

;_
"_

who are " injuriously affected " by
works, and by the same statutes de-

prived of their common-law rights of action, was or was
not co-extensive with the rights of action expressly or by
implication taken away ; and it has been decided, though
not without doubts and weighty dissent, that in some cases
a party who has suffered material loss is left without either
ordinary or special remedy (e).
Apart from the question of statutory compensation, it is No
for action
unthat no action can be maintained for loss or ineon- avoidable

settled
.......

vemence which _s the necessary consequence

of an autho-,_

damage.

rized thlng being done m an authorized manner. A person __,_
dwellin_ near a railway constructed under the authority of _
_'_

:._

'engines
aiament
forthepnrpose
ofbergwor ed
bylooomotiv y. ..L:X
cannot complain of the noi_ and vibration caused^ U
bftrains passing and repassing in the ordinary course of_,-_
-_- _L._
'_
traffic, however unpleasant he may find it (/');nor
of P__-_'_
damage caused by the escape of sparks from the engines, _ .
•
•
ff the ecru any has used due cautmn to prevent such escape t_.,
_
so far

as practicable

(g).

So, where

a corporation

must have forgotten this authority " _
when he said in the Courtof Appeal _,4-_

Q. B. 265; .d.-G.

that

Rex

v..Pease

was

_

is_

(e) ltammer_mith R. fro. v. Brand
(1869) L. R. 4 H. L. 171, 38 L.J.
v. Metropohtan

_

wrongly {_--a_

_

_
{

_

t,t._

/t.
'94, 1 Q. B. 384, 9 R. Sept.
252,Go.,
C.A.
(f) HammersmithJ_. Co.v..Brand,

decided
(5 Q. B.v. D.Taft
601).
_
_'
O) Vaughan
Vale R. Co.
_ 1_4_,_
(1860) _Ex. Ch. 5 H. & _3". 679, 29 _t.4_
....
_.

B.ex v. Pease (1882) 4 B. & id. 30,
where certain members and serrants of the Stockton and Barlington Railway
Company were
indicted for a nuisance to persons

Ch. XII.
So of noise made by_-_zaa._¢_,_¢._4.
puml_ in the authorized sinking of _
a shaft near a man's land or house: _
_¢__arris_a v. Southwark and Vau.vhall_] ,
_ tl _
_ _"
_ater Co., '91, 2 Ch. 409, 60 L. J..___"_

using a high road near and parallel

Ch. 630.

___-'--"

:

:

°
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river navigable, it does not thereby
the bed of the river clear beyond
navigation, though an incidental
works may be the growth of weeds

of silt

to

the prejudice

of riparian

But in order to secure this immunity the powers
conferred by the Legislature must be exercised without

of disnegligence, or, as it is perhaps better expressed, with
eretionary
judgment and caution (i). For damage which could not
powers.
have been avoided by any reasonably practicable care on
the part of those who are authorized to exercise the power,
there is no right of action. But they must not do needless
harm; and if they do, it is a wrong against which the
ordinary remedies are available. If an authorized railway
comes near my house, and disturbs me by the noise and
vibration of the trains, it may be a hardship to me, but it
is no wrong.
For the railway was authorized and made
in order that trains might be run upon it, and without
noise and vibration trains cannot be run at all. But if the
company makes a cutting, _or example, so as to put my
house in danger of falling, I shall have my action; for
they need not bring down my house to make their cutting.
They can provide support for the house, or otherwise
conduct their works more carefully.
(h) _raclmelt

v.

Corporation of

Tlwtford (1869) L. R. 4 C. P. 629,
38 la. J. C. P. 353, decided partly
on the ground that the corporation
were not even entitled to enter on
land which did not belong to them
to remove weeds, &e., for anypurposes beyond these of the navigalion. A rather similar case, but
decided the other way in the last

"When

the company

resort on the construction

of the

particular statute there in question,
is Gedd_s v. 2roprietors of JBanl¢
_eservoir, 3 App. Ca. 430. 6_raeknell's eoze seems just on the line ;
ep. _iscoe v. G. _g. _. Co. below.
(i) Per Lord Truro, £. _ .V. /F.
_. Co. v. Bradley (1851) 3 M_o. &
G. at p. 341.

AUTHORIZED

WORKS.

can construct its works without injury to private rights,
it is in general bound to do so" (k). Hence there is a
material distinction between cases where the L_g_slature
:_directs that a thing shal[ at all events be done" (/), and
those where it only gives a dlseretionary power with choice
of times and places. Where a discretion is given, it must
be exercised with regard to the common rights of others.
A public body which is by statute empowered to set up
hospitals within a certain ares, but not empowered to set
up a hospital on any specified site, or required to set up
any hospital at all, is not protected from liability if a
hospital established under this power is a nuisance to the
neighbours (m).
And even where a particular thing is
required to be done, the burden of proof is on the person
who has to do it to show that it cannot be done without
creating a nuisauce (n).

A railway company is authorized

to acquire land within specified limits, and on any part of
that land to erect workshops.
This does not justify the
company, as against a particular householder, in building
workshops so situated (though within the authorized limits)
that the smoke from them is a nuisance to him in the
occupation of his house (o). But a statutory power to
carry cattle by railway, and provide station yards and
other buildings for the reception of cattle and other things
to be carried (without specification of particular places or
times) is incidental to the general purposes for which the
railway was authorized, and the use of a piece of land as a
cattle yard under thin power, though such as would be a
(k) Bis*oe v. G. J_. R. Co. (1873)
16 F.q. 636.
(/) 6 App. Ca_ 203.
(m) J]lfetroloolitan.ffs_tlura .District
v..H_ll
(1881) 6 App. Ca. 193;
cp. Y_a_ier v. Z_ndon Tramways Co.,
'93, 2 Ch. 588, 63 L. J. Ch. 36,
2 R. 448.

(n) ztttorney-Ge_wral v. G_l_yh_
and Coke Co. (1877) 7 Ch. D. 217,
221, 47 L. J. Ch. 534.
(o) _iajmohun _ose v. __ast Ind_
1_. Co. (High Court, Calcutta), 10
Ben. L. R. 241. Qa. whether this
be consistent with the case next
cited.
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_.
_

.__-m_v_-t_e,

nuisance at common law, does not give any right of action
Such a case fails withinthe
but
"principle not of Metropolitan Asylum 1)istrict v. Hill,

_,_ of Rex v. Tease.

x gascompany antho edbys tutetohave

pipes laid under certain streets, and was required to supply
gas to the inhabitants•
• "_'__statute
with the repair
_-_,
authorized to use any
I_ a_
of such weight that
broken or injured by
soil. It was held that,

The

vestry,

being

charged

by

of the streets, but not required or
special means, used steam rollers
the company's pipes were often
the resulting pressure through the
even if the use of such rollers was

in itself the best way of repairing the streets in the interest
of the ratepayers and the public, the act of the vestry was
_

wrongful

!

restrained
"An Actby ofinjunction
Parliament(q). may authorize a nuisance, and

l
_

if it does so, then the nuisance which it authorizes may be
lawfully committed.
But the authority given by the Act

_i
_.

may be an authority which falls short of authorizing a
nuisance.
It may be an authority to do certain works

_'
i
"_

_
:

as against the gas company,

and was properly

provided that they can be done without causing a nuizance,
and whether the authority falls within that category is
again a question of construction.
Again the authority
given by Parliament may be to carry out the works without a nuisance, if they can be so carried out, but in the
last resort to authorize a nuisance if it is necessary _or the
construction of the works" (r).
(p) l:ondcn and ._Briffhton JR. Co.
v. Truman (1885) 11 App. Ca. 45,
55 L. J. Ch. 354, reversing the
decision of the Court of Appeal,

414. The Court also relied, but
only by way of confirmation, on
certain special Acts dealing _ith
the relations between the vestry

29 Ch. ]:)iv. 89.
(q) Gaz Light and Coi_-e g_. v.
Vestry of St. Mary .4bbott'8 (1885)

and the company.
at p. 6.
(r) Bowen L.g.,

15 Q. B. Div. l, 54 L. J. Q.B.

p. 108.

See 15 Q. B. D.
29 C'h. I). at
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An authority accompanied by compulsory powers, or to
be exercised concurrently with authorities efi_sdem cjeneris
which are so accompanied, will, it seems, be generally
treated as absolute; but no single test can be assigned as
decisive (s).

8.--Inevitable

Accident.

In the cases we have just been considering

the act by Inevitable
accident

which the damage is caused has been specially authorized, resulting
Let us now turn to the class of cases which differ from from
lawful act.
these in that

the

act is not specially authorized,

but is

simply an act which, in itself, a man may lawfully do
then and there; or (it is perhaps better to say) which he
may do without breaking any positive law. We shall
assume from the first that there is no want of reasonable
care on the actor's part. For it is undoubted that if by
failure in due care I cause harm to another, however innocent my intention, I am liable. This has already been
noted in a general way (t). :No less is it certain, on the
other hand, that I am not answerable for mere omission to
do anything which it was not my specific duty to do.
It is true that the very fact of an accident happening is
commonly some evidence, and may be cogent evidence,
of want of due care. But that is a question of fact, and
there remain many cases in which accidents do happen
notwithstanding that all reasonable and practicable care is
used. :Even the "consummate care" of an expert using
special precaution in a matter of special risk or importance
is not always sueeess£-tfl. Slight negligence may be divided
by a very fine line from unsuccessful diligence. But the
distinction is real, and we have here to do only with the
(s) See especially Lord Blackburn's opinion in London and

.Brighton R. Co. v. Truman.
(t) P. 32, above.
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class of cases where the facts are so given or determined

as

to exclude any negligence whatever.
Conditions

of the
inquiry,

The question, then, is reduced to this, whether an action
lies against me for harm resulting by inevitable accident
from an act lawful in itself, and done by me in a reasonable and careful manner. Inevitable accident is not a
verbally accurate term, but can hardly mislead; it does
not mean absolutely inevitable (for, by the supposition, I
was not bound to act at all), but it means not avoidable
by any such precaution as a reasonable man, doing such
an act then and there, could be expected to take.
In the
words of Chief Justice Shaw of Massachusetts, it is an
accident such as the defendant could not have avoided
by use of the kind and degree
exigency,

and

in the

of care necessary to the

circumstances,

in which

he was

placed.
Onpr_--

It may geem to moderu readers that only one solution
ciplesuch
accident
of the problem thus stated is po_ible, or rather that there
excludes
liability, is no problem at all (u). No reason is apparent for not
accepting inevitable accident as an excuse. It is true that
we may suppose the point not to have been considered at
all in an archaic stage of law, when legal redress was but
a mitigation of the first impulse of private revenge.
But
private revenge has disappeared from our modern law;
moreover we do not nowadays expect a reasonable man to
be angry without inquiry.
He will not assume, in a case
admitting of doubt, that his neighbour harmed him by
design or negligence.
And one cannot see why a man is
to be made an insurer of his neighbour against harm which
(u) This, at anyrate,is the view
of modem juries; see 2Vwl_ola
v.
Ygardasd (1875)L. R. 10 Ex. at

p. 256, 46 L. J. Ex. 174; JTolrae*
v. J[at_er,L. R. 10Ex. at p. 262.

INEVITABLE ACCIDENT.
(by our hypothesis)
of a thing lawful

is no fault of his own.
For the doing
in itself with due care and caution

cannot be deemed
my hand,

and

reasonable

any fault.

am using

care, hurts

my

why

st[0k had

in another

back enough,
marily

liable,

the

thing

actions

law by the

That

forfeiture

of deodand.
legal
man's

But

policy.

proof is on h{m to show

more than
(r).

if the

If we go far

does damage
the thing

is pri-

offending

object

death,
of history,

we may

concede,

the burden

have

that

when

(z).

matter

But

of justi-

advantage

If he were not, on the first impression

(v) Trespass for assault by striking the plaintiff with a stick
thrown by the defendant. Plea,
not guilty. The jury were dirooted that, in the absence of
evidence for what pffrpose the
defendant threw the stick, they
might concludeit was for a proper
purpose, and the stri_ng the
plaJ.utiff was a mere aeeldent for
which the defendant was not
answerable: _/derson v. _aiat_l_

case on the person

justification

a
of

was not one

prevented

of proving

had

the name

the burden

that the consequence

the

in

not of modern

cause of mischief,
he could

which

under

fall in every

the facts, a wrong-doer,
not be needed.

of

its owner

fication or excuse
of it.

it

of ideas was preserved

to a man's

So much

and with
accident,

law, and in our own criminal

of the

act is the apparent

so does (and must)

that

order

this is matter

which by due diligence

hand

and through

of Roman

moved, as it was said,

by pure

find a time and an order

itself

so to speak,

I hold in

manner

be liable

man's

we shall

is made answerable.
the noxal

neighbour

I should

indeed,

ideas in which

If the stick which

in a reasonable

is not apparent
been
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or excuse

taking
of

would

(1844) 1 C. & K. 358 (before Rolfe
B.). This, if it could be accepted,
would prove more than is here
contended for. But it is evidently
a rough and ready summing-up
given without reference to the
books.
(x) Shaw C. J. would not concede even this in the leading Massachusetta caseof .Brownv. E.¢ndatl,
6 Gush. a_ p. 297.
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Apparent
"We believe that our modern law supports the view now
_onflict of
authoriindicated
as the rational
one, that inevitable
accident is
tics.

not a ground
appearance
proposition
quences

:But there

a man

Holmes

(y) has put
been

the

answer

acts

it "acts

early

length

of the

every

the

of action

form

doctrine

in

prudence (a) ; and
even authoritative,

or

until the begin-

On the other
that no actual
embody
turns

this

opinion.

there

Continental

is no
juris-

this, although
for us not conclusive or
is worth considering
whenever our own

authorities
admi_ of doubt on a point of general
And, what is more important
for our purpose,
has been decided

hand, it
decision

out to be of

Moreover,

modern

Such

law (z), and such

lawyers

question

or pleading.
Roman

conse-

or as Judge

at his peril."

dicta which

case the real

rate,

Germanic

opinion of English

In almost

for all direct

at any

ning of this century, if hot later.
will be seen on careful examination

such

of

must

to have

the

deal

that

was the current

goes

is a good

in the older books for the contrary

of his voluntary

O. W.
seems

of liability.

of authority

in the sense here contended

(_) See on the whole of this
matter Mr. Justice Holmes's chapter on "Trespass audNegligence,"
and Mr. Wigmore's articles in
Harv. Law Rev. vii. 315, 383, 441,
where materials are fully collected,
(z) Heusl_, Inst. des deutechen
l_rivatrechts, ii. 263 ; L1. Hen.
p_m% c. 88 § 6, 90 § 11 ; seep. 129,
below,
(a) ,_Inpunitusestquisineeulpa
et dole male casu quodam danmum
committR." Gal. 3. 211. Paulus
indeed says (D. 9. 2, ad legem
Aquiliam, 45, § 4), "Sidefendendi
mei eausa lapidem in adversariura
misero, seal non eum sed praetereuntem percussero_tenebor lege

principle.
the point

for by Courts

Aquilia; illum enim solum qui
vim infert ferire conceditur." But
various explanations of this are
possible. Perhaps it shows what
kind of cases are referred to by the
otherwise unexplained dictum of
Ulpian in the preceding fragment,
" in ]ege Aquilia et levlssima culpa
venit." Paulus himself says t_here
is no insuria ff the master of a
slave, meaning to strike the slave,
accidentally strikes a free man :
D. 47. 10, de iniuriis, 4. Accordflag to the curreng English theory
of the 16th--13th centuries an
action on the ease would not lie on
such facts, but trespass v/ et arvais
would.

A_IERICAN
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of the highest authority in the United
decisions we shall first call attention.

States.

In The _Titro-glycerine Case (b) the defendants,

To these

a firm of American
decisions:

carriers, received a wooden case at New York to be carried T_ _v_t_oto California.
"There was nothing in its appearance eal- 9_y_er,,,
C_Se.
culated to awaken any suspicion as to its contents," and in
tact nothing was said or asked on that score. On arrival
at San Francisco it was found that the contents (which
"had the appearance of sweet oil") were leaking.
The
case was then, according to the regular course of business,
taken to the defendants' offices (which they rented _rom
the plaintiff) for examination.
A servant of the defendants proceeded to open the ease with a mallet and chisel.
The contents, being in fact nitro-glycerine,
exploded.
All the persons present were killed, and much property
destroyed and the building damaged.
The action was
brought by the landlord for this last-mentioned damage,
including that suffered by parts of the building let to
other tenants as well as by the offices of the defendants.
l_itro-glycerine had not then (namely, in 1866) become a
generally known article of commerce, nor were its properties well known.
It was found as a fact that the
defendants had not, nor had any of the persons concerned
in handling the case, knowledge or means of knowledge of
its dangerous character, and that the case had been dealt
with "in the same way that other eases of similar appearante were usually received and handled, and in the mode
that men of prudence engaged in the same business would
have handled oases having a similar appearance in the
ordinary course of business when ignorant of their contents."
The defendants admitted their liability as for
(b) 15 Wall.

624 (1872).
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waste as to the premises occupied by them (which in fact
they repaired as soon as possible after the accident), but
disputed it as to the rest of the building.
Doctrine
of Supreme
Court ; no

liability
for
accidental
result of
lawful act

without
negligenee.

The Circuit Court held the defendants were not further
liable than they had admitted, and the Supreme

Court of

the United States affirmed the judgment.
It was held
that in the first place the defendants were not bound to
in the absence of
the contents of packages
next, that without such
negligence they were not
know,

reasonable grounds of suspicion,
offered them for carriage: and
knowledge in fact and without
liable for damage caused by the

accident (c). "No one is responsible for injuries resulting
from unavoidable accident, whilst engaged in a lawful
business .....
The measure of care against accident
which one must take to avoid responsibility is that which
a person of ordinary prudence and caution would use if his
own interests were to be affected and the whole risk were
his own."
2row, v.
._endall

The Court proceeded

to cite with approval the ease of

(_a_aBrown v. Ke_Mall in the Supreme Court of Massaehudausetts), serfs (d). There the plaintiff's and the defendant's dogs
were fighting: the defendant was beating them in order
to separate them, and the plaintiff looking on. "The
defendant
retreated
backwards from before the dogs,
striking them as he retreated; and as he approached the
plaintiff, with his hack towards him, in raising his stick
over his shoulder in order to strike the dogs, he accidentally
hit the plaintiff in the eye, inflicting upon him a severe
(c) The plaintS/_s proper remedy
would have been against the consignorwho despatched the explosive
without informing the carriers of

its nature.
See .Eyell v. Ganga ])ai
(1875) Indian Law Rep. 1 All. 60.
(d) 6 Cuah. 292 (1850).
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injury."
The action was trespass for assault and battery.
It was held that the act of the defendant in itself "was a
lawful and proper act which he might do by proper and
safe means;"
and that if "in doing this act, using due
care and all proper precautions necessary to the exigency
of the case to avoid hurt to others, in raising his stick for
that purpose, he accidentally hit the plaintiff in the eye and
wounded him, this was the result of pure accident, or was
involuntary and unavoidable (e), and therefore the action
would not lie."
All that could be required of the defendant was "the exercise of due care adapted to the exigency
of the case." The rule in its general form was thus expressed : "If, in the prosecution of a lawful act, a casualty
purely accidental arises, no action can be supported for an
injury arising therefrom."
There have been like decisions in the Supreme Courts of Amerlcan
Other
cases:
co.n
._ m
opinion
oa_l_ v.
.Duryee
(N.Y.).

New York (f) and Connecticut.
And these rulings appear to be accepted as good law throughout the United
States (g). The general agreement of American authority
and opinion is disturbed, indeed, by one modern ease in the
Court of Appeal of New York, that of Castle v. Duryee (/_).
But the conflicting element is not in the decision itself,
nor in anything necessary to it. The defendant was the
colonel of a regiment of New York militia, who at the
time of the cause of action were firing blank cartridge
under his immediate orders in the course of a review.
The plaintiff was one of a crowd of spectators who stood
in _ront of the firing line and about 850 feet _rom it.

(e)The co_,e_v was involun(f) Itarveyv..Dunlap,Lalor193_
tary or rather ,,;n¢_ncled,though cited 15Wall.539; -_rorr_v. _Plait,
the act itselfwasvolunfm'y
; andit 32 Conn.75.
was alsounavoidable,i. e.not pre(g) CooleyonTorts, 80.
vent.ableby reasonablec]_ligence.
(/0 2 Keyes 169(1865).
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Upon one of the discharges the plaintiff was wounded by
a bullet, which could be accounted for only by one of the
men's pieces having by some misadventure
been loaded
with ball cartridge.
It appeared that one company had
been at target practice an hour or two before, and that at
the end of the practice arms had been examined in the
usual way (i), and surplus ammunition collected.
Moreover, arms had again been inspected by the commanding
officers of companies, in pursuance of the eolonel's orders,
before the line was formed for the regimental parade.
The plaintiff sued the defendant in an action "in the
nature of trespass for an assault."
A verdict for the
plaintiff was ultimately affirmed on appeal, the Court being
of opinion that there was evidence of negligence. Knowing
that some of the men had within a short time been in possession of ball ammunition, the defendant might well have
done more. He might have cleared the front of the line
before giving orders to fire. The Court might further have
supported its decision, though it did not, by the cases which
show that more than ordinary care, nay "consummate
caution" (j), is required of persons dealing with dangerous
weapons.
The Chief Judge added that, as the injury
was the result of an act done by the defendant's express
command, the question of negligence was immaterial.
But this was only the learned judge's individual opinion.
It was not necessary to the decision, and there is nothing
to show that the rest of the Court agreed to it (k).
(i) It_ will be remembered

that

Af. & S. 198.

_.is was in the days of muzzleloaders.
A like accident, however,

(k') The reporter adds this significant note : "The
Court did

happened not many years ago at
an Aldershot field day, fortunately
•vithout hurt to any one.
(3") Erle C. J. ob_tvr, in Potter v.
avaulkr_r, 1 B. & S. at p. 805, 31
L. J. Q. B. 30 ; 2)/xv, v. Bell, 5

not pass upon the first branch of
the case, discussed by the Chief
Judge, as to the question of t_
general liability of the commanding officer."
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ACCIDENT.

We may now see what the English authorities amount
to. They have certainly been supposed to show that
inevitable accident is no excuse when the hnmecliate result
Of an act is complained of. Ers-]dne said a century ago _n
his argument in the celebrated ease of The Dean of St.
Asap]_ (l) (and he said it by way of a fami]iar illustration
of the difference between criminal and civil liability) that
"if a man rising in his sleep walks into a china shop and
breaks everything about him, his being asleep is a complete
answer to an indictmen_ for trespass (m), but he must
answer in an action for everything
he has broken."
And Bacon had said earlier to the same purpose, that "if
a man be killed by misadventure, as by an arrow at butts,
this hath a pardon of course: but if a man be hurt or
maimed only, an action of trespass lieth, though it be done
against the party's mind and will" (n). Stronger examples
could not well be propounded.
For walking in one's sleep
is not a voluntary act at all, though possibly an act that
might have been prevented : and the practice of archery
was, when Bacon wrote, a positive legal duty under statutes
as recent as Henry ¥III.'s

time, though on the other hand

shooting is an extra-hazardous act (o).
statement about accidents in shooting

_re find the same
at a mark in the

so-called laws of Henry I. (p), and in the arguments
(l) 21 S_. Tr. 1022 (A.D. 1783).
(_n) Would an indictment ever
lle for simple h_pass?
I know
not of any aathorlty that it would,
though the action of trespass originally had, and retained in form
down to modern times, a public
and penal oharacter,
(,i) ]WaTima of the Law, Reg. 7,
following the dictum of Rede J. in
21 Hen. VII. 28. We cite Bacon,
not as a writer of authority, but
p.

of

as showing,
llke :Ersklne, the
average legal mind of his time.
(o) O. W. Holmes 103.
(p) C. 88 § 6. "Siquisinludo
sagitf_ndi
vel aliculus exercitll
iaculo vel huiusmodi casu aliquem
ocoidat, reddat eum; legi_ enim
es_, qul inscienter peccat, scienter
emendet."
C. 90 § 11 adds an
English form of the maxim : "et
qui
brecht
ungewoaldes,
bete
gewealdes."
K

_aglish
authorities" cases
of trespass
and shooting.
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counsel in a case in the Year-Book of ]Edward IV., where
the general question was more or less discussed (q). Brian
(then at the bar) gave in illustration a view of the law
exactly contrary to that which was taken in JBrow_ v.
Kendall.
But the decision was only that if A. cuts his
hedge so that the cuttings ipso invite fall on B.'s land, this
does not justify A. in entering on B.'s land to carry them
off. And by Choke, C. J., it is said, not that (as Brian's
view would require) A. must keep his thorns from falling
on B.'s land at all events, but that "he ought to show that
he could not do it in any other way, or that he did all that
was in his power to keepthem out."

Weaverv.
_ard.

Another

case usually cited is Weaver v. Ward (r).

The

plaintiff and the defendant were both members of a trainband exercising with powder, and the plaintiff was hurt
by the accidental discharge of the defendant's piece. It
is a very odd case to quote for the doctrine of absolute liability, for what was there holden was that in trespass no
man shah be excused, "except it may be judged utterly
without his fault ; " and the defendant's plea was held bad
because it only denied intention, and did not properly
bring before the Court the question whether the accident
was inevitable.

A later ease (8), which professes to follow

(q) 6 Edw. IV. 7,pl. 18; O.W.
Holmes 85 ; el. 21 Hen VII. 27,
pl. 5, a ease of trespass to goods
which does not really raise the
question,
(r) Hob. 134,x._).1616.
(s).Diekesonv. _atsan, Sir T.
Jones 205, A.n. 1682. Zambertv.
Ses_y, T. Raym. 421, a ease of
false imprisonmentin the same
period, cites the foregoingauthorities, and Raymend's opinion
certainly assumes the view that

inevitable accident is no excuse
evenwhenthe act is oneof lawful
self-defence. But then Raymond's
oplmlonis a dissenting one; s. e.
nora. JBesseyv. Olliott,T. Raym.
467; being given in the former
placealone and without explanation,it has apparentlybeensometimes taken for the judgment of
the Court. At most, therefore,
his illustrationsareevidenesof the
notionscurrentat the time.
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Weaver v. Ward, really depaI_s from it in holding that
"unavoidable neeesdty" must be shown to make a valid
excuse.
This in turn was apparently followed in the
next cenhnw, but the report is too meagre to be of any
value (t).
All these, again, are shooting cases, and if they occurred
at this day the duty of using extraordinary care with
dangerous things would put them on a special footing.
In the celebrated squib case they are cited and more or less
relied upon (u). It is not clear to what extent the judges
intended to press them.
According to Wilson's report,
inevitable accident was allowed by all the judges to be an
excuse. But Blackstone's judgment, according to his own
report, says that nothing but "inevitable necessity" will
serve, and adopts the argument of Brian in the case of the
cut thorns, mistaking it for a judicial opinion; and the
other judgments are stated as taking the same line though
less explicitly.
For the decision itself the question is
hardly material, though Blackstone may be supposed to
represent the view which he thought the more favourable
to his own dissenting judgment.
His theory was that
liability in trespass (as distinguished from an action on
the case) is unqualified as regards the immediate consequences of a man's act, but also is ]_mlted to such consequences.
Then comes 7_eamev..Bray (x), a comparatively modern _a_ v
case, in which the defendant's chaise had run into the $r_y.
(t) Underwood v. _rcws0n, 1
Strange596, A.D.1723(defendant
was uneocking a gun, plaintiff
looking on). It looks very like
Contributory
negligence,or at any
rate voluntaryexposuretothe risk,
on the plaluti_s l_rt. But the
_2

law of negligencewas then quite
undeveloped.
(u) Scottv. _hephcrd(1773)2 W.
B1.892, 3 Wils.403.
(x) 3 East 593 (A._. 1803),cp.
Prefaceto 7 R. R. at p. vii.
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plaintiff's curricle on a dark night. The defendant was
drivingon thewrong sideof the road; which of itself
is
want of due care, as every judge would now tell a jury as
a matter of course. The decision was that the proper form
of action was trespass and not case. Gh'ose J. seems to
have thought inevitable accident was no excuse, but this
was extra-judicial.
Two generations later, in .g._lands v.
_Fletc?ter,Lord Crauworth inclined, or more than inclined,
to the same opinion (y). Such is the authority for the
doctrine of strict liability.
Very possibly more dicta to
the same purpose might be
anything of importance has
far from decisive, the weight
various utterances is certainly

Cases

collected, but I do not think
been left out (z). Although
of opinion conveyed by these
respectable.

On the other hand we have a series of cases which

where

exception appear even more strongly to imply, if not to assert, the
allowed, contrary doctrine.
A. and B. both set out in their vessels
to look for an abandoned raft laden with goods. A. first
gets hold of the raft, then B., and A.'s vessel is damaged
by the wind and sea driving B.'s against it. On such
facts the Court of King's Bench held in 1770 that A.
could not maintain trespass, "being of opinion that the
original act of the defendants was not unlawful"
(a).
Quite early in the century it had been held that if a man's
horse runs away with him, and runs over another man, he
(y) (1868) L. R. 3 H. L. at p.
341.
(z) Sometimes the case of Ja_s
v. Campbell (1832) 5 C. & P. 372, is
cited in this connexion.
But not
only is it a Niai Prius case with
nothing particular to recommend
it, but it is irrelevant.
The facts
there alleged were that A. in a
quarrel with B. struck C. Nothing

shows that A. would have been
justified or excused in striking B.
And if the blow he intended was
not lawful it was clearly no excuse
that he struck the wrong man
(p. 29 above, and see _. v. Latimer
(1886) 17 Q. B. D. 359, 55 L. J.
M.C. 135).
(a) JDavis v. _au_ra,
2 Chi_ty
639.
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is not even 2rima facie a trespasser, so that under the old
rules of pleading it was wrong to plead specially in justification (b). Here however it may be said there was no
voluntary act at all on the defendant's part.
In W'akemc_,
v. _Robi_8o_, a modern running-down case (c), the Court
conceded that "if the accident happened entirely without
default on the part of the defendant, or blame imputable
to him, the action does not lie ; " thinking, however, that
on the facts there was proof of negligence, they refused a
new trial, which was asked for on the ground of misdirection in not putting it to the jury whether the accident
was the result of negligence or not. In 1842 this declaration of the general rule was accepted by the Court of
Queen's ]3ench, though the decision again was on the form
of pleading (d).
Lastly, we have two decisions well within our own _olmesv.
time which are all but conclusive. In Holmes v. Mathcr (e) _a_h_.
the defendant
groom.
unable to
he failed
knocked

was out with a pair of horses driven by his

The horses ran away, and the groom, being
stop them, guided them as best he could ; at last
to get them clear round a corner, and they
down the plaintiff.
If the driver had not

attempted to turn the corner, they would have run strMght
into a shop-front, and (it was suggested) would not have
touched the plaintiff at all. The jury found there was no
negligence.
Here the driver was certainly acting, for he
was trying to turn the horses. And it was argued, on the
authority of the old cases and dicta, that a trespass had
(b) Gibbonsv. _epl_er,1 Lord
(d) 1tall v. _Fearnley(1842) 3
:Raym.38.
Q.B. 919,12 L. J. Q. B. 22. The
(_) 1 Bing. 213 (1823). The line bebweenthis and Gibbo_sv.
argumentfor the defendantseems 2_/_r is ratherfine.
to havebeenverywell reasoned.
(e) L. R, 10 Ex. 261, 44 L. J.
Ex. 176(1875).
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been committed.
The Court refused to take this view,
but said nothing about inevilable
accidentin general.
" For the convenienceof mankind in carryingon the
affairs of life, people as they go along roads must expect,
or put up with, such mischief as reasonable care on the
part of others cannot avoid" (f).
Thus it seems to be
made a question not only of the defendant being free from
blame, but of the accident being such as is incident to the
ordinary use of public roads. The same idea is expressed
in the judgment of the Exchequer Chamber in t_ylands v.
lZh.tc]_er,where it is even said that all the cases in which
inevitable accident has been held an excuse can be explained on the principle
"that the circumstances
were
such as to show that the plaintiff had taken that risk
_pon himself" (g).

s_a,_ v.
.PoweZl.

More lately, in Stanley v. _Poxell 0t), Denman ft. came,
on the English authorities alone, to the conclusion above
maintained, namely that, where negligence is negatived,
an action does not lie for injury resulting by accident from
another's lawful act.

Condusion.

These decisions seem good warrant for saying that the
principle of The Nitro-glycerine Case and Brown v. Kendall
is now part of the common law in England as well as in
America.
All this inquiry may be thought to belong not
so much to the head of exceptions from liability as to the
fixing of the principles of liability in the first instance.
But such an inquiry must in practice always present itself
(f) Bramwell B. at p. 267.
(g) L. R. 1 Ex. at pp. 286, 287.
But see per Lord I-Ialsbury in Smith
v. _aker, '91, A. C. 325, 337, 60
L. J. Q. B. 683.

(h) '91, 1Q.B. 86,soL. J. Q.B.
52. This was a shootingcase

(a pellet

glanced from a bough and wounded
the plaintiff's eye). A poln_ might
have been made for the plainti_,
bu¢ apparently
was not_, on t_e
_ extra-hazardous"
character of

fire-arran.
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under the form of determining whether the particular circumstances exclude liability for an act or consequence
Which is at first sight wrongful.
The same remark applies, to some extent, to the class of cases which we take
next in order.

9.--_xercise

of common Rights.

We have just left a topic not so much obscure in itself ImmuniCy
in exerch_e
as obscured by the indirect and vacillating treatment of it ofcommon
in our authorities.
That which we now take up is a well rights.
settled one in principle, and the difficulties have been
only in _ug
the limits of application.
It is impossible
to carry on the common affairs of life without doing
various things which are more or less likely to cause loss
or inconvenience to others, or even which obviously tend
that way; and this in such a manner that their tendency
cannot be remedied by any means short of not acting at
all. Competition in business is the most obvious example.
If John and Peter are booksellers in the same street, each
of them must to some extent diminish the custom and
profits of the other.
So if they are shipowners employing
ships in the same trade, or brokers in the same market.
So if, instead of John and Peter, we take the three or four
railway companies whose lines offer a choice of routes from
London to the north. But it is needless to pursue examples. The relation of profits to competition is matter of
common knowledge.
To say that a man shall not seek
profit in business at the expense of others is to say that he
shall not do business at all, or that the whole constitution
of society shall be altered.
Like reasons apply to a man's
use of his own land in the common way of husbandry, or
otherwise for ordinary and lawful purposes. In short, llfe
could not go on if we did not, as the price of our own free
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some measure

of inconvenience

from the

equal freedom of our neighbours.
In these matters veniam
petimusque damuscue vicissim. Hence the rule of law that
the exercise of ordinary rights for a lawful purpose and in
a lawful manner is no wrong even if it causes damage (i).
It is chiefly in this class of cases that we meet with the
phrase or formula dam_um si_e iniuri,a ; a form of words
which, like many other Latin phrases and maxims, is too
often thought to serve for an explanation, when in truth
it is only an abridgment or memoria tec_nlca of the things
to be explained.
It is also of doubtful elegance as a
technical phrase, though in general Latin literature iniuria
no doubt had a sufficiently wide meaning (h). In English
usage, however, it is of long standing (1).
(i) A.-G. v. Tomline (1880) 14
Ch. Div. 58, 49 L. g. Ch. 377, is
a curious case, but does not make
any real exception to this. It
shows that (1) the Crown as owner
of foreshore has duties for the protection of the land, though not

InGains3.211(onthelexAquilia)
we read "Iniuria
autem oecidere
intellcgitur cuins dole aut culpa id
aeciderit, nec ulla alia lege damnum quod sine iniuria datur reprehendltur."
This
shows
that
"damnum sine iniuria dare" was

enforceable duties ; (2) those duties,
where the Crown rights have become vested in a subject, are laid
upon and may be enforced against
that subject,

a correct if not a common phrase :
though it could never have for
Gains or U'lplan the wide meaning
of " harm [of any kind] which
gives no cause of action."
"]Dam-

(k) 12-1pian wrote
(D. 9. 1, si
quadrupes, ], _ 3) : '_Pauperies est
damnum
sine
iniuria
facientis
datum, nee enim potest animal
iniuria feclsse, quod sensu caret."
This is in a very special context,
and is far from warranting
the
1]_ of c_e]_.mn_ Sine iilillria _ as
a common formula.
Being, however, adopted in the Institutes,
4_ 9, pr. (with the unidiomatle

num sine iniurla" standing alone
as a kind of compound noun, aecording to the modern
use, is
hardly good Latin.
(/) Bracbon says, re. 221 a : "Si
quis in fundo proprlo construat
aliquod
moI'endinum, et sectam
sua_ et allorum VlCinOrU'm subtrahat vicino, faci_ vicino damnum
et non iniuriam."
"Dampnum
sine inluria" occurs in 7 Ed. III.

varlant"iniuriamfeclsse"),itpro.
bably became, through Azo, the
origin of the phrase now current.

65, pl. 67, "damnum
absque
iniuria" in 11 :Hen. IV. 47, pl. 21
(see below).

TRADE
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of the rule is given by a ease in The ease
of Glou-

_he Year-Book of Henry IV., which has often been cited tester
in modern books, and which is still perfectly good autho- C_ra_nar
School.
rity (m). The action was trespass by two masters of the
Grammar School of Gloucester against one who had set up
a school in the same town, whereby the plaintiffs, having
been wont to take forty pence a quarter for a child's
schooling, now got only twelve pence. It was held that
such an action could not be maintained.
".Damm_m," said
Hank_ord J., "may be abs_ue ini_lria, as if I have a mill
and my neighbour build another mill, whereby the profit
of my mill is diminished, I shall have no action against
him, though it is damage to me ....
but if a miller disturbs the water from flowing to my mill, or doth any
nuisance of the like sort, I shall have such action as the
law gives."
T_ the plaintiffs here had shown a franchise
in themselves, such as that claimed by the Universities,
might have been otherwise.
A case very like that of the mills
ford actually came before the Court
generation later (n), and Newton C.
much the same terms.
Even if the

it

suggested by Hank- Caseof
mills.
of Common Pleas a
J. stated the law in
owner of the ancient

mill is entitled to sue those who o2 right ought to grind at
his mill, and grind at the new one, he has not any remedy
against the owner of the new ml]l. "He who hath a freeheld in the vfll may build a m_11 on his own ground, and
this is wrong to no man."
(m) Hil. 11 Hen. IV. 47, p1. 21
(A.D. 1410-11).
In the course of
argument the opinion is thrown
out that the education of children
is a spiritual muffler, and therefore
the right of appointing a schoolmaster CannOt; be tried by a tern-

And the rule has ever since
petal court.
The plaintiff _ried to
set up a quaa_ franchise as holding
an ancient office in the gift of the
Prior of Lan_one, near Gloucester
(sic: probably Llanthonyis meant).
(n) 22 Hen. VI. 14, pl. 23 (A.D.
1443). The school case is cited.
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been treated as beyond question.

Competition

is in itself

no ground of action, whatever damage it may cause. A
trader can complain of his rival only if a definite exclusive
right, such as a patent right, or the right to a trade mark,
is infringed, or if there is a wilful attempt to damage his
business by injurious falsehood ("slander of title") or acts
otherwise unlawful in themselves.
Underselling is not a
wrong, though the seller may purposely sell some article
at unremunerative
prices to attract
custom for other
articles; nor is it a wrong even to offer advantages to
customers who will deal with oneself to the exclusion of a
rival (o).
" To say that a man is to trade freely, but that he is
to stop short at any act which is calculated to harm other
tradesmen, and which is designed to attract their business
to his own shop, would be a strange and impossible counsel
of perfection"(]_).
"To draw a line between fair and
unfair competition, between what is reasonable and unreasonable, passes the power of the Courts.
Competition
exists where two or more persons seek to possess or to
enjoy the same thing; it follows that the success of one
must be the failure of another, and no principle of law
enables us to interfere with or to moderate that success or
that failure so long as it is due to mere competition" (q).
There is "no restriction imposed by law on competition by
one trader with another with the sole object of benefiting
himself" (r).
Di_glng
Another group of authorities of the same class is that
wells,&c.
in a man's which establishes "that the disturbance or removal of the
ownlaud.
(o)Mogul Steantship Co. v. at p. 615.
J][fcGregor (1889-91) 23 Q. B. ])iv.
(_) Fry L. J., i_id. at pp. 625,
598_aiBrmedin H. L., 992,A.C.
626.
26.
(r) Lord Hannen, ,. o. in H. L.
(p) BowenL. J., 23 Q. B. ])iv. '92, A. C. at p. 59.
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sell in a man's own land, though it is the means (by
process of natural percolation) of drying up his neighbour's
spring or well, does not constitute the invasion of a legal
right., and will not sustain an action. And further, that
it makes no difference whether the damage arise by the
water percolating away, so that it ceases to flow along
channels through which it previously found its way to the
spring or well; or whether, having found its way to the
spring or well, it ceases to be retained there" (s). The
leading eases are Acton v. JBlu_&ll (t) and Chasem_re v.
t_ichards (u). In the former it was expressly laid down as
the governing principle "that the person who owns the
surface may dig therein, and apply all that is there found
to his own purposes, at his free will and pleasure, and that
if in the exercise of such right he intercepts or drains of[
the water collected from underground springs in his neighhour's well, this inconvenience to his neighbour falls
within the description of damnum absq_e iniur_a which
cannot become the ground of an action."
In this case the
defendant had sunk a deep pit on his own land for mining
purposes, and kept it dry by pumping in the usual way,
with the result of drying up a well which belonged to the
plaintiff, and was used by him to supply his cotton mill.
Uhasemore v. Richard8 carried the rule a step further in v_two directions.
It settled that i_ makes no difference if _eh,_d,.
the well or watercourse whose supply is cut of[ or diminished is ancient, and also (notwithstanding
considerable
doubt expressed by Lord Weusleydale) that it matters not
whether the operations carried on by the owner of the
surface are or are not for any purpose connected with the
(s) Per Cur.,
0o. v. Harrison

JBallacorki*A ._ininy
(1873) L. R. 5 P.C.

at p. 61, 43 L. J. P. C. 19.

(t) 12 M. & W.
J_x. 289 (1843).
(u)

7H.L.C.

81 (1859).

324,

13 L.

J.

349, 29 L. J. Ex.
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use of the land itself.

The defendants

in the cause were

virtually the Loeal Board of Health of Croydon, who had
sunk a deep well on their own land to obtain a water
supply for the town. The making of this well, and the
pumping of great quantities of water from it for the u_e
of the town, intercepted water that had formerly found its
way into the river Wandle by underground channels, and
the supply of water to the plaintiff's ancient mill, situated
on that river, was diminished.
_ere the defendants,
though using their land in an ordinary way, were not
using it for an ordinary purpose. But the _ouse of Lords
refused to make any distinction on that score, and held
the doetrine of Aeto,_ v. Blundell applicable (z). The right
claimed by the plaintiff was declared to be too large and
indefinite to have any foundation in law. lqo reasonable
limits could be set to its exercise, and it could not be
reconciled with the natural and ordinary rights of landowners. These decisions have been generally followed in
the United States (y).
O_her

applicationsof

There are many other ways in which a man may use
his own property to the prejudice of his neighbour, and

principle.Same
yet no action lies. I have no remedy against a neighbour
who opens a new window so as to overlook my garden :
on the other hand, he has none against me if, at any time
before he has gained a prescriptive right to the light, I build
a wall or put up a screen so as to shut out _s view from
that window. But the principle in question is not confined
to the use ot property.
It extends to every exercise of
lawful discretion in a man's own affairs. A tradesman
(x) Up., as to the distinctionbetween the "natural user" of land
and the maintenanceof artificial
works, _urdman v. -hr. _. _. Co.
(1878)
8 C.P.Div.atp.174,
47

L.J.C.P. 368; and further as _o
the limits of "natural user," l_allardv. Tomlinson(lSSS)
290h. I)iv.
115,54 L. J. Ch.454.
(y)Cooley
onTorts
580.
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on one large customer.

This person, for some cause of dissatisfaction, good or
bad, or without any assignable cause at all, suddenly withdraws his custom.
His conduct may be unreasonable and
ill-conditioned, and the manifest cause of great loss to the
tradesman.
Yet no legal wrong is done. And such
matters could not be otherwise ordered.
It is more tolerable that some tradesmen should suffer from the caprice of
customers than that the law should dictate to customers
what reasons are or are not saffieicn_ for ceasing to deal
with a tradesman.
But there are cases of this class which are not so obvious. Ro#ersv.
I_jcmtro
A curious one arose at Calcutta at the time of the Indian 2art.
Mutiny, and was taken up to the Privy Coundl. Rajendro
Dart and others, the plaintiffs below, were the owners of
the U,_derwrite,', a tug employed in the navigation of the
Hoogly.
A troopship with English troops arrived at the
time when they were most urgently needed.
For towing
up this ship the captain of the tug asked an extraordinary
price. Failing to agree with h_m, and thinking his demand
extortionate, Captain Rogers, the Superintendent of Marine
(who was defendant in the suit), issued a general order to
officers of the Government pilot service that the Underwriter
was not to be allowed to take in tow any vessel in their
charge. Thus the owners not only failed to make a profit
of the necessities of the Government of India, but lost
the ordinary gains of their business so far as they were
derived from towing ships in the charge of Government
pilots. The Supreme Court of Calcutta held that these
facts gave a cause of action against CaptaSn Rogers,
but the Judicial Committee reversed the decision on
appeal (_). The plaintiffs had not been prejudiced in any
definite legal right.
No one was bound to employ their
(_)d_ogere
v..F_fendroD_t, 8 _I'oo.I. A. 103.
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tug, any more than they were bound to ta_e a fixed sum
for its services. If the Government of India, rightly or
_vrongly, thought the terms unreasonable, they might
decline to deal with the plaintiffs both on the present
and on other occasions, and restrain public servants from
dealing with them.
" The Government

certainly,

as any other master, may

lawfully restrict its own servants as to those whom they
shall employ under them, or co-operate with in performing
the services for the due performance of which they are
taken into its service. Supposing it had been believed
that the Underwriter was an ill-found vessel, or in any way
unfit for the service, might not the pilots have been lawfully forbidden to employ her until these objections were
removed ? Would it not indeed have been the duty of
the Government to do so ? And is it not equally lawful
and right when it is honestly believed that her owners will
only render their services on exorbitant terms ?" (x).
It must be taken that the Court thought the order complained of did no_ as a matter of fact, amount to an
obstruction of the tug-owners' common right of offering
their vessel to the non-officlal public for employment.
Conduct might easily be imagined, on the par_ of an officer
in the defendant's position, which would amount to this.
And i/it

did, it would probably be a cause of action (y).

Whethe_
In this last case the harm suffered by the plaintiff in
malice
material the Court below was not only the natural, but apparently
in these the intended consequence of the act complained of. The
defendant however acted from no reason of private hos_lity, but in the interest (real or supposed) of the public
service. Whether the averment and proof of malice, in
other words that the act complained of was done with the
(x)

8 Moo.

I. A.

at 1_. 134.

(y) See l>erHolt C. J. in X#b/e

v.

HiokerinviJl

, 11

East

676, U R. R. 274_,.

at PP-

576,
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any difference
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in eases of

this class, does not appear to be finally decided by any authority in our law.
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(by an arbitrator)
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no
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that
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lawyers

vicinG nocendi"
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did

other

or might

hand

allowed

that

make a difference.

Ro,--doctrine of
,, animus

In a passage cited and to some extent relied on (in the vlolno
scantiness, at that time, of native authority)
in Acton v.
(z) It is very difficult to say
what "malice," as a term of art,
reallymeans in any one of its generallysimilar but not identical uses;
but I ¢.hi_ the gloss here given is
sufficiently corroc?_for the ma_er
in hand. At all events, the tritontion of causing disadvantage to the
plaintiff as a competitor in buslhess by acts in themselves lawful,
and done in the course of that
business, does not make such acts
_rongf-u.l: Mogul ,SteamshipCo.v.
McGregor(1889) 28 Q. B. ])iv. 598,
H. L., '92, A.. C. 25, 61 L. J.Q.
B. 295.

(a) 7 H. L. C. at p. 388. But
see per Fry L. J., 23 Q. ]3. Div. at
p. 625, on the hypothetical case of
"competition used as a mere engine
of malice."
(b) See Sir W. Markby's "Elemerits of Law," s. 239.
(bh) Corporation of Bradford v.
Pwkles, '94, 3 Ch. 53 (North J).,
where, although the plaintiff sueeeeded on the ground that the
defendant had broken a statutory
prohibition, the question of the
defendant's good faith was discussed and held lmm_t,erlal, andthe
plaintiff
lost half his costs. See at_
p.71.
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.Blundell, we read: "Denlque Marcellus serlbit, eum eo
qui in sue fodiens vielni fontem avertit, nihil posse agi,
nec de dole actionem : et sane non debet habere, si non
animo vielno noeendi, sed suum agrum meliorem faciendi
id fecit" (c). And this view is followed by recognized
authorities in the law of Scotland, who say that an owner
using his own land must act "not in mere spite or malice,
in aemMatiouem vicini" (d). There seems on principle to
be much to recommend it.
Certainly it would be no
answer to say, as one is inclined to do at first sight, that
the law can regard only intentions and not motives.
For
in some cases the law does already regard motive as dis.
tinct from proximate intention, as in actions for malicious
prosecution, and in the question of privileged communications in actions for libel. And also this is really a matter
of intention.
Ulterior motives for a man wishing ill to
his neighbour in the supposed case may be infinite: the
purpose, the contemplated and desired result, is to do such
and such ill to him, to dry up his well, or what else it may
be. If our law is to be taken as Lord Wensleydale
assumed it to be, its policy must be rested simply on a
balance of expediency.
.Animus vklno nocendi would be
very difficult of proof, at all events if proof that mischief was the only purpose were required (and it would
hardly do to take less) : and the evil of letting a certain
kind of churlish and unneighbourly
conduct, and even
deliberate mischief, go without redress (there being no
reason to suppose the kind a common one), may well be
thought less on the whole than that of encouraging
vexatious claims. In Roman law there is nothing to show
whether, and how _ar, the doctrine of Ulpian and ]Kareellus was found capable of practical application.
I cannot
learn that it has much effect in the law of Scotland.
It
(¢)D. 39, 3, de aqua, 1, _ 12
(U1pi_).

(d) Bell's Principles, 966 (referredto by LordWensleydale).
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seems proper, however, to point out that there is really no
positive English authority on the matter.
Again our law does not in general recognize any exclu- Casesof
similar
sire right to the use of a name, personal or local. I may names.
use a name similar to that which my neighbour uses--and
that whether I inherited or found it, or have assumed it of
my own motion--so long as I do not use it to pass off my
wares or business as being his. The fact that inconvenience
arises from the similarity will not of itself constitute a
legal injury (e), and allegations of pecuniary damage will
not add any legal effect. "You must have in our law
injury as well as damage" (f).

] O.--Zeave and Licence : Volenti _wn fit iniuria.
t[arm suffered by consent is, within limits to be men- Consen_ or
acceptance
tioned, not a cause of civil action. The same is true where of nsk
(leave and

it is met with under conditions manifesting acceptance, licence).
on the part of the person suffering if, of the risk of that
kind of harm. The maxim by which the rule is commonly
brought ¢o mind is " ¥olenti non fit iniuria."
"Leave
and hcence" is the current English phrase for the defence
raised in this class of cases. On the one hand, however,
volenti nonfit iniuria is not universally true.
On the other
hand, neither the Latin nor the :English formula provides
in terms for the state of things in which there is not
(e) See .Burgess v..Burgess (1853)
8 D. M. G. 896, 22 L. g. Ch. 675,
a elassieal ease; _t -Boulay v..Du
2oulay (1869) L. R. 2 P. C. 430,
38 L. J. P. C. 35 ; .Day v. Brown.
rigs (1878) 10 Ch. ])iv. 294, 48
L. J. Oh. 178 ; Street v. Union .Bank,
p.

#e. (1885) 30 Ch. D. 156, 55 L. J'.
Ch. 31. Cp. Montgomeryv. Thompson, '91, A. C. 217, 60 L. J. Oh.
757.
(f) Jessel _. R., l0 Ch. Div.
304.
1,
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specific will or assent to suffer something which, if inflicted
against the party's will, would be a wrong, but only
conduct showing that, for one reason or another, he is
content to abide the chance of it (g).

Express
licence.

The ease of express consent is comparatively rare in our
books, except in the form of a heenee to enter upon land.
It is indeed in this last connexion that we most often hear
of "leave and licence," and the authorities mostly turn on
questions of the kind and extent of permission to be inferred from particular language or acts (h).

L_m_ of
Force to the person is rendered lawful by consent in
consent, such matters as surgical operations.
The fact is common
enough; indeed authorities are silent or nearly so, because
it is common and obvious. Taking out a man's tooth
without his consent would be an aggravated assault and
battery.
With consent it is lawfully done every day. In
the case of a person under the age of discretion, the
consent of that person's parent or guardian is generally
necessary and sufficient (/). But consent alone is not
enough to justify what is on the face of it bodily harm.
There must be some kind of just cause, as the cure or
extirpation of disease in the ease of surgery.
Wilful hurt
is not excused by consent or assent if it has no reasonable
object.

Thus if a man licenses another

to beat him, not

only does this not prevent the assault from being a punishable offence, but the better opinion is that it does not
deprive the party beaten of his right of action. On _hls
_) Unless we sai¢l that leave
(h) See Addison on Torts, p.
points to specific consent to an 384,7th ed.; CooleyonTort_ 30_,
act, lte_¢ to generalassent to the ,_q.
consequencesof acts consent_lto :
(i) Cp. Stephen, Digest of the
but such a distinctionseems too Crlm_] Law,ar_.204.
fanciful.

LIMITS OF LAW'FI_ CONSENT.
prindple prlze-fights and the like "are unlawful even
when entered into by agreement and without anger or
mutual ill-will" (k). "Whenever
two persons go out to
strike each other, and do so, each is guilty of an
assault" (1). The reason is said to be that such acts are
against the peace, or tend to breaches of the peace. But,
inasmuch as even the slightest direct app]ication of force,
if not justified, was in the language of pleading _/et armis
and contra pacem, something more than usual must be
meant by this expression.
The dSstinction seems to be
that agreement will not justify the wilful causing or
endeavouring to cause appreciable bodily harm for the
mere pleasure of the parties or others.
:Boxing with
properly padded gloves is lawful, because in the usual
course of things harmless.
Fighting with the bare fist is
not. Football is a ]awful pastime, though many kicks are
given and taken in it ; a kicking match is not. "As to
playing at foils, I cannot say, nor was it ever said that
I know of, that it is not lawful for a gentleman to learn
the use of the small sword ; and yet that cannot be learned
without practising with foils "(m).
Fencing, single-stick,
or playing with blunt sabres in the accustomed manner, is
law_ml, because the players mean no hurt to one another,
and take such order by the use of masks and pads that no
hur_ worth speal_ing of is likely.
A duel with sharp
swords after the manner of German students is not lawful,
though there be no personal enmity between the men, and
(k) Commonwealthv. Colll_rg Bullet lff. P. 16. The passage
(1876)119Mass. 850,ariel20 Am. there and elsewhere cited from
Rep. 828, where authorities are Comberbach, apar_ from the
collected. See also Reg. v. Cone
F slenderaut:horityof that reporter,
(1882)8 Q. B. D. 534, 538_546_ is only a dictum. Bu]ler'sown
549,567, andnext_page.
authorityis reallybetter.
(Z)ColeridgeJ. in _.eg.v. I_v/s
(_) Foster'aCrownLaw, 260.
(1844) 1 C. & K. at p. 421pep.
L2
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though the eondltions be such as to exclude danger to llfe
or limb. Here it cannot be said that "bodily harm was
not the motive on either side" (_). It seems to be what is
called a question of mixed law and fact whether a particular action or contest involves such intention to do real hurt
that consent or assent will not justify it (o). Neglect of
usual precautions in any pastime known to involve danger
would be evidence el wrongful intention, but not conclusive evidence.

/_eg.v.
Coney.

This question was incidentally considered by several of
the judges in Reg. v. Co_ey (p), where the majority of the
Court held that mere voluntary presence at an unlawful
fight is not necessarily punishable as taking part in an
assault, but there was no difference of opinion as to a
prize-fight being unlawful, or all persons actually aiding
and abetting therein being guilty of assault notwithstanding that the principals fight by mutual consent. The
Court had not, of course, to decide anything as to civil
liability, but some passages in the judgments are material.
Cave J. said: " The true view is, I think, that a blow
struck in anger, or which is likely or is intended to do
corporal hurt, is an assault, but that a blow struck in
sport, and not likely nor intended to cause bodily harm,
is not an assault, and that, an assault being a breach of
(n) Foster, l.c.
"Motive"
is
hardly the correct word, but the
meaning is plain enough,
(o) Cp. P-alton, :De Pace Regis,
17 b. It might be a nice point
whether
the old English
backswording(see"Tom
Brown")was
lawful or not. And guaere of the
old rules of Rugby fotJtball, which

one monk might have lawfully
licensed another to beat him by
way of spiritual discipline.
But
anyhow he could not have sued,
being civilly dead by his en_ring
into religion.
(p) 8 Q. B. D. 534, 51 L. J.
M.C.
66 (1882). :For fuller colleetion and consideration of autho-

allowed del/berate kicking in some
circumstances. Q,aere, also, whether_

rities, ep. _[r. Edward ]Kanson's
note in L. Q. R. vi. 110.

LIMITS

OF LAWFUL

CONSENT.
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the peace and unlawful, the consent of the person struck
is immaterial.
II this view is correct a blow struck in a
prize-fight is clearly an assault ; but playing with singlesticks or wrestling do not involve an assault, nor does
boxing with gloves in the ordinary way" (q). Stephen 5.
said:"
When one person is indicted
for inflicting
personal injury upon another, the consent of the person
who sustains the injury is no defence to the person who
inflicts the injury, if the injury is of such a nature, or
is inflicted under such circumstances, that its infliction is
injurious
....

to the public as well as to the person injured.
In cases where life and llmb are exposed to no

serious danger in the common course of things, I think
that consent is a defence to a charge of assault, even when
considerable force is used, as for instance in cases of
wrestling, singlestick, sparring with gloves, football, and
the like; but in all cases the question whether consent
does or does not take from the application of force to
another its illegal character is a question of degree depending upon circumstances" (r). These opinions seem equally
applicable to the rule of civil responsibility (s).
A licence obtained by fraud is of no effect. This is too Licence
gotten by
obvious on the general principles of the law to need fraud.
dwelling upon (t).
(q) 8 Q. B. D. at p. 539. As to
the limits of lawful boxing, see
_eg. v. Orlon (1878) 39 L. T. 293.
(r) 8 Q. B. D. at p. 549. Cornpare arts. 206, 208 of the learnml
judge's "Digest
of the Criminal
Law."
The language of art. 208
follows the authorities, but I am
mot sure that it exactly hits the
distinction,
, (s) Notwithstanding
the doubt

expressed by Hawkins J., 8 Q. B.
D. at pp. 553, 554.
(t) A rather curious illustration
may be found in _avies v. Mar_all (1861) 10 C. B. lq. S. 697,
31 L. J. C. P. 6], where the socalled equitable plea and replication seems to have amounted to a
common law plea of leave and
licence and joinder of issue, or
l_erhsl)S new assignment, thereon.
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Xxtena_
Trials of strength and skill in such pastimes as those
meaning
of _o_l_ above mentioned afford, when carried on within lawful
nonfl_
_mur_a. bounds, the best illustration of the principle by which the
maxim volenti non fit iniuria is enlarged beyond its literal
meaning.
A man cannot complain of harm (within
the limits we have mentioned) to the chances of which
he has exposed himself with knowledge and of his free
will. Thus in the case of two men fencing or playing
at singlestick, role_ti no_ fit iniuria would be assigned by
most lawyers as the governing rule, yet the words mus_
be forced. It is not the will of one player that the other
should hit him; his object is to be hit as seldom as
possible. But he is content that the other shall hit him
as much as by fair play he can ; and in that sense the
strolling is not against his will. Therefore the " assault"
of the school of arms is no assault in law. Still less is
there an actual consent if the fact is an accident, not a
necessary incident, of what is being done; as where in the
course of a cricket match a player or spectator is struck by
the ball. I suppose it has never occurred to any one that
legal wrong is done by such an accident even to a spectator
who is taking no part in the game. So if two men are
fencing, and one of the foils breaks, and the broken end,
being thrown off with some force, hits a bystander, no
wrong is done to him. Such too is the case put in the
Indian Penal Code (u) of a man who stands near another
cutting wood with a hatchet, and is struck by the head
flying off. It may be said that these examples are trivial.
They are so, and for that reason appropriate.
They show
that the principle is constantly at work, and that we find
little about it in our books just because it is unquestioned
in common sense as well as in law.
(u) Illust.to s. 80. Onthe pointof actualconsent,of. os. 87 and 88.
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_any cases of this kind seem to fall not less naturally of
Rela_on
these
under the exception of inevitable accident. But there is, easesto
we conceive, this distinction, that whdre the plaintiff has inevitable
accident.
vdantarily put himself in the way of risk the defendant
is not hound to disprove negligence.
If I choose to stand
near a man using an axe, he may he a good woodman or
not ; but I cannot (it is submitted) complain of an accident
because a more skilled woodman might have avoided it.
A man dealing with explosives is hound, as regards his
neighbour's property, to diligence and more than diligence.
]3ut if I go and watch a firework-maker
for my o_a
amusement, and the shop is blown up, it seems I shall
have no cause of action, even if he was handling his
materials unsk_]_ully.
This, or even more, is implied in
the decision in Ilott v. _ilkes (x), where it was held that
one who trespassed in a wood, having notice that springguns were set there, and was shot by a sprlng-gun, could
not recover.
The maxim "volenti non fit iniuria" was
expressly held applicable: "he voluntarily exposes himself to the mischief which has happened" (?/). The case
gave rise to much public excitement, and led to an alteration of the law (z), but it has not been doubted in subsequent authorities that on the law as it stood, and the
facts as they came before the C0lLrt, it was well decided.
As the point of negligence was expressly raised by the
(x) 3 B. & Ald. 304 (1820) ; ep.
and dist. the later case of JBird v.

(y) Per Bayley J. 3 B. &Ald. at
p. 311, and Holreyd J. at p. 314.

J_olbrook (1828) 4 Bing. 628.
The
argument that since the defendant
could not have justified shooting a
trespasser with his own hand, even
afar warning, he could not justify
shooting him with a spring-gun,
is weighed
and found wanting,
though perhal_s it ought to have
prevailed,

(z) Edin. Rev. xxxv. 123,410 (reprinted in Sydney Smith's works).
Setting spring-guns,
except by
night in a dwelling house for f_he
protection thereof, was made a
criminal offence by 7 & 8 Gee. IV.
c. 18, now repealed and substantially re-enacted (24 & 25 Vict.
e. 95, s. 1, and c. 100, s. 31).
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pleadings, the decision is an authority that if a man goes
out of his way to a dangerous action or state of things,
he must take the risk as he finds it. And this appears
to be material with regard to the attempt made by respectable authorities, and noticed above, to bring under
this principle the head of excuse by reason of inevitable
accident (a).

KnowIt was held by a majority of the Court of Appeal that
ledge of
_k op- if a man undertakes to work in a railway tunnel where he
_sea
uty ofto knows that trains are constantly passing, he cannot comwarning, plain of the railway company for not ta-king measures to
warn the workmen of the approach of trains, and this
though he is the servant not of the company but of the
contractor (b). The minority held that the railway company, as carrying on a dangerous business, were bound not
to expose persons coming by invitation upon their property
to any undue risk, and at all events the burden of proof
was on them to show that the risk was in fact understood
and accepted by the plaintiff (c).

"If

I invite a man who

has no knowledge of the locality to walk along a dangerous
cliff which is my property, I owe him a duty different to
that which I owe to a man who has all his life birdnested
on my rocks" (d).
But where a man goes on doing work under a risk which
is known to him, and which does not depend on any one
else's acts, or on the condition of the place where the work
(a) ._rolm_v. Mather (1875)L.
1%.10 Ex. at p. 267; Rglandav.
2'leteher(1866)L. _. 1 Ex. at p.
287.
(b) FFoodley
v. _etr. 2)_sg..R. Co.
(1877) 2 Ex. ]:)iv. 384, 46 L.J.
_Ex.521; Mellish and Baggallay
L. JJ. diss.

(e) Cp. Thomasv. Quartermain_
(1887)/8 Q. B. ])iv. 685, 56 L. J.
Q.B. 340, and Lord "lq'erschell's
judgment in Mcmbcryv. G. IV. R.
Co.(1889)14&pp.Ca.179_190.
(d) Fry L. J. 18 Q. B. ])iv. at
p. 701. And see Yarmouthv.
.France(1887) 19 Q. B. D. 647, 57
_L.J. Q. B. 7.
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is done, but is incident to the work itself, he cannot be
heard to say that his exposure of himself to such risk was
not voluntary (e).
The principle expressed by volenti non fit iniurla is cases
between
different from that of contributory negligence (f), as it employers
is in itself independent of the contract of service or any and
their :
workmen
other contract (g). It does not follow that a man is negli- smith v.
gent or imprudent because he chooses to encounter a risk Baker.
which he knows and appreciates; but if he does voluntarily run the risk, he cannot complain afterwards (h).
At the same time knowledge is not of itself conclusive.
The maxim is volenti--not scienti--non fit iuiuria; " the
question whether in any particular case a plaintiff was
_olens or nokns is a question of fact and not of law" (i).
/k workman is not bound, for example, to throw up his
employment rather than go on working with appliances
which he knows or suspects to be dangerous; and continuing to use such appliances if the employer cannot or
will not giv_ him better is not conclusive to show that he
voluntarily takes the attendant risk (k). As between an
employer and his own workmen, it is hardly possible to"
separate the question of knowledge and acceptance of a
particular risk from the question whether it was a term in
the contract of service (though it is seldom, if ever, an
(e) Membery v. G. g'. _. Co.
note (_), last page.
Lord Brainwell's extra-judicial
remarks canno_ be supported:
see per Lord
Herschell, 14 App. Ca. at pp. 192,
193 ; and Smith v..Baker, note (i),
p. 155.
(f) Bowen L. J. in Thomas v.
Quartermain* (1887) 18 Q. B. ])iv.
685, 694, 697, 56 1",.,1. Q. B. 340.
(g) 18 Q. B. ])iv. at p. 698.

(h) Bowen L. J. 18 Q. B. Div.
at p. 695.
0) Ibid. at 1o.696 ; IAndley L.J.
in Yarmouth v. t'rg_we (1887) 19
Q.B.D.
647, 659, before judges
of _he G. A. sitting as a divisional
Court.
(k) Yarmouthv.I'rance,
lastnote;
Thrussell v. ]Sandyside (1888) 20
Q.B.D.
359, 57 L. J. Q. B. 347 ;
Smith v. Baker, '91, A. C. 325, 60
L. J. Q. B. 683.

"
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express term) that the workman should accept that risk.
Since the Employers'
Liability
Act has deprived the
master, as we have already seen, of the defence of
"common
employment"
in a considerable
number of
cases, the defence of volen/i _wnfit iniuria has several times
been resorted to, with the effect of raising complicated discussion on tolerably simple facts. By treating the maxim
as if it were of literal authority (which no maxim is), and
then construing it largely, something very like the old
doctrine of "common employment"
might have been
indirectly restored.
For some time there was appreciable
danger of this result.
But the tendency was effectually
checked by the decision of the House of Lords in Smith
v. JBaker (e). Excepb where there is an obvious and
necessary danger in the work itself, it must be a question
of fact in every case whether there was an agreement or
at any rate consent to take the risk. "Where a person
undertakes to do work which is intrinsically dangerous,
notwithstanding
that reasonable care has been taken to
render it as little dangerous as possible, he no doubt
voluntarily subjects himself to the risks inevitably accompanying it, and cannot, if he suffers, be permitted to complain that a wrong has been done him, even though the
cause from which he suffers might give to others a right
of action :" as in the ease of works unavoidably producing
noxious fumes.
But where "a risk to the employed,
which may or may not result in injury, has been created
or enhanced by the negligence of the employer," there
"the mere continuance in service, with knowledge of the
risk," does not "preclude
the employed, if he suffer
from such negligence, from recovering in respect of his
employer's breach of duty" (f).
And it seems tha$
@)'91x. c. 325.

(:) Lord Horsohdl, '91 A. C.
at pp. 360,862.

be consent
to the particular
actor operation
which is_ _.... "_'_
hazardous,
nota meregeneral
assent
inferred
fromknowledge that risk of a certain kind is possible (g).
Cases of _vle_ti non fit iniuria are of course to be disthere is no proof
dant's part (h).

"

"" .

of any negligence
at all on the defen-_
It seems that
Thomas v. Quartermai_e,

.._c_'_,

t

though not so dealt with, was really a case of this latter _' ¢' '_'_ o _
kind (i).
_ ,_ _t_
In the construction of a policy of insurance agalnst_
death or injury by accident, an exception of harm "hap- -v_._
penlng by exposure of the insured to obwous risk of_
injury" includes accidents due to a risk which would_
have been obvious
attention

to a person

using

common

care

__

and_-C_A_'_

(k).

_

,_
_

We now see that the whole law of negligence assumes Dis___:_rr_¢_' _ .
the p ri nc_ple
......
ti°n fr°n_'[¶ s_t_
_°"
of _'olent_ non fit _mur_a not to be apphcable,
cases
_%-I: _ _t
It was suggested
competent
driver

where _ _
in Holmes v. Mather (1) that when a negligdn_,.
is run away with by his horses, and in _s
of ground
action.

spite of all he can do they
foot-passenger
the driver
walk along
]_ut

if

is disabled

over

a foot-passenger,

suing,

not simply

the

'

0t. t_-y

because

has done no wrong, but because people who
a road must take the ordinary risks of traffic.

this

neghgence

run
from

'

were
?

so,

why stop

It is common

at

misadventure

knowledge

that

without

not all drivers

Ig) Lord Halsbury, '91, A.C.
at pp. 336--338.
(h) ttralsh v. tlrhii#ley (1888) 21
Q. B. Div. 371, 57 L. J. Q.B.
586.
(i) See Lord Morris's remarks

this point, not having been raised
at the trial below, was not open on
the apl3eal. It was nevertheless
extra-judicially discussed, _vith
considerable variety of opinion.
(k) Cornish v..Aeeident Insurance

_[.

p. 369. In _mith v..Baker itself,
in Smith v. J_a_r, '91, A. C. at
an appeal from a County Court,

L.J.Q.B.
591.
Co. (1889) 23 Q. B. Div. 453, 58
(l) L. R. 10 Ex. at p. 267.

(l_t
_!.

I:
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are careful. It is known, or capable of being known, that
a certain percentage are not careful. "No one (at all
events some years ago, before the admirable police regula.
tions of later years) could have crossed London streets
without knowing that there was a risk of being run
over " (m). The actual risk to which a man crossing the
street is exposed (apart from any carelessness on his own
part) is that of pure misadventure, and also that of careless
driving, the latter element being probably the greater.
If he really took the whole risk, a driver would not be
liable to him for running over him by negligence : which
is absurd. Are we to say, then, that he takes on himself
the one part of the risk and does not take the other ? A
reason thus artificially limited is no reason at all, but a mere
fiction.
driver's
beyond

It is simpler and better to say plainly that the
duty is to use proper and reasonable care, and
that he is not answerable.
The true view, we

submit, is that the doctrine of voluntary exposure to risk
has no application as between parties on an equal footing
of right, of whom one does not go out of his way more
than the other. A man is not bound at his peril to fly
from a risk from which it is another's duty to protect him,
merely because the risk is known (_). Much the same
principle has in late years been applied, and its limits
discussed, in the special branch of the law which deals
with contributory
negligence.
consider in its place (o).
(m) Lord Halsbury, '91, A.C.
atp. 337.
(n) Smith v..Baker, '91, A. (3.
325,60 L. J. Q. B. 683; Thrussell
V. tIandy*ide (1888) 20 Q. B.D.
359,57 L. J. Q. B. 347.
(o)See Geev. Metrogoolitan
1. Co.
(1873)_x. Ch. L. R. 8 Q. B. 161,

This

we shall have to

42L. J.Q.B. 105; __obsonv.
xY._.
2. Co. (1875)L. R. 10 Q. B. at
p. 274, 44 L. J. Q. B. 112: and
per BramwellL. J. (not referring
to these authorities,and taking a
somewhatdifferentview), .[,axv.
Corl_oration
of 1)arlington(1879) ,5
:Ex.:D.at p. 35,49 L. J. Ex. 105.
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11.-- Works of necessity.
A class of exceptions

as to which

there

is not much Works of

authority, but which certainly exists in every

necessity.

system of

law, is that of acts done of necessity to avoid a greater
harm, and on that ground justified.
Pulling down houses
to stop a fire (p), and casting goods overboard, or otherwise
sacrificing property, to save a ship or the lives of those on
board, are the regular examples.
The maritime law of
general average assumes, as its very foundation, that the
destruction of property under such conditions of danger is
justifiable (q). It is said also that "in time of war one
shaft justify entry on another's land to make a bulwark in
defence of the king and the kingdom."
In these cases the
apparent wrong "sounds for the public good" (r). There
are also circumstances in which a man's property or person
may have to be dealt with promptly for his own obvious
good, but his consent, or the consent of any one having
lawful authority over h_m_ cannot be obtained in time.
]=[ere it is evidently justifiable to do, in a proper and
reasonable manner, what needs to he done. It has never
been supposed to be even technically a trespass if I throw
water on my neighbour's goods to save them from fire,
or seeing his house oa fire, enter peaceably on his land to
help in putting

it out (s).

(p) Dyer, 36 b. Cla. the opinion
of Best C.J. in .Dewey v. Yrhite
(1827), M. & :_. 56 (damage inevitably done to plaintiff's house in
throwing down chimneys ruined hy
fire, which were in danger of falltag into the highway : a verdict
for the defendants was acquiesced
in).
(_) Maulers case, 12 Co. Rep. 63,
is only just worth citing as an
illuutratiou that no action lies.

Nor is it an assault for the
(r) Kingsmill
J. 21 l=Ten. VII.
27, pl. 5 ; cp. Dyer_ ubi supra. In
8 :Ed. IV. 23, pl. 41, it is thought
doubtful whether the justification
should be by common law or by
special custom.
(s) Good will without real necessity would not do ; there must be
danger of total loss, and, it is said,
without remedy for the owner
against any person, per Rede C. J.
21 Hen. VII. 28, pl. 5 ; but if this
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first passer-by to pick up a man rendered insensible by an
accident, or for a competent surgeon, if he perceives that
an operation ought forthwith to be performed to save the
man's life, to perform it without waiting for him to recover
consciousness and give his consent. These works of chari_y
and necessity must be lawful as well as right.
Our books
have only slight and scattered hints on the subject, probably because no question has ever been made (t).
It seems that on the same principle a stranger may
justify interfering with the goods of a lately deceased
person so far, but only so far, as required for the protection of the estate or for other purposes of immediate
necessity (u).

12._Private
Selfdefence.

Self-defence

(or rather

defence,

private defence (_), for defence

of one's sdf is not the only case) is another ground o_
immunity well known to the law. To repel force by
force is the common instinct o_ every creature that has
means of defence. And when the original force is unlawful, this natural right or power of man is allowed, nay
approved, by the law. Sudden and strong resis_nce to
unrighteous attack is not merely a thing to be tolerated;
in many cases it is a moral duty.
Therefore it would be
be law, it mus_be limited to remedies against a trespasser,for it
cannot be a trespass or a lawful
act to save a man's goods according as they are or are not insured,
Cp.Y. B. 12 Hen.VIII. 2, where
there is somecurious discussionon
the theory of trespassgenerally,
A mere volun_er may not force
hlswayin_o ahouse onfirealready
underthe controlof personswho
are lawfully endeavouringto put
downthe fire, and are not maul-

fesflyinsufficientforthat purpose:
Carterv. Tlwmas,'93, 1 Q. B. 673,
5 R. 343(judgmentof KennedyJ.)
(t) Cf. the Indian Penal Code,)
s. 92, and the powersgiven to the
LondonPire Brigadeby 28 & 29
Viet.c. 90,s. 12,which seemrather
to assumea pre-existingright at
commonlaw.
(u) See Kirkv. Gregory(1876)1
__,_.D. 55, 59.
(e) This is _he termadopted in
the/.u_ PenalCode.

PRIVATEDEFENCE.
a grave m_take to regard self-defence as a necessary evll
suffered by the law because of the hardness of men's
hearts. The right is a just and perfect one. It extends
noL only to the defence of a mau's own person, but to the
defence of his proper_y or possession. And what may be
lawfully done for oneself in this regard may likewise be
done for a wife or husband, a parent or child, a master or
servant (w). At the same time no right is to be abused or
made the cloak of wrong, and this right is one easily
abused. The law sets bounds to it by the rule that the
force employed must not be out of proportion to the
apparent urgency of the occasion. We say apparent, for
a man cannotbe heldto form a precise
judgment under
such conditions.
The person acting on the defensive is
entitled to use as much force as he reasonably believes to
be necessary.
Thu_ it is not justifiable to use a deadly
weapon to repel a push or a blow with the hand.
It is
even said that a man attacked with a deadly weapon must
retreat as far as he safely can before he is justified in
defending himself by like means. But this probably applies (so far as it is the law) only to criminal liability (z).
On the other hand if a man presents a pistol at my head
and threatens to shoot me, peradventure
the pistol is not
loaded or is not in working order, but I shall do no wrong
before the law by aeting on the supposition that it is
really loaded and capable of shooting.
"Honest
and
reasonable belief of immediate danger" is enough (y).
(w) Blackstoneiii. 3 ; and see
theopinionof all the justicesof K.
B., 21Hen.VII. 39,pL 50. There
has been some doubt whethera
mastercouldjustifyon the ground
of the defenceof his servant. But
the practiceand the better opinion
havealwaysbeenetherwlse.Before
the Conquestit was understood
that a lord might fight in defence

of his men as well as they in his.
L1.All. c. 42, § 5.
(_) See Stephen,Digest of CriminalLaw, art.200. Most of the
authority on this subject is in
the early treatiseson Pleas of the
Crown.
(_)_r0. _ _hr._. __.._. 6'0.v.
#ope_(1891)142U. S. 18.
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Cases have arisen on the killing of animals in defence

defenceof Of one's property.
]_ere, as elsewhere, the test is whether
property, the party's act was such as he might reasonably, in the
circumstances, think necessary for the prevention of harm
which he was not bound to suffer. Not very long ago the
subject was elaborately discussed in New Hampshire, and
all or nearly all the authorities, ]_nglish and American,
reviewed (z). Some of these, such as .Deariev. Clayton (a),
turn less on what amount of force is reasonable in itself
than on the question whether a man is bound, as against
the owners of animals which come on his land otherwise
than as of right, to abatain from making the land
dangerous for them to come on. And in this point of
view it is immaterial whether a man keeps up a certain
state of things on his own land for the purpose of defending his property or for any other purpose which is not
actually unlawful.
As to injuries received by an innocent third person _rom
an act done in self-defence, they must be dealt with on the
same principle as accidental harm proceeding from any
other act lawful in itself.
It has to be considered, however, that a man repelling imminent danger cannot be
expected to use as much care as he would if he had time
to act deliberately.
_sertlon
of rights

distin-

Self-defence
disputed right

does not include the active asserblon of a
against an attempt to obstruct

(z) Aklrieh v. D%.ight (1873) 53
I_T. H. 398, 16 Am. l_ep. 339.
The decision was that the penal_y
of a statute ordaining" a close time
for m_nlrs did not apply to a man
who shot on his own land, in the
close season, minks which he tea•sonably thought were in pursuit of
]_is geese.
Compare Taylor app.
2Vew_aan resp. (1863) 4 B. & S. 89,

its exercise.

32 L. J. :M. C. 186.
(6) 7 Taunt. 489, t3ae case of
dog-spears,
where the Cour_ was
equally divided (1817) ; Jordin v.
Crump (1841) 8 M. & W. 782,
where the Court took the view o_
Gibbs C. J. in the last ease, on
the ground that setting dog-spears
was not in itself illegal.
Notice,
however, was pleaded.

DEFENCEAND NECESSITY.
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I am not justified in shooting, or offering to shoot, one guishecl
fromselfwho obstructs my right of way, though I may not be able aefeaoe.
to pass h_m otherwise, and though I am justified in resisti_g, within due bounds, any active force used on his part.
It seems the better opinion "that the use of force which
inflicts or may inflict grievous bodily harm or death--of
what in short may be called extreme force--is justifiable
only for the purpose of strict self-defence" (b). I may be
justified in pushing past the obstructor, but this is not
an act of self-defence at all; it is the pure and simple
exercise of my right itself (c).
_any interesting questions, in part not yet settled, may
be raised in this connexion, but their interest belongs for
most practical intents to public and not to private law. It
must not be assumed, of course, that whatever is a suffident justification or excuse in a er_mlnal prosecution will
equally suffice in a civil action.
Some of the dicta in the well-known

case of Scott v. Injury to
third perShepherd (d) go the length of suggesting that a man acting sonsfrom
on the spur o2 the moment under "comptflsive necessity" self-acts
of
(the expression of De Grey C.J.) is excusable as not being defence.
a voluntary agent, and is therefore not bound to take any
care at all. But this appears very doubtful.
In that case
it is hard to believe that Willis or Ryal, if he had been
worth suing and had been sued, could have successfully
made such a defence. They "had .....
a right to protect
themselves by removing the squib, but should have taken
care "mat any rate such care as was practicable under the
circumstanoes---"to
do it in such a mauuer as not to
endamage others" (e).

The Roman lawyers held that a

(b)Dicey, Law of the Constitu(d) 2 W. B1. 892.
tion,4th el. 1893,appx.note (N),
(e) BlaokstoneJ. in his dissent°
whichseeforfullerdiscusaion,
hagjudgment,2 W'.B1.at p. 895.
(c) Dicey,o/_.cir.426.
p.
M
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man who throws a stone in self-defence is not excused if
the stone by misadventure strikes a person other than the
assailant (f).
Perhaps this is a harsh opinion, but it seems
better, if the choice must be made, than holding that one
may with impunity throw a Hghted squib across a markethouse full of people in order to save a stall of gingerbread.
At all events a man cannot justify doing for the protection
o[ his own property a deliberate act whose evident tendency
is to cause, and which does cause, damage to the property
of an innocent neighbour.
Thus if flood water has come
on my land by no fault of my own, this does not entitle
me to let it off by means which in the natural order of
things cause it to flood an adjoining

13.--_PlaiMiff

owner's land (g).

a wrong.doer.

Harm sufLanguage is to be me_ with in some books to the effect
faredby
a wrong- that a man cannot sue for any injury suffered by him at a
doer :
doubtful time when he is himself a wrong-doer.
But there is no
whether
such
general
rule
of
law.
If
there
were,
one consequence
anysp_ial
aisabiuty, would be that an occupier of land (or even a fellow trespasser) might beat or wound a trespasser without being
liable to an action, whereas the right of using force to
repel trespass to land is strictly limited; or if a man is
riding or driving at an incautiously fast pace, anybody
might throw stones at him with impunity.
In .Bird v.
ltolbrook (h) a trespasser who was wounded by'a sprlng-gun
(f) D. 9.2, ad L iquil. 45, §4;
supra,p. 124.
(g) W'hallvyv..Lane, a_d York8hire1_.Co.(1884)13 Q. B. Div.
131, 53 L. J. Q. B. 285, dlsfinguishingthe caseof acts lawfulin
themselve_which aredoneby way
of precautionagain_ animpending

commondanger.
(h) (1828)4 Bing, 628. Cp. p.
151, above. The causeof action
arose, and the trial took place,
beforethe passingof the Aetwhich
made the setting of spring-guns
,rnlp-wful.

WHERE PLAINTIFF A WRONG-DOER.
set without notice was held entitled to maintain his action.
And generally, "a trespasser is liable to an action for the
injury which he does ; but he does not forfeit his right of
action for an injury sustained" (i). It does not appear
on the whole that a plaintiff is disabled from recovering
by reason of being himself a wrong-doer, unless some
unlawful act or conduct on his own part is connected with
the harm suffered by him as part of the same transaction :
and even then it is difficult to find a case where it is necessary to assume any special rule of this kind.

It would be

no answer to an action for killing a dog to show that, the
owner was liable to a penalty for not having taken out a
dog Hcence in due time.
If, again, A. receives a letter
containing defamatory statements concerning B., and reads
the letter aloud in the presenee of several persons, he may
be doing wrong to B. But this will not justify or excuse
B. if he seizes and tears up the letter.
A. is unlawfully
possessed of explosives which he is carrying in his pocket.
B., walking or running in a hurried and careless manner,
jostles A. and so causes an explosion.
CertalnlyA. cannot
recover against B. for any hurt he takes by this, or can at
most recover nominal damages, as if he had received a
harmless push. :But would it make any difference if A.'s
possession were lawhll ? Suppose there were no statutory
regulation at all: still a man going about with sensitive
explosives in his pocket would be exposing himself to an
unusual risk obvious to him and not obvious to other
people, and on the principles already discussed would have
no cause of action. And on the other hand it seems a
strong th_ng to say that if another person does know of
the special danger, he does not become bound to take
answerable care, even as regards one who has brought
(i) _rn_ v.//r_rd(1850)9 C. B. 392, 19L. J. C. P. 195.
M2
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himsel_ into a position of danger by a wrongful act. Cases
of this kind have sometimes been thought to belong to the
head of contributory negligence.
But this, it is submitted,
is an unwarrantable extension of the term, founded on a
misapprehension of the true meaning and reasons of the
doctrine; as if contributory
negligence were a sort of
positive wrong for which a man is to be punished.
This,
however, we shall have to consider hereafter.
On the
whole it may be doubted whether a mere civil wrongdoing, such as trespass to land, ever has in itself the effect
now under consideration.
Almost every case that can be
put seems to fall just as well, if net better, under the
principle that a plaintiff who has voluntarily exposed himself to a known risk cannot recover, or the still broader
rule that a defendant is liable only for those consequences
of his acts which are, in the sense explained in a former
chapter (k), natural and probable.

contact of
opinionin
United

States
casesofin

Sunday

In America there has been a great question, upon which
there have been many contradictory decisions, whether the
violation of statutes against Sunday travell{ng is in itself
a bar to actions for injuries received in the course of such

travelog, travelling through defective condition of roads, negligence
of railway companies, and the like.
In ]_rassachusetts
(where the law has since been altered by statute), it was
held that a plaintiff in such obOllma_ances could not recover, although the accident might just as well have happened on a journey lawful for all purposes. These decisions
must be supported, if at all, by a s_ct view of the policy
of the local statutes for securing the observance of Sunday.
They are not generally considered good law, and have been
expressly dissented from in some other States (1).
(k) P. 32,above.
(Wisconain,1871) Bigelow L. C.
(l) 8utto_ v. Townof llrauwato_ 711,and notes t_.ereto,pp. 721-2;

UNLAWFUL

CONDUCT

OF PLAII_TIFF°
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The principle now defined by the Supreme Court of Massachusetts as generally applicable is that illegal conduct of
the plaintiff which contributed directly and proximately to
the injury suffered by him is equivalent, as matter of law,
to contributory negligence (m).
It is a rule not confined to actions on contracts that Causeof
"the

plaintiff cannot recover where in order to maintain

his supposed claim he must
which he himself has been
tion to actions of tort is not
from which the foregoing

set up an illegal agreement _o with
unlawful
a party" (,_) : but its applica- agreemeat.
frequent or normal. The case
statement is cited is the only

clear example known to the writer, and its facts were very
peculiar.
S. C. in Jer. Smith's
Cases on
Torts, ii. 115, see note,/b. ; Cooley
on Torts, 156. And see /_hite v.
._ang, 128 Mass. 598; 2_ueher v.
Cheshire.R. It. ffo.,125 U. S. 555.

action
connected

(m) ._rewcomb v. l_oston 2roteetive
.Depart. (1888), 146 Mass. 596, Jer.
Smith, op. c_t. ii. 123.
(n) Maule J., l_vaz v. Arwholls
(1846) 2 C. B. 501,512.

CHAPTER
OF

REMEDIES

V.
FOR

TORTS,

Diversity
AT common law there were only two kinds of redress for
of remedies.

an actionable wrong.
One was in those cases--exceptional
cases according to modern law and practice--where
it was
and is lawful for the aggrieved party, as the common
phrase goes, to take the law into his own hands.
The
other way was an action for damages (a). Not that a
suitor might not obtain, in a proper case, other and more
effectnal redress than money compensation ; but he could
not have it from a court of common law. Specific orders
and prohibitions in the form of injunctions or otherwise
were (with few exceptions, if any) (5) in the hand of the
Chancellor alone, and the principles according to which
they were granted or withheld were counted among the
mysteries of Equity.
But no such distinctions exist under
the system of the Judicature Acts, and every branch o2
the Court has power to administer

every remedy.

There-

(a)Possession could be recovered,
of course, in an action of ejectment,
But this was an action of trespass
in form only. In substance it took
the place of the old real actions,
and it is sometimes called a real

mands (e.g. mandamus) were applicable to the redress of purely
private wrongs, though they might
be available for a private person
wronged by a breach of public
duty.
Under the Common Law

action.
Retinue was not only not
a substantial exception, but hardly
even a formal one, for the action
was not really in tort.
(b) I do not t_]r
any of the
powers of the superior courts of
common law to issue specific corn-

Procedure Acts the superior courts
of common lair had limited powers
of granting injunctions
and adr,_stering
equitable relief. These
were found of little importance in
practice, and there is now no reason
for dwelling on them.
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fore we have at this day, in considering one and the same
jurisdiction, to bear in mind the manifold forms of legal
redress which for our predecessors were separate and unconnected incidents in the procedure of different courts.
Remedies available to a party by his own act alone may Self-help.
be included, after the example of the long established
German usage, in the expressive name of _elf-hel2. The
right of private defence appears at first sight to be an
obvious example of this. But it is not so, for there is no
question of remedy in such a case. We are allowed to
repel force by force "not

for the redress of injuries, but

for their prevention" (c) ; not in order to undo a wrong
done or to get compensation for it, but to cut wrong short
before it is done; and the right goes only to the extent
necessary for this purpose.
Hence there is no more to be
said of self-defence, in the strict sense, in this connexion.
It is only when the party's lawful act restores to him
something which he ought to have, or puts an end to a
state of things whereby he is wronged, or at least puts
pressure on the wrong-doer to do him right, that self-help
is a true remedy.
And then it is not necessarily a complete or exclusive remedy.
The acts of this nature which
we meet with in the law of torts are expulsion of a
trespasser, retaking of goods by the rightful possessor, distress damage feasant, and abatement of nuisances.
Peaceable re-entry upon land where there has been a wrongful
change of possession is possible, but hardly occurs in
modern experience.
Analogous to the right of retaking
goods is the right of appropriating
or retaining
debts
under certain conditions;
and various forms of lien are
more or less analogous to distress.
These, however, belong to the domain of contract, and we are not now
_) This is wellnoted in Cooleyon Torts, 50.
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concerned with them.
Such are the species of remedial
self-help recognized in the law of England.
In every
case alike the right of the party is subject to the rule that
no greater force must be used, or damage done to property,
than is necessary for the purpose in hand.
In some eases
the mode of exercising the right has been specially modified or regulated.
DetMls will best be considered hereafter
in relation to the spedal kinds of wrong to which these
kinds of redress are applicable (d).

Ju_oial

We pass, then, from extra-judicial

to judicial redress,

damages, from remedies by the act of the party to remedies by the
act of the law. The most frequent and familiar of these
is the awarding of damages (e). _Vhenever an actionable
wrong has been done, the party wronged is entitled to
recover damages;
though, as we shall immediately see,
this right is not necessarily a valuable one. His title to
recover is a conclusion of law from the facts determined in
the cause. How much he shall recover is a matter of
judicial discretion, a discretion exercised, if a jury tries the
cause, by the jury under the guidance of the judge.
As
we have had occasion to poin_ out in a former chapter (f),
the rule as to " measure of damages" is lald down by the
Court and applied by the jury, whose application of it is,
to a certain extent, subject to review.
The grounds on
which the verdict of a jury may be set aside are all
reducible to this principle: the Court, namely, must be
satisfied not only that its own finding would have been
different (for there is a wide field within which opinions
and estimates may fairly differ) (g), but that the jury did
(d) Cp. Blackstone,Bk. iii. c. 1.
(e) It is hardlyneed/ul to refer
the readerfor fallerillus_ationof
the subject to so well known a

work as "Mayneon Damages."
(f) P. 27,above.
_q) The principle is f_m_l_,
See it stated,e.g. 5 Q. B. Div. 85.
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not exercise a due judicial discretion at all (h). Among
these grounds are the awarding of manifestly excessive or
manifestly inadequate damages, such as to imply that the
jury disregarded, either by excess or by defect, the law laid
down to them as to the elements of damage to be considered (i), or, it may be, that the verdict represents a
compromise between jurymen who were really not agreed
on the main facts in issue (j).
Damages may be nominal, ordinary, or exemplary. Nominal
Nominal damages arc a sum of so little value as compared damages.
with the cost and trouble of suing that it may be said to
have "no existence in point of quantity" (k), such as a
shilling or a penny, which sum is awarded with the purpose of not giving any real compensation.
Such a verdict
means one of two things.
According to the nature of the
case it may be honourable or contumelious to the plaintiff.
Either the purpose of the action is merely to establish a
right, no substantial harm or loss having been suffered, or
else the jury, while unable to deny that some legal wrong
has been done to the plaintiff, have formed a very low
opinion of the general merits of his case. This again may
be on the ground that the harm he suffered was not worth
suing for, or that his own conduct had been such that
whatever he did suffer at the defendant's hands was
morally deserved.

The former state of things, where the

verdict really operates as a simple declaration of rights
between the parties, is most commonly exemplified in
actions of trespass brought to settle disputed claims to
(h) See .Metropolitan2. 0o. v.
Wright (1886) 11 App. Ca. 152,
55 L. J. Q. B. 401.
(1).PhillitTsv. Z. _ 8. W. .R. Go.
(1879)5 Q. B. ])iv. 78,49 L. $.
Q. B. 233, where, on the facts

shown,a verdictfor 700OLwasset
asideonthe groundof thedamages
beinginsufficient.
(j) .Fal_ v. Stanford (1874)L.
R. i0Q. B. 64, 44L. J. Q. B. 7.
(k) MauleJ. 2 C. B. 499.

i'
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rights of way, rights of common, and other easements
and profits. It is not uncommon to give forty shilllugs
damages in these cases if the plaintiff establishes his right,
and if it is not intended to express any disapproval of his
conduct (l). The other kind of award of nominal damages,
where the plaintiff's demerits earn him an illusory sum
such as one farthing, is illustrated chiefly by cases of
defamation, where the words spoken or written by the
defendant cannot be fully justified, and yet the plaintiff
has done so much to provoke them, or is a person of such
generally worthless character, as not to deserve, in the
opinion of the jury, any substantial
compensation (m).
This has happened more than once in actions against the
publishers of newspapers which were famous at the time,
but have not found a place in the regular reports.
Nominal damages may also be given where there has been
some excess in generally justifiable acts of self-defence or
self-help (n).

The enlarged power of the Court over costs since the
damages
possible Judicature Acts has made the question of nominal damages,
only
when which, under the old procedure, were described as "a mere
an absoluteright
peg on which Co hang costs" (o), much less important
is infringed.
(1)Under the variousstatues as standing that the libels sued for
to costs whichwere in forcebefore were very gross, the jury gave a
the JudicatureAe_, 408.was, sub- farthing damages,and the Court,
jeer to a _ewexceptions,the least though not satisfiedwith the vetamount of damages which carried diet, refusedto disturbit.
costs without a special certificate
(n) tTarrisonv. 2)ukeof-_utlang,
fromthe judge. Frequentlyjuries '93, 1 Q. B. 142,62 L. J. Q. B.
asked before giving their verdict 117,4 R. 155,C. A.
what was the least sumthat would
(o)By MauleJ. (1846),in Beaucarry costs: the general prae%icemont v. Greathead,2 C. B. 499.
of the judges was to refuse this Underthe presentprocedurecosts
information,
arein the discretionof the Court;
(rn) Kellyv. Sherlock(1866) L.R.
the costs of a causetried by jury
1 Q. B. 686, 85 L. J. Q. B. 209,is follow the event (without regard
a easeof this kindwhere,notwith- to amountof _a,-agce)unlessthe
l_ominal

_o_n_xL
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than it formerly was. But the possibility of recovering
nominal damages is still a test, to a certain extent, of the
nature of the right claimed.
Infringements
of absolute
rights llke those of personal security and property give a
cause of action without regard to the amount of harm
done, or to there being harm estimable at any substantial
sum at all. As Holt C. J. said in a celebrated passage of
his judgment in Ashbg v. White(2), " a damage is not merely
pecunla_T, but an i_uJ_ iml)orts a damage, whe_ a man is
thereby hindered of his r/gM. As in an action for slanderous
words, though a man does not lose a penny by reason of
the speaking them, yet he shall
man gives another a cuff on
him nothing, no not so much
he shall have his action, for it

have an action.
So if a
the ear, though it cost
as a little diachylon, yet
is a personal injury.
So

a man shall have an action against another for riding
over his ground, though it do him no damage; for it is
an invasion of his property, and the other has no right to
come there."
On the other hand, there are eases even in the law of Case,
where

property where, as it is said, damage is the gist of the damagels
action, and there is not an absolute duty to forbear from the
the action.
gist of
doing a certain thing, but only not to do it so as to cause
actual damage.
The right to the support of land as
between adjacent owners, or as between the owner of the
surface and the owner of the mine beneath, is an example.
Here there is not an easement, that is, a positive right to
restrain the neighbour's use of his land, but a right to the
]udgeor the Court otherwise orders :
Order LX_ r. r. 1, &c. The effect
of the Judicature Acts and Rules
of Court in abrogating the older
statutes was settled in 1878 by
Garnett v. _rad_y,3 App. Oa. 944_

48 L. J. Ex. 186. A. sketch of the
history of the subject is given in
Lord Blackburn's
judgment, pp.
962 8qg.
(p) 2 Lord Raym. at p. 955.
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undisturbed enjoyment of one's own. _[y neighbour may
excavate in his own land as much as he pleases, unless and
until there is actual damage to mine : then, and not till
then, a cause of action arises for me (q). Negligence,
again, is a cause of action only for a person who suffers
actual harm by reason of it. A man who rides furiously
in the street of a town may thereby render himself liable
to penalties under a local statute o1"by-law ; but he does
no wrong to any man in particular, and is not liable to a
civil action, so long as his reckless behaviour is not the
cause of specific injury to person or property. The same
rule holds of nuisances. So, in an action of deceit, the
cause of action is the plainti_'s having suffered damage by
acting on the false statement made to him by the defendant (r). In all these eases there can be no question of
nominal damages, the proof of real damage being the
foundation of the plaintiff's right. Ib may happen, of
course, that though there is real damage there is not much
of it, and that the verdiet is accordingly for a small
amount. But the smallness of the amount will not make
such damages nominal if they are arrived at by a real
estimate of the harm suffered. In a railway accident due
to the negligence of the railway company's servants one
man may he crippled for life, while another is disabled for
a few days, and a third only has his clothes damaged to
the value of five shillings. F_very one of them is entitled,
neither more nor less than the others, to have amends
according to his loss.
(_[)_gack_o_s v. $onoml (1861) 9
H. L. C. 503, 33 L. J. Q. B. 181 ;
.Darley2_tin CollieryGo.v. J]fitelwll
(1886) 11 App. Ca. 127, 55 L.g.
Q. B. 529.
(r) _'ontifi:c v. JBignold (1841) 3

Man. & G. 63, is sometimes'quoted
as if it were an authority that no
actual damage is necessary to sus_
an action of deceit. But
careful examination will show that
it is far from deoJ_d_ng
this,

_EASU_E OF DXMAG_S.
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In the law of slander we have a curiously tlne llne Pec_Uarlty of law
between absolute and conditional title to a legal remedy ; of defamasome kinds of spoken defamation being actionable without tion.
any allegation or proof of special damage (in which case
the plaintiff is entitled to nominal damages at least), and
others not; while as to written words no such distinction
is made.

The attempts

of text-books

to give a rational

theory of this are no_ satisfactory.
Probably the existing
condition oI the law is the result of some obscure historical
accident (s).
Ordinary damages are a sum awarded as a fair measure Ordinary
Ofcompensation to the plaintiff, the amount being, as near damages.
as can be estimated, that by which he is the worse for the
defendant's wrong-doing, but in no ease exceeding the
amount claimed by the plaintiff himself (_). Such amount
is not necessarily that which it would cost to restore the
plaintiff to his former condition.
_here
a tenant for
years carried away a large quantity of valuable soil from
his holding, it was decided that the reversloner could
recover not what it would cost to replace the soil, but only
the amount by which the value of the reversion was
diminished (u). In other words compensation, not restitution, is the proper test.
Beyond this it is hardly
(s) See more in Ch. VII. below,
(t) A jury has been known to
find a verdict for a greater sum
than was claimed, and the judge to
amend the statement of clair, to

equity which is sometimes exereised by juries:"
Cotton L. J.,
iDreyf_s v. _Peruvian Guano Co.
(1889) 43 Ch. Div. 316, 327, 62 L.
T. 518.

enable himself to give judgmen_
for that greater sum. But this is
an extreme use of the power of
the Court, justifiable only in an
extraerdina_ T case. "It will not
do for Mr. Justice Kay, or for this
Court, to exercise that -_lmown

(u) Whit_mv.
Xershaw (1885-6)
16 Q. B. ])iv. 613, 54 L. T. 124 ;
cp. _st
v. Yictor_ Gravin] IDov]_
Co.(1887) 36Ch. Div. lI3,56L.
T.
216; Chi_r_l
v. Watson (1888)40
Ch. D. 45, 58 L. J. Ch. 137 (cornl_ensa_ion under conditions of sale).

?
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possible _o lay down any universal rule _or ascer_nlng
the amount, the causes and circumstances of actionable
damage being infinitely various. And in particular classes
of cases only approximate generalization is possible.
In
proceedings for the recovery of specific proper_y or its
value there is not so much dii_culty in assigning a
measure of damages, though here too there are unsettled
points (v). But in cases of personal injury and consequential damage by loss of gains in a business or profession
it is not possible either completely to separate the elements
of damage, or to found the estimate of the whole on anything like an exact calculation (x). There is little doubt
that in fact the process is often in cases of this class even
a rougher one than it appears to be, and that legally
irrelevant circumstances, such as the wealth and eondltion
in life of the parties, have much influence on the verdicts
of juries : a state of things which the law does not recognize, ]_ut practically h)lerates within large bounds.

ExemOne step more, and we come to cases where there is
#art
damages, great injury without the possibility of measuring compensation by any numerical rule, and juries have been not
only allowed but encouraged to give damages that express
indignation at the defendant's wrong rather than a value
set upon the plaintiff's loss. Damages awarded on this
principle are called exemplary or vindictive.
The kind of
wrongs _ which they are applicable are those which,
besides the violation of a right or ttm actual damage,
import insult or outage, and so are not merely injuries
but iniuriae in the strictest Roman sense of the term.
(v) See Mayne on Damages, 5tl_
ed. c. 13.
(z) See the s_,_i_-up
of Field
J. in P_illips v. L. _ 8. IF'._. _.

(1879) 5 Q. B. ])iv. 78, 49 L. J.
Q.B. 233, which was in the main
approvecl by the Cour_ of Appeal.

_X_PLARY
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The Greek _p_ perhaps denotes with still greater exactness
the quality of the acts which are thus treated.
An assault
and false imprisonment under colour of a pretended right
in breach of the general law, and against the liberty of the
subject (y) ; a wanton trespass on land, persisted in with
violent and intemperate behaviour (z) ; the seduction of a
man's daughter with deliberate fraud, or otherwise under
circumstances of aggravation (a) ; such are the acts which,
with the open approval of the Courts, juries have been in
the habit of visiting with exemplary damages.
Gross defamation should perhaps be added; but there it is rather
that no definite principle of compensation can be lald
down than that damages can be given which are distinctly
net compensation.
It is not found practleable to interfere
with juries either way (b), unless their verdict shows
manifest mistake or improper motive.
There are other
miscellaneous examples of an estimate of damages coloured,
so to speak, by disapproval of the defendant's conduct (and
in the opinion of the Court legitimately so), though it
be not a case for vindictive or exemplary damages in the
proper sense. In an action for trespass to land or goods
substantial damages may be recovered though no loss or
(y) Huakle v. Money (1763) 2
Wils. 205, one of the branches of
the great ease of general warrants :
the plaintiff was detained about

with oaths and threats, on joining
in the sport ; a verdict passed for
500/., the full amount claimed, and
it was laid down that juries ought

six hours
and civilly
treated,
"entertained with beef-steaks and
beer," but the jury was upheld
in giving 300/. Clamages, because
"it was a most daring public
attack made upon the liberty of
the subject."
(z) M_est v. _ar_ey (1814) 5
Taunt. 442, 16 R. R. 648 : the
defendant was drunk, and p_ng
by the plainGif's land on which
the plaintiff was shooting,
i_,

f_ be allowed to punish insul_ by
exemplary damages.
(a) Tulli_e
v. #rude (1769) 3
Wils. 18: "Actions
of this sort
are brought for example's sake."
(b) See .Forsdik_ v. Ston_ (1868)
L.R. 3 C. P. 607, 37 L. J. C. P.
301, where a verdict for Is. was
not disturbed, though the imputation was a gross one ; cp. KelJy v.
Eherlock, p. 170, note (m), above.
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diminution in value of property may have occurred (e).
In an action for negligently pulling down buildings to an
adjacent owner's damage, evidence has been admitted that
the defendant wanted to disturb the plaintiff in his occupation, and purposely caused the work to be done in a
reckless manner: and it was held that the judge might
properly authorize a jury to take into consideration the
words and conduct of the defendant " showing a contempt
of the plaintiff's rights and of his convenience" (d). Substantial damages have been allowed for writing disparaging
words on a paper belonging to the plaintiff, although there
was no publication of the libel (e).
"It is universally felt by all persons who have had occasion to consider the question of compensation, that there is
a difference between an injury which is the mere result of
such negligence as amolmts to little more than accident,
and an injury, wilful or negligent, which is accompanied
with expressions of insolence. I do not say that in actions
of negligence there should be vindictive damages such as
are sometimes given in actions of trespass, but the measure
of damage should be different, according to the nature of
the injury and the circumstances with which it is accompanied" (f).
The case now cited was soon afterwards referred to by
Willes J. as an authority that a jury might give exemplary damages, though the action was not in trespass,
from the character of the wrong and the way in which it
was done (g).
(c) Per DenmanC.

Y. in Ex. Ch.,

.Rogersv. Spence,13 M. &W. at p.
581, 15 L. J. Ex. 49.
(d) .Emblenv. Myers(1860)6 ]=1:.
& N. 54, 30L. J. Ex. 71.
(e) Yreanhal_
v. Morgan(1888)20
Q. B. D. 635, 57 L. g. Q. B. 241.

(f) PollockC. B. 6It. &lq. 58,
30 L. J. Ex. 72. Cp. per Bowen
L.J. in Hrhithamv. Karshaw(1886)
16 Q. B. Div. at p. 618.
(g) :Bellv. MidlandR. Co.(1861)
10 C. B. N. S. 287, 307, 30 L. J.
C.P. 273,281.
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The action for Breach of promise of marriage, being an Analogy
of breach
of premiss
of marriageto
torts
in
this respse_.

action of contract, is not withln the scope of this work;
but it has curious points of afl_nlty with actions of tort in
its treatment and incidents; one of which is that a very
large discretion is given to the jury as to damages (it).

As damages may be aggravated by the defendant's ill- 1Kitigation of
behaviour or motives, so they may be reduced by proof of damges.
provocation, or of his having acted in good faith: and
many kinds of circumstances which will not amount to
justification or excuse are for this purpose admissible and
material.
"In all cases where motive may be ground of
aggravation, evidence on this score will also be admissible
in reduction of damages" (i). For the rest, this is an
affair of common knowledge and practice rather than of
reported authority.
"Damages
resulting from one and the same cause of Concurrent but
action must be assessed and recovered once for all "; but severable
causesof
where the same facts give rise to two distinct causes of action.
action, though between the same parties, action and judgment for one of these causes will he no bar to a subsequent
action on the other. A man who has had a verdict for
personal injuries cannot bring a fresh action if he afterwards finds that his hurt was graver than he supposed.
On the other hand, trespass to goods is not the same cause
of action as trespass to the person, and the same principle
holds of injuries caused not by voluntary trespass, but by
negligence; therefore where the plaintiff, driving a cab, was
run down by a van negllgenfly driven by the defendant's
servant, and the cab was damaged and the plaint_ suffered
bodily harm, it was held that after suing and recovering
(h) See, e.g., _9ffry v..Da Casta the presentwork, _dfl_.
(1866)1",.R. 1 C. P. 331, 35 L.J.
(0 ]_'ayne on Damages, 119
C. P. 191; andthe last chapterof (Stheel.).
p.
IN

%
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for the damage to the cab the plaintiff was free to bring a
separate action for the personal injury (k). Apart from questions of form, the right to personal security certainly seems
distinct in kind from the right to safe enjoyment of one's
goods, and such was the view of the Roman lawyers (l).

Iniunctio_.

Another

remedy

which

is not, like that of damages,

universally applicable, but which is applied to many kinds
of wrongs where the remedy of damages would be inadequate or practically worthless, is the granting of an
injunction to
threatened, or
action already
the jurisdiction

restrain the commission of wrongful acts
the continuance of a wrongful course of
begun.
There is now no positive limit to
of the Court to issue injunctions, beyond

the Court's own view (a judicial view, that is) of what is
just and convenient (m). Practically, however, the lines of
the old equity jurisdiction have thus far been in the main
preserved.
The kinds of tort against which this remedy
is commonly sought are nuisances, violations of specific
rights of property in the nature of nuisance, such as
obstruction

of light and disturbance

of easements, continu-

ing trespasses, and infringements of copyright and trademarks. In one direction the High Court has, since the 3udicature Acts, distinctly accepted and exercised an increased
jurisdiction.

It will now restrain, whether by final (n) or

(k) _runsdenv.._umThrey(1884)
B. Div. 141, 53 L. J. Q.B.
476, by Brett ]_[. R. and Bowe_
L. J., diss. Lord ColeridgeC.J.
Op. per Lord Bramwell,11 App.
Ca. at p. 144.
(/)Liberhomosuenomineutilem
Aquilinehabetactionem: directam
enlm non babe1;,quonlamdomlnus
membrorumsuorumnemovidetur:
Ulpian, D. 9. 2, ad L Aquil.
14 Q.

13 pr.
(_n)JudicatureAct, 1873,s. 2_,
sub-s. 8. Per Jessel ]_. R., Beddewv..Be_dow(1878) 9 Ch.D. 89,
93, 47 1",.J. Oh. 588; QuartzH_ll
_v. Co.v..Beall (1882)20 Ch. ])iv.
at p. 507.
(n) Thorley'aCattle _oad Co. v.
Massam (1880)14 Ch. ]:)iv. 763;
Tho_z v. TF_lliat_ib.86t,
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interlocutory (o) injunction, the publication

of a libel or,

in a clear case, the oral uttering of slander (3) calculated
to injure the plaintiff in his business.
In interlocutory
proceedings, however, this jurisdiction is exercised with
caution (o), and only in a very clear case (q), and not
where the libel, however unjustifiable, does not threaten
immediate

injury to person or property (r).

The special rules and principles

by which the Court is Onwhat
principle

guided in administering
this remedy can be profitably granted.
discussed only in connexion with the particular causes of
action upon which it is sought.
All of them, however,
are developments
of the one general principle that an
injunction is granted only where damages would not be
an adequate remedy, and an interim injunction
only
where delay would make it impossible or highly difficult
to do complete justice at a later stage (s). In practice
very many causes were in the Court of Chancery, and
still are, really disposed of on an application for an
injunction which is in form interlocutory:
the proceedings
being treated as final by consent, when it appears that the
deelsion of the interlocutory question goes to the merits of
the whole case.
In certain cases of fraud (that is, _y
false representation

or recldessly Fome_

concurrent

of fact) the Court of Chancery had jurisdio-

Co) Quartz ._ill _onaoZidated Gold
Mmi,g Co. v. _eall (1882)20
Oh.
Div. fOl, flL. J. Ch. 874;Collard
v. Mar,_ll,
'92, 1 CtL 571, 61 L. ft.
C°n. 268.
(p) Hermann Ioog v. JBean (1884)
26 Ch. I)iv. 306, 63 L. J. C1L 1128.

(8) In 2doguZ 8teamship Co. v.
M'Gre_or, Gow ¢ Co. (1885) 16
Q.B.D.
476,54 L. J.Q.B.
540,
the Court revised to grant an interlocutory injunction fo restrain
a course of conduct allegod to
amount to a conspiracy of rival

(q) .Bonnard v. t'¢rryma_
'91,
2 Ch. 269, 60 1".. ft. Ch. 617, C. _k.
(r) Bd_no_s v. Kn_M,
'91, 2
Ch. 294, 60 L. ft. Ch. 748, C.A.

shipownorsto drive the plaintiffs'
ships out of the China trade. The
decision of the case on the merits
is doalt with elsewhere.
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before the Judicahlre Acts concurrent jurisdiction with
the courts of common law, and would award pecuniary

_uity
to compensation, not in the name of damages, indeed, but by
give coralfor
aensati°n
fraud. way of restitution or "making the representation good" (t).
In substance, however, the relief came to giving damages
under another name, and with more nicety of calculation
than a jury would have used. Since the Judicature Acts
it does not appear to be material

whether

the

relief

administered in such a case be called damages or restitution ; unless indeed it were contended in such a case that
(according to the rule of damages as regards injuries to
property) (u) the plaintiff was entitled not to be restored
to his former position or have his just expectation fulfilled,
but only to recover the amount by which he is actually the
worse for the defendant's wrong-doing.
Any contention
of that kind would no doubt be effectually excluded by
the authorities in equity ; but even without them it would
scarcely be a hopeful one.
sp_al
Duties of a public nature are constantly defined or
statutory
r_aedies, created by statute, and generally, though not invariably,
when
exclusive. special modes of enforcing them are provided by the same
statutes.
Questions have arisen as to the rights and
remedies of persons who suffer special damage by the breach
(t) 2urrowes v. T.oek(1805) 10
Yes.470, 8 R. R. 33, 856; 81irav.
Croucher(1860)1 D. _F.J. 518, 29
L. J. Ch. 273(thesecases are now
cit_l onlyas historicalillus_ation);
.Peekv. Gurney(187]-3) L. R. 13
]_q. 79, 6 H. L. 377,43 L. J. Ch.
19. Seeunder the head of Deceit,
Ch.VIII. below,
(u) Jonesv. G_y (1841)8 _f.
& W. 146, 10 L. J. Ex. 275;
Yr_g*ell
v. _g_hool
for IndigentJBli_ul
(1882) 8 Q. B. D. 357, 51 L. J.

Q.B. 330; Yrhithamv. Xershaw
(1885-6)16 Q. B. ])iv. 613. In
anactionforinducingthe plaintiff
by false statementsto take shares
in a company,it is said that the
measure of _amAges is the dif_erencebetweenthe sum paid for
the sharesandtheir real value (the
marketvalue may, of course,have
been fictitious)atthe date of allo_men_: 1Deekv.2)erry(1887)37Ch.
])iv. 591,67 L. J. Ch. 347.

STATUTORY

or non-performance
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of such duties,

t[ere

it is material

not necessarily decisive) to observe to whom and

in what form the specific statutory remedy is given.
If
the Legislature,-at
the same time that it creates a new
duty, points out a special course of private remedy for the
person aggrieved (for example, an action for penalties to
be recovered, wholly or in part, for the use of such person),
then it is generally presumed that the remedy so provided
was intended to be, and is, the only remedy.
The provision of a public remedy without any special means of
private compensation is in itself consistent with a person
specially aggrieved having an independent right of action
for injury caused by a breach of the statutory duty (v).
And it has been thought to be a general rule that where
the statutory remedy is not applicable to the compensation
of a person injured, that person has a right of action (u').
But the Court of Appeal has repudiated any such fixed
rule, and has laid down that the possibility or otherwise of
a private right of action for the breach of a public statutory duty must depend on the scope and language of the
statute taken as a whole.
__ waterworks company was
bound by the Waterworks Clauses Act, 1847, incorporated
in the company's
special Act, to maintain
a proper
pressure in its pipes, under certain public penalties.
It
was held that an inhabitant of the district served by the
company under this Act had no cause of action against
the company for damage done to his property by fire by
reason of the pipes being insufficiently charged.
The
Court thought

it unreasonable

to suppose that Parliament

(v) .Ross v. __t_yge-lVivs (1876) 1
Ex. D. 269, 45 L. g. Ex. 777 : but

castle FFaterworks Co. (1871) L. R.
6 Ex. 404, afterwards reversed in

qu. whether this ease can now be
relied on ; it was deolded partly on
the authority of .dtkinson v. 2_'ew.

the Cour_ of Appeal (see below).
(w) Cotwh v. 8reel (1854) 3 E. &
B. 402, 23 L. J. Q. B. 121.

!
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infended to make the company insurers of all property
that might be burnt _dthin their limits by reason of
deficient supply or pressure of water (w).
No
private
redress

.Also the harm in respect ot which an action is brought
u_e_s the for the breach of a statutory duty must be of the kind
llarin

su_eredis which the statute was intended to prevent. If cattle being
carried on a ship are washed overboard for want of

within the
mischief
aimed at
by the

statute,

appliances prescribed by an Act of Parliament for purely
sanitary purposes, the shipowner is not liable to the owner
of the cattle by reason of the breach ot the statute (x):
though he will be liable if his conduct amounts to negligence apart from the statute and w_th regard to the duty
of safe carriage which he has undertaken (y), and in an
action not founded on a statutory duty the disregard of
such a duty, if likely to cause harm of the kind that has
been suffered, may be a material fact (z).

Joint
wrongdoers may

_
jointly

or

Where more than one person is concerned in the cornmission of a wrong, the person wronged has his remedy
against all or any one or more of them at his choice.

sevcrany: Every wrong-doer

is liable for the whole damage, and it

(w) .Atkinson v. l_reweastle ;Faterwarks Co. (1877) 2 Ex. Div. 441,
46 L. J. F,x. 775. Cp. Stevens v.
Jeacoeke (1847) 11 Q. B. 731, 17
L. J. Q. B. 163, where it was held

_on) ; and _allanee v. lealle (1884)
13 Q. B. D. 109, 53 L. J. Q. B.
459. See fur_er, as to highways,
Gowlvy v..hrewmarkcg I_al
.Board,
'92, A. C. 345, 67 L. T. 486;

thatthelocalAetregulating,
under
penalties, the pilchard fishery of St.
Ires, Cornwall, did not create prirate fights enforceable by action;

Thomp6on v. Mayor of .Br_ht_,
Oliver v. Zc_al .Board of I{oreha_n,
'94, 1 Q. B. 832, 9 R. Feb. 173,
C.A.

Vestry of St..Panm'_ v. .Batterbury
(1857) 2 C. B. lq. S. 477, 26 L.J.
C. P. 243, where a statutory provision for recovery by summary
proceedings
was held to exclude
any right of action (here, however,
no private damage was in ques-

(x) Gorris v. Scott (1874) L. R. 9
Ex. 125, 43 L. J. Ex. 92.
(y) See per Pollock B., L. R. 9
Ex. at p. 131.
(z) .Blamir_ v. Za, e. a,d YeWSshire _. Co. (1873) Ex. Ch. L. 1%.
8 Ex. 283, 42 I_ J. Ex. 182.
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does
notma er<as
we above) whether
theyacted,

as between themselves, as equals, or one of them as agent
or servant of another.
There are no degrees of responsibility, nothing answering to the distinction in criminal law
between principals
and accessories. But when the plaintiff hut
iuagmerit

_1
':_

l
i

in such a case has made his choice, he is concluded by it. against
any is bar
After recovering judgment against some or one of the to further
joint authors of a wrong, he cannot sue the other or action.
others for the same matter, eve_ if the judgment in the
first action remains unsatisfied.
By that judgment the
cause of action "transit
in rein iudicatam,"
and is no
longer available (5).

The reason

of the rule is stated

be that otherwise a vexatious multiplicity
be encouraged.
As between joint wrong-doers
at4

to

of actions would

themselves,

one who has Rulesas

been sued alone and compelled to pay the whole damages bution
to contriand
has no right to indemnity
or contribution
from the indemnity.
•

,

.

tm_:TA.

other (c), if the nature of the case is such that he "must,

_

be presumed to have known that he was doing an unlawful ._/_c_
.. _,_
act" (d).
Otherwise, "where the matter is indifferent in _"-_-;_
itself, and the wrongful act is not "clearly illegal (e), but
may have been done in honest ignorance, or in good faith o--¢v__',_
to determine a claim of right, there is no objection to a-b tt_ _
contribution
(a) Page

being

67.

(b) St/n,mead
_x.

or indemnity

Ch. L. R.

claimed.

the doctrine
v. _rarri*on
7 C.P.

(1872)

547, 41L

J.

(d)
Bluff.

'

-

*.-_'_'_
_ ,7

_,._

•

" Every man _ ,-.L a._._._7

is toowldely

Adamson

v.

at p. 73.

laid down.

Jarvi*

This

(1827)

4

qualification

C. P. 190, finally settled the point,
It was fomerly
doubtful
whether

of the supposed
rule in JlIerryweather
v. l_txan
is strongly
confirmed
by

.

judgment
without
satlsfact_on
was
a bar.
And in the United
States

the dicta,
especially
schell's,
in _Palmer

v.

_=

it seems

2MZtenoytown

8_iplJing

to be

generally

it is not : Cooleyon
Torts,
see L. R. 7 C. P. 5_9.

held

tha_

t88,

and

(e) 2_erryweut_er
v.._'_xan
8 T. R. 186, 16 R. R. 810,

(1799)
where

Steum

Lord
Her_Fick and

:.

Co.,

-_:

89.
no

_[
_?"

such rule exists in Soot]and.
(e) _ett* v. Gibb_n._, 2 A. & E. 57.

_!!_
:_

'94, &. C. 818, 324, 6 R. Aug.
The actual
decision
was that

J
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who employs

another to do an act which the employer

appears to have a right to authorize him to do undertakes
to indemnify him for all such acts as would be lawful if
the employer had the authority he pretends to have."
Therefore an auctioneer who in good faith sells goods in
the way of his business on behalf of a person who turns
out to have no right to dispose of them is entitled to be
indemnified by that person against the resulting liability
to the true owner (f).
And persons entrusted with goods
as wharfingers or the like who stop delivery in pursuance
of their principal's instructions may claim indemnity if the
stoppage tams out to be wrongful, but was not obviously
so at the time (g). In short, the proposition that there is
no contribution between wrong-doers must be understood
to affect only those who are wrong-doers in the common
sense of the word as well as in law. The wrong must be
so manifest that the person doing it could not at the time
reasonably
authority.

suppose that he was acting under lawful
Or, to put it summarily, a wrong-doer by mis-

adventure is entitled to indemnity from any person under
whose apparent authority he acted in good faith; a wilful
or negligent (h)wrong-doer
has no claim to contribution
or indemnity.
There does not appear any reason why
contribution should not be due in some cases without any
relation of agency and authority between the parties.
If
several persons undertake in concert to abate an obstruction to a supposed highway,
(f) Adamsonv. Jarvis (1827) 4
Bing. 66,72. The groundof the
actionfor indemnitymay be either
deceitor warranty : seeat p. 73.
(.q).Bert8v. Gibbins(1834) 2 A.
& E. 57. See too Collinsv. Evans
(1844)(Ex. Ch.) 6 Q. B. at p. 830,
13 L. J. Q. B. 180.
(h) I am not surethat authority
coversthis. But _[do not think

having

a reasonable claim of

an agent could claim indemnity
for acts which a reasonableman in
his placewouldknowto be beyond
the lawful powerof the principal.
See Indian Contrae_Act, s. 223.
The peculiar statutory liability
createdby the Directors'Liability
Act, 1890, is qualifiedby a right
to recovercontributionin all caeee,
see s. 6.
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right and acting in good faith for the purpose of trying
the right, and it turns out that their claim cannot be
maintained,
it seems contrary to principle that one of
them should be compellable to pay the whole damages and
costs without any recourse over to the others.
I cannot
find, however, that any decision has been given on facts
of this kind ; nor is the question very likely to arise, as
the parties would generally- provide for expenses by a subscription _und or guaranty.
It has been currently said, sometimes lald down, and supposed
rule of
once or twice acted on as established law, that when the trespass
facts affording a cause of action in tort are such as to being
'_merged
amount to a felony, there is no civil remedy against the infelony.
felon (i) for the wrong, at all events before the crime has
been prosecuted to conviction.
And as, before 1870 (./), a
convicted felon's property was forfeited, there would at
common law be no effectual remedy afterwards.
So that
the compendious form in which the rule was often stated,
that "the trespass was merged in the felony," was substantially if not technically correct. But so much doubt
has been thrown upon the supposed rule in several recent
cases, that it seems, if not altogether exploded, to be only
awaiting a decisive abrogation.
The result of the cases in
question is that, although it is difficult to deny that some
such rule exists, the precise extent of the rule, and the
reasons of policy on which it is founded, are uncertain, and
it is not known what is the proper mode of applying
(_)It is settled that there is no
rule to prevent the suing of a
personwho was not party orprivy
to the felony. Stolen goods, or
their value,e.g. can be recovered
from an innocent possessorwho
has not bought in marketovert,
whetherthe thief has beenprosecated or not: Marak v. Xe_ti_uj

it.

(1834) 1 Bing. N. C. 198, 217;
FFhitev. 81oettigue
(1845) 13 _[. &
W. 603, 14 L. J. Ex. 99. In these
casesindeedthe causeof actionis
not the offence itself, but something else which is wrongfulbecause an offence has been cornmitred.
(j) 33 &84 Vict.c. 23.
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As to the rule, the best supported version of it appears to
be to this effect: _ere
the same facts amount to a felony
and are such as in themselves would constitute a civil wrong,
a cause of action for the civil wrong does arise. But the
remedy is not available for a person who might have prosecuted the wrong-doer for the felony, and has failed to do
so. The plaintiff ought to show that the felon has actually
been prosecuted to conviction
nor whether it was for the
prosecution is impossible (as
his immediate escape beyond

(by whom it does not matter,
same specific offence), or that
by the death of the felon or
the jurisdiction), or that he

has endeavoured to bring the offender to justice, and has
failed without any fault of his own (b).
No
known It is admitted that when any of these conditions is
meansof
enforcing satisfied there is both a cause of action and a presently
the rule,if
indeedit available remedy.
]3ut if not, what then ? It is said to
exists,
be the duty of the person wronged to prosecute for the
telony before he brings a civil action; "but by what
means that duty is to be enforced, we are nowhere informed " (l). Its non-performance is not a defence which
can be set up by pleading (m), nor is a statement of claim
had for showing on the face of it that the wrongful act
was felonious (n). Neither
can the judge nonsuit the
plaintiff if this does not appear on the pleadings, but comes
out in evidence at the trial (0). It has been suggested
that the Court might in a proper case, on the application
(k) See the judgment of BaggallayL. J. inlgx_artellall(1879)
10 Ch. Div. at p. 673. l_or the
d2fficulties
see perBramwellL.J.,
ib. at p. 671.
(/) Lush J., Wel/sv. _lbrahams
(1872)L. R. 7 Q. B. at p. 563.
(m) BlackburnJ. ibid.
(n) _oo/oe
v./)'_v_3dor(1883)10
Q. B. D. 412, cp. Mid_ Instr.

anteCo.v. Smith (1881)6 Q. B. D.
561, 50 L. J. Q. B. 329.
(o) l_ellsv..4brah_ms(1872)L.R.
7 Q. B. 564, 41 L. J. Q. B. 306,
dissentingfrom I_rellock
v. Constan_ine(1863) 2 H. & C. 146, 32 L. J.
_.x. 285,a veryindecisivecase,but
thenearestapproachtoanau_aorlt_r
for theen_oreememt
of thesupposed
ruleina courtof oommomlaw.
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extend

to
to a

to executors
the

whole

there

is apparent in quarters of high authority a strong though
not unanimous disposition to discredit the rule as a mere
cantilena of text-writers founded on ambiguous or misapprehended cases, or on dicta which themselves were open
to the same objections (r). At the same time it is certain
that the judges consulted by the House of Lords in
Marsh v. Keating (s) thought such a rule existed, though
it was not applicable to the case in hand; and that in
Ex parte _Elliogt (t) it was effectually
proof in bankruptcy.

applied

to exclude a

Lastly we have to see under what conditions there may Locality
be a remedy in an English court for an act in the nature
of a tort committed in a place outside the territorial juris(2) Blackburn J., L. R. 7 Q.B.
at p. 659. In a later Irish case,
6'. v. 8. (1882) 16 Cox, 566, it was
said that, in a proper case, the
Court might stay the action of its
own motion;
and one member
thought; the case before them a
proper one, but the majority did
not.
(_) Ez ,_arte .Ball (1879) 10 Ch.
D. 667, 48 L. J. Bk. 57.
(r) See the historical discussion
in the judgment of Blackburn J.
in VT"ell8v. Abrahar_, L. R. 7
Q. B. 560, sq_.
And see per
_aule J. in 1Vard v. Lloyd (1843)
7 Scott N. R. 499, 607, a case of

alleged compounding
of felony :
"It
would be a strong thing to
say that every man is bound to
prosecute all the felonies that come
to his knowledge ; and I do not
know why it is the duty of the
party who suffers by the felony to
prosecute the felon, rather than
that of any other person: on the
contrary, it is a Christian duty to
forgive one's enemies ; and I think
he does a very humane and charitable and Chrlstian-like thing in
abstalningfrom
prosecuting."
(,) 1 Bing. N. C. 198,217(1834).
(t) 3 Mont. & A. I10 (1837).

of wrong-

ful ac_as
affecting
remedy in
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diction of the court. It is needless to state formally that
no action can be maintained in respect of an act which is
justified

or excused

according

to both English

law.
Besides this obvious case, the
things are possible.

following

and local
states

of

Actsnot
1. The act may be such that, although it may be
by:English wrongful by the local law, it would not be a wrong if
law.
done in England.
In this case no action lies in an
wrongful

:English

court.

The court will not carry respect

for a

foreign municipal law so far as to "give a remedy in the
shape of damages in respect of an act which, according to
its own principles, imposes no liability on the person from
whom the damages are claimed "(u).
Acts jus-

tiffed by

2. The act, though

local law. the law of England,

in itself it would be a trespass
may be justified

or excused

by

by the

local law. Here also there is no remedy in an ]_ngllsh
cour_ (z). And it makes no difference whether the act
was from the first justifiable by the local law, or, not being
at the time justifiable, was afterwards ratified or excused
by a declaration

of indemnity

proceeding

from the local

sovereign power. In the well-known case of Phillips v.
.gyre (y), where the defendant was governor of ffamaica at
the time of the trespasses

complained of, an Act of indem-

nity subsequently passed by the colonial :Legislature was
held effectual to prevent the defendant from being liable
in an action for assault and false imprisonment brought in
England.
But nothing less than justification by the local
(u) I7_ Halley (1868) L. R. 2
P. C. 193, 204, 37 L. J. _kdm. 83 ;
The M. _oxham (1876) 1 P. ])iv.

Swanst. 003°4, from Lord Nottingham's _fSS. ; T]_ 2_r. Mox_r_
1 P. Div. 107.

107.
(y)Ex. Ch. L. R. 6 Q. B. I,40
(x).Blad%Case,.B/_dv.£amfle/d L.J.Q.B. 28 (1870).
(1073-4) in P. C. and Ch., 3
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law wilt do. Conditions of the lex ofori suspending or
delaying the remedy in the local courts will not be a bar
to the remedy in an English court in an otherwise proper
case (z). And our courts would possibly make an exception to the rule if it appeared that by the local law there
was no remedy at all for a manifest wrong, such as assault
and battery committed without any special justification or

excuse(a).
3. The aot may be wrongful by both the law of England Act
wrongful
ancl the law of the place where it was done. In such a by both
case an action lies in England, without regard to the laws.
nationality of the parties (b), provided the cause of action
is not of a purely local kind, such as trespass to land.
This last qualification was formerly enforced by the technical
rules of venue, with the dlstinetion thereby made between
local and transitory actions: but the grounds were substantial and not technical, and when the Judicature Acts
abolished the technical forms (c) they did not extend the
jurisdiction of the Court to cases in which it had never been
exercised.
The result of the contrary doctrine would be
that the most complicated questions of local law might
have to be dealt with here as matters of fact, not incidentally (as must now and then unavoidably happen in
various cases), but as the very substance of the issues;
besides which, the Court would have no means of ensuring
or supervising the execution of its judgments.
We have stated the law for convenience
distinct propea_tions.

in a series of Judgment
of F_,x.Ch.

But, considering the importance of in_Phitti_

(@_oottv. ,qeyraour(1862) Ex.

(b)Per Cur.,Thelralley, L. R.

Ch. 1H. & C. 219, 32 L. J. Ex. 61.
(a) Ib. perWightmanandWilles
JJ,

2 P. C. at p. 202.
(e) ,British 8_ath dfriea Co. v.
Camt_anhia de .Mofambique, '93, A. C.
602, 6 1_. I.
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the subject, it seems desirable

also to reproduce the con-

tinuons view of it given in the judgment of the Exchequer
Chamber delivered by Wflles ft. in Philli2s v..F, yre :_
"Our courts are said to be more open to admit actions
founded upon foreign transactions than those of any other
European country; but there are restrictions in respect
of locality which exclude some foreign causes of action
altogether, namely, those which would be local if they
arose in England, such as trespass to land: Doulson v.
Matth, ews (d); and even with respect to those not falling
within that description our courts do not undertake universal jurisdiction.
As a general rule, in order to found a
suit in England for a wrong alleged to have been committed abroad, two conditions must be fulfilled.
First, the
wrong must be of such a character that it would have been
actionable if committed in England:
therefore, in The
Halley (e) the ffudicial Committee pronounced against a suit
in the Admiralty founded upon a liability by the law of
Belgium for collision caused by the a_ of a pilot whom the
shipowner was compelled by that law to employ, and for
whom, therefore, as not being his agent, he was not responsible by English law. Secondly, the act must not have
been justifiable by the law of the place where it was done.
Therefore in Blad' s Case (f), and Blad v. ,Bamfidd (g), Lord
Nottingham held that a seizure in Iceland, authorized by
the Danish Government and valid by the law of the place,
could not be questioned by civil action in England, although
the plaintiff, an Englishman, insisted that the seizure was in
violation of a treaty between this country and Denmark_
(d) 4 T. R. 503, 2 R. R. 448
(1792 : no act/on here for trespass
to land in Canada} : at_provecl in
.British E_th
.4frica Co. v. COrn_anhia de ,Nofarabique, ]_t I_gO,

(e)
Adm.
(f)
_q)

T.. R. 2 P. C. 193, 37 L. J.
33 (1868).
3 Swanst. 803.
3 Swanst. 604.
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a matter proper for remonstrance,

not litigation.

191"
And in

Dobree v. Napier (h), Admiral Napier having, when in the
service of the Queen of Portugal, captured in Portuguese
water an English ship breaking blockade, was held by the
Court of Common Pleas to be justified by the law of
Portugal and of nations, though his serving under a
foreign prince was contrary to English law, and subjected
him to penalties under the Foreign Enlistment Act.
And
in lCeg. v. Zesley (i), an imprisonment in Chili on board a
British ship, lawful there, was held by Erle C. J., and the
Cour_ for Crown Cases Reserved, to be no ground for an
indictment here, there being no independent law of this
country making the at4 wrongful or criminal.
As to
foreign laws affecting the liability of parties in respect of
bygone transactions, the law is clear that, if the foreign
law touches only the remedy or procedure for enforcing
the obligation, as in the case of an ordinary statute of
limitations, such law is no bar to an action in this country;
but if the foreign law extinguishes the right it is a bar in
this country equally as if the extinguishment
had been by
a release of the party, or an act of our own Legislature.
This distlnetlon is well illustrated on the one hand by
Huber v. Steiner (k), where the French law of five years'
prescription was held by the Court of Common Pleas to be
no answer in this country to an action upon a French
promissory note, because that law dealt only with procedure, and the time and manner of suit (tem pus et modum
actionis imtituendae), and did not affect to destroy the obligation of the contract (valvrem contractus); and on the
other hand by Potter v. Brown (l), where the drawer of a
bill at Baltimore upon England was held discharged from
(/0 2 Bi_. _. C. 781 (1836).
(0 BellC. C. 220,29L. J.M.C.
97 (1860).

(k) 2 Bi_. :hi'.C. 202.
(1) 5 East 124, 1 SmitJa,851,
7 R. R. 663.
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his liability for the non-acceptance of the bill hero By a
certificate in bankruptcy, under the law of the United
States of America, the Court of Queen's Bench adopting
the general rule lald down by Lord Mansfield in Balla,t_e
v. Golding (m), and ever since recognized, that, ' what is a
discharge of a debt in the country where it is contracted is
a discharge of it everywhere.'
So that where an obligation by contract to pay a debt or damages is discharged
and avoided by the law of the place where it was made, the
accessory right of action in every court open to the creditor
unquestionably falls to the ground.
And by strict parity
of reasoning, where an obligation ex delicto to pay damages
is discharged and avoided by the law of the country where
it was made, the accessory right of action is in like manner
discharged and avoided. Cases may possibly arise in which
distinct and independent
rights or liabilities or defences
are created by positive and specific laws of this country in
respect of foreign transactions; but there is no such law
(unless it be the Governors Act already discussed and disposed of) applicable to the present case."

T._m_taThe times in which aetions of tort must be brought are
tion of
action,
fixed by the Statute of Limitation of James I. (21 Jac. 1,
c. 16) as modified by later enactments (_0- No general
principle is laid down, but actionable wrongs are in effect
divided into three classes, with a different term of limitation for each. These terms, and the causes of action to
which they apply, are as lollows, the result being stated,
without regard to the actual words of the statute, according
to the modern construction and practice :Six years.
Tre_ass

to land and goods, conversion,

(m) Cooke'sBa_lrru]?tLaw, 487.

and all other

(_) See the text of the statutes,
AppendixC.
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libel)except

se (o) and injuries

slander

by

to the person.

Four years.
Injuries

to the person

(including

imprisonment).

Two years.
Slander

by words

Persons

who

actionable

at the

action are infants,
limitation
reckoned
the disability
against

are

no

plaintiff

supervenes

where

a woman

tion probably
disability
Where

only

a cause

from

purpose

this

on another
married

under

the

return.

(q).

unexpired

time
No

Islands

(2).

provision

Act of 1882

runs

his

is beyond

arising,

or of the Channel

within

Property

ability

acquiring

if a defendant

of action

seas for this

longer

Women's

and
right

Kingdom

to be beyond

of their

of Suspension of the
of statute by
of d_sabilitics.

or lunatics
(p), have the period
against
them only from the time

of the

the

the United

time

ceasing;

at the time

per se.

part

of

is deemed

Married
since

seas
runs

women

the

Married

If one cause of disone (as formerly

age), the period

only

from

the expiration

is the

gist

of the action,

of limita-

of the

latter

(r).
damage

the

time

runs From
what

only from the actual

happening

of the damage

(s).

rLlnS.

(o) See Blake Odgere, Diges_ of
Law of Libel, 2nd ed. 520.
(p) Plalntiffsimprlsonedorbeing
beyond the seas had the same right
hy the statute of James I., but
this was abrogated by 19 & 20 Vict.
e. 97 (the _fercanfile Law Amendment Act, 1856), s. 10. The existing law as to defendants beyond
seas is the result of 4 & 6 Anne,
e. 3 [al. 16], s. 19, as explained by
19 & 20 Viet. e. 97_ s. 12. /ks to
P.

time

action

the retrospective effect of s. 10, see
.Pardov. _9ingt*am(1869) 4 Ch. 735,
89 L. J. Ch. 170.
(q) See p. 52, above.
(r) Cp..Borrow, v. l_lllson (1871)
L.R. 6 Ex. 128, 40 L. J. :Ex. 181
(on the Real Property Limitation
Act, 3 & 4 Win. IV. c. 27) ; but
the language of the two statutes
might be distinguished.
(s) _ae_om, v. JBonomi(1861) 9
IT. L. C. 503, 34 L. J. Q. B. 181 ;
0
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In trover the statute runs from demand

on and refusal

by the defendant, whether the defendant were the
oonvertar of the plaintiff's goods or not (u).
Protection
of public

orators,

first

Justices
of thepeace(x)and constables
(y)areprotected

by general enactments

that actions against them for any

thing done in the execution of their office must be brought
within six months of the act complained of; and a similar
rule has now been made as to all acts done in execution or
intended execution of statutory and other public duties or
authorities (z).
The enforcement
o£ statutory duties is often made
subject by the same Acts which create the duties to a
short period of limitation.
For the most part these
provisions do not really belong to our subject, but to
various particular branches of public law. The existence of
such provisions in Lord Campbell's Act and the Employers'
Liability Act'has already been noticed.
Exee#on
ceal_l°_
confraud,

The operation of the Statute of Limitation is further
subject to the exception of concealed fraud, derived from
the doctrine and practice of the Court of Chancery, which,
whether it thought itself bound by the terms of the statute,
or only acted in analogy to it (a), considerably modified its
literal application. Where a wrong-doer fraudulently conceals his own wrong, the period of ]imitation runs only
from the time when the plaintiff
.Durley Main Colliery CO.v. MiteAell
(1886) i1 App. Ca. 127, 55 L.J.
Q. B. 529, saBrming S.C. 14 Q.B.
])iv. 125. The same principle upplies, of course, to special periods
of limitation of actions against
publiebodiesoroffioers:
seeOrumbie
v. FfallsendI_oealJBoard, '91, 1 Q.B.
503, 60 L. J. Q. B. 392.

dlseovers

the fruth,

or

(u) Miller v. .Dell, '91, 1 Q. B.
468, 60 L. J. Q. B. 404, C. A.
(x) 11 & 12 Vict. e. 44, s. 8.
(y) 24 G-co. II. c. 44, s. 8.
(z) Public Authorities Profecfion
Act, 1893, 56 & 57 Vict. c. 61.
(a)See 9 Q. B. Div. 68,
Brett L. J.
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with reasonable diligence would discover it. Such is now
the rule of the Supreme Court in every branch of it and in
all causes (b).
A plaintiff may not set up by way of amendment claims
in respect of causes of action which are barred by the
statute at the date of amendment, though they were not so
at the date of the original writ (c).
It has often been remarked that, as matter of policy,
the periods of Hmitation t_xed ]_y the statute of James are
unreasonably long for modern usage ; but modern legislation has done nothing beyond removing some of the
privileged disabilities, and attaching special short periods
of limitation
to some special statutory rights.
The
S_atutes of Limitation
as a whole.

ought to be systematically

revised

We have now reviewed the general principles which are Conclusion of
common to the whole law of Torts as to liability, as to Oeneral
exceptions from liability, and as to remedies.
In the tel- l_art"
lowing part o_ this work we have to do with the several
distinct kinds of actionable wrongs, a_ad the law peculiarly
applicable to each of them.
(b) Gibb_ v. Gui/d (1882) 9 Q.B.
Div. 59, 51 L. J. Q. B. 313, which
makes the equitable
doo/z,ine of
general appl/catlon without regard
to the question whether before tJae

o2

Judicature Acts fJaeCour_ of Ohancery would or would not have had
jurisdiction in the case.
(e) Breldonv. Neat (1887) 19Q. B.
])iv. 394, 56 L. J. Q. B. 621.
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BOOK II.
SPECIFIC

W'It ONGS.

CHAPTER

VI.

PERSONAL WRONGS.

I.--Asaault
larellml-

_a_y.

and Battery.

SECURITYfor the person is among the first conditions o[
civilized life.
The law therefore protects us, not only
against actual hurt and violenee, but against every kind of
bodily interference and restxaint not justified or excused
by allowed cause, and against the present apprehension of
any of these things.
The application of unlawful force to
another constitutes the wrong called battery:
an action
which puts another in instant fear of unlawful force, though
no force be actually applied, is the wrong called assault.
These wrongs are likewise indictable offences, and under
modern statutes can be dealt with by magistrates in the
way of summary jurisdiction, which is the kind of redress
most in use. Most of the learning of assault and battery,
considered as civil injuries, turns on the determination of
the occasions and purposes by which the use of force is
justified.
The elementary notions are so well settled as to
require little illustration.

What
shall be

"The least touching of another in auger is a barbary" (a);
(a) :HoltC. J., Cobv. Turner(1705)6 Mod.149,andBigelowL.C. 218.
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"for the law cannot draw the Hne between different degrees s_d a
battery.
of violence, and therefore totally prohibits the first and
lowest stage of it; every man's person being sacred, and
no other having a right to meddle with it in any the
slightest manner" (b). It is immaterial not only whether
the force applied be sufficient in degree to cause actual
hurt, but whether it be of such a kind as is likely to cause
it. Some interferences with the person which cause no
bodily harm are beyond comparison more insulting and
annoying than others which do cause it. Spitting in a
man's face is more offensive than a blow, and is as much a
battery in law (c).

Again, it does not matter whether

the

force used is applied directly or indirectly, to the human
body itself or to anything in contact with it; nor whether
with the" hand or anything held in it, or with a missile (d).
Battery includes assault, and though assault strictly What
an
assault.
means an inchoate battery, the word is in modern usage
constantly made to include battery.
No reason appears
for maintaining the distinction of terms in our modern
practice : and in the draft Criminal Code of 1879 "assault"
is deliberately used in the larger popular sense. "An
assault" (so runs the proposed definition)"is
the act of
intentionally
applying force to the person of another
directly or indirectly, or attempting
or threatening by
any act or gesture to apply such force to the person of
another, if the person malting the threat causes the other
(b) Bla_st. Comm. ili. 120.
(e)_. v. CoteswortIJ, 6 Meal. 172.
(d) _/_Wreellv. -Bro_e (1838) 3 N.
& P. 564 (throwing water at a person is assault ; if the water falls on
him as intended, it is battery also),
But there is much older authority,
see Reg. Brev. 108 h, a writ for

throwing _cquendam liquorem calldum"
on the plaintiff:
"casus
erat hulusmodi praecedentis brews:
quaedam mulier
proiecit
super
aliam mulierem ydromellum quod
angllce dlaitur worte qued erat
_imi_ calidum."
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to believe (e) upon reasonable grounds that he has present
ability to effect his purpose" (f).
Examples of acts which amount to assaulting a man are
the following : "Striking at him with or without a weapon,
or presenting a gun at him at a distance to which the gun
carry, or pointing a pitchfork at him, standing within
the reach of it, or holding up one's fist at him, or drawing
a sword and waving it in a menacing manner" (g).
The
essence of the wrong is putting a man in present fear of
violence, so that any act fitted to have that effect on a
reasonable man may be an assault, though there is no real
present ability to do the harm threatened.
Thus it may
be an assault to present an unloaded fire-arm (h), or even,
it is apprehended, anything that looks like a fire-arm.
So
Lf a man is advancing upon another with apparent intent
to strike him, and is stopped by a third person before he is
actually within str_k{ng distance, he has committed an
assault (i). Acts capable in themselves of being an assault
(e) One might expect "believes
or causes," &c. ; but this would
be an extension of the law. No

(h) __. v. James (1844) 1 C. & K.
530, is apparently to the contrary.
Tindal Co J. held that a man could

assault is committed by presenting
a gun at a man who cannot see it,
any more than by forming an in_ntion to shoot at him.
(f) Criminal
Code (Indictable
Offences) Bill, s. 203. Mr. Justice
Stephen's definition in his Digest
(art. 241) is more elaborate;
and
the Indian Penal Code has an extremelyminutedefinitionof"using
force to another"
(s. 349). As
Mr. Justice Stephen remarks, if
legislators begin defining in this
way it is hard to see what they
can assume to be known,
_) Bacon Abr. "Assault
and

not be convicted of an attempt to
discharge a loaded fire-arm under
a clam|hal statute, nor even of an
assault, ff the arm is (as by defeetire priming) no_ in a state capable
of being discharged;
but this
opinion (also held by I_ord Abinger,
2/ake v..Barnard, 9 C. & P. at p.
628) is against that of Parke B. in
_. v. St. George (I84{)) 9 C. & P.
483, 493, whiah on thls point would
almost certai_y be followed at this
day.
The case is overruled on
another imint, purely on the words
of the statute, and not hero materiM, in/_. v. 2_kworth,
'92, 2 Q.

Battery,"
110.

B. 83, 66 L. T. 302.
(1) 8te/_lwn_ v. _rt/_r#, _ C. & P.

A;

Hawkins

P. C.i.

ASSAULT.
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may on the other hand be explained or qualified by words
or elrellmatances
contradicting
what might otherwisehe
inferred
from them. A man put his hand on hissword
and said,"If it were not assize-time,
I would not take
such language from you ;" this was no assault_ because
the words excluded an intention of actually striking (k).
Hostile or unlawful

intention

is necessary

to constitute

Exetmable

an indictable assault;
and such touching, pushing, or the acts.
like as belongs to the ordinary conduct of life, and is free
from the use of unnecessary force, is neither an offence nor
wrong.
"If two or more meet in a narrow passage, and
without any violence or design of harm the one touches the
ether gently, it will be no battery " (l). The same nile
holds of a crowd of people going into a theatre or the
like (m).
Such accidents are treated as inevitable, and
create no right of action even for nominal damages.
In
other cases an intentional touching is justified by the
common usage of civil intercourse, as when a man gently
lays his hand on another to attract attention.
But the use
of needless force for this purpose, though it does not seem
to entail criminal liability where no actual hurt is done,
probably makes the act civilly wrongful (,,).
_[ere passive obstruction is not an assault, as where a
man by standing

in a doorway

prevents

another

from

com_.gin (o).
349 ; Bigelow L. C. 217. A large
proportion of the authorltlee on
this subject are _isi PHns cases
(cp. however __d v. _oker (1853)
13 C. B. 850, 22 L. J. C.P. 201):
see the _b-title8
of A_ault
under

(k) Tu_m, il_ v. Barge (1669) 1
Meal. 3.
(l) Holt C. J., g_/_ v. Tutor,
6
_¢od. 149.
(m) Steph.Dig.Cr.Law,
art.241,
illustrations.

Criminal Law _d
_
in
Fisher's Digest.
Sore9 of the
dicta, as might be expected, are in
conflict.

(n) Coward
I=L & 1_. 478,
(o) Innes v.
K. 257. But

v. Baddelsy (1859)4
28 L. J. Ex. 260.
_vylie (1843) 1 C. &
it seems the other, if

_00-
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Words cannot of themselves amount _ an assault under
any circumstances, though there is evidence of an earlier
contrary opinion :
"For _eade's case proves, or my Report's in fault,
That singing can't be reckoned an assault" (p).

There is little direct authority on the point, but no doubt
is possible as to the modern law.
Consent, or in the common phrase "leave

and licence,"

will justify many acts which would otherwise be assaults (q),
striking in sport for example; or even, if coupled with
reasonable cause, wounding and other acts of a dangerous
kind, as in the practice of surgery.
But consent will not
make acts lawful which are a breach of the peace, or otherwise criminal in themselves, or unwarrantably dangerous.
To the authorities already cited (r) under the head of
General Exceptions
the matter.
"It

we may add Haw]tins' paragraph

on

seems to be the better opinion that a man is in no

danger of such a forfeiture [of recognizances for ]_eeping
the peace] from any hurt done to another by playing at
cudgels, or such like sport, by consent, because the intent
of the part/es

seems no way unlawful,

he is going where he has a right to
go, is justified in pushing him
aside, though not in striking or
ether vlolenc4 outside the actual
exercise of his right : see p. 160,
above,
(2') The Circuiteers,
by John
Leycester Adolphus (the supposed
speaker is Sir Gregory Lewin),
L.Q.R.
i232;lfeade'sandgdt'8
ca., 1Lewin C. C. 184: "nowords
or singing are equivalent to an
assault,"
per Halroyd
J.
Cp.
Hawkins P. C. i. 110. That it

but rather

ecru-

was formerly held otherwise, see
27 Ass. 134, p1. 11, 17 :Ed. IV. 3,
pl. 2, 36 Hen. VI. 20 b, pl. 8.
(q) Under
the old system of
pleading this was not a matter of
special justification,
but evidence
under the general issue, an assault
by consent being a contradiction in
k_ms: CAristop]wrsonv. JBam(1848)
11 Q. B. 473, 17 L. J. Q. B. 109.
But this has long ceased to beef
any importance in England.
(r) P. 147, above.

SELF-DEFENCE.
mendable, and tending

mutually
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to promote activity and

courage.
Yet it is said that he who wounds another in
fighting with naked swords does in strictness forfeit such a
recognizance, because no consent can make so dangerous a
diversion lawful" (s).
It has been repeatedly held in criminal cases of assault
that an unintelligent assent, or a consent obtained by fraud,
is of no effect (t). The same principles would no doubt be
applied by courts of civil jurisdiction if necessary.
When one is wrongfully assaulted it is lawful to repel Selfdefence.
force by force (as also to use force in the defence of those
whom one is bound to protect, or for keeping the peace),
provided that no unnecessary violence be used. How much
force, and of what kind, it is reasonable and proper to use
in the circumstances must always be a question of fact,
and as it is incapable of being concluded beforehand by
authority, so we do not find any decisions which attempt a
definition.
We must be content to say that the resistance
must "not exceed the bounds of mere defence and prevention" (u), or that the force used in defence must be not
more than "commensurate"
with that which provoked
it (r). It is obvious, however, that the matter is of much
graver importance in criminal than in civil law (w).
(s) Hawkins, P. C. i. 484. The
Roman law went even farther in

2ier_, 138 Mass. 165, 180.
(u) Blackst. Comm. ill. 4.

encouraging
contests
" glorlae
causa et vir_utis," D. 9. 2, ad. 1.
Aquil. 7, § 4.
(t) Cases collee_l
in Fisher's
Dig. ed. Mews, 2081-2. Similarly
where consent is given to an u.ureasonably dangerous operation or
treatment by one who relies on the
prisoner's sldll, it doe_ no_; excuse
him from the guilt of r-analaughter
if death ensues • Commonwealth v.

(v) Reeve v. Taylor, 4 N. & M.
470.
(w) See Stephen's Digest of the
Criminal Law, ar_. 200, and cp.
Criminal Code Bill, ss. 55--57 ;
and for full discussion Dicey, Law
of the Constitution, 4th ed. appx.
note iv. There are many modern
American decisions, chiefly in the
Southern and Western States. See
Cooley on Torts, 16_.
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Menace wiflmut assault is in some cases actionable.

But

this is on the ground of its causing a certain special ldnd
Of damage ; and then the person menaced need not be the
person who suffers damage.
In fact the old authorities
are all, or nearly all, on intimidation of a man's servants
or tenants whereby he loses their service or dues. Therefore, though under the old forms of action this wrong was
of the same genus with assault and battery, we shall find
it more convenient to consider it under another head.
Yerbal threats of personal violence are not, as such, a
ground of civil action at all. If a man is thereby put in
reasonable bodily fear he has his remedy, but not a civil
one, namely by security of the peace.

Summary
Where an assault is complained of before justices under
proceedingswhea 24 & 25 ¥ict. e. 100, and the complaint has been dismissed
a bar to
civil
(after an actual hearing on the merits) (z), either for want
action,
of proof, or on the ground that the assault or battery was
"justitled or so trifling as not to merit any punishment,"
or the defendant has been convicted and paid the fine or
suffered the sentence, as the case may be, no further proceedings either civil or criminal can be taken in respect of

the sameassault(y).
II.--False

Im2ri_o_zment.

l_alse
Freedom of the person includes immunity not only _rom
imprison.
mon_.
the actual application of force, but from every kind of
detention and restraint not authorized by law. The in(z) .Raedv.Ngtt (1890)24 Q.B.
D. 669, 69 L. J. Q. B. 311.
(y) 24 & 25 Vict. e. 100,as.42-45. _r_s/u'rv. _roum (1876) 1 C.
P. D. 97, decidesthat the Act is
notconfinedtosuitsstrictlyforthe
sameesuse of action,but extends

to bar actions by a huabandor
master for consequentialdamage:
the wordsof the Act are '_aims
cause," but they are equivalentto
"sameassault" in the earlierAct,
16 & 17 Viot. e. 30,s. 1, repealed
by 24 &25 Vivt.o. 95.

FILSE IMPRISONMENT.
flietion of such restraint is the wrong of false imprisonment; which, though generally coupled with assault, is
nevertheless a distinct wrong.
Laying on of hands or
other actual constraint of the body is not a necessary
element ; and, if " stone walls do not a prison make" for
the hero or the poet, the law none the less takes notice that
there may be an effectual imprisonment without walls of
any kind.
"Every confinement of the person is an imprisonment, whether it he in a common prison, or in a
private house, or in the stocks, or even by forcibly detaining one in the public streets" (z). And when a man is
lawfully in a house, it is imprisonment
to prevent him
from leaving the room in which he is (a). The detainer,
however, must be such as t9 l_m_t the party's freedom of
motion in all directions. (It is not an imprisonment to
obstruct a man's passage in one direction onlg_ "2L prison
may have its boundary large or narrow, invisible or tangible,
actual or real, or indeed in conception only; it may in
itself be moveable or fixed ; but a boundary it must have,
and _rom that boundary the party imprisoned must be prevented from escaping; he must be prevented from leaving
that place within the limit of which the party imprisoned
could be confined."
Otherwise every obstruction of the
exercise of a right of way may be treated as an imprisonment (b). 2L man is not imprisoned who has an escape
open to him (c) ; that is, we apprehend, a means of escape
which a man of ordinary ability can use without peril of
(z) Blacks_.Comm.ill. 127.
(a) TF_ v. _ford,
4 C.B.
N. S. 180; evemif he is disabled
by sicknessfrom moving at all:
the asaump_a of control is the
mainthlng: 6tralng_rv.Hi/_(1838)
4 Bing. N. C. 212.

(b)_ird v. Jo,es (1845)7 Q. B.
742, 15 L. J. Q. B. 82,per ColeridgeJ.
(_)WilllamsJ.,ib. Tothesame
effect Patteson J. : " Imprisonment is a _al restraintof liberty
of l_erson." Ix_ De-man C. J.
disseatei.
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The verge of a cliff, or the

foot

of an

apparently impracticable wall of rock, would in law be a
sufficient boundary, though peradventure not sufficient in
fact to restrain an expert diver or mountaineer.
So much
as to what amounts to an imprisonment.
Justification of

When an action for false imprisonment

is brought

and

arrest aria defended, the real question in dispute is mostly, though
not always, whether the imprisonment was justified.
One

_prisonment.

could not account for all possible justifications except by a
full enumeration of all the causes for which one man may
lawfully put constraint on the person of another: an undertaking not within our purpose in this work. We have
considered, under the head of General :Exceptions (d), the
principles on which persons acting in the exercise of special
duties and authorities are entitled to absolute or qualified
immunity.
With regard to the lawfulness of arrest and
imprisonment in particular, there are divers and somewhat
minute distinctions between the powers of a peace-officer
and those of a private citizen (e) : of which the chief is that
an officer may without a warrant arrest on reasonable
suspicion of felony, even though

a felony has not in fact

been committed, whereas a private person so arresting, or
causing to be arrested, an alleged offender, must show not
only that he had reasonable grounds of suspicion but that
a felony had actually been committed (f).
The modem
policeman is a statutory

constable having

all the powers

which a constable has by the common law (g), and special
(d) Ch. IV. p. 97, above,
(e) Stephen, Dig. Crim. Proc.
c. 12, 1 Hist. Cr. Law 193: and
see tIoyg v. Ward (1858) 3 H. & N.
417, 27 L. J. Ex. 443.
(f) This applies only to felony :
" the law [i.e., common

law] does

not excuse constables for arresting
persons on the reasonable belief
that they have committed a misdemeanour : " see Gri_n v. Coleman
(1859) 4 H. & N. 265, 28 L. J. Ex.
134.
(g) Stephen,

1 :Hist. Cr.

Law_

FALSE IYIPRI@ONMENT.

statutory
offences

20_

powers for dealing with various particular
(h).

Every

one

is answerable

arrest or imprisonment
he specifically

commands

who finds a person taken
his orders, and

then

for specifically

of another,

directing

the

or ratifies ; and a superior

effect

into custody

under

continues

Who
is
answerable.

as for any other act that
by a constable

the custody,

is liable to an

action if the original arrest was unlawful (i).
Nor does it
matter whether he acts in his own interest or another's (2").
But one is not answerable
tion or suggestion
not as merely

for acts done upon

by an offoer

ministerial

his informa-

of the law, if they arc done

acts, but in the

exercise

of the

officer's proper authority
or discretion.
Rather troublesome doubts may arise in particular cases as to the quality
of the

act

tionary,
servant
to

or m_n_sterial
and

the

of, whether
only.

an "independent

employer's

analogous.
making

complained

A party

The

in this

sense

distinction

contractor"

between

is

who sets

law in motion

the

a

(k) with regard

responsibility

its act his own is not necessarily

in

discre-

some

measure
without

free from liability.

He may be liable for malicious prosecution (of which hereafter) (1) ; but he cannot be sued for false imprisonment,
or
in a court which has not jurisdiction
over cases of malicious
prosecution.
ment and

"The
malicious

distinction
prosecution

197, 199. As to the common law
powers of constables and others to
arrest forpreservation of the peaee,
which seem not free from doubt,
see Timothy v. _g_mpson
(1835) 1 C.
M. & R. 757, Bigelow L. C. 257,
per Parke B.
(h) Stephen, 1 Hist. Or. Law,
200.

between
false imprisonis well illustrated
by

(i) Gr/j_ v. Coleman, note (f)
last page.
O) JBarI_erv..Braham (1773) 2
W. B1. 866 (attorney suing out and
procuring execution of void proeess).
(k) Pp. 72, 73, above.
(1)See__itzjohnv.Mavk_nder(1881)
F_,x.Ch. 1861, 9 C. B. N. S. 505,
80-L. J. C. P. 257.
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the ease where, parties being before a maghd_te, one
makes a charge against another, whereupon the magistrate
orders the person charged to he taken into custody and
detained until the matter can be investigated.
The party
making the charge is not liable to an action for false
imprisonment, because he does net set a ministerial officer
in motion, but a judicial officer. The opinion and the
judgment of a judicial officer are inte_osed
between the
charge and the imprisonment "(m).
Where an officer has

• ; _"

taken a supposed offender into custody of his own motion,
a person who at his request signs the charge-sheet does not
thereby make the act his own (n), any more than one who
certifies work done under a contract thereby makes the
contractor his servant.
But where an officer consents to
take a person into custody only upon a charge being
distinctly made by the complainant,
and the chargesheet signed by him, there the person signing the
charge-sheet must answer for the imprisonment as well
as the officer (o).
Again, where a man is given into custody on a mistaken charge, and then brought before a magistrate who
remands him, damages can be given against the prosecutor
in an action for false imprisonment
(ra) Willes J., Austin v. 2)owling
(1870) L. R. 6 C. P. atl_. 640;
TF_t v. 8mallwood(1838) 3 M. &
_V. 418; Bigelow T,. C. 237; nor
doesan actionfor r_allciousprosecutlonlie wherethe judicialofficer
has held ona truestatementof the
f.actsthatthere is reasonablecause:
._ v. _vered41886)17 Q. B. I).
B38, 55 L. J. 1w.C. 146; _ea v.
bT_rr/_ton 41889)23 Q. B. Div.
45, 272, 58 L. J. Q. B. 461.
4n) ar_
v. _it_ 0859) 4
H. &N. 496, 28 L. or. F,x.242.

only for the trespass

(o) Austin v. Dowllng(1870)L.
R. 5 C. I'. 534, 39 L. J. C. P.
260. As to the protection of
parties issuing an execution in
regular course,though the judgmerit is afterwards set aside on
othergrounds,see _mith v. f_gd/m_
41870)L. R. 6 Q. B. 203, 39 L. J.
Q.B. 144. Onecase often cited,
__kw#ter
v. __oy/e(1808,LordEllen.
borough)1 Camp.187,is of doubt°
ful authority: see6ro_fcnv._/ph/ok
(1849)4 Ex. 445, Z9 L. J. Ex. 9;
and G_'/n_mv. _v'd/cg,last note.

REASONABLE

CAUSE

FOR ARREST.
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@_

....

_i

m arresting, not for the remand, which m the act of the _-_ _

What

is reasonable cause of sus icion to justify arrest
P
- to be-neither
"
may be said, paradoxical as the statement looks,
a question of law nor of fact, at any rate in the common
sense of the terms.
Not of fact, because it is for the judge

_ !7

Reasoa-'_"
- ¢._ _
ableand
probable
___._
cause.? _ a
_,_--x_,_
az.

and not for the jury (q) ; not of law, because "no definite .6_,_ t-a s - _,__
2.-

rule can be laid down for the exercise of the judge's judg- v-_-x_
ment" (r). It is a matter of judicial discretion such as o_k _.
is familiar enough in the classes of cases which are disposed of by a judge sitting alone ; but this sort of discretion does not find a natural place in a system which

_ j _._

assigns the decision of facts to the jury and the determination of the law to the judge.
The anomalous character of
the rule has been more than once pointed out and regretted
by the highest judicial authority (s). The truth seems to
be that the question was formerly held to be one of law,
and has for some time been tending to become one of fact,
but th_ change has never been formally recognized.
The
only thing which can be certainly affirmed in general
terms about the meaning of "reasonable cause" in this
connexion is that on the one hand a belief honestly enter-

i
!

rained is not of itself enough (t) ; on the other hand, a man
is not bound to waituntilhe isiu possession
of suchevi(p) _c,_ v..As]_ton
(1848) 12
Q. B. 871, 18 L. J. Q. B. 76.
(g) _ailez v. Mark8 (1861) 7 W.
& N. 56, 30 L. J. Ex. 389.
(r) .Lister v..Perryman (1870) L.
R. 4 H. L. 521, 535, per Lord
Chelmsforcl. Sol_erLordColonsay
at p. 540.
is) Lorcl Campbell in .Broughton

Lord Colousay (all famil_ar with
procedure in which there was no
jury at all) in Z/ster v. _Perryra_n,
L.R. 4 It. L. 581, 538, 539.
(t) .Brougl_ton v. Jackoon (1852)
18Q. B. 378,21L.
J. Q. B. 266:
the defendant must show "facts
which would create a reasonable
suspicion in the mind of a reason-

v. Jackson (1852) 18 Q. B. 378,
883, 21 L. J. Q. B. 266; Lord

able man;"
C.J.

_therloy,

_

Weatbury,

and
i

per Lolxl C_mpbeR

';
_,
:,
Ji
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dence as would be admissible and sufficient for prosecuting
the offence to conviction, or even of the best evidence
which he might obtain by further inquiry.
"It does not
follow that because it would be very reasonable to make
further inquiry, it is not reasonable to act without doing
so" (u). It is obvious, also, that the existence or nonexistence of reasonable cause must be judged, not by the
event, but by the party's means of knowledge at the time.
Although the judge ought not to leave the whole question of reasonable cause to the jury, there seems to be no
objection to his asking the jury, as separate questions,
whether the defendant acted on an honest belief, and
whether he used reasonable care to inform himself of the
facts (x).
III.--I_juries

1'roSe,ion
of personal
relations,

in Family _elations.

Next to the sanctity of the person comes that of the
personal relations constituting the family.
Depriving a
husband of the society of his wife, a parent of the compauionskip and confidence of his children, is not less a
personal injury, though a tess tangible one, than heating
or imprisonment.
The same may to some extent be said
of the relation of master and servant, which in modern
law is created by contract, but is still regarded for some
purposes as belonging to the permanent organism of the
family, and having the nature of status. It seems natural
enough that an action should lie at the suit of the head of
a household for enticing away a person who is under his
lawful authority, be it wife, child, or servant; there may
be d_eulty
in fixing the boundary where the sphere of
(u) Bramwel] B._ _erryman v.
Z_ter (1868)L. R. 3 Ex. at p. 202,
approvedby Lord Hatherley,8. G.
nora. Lister v. Perr_man,L. R. 4

H.L. at p. 633.
(x) H. Stephen on Malicious
ProBeoution,
ch. 7.
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ends and that of pure contract begins,

but that is a difficulty of degree.
That the same rule
should extend to any wrong done to a wife, child, or
servant, and followed as a proximate consequence by loss
of their society or service, is equally to be expected.
Then, if seduction in its ordinary sense of physical and
moral corruption is part of the wrong-doer's conduct, it is
quite in accordance with principles admitted in other parts
of the law that this should be a recognized ground for
awarding exemplary damages.
It is equally plain that on
general principle a daughter or servant can herself have
no civil remedy against the seducer, though the parent or
master may; no civil remedy, we say, for other remedies
have existed and exist. She cannot complain of that which
took place by her own consent. Any different rule would
be an anomaly.
Positive legislation might introduce it on
grounds of moral expediency ; the courts, which have the
power and the duty of applying known principles to new
eases, but cannot abrogate or modify the principles themselves, are unable to take any such step.
There seems, in short, no reason why this class of H_orlcal
accidents
wrongs should not be treated by the common law in a of the
fairly simple and rational manner, and with results gene- common
law
rally not much unlike those we actually find, only free herein.
from the anomalies and injustice which _low hem disguising real analogies under transparent but cumbrous
fictions. But as matter of history (and pretty modern
history) the development of the law has been strangely
halting and one-sided.
Starting from the particular case
of a hired servant, the authorities have dealt with other
relations, not by openly treating them as analogous in
principle, but by importing into them the fiction of actual
service; with the result that in the class of cases most
P.

P

_
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in modem practice, namely, actions brought by

a parent (or person in loco parentis) for the seduction of a
daughter, the test of the plaintiff's right has come to be,
not whether he has been injured as the head of a family,
but whether he can make out a constructive "loss of service"
Trespas_
for taking
away wife,

&e.aria
f_er
quod
_ui_m
amis_t.

(u).

The common law provided a remedy by writ of trespass
for the actual taking away of a wife, servant, or heir,
perhaps younger child also (z). An action of trespass
lay for wrongs done to the plaintiff's wife or servant
to a child as such), whereby he lost the society of

and
also
(not
the

former or the services of the latter.
The language of
pleading was per guod consortium, or servilium amisit.
Such a cause of action was quite distinct from that which
the husband might acquire in right of the wife, or the
servant in his own right.
The trespass is one, but the
remedies are "diversls respectlbns" (a). "If my servant
is beat, the master shall not have an action for this battery,
unless the battery is so great that by reason thereof he
loses the service of his servant, but the servant himself for
every small battery shall have an action; and the reason
of this difference is that the master has not any damage
by the personal beating of his servant, but by reason of a
loer quod, vlz., aver quod servitium, 8¢e.amisit ; so that the
original act is not the cause of his action, but the consequent upon it, v/z., the loss of his service, is the cause of
his action; for be the battery greater or less, if the master
(St) Christian's
note on Black.
stone iii. 142 is still not amiss,
though the amendments
of this
century in the lave of evidence
have removed some of the griev,
maces mentioned.

Blacksk Com_m ill. 139. The writ
was de uxore abdueta eum bonis v_ri
sui, or an ordinary writ of *respass
(F. lff. B. 52 K) ; a ease as late as
the Restoration is mentione{1 in
Bac. Abr. v. 328 (ed. 1832).

(,) F. _I. B. 89 O, 90 H, 9x I;

(,0 Y. B. _9_ca. VI.iS, #. 94.

_ CRIMINAL

CONVERSATIOI_.

_
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doth not lose the service of his servant, he shall not have an
action" (b). The same rule applies to the beating or maltreatment of a man's wife, provided it be "very enormous,
so that thereby the husband is deprived for any time of
the company and assistance of his wife" (c).

i

i

Against an adulterer the husband had an action at conversa"Cri,,_-_l
common law, commonly known as an action of criminal rich."
conversation. In form it was generally trespass v/et armis,
on the theory that "a wife is not, as regards her husband,
a free agent or separate person" (el), and therefore her
consent was immaterial, and the husband might sue the
adulterer as he might have sued any mere trespasser who
beat, imprisoned, or carried away his wife against her will.
Actions for criminal conversation were abolished in England on the _stablishlnent of the Divorce Cour_ in 1857,
but damages can be claimed on the same principles in
proceedings under the jurisdiction then instituted (e).
In practice these actions were always or almost always
instituted with a view to obtaining a divorce by private
Act of Parliament; the rules of the House of Lords (in
which alone such Bills were brought in) requiring the
applicant to have obtained both the verdict of a jury in an
action, and a sentence of separation a _e_sa et tore in the
Ecclesiastical
Court.
(b) tobert J£arys's ease, 9 Co. Rel).
l13a. It is held in Osborn v. Gillett
(1873) L. ]_. 8 ]_x. 88, 42 L. J. Ex.
53, that a master shall not have an
action for a trespass whereby his
servant is killed (d_8. Bramwell
B.). It is submitted that the declsionlswrong, and Lord Bramwell's
dissenting judgment right;.
Bee
pp. 57-59, above.

(e) Blaekst. Comm. ill. 140.
(d) Coleridge ft. in Zu_nley v.
Oge (1853) 22 L. J. Q. B. at p. 478.
Case would also lie, and the cornmen form of declaration was for
some time considered to be rather
case than tresl_ass : _avfadz_
v.
Olivant (1805) 6 _ast 387.
See
note (f) next page.
(e) 20 & 21 Vice. o. 85, ss. 33, 59.
P _

:
;_
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Enticing
awa_

An

action also lay for enticing

away a servant

(that

is,

r

servants,

procuring
him or her to depart voluntarily
from the
master's
service), and also for knowingly
harbouring
a

during

breach

of service ; whether

by

or

only

after

and

the

Labourers

(f),

servant
law,

not wanting
]l_uch
husband
and

is doubtfal.

Still

Quite

the experiment

bringing

sufficient

virtue

a like action

the wi_e to llve

the common
Statute

of

examples

are

success

o_ a

cause"
later

such as persuade

from

him without

a

(h).

the

action

for enticing

alone

now

it may

with

"against

separate

arab.it, was turned

makes

modern

was tried

quod servi_ium
seducers;

of

(g).

later

entice

by

be said

for the latitude

the proceeding

away

to survive,
allowed

in substance

(f) 23 ]Edw. III. (A.1). 1349):
this statute, passed in consequence
of the Black Death, marks a great
crisis in the history of English
agriculture and land tenure. As
to its bearing on the matter in
hand, see the dissenting judgment
of Coleridge J. in F,umlel/ v. G!/e
(1853) 2 E. & B. 216, 22 L.J.
Q. B. 463, 480. The action was
generally on the case, but it might
be trespass : e.g., Tullldge v. ll_ade
(1769) 3 W'iis. 18, an action for
seducing the plaintiff's daughter,
where the declaration was in
-_respass vi et armia. How this
can be accounted for on principle
I know not, short of regarding the
servant as a quasi chattel: the
difficulty was felt by Sir James
Mansfield, Y%odward v. IValton
(1807) 2 B. & P. 1_. R. 476, 482.
:For a time it seemed the better
opinion, however, that tresl_asswas

a servant

to the purpose
that

per

for which

of punishing

in estimating

damages

almost

one.

a penal

the only proper form : ibixl.,.Dilcham
v. JBond(1814) 2 ]_. & S. 436, see
14 R. R. 836 n. It was formally
decided as late as 1839 (without
giving any other reason than the
constant practice) that trespass or
case might be used at the pleader's
option: Chamberlain v. J_azelwood
(1839) 5Mr.& W'. 515, 9L.J.:Ex.
87. The only conclusion which can
or need at this day be drawn from
such fluctuations is that the old
system of pleading did no$succeed
in its professed object of maintaining clear logical distinctions
between different causes of action.
(g) Hartley v. Gumming8(1847) 5
C.B. 247, 17 L. J. C. P. 8i.
(h) Blackst. Comm. iii. 139 ;
Yrin_nor¢ v. Oreenbank (1745)
Willes 577, Bigelow L. C. 328.
It was objected that there was no
precedent of any such action.
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In this kind of action it is not necessary to prove the Aotlon_
for seduc.
existence of a binding contract of service between the tionin
plaintiff and the person seduced or enticed away. The modern
practice :
presence or absence of seduction in the common sense proofor

presump-

(whetherthedefendant"debauched theplaintiff's
daugh- _onof
ter," in the forensic phrase) makes no difference in this service.
respect; it is not a necessary part of the cause of action,
but only a circumstance of aggravation (i). Whether that
element be present or absent, proof of a de facto relation of
service is enough ; and any fraud whereby the servant is
induced to absent himself or herself affords a ground of
action, "when once the relation of master and servant at
the time of the acts complained of is established" (k).
This applies even to an actual contract of hiring made
by the defendant with a female servant whom he has
seduced, if it is found as a fact that the hiring was a
merely colourable one, undertaken
with a view to the
seduction

which followed (l).

And a de facto service is

not the less recognized because a third party may have a
paramount claim : a married woman living apart from her
husband in her father's house may be her father's servant,
even though fhat relation might be determined at the will
of the husband (m). Some evidence of such a relation there
must be, but very little will serve. A grown-up daughter
keeping a separate establishment cannot be deemed her
(_ Evans v. Yralton (1867) L.R.
20. P. 615, 36 L. J. C. P. 307,
where it was unsuccessfully
contended that the action for seducing
a daughter with loss of service as
the consequence, and for enticing
away a servant, were distinct
species; and that to sustain an
action for ' ' entiaing away" alone,
a binding contract of service must
be _oved,

(k) Willes J., L. R. 2 C. P. 622.
(l) 8jaeight v. Oliviera (1819) 2
Stark. 493, cited with approval by
_ontague
Smith J._ L. R. 2 C. P.
624.
(m) J_ar2er v. 25uj_in (1827) 7
B. & C. 387. This was long before
courts of law did or could recognize any capacity of contracting in
a married woman.

_:
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father's
servant
(n);nor cana daughter,
whetherof_ull
ageornot,who at thetimeoftheseduction
isactually
another person's servant, so that no part o_ her services is
at her parents' disposal (o). On the other hand, the _ct
of a child living with a parent, or any other person in loco

_t_ _
_:_ _
_ _
._'_
"_:0-_
_-_
•

-_'_.arentis,
as a member of the family of which that person
is the head, is deemed enough to support the inYerence
"that the relation of master and servant, determ{nable at
the will o_ either party, exists between them" (p). And
a daughter under age, returning home from service with
another person which has been determined, may be deemed
to have re-entered the service of her father (q). "The
right to the service is sufficient" (r).
Partial attendance in the parents' house is enough to
constitute service, as where a daughter employed elsewhere
in the daytime is without consulting her employer free to
assist, and does assist, in the household when she comes
home in the evening (s).
Damages.

Some loss of service, or possibility of service, must he
shown as consequent on the seduction, since that is, in
theory, the ground of action (t) ; but when that condition
(n) Manley v. aVield (1859) T O, B.
N. S. 96, 29 L. J. C. P. 79.
(o) .Dean v. _Peel (1804) 5 ___ast

de jure will do: Martin v. Payne
(Sup. Court I_T. Y. 1812), Bigelow
L.C. 286, and notes.

45, 7 R. R. 053 ; even if by the
master's licence she gives occasional

(p) Bramwell
.Ross, last note.

helpinherparente'work;
2_om2a8on v..Ro_* (1859) 5 H. & N. 16, 29
T,. J. ]_x. 1 ; .Hedgee v. T_g (1872)

(q) Terry v. JTutehineon (1868)
L.R. 3 Q. B. 599, 37 L. J. Q_ B.
257.

T,. R. 7 _x. 283, 41 L. J. _x. 169.
In the United Statesit is generally
held that emtual service with a third

(r) T,;ttledale J. cited with approval by Blackburn J., L. R. 3
Q.B. 602.

person is no bar to the action,
un]ese there is a binding contract

(,) _is_ v. _'aa_ (1863) _.x. Ch.
4 B. & S. 409, 32 T. J. Q. B. 386.

which excludes the parents' right
of reclal,ni_g the child's services-i.e.that serviooeither& faetaor

(t) Grinnell v, /Wc//a (1844) ? 1W.
& G. 1033, 14 L J. O. P. 19;
_¢4¢r v. G_rimwood _1847)I _x. 61,

B. in Thomloson v.
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is once satisfied, the damages
that may be given are by
no means limited
to an amount commensurate
with the
actual

loss of service

of exemplary
otherwise
parent

(u).

It

On

same

The

awarding

rather encouraged
whether

or a stranger

seduced

the

or inferred.

is indeed

is immaterial

or kinsman,

the person

proved

damages

than

the plaintiff

be a

in blood who has adopted

(x).

principle

or fiction

of law a parent

can Services of
young

sue in his own name for any injury done to a child living child.
under his care and control, provided the child is old enough
to be capable of rendering service ; otherwise not, for "the
gist

of the

to perform
The

"the

practice

upon

Serjeant
rich

but

leaves

without

devices

action

been

the

wrote more

of servitiu_n

man whose

sent unprotected

of the

often

Manning

the capacity

of the child

(_j).

working
has

quasi fiction

the

All

depends

acts of service"

capricious

modern
Thus,

action

daughter
redress

affords

occasionally
the

poor

what

years

man whose

is virtually

said (a) that

just claim

"ought

the

enforcement

not to depend

16 L. J. :F_,x.236, w]_ere the decla.
ration was framed in trespass, it
would seem purpceely on the ohauce
of the court holding that the _er
q_od se_r_it_mo/,,/_t could be dis.
pensed with.
(,_)See Terry v. _rutc_inso., note
(f) last page.
(z) Irw/, v./9_r,_
(1809) 11
East 28, 10 R. R. 423.

upon

to

his tea,
child

is

strangers"

(z).

a new remedy

by strMnlng
old forms and ideas beyond
their
intention
are liable to this kind of inconvenience.
been truly

ago:

protection
makes

amongst

in Capacious
operatiou
of thelaw.

of censure,

than forty

a_isit

to earn her bread

for obtaining

for seduction

subject

original
It has

of a substantially
a mere fiction

over

(y) Hall v. 1Tollandrr (1825) 4
B. & C. 660. But this case does
not show that, if a jury chose to
find that a very young child was
capable of service, their verdict
would be _bed.
(_) ITote to Gr/,,ell v. TFells, 7
Wf.& G. 1044.
(a) Starlde's m_e to _
V.
0_/v@ra(1819) 2 Stifle. 496.
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which the courts possess no control."
We have already
pointed out the bolder course which might have been
taken without doing violence to any legal principle.
Now
it is too late to go back upon the cases, and legislation
would also be difficult and troublesome, not so much from
the nature of the subject in itself as from the variety of
irrelevant matters that would probably be imported into
any discussion of it at large.
ConstrueItwould be merely curious, and hardly profitable in any
tiveservice
in early
just proportion to the labour, to inquire how far the fiction
eases,

of constructive service is borne out by the old law of the
action for beating or carrying away a servant.
Early in
the 15th century we find a dictum that if a man serves
me, and stays with me at his own will, I shall have an
action for beating him, on the ground of the loss of his
service (b) : but this is reported with a quaere. _4_generation
later (c) we find Newton C.J. saying that a relation of
service between father and son cannot be presumed : "for
he may serve where it pleaseth him, and I cannot constrain
him to serve without his good will :" this must apply only
to a son of full age, but as to that ease Newton's opinion
is express that some positive evidence of service, beyond
living with the parent as a member of the household, is
required to support an action. Unless the case of a
daughter can be distinguished, the modern authorities do
not agree with this. But the same Year Book bears them
out (as noted by Willes ft.) (d) in holding that a binding
contract of service need not be shown. Indeed, it was
better merely to allege the service as a fact (in servitio
sue existeMem cepit), for an action under the Statute of

(b) 11 Hen. IV. to. 1-2, p1.2,
per Huls J. (A.D. 1410);

(e) 22 Hen. VI. 31 (A.D. 1448).
(d) L. R. 2 C. P. 621-2,
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Labourers would not lie where there was a special contract
varying from the retainer contemplated
by the statute,
and amounting to matter of covenant (e).
A similar cause of action, but not quite the same, was Intlmlda.
tion of

recognized by the medieval common law where a man's servants
servants or tenants at will (f) were compelled by force or and
tenants.
menace to depart from their service or tenure. "There is
another writ of trespass," writes Fitzherbert, "against
those who lie near the plaintiff's house, and will not suffer
his servants to go into the house, nor the servants who are
in the house to come out thereof" (U). Examples of this
]dud are not uncommon down to the sixteenth century or
even later; we find in the pleadings considerable variety
of circumstance, which may be _aken as expansion or
specification of the alia enormia regularly mentioned in the
conclusion of the writ (h).
(e) 22 Hen. VI. 32 b, per Cur.
(NewtonC.
ft. ; Fulthorpe,
Ascue
or Ayseoghe, Portinbrton Jff.) ; F.
N. B. 168 :F.
(f) If the tenancy were not at
will, the departure would be a
breach of contract ; this introduces
a new element of difficulty, never
expressly faced by our courts before Zum/ey v. Gye, of which more
elsewhere,
(g) F. N. B. 87 1_. ; and see the
form of the writ there.
It seems
therefore
that "picketing,"
so
soon as it exceeds the bounds of

will"de
vita et mutilatione membrorum, ira quod recesserunt
de
tenura" ; Rastell, Entries 661, 662,
similar forms of declaration ; one
(pl. 9) is for menacing the king's
tenants,
so that "negotia
sua
palam incedere non audebant"
;
Garret v. Taylor, Cro. Jae. 567,
action on the case for threatening
the plaintiff's workmen and cuBtamers, " to mayhem and vex them
with suits if they bought
any
stones _' ; 21 Hen. VI. 26, pl. 9,
"mauassavit
vulneravit et verberavit":
note that in this action

persuasion and becomes physical
intJ_nidation, is a trespass at cornmen law against the employer,
(]_) 14 Edw. IV. 7, pl. 13, a writ
"quare
tenentes sues verberavit
per quod a tenurs sua reeesserunt" ; 9 Hen. VII. 7, pl. 4, action
for menacing plaintiff's tenants at

the " vulneravit"
is not justifiable
and therefore must be traversed,
otherwise under a plea of son
assault demesne; 22 Ass. 102, pl. 76,
is for actual beating, aggravated
by carrying
away timber of the
plaintiff's
(_mentum
_ materiamen, see Du Cauge, s. v. _neteria ;
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or livelihood
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(l).

may
His-

v. Gye (m)
amisit

";

and much

wider reasons, and raise questions which are not technical
but fundamental.
We shall therefore
deal with them not
here

but under

another

head.

in Anglo-French meresme). In 4.]).
1200 an action is recorded against
one John de _ewic for deforcing
the plaintiff of land which she had
already recovered against him by
judgment, "so that no one dare
till that land because of him, nor
could she deal with it in any way
because of him" : Select Civil
Pleas, SeldeuSoe. 1890,ed.Baildon,
vol. 1, pL 7. Cp. :Reg. Brev. (1595)
104a, "quando tenentes non audent morari super tenurls suis,"
and Tarl_ton v. McGawlcy (1794) 1

Peake 270, 3 R. R. 689, action for
deterring negroes on the coast of
Africa from trading with plaintiff's
ship.
(_) Keeblv v..K'w]ceringill (1705)
11 East 574n; 11 R. R. 272n.
Cp. Select Civil Pleas, vol. 1,
p1. 106.
(k) 11 East576; su2ra, p. 135.
(1) Mogul _teamship Co. v. JJ[cGregor, '92, k. C. 25.
(m) 2 E.&B. 216,22L. J.Q.B.
463 (1853).
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"VII.

DEFA_M_TION.

I_EPUTATIOIR

a12dhonourareno lesspreciousto good men Civil
an_l
criminal

than bodily safety and freedom.
In some cases they may jurisdiction
be dearer than life itself.
Thus it is needful for the peace dlstinand well-being

of a civilized

commonwealth

that the law guished.

should protect the reputation as well as the person of the
citizen.
In our law some kinds of defamation are the

subject of criminal

proceedings, as endangering
public
order, or being offensive to public decency or morality.
We are not here concerned with libel as a crirnlnal
offence, but only with the civil wrong and the right to
redress in a civil action : and we may therefore leave aside
all questions exclusively proper to the criminal law and
procedure_ some of which are of great dlmculty (a).
The wrong of defamation may be committed either by Slander
and libel
way of speech, or by way of writing or its equivalent, dist,For this purpose it may be taken that significant gestures g_iahed.
(as the finger-language
of the deaf and dumb) are in the
same ease with audible words; and there is no doubt that
drawing, printing, engraving, and every other use of permanent visible symbols to convey distinct ideas, are in the
same ease with writing. The term slander is appropriated to
the former kind of utteranoes, libel to the latter (aa). Using
(a) Such as the ¢lefmition of
blasphemous libel, and the grounds
on which it is p-n_able,

(aa) Qm_re, whether defamatory
matter recorded on a phonograph
would be a libel or only a potential
slander.
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the terms "written"

and "spoken"

in an extended

to include the analogous cases just mentioned,
that dander is a spoken and libel is a written

sense,

we may say
defamation.

The law has made a great difference between the two.
Libel is an offence as well as a wrong, but slander is a
civil wrong only (b). Written utterances are, in the absence of special ground of justification or excuse, wrongful
as against any person whom they tend to bring into
hatred, contempt, or ridicule.
Spoken words are actionable only when special damage can he proved to have been
their proximate consequence, or when they convey imputations of certain kinds.
No branch of the law has been more fertile of litigation
than this (whether plaintiffs be more moved by a keen
sense of honour, or by the delight of carrying on personal
controversies under the protection and with the solemnities
of civil justice), nor has any been more perplexed with
minute and barren distinctions.
This la_er remark applies
especially to the law of slander ; for the law of libel, as a
civil cause o_ action, is indeed overgrown with a great mass
of detail,
work like
an outline
tion will

but is in the main sufficiently rational.
In a
the present it is not possible to give more than
of the subject.
Those who desire _ull informafind it in lift. Blake Odgers' excellent and ex-

haustive monograph (c). We shall, as a rule, confine our
authorities and illustrations to recent cases.
(6) Scandalum
magnatum was,
and in strictnessof law still might
be, an exceptionto this: Blake
edgers, Dige_ of the Law of
IAbel andSlander,134--137. _ff_r.
edgers has not found any case
after 1710.. There is a curious
14th cent. case of ,candalummag.

naturein 30 Ass. 177,pl. 19,where
the defendantonly made matters
worseby allegingthat the plaintiff
was excommunicatedby the Pope.
(e) ADigest of the:Lawof Libel
and Slander, &e. By W. Blake
Odgers_Leaden, 2nd eel.1887.

SLANDER AND LIBEL.

_I

1.--Slander.
Slander is an actionable wrong when special damage %Vhen
slander i_
can be shown to have followed from the utterance of the actionable.
words complained of, and also in the following cases :
Where the words impute a criminal offence.
Where they impute having a contagious disease which
would cause the person having it to be excluded from
society.
Where they convey a charge of unfitness, dishonesty, or
incompetence in an office of profit, profession, or
trade, in short, where they manifestly tend to prejudice a man in his calling.
Spoken words which afford a cause of action _/thout
proof of special damage are said to be actionable per se :
the theory being that their tendency to injure the plaintiff's reputation is so manifest that the law does not require
evidence of their having actually injured it. There is
much cause however to deem this and other like reasons
given in our modern books mere afterthoughts, devised
to justify the results of historical accident: a thing so
common in current expositions of English law that we
need not dwell upon this example of it (d).
No such distinctions

exist in the case of libel:

it is Mcanl,g
of "prima
enough to make a written statement Iorimd fade libellous #c_
that it is injurious to the character or credit (domestic, nbenous."
public, or professional) of the person
(d) See Blake Oelgers,pp. 2--4,
and 6 Amer. Law Rev. 593. It
seems odd that the :law"should
presumedamage to a man from
printed matter in a newspaper
which, it may be, none of his
acquaintancesare likely to read,
andrefuseto presumeit fromthe

concerning whom i_

direc_oral communicationof the
same matter to the personsmost
likely to act uponit. Mr. Joseph
R. Fisher,in Law Quart.:Rev.x.
158,tracesthe distinctionto "the
adaptationby the StarChamberof
-the later Roman lawof l_bell_
famoau,."
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is uttered, or in any way tends to cause men to shun his
society, or to bring him into hatred, contempt, or ridicule.
When we call a statement _vrimafacie libellous, we do not
mean that the person making it is necessarily a wrongdoer, but that he will be so held unless the statement is
found to be wltM_ some recognized ground of justification
or excuse.
Such are the rules as to the actionable quali_y of words,
if that be a correct expression.
The authorities by which
they are illustrated, and on which they ultimately rest,
are to a great extent antiquated or trivial (e) ; the rules
themselves are well settled in modern practice.

Spec_l
damage,

Where "special damage" is the ground of action, we
have to do with principles already considered in a former
chapter (f) : namely, the damage must be in a legal sense
the natural and probable result of the words complained
of. It has been said that it must also be "the legal and
natural consequence of the words spoken" in this sense,
that if A. speaks words in disparagement of B. which are
not actionable _ver se, by reason of which speech C. does
something to B.'s disadvantage that is itself wrongful as
against B. (such as dismissing B. from his service in breach
of a subsisting contract), B. has no remedy against A., but
only against C. (g). But this doctrine is contrary to principle: the question is not whether C.'s act was lawful or
unlawful, but whether it might have been in fact reasonably expected to result from the original act of A. And,
though

not directly

overruled, it has been disapproved

(e) The old abridgments,
e.g.
l_olle, sub tit. Action sur Case,
Pur ParoUs, abound in examples,
many of them sufficiently grotesque,
k select group of oases is

reported by
20 b.
(f) P. 28,
_g) Yicar8
East 1, 9 R.

Coke,

4 Rep.

12 b--

above.
v. _'ilvo¢]_s (1806) 8
R. 361.
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by so much and such weighty authority that we may say
it is not law (h). There is authority for the proposition
that where spoken words, defamatory but not actionable in
themselves, are followed by special damage, the cause of
action is not the original speal_ing, but the damage
itself (i).
liability.

This does not seem to affect the general test of
Either way the speaker will be liable if the

damage is an intended
words, otherwise not.

or natural

consequence

of his

It is settled however that no cause of action is afforded Repetition
of spoken
by special damage arising merely from the voluntary words.
repetition of spoken words by some hearer who was not
under a legal or moral duty to repeat them.
Such a consequence is deemed too remote (j). But if the first speaker
authorized the repetition of what he said, or (it seems)
spoke to or in the hearing of some one who in the performance of a legal, official, or moral duty ought to repeat
it, he will be liable for the consequences (k).
Losing the general good opinion of one's neighbours,
consortium vicinorum as the phrase goes, is not of itself
special damage.
A loss of some material advantage must
be shown. Defamatory words not actionable per se were

Special
damage
involvesa
definite
temporal
loss.

spoken of a member of a religious society who by reason
thereof was excluded from membership:
there was not
any allegation

or proof that such membership carried with

(h) Zyn,h v. :Knight(1861)9 H.
L. C. 577. See notes to Vicarsv.
Wilewks,in 2 Sin.L.C.
(i) MauleJ. _x rdat. Bramwell
L. J., 7 Q. B. D. 487.
(j) .Parkin8v. Scott (1862)1 H.
& C. 153,31 L. J. Ex. 331(wife
repeated to her husband gross
language used to herself,where-

forethe husbandwasso muchhurt
that he left her).
(k) Blake edgers 381. a_/ding
v. Smith (1876)1 Ex. D. 91, 45
L.J. Ex. 281,mustbe taken not;
to interferewith this distinction,
see per C. A. in .Ratvli.ff_
v..Evans,
'92, 2 Q. B. 524, 534, 61 L. J.
Q.B. 535.
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it as of right any definite temporal
held that no loss appeared beyond

advantage.
It was
that of consortium

vicinorum, and therefore there was no ground of action (t).
Yet the loss of consorti_m as between husband and wife is
a special damage of which the law will take notice (m),
and so is the loss of the voluntary hospitality of _iends,
this last on the ground that a dinner in a friend's house
and at his expense is a thing of some temporal value (n).
Actual membership of a club is perhaps a thing of temporal value for this purpose, but the mere chance of being
elected is not : so that an action will not lie for speaking
disparaging words of a candidate for a club, by means
whereof the majority of the club decline to alter the rules
in a manner which would be favourable to his election.
" The risk of temporal loss is not the same as temporal
loss" (o). Trouble of mind caused by defamatory words
is not sufficient special damage,
upon such trouble is too remote.

and illness consequent
"]3odily pain or suffer-

ing cannot be said to be the natural
sons" (T).

result

in all per-

ImpntsAs to the several classes of spoken words that may be
tions of
er_m_._l actionable without special damage:
words sued on as
offence,

imputing crime must amount to a charge of some offence
which, if proved against the par_y to whom it is imputed,
would expose him to imprisonment
or other corporal
penalty (not merely to a fine in the first instance, with
possible imprisonment

in default

(l) __o_rts v. _Roberts (1864) 5 B.
& S. 384, 33 L $. Q. B. 249.
(m) L_nc]* v. _nigI_t, 9 H. L.C.
577.
(n) .Dat_iesv. 8olomon(1871)L.R.
7 Q. B. 112, 41 L. J. Q. B. 10.
(o) Chc/m&_r_in v..Boyd (1883) 11

of payment)

(q).

The

Q.B.
Div. 407 ; per Bowen L. J.
at p. 416, 52 L. J. Q. B. 277. The
damage was also held too remote.
(p) ,4llsop v..Alhol_ (1860) 5 H.
&N. 534, 29L. J. ]_x. 315.
(q) This is tJae true distinction:
it matters not whethor the otfeaoo
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offence need not be specified with legal precision, indeed
it need not be specified at all if the words impute felony
generally.
But if particulars are given they must be
legally consistent with the offence imputed.
It is not
actionable per se to say of a man that he stole the parish
bell-ropes when he was churchwarden, for the legal property is vested in him ex off,sic (r) ; it might be otherwise
to say that he fraudulently converted them to his own use.
The practical inference seems to be that minute and
copious vituperation
is safer than terms of general reproach, such as "thief," inasmuch as a layman who enters
on details will probably make some impossible combination.
It is not a libel as against a corporation (though it may
be as against individual members or officers) to charge the
body as a whole with an offence which a corporate body
cannot commit (s).
False

accusation

of immorality

or disreputable

conduct

not plm_Rhable by a temporal court is at common law not
actionable per se, however gross. The Slander of Women
Act, 1891 (54 & 55 ¥ict. e. 51), has abolished the need
of showing special damage in the case of "words
•
which impute unchastity or adultery to any woman or
glrl."

The courts might without violence have presumed

be indictable or punishable by a
court of summary jurisdiction:
_e/_ v. Seavan (1883) 11 Q. B.D.
809, 62 L. J. Q. B. 544. In the
United States the received opinion
is that such words are actionable
only "in case the charge, if true,
will mlbjeet the par_y charged to
an indictment _or a crime involving
moral turpitude, or subject him to
aninfamouspunishmont:
" J_rooker
v. Coffin (1809) 5 Johns. 188, Bigelow L. C. 77, 80 ; later authori_e_
Pc

_y. Cooley on Torts, 197.
(r) Jaeksan v..ddums
(1835) 2
Bing. N. C. 402. The words were
"who stole the parish bell-rol_es,
you scamping rascal ?" If spoken
while the plaintiff held the ofllce,
they would probably have been
actionable, as tending to his prejudiee therein.
(,) .Muyor of _]_anel_esterv. T_'illiaras, '91, 1 Q. B. 94, 60 L. J.
Q.B. 28. As to defamation in the
way of business, see p. 227, below.
Q

Other

charges of

mere immorality
,or a_t_onable.
Slander of

Women
Act.
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that a man's repu_tion for courage, honour, and _ruthfulhess, a woman's for chastity and modest conduct, was
something of which the loss would
damage in any lawful walk of life.

naturally lead to
But the rule was

otherwise (t), and remains so as regards all slander of this
kind against men, and against women also as regards all
charges of improper conduct short of unchastity, which yet
may sometimes be quite as vexatious, and more mischievous
because more plausible.
The law went wrong from the
beginning in making the damage and not the insult the
cause of action ; and this seems the stranger when we have
seen that with regard to assault a sounder principle is well
established (_l).
A person who has committed a felony and been convicted may not be called a felon after he has undergone
the sentence, and been discharged,
a felon in law (v).

for he is then no longer

lmputaLittle need be said concerning imputations of contagious
_ionsof
contagiousdisease unfitting a person for society: that is, in the
disease.
modern law, venereal disease (z). The only notable poin_
is that "charging
another with having had a contagious
disorder is not actionable;
for unless the words spoken
impute a continuance of the disorder at the time of speaking them, the gist of the action fails ; for such a charge
cannot produce the effee_ which makes it the subject of an
(t) The technicalreasonwasthat
(v) Zeymauv. Zati_ner(1878) 3
chargesofincontinence,
heresy,&c., Ex. Div. 852, 47 L. J. Ex. 470.
were "spiritual defamation,"and Therearesomeauriousanalogiesto
the matter determinable in the these refinemen_ in the Italian
_oclesiastical Court acting pro sixteenth-century books on the
aaluteanimae. See .Davisv. Oar. point of honour,such as Alciato's.
diner, 4 Co. Rep. 16 b; Palmerv.
(a_)Leprosy and, it is said, the
Thorpe,ib. 20 a.
plague,werein the samecategory.
(u) P. 197,above.
Small-poxisnot. SeoBlalroOd_ers
64.
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action, namely, his being avoided by society" (y). There
does not seem to be more than one reported English case
of the kind within the present century (z).
Concerning words spoken of a man to his disparagement
in his office, profession, or other business: they are actionable on the following conditions :--They must be spoken of
him in relation to or "in the way of" a position which he
holds, or a business he carries on, at the time of speaking.
Whether they have reference to his office or business is, in
case of
amount
impute
fitness

doubt, a question of fact. And they must either
to a direct charge of incompetence or unfitness, or
something so inconsistent with competence or
that, if behoved, it would tend to the loss of the

party's employment or business.
To call a stonemason a
" ringleader of the nine hours system" is not on the face
of it against his competence or conduct as a workman,
or a natural and probable cause why he should not get
work ; such words therefore, in default of anytMng showing more distinctly how they were connected with the
plaintiff's occupation, were held not to be actionable (a).
Spoken charges of habitual immoral conduct against a
clergyman or a domestic servant are actionable, as naturally tending, if believed, to the party's deprivation
or other ecclesiastical censure in the one case, and dismissal in the other.
Of a clerk or messenger, and even
of a medical man, it is otherwise, unless the imputation
is in some way specifically connected with his occupation.
It is actionable to charge a barrister with being a dunce,
or being ignorant of the law; but not a justice of the
(y) _arsl_]_¢v.._a2tedoram(1788)
2 T. R. 473, Bigelow L. C. 84, per
Ashhurst J.

judgment runs thus: "This case
falls within the principle of the old
authorities."

(z) J_loodwort_ v. Gray (1844) 7
M. & Gr. 334. The whole of the

(a) M, ll_r v. David (1874) L. R.
9 C. P. 118, 43 L. J. G. P. 84.

Q2

E_Ispeaking
of a ma_
in his
theway
of
business.
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peace, for he need not be learned.
It is actionable to
charge a solicitor with cheating his clients, but not with
cheating other people on occasions unconnected with his
business (b). But this must not be pressed too far, for it
would seem to be actionable to charge a solicitor with anything for which he might be struck off the roll, and the
power of the court to strike a solicitor off the roll is not
confined to eases of professional misconduct (c).
It makes no difference whether the office or profession
ea.n'ies with it any legal right to temporal profit, or in
point of law is wholly or to some extent honorary, as in
the case of a barrister or a fellow of the College of Physicians ; but where there is no profit in fact, an oral charge
of unfitness is not actionable unless, if true, it would be a
ground

for removal (d).

Nor does it matter

natm'e of the employment is,
whether the conduct imputed
will blame or not, provided it
fulfilment of what the party,

what

the

provided it be lawful (e) ; or
is such as in itself the law
is inconsistent with the due
in virtue of his employment

or office, has undertaken.
A gamekeeper may have an
action against one who says of him, as gamekeeper, that he
trapped foxes (f).
As regards the reputation of traders the
law has taken a broader view than elsewhere.
To impute
insolvency to a tradesman, in any form whatever, is
actionable.
Substantial damages have been given by a
jury, and allowed by the court, for a mere clerical error
by which an _:!vertisement of a dissolution of partnership
was prin_ed among a list of meetings under the Bankruptcy
(b) 1)oytey

v. Robert8

(1887)

8

Bing. N. C. 836, and authorities
there cited.
(c) JEe Breare, '98, 2 Q. B. 489.
(d) Al_zander v. J'enklns, '92, 1
Q. B. 797, 61 L. J. Q. B. 684,

C.A.
(e) L. R. 2 Ex. at p. 880.
(f) _Poulg_ v. fv-ewco_nb (1867)
L.R.
2 F,x. 327, 36 L. J. l_.x.
169.

INDIRECT

DAMAGE

TO BUSINESS.
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Act (g). A trading corporation may be defamed in relation to the conduct of its business (h).
There are cases, though not common in our books, in Wor&
indirectly
which a man suffers loss in his business as the intended or _usi_g
"natural and probable result" of words spoken in relation damage
to aman
to that business, but not against the man's own character in
his
business.
or conduct: as where a wife or servant dwelling at his
place of business is charged with misbehaviour, and the
credit of the business is thereby impaired: or where a
statement is made about the business not in itself defamatory, but tending to a like result, such as that the firm has
ceased to exist (i). In such a case an action Hes, but is not
properly an action of slander, but rather a special action
(on the ease in the old system of pleading) "for damage
wflfully and intentionally done without just occasion or
excuse, analogous to an action for slander of title."
General loss of business is sufficient "special damage" to
be a cause of action in such a ease (k).

•

2.--1)efamation

fn ge_eraL

We now pass to the general law of defamation, which

Rules as
to defa-

applies to both slander and libel, subject, as to slander, to _atlon
the conditions and distinctions we have just gone through, generally.
Considerations of the same kind may affect the measure of
_) Blake Odgers 80 ; Shepheardv.
Whitaker (1875) L. R. 10 C. P. 502.
(h) South Hellon Coal Co. v. _r. E.
News_tssoeiation, '94, 1 Q. B. 133, 9
R. Apr. 170 (this was aprlntedllbel,
but the principle seems equally
applicable to spoken words),
(i)Per C. A., _alclifle
v. _vans,
'92, 2 Q. B. 524, 527, 61 L. J. Q.

B. 535.
(k) Ratcliffe v. _vans, last note ;
ep. Hartley v. I[erriny (1799) 8 T.
R. 130, 4 R. R. 614 ; __idiny v.
_itt* (1876) 1 Ex. D. 91, 45 L. J.
Ex. 281, must be justified, if at all,
as a ease of this class : '92, 2 Q. B.
at p.534.
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damages for wriff_en defamation,
action itself.

"Implied

malice."

though not the right of

It iS commonly said that defamation to be actionable
must be malicious, and the old form of pleading added
"maliciously"
to "falsely."
Whatever may have been
the origin or the original meaning of this language (1),
malice in the modern law signifies neither more nor less,
in this connexion, than the absence of just cause or
excuse (m) ; and to say that the law implies malice from
the publication of matter calculated to convey an actionable imputation is only to say in an artificial form that
the person who so publishes is responsible for the natural
consequences of his act (n). "Express
malice" means
something different, of which hereafter.

What is
publication.

Evil-spea_ng,
of whatever kind, is not actionable if
communicated only to the person spoken of. The cause of
action is not insult, but proved or presumed injury to
reputation.
Therefore there must be a communication by
the speaker or writer to at least one third person ; and this
necessary element of the wrongful act is technically called
publication.
It need not amount to anything like publication in the common usage of the word. That an open
message passes through the hands of a telegraph clerk (o),
or a manuscript through those of a compositor in a printing-ofllce (p), or a letter dictated by a prindpal i_ taken
(/) See Bigelow L. C. 117.
(m) Bayley J. in Brmnag¢ v.
2ross_r (1825) 4 B. & C. at p. 253,
Bigelow L. C. 137: ":_allce
in
common aeeepC_fion means ill-will
agalns4 a person, but in its legal
i_ means a wrongful act done
intentionally without just cause or
excuse:" so _oo Litflcdale
J. in

Me_Pherson v. 1)aniel_ (1829) 10 B.
& C. 272.
(n) Lor_d Blaakburn in C_tdtat
and C_ountiosSank v. _ty
(1882)
7 App. Ca. 787, 52 L. J. Q. B. 2S2.
(o) See F_lliara_n v. l_r_r (1874)
I_. R. 9 C. P. 393, 43 L. J. C. P.
161.
(2) Printing is for this reason

PUBLICATION.

down in shorthand

and type-wrltten
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by a clerk (q), is

enough to constitute a publication to those persons if they
are capable of understanding
the matters so delivered to
them.
The opening of a letter addressed to a firm by a
clerk of that firm authorized to open letters is a publication
him (q). ]_very repetition of defamatory words is a new
publication, and a distinct cause of action.
The sale of a
copy of a newspaper, published (in the popular sense) many
years ago, to a person sent to the newspaper office by the
plaintiff on purpose to buy it, is a fresh publication (r).
Tt appears on the whole that if the defendant has placed
defamatory matter within a person's reach, whether it is
likely or not that he will attend to the meaning of it, this
throws on the defendant the burden of pro_'ing that the
paper was not read, or the words heard by that person;
but if it is proved that the matter did not come to his
knowledge, there is no publication (s). A person who is
an unconscious instrument in circulating libellous matter,
not knowing or having reason to believe that the document
he circulates contains any such matter, is free from liability
if he proves his ignorance.
Such is the case of a newsvendor, as distinguished from the publishers, printers, and
owners of newspapers.
" A newspaper is net bke a fire;
a man may carry it about _ithout being bound to suppose
that it is likely to do an injury " (t). If A is justified in
pri_na fae_ a publication, Baldwin
v..El2hinston
, 2 W. B1. 1037.
There are obvious exceptions, as if
the text to be printed is Arabic or
Chinese, or the message in cipher.
(q) Pullman v. .Hill _ Co., '91, 1
Q. B. 524, 60 L. J. Q. B. 299,
C.A.
But if the occasion of the
letter is privileged as regards the
principal, the publication to the
clerk in the usual course of office

business is privileged too. Boxsi_s
v. Goblet _Fr$,es, '94, 1 Q. B. 842,
9 R. Mar. 211, O. A.
(r) .Duke of Brunswick v. Harrier
(18t9) 14 Q. B. 185, 19 L. J. Q. B.
20.
(8) Blake edgers 154.
(t) Emrn_s v. _Po_tle (1885) 16
Q.B.
])iv. 354, per Bowen L. J.
at 1_. 358, 55 L. J. Q. B. 51. But
it seems the vendor would be liable
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making a disparaging communication a]_out B.'s character
to C. (as, under certain conditions, we shall see that he
may he), it follows, upon the tendency and analogy of the
authorities now before us, that this will be no excuse if,
exchanging the envelopes of two letters by inadvertence,
or the like, he does in fact communicate the matter to D.
It has been held otherwise, but the decision was never
generally accepted, and is now overruled (u).

In fact, as

had been suggested in former editions of this book, it could
not stand with the earlier authorities on "publication."
Sending a defamatory letter to a wife about her husband
is a publication : "man and wife are in the eye of the law,
for many purposes, one person, and for many purposes "of which this is one--" different persons" (x).
Vicarious
On the general principles of liability, a man is deemed
publicatio_.
to publish that which is published by his authority.
And
the authority need not be to publish a particular form of
words. A_ general request, or words intended and acted
on as such, to take public notice of a matter, may make
the speaker answerable for what is published in conformity
to the general "sense and substance" of his request (_).
A person who is generally responsible for publication
(such as an editor), and who has admitted publication, is
ff he had reasonto ]mowthat the
laublicationcontained,
orwas likely
to contain,libellousmatter.
(u) Tompsonv. 1)asl_wood
(1883).
llQ. B.D. 43,52L. J.Q.B.425,
was overruledby ._ebd_tchv. MaxIlwaine, '94, 2 Q. B. 54, 9R. July,
204, C.A. Seepp. 262-3,below,
(z) _Venmanv. -4sh (1853) 13
C. B. 836, 22 L. J. C. P. 190,per
MauleJ. But communicationby
the defendant_o his wife is not a

publication: _Fennhakv. Morgan
(1888)20 Q. B. D. 635, 57 L. J.
Q.B. 241.
(y) 2arkes v. 2rescott (1869)L.
R. 4:Ex. 169, 38L. J. Ex. 105,
:Ex. Ch. Whether the particular
publicationis withinthe authority
is a queet_onof fact. All the
Cour_decideis that verbaldicta_
tlon or approvalby the principal
neednot be shown.

INNUENDO.
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not as a rulebound to disclose
the name of the actual
author(z).

Supposingtheauthorship
of thewords complainedofto construetlon of
be proved or admitted, many questions may remain,
words:
The construction of words alleged to be libellous (we _n,ucndo.
shall now use this term as equivalent to " defamatory,"
unless the context requires us to advert to any distinction
between libel and slander) is often a matter of doubt. In
the first place the Court has to be satisfied that they are
capable of the defamatory
meaning ascribed to them.
Whether they are so is a question of law (a). If they are,
and if there is some other meaning which they are also
capable of, it is a question of fact which meaning they did
convey under all the circumstances of the publication in
question.
An averment by the plaintiff that words not
libellous in their ordinary meaning or without a special
application were used with a specified libellous meaning or
application is called an i_m_endo, from the old form of
pleading.
The o]d cases contain much minute, not to say
frivolous, technicality; but the substance of the doctrine is
now reduced to something like what is expressed above.
The requirement of an innuendo, where the words are not
on the face of them libellous, is not affected by the abolition of forms of pleading.
It is a matter of substance, for
a plaintiff who sues on words not in themselves libellous,
and does not allege in his claim that they conveyed a
libellous meaning, and show what that meaning was, has
£Mled to show any cause of action (b). Again, explanation
(z) Gibson v. _g_,a,8 (1889) 23 Q.
B. D. 384, 58 L. J. Q. B, 612.
(a) Capital and Oounli_ JBank v.
lt¢nty (1882) 7 App. Oa. 741, 52
L. J. Q. B. 232, where the law
is elaborately discussed.
For a
shortor example of words held,
upon consideration,
not to be

capable of such a meaning, see
.M, llwan v. Cote (1875) L. R. 10
Q.B.
649, 44 L. J. Q. B. 153 ;
for one on the other side of the line,
.Hart v. Wall (1877) 2 C. P. D. 146,
46 L. J. C. P. 227.
(b) See 7 App, Ca. 748 (Lord
Selborne).
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is required if the words have not, for judicial purposes, any
received ordinary meaning at all, as being foreign, provincial, or the like (c). This however is not quite the
same thing as an innuendo.
A libel in a foreign language
might need both a translation to show the ordinary meaning of the words, and a distinct further innuendo to show
that they bore a special injurious

meaning.

Libellous
The actionable or innocent character of words depends
tendency
mu_the
not on the intention with which they were published, but
probable
in law and on their actual meaning and tendency when published (d).
_arovea
ct. in A man is bound to know the natural effect of the language
he uses. But where the plaintiff seeks to put an actionable meaning on words by which it is not obviously conveyed, he must make out that the words are capable of that
meaning (which is matter of law) and that they did convey it (which is matter of fact) : so that he has to convince both the Court and the jury, and will lose his cause
if he fail with either (e). Words are not deemed capable
of a particular meaning merely because it might by possibility be attached to them: there must be something in
either the context or the circumstances that would suggest
the alleged meaning to a reasonable mind (f).
In scholastic language, it is not enough that the terms should be
"patient"
of the injurious construction;
they must not
only suffer it, but be fairly capable of it. And it is left
to the jury, within large limits, to find whether they do
convey a serious imputation,
or are mere rhetorical or
jocular exaggeration

(if).

(c) BlakeOdgers109_112.
(d) 7App. Ca. 768, 782, 790,el.
p. 787.
(e) LordBlackburn,7 App. Ca.
776.
(f) Lord Selborne,7 App. Ca.
744; Lord Blackburn,ib. 778;

LordBramwell,i& 792, "I think
that the defamer is he who, of
many inferences,chooses a defamatoryone."
(.f) .Australian¢Vew_ou#er
ao.v.
JBamett,6 R. Sept. 36,P. C.
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The publieation is no less the speaker's or writer's own Repetition and
act, and none the less makes him answerable, because he rBports
may be
only repeats what he has heard. Libel may consist in a libellous.
fair report of statements which were actually made, and on
an occasion which then and there justified the original
speaker in making them (g) ; slander in the repetition
rumour merely as a rumour, and without expressing
belief in its truth (h). "ik man may wrongfully

of a
any
and

maliciously repeat that which another person may have
uttered upon a justifiable occasion," and " as great an
injury may accrue from the wrongful repetition as from
the first publication of slander ; the first utterer may have
been a person insane or of bad character.
The person who
repeats it gives greater weight to the slander" (i). Circumstances of this kind may count for much in assessing
damages, but they count for nothing towards determining
whether the defendant is liable at all.
From this principle it follows, as regards spoken words,
that if A. speak of Z. words actionable only with special
damage, and ]3. repeat them, and special damage ensue
from the repetition only, Z. shall have an action against
]3, but not against A. (k). As to the defendant's belief in
the truth of the matter published or republished by him,
that may affect the damages but cannot affect the hability.
Good faith occurs as a material legal element only when
we come to the exceptions from the general law that a man
utters defamatory matter at his own peril.
(g) Purcell v. _owler (1877) 2 C.
P. ])iv. 215, 46 L. J. C.P. 308.
(h) _Fatkin v. a_all (1868) L.R.
Q. B. 396, 37 L. J. Q. B. 125.

4th Resolution reported in the Ear_
of -_Yortl_mpton'8 owe, 12 Co. Rep.
134, is not law. See per Parke J.,
10 B. & 0. at p. 275.

(i) Littledale
J., MePhvrson v.
1)aniel* (1829) 10 B. & C. 263, 273,
adop¢_l by Blackburn J., L. R. 3
Q. B. 400. The latter part of the

(k) See Parkina v. 8eott (1862) 1
H. & C. 153, 31 L. J. Ex. 331,
p. 223, above.
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3.--JExceptio_.
Exeep-

tions : fair

We now have to mention the conditions which exclude,

oom_en_, if present, liability for words apparently
injurious to
reputation.
Nothing is a libel which is a fair comment on a subject
fairly open to public discussion.
This is a rule of common
right, not of allowance to persons in any particular situation (l) ; and it is not correct to speak of utterances protected by it as being privileged.
A man is no more
pridleged to make fair comments in public on the public
conduct of others than to compete fairly with _hem in
trade, or to hLrild on his own land so as to darken their
newly-made windows.
There is not a cause of action
with an excuse, but no cause of action at all. "" The
question is not whether the artlc]e is privileged, but
whether it is a libel" (m). This is settled by the leading
case of Campbell v. Spottiswoode (n), confirmed by the
Court of Appeal in Merivale v. Carson (o). On the other
hand, the honesty of the critic's belief or motive is no
defence. The right is to publish such comment as in the
opinion of impartial bystanders, as represented
by the
jury, may fairly arise out of the matter in hand.
Whatever goes beyond this, even if well meant, is libellous.
The courts have, perhaps purposely,
not fixed any
standard of "fair criticism" (p).
One test very eommonly
applicable

is the distinction

(/) See per Bowen L. J., _rerivale v. Carson (1887) 20 Q. B. ])iv.
at p. 282.
(m) Lord F__ller IW. R._ 20 Q.B.
])iv. at p. 280.
(n) 8 B. & S. 769, 32L. J.Q.B.
185 (1868).

between

action

and motive;

(o) (1887) 20 Q. B. ])iv. 275,
58 L. T. 331. This must be taken
to overrule whatever was said to
the contrary in zr_wood v. Harrison (1872) L. R. 7 C. P. 606, 626,
41L. J. C. P. 206.
(_v) Bowen L. g., 20 Q. B. ])iv.
a_ p. 283.

FAIR COMMENT.
public acts and performances

may be freely censured as to

their merits or probable consequences, but wicked or dishonest motives must not be imputed upon mere surmise.
Such imputations, even if honestly made, are wrongful,
unless there is in fact good cause for them.
"Where a
person has done or published anything which may fairly
be said to have invited comment ....
every one has a
right to make a fair and proper comment; and as long as
he keeps within that Hmit, what he writes is not a libel;
but that is not a privilege at all
Honest belief may
frequently be an element which the jury may take into
consideration in considering whether or not an alleged
libel was in excess of a fair comment; but it cannot in
itself prevent the matter being libellous" (q).
The ease of a criticism fair in itself being proved to be
due to unfair motives in the person making it is not known
to have arisen, nor is it likely to arise, and it need not be
here discussed (r). On principle it seems that the motive
is immaterial; for if the criticism be in itself justifiable,
there is nothing to complain of, unless it can be said that
comment proceeding _rom an indirect and dishonest intention to injure the plaintiff is not criticism at all (s).
Evidence tending to show the presence of improper motives
might well also tend to show that the comment was not
fair in itself, and thus be material on either view ; as on
the other hand to say of some kinds of criticism that there
is no evidence o_ malice is practically
(_) Blackburn J., Ua*npt_llv.
8potti_nooode.,
32 L. J. Q. B. at p.
202; cp. Bowen L. J., 20 Q.B.
])iv. at 13.284.
(r) SeehoweverBTason
v. W_alter
(1868)L. R. 4 Q. B. at p. 96, 38
L. J. Q..B. 34, and _t_ens v.

equivalent to saying

8arnj_n (1879) 6 Ex. ])iv. 53, 49
L.J.Q.B.
120; and per Lord
r_her ]_f. R., 20 Q. B. Div. at
1_. 281.
(8)Lord ]EahorM. R., ,]ferivale
v. Carsan,20 Q. B. ])iv. 276,281.
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thereisno evidence
ofthecommentbeingotherwlse
than
fair(0.
What is
open to
comment,
matter of
law.

What

acts and conduct

question for the Court,
rather than of technical
kind may

be broadly

The matter

may

those

but one of
definition.

two types.

of interest

of persons

in authority,

in public

whether

is a

sense
of this

Subject-matter

classed under
be in itself

weal, as the conduct
of

public comment
judicial common

are open to

to the

common

offices or affairs

imperial

or local

the administration
of the law, of the managers
institutions
in the affairs of those institutions,
llke.

(u),

(x),

in

of public
and the

Or it may be laid open to the public by the voluntary
act of the person concerned. The writer of a book offered
for sa]e, the composer of music publicly performed, the
author of a work of art publicly exhibited, the manager of
a public entertainment, and all who appear as pelfformers
therein,

the

publicly

described

submit

their

propounder
with

work

risks of fair criticism;
act, is in like manner
limits.
Whether
comment
is fair,

WhRt
provided

is actually
the

words

of

an

invention

or

his

consent,

are

all

to public

opinion,

and

must

which

criticism,

open

fair
are

to reply

criticism
capable

(t) On this grovel the actual
decision in Henwood v.._arrlson,
note (o), p. 236, may have been
right ; see however the dissenting
judgment of Grove J.
(u) Including the conduc_ at a
public meeting of persons who
attend it as private citizens : /)a_8
v..Dura_n (1874) L. R. 9 C. P. 396,
43 L. J. C. P. 185. 2k clergym,m

being
within

discovery
deemed

fo

take

the

itself

is a question
of being

a public

commensurate

o_ fsct,

understood

in a

is a public officer, or at any rate
the conduct o_ public worship and
whatever is incidents/ thereto is
matter of public interest : _elly v.
Tinli,# (1865) L. R. 1 Q. B. 699,
85 L. J. Q. B. 940, cp. _elly v.
S],erl_k (1866) L. R. 1 Q. B. at
p. 689, 35 L. J. Q. B. 209.
(x) 2ureellv. 8owter, 2C.P. Div,
215, t6 L. J. C. P. 808.
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sense beyond the fair (that is, honest) expression of an matterof
fact (if
unfavourable opinion, however strong, on that which the libellous
construe-

plaintiff has submitted to the public: this is only an _ionpeaapplication of the wider principle above stated as to the Mble).
construction of a supposed libel (y).
In literary and artistic usage critlcism is hardly allowed
to be fair which does not show competent intelhgenee of
the subject-matter.
Courts of justice have not the means
of applying so fine a test : and a right of criticism limited
to experts would he no longer a common right but a
privilege.
The right of fair criticism will, of course, not cover
untrue statements concerning alleged specific acts of misconduct (z), or purporting to describe the actual contents
of the work being criticised (a).
Defamation

is not actionable if the

defendant

shows Justmcation on

that the defamatory matter was true ; and if it was so, the groundof
purpose or motive with which it was published is irrelevant, truth.
For although in the current phrase the statement of matter
"true in substance and in fact" is said to be justified,
this is not because any merit is attached by the law to the
disclosure of all truth in season and out of season (indeed
it may be a criminal offence), but because of the demerit
attaching to the plaintiff if the imputation is true, whereby
he is deemed to have no ground of complaint for the
being communicated
to his neighbours.
It is not
uttering truth always carries its own justification, but
the law bars the other party of redress which he does
(y)Meriva(_v. Carson(1887)20
Q. B. ])iv. 275, 58 L. T. 881;
J_er
v. A'_ec/c_tt (1871) L. R. 7
Q. B. 11, 41 L. J. Q. B. 14. Qu.
whether _he dissenting judgment
of Lush J. was not r_ht.

fact
that
that
not

(z).Da_ v. Sl_stone
(1886)
J.C. 11 App. Ca. 187, 55 L.J.
P.C. 51.
(a) 3_roHv_ v. Car,on (1887) 20
Q.B. Div. 275, 58 L. T. 331.
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deserve.
Thus the old rule is explained, that where truth
is relied on for justification, it must be specially pleaded ;
the cause of action was confessed, but the special matter
avoided the plaintiff's
permit a man to recover

right (b). "The
law will not
damages in respect of an injury

to a character which he either does not or ought not to
possess" (c). This defence, as authority and experience
show, is not a favoured one. To adopt it is to forego the
usual advantages of the defending party, and commit oneself to a counter-attack in which only complete success will
be profitable, and failure will be disastrous.
:_ust
be
substan-

NVhat the defendant

has to prove is h'uth _n substance,

ti_uy
that is, he must show that the imputation made or
complete, repeated by him was true as a whole and in every
material
part thereof,
tie cannot justify part of a
statement, and admit liability for part, without distinctly
severing that which he justifies from that which he does
not (d).
_V-hat par_ of a statement are material, in the
sense that their accuracy or inaccuracy makes a sensible
difference in the effect of the whole, is a question of
fact (e).
There

may be a further

question

whether

the matter

alleged as justification is sufficient, if proved, to cover the
whole cause of action arising on the words complained of ;
and this appears to be a question of law, save so far as it
depends on the fixing of that sense, out of two or more
possible ones, which those words actually conveyed.
It is
a rule of law that one may not justify ca]Hng the editor
(b) Compare the slr,_hr doctrine
in trespass, whichhas peculiar conBequences. But of this in its place.
(c) IAttledale J., 10 B. & C. at
p. 272.

(d) /_le_n_g v..Dollar
(1889) 23
Q.B.D.
388, 58 L. J. Q. B. 548.
(e) _4lexa_der v. -hrart]*_Eclstern
/_. Co. (1865) 6 B. & S. 340, 34
L.J.Q.B.
152.
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Of a journal a "felon editor" by showing that he was
once convicted of felony.
For a felon is one who has
actually committed felony, and who has not ceased to ]_e a
felon by full endurance of the sentence (ff the law, or by a
pardon ; not a man erroneously convicted, or one who has
been convicted and duly discharged.
But it may be for a
jury to say whether calling a man a "convicted felon"
imputed the quality of felony generally, or only conveyed
the fact that at some time he was convicted (f).
Where
the libel charges a criminal offence with circumstances of
moral aggravation, it is not a sumcient justification to
aver the eomm{ttlng of the offence without those circumstances, though in law they may be irrelevant, or relevant
only as evidence of some element or condition of the
offence (g). The limits of the authority which the Court
will exercise over juries in handling questions of "mixed
fact and law" must be admitted to be hard to define in
this and other branches of the law of defamation.
Apparently it would make no difference in law that the Defendant's
defendant had made a defamatory statement without any belief irabelief in its truth, if it turned out afterwards to have been material.
true when made : as, conversely, it is certain that the most
honest and even reasonable belief is of itself no justification. Costs, however, are now in the discretion of the
Court.
In order that public duties may be discharged without
fear, unqualified protection is given to language used in
the exercise of parliamentary and judicial functions.
A
member of Parliament cannot be lawfully molested out(f) ._egmanv. Zatlmer(1878)3
Ex. Div.352,47 L.J. _,x. 470.
P.

(.q)lfelsham v. .Blaekwood(1851)
11G. B. 128,20 L.J. C.P. 187,a
verycuriouscase.
R

Immerereunify
of
bets of
mentand
Parliajudges.
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side Parliament

by civil aegon, or otherwise, on account

of anything said by him in his place in either House (h).
An action will not lie against a judge for any words used
by him in his judicial capacity in a court of justice (i).
It is not open to discussion whether the words were or
were not in the nature ot fair comment on the matter in
hand, or otherwise

relevant

or proper, or whether

or not

they were used in good faith.
Other
_ersoas i.u

udisial

proceed-

i_ss.

1°armies,advocates, and witnesses in a court" of justice
are under

the like protection.

They are subject

to the

authority of the Court itself, but whatever they say in the
course of the proceedings and with reference to the matter
in hand is exempt _rom question elsewhere.
It is not
slander for a prisoner's counsel to make insinuations
against the prosecutor, which might, if true, explain some
of the facts proved, however gross and unfounded those
insinuations may be (k) ; nor for a witness after his crossexamination to volunteer a statement of opinion by way of
vindicating

h_is credit,

which

involves

a er{m{nal

accusation

against a person wholly unconnected with the case (1).
The only llm_tation is that the words must in some way
have reference

to the inquiry the Cour_ is engaged

(h) St. 4 Hen. VIII. c. 8 (Pro
Ricardo Sia_le); Bill of Rights, 1
Wm. & Mr. sess. 2, c. 2, _' That
the freedome of speech and debates or laroceedingsln Parlyament
ought no_ _o be impeached or
questioned in any eour_ or l_lace
out o_ Parlyament."
(i)_¢ottv.
Etans.field(1868)L.R.
3 Ex. 220, 37 L. J. Ex. 155 ; the
proration extends to judicial acts,
see the chapter of General Exceptions above, pp. 104--106,
and
further illustrations
a_, Blake

in.

Odgers 188.
(k) Munster v.._amh
(1883) 11
Q.B. ])iv. 588, where authorlCies
are collected.
(_ _eaman v. _ethcrelift (1876) 2
C.P. Div. 53, 46 L. J. C. P. 128.
But there is no privilege for those
who procure other persons _o give
false and defama_ry
evidence:
__ice v. Corl_je (1876) 121 Maes.
393, Ames, Sel. Ca. 616.
For
American views on the r,a_n questionsecAmes,
o$. cir. 438.
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A duly constituted military court of inqlfiry is for this
purpose on the same footing as an ordinary court of
justice (m).
So is a select committee of the House of
Commons(n).
Statements coming within this rule are
said to be "absolutely privileged."
The reason for precluding all discussion of their reasonableness or good faith
before another tribunal is one of public policy, laid clown
to the same effect in all the authorities.
The law does not
seek to protect a dishonest witness or a reckless advocate,
but deems this a less evil than exposing honest witnesses
and advocates to vexatious actions.
As to reports macle in the course of naval or military Revo_ of
OP_icers_
duty, but not with reference _o any pending judicial pro- &e.
ceeding, it is doubtful whether they come under this head
or that of "qualified privilege."
A majority of the Court
of Queen's Bench has held (against a strong dissent), not
exactly, that they are " absolutely privileged," but that an
ordinary court of law will not determine questions of naval
or w_l_tary discipline and duty.
received as conclusive (o).

But the decision is no_

(n_) .Dawl_ins v. Zord _okebg
(1873-5) Ex. C'h. and H. L., 1"1.R.
8 Q. B. 265, 7 H. L. 744, 45 L.J.
Q. B. 8, see opinion of judges 7
H. L. at p. 752 ; .Dawk_ns v. Prince
_dward of 8axe We_raar (1876) 1
Q. B. D. 499, 45 L. J. Q. B. 567.
(n) Oo.l_ v..Donnelly
(1881) 6
Q. B. D. 307, 50 L. J. Q. B.._0S.
_. licensing mcet_.ug of a Country
Council is not a Cour_ for this

(o) .Dawkins v. Zord.PauZet (1869)
L.R. 5 Q. B. 94, 39 L. J'. Q. B.
53, see the dissenting judgment of
Cockburn C. J., and the notes of
Sir James Stephen, Dig. Cr. L.
art. 276, and Mr. Blake edgers,
op. tit. 195. The reference of the
Judicial Committee to the case in
._art v. Owaz2aeh (1872) L. R. 4
:P. C. 439, 464, 42 L. J. P. C. 25,
is quite neutral.
They declined to

purpose: .P_/al _quar_um _tyv.
.Parkinson,'92, 1Q.B. 431, 61L.J.
Q. B. 409, C.A.

presume that such an "absolute
privilege" existed by the law and
customs of China as to official
reports to the Chinese Government.
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There is an important

class of cases in which a middle

immunity

of "prlvi.
legs1
communieatlons."

course is taken between the common rule of unqualified
responsibility for one's statements, and the exceptional
rules which give, as we have just seen, absolute protection
to the kinds of statements covered by them.
In many
relations of life the law deems it politic and necessary to
protect the honest expression of opinion concerning the
character and merits of persons, to the extent appropriate
to the nature of the occasion, but not necessary to prevent
the person affected from showing, if he can, that an
unfavourable opinion expressed concerning him is not
honest.
Occasions of this kind are said to be privileged,
and communications made in pursuance of the duty or
right incident to them are said to be privileged by the
occasion. The term "qualified privilege" is often used to
mark the requirement of good faith in such cases, in contrast to the cases of "absolute privilege" above mentioned.
Fair reports of judicial and parliamentary proceedings are
put by the latest authorities in the same category.
Such
reports must be fair and substantially correct in fact to
begin with, and also must not be published from motives
of personal ill-will ; and this although the matter reported
was "absolutely
privileged"
as to the original utterance
of it.

Con_it_e_
of
the
privilege,

The conditions of immunity may be thus slimmed up :The occasion must be privileged;
and if the defendant
establishes this, he will not be liable unless the plaintiff can
prove (P) that the communication was not honestly made
for the purpose of discharging a legal, moral or social
duty, or with a view to the just protection of some private
(p) The burden of proof is no_
on the defendant to show his good
faith: ¢Tenours V..D¢lmege, '91, A.

C. 73, 60 L. J. P. C. 11, J. (3.
This, however, is or ought _o be
elementary.

PRIVILEGED

COMMUNICATIONS.
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interest or of the public good by giving information
appearing proper to be given, but from some improper
motive and without due regard to truth.
Such proof may consist either in external evidence of
personal ill-feeling or disregard of the truth of the matter,
or in the manner or terms of the communication, or acts
accompanying and giving point to it, being unreasonable
and improper, "in excess of the occasion," as we say.
The rule formerly was, and still sometimes is, expressed
in an artificial manner derived from the style of pleading
at common law.
The law, it is said, presumes or implies malice in all
cases of defamatory
words;
this presumption may be
rebutted by showing that the words were uttered on a
privileged occasion ; but after this the plaintiff may allege
and prove express or actual malice, that is, wrong motive.
He need not prove malice in the first instance, because the
law presumes it; when the presumption is removed, the
field is still open to proof. But the" malice in law" which
was said to be presumed is not the same as the "express
malice" which is matter of proof.
To have a lawful
occasion and abuse it may be as bad as doing harm without any lawful occasion, or worse; but it is a different
thing in substance.
It is better to say that where there is
a duty, though of imperfect obligation, or a right, though
not answering to any legal duty, to communicate matter
of a certain kind, a person acting on that occasion in
discharge of the duty or exercise of the right incurs no
liability, and the burden of proof is on those who allege
that he was not so acting (q).
(q) See per Lord Blackburn,

7 App. Ca. 787,

"E_press

malice."
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What are
privileged
occasions,
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The occasions giving rise to privileged communications
may be in matters of legal oct social duty, as where a confidential report is made to an official superior, or in the
common case of giving a character to a servant; or the
communications may be in the way of self-defence, or the
defence of an interest common to those between whom the
words or writing pass ; or they may be addressed to persons
in public authority with a view to the exercise of their
authority for the public good ; they may also be matter
published in the ordinary sense of the word for purposes
of general information.

_or_l
or
social
duty.

As

to occasions

of private

duty;

the

result

of the

authorities appears to be that any state of facts making it
right in the interests of society for one person to communicate to another what he believes or has heard regarding
any person's conduct or character will constitute a privileged occasion (r).
Answers to confidential inquiries, or to any inquiries
made in the course of affairs for a reasonable purpose, are
clearly privileged.
So are communications made by a
person to one to whom it is his especial duty to give
information
by virtue of a standing relation between
them, as by a solicitor to his client about the soundness of
a security, by a father to his daughter of full age about
the character and standing of a suitor, and the like.
Statements made without request and apart from any
spe_al relation of confidence may or may not be privileged
according to the circumstances ; but it cannot be prudently
assumed that they will be (s).
The nature of the interest
(r) See per Blackburn
2. in
2_a_ies v. 8head (1870) L. R. 5 Q.B.
at p. 611.

(a) Cases of tI_s kind have been
very
troublesome.
See Blake
edgers 217-21.

PRIVILEGED

for the

sake

COMMUNICATIONS.
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of which the communication

is made

(as

whether it be public or private, whether it is one touching
the preservation of life, honour, or morals, or only matters
of ordinary business), the apparent importance and urgency
of the occasion, and other such points of discretion for
which no general rule can be laid down, will all have their
weight; how far any of them will outweigh the general
presumption against offidous interference
more or less doubtful (t).

must always be

Examples of privileged communications in self-protecrich, or the protection of a common interest, are a warning

se]f-p,oteotion.

given by a master to his servants not to associate with a
former fellow-servant
whom he has discharged on the
ground of dishonesty (u); a letter from a creditor of a
firm in liquidation to another of the creditors, conveying
information and warning as to the conduct of a member of
the debtor firm in its affairs (x).
The privilege of an
occasion of legitimate

seLf-interest

extends

to a solicitor

writing as an interested party's solicitor in the ordinary
course of his duty (y). The holder of a public office, when
an attack is publicly made on his official conduct, may
defend himself with the like publicity (z).
Communications

addressed in good faith to persons in a I_form_-

public position for the purpose of giving them information tion
publicfor
to be used for the redress of grievances, the punishment of good.
(t) See
Oox_
v.
_v,_ards
(1846) 2 C. B. 569, 15 L. J. C.P.
278, where the Court was equally
divided, rather as to the reasonably apparent urgency of the par_icular occasion than on any de_nable principle,
(u) 8o_r_rvill_ v..Hawkin_
(1850)
10 C. B. 583_ 20 L. J. C. P, 133.

(z) 8pill v. Maul_ (1869) Ex.
Ch. L. R, 4 ]_x. 232, 38 L. ft. Ex,
138.
(y) .Baker v. Carrwk, '94_ 1 Q.B.
838, 9 R. Apr. 212, C.A.
(z) Iaughto,
v..Bi_ho_ of 8odar
and Man (1872) L. R. 4 P. O. 495,
42 L. J. P. C. 11.
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crime, or the security of public morals, axe in like manner
privileged, provided the subject-matter is within the competence of the person addressed (a). The communication
to an incumbent of reports affecting the character of his
curate is privileged, at all events if made by a neighbour
or parishioner ; so are consultations between the clergy of
the immediate neighbourhood
arising out of the same
matter (b).

Fair
reports,

Fair reports (as distinguished
_rom comment) are a
distinct class of publications enjoying the protection of
"qualified privilege" to the extent to be mentioned.
The
fact that imputations have been made on a privileged
occasion will, of course, not exempt _rom Hability a person
who repeats them on an occasion not privileged.
:Even if
the original statement
be made with circumstances of
publicity, and be of the kind known as " absolutely privileged," it cannot be stated as a general rule t/n_t republication is justifiable.
Certain specific immunities have been
ordained by modern decisions and statutes.
They rest on
particular

grounds, and are not to be extended (e). Matter

(a) Harrison v. `Bus/_(1855) 5
F.. & B. 344, 25 L. J. Q. B. 25.
Mere belief that the person addressedis officiallycompetentwill
notdo: 11ebditeh
v. MaeZlwaine,
'94,
2 Q. B. 54, 9 R. July, 204, C.A.
In Itarrzeonv..Bus]*,
howeverit was
held that it was not, in fact, itregular to address a memorial
complaixhngof the conductof a
justiceof th_ peaceto a Secretary
of State (see the judgment of the
Court as to the incidentsof that
office),though it would be more
usualto addresssuch a memorlalto
the Ixrrd Chaueellor. Complaints

made to the Privy Council
against
an officerwhom the Councilis by
statute empoweredtoremoveare in
this category; the absoluteprivilege of judicialproceedingscannot
be claimedfor them, though the
power in question may be exoreiseableonlyoninquiry: t_roetorv.
Webster(1885)16 Q. B. I). 112,55
L.J.Q.B. 150.
(b) Clark v. $[olyneux(1877) 3
Q.B. ]:)iv.237,47 L. J. Q.B. 230.
(e) See1)a_/_v. _hetastone
(1886)
J. C. 11 App. Ca. 187, 55 T,. J.
P.C. 51.

FAIR
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not coming under any of them must stand on its osm
merits, if it can, as a fair comment on a subject of public
interest.
By statute

(3 & 4 Vict. c. 9, A.D. 1840) the publication

of aaly reports, papers, votes, or proceedings of either
:House of Parliament by the order or under the authority of that House is absolutely protected, and so is the
republication in full. Extracts and abstracts are protected
if in the opinion of the jury they were published
and without malice (d).
Fairreports

of parliamentary

ceedings are treated as privileged

mentary
papers.

bona fide

and public judicial lorecommunications.

P_rlla-

It has

Parliamentary
debates
and judi-

long been settled (e) that fair and substantially accurate ci_ proreports of proceedings in courts oi justice are on this foot- ceedings.
ing. As late as 1868 it was decided (f) that the same
measure of immunity extends to repol_s of parliaanentary
debates, notwithstanding
that proceedings in Parliament
are technically not public, and, still later, that it extends
to fair reports of the quasi-judicial proceedings of a body
established for public purposes, and invested with quasijudicial authority for effectlng those purposes (g).
In
the case of judicial proceedings it is immaterial whether
they are prellm_nary

or final (provided

(d) See Blake edgers, op. elf.
185-6. The _ords of the Act, in
their literal construction,
appear
to throw the barclen of proving
good faith on the publisher, which
probably was not intended,
(e) Per Cur. in _F'ason v. Walter,
1-,. R. 4 Q. B. at p. 87.
(f) IUason v. W-alter, L. R. 4
Q. B. 73, 38 L. J. Q. B. 34. And
editorial comments on a debate

that they are such

published by the same newspaper
which
publishes
the report are
entitled to the benefit of the
general rule as to fair comment on
public affairs : ib. Op. the German Federal
Constitution,
arts.
22, 30.
(#) .Allbutt v. General Council of
Medical _dueation (1889) 23 Q. B.
Div. 400, 58 L. J. Q. B. 606.
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aswillleadtosome final
decision)
(h)and whethercontested
or exparte(h),and alsowhether the Court actually
has
jurisdiction or not, provided that it is acting in an apparently regularmanner (i). The reportneed not be a
reportof the whole proceedings,
provideditgivesa fair
and substantially
complete account of the case: but
whether it does give such an account has been thought
to be a pure question of fact, even if the par_ which is
separately
reported be a judgment purporting
to state
the facts (k). The report must not in any case be partial
to the extent of misrepresenting
the judgment (1). It
may be libellous to publish even a correct extract from
a register of judgments in such a
judgment is outstanding when it
but a correct copy of a document
libellous without some such further
By statute
"a fairand
of proceedings publicly
judicial authority " is,
with such proceedings,"
absolutely

privileged,

way as to suggest that a
is in fact satisfied (m) ;
open to the public is not
defamatory addition (n).

accuratereportin any newspaper
heard before any court exercising
"if published contemporaneously
privileged : which seems to mean

as otherwise

(h) .Kimber v. 2b'ess .Association,
'93, I Q. B. 65, 62 L. ft. Q. B. 152,
4 R. 95, C.A.
(i) U, illv. Hales (1878) 3 C.P.
D. 319, 47 L. J. C. P. 323, where
the proceeding
reported
was an
application to a police magistrate,
who, after hearing the facts stated,
declinea to act on the ground of
want of jurlsdietion : Zew/s v. Z_vy
(1858) 1_,. B. & E. 537, 27 L.J.
Q. B. 282.
(k) JK_do_all
v. XnigM (1889)
14 App. Ca. 194, 58 L. J. Q.B.
537. But in Xaeclougall v. Knigh_
(1890) 25 Q. B. Div. 1, 59 L.J.

the statute

would not

Q.B.
517, the C. A. adhered to
their previous view (17 Q. B. Div.
636, action between same parties)
that a correct report of a judgment
is privileged.
(l) 2Yagward _ Co. v. 2Tagward
_ Son (1886) 34 Oh. D. 198, 56 L. J.
Oh. 287.
(m) ]Williams v. 8mitl_ (1888) 22
Q.B.D.
134, 58 L. J. Q. B. 21.
(n) 8earles v. 8earlett, '92, 2 Q.
B. 56, 61 L. J. Q. B. 573, C. A.,
where the publication was expressly
guarded : _u. as to 1F'illiams v.
_mith, see '92, 2 Q. B. at pl_: 62,
63, 64.

VOLUNTEERED
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add to the protection already given by the common law (o).
The rule does not extend to justify the reproduction of
matter in itsel_ obscene, or otherwise lm_t for general
publication (p), or of proceedings of which the publication
is forbidden by the Court in which they took place. The
burden of proof is on the defendant to show that the report
is fair and accurate.
But if it really is so, the plaintiff's
own evidence will often prove that the facts happened as
reported

(q).

An ordinary

newspaper

report furnished

by a regular Volun-

reporter is all but conclusively presumed, if in fact fair reefed
reports.
and substantially correct, to have been published in good
faith ; hut an outsider who sends to a public print even a
fair report of judicial proceedings containing personal imputatious invites the question whether he sent it honestly
for purposes of information, or from a motive of personal
hostility ; if the latter is found to be the fact, he is liable
to an action (r).
Newspaper reports of public meetings and of meetings
of vestries, town councils, and other local authorities, and
of their committees, of royal or parliamentary commissions,
and of select committees, are privileged under the Law of
Libel Amendment Act, 1888 (s). A public meeting is for
this purpose "any meeting
a lawful

purpose,

bona fide and lawfully held for

and for the furtherance

or discussiou

(o) 51 & 52 Vict. c. 64, s. 3.
The earlier eases are still material
to show what is a fair andacourate

(r) Stevens v. Sampson (1879) 5
Ex. Div. 53, 49 L. J. Q. B. 120.
(s) 51 & 52 Vict. c. 64, s. 4.

report.
(p) _tcelev..Brand,an (1872) L.R.
7 O. P. 261 (a crlm_nal case) ; 51 &
52 Vie_. o. 64, s. 3.
(q) _¥imber v. _Press adnsoci_tlon,
'95, 1 Q. B. 65, 62 L. J. Q.B.
152, 4 R. 95, C.A.

The ill-drawn enac/maenb of 1881
for the same purpose, 44 & 45 ¥i_.
e. 61, s. 2, is repealed by sect. 2 of
this Act. As to boards of guardian.s, see Pittard v. Oliver, '91, 1
Q.B.
474, 60 L. ,.1".Q. B. 219,
C.A.

_5_
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of any matter of public concern, whether the admission
thereto be general or restricted."
The defendant must not
have refused on request to insert in the same newspaper
a reasonable contradiction or explanation.
Moreover "the
publication of any matter not of public concern, and the
publication of which is not for the public benefit,"
protected (t).

Excessof

In the case of privileged

communications

is not

of a confi-

p_vilege, dential kind, the failure to use ordinary means of ensuring
privacy--as if the matter is sent on a post-card instead of
in a sealed letter, or telegraphed without evident necessity
--will destroy the privilege;
either as evidence of malice,
or because it constitutes a publication to persons in respect
of whom there was not any privilege at all. The latter
view seems on principle the better one (u). But the privilege of a person making a statement as matter of public
duty at a meeting of a public body is not affected by
unprivileged
persons being present who are not there at
his individual request or desire, or in any way under his
individual control, though they may not have any strict
right to be there, newspaper reporters for example (x). It
is now decided that if a communication
intended to be
made on a privileged occasion is by the sender's ignorance
(as by making it to persons whom he thlnl_s to have some
duty or interest in the matter, but who have none), or
mere negligence (as by putting letters in wrong envelopes)

(t) 51 & 52 Viet. o. 64, s. 4.
In a civil action on whom is the
burden of proof as to this? See
Blake edgers
_81-3, on the repealed section of 188 I_ where however this qualification was by way
of oondi_on and no_ by way of

proviso.
(u) _rillia_on
v..Freer
(1874)
L.R.
9 C. P. 393, 43 L. J. C. P.
161.
(x) -P_ttard v. Ol_r_ _91_ 1 Q. B.
474_ 60 L. J. Q. B. 219j C. A.
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delivered to a person who is a stranger to that occasion, the
senderhasnotany benefit
of privilege
(y).
Where the existence of a privileged occasion is estab- Honest
lished, we have seen that the plaintiff must give affirmative belief
not necesis
proof of malice, that is, dishonest or reckless ill-will (z), in sarily
reasonable
order to succeed. It is not for the defendant to prove belial.
that his belief was founded on reasonable grounds, and
there is no difference in this respect between different
l_inds of privileged
communication (a).
To constitute
malice there must be something mere than the absence of
reasonable ground for belief in the matter communicated.
That may be evidence of reckless disregard of truth, but is
not always even such evidence. A man may be honest
and yet unreasonably credulous ; or it may be proper for
him to communicate reports or suspicions which he himself
does not believe.
In either case he is within the protection of the rule (b).

It has been found difficult to impress

this distinction upon juries, and the involved language of
the authorities about "implied" and "express" malice has,
no doubt, added to the difficulty.
The result is that the
power of the Court to withhold a case from the jury on
theground of a totalwant of evidencehas on thispoint
been carriedvery far(c). In theory,
however,the rela(y) _i_
v. _1_r_//wai_,'94,
2 Q. B. 54,9 R. July, 204, C.A.
(z) A statementmade recklessly
under the influenceof e.g. gross
prejudice against the plaintiff's
occupation
in general,thoughwithout any personalhostility towards
him, may be malicious: _ay¢l
-4q_ar/mnSo_/6tyv. _Parki_8on,
'92,
1 Q. B. 431, 61 L. J. Q. B. 409,
C.A.
(a) J'_owrev._#lr_e, '91, A.

C. 73, 60 L. J. P. O.11 (J. C.).
(b) Clark v. Molyr_uz(1877) 3
Q.B. Div. 237, 47 L. J. Q. B.
230, perBramwellL. J. at p. 244;
l_erBrett L. J. at pp. 247-8 ; per
CottonL. J. at p. 249.
(c) Za_yAtonv. _h_ of Sodor
a_d_ran (1872)L. R. 4 P. C. 495,
42 L. J. P. C. I1, and authorities
there cited; _2ilt v. Maulv (1869)
Ex. Ch.L. R. 4 Ex. 232, 38 L. J.
Ex. 138.
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tion of the Court to _he jury is the same as in other questions of "mixed fact and law."
S_m_lar difficulties have
been felt in the law of Negligence,
that head.

Powerof

In assessing damages

jury in

assessing the whole conduct
d_mages, libel was pubhshed
dict. They may
before action, affer

as we shall see under

the jury "are

entitled to look at

of the defendant from the
down to the time they gave
consider what his conduct
action, and in Court during

time the
their verhas been
the trial."

And the verdict will not be set aside on the ground of the
damages being excessive, unless the Court th_l_s the
amount such as no twelve men could reasonably have

given(d).
Sp_ial

Lord Campbell's Act (6 & 7 Viet. c. 96, ss. 1, 2), contains
special provisions as to proving the offer of an apology in
for
_ews- mitigation of damages in actions for defamation, and paypaper
procedure
in actions

libels,

T,_,,_t_of
interroga.

toriesin
action for
libel.

merit into court together
in a public print (e).

with apology in actions for libel

W'here money has been paid into cour_ in an action for
libel, the plaintiff is not entitled to interrogate the defondant as to the sources of his information or the means
used to verify it (f).

Bad repuration o_

A plaintiff's

general

bad repute

cannot

be pleaded

as

l_laintiff, part of the defence to an action for defamation, for it is
not directly material to the issue, but can be proved only
in mitigation

of damages (g).

(d) _Praed v. Graham (1889) 24
Q. B. ])iv. 53, 65, 59 L. J. Q.B.
230.
(e) The Rules of Court of 1875
had the e_ee_ of enlargiug and so
far SUl_rseding the latter provision ; bu_ see now Order XXII.

r. 1, and "The A,_ual Pra_ioe tp
fl_ereon. See also 51 & 52 Yict.
o. 64, s. 6.
(f) Partw//v.
_Falter (1890) 24
Q.B.D.
441, 69 :L. J. Q. B. 125.
(g) Brood v. _D_rI_am (1888) 21
Q.B.D.
501, 5_'L. J. Q. B. 547.

INJUNCTIONS.
We

have

granted

ah'eady

to restrain

seen (h) that
the

publication

255
an

injunction

of de_amatory

may

be Iniuuc"
tions.
matter,

but, on an interlocutory
application,
and not where the libel complained

only in a clear ease (h),
of is on the face of it

too gross

and

plaintiff

harm

Cases

(i).

with by criminal

absurd

to

do

the

any

of this last kind may be more

material
fitly

dealt

proeeedings.

(h) .Bonnard v. .Perryman, _91_
2 Ch. 269_ 60 L. J. Ch. 617, C. &.
p. 179, above; for a later example
of injunction graated_ see Collard

v. Marshall, 992_ 1 Ch. 571_ 61
L.J. Ch. 268.
(i) Salomonsv. Knight, '91, 2 Oh.
294_ 60 L. ft. Ch. 743_C. A.
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L--Deceit.
Nature
of the

IN the foregoing

chapte.rs we dealt with wrongs affecting

wrong,

the so-called primary rights to security for a man's person,
to the enjoyment of the society and obedience of his
family, and to his reputation and good name.
In these
cases, exceptional conditions excepted, the knowledge or
state of mind of the person violating the right is not
material for determining his legal responsibility.
This is
so even in the law of defamation, as we have just seen,
the artificial use of the word "malice" notwithstanding.
We now come to a kind of wrongs in which either a
positive wrongful intention, or such ignorance or indifference as amounts to guilty recklessness (in Roman terms
either dolus or cul2a lata) is a necessary element ; so that
liability is _ounded not in an absolute right of the plaintiff,
but in the unrighteousness of the defendant.

Concur-

The wrong called Deceit consists in leading a man into
damage by wflfully or recklessly causing him to believe
law and
common
and act on a falsehood.
It is a cause of action by the
eqmty,
common law (the action being an action on the case
founded on the ancient writ of deceit (a), which had a
much narrower scope) : and it has likewise been dealt with
rent jurisdiction of

by

courts

of equity

under

the

general

(a) F. N. B. 96 E. 8_.

jurisdiction

of

DECEIT,

_57

the Chancery in matters of _raud. The principles worked
out in the two jurisdictions are believed to be identical (b),
though there may be a theoretical difference as to the
character of the remedy, which in the Court of Chancery
did not purport to be damages but restitution (c). Since
1875, therefore, we have in this case a real and perfect
fusion of rules of common law and equity which formerly
were distinct, though parallel and similar.
The subject

has been one of considerable

di_culty

for Dimo_l-

ties of the

several reasons,
subject :
First, the law of tort is here much complicated with the tion
complicawith
law of contract. A false statement may be the induce- contract.
merit to a contract, or may be part of a contract, and in
these capacities may give rise to a claim for the rescission
of the contract obtained by its means, or for compensation
for breach of the contract or of a collateral warranty. A
false statement unconnected with any contract may likewise create, by way of estoppel, an obligation analogous to
contract.
And a statement capable of being regarded in
one or more of these ways may at the same time afford a
cause of action in tort for deceit. "If, when a man thinks
it highly probable that a thing exists, he chooses to say he
knows the thing exists, that is really asserting what is
false : it is positive fraud.
That has been repeatedly laid
down ....
If you choose to say, and say without inquiry,
' I warrant that,' that is a contract.
If you say, ' I know
it,' and if you say that in order to save the trouble of
inquiry, that is a false representation--you
are saying
what is false to induce them to act upon it" (d).
The grounds

and results of these forms of liability are

(b) See per Lord CbA1m_ord,
L. R. 6 H. L. at p. 390.
(c) See pp. 179, 180, above,
p.

(d) Lord Blackburn, _rownlw v.
Camp_l/(1880) 5 App. Ca. (So.) at
p. 953.
S
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but cannot be assumed to be identical.
establishing what is a cause of action for

deceit are to a large extent convertible with those which
define the right to rescind a contract for fraud or misrepresentation,
and the two classes of cases used to be
cited without any express discrimination.
We shall see
however that discrimination is needful.
Questions
of
fraudulent
in_ent.

Secondly, there are difficulties as to the amount of actual
fraudulent intention that must be proved against a defendant.
A man may be, to all practical intents, deceived
and led into loss by relying on words or conduct of
another which did not proceed from any set purpose to
deceive, but perhaps from an unfounded expectation that
what he stated or suggested would be justified by the
event. In such a ease it seems hard that the party misled
should not have a remedy, and yet there is something
harsh in saying that the other is guilty of fraud or deceit.
An over-sanguine and careless man may do as much harm
as a deliberately fraudulent one, but the moral blame is
not equal.
Again, the jurisdiction of courts of equity in
these matters has always been said to be founded on
fraud.
Equity judges, therefore, were unable to frame a
terminology which should clearly distinguish fraud from
culpable misrepresentation
not amounting to fraud, but
having s_m_lar consequences in law: and on the contrary
they were driven, in order to maintain and extend a
righteous and beneficial jurisdiction,, to such vague and
confusing phrases as " constructive fraud," or "conduct
fraudulent in the eyes of this Court."
Thus they obtained
in a cumbrous fashion the results of the bolder Roman
maxim cuba lala dole ae_ui_aratur.
The results were
good, but, being so obtained, entailed the cost of much
laxity in terms and some laxity of thought.

Of late years
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there has been a reaction against this habit, wholesome
in the main, but not free from some danger of excess.
"Legal fraud" is an objectionable term, but it does not
follow that it has no real meaning (e). One might as
well say that the "common counts" for money had and
received, and .the like, which before the Judicature Acts
were annexed to most declarations in contract, disclosed no
real cause of action, because the "contract implied in law"
which they supposed was not founded on any actual
requestor promise.

Thirdly, special difficulties of the same kind have arisen _aua of
with reg_d to false statements made by an agent in the agents.
course of his business and for his principal's purposes, but
without express authority to make such statements.
Under
these conditions it has been thought harsh to hold the
principal answerable; and there is a further aggravation
of d_culty
in that class of cases (perhaps the most important) where the principal is a corporation, for a corporation has been supposed not to be capable of a fraudulent
intention.
We have already touched on this point (f);
and the other d{Sculties appear to have been surmounted,
or to be in the way of being surmounted,
aut_horiGes.
Having indicated

by our modern

the kind of problems to be met with,

General

conditions
we proceed to the substance of the law.
of the
To create a right of action for deceit there must be a r_ht
o_
action.
statement made by the defendant, or for which he is
(e) See 1_ Lo_IBramwall,7;F_4r _at,edin Ud¢llv. Ath_rta,(1861)7
v. _d/, 3 F_,x.I). at p. 243; .D_ry H. & lq. 172, 30 L. J. Ex. 337,
v..P_k, 14App. C_.at p. 846.
where the Court was equally
(f) Pp. 78, 79,above. The difll- divided.
culties
maybesaid
tohaveell|m]S2
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and with regard to that statement

all the following conditions
(a) It is untrue in fact.

must concur :

(b)The personmaking the statement,
or the person
responsible for it, either knows it to be untrue,
or is culpably ignorant (that is, recklessly and
consciously ignorant)(g)
whether
it be true
or not.
(e) It is made to the intent that the plaintiff shall act
upon it, or in a manner apparently fitted to
induce him to act upon it (h).
(d) The plaintiff does act in reliance on the statement
in the manner contemplated or manifestly probable, and thereby suffers damage (0.
There is no cause of action without both fraud (2") and
actual damage, or the damage is the gist of the action (k).
And according to the general principles of civil liability,
the damage must be the natural and probable consequence
of the plaintiff's action on the faith of the defendant's
statement.
(e) The s_atement must be in writing and signed in
one class of cases, namely, where it amounts to a
guaranty: hut this requirement is statutory, and
as it did not apply to the Court of Chancery,
does not seem to apply to the High Court of
Justice in its equitable jurisdiction.
(g) Lord Hersehell,_err$¢v.
Pe_ (1889) 14 App. Ca. at p. 371.
(1i) See .Polhilt v. _¢'altm" (1832)
8 B. & Ad. 114, 123.
(i) Cp. for the general rules
Lord
Hather/ey
(Page
_rood
V.-C.), .Barry v. Gros]_ey (1861) 2
J. & H. at pp. 22-3, approved by
Lord Cair_
in 2_
v. Gutsy,
L.R.
6 H. L. at p. 413; Bowen

L. J., ._dg@gta. v. avitzma_¢e
(1885) 29 Ch. Div. at pp. 481-2 ;
and Limdley L. J., _mitll v. Ohad.
w/ek (1882) 20 Ch. Div. at p. 76.
(j) _gerryv./'_k
(1889) 14 App.
Ca. 887, 374, 58 L. J. Ch. 864.
(k) Lord Blackburn, 8mitli v.
Chadwivk (1884) 9 App. Ca. at p.
196.
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Of these heads in order.
(a) A statement can be untrue in fact only if it purports
to state matter of fact. A promise is distinct from a statement of fact, and breach of contract, whether from want of
power or of will to perform one's promise, is a different
thing from deceit.
Again a mere statement of opinion or
inference, the facts on which it purports to be founded
being notorious or equally known to both parties, is
different from a statement importing that certain matters
of fact are within the particular knowledge of the speaker.
A man cannot hold me to account because he has lost
money by following me in an opinion which turned out to
be erroneous.
In particular cases, however, it may be hard
to draw the llne between a mere expression of opinion and
an assertion of specific fact (l). And a man's intention or
purpose at a given time is in itself a matter of fact, and
capable (though the proof be seldom easy) of being found
as a fact. " The state of a man's mind is as much a fact
as the state of his digestion"

(m).

It is settled that the

vendor of goods can rescind the contract on the ground of
fraud if he discovers within due time that the buyer
intended not to pay the price (n).
When a prospectus is issued to shareholders in a company or the like to invite subscriptions to a loan, a statement of the purposes for which the money is wanted--in
(l) Compare _Pas/ey v. Freemon
(1789), 3 T. R. 51, 1 R. R. 634,
with ._oycraft v. Greasy (1801) 2
]East 92, 6 R. R. 380, where Lord
Kenyon'sdissentingjudgmentmay
be more acoeptable to the latf_-x-day
reader than those of the majority,
(ra)BowenL. J.,29Ch. Div, 483.
(n) Clongh v. L. and hr. yr. _.
0o. (1871) Ex. Ch. L. R. 7 Ex. 26,
41L. J. :Ex. 17; op. per Mellish

L. J., :Ex _arte W"hittaker (1875)
10 Ch. atp. 449. Whether in such
case an action of deceit would lle is
a merely speculative question, as if
rescission is hnpraeticable, and if
the fraudulent
buyer is worth
suing, the obviously better course
is to sue on the contract for the
price. See however W, lliam_on v.
Allison (1802) 2 East 446.

:Falsehood
in fact.
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other words, of the borrower's intention

as to its applica-

tion-is
a material statement of fact, and if untrue may be
ground for an action of deceit (n). The same principle
would seem to apply to a man's statement of the reasons
for his conduct, if intended or calculated to influence the
conduct of those with whom he is dealing (o) ; as if an
agent employed to buy falsely names, not merely as the
highest price he is wi]lb_g to give, but as the actual limit
of his authority, a sum lower than that which he is really
empowered to deal for.
]msrepreconcerning a man's private rights,
sentations A representation
of law.
though it may involve matters of law, is as a whole
deemed to be a statement of fact. Where officers of a
company ineo_orated
by a private Act of Parliament
accept a bill in the name of the company, this is a representation that they have power so to do under the Act of
Parliament,
and the existence or non-existence of such
power is a matter of fact.

"Suppose

I were to say I have

a private Act of :Parliament which gives me power to do
so and so. Is not that an assertion that I have such an
Act

of Parliament

?

It appears to me to be as much a

representation of a matter of fact as if I had said I have a
particular bound copy of Johnson's Dictionary"
(2). A
statement about the existence or actual text of a public Ac_
of Parliament, or a reported decision, would seem to be no
less a statement of fact. With regard to statements of
(n).Edgingtwa
v..Fttzma_rice
(1884)
29 Ch.])iv. 459, 55L. J. Ch. 650.
(o) It is sub_n'tt_tthat the con_varyopiniongiven in Yernonv.
.Keys (1810)Ex. Ch.4 Taunt. 488,
11 R. R. 499, can no longer be
consideredlaw : see II R. R. Preface, vL and Mr. Campbell'snote
atp. 605.

(p) _restLondon_oraraercial
_ank
v. _i_soa(1884)13 Q. ]_.])iv. 360,
per BowenL.J. at p. 363,53L. J.
Q.B. 345. Cp.-Firl_nk's_xecutor8
v. 2_umyhreyR
(1886)18 Q. B. Div.
54, 56 L. J. Q. B. 57 (directors'
assertionof subsistingauthorityto
isenedebentures).
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matters of general law made only _y implication, or statements of pure propositions of the law, the rule may perhaps
be this, that in dealings between parties who have equal
means of ascertaining the law, the one will not be presumed to rely upon a statement of matter of law made by
the other (q). It has never been decided whether proof of
such reliance is admissible ; it is submitted that if the case
arose it could be received, though with caution.
Of course
a man will not in any event be liable to an action of deceit
for misleading another by a statement of law, however
erroneous, which at the time he really believed to be correct.
That ease would fall into the general category of honest
though mistaken expressions of opinion.
If there be any
ground of hability, it is not fraud but negligence, and it
must be shown that the duty of giving competent
had been assumed or accepted.

advice

It remains to be noted that a statement

of which every Falsehooa
by garbled
part is literally true may be false as a whole, if by reason star,of the omission of material facts it is as a whole calculated ments.
to mislead a person ignorant of those facts into an inference contrary to the truth (r). "A suppression of the truth
may amount to a suggestion of falsehood" (s).
(b) A_ to the knowledge and behef of the person making
the statement,
He may believe it to be true (t).
(9) This appearsto be the real
ground of ,Ra_hdallv. _ord (1866)
2 Eq. 750, 35L. J. Ch. 769.
(r) "Theremus_,in my opinion,
l)e some active misstatementof
fact, or at all eventssuch a partial
andfragmentarystatementof fact
as that the withholding of that
whioh is not Btatedmakes that

In that case he incurs

which is stated absolu_mly
false:"
Lord Cairns,L. R. 6 H. L. 403.
(s) 8t*wa_tv. ttryomi_yl_neha
Co.(1888)128U. S. 383, 388.
(t) Collinsv. Evans (1844) Ex.
Ch. 5 Q. B. 820, 13 L.J.Q.B.
180. Good and probable reason
as wellas goal faith was pleaded
and proved.

Knowledge or
beliefof
defendant.
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no liability,

nor is he bound to show that his belief was

founded on such grounds as would produce the same belief
in a prudent and competent man (u), except so far as the
absence of reasonable cause may tend to the inference that
there was not any real belief. An honest though dull
man cannot be held guilty of fraud any more than of
" express malice," although there is a point beyond which
courts will not believe in honest stupidity.
"If an untrue
statement is made," said Lord Chelmsford, "folmded
upon a belief which is destitute of all reasonable grounds,
or which the least inquiry would immediately correct, I do
not see that it is not fairly and correctly characterized as
misrepresentation
and decelt" (x); Lord Cranworth preferred to say that such circumstances might be strong
evidence, but only evidence, that the statement was not
really believed to be true, and any liabfllty of the parties
"would be the consequence not of their having stated as
true what they had not reasonable ground to believe to be
true, hut of their having stated as true what they did not
believe to be true" (y). Lord Cranworth's opinion has
been declared by the House of Lords (z), reversing the
judgment of the Court of Appeal (a), to be the correct one.
" The ground upon which an alleged belief was founded"
is allowed to be "a most important test of its reality" (b) ;
but if it can be found as a fact that a belief was really and
honestly

held, whether

on reasonable

grounds

or not, a

(u) Zay/or v..dshton (1843) 11
(x) Brast_rn.Sankof _ot/and v.
M. & W. 401, 12 L. J'. Ex. 363, .dddio(1867)L. R. 1 So. agp. 162.
but the actual decisionis no_ con(y) 2_.at p. 168.
sistent with t_ao doctrineof the
(z) 2)errs/v..Peek(1889)14App.
modern eases on the daty of Ca.837,58 L. J. Ch.864.
directors o_ companies. See per
(a) 2_eekv. _Oarry(1887) 37 Ch.
Lord He_s_hell_14 App. Ca. at ]:)iv.541, 57 L. J. Ch. 347.
p. 375.
(b)LordHer_chcll,14 App. Ca.
a_p. 375.
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statement embodying that belief cannot render its maker
liable in an action for deceit (c), however grossly negligent
it may be, and however mischievous in its results (d).
I have given reasons elsewhere (e) for th_n]_ug this
decision of the ttouse of Lords an unfortunate
one. It
would be out of place to repeat those reasons here.

But it

may be pointed out that the reversed opinion of the Court
of Appeal coincides with that which has for many years
prevailed in the leading American Courts (f), and has
lately been thus expressed in Massachusetts :-"It is well settled in this Commonwealth that the charge
of fraudulent intent, in an action for deceit, may be maintained by proof of a statement made, as of the party's own
knowledge, which is false, provided the thing stated is not
merely a matter of opinion, estimate, or judgment, but is
susceptible of actual knowledge;
and in such case it is
not necessary to make any further prdof of an actual intent
to deceive.
The fraud consists in stating that the party
knows the thing to exist, when he does not know it to
exist; and if he does not know it to exist, he must ordinarily be deemed to know that he does not " (g).
And so, still more lately, the Supreme Court of the
United States not only said that "a person who makes
representations
of material facts, assuming or intending to
convey the impression that he has adequate knowledge of
the existence of such facts, when he is conscious that he
(e) ._ee. Olaslerv..Rolls (1889)42
Ch. ])iv. 436, 58 L. J. Ch. 820 ;
Low v. $ouverie, '91, 3 Oh. 82, 60
L. J. Ch. 594, C.A.
(dJ Ze Z/evre v. Gou/d, '93, 1
Q.B. 491, 62L. J. Q.B. 353, 4
R. 274, C. A. (untrue cert_icate
negligentlygivenbyabuilderwho
owed no special
duty to theplain-

(e) L. Q. R. v. 410; for a different view, see Sir W_11iam Anson,
ib. vi. 72.
(f) Cooley on Torts, 501. The
tendency appears as early as 1842,
8to_ev.£)enny,
4Met.(Mass.)lS1,
158.
(9) C_tham
Fu_aee Co. v.
2_oj_att
(1888)147Mass. 403.
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has no such knowledge," is answerable as if he actually
knew them to be false--which
is admitted everywhere !
but went on to say that a vendor or lessor may be held
guilty of deceit by reason of material untrue rewesentations "in respect to his own business or property, the truth
of which representations the vendor or lessor is bound and
must be presumed to -know" (h). This appears to be pre=
dsely the step which in tMs country the Cour_ of Appeal
was prepared, but the House of Lords refused, to take.
In England, on the contrary,
"negligence,
however
great, does not of itself constitute fraud," (i) nor, it seems,
even cast upon the defendant the burden of proving actual
belief in the truth of the matter stated (i). Even the
grossest carelessness, in the absence of contract, will not
make a man liable for a false statement without a specific
finding of fact that he knew the statement to be false or
was recklessly ignorant whether it was true or false (k).
Perhaps it would have been better on principle to hold
the duty in these cases to be quasi ex contractu, and evade
the barren controversy about "legal _rand."
One who
makes a statement as of fact to another, intending blm to
act thereon, might well be held to request him to act upon
it; and it might also have been held to be an implied
term or warranty in every such request that the party
making it has some reasonable ground for believing what
he affirms; not necessarily sufficient ground, hut such as
might then and there have seemed sufficient to a man of
ordinary understanding.
This would not have been more
artificial than holding, as the Exchequer
Chamber was
once prepared

to hold, that the highest bona fide bidder

(h) _eh_h Zinc and Iron Co. v.
.Bamford(1893)150U. S. 665, 673.
(i) '93, 1 Q.B. at p. 498, per
LordEaher.

at

(}) See judgments of Lindloy
and Bowen L.JJ., in .d_
v.
b7_ord,'91, 2 Ch. 449.
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to be without reserve, can sue the

auctioneer as on a contract that the sale is really without
reserve, or that he has authority to sell without reserve (/).
And such a development would have been quite parallel
to others which have taken place in the modern history of
the law. No one now regards an express warranty on a
sale otherwise than as a matter of contract ; yet until the
latter part of the eighteenth century the common practice
waste declareon such warranties in tort (m). But it seems
now too late, at all events in this country, to follow such
a line of speculation.
It has been suggested that it would be highly inconvenient to admib "inquiry into the reasonableness of a
belief admitted to be honestly entertained"
(,n). I cannot
see that the incll_y is more difficult or inconvenient than
that which constantly takes place in questions of negligence, or that it is so difficult as those which are necessary
in cases of malicious prosecution and abuse of privileged
communications.
Besides, we do not admit beliefs to be
honest first and ask whether
wards.

they were reasonable

after-

I_, having honestly made a representation, a man discovers that it is not true before the other party has acted
upon it, what is his position ? It seems on principle that,
as the offer of a contract is deemed to continue till revoeation or acceptance, here the representation must be taken to
be continuously made until it is acted upon, so that from
the moment the party making it discovers that

it is false

(l) _arlow v. _arrison (1859) 1 ginally an action on file case for
E. &E. 809, 29 L. J. Q. B. 14.
deceitin breakinga promiseto the
(m) Brdtiamsonv..AZZ_8on
(1802) promisoe'selarn_ge: J. B. ,Amesin
2 ]_ast 446, 451. We need not HarvardLawRev. ii. 1, 53.
remindthe learnedreaderthat the
(_) Sir W. &Jason,L. Q. R. vi,
actionof asSUmlmit
itself was ori- 74.

l_epresontataons
subsequently
discovered
to be
untrue.
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and, having the means of communicating

the truth to the

other party, omits to do so, he is in point of law making a
false representation with knowledge of its untruth.
And
such has been declared to be the rule of the Court of
Chancery for the purpose of setting aside a deed.
"The
case is not at all varie_t by the circumstance that the untrue
representation, or any of the untrue representations,
may
in the first instance have been the result of innocent error.
If, after the error has been discovered, the par_y who has
innocently made the incorrect representation
suffers the
other party to continue in error and act on the belief that
no mistake has been made; this from the time of the
discovery becomes, in the contemplation of this Court, a
fraudulent misrepresentation,
even though it was not so
originally" (o). We do not know of any authority againsb
this being the true doctrine of common law as well as of
equity, or as applicable to an action for deceit as to the
setting aside of a contract or conveyance.
Analogy seems
in its favour (2). Since the Judicature Acts, however, it
is sufficient for ]English pm]_oses to accept the doctrine
from equity.
The same rule holds if the representation
was true when first made, but ceases to be true by reason
of some event within the knowledge of the party making
it and not within the knowledge of the party to whom i_
is made (q).
(o) Reynell v. Sprya (1852) 1 D.
M. G. 660, 709, Lord Cranworth :
cp. Jessel M.R., ]ged¢raw v. Hurd
(1881) 20 Ch. Div. 12, 13, 51 L.J.
C-'h.113.
(p) Compare the doct_ne of continuous taking in trespass dv /_m£s
asportatis, which is carried out to

equity (20 Ch. ])iv. 13), but this
was an extra-judiMal dictum ; and
see per Bowen L.J., 34 Ch. Div. at
p. 59_, declining to accept it.
(q) Traill v..Baring (18_4) 4 D.
J.S. 318 ; the difacu.lty of making
out how there was any represen°
tation of fact in that case as dis-

graver consequences in the criminal law.
Jessel M. R. assumed

tinguiahed from a promise or condition of a contract is not mate-

the common law rule to be in
some way narrower than that of

rial to the present

lmrpose.
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On the other hand if a man states as fact what he does Assertions
made
not believe to be fact, he speaks at his peril; and this _eokless
whether he knows the contrary to be true or has no know- ignorance.
ledge of the matter at all, for the pretence of having
certain information which he has not is itself a deceit.
"He takes upon himself to warrant his own belief of the
truth of that which he so asserts" (r). " If persons take
upon themselves to make assertions as to which they are
ignorant whether they are true or untrue, they must, in a
civil point of view, be held as responsible as if they had
asserted that which they knew to be untrue" (.s). These
dicta, one of an eminent common law judge, the other of
an eminent chancellor, are now both classical; their direct
application

was to the repudiation

of contracts obtained by

fraud or misrepresentation, but they state a principle which
is well understood to include liability in an action for deceit (t). The ignorance referred to is conscious ignorance,
the state of mind of a man who asserts his belief in a fact
"when

he is conscious

be true or false, and
belief" (u).

that he knows
when

not

he has therefore

whether
no

it

such

With regard to transactions in which a more or less
stringent duty of giving full and correct information (not
merely of abstaining from falsehood or concealment equivalent to falsehood) is imposed
(r) MauleJ., _¢_ v. Edmonds
(1853)13 C. B. 777, 786, 22 L.J.
C.P. 211.
(s) Lord Cairns, _ee.se ,_iver
8il_er _l_ining0o. v. Brailh(1869)
L. R. 4 H. L. 64, 79, 39 L. J. Ch.
849. See per Sir J. Hannen in
Peekv. _err_/,37 Ch. Div. at p.
581. Even Lord Bramwellallows
LordOairns'sdic_xun(14 App. Ca.

on one of the parties,

Breach of
a special
duty to
giVI9 corfeet infor-

it marion.

at 13.351).
(t) Taylor v. Ashton (1843) 11
M. & V_r.401, 12 L. J. Ex. 383;
.Edgingtonv. _'_tzma_rice(1885)29
Ch. Div. 459, 479, 481, 55 L. J.
Ch. 650; c13.Smith v. Chadwick
(1884) 9 App. Ca. at p. 190, per
Lord Selborne.
(_) Lord Herschell, _erry v.
P_k, 14 App. Ca.at p. 371.
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may be doubted whether an obligation of thiskind annexed
By law to particular classes of contracts can ever be treated
as independent of contract.
If a misrepresentation by a
vendor of real property, for example, is wilfully or recklessly false, it comes within the general description
ceit. But there are errors of mere inadvertence

of dewhich

constantly suffice to avoid contracts of these kinds, and in
such cases I do not think an action for deceit (or the
analogous suit in equity) is known to have been mainrained.
Since Derry v. _Peek it seems clear that it could
not be. As regards these kinds of contracts, therefore--but, it is submitted, these only--the
right of action for
misrepresentation
as a wrong is not co-extensive with the
right of rescission.
In some cases compensation may be
recovered as an exclusive or altel:aative remedy, but on
different grounds, and subject to the special character and
terms of the contract.
EstoppeL
Xit the absence of a positive duty to give correct inJ_TFOW_8
v. Lock: formation or full and correct answers to inquiry, and in
former
the absence of fraud, there is still a limited class of cases
supposc<l
rule of
equity.

in which a man may be held to make good his statement
on the ground of estoppel.
Until quite lately it was
supposedto be a distinct
ruleof equitythata man who
has misrepresented, in a matter of b_,_ess, facts which
were specially within his knowledge, cannot he heard to
say that at the time of malrlng his statement he forgot
those facts. But since Derry v..Peek (x) this is not the
rule of English courts. There is no general duty _o use
care, much or little, in ma_ng statements of fact on which
other persons are likely to act (y). If there is no contract
(z) 14App.(_a.337, 68L. J. Ch.
864.
(y) .dz_v. Cliford, '91, 2Ch.

449, 60 L. $. Ch. 443, C.A., I_
Ii_,r_ v. Go,M, '93, 1 Q. B. 491,
62L. J. Q.B. 853,4R. 274, C.A.
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and no ]_reach of specific duty, nothing short of fraud or
estoppel will suffice. And we have to remember that
estoppel does not give a cause of action but only supplies a
kind of artificial evidence (z). One of the cases hitherto
relied on for the supposed rule (a) can he supported on the
ground of estoppel, hut on that ground only ; a later and
apparently not less considered and authoritative
one (b)
cannot be supported at all.
In short the decision of the House of Lords in Der_:y v.
_Peek is
material
stance of
out to be

that even the grossest carelessness in stating
facts is not equivalent to fraud; and the subthe decision is not altered by the results turning
of wider scope, and to have more effect on other

doctrines supposed to he settled, than at the time was
apprehended by a tribunal of whose acting members not
one had any working acquaintance with courts of equity.
The effects of Derry v. _Peek, as regards the particular
class of company cases to which the decision immediately
applied, have been neutralized by the Directors' Liability
Act, 1890 (c). AsthisAct
"is framed to meeta particular
grievance, and does not replace an unsound doctrine which
leads to unforflmate results by a sounder principle which
would avoid them" (d), we have no occasion to do more
than mention its existence.
(e) It is not a necessary condition of liability that the Intention
of the
misrepresentation complained of should have been made statement.
directly to the plaintiff, or that the defendant
(z) Jhowv.._ouvcriv, '91, 3 Ch.
82,60L. J. Ch.594,C.&.,seeper
BowenL. J. '91, 8 Ch. at p. 105.
(a) Jgurrowesv. Ze,k (1805)10
Ves. 470, 8 R. R. 33, 856, see per
IAndleyL. J., '91, 3 Ch. at'p.101.
(b) _lim v. Grouvhvr(1860)1 D.

should have

F.J. 518; Zowv..Bouveriv,above,
per Lindley L. ft. '91, 3 Ch. at
p. 102.
(¢) 53 & 54 Viet. c. 64. See
thereonthe Supplementto Lindley
on Companies,publishedin 1891.
(d) O.o.cir.2.
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intended or desh'ed any harm to come to him. It is
enough that the representation was intended for him to
act upon, and that he has acted in the manner contemplated,

and suffered

damage

which

was a natural

and

probable consequence.
If the seller of a gun asserts that
it is the work of a well-known maker and safe to use, that
as between blm and the buyer, is a warranty,
and the
buyer has a complete remedy in contract if the assertion
is found untrue;
and this will generally be
remedy, as he need not then allege or prove
about the detendant's knowledge;
but he may
less treat the warranty, if it be fraudulent, as

his better
anything
none the
a substan-

tive ground of action in tort.
If the buyer wants the gun
not for his own use, but for the use of a son to whom he
means to give it, and the seller knows this, the

seller's

assertion is a representation on which he intends or expects
the buyer's son to act. And if the seller has wilfully or
recklessly asserted that which is false, and the gun, being
in fact of inferior and unsafe manufacture, bursts in the
hands of the purchaser's son and wounds him, the seller is
liable to that son, not on his warranty (for there is no
contract between them, and no consideration for any), but
for a deceit (e). He meant no other wrong than obtaining
a better price than the gun was worth ; probably he hoped
it would be good enough not to burst, though not so good
as he said it was ; but he has put another in danger of life
and limb by his falsehood, and he must abide the risk.
_Ve have to follow the authorities yet farther.
Represenrations
to
a_
of
l_rsons :
2o_u v.
l_altcr.

A statement

circulated or published in order to be acted

on by a certain class of persons, or at the pleasure of any
one to whose hands it may come, is deemed to be made to
(e) Z_t,ujri@ev. Levy(1832")
2 _. &W. 519: attlrmod(verybrlott7)in
Ex. Ch. 4 M. &W. 338.
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thatpersonwho actsupon it,though he may be wholly
nn]_nown to the issuer of the statement.
_ bill is presented for acceptance at a merchant's office. He is not
there, but a friend, not his partner or agent, who does his
own business at the same place, is on the spot, and,
assllm{ng without inquiry that the bill is drawn and presented in the regular course of business, takes upon himself to accept the bill as agent for the drawee.
Thereby
he represents to every one who may become a holder of
the bill in due course that he has authority to accept ; and
if he has in fact no authority, and his acceptance is not
ratified by the nominal principal, he is liable to an action
for deceit, though he may have thought Ms conduct was
forthebenefit
of allparties,
and expectedthattheacceptance would be ratified (f).
Again the current

time-table

of a railway company is a 2_,_o, _.

representation to persons meaning to travel by the corn- co.
pany's trains that the company will use reasonable diligence to despatch trains at or about the stated times for
the stated places. If a train which has been taken off is
announced as still running, this is a false representation,
and (belief in its truth on the part of the company's servants being out of the question) a person who by relying
on it has missed an appointment and incurred loss may
have an action for deceit against the company (g). Here
(f) Polhitl v. Walter (1832) 3
B. & Ad. 114. The more recent

contract.
The ditBculty often felt
about maintaining
an action for

doctrine of implied warranty
then unknown,

deceit against a corporation does
not seem to have occurred to any

was

(g) So held unanimously in Jgenton v. G. _r R. Co. (1856) 5 ]_. &
B. 860, 25 L. J. Q. B. 129. Lord
Campbell C. J., and Wightman
J., held (dublt. Crompton J.) that
there was also a cause of aetionin
P.

member of the Court.
It is of
course open to argument tha_ as to
the cause of action in tort this ease
is overruled by _Perry v. 2eek, 14
App. Ca. 337, 58 L. J. Ch. 864 ;
and now Zow v. l_ouverie, '91,
T
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there is no fraudulent

intention.

The default is really a

negligent omission ; a page of the tables should have been
cancelled, or an erratum-slip added.
And the negligence
could hardly be called gross, but for the manifest importance to the public of accuracy in these announcements.
_%ekv.
a,,,_e_/,

Again the prospectus of a new company, so far forth as
it alleges matters of fact concerning the position and prospects of the undertaking, is a representation
addressed to
all persons who may apply for shares in the company ; but
it is not deemed to be addressed to persons who after the
establishment of the company become purchasers of shares
at one or more removes from the original holders (h), for
the office of the prospectus is exhausted when once the
shares are allotted.
As regards those to whom it is addressed, it matters not whether the promoters wilfully use
misleading language or not, or do or do not expect that
the undertaking will ultimately be successful.
The material question is, "Was there or was there not misrepresentation in point of fact ?" (i). Innocent or benevolent
motives do not justify an unlawful intention in law,
though they are too often allowed to do so in popular
morality.

l_ellan_
(d) As to the plaintiff's
on the
represen- defendant's representation.
ration.

action on the

faith

of the

A. by words or acts represents to B. that a certain state
3 Ch. 82, 60 L. J. Ch. 594,seems to
Imint in the same dlrection. Aman
_ho puts forth by inadvertence a
s_atement contrary to facts which
he knows is hardly fraudulent in
the sense of those decisions.
It
would be fraud ff he persisted in
the statement after having t_ attention called to it.

(h) 2_k v. Gurne_] (1873) L. R.
6 H. L. 377, 400, 411, 43 L. J.
Ch. 19.
(_) Lord Cairns, L. R. 6 H. L.
at p. 409. Cp. per Lord Blackburn, 8faith v. Chadw/ek, 9 App. Ca.
at p. 201 ; Lord Herschell, _erry
v. Peek, 14 App. Ca. at pp. 365,
371.
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of things exists, in order to induce B. to act in a certain
way. The simplest case is where B., relying wholly on
A.'s statement, and having no other source of information,
acts in the manner contemplated.
This needs no further
comment.
The case of B. disbelieving
assertion is equally simple.

and rejecting

A.'s

Another case is that A.'s representation
is never communicated _o B. Here, though &. may have intended to
deceive B., it is plain that he has not deceived him ; and
an unsuccessful attempt to deceive, however unrighteous it
may be, does not cause damage, and is not an actionable
wrong.
A fraudulent
seller of defective goods who
patches up a ttaw for the purpose of deceiving an inspection cannot be said to have thereby deceived a buyer who
omits to make any inspection at all. We should say this
was an obvious proposition, if it had not been judicially
doubted (k). The buyer may be protected by a condition
or warranty, express or implied by law from the nature of
the particular transaction;
but he cannot complain of a
merely potential fraud directed against precautions which
he did not use. A false witness who is in readiness but
is not called

Yet

is a bad

man,

but he does not commit

another

ease is that the plaintiff has at hand the _[eansof
knowledge
means of testing the defendant's statement, indicated by i_matethe defendant himself, or otherwise within the plaintiff's out
rial actual
withpower, and either does not use them or uses them in a m_ependent;

partial and imperfect

manner.

Here it seems plausible at inquiry.

first sight to contend that a man who does not use obvious
(k) t_orafaN v. TIwmaz (1862) 1
H. &C. 90, 31L. J. Ex. 322, a
e_e of contra_t, so that a fort,ar_
an action for deceit would not lie ;

T2

dissented from by Cockburn C. J.,
L.R. 6Q.B.
atp. 605. Thecase
was a peculiar one, but could not
have been otherwise decided.
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means of veri_rlng the representations made to him does
not deserve to be compensated for any loss he may incur
by relying on them without inquiry.
But the ground of
this kind of redress is not the merit ofthe plaintiff, but the
demerit of the defendant : and it is now settled law that
one who chooses to make positive assertions without warrant
shall not excuse himself by saying that the other party
need not have relied upon them.
He must show that hls
representation was not in fact relied upon. In the same
spirit it is now understood (as we shall see in due place)
that the defence of contributory negligence does not meau
that the plaintiff is to be punished for his want of caution,
but that an act or default of his own, and not the negligence of the defendant, was the proximate cause of his
damage.
If the seller of a business fraudulently
overstates the amount of the business and returns, and thereby
obtains an excessive price, he is hable to an action for
deceit at the suit of the buyer, although the books were
accessible to the buyer before the sale was concluded (0.

Pe_uncAnd the same principle applies as long as the party
tory inquirywill substantially puts his trust in the representation
made to
not do.
him, even if he does use some observation of his own.
A cursory view of a house asserted by the vendor to be
in good repair does not preclude the purchaser from complaining of substantial defects in repair which he afterwards
discovers.
" The purchaser is induced to make a less
accurate examination by the representation, which he had
a right to believe" (m). The buyer of a business is not
deprived of redress for misrepresentation of the amount of
profits, because he has seen or held in his hand a bundle
(0 _D_llv. _twen8 (1825) 8 B.
&C. 628.
(ra) JDsrer
v. ,H_rgrave(1806) 10

Yes. at p. 510, 8 R. R. 39 (cross
suits for specifictmrformanceand
coml:mnsation
).
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of papers alleged to contain the entries showing those
profits (n). An original shareholder in a company who
was induced to apply for his shares by exaggerated and
untrue statements in the prospectus is not less enfitled to
relief because facts negativing those statements are disclosed by doelunents referred to in the prospectus, wtfich he
might have seen by applying at the company's office (o).
In short, nothing will excuse a culpable misrepresentation short of proof that it was not relied on, either because
the other party knew the truth, or because he relied wholly
on his own investigation,
or because the alleged fact did
not influence his action at all. And the burden of this
proof is on the person who has been proved guilty of
material misrepresentation
(p). He may prove any of these
things if he can.
It is not an absolute proposition of law
that one who, having a certain allegation before him, acts
as belief in that allegation would naturally induce a man
to act, is deemed to have acted on the faith of that
allegation.
It is an inference of fact, and may be excluded by contrary
irresistible (q).
Difficulties

proof.

But

the inference

is often

may arise on the construction

of the state- ous
Aml_igustatement alleged to be deceitful.
Of course a man is respon- ments.
sible for the obvious meaning of his assertions but where
the meaning is obscure, it is for the party complaining to
show that he relied upon the words in a sense in which
(n) _edqravev. 1/[urd(1881)20
Ch. ])iv. 1, 51 L. ft. Ch.113(action
for specilioperformance,counterclaimforrescissionand damages).
(o) CentralIt. Go.of F'enezuela
v.
._iseh(1867)L. R. 2 H. L. 99,120,
86 L. ft. Ch. 849jperLordChelmsford. & case of this kind alone
would not prove She rule as a

general one, promoters of a company being undera specialduty of
full disclosure.
(p) See especially per Jesset
"M'.
R. 20 COn.
Div. 21.
(q) See per Lord Blackburn,
8mith v. G'l_adwiek
t 9 &pp. Ca. at
p. 196.
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they were false and misleading, and of which they were
fairly capable (r). As most persons take the fLrst consh'uction of obscure words which happens to strike them for the

_

obviously right and only reasonable construction, there
must always be room for perplexity in questions of this
kind.
Even judicial minds will differ widely upon such
points, after full discussion and consideration of the various
constructions

proposed (s).

Zeta Ten(e) It has already been observed in general that a false
terden_s
Act.
representation may at the same time be a promise or term
of a contract.

In particular

it may be such as to amount

to, or to be in the nature of, a guaranty.
Now by the
Statute of Frauds a guaranty cannot be sued on as a
promise unless it is in writing and signed by the party to
be charged or his agent.
If an oral guaranty could be
sued on in to_ by treating it as a fraudulent affirmation
instead of a promise, the statute might be largely evaded.
Such actions, in fact, were a novelty a century and a
quarter after the s_atute had been passed (t), much less
were they foreseen at the time.
It was pointed out, after
the modern action _or deceit was established, that the
jurisdiction thus created was of dangerous latitude (u);
and, at a time when the parties could not be witnesses in a
court of common law, the objection had much force.
(r) Smith v. C]_adw_k(1884)
9 App. Ca. 187, 53 L. J. Ch.
873, especiallyLord Blackburn's
opinion.
(s) In _hecaselast cited(1881-2)
(Fry J., _nd C.A. 20 Ch. Div. 27),
l_ry J. and Lord BramweUdecidedly adopted one construction
of a particularst_atement
; Lindley
T,. J. the same, though less decldedly,and CottonL. J. anothex_

By

_hileJesselM'.R.,LordSelborne,
Lord Blackburn,and Lord Watsoa
thought it ambiguous.
(t) See the dissentingjudgment
of Grose J. in .P_8/eyv..Freeman
(1789)3 T. R. 51, 1 R. R. 634,
636,and2 Sin. L. C.
(u) By Lord Eldon in J_a_ v.
.Bick,zell(1801)SYes. 174_182_186_
5 R. R. 245, 251_25_.
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Lord Tenterden's Act, as it is commonly called (x), the
following provision was made :-"No action shah be brought whereby to charge any
person upon or by reason of any representation
or assurance made or given concerning
conduct, credit, ability, trade,
person, to the intent or purpose
obtain credit, money, or goods

or relating to the character,
or dealings of any other
that such other person may
upon (#), unless such repre-

sentation or assurance be made in writing, signed by the
party to be charged therewith."
This is something more stringent than the Statute of
Frauds, for nothing is said, as in that statute, about the
signature of a person" thereunto lawfully authorized," and
it has been decided that signature by an agent will not
do (z). Some doubt exists whether the word "ability"
does or does not extend the enactment to cases where the
representation
is not in the nature of a guaranty at all,
but an affirmation about some specific circumstance in a
person's affairs.
The better opinion seems to be that only
statements really going to an assurance of personal credit
are within the statute (a). Such a statement is not the
less within it, however, because it includes the allegation
of a specific collateral circumstance as a reason (b).
A more serious doubt is whether the enactment

be now _,_re a_
to the law

practically

operative in England.

(x) 9 Gee. IV. c. 14, s. 6.
_y) 8ie. I_ is hollered that the
word "credit " _vas accidentally
transposed , _o that the true reading would be "obtain
money or
goods upon credit:"
see Lyd_ v.
•Bar_ard (1836) 1 M. & W. 101, per
Par]_eB.
Otherconje_tuzalemendatiens are suggested in his ]udgment and tha_ of Lord Abinger.

The word "action"

of underthe

Judica(z) 8u'_t v. Jew, bu,'y (1874) ]_x. ture Acts.
Ch. L. R. 9 Q. B. 301, 43 L. J.
Q.B. 56.
(a) Parke and Alderson BB. in

_yde v..Bar.nard
(1836) note (y):
centre Lord Abinger
C. B. and
Gurney B.
And see _/s_op v.
.Balk_ Consolhtated Co. (1890) 25
Q.B. ])iv. 512, 59 L. J. Q. B. 565.
(b) _wwan v..Pl, illi_8 (1838) 8 A.
& E. 457.
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course did not include

a suit in equity at the date of the

Act, and the High Court has succeeded to all (and in some
points more than all) the equitable jurisdiction and powers
of the Court of Chancery.
But that Court would not in a
case of fraud, however undoubted its jurisdiction, act on
the plaintiff's oath against the defendant's,
without the
corroboration of documents or other material facts ; and it
would seem that in every case of this kind where the Court
of Chancery had concurrent jurisdiction with the courts of
common law (and it is difficult to assign any where it had
not), Lord Tenterden's Act is now superseded by this rule
of evidence or judicial prudence.
_isrepresentations
madeby

agents,

There still remain the questions which arise in the case
Of a false representation made by an agent on account of
his principal.
:Bearing in m_nd that reckless ignorance is
equivalen_ to guilty knowledge, we may state the alternatives to be considered as follows :The principal knows the representation to be false and
authorizes the making of it. Here the principal is clearly
Hable; the agent is or is not liable according as he does
not or does himself believe the representation to be true.
The principal knows the contrary of the representation
to be true, and it is made by the agent in the general
course of his employment but without specific authority.
Here, if the agent does not believe his representation to
be true, he commits a fraud in the course of his employment and for the principal's purposes, and, according to
the general nile of liability for the acts and defaults of an
agent, the principal is liable (c).
If the agent doesbelieve
therepresentation
tobe true,
thereisa aifl_eulty;
fortheagenthasnot done any wrong
and the principal
has notauthorized
any. Yet theother
(_)ParkeB., 6 _. &W. 373.
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party's

damage

contract,
be taken
any

contract,

belief

same.

That

he

may

rescind

the

if he has been misled into a contract, may now
as settled law (d).
]3ut what if there was not
or rescission

he a distinct
say that

is the

28_

ground

has become

of action,

the agent

had

of his principal,

impossible

?

and if so, how ?

apparent

authority

and therefore

Has

Shall

to pledge

the principal

we
the

is liable ?

in other words, that the principal
holds out the agent
having
not only authority
but sufficient
information
enable third persons
with the principal ?
it is gross

to deal with the agent as they would
0r shall we say, less artificially,
that

negligence

tion so material
persons

such

negligence

for want

dealing

Such a thing
pose, in the

to withhold

that

third

that

the

or erroneous

in that

to

knowledge,

deceive

would
with

beyond
the

happens

question

ordinary
by

the

whether

through

other

be actual

fraud
(e).

it seems

though

party.
the

thing

to treat

it from the like con-

that an action

properly

this

principal,

same

inconvenient

or exempt

imnot so

Now

in the

If

?

pur-

will, by a statement

the

therefore,

him, and
to fraud

fraudulent

very particular,

as venial,

We think,

principal;

agent

informato m_slead

equivalent

be done with

consequences

inadvertence,

such inadvertence
sequences.

deemed

may certainly

perfect
his

from the agent

of it he is likely

with the principal

is justly

hope

as
to

to be

lies against

described,

under

(d) See Principles of Contract,
6th ed. 552. In Cornfootv. _owke,
6 _. & W. 358, i_ is difficult to

by the plaintiff l_im_M:" the
defendant's plea averring fraud
without qualification.

suppose
that as a matter
theagent'sassertioncanhavebeen

in

otherwise
actually

of fact

than reckless : what was
decided
was that it was

misdirection

to

out qualification
sentation
made
have the same

tell

the

jury

with-

"that
the repreby the agent must
effect
as if made

(_) Admitf_l
Gornfoot
v.

by all the Barons
.Fowke ; Parke,
6

M. & W. at pp. 362, 374, Rolfe at
p. 370, Alderson
at p. 372.
The
broader

view

of

diesentiag
judgment
eludes this.

Lord
of

Abinger's
course

ia-
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common law forms of pleading, as an action for deceit, or
as an analogous hut special action on the case, there is no
occasion to consider (f).
On the other hand an honest and prudent agent may
say, 6, To the best of my own belief such and such is the
case," adding in express terms or by other clear indication
--" but I have no information from my principal."
Here
there is no ground for complaint, the other party being
fairly put on inquiry.
Liability
of corporations
herein.

If the principal does not expressly authorize the representation, and does not know the contrary to be true, but
the
the
he
his

agent does, the representation being in a matter within
general scope of his authority, the principal is liable as
would be for any other wrongful act of an agent about
business.
And as this liability is not founded on any

personal default in the principal, it equally holds when the
principal is a corporation (g). It has been suggested, but
never decided, that it is limited to the amount by which
the principal has profited through the agent's fraud. The
Judicial Committee have held a principal liable who got
no profit at all (h).
But it seems to be still arguable that the proposed limitation holds in the ease of the defendant being a corporation (i), though

it has been disregarded

(.f) The decision of the House of
Lords in Y)erry v. Peek (1889) 14
App. Ca. 337, 58 L. J. Oh. 864,
tends however to make this opinion
less probable.
(9) Barwiek v. .English Joint S_oek
.Bank (1867) Ex. C"h. L. R. 2 Ex.
259, 36 L. J. Ex. 147 ; Mcwkay v.
_nmereial
Bank of 2VewBrunswivk
(1874) L. R. 5 P. C. 394, 48 L.J.
P. C. 31 ; 8wir¢ v. 2_r_e
(1877) 3

in at least one

App. Ca. 106, 47 L. J. P. C. 18
(J. G.); tt/ouldsworth v. City of
Glasgow .Bank (1880) Sc. 5 App.
Ca. 317. Seepp. 85, 86, above.
(h) 8wire v..Franeis, last note.
(1) Lord Cranworth in Western
.Bank of Scotland v..Add*e (1867)
L.R.
I So. & D. at pp. 166, 167.
:Lord Chelmgford's
language
is
much more guarded.
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comparatively early decision of an English superior court,
the bearing of which on this point has apparently been
overlooked (k). Ulpian, on the other hand, may be cited
in its favour (l).
The hardest case that can be put for the principal, and by Reasonof
an appano means an impossible one, is that the principal authorizes rently
a specific statement which he believes to be true, and hardlaw.
which at the time of giving the authority is true ; before
the agent has executed his authority the facts are materially changed to the knowledge of the agent, but unknown
to the principal ; the agent conceals this from the principal,
and makes the statement as originally authorized. But the
case is no harder than that of a manufacturer
or carrier
who finds himself

exposed to heavy damages at the suit of

an utter stranger by reason of the negligence of a servant,
although he has used all diligence in choosing his servants
and providing for the careful direction of their work. The
necessary and sufficient condition of the master's responsibility is that the act or default of the servant or agent
belonged to the class of acts which he was put in the
master's place to do, and was committed for the master's
purposes. And "no sensible disKuction can be drawn
(k) .D_ton v. G. N. .R. Co. (1856)
p. 273, above.
No case could be
stronger, for (1) the defendant was
a corporation;
(2) there was no
active or intentional falsehood, but
the mere negligent continuance of
an announcement no longer true;
(3) the corporation derived no profit. The point, however, was not
discussed,

enlm municipes dole facere possunt?
Seal si quid ad cos pervenit ex dole corum qui res eorum
aetm_niRtrant, puto dandam.
The
Roman
lawyers
adhered
more
closely to the original conception
of moral fraud as the ground of
action than our courts have done.
The act_o d_ dole was famosa, and
was never an alternative remedy,

(/) D. 4.3, de dole male, 15 § 1.
Sed an in municipes de dole detur
aotio, dubitatar.
_.t pure ex sue
quidem dole non posse darl, quid

but lay only when there was no
other (si de his rebus alia a_io non
erit), D. _. ¢. 1.

_8_
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between the case of fraud and the ease of any other wrong."
The authority of Barwick v. JEngli._h Joint Stock Bank (m)
is believed, notwithstanding
the doubts still sometimes
expressed, to be conclusive.
II.--Slander
Slander of
title.

of Title.

The wrong called Slander of Title is in truth a special
variety of deceit, which differs from the ordinary type in
that third persons, not the plaintiff himself, are induced
by the defendant's falsehood to act in a manner causing
damage to the plaintiff.
Notwithstanding
the current
name, an action for this cause is not like an action for
ordinary

defamation;

it is "an

action

on the

case for

special damage sustained by reason of the speaking or
publication of the slander of the plaintiff's title "(n). Also
the wrong is a malicious one in the only proper sense of
the word, that is, absence of good faith is an essential
condition of Hability (o); or actual malice, no less than
special damage, is of the gist of the action.
The special
damage required to support this kind of action is actual
damage, not necessarily damage proved with certainty in
every particular.
Such damage as is the natural consequence of the false statement may be special enough
though the connexion may be not specifically proved (p).
l_cent
extensions
of the
principle.

This l_nd of action is not frequent.
Formerly
it
appears to have been applied only to statements in dis(m) L. R. 2 Ex. 259, 265.
(_) Tindal C. J., Malaz)iy v.
L%2aer(1836) 3 Bing. N. C. 371;
Bigelow L. C. 42, 52.
(o) .Halsey v..Brotherhood (188l)
19 Oh. Div. 386, 51 L. ft. Oh. 238,
confirming
previous
authorities.
AS to the particular subject-matter

in that case, see the Patents, Designs and Trade Marks Ac_, 1883,
s. 32, which gives a statutorycause
of action ; Skinner _ Co. v. 8t_ew
Co., '93, 1 C_. 413, 62 L. J. Oh.
196, 2 R. 179, C. A.
(p) J_atelifsv. JEva_s,'92,2Q.B
524, 61 L. J. Q. B. 535, C. A.
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paragement of the plaintiff's title to real property.
It is
now understood that the same reason applies to the protection of title to chattels, and of exclusive interests analogous to property,

though

not property

in the strict sense,

like patent rights and copyright.
But an assertion of title
made by way of se]_f-defence or warning in any of these
matters is not actionable, though the claim be mistaken,
if it is made in good faith (q). In America the law has
been extended to the protection of inchoate interests under
an agreement.

If A. has agreed to sell certain chattels to

B., and C. by sending to A. a false telegram in the name
of B., or by other wil.fully false representation, induces A.
to believe that B. does not want the goods, and to sell to
G. instead, B. has an action against C. for the resulting
loss to him, and it is held to make no difference that the
original agreement was not enforceable for want of satisfying the Statute of Frauds (r).
A disparaging statement concerning a man's title to use
an invention, design, or trade name, or his conduct in the
matter of a contract, may amount to a libel or slander on
him in the way of his business : in other words the special
wrong of slander of title may be included in defamation,
but it is evidently better for the plaintiff to rely on
the general law of defamation
if he can, as thus he
escapes the troublesome
burden of proving malice (s).
Again an action in the nature of slander of title lies for
damage caused

by wilfuUy

(f) Brr_n v. _rd/d (1869) L.R.
4 Q. B. 780, 88 L. J. Q. B. 827;
1Talsey v. _rotl_erhood, note (o) last
page(patent;
in _ren v. Breild the
action is said to be of a new
kind, but sustainable with proof of
malioe); 8te_w,,rd v. Toung (1870)
L. R. 6 C. P. 122, 39 L. J. C.P.
85 (title to goods) ; _Dicke v. ,Brook_

false statements

tending

to

(1880) 15 Ch. D. 22, 49 L. J. Ch.
812 (copyright in design), see 19
G-°n.I). 391.
(r) Banton v. .Pratt (1829) 2
Wend. 885; .Ricer. M-un/ey (1876)
66 1_. Y. (21 Siekels) 8'2.
(*) See r_orlev's Cattle 1rood Co.
v. _krassa_n(1879) 14 Oh. Div. 763 ;
.D_vk8 v. 2_roo7_8,la6t note but one.
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damage the plaintiff's business, such as that he has ceased to
carry it on ; and it is _mrnaterial whether the statements are
or are not injurious to the plaintiff's personal character (t).
In short, " that an action will lie for written or oral falsehoods, not actionable _er se nor even defamatory, where
they are maliciously published, where they are calculated
in the ordinary course of things to produce, and where
they do produce, actual damage, is established law" (_t).
It has been held in Massachusetts that _f A. has exclusive privileges

under a contract

with ]3, and X. by pur-

posely misleading statements or signs induces the public
to believe that X. has the same rights, and thereby diverts
custom from A., X. is liable to an action at the suit of
A. (v). In that case the defendants, who were coach owners,
used the name of a hotel on their coaches and the drivers'
caps, so as to suggest that they were authorized and
employed by the hotel-keeper to ply between the hotel and
the railway station;
and there was some evidence of
express statements by the defendants' servants that their
coach was "the regular coach." The plaintiffs were the
coach owners in fact authorized and employed by the hotel.
The Court said that the defendants were _e to compete
with the plaintiffs for the carriage of passengers and goods
to that hotel, and to advertise their intention of so doing
in any honest way ; but they must not falsely hold themselves out as having the patronage of the hotel, and there
was evidence on which a jury might well find such holding
out as a fact. The ease forms, by the nature of its facts,
a somewhat curious link between the general law of false
representation and the special rules as to the infringement
of fights to a trade mark or trade name (w). No English
(t) .Ratelife v..Evana, '92, 2 Q.B.
624, 6I L. J. Q. B. 635, C.A.
(u) Ibld. '92, 2 Q. B. at p. 627,
$_r Our.

(v) J_rc,'s)_ v..Billings
(1861) 7
Cuah. 822, and Bigelow L. C. 59.
(w) Theinstructlons
gi_ena_the
trial (Bigelow L. C. at p. 63) were

YALICIOUS
case much
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llke it has been met with : its peculiarity

no title to any property
question.

or to a defined

The hotel-keeper

a valuable

privilege

of being

fraudulent

comity.

need

the

same

of some

more convenient

remedy.

made, by way

of analogy

exclusive

to the name

right

as against

but

and equally

and protected

Goodwill

exists by virtue

owner

of goodwill,

recognized

infringement.

sense does not

right was in

But this is practically

in the nature
legally

legal

is that

could not give a monopoly,

only a sort of preferential
capable
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against

accustomed

-kind of proteotion,

express

contraot

since it

which

affords

Some years ago au attempt
to slander

of title,

a

was

to set up an

of a house

on behalf

of the

owner.

Such a right

is not

an adjacent

known to the law (x).
The protection

of trade

marks

and

trade

names

was

to a trade mark,

after

originally
undertaken
by the courtson
preventing
being

_raud

(y).

more

and more

has become

a statutory

and

copyright (a);

although

bound

the right

it is shown
yet

the

to proprietary

fa_nehise
and

in

the

the use of a similar

of unless
tomers,

But

assimilated

to have

tendency

held to have drawn too sharp a
distinction, ancl to have laid down
too narrow a measure of damages,
and a new trial was ardered. It
was also said that actual damage
need not be proved, aed _.
(_) _,y v. _ro_r_
(1878) (reversing Mal;-_ V.-C.) 10 Ch. I)iv.
294, 48 L. J. Ch. 173.
(y) See per Lord Blackburn, 8
App. Ca. atp. 29 ; I_rcl Westbury,

rights

(z),

analogous

to patent

rights

case

a trade

name,

of

name cannot
a tendency

is enough;

to prove any fraudulent

Tra_e
marksan_
thegroundof trade

intention

be complMned
to deceive

the plaintiff

cus-

is not

or even negligence

L.R. 5 H. L. at p. 522 ; Mellish
L.J., 2 Ch. D. at p. 453.
(z) Singer Mancfavguring _o. v.
]T'i/san (1876) 2 Oh. D. 434, per
Jessel M. R. at pp. 441-2 ; James
L.J. at p. 451 ; MeUiah L. J. at
p. 454.
(_) Patents, Designs, ancl Trade
Marks Act, 1883, 46 & 47 Vict.
e. 67.

names.
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against

the

conceived

defendant

to an incorporeal
session,

or right

property.

_re

The wrong

as a species

_ranckise

We therefore

to be redressed

of fraud,

what

to possession,

III.--Malieious
_alleious
prosecu.
rich.

(b).

no longer

trespass

of the

but

as

is to the

corporeal

is

being
pos-

subjects

of

do not pursue the topic here.

Prosecution

have here one of the

and Abuse

of-Process.

few eases in

which

proof

of

evll motive is required
to complete an actionable
wrong.
"In
an action for malicious prosecution
the plaintiff
has
to prove, first, that

he was innoeent

by

was pronounced

the

tribunal

tion was made ; secondly,

and that his innocence
before

that there

which

able and probable cause for the prosecution,
be otherwise
stated, that the circumstances
were

such as to be in the eyes of the

with

the

existence

of reasonable

the

was a want

and

accusa-

of reason-

or, as it may
of the case

judge

inconsistent

probable

cause (c);

and, lastly, that the proceedings
of which he complains
were initiated in a malicious spirit, that is, _rom an indirect
and improper

motive,

And the

plaintiff's

of these

points.

Court

of Appeal

and not in furtherance
case fails
So

and

the

if his proof

law

has

approved

(b) 1Tendrike v. Montagu (1881)
17 Ch. Div. 638, 50 L. J. Ch. 456 ;
Singer Manufaetur,ng tTo.v. /_o_
(1882) 8 App. Ca. 15.
(e) The facts have to be found
by the jury, but the inference that
on those facts there was or was
not reasonable and probable cause
is not for the jury but for the
Court : cp. the authorities on false
imprisonment, pp. 202--208,above.
(d) Bowen L. J., Abmth v. -Ar. E.

been

by the

of justice

"(d).

fails at any one
defined
House

by

the

o2 Lords.

.R. Co. (1883) 11 Q. B. ])iv. 440,
455, 52 L. J. Q. B. 620 : the declaion of the Court; of Appeal was
a_irmed in H. L. (1886) 11 App.
Ca. 247, 55 L. J. Q. B. 457. A
plaintiff who, being Jndiot_l on
the prosecution complained of, has
been found not guilty on a defect
in the indlctmen* (not now a probable event) is sufficiently innocent
for thlslmrpo_ : Brieksv. lrentAam
(1791)4 T. R. 247, 2 R. R. 374.

M_kLICIOUSABUSE OF PROCF_S.
It seems needless for the purposes
illustrations from earlier authorities.
It is no excuse for the defendant
prosecution under

of this wor]_ to add
that he instituted

the order of a Court, if the

moved by the defendant's

289

false evidence (though

the

Court was
not at his

request) to give that order, and if the proceedings in the
prosecution involved the repetition of the same falsehood.
For otherwise the defendant would be allowed to take
advantage of his own fraud upon the 0our_ which ordered
the prosecution (e).
As in the case of deceit, and for similar reasons, it has
been doubted whether an action for malicious prosecution
will lie against a corporation.
It seems, on principle, that
such an action will He if the wrongful act was done by a
servant of the corporation in the course of his employment
and in the company's supposed interest, and it has been so
held (f) ; but there are dicta to the contrary (g), and in
particular a recent emphatic opinion of Lord
Brainwell's (h), which, however, as pointed out by some of his
colleagues at the time (/), was extra-judicial.
Generally

speaking,

it is not an actionable

wrong to Malicious
civil proinstitute civil proceedings without reasonable and probable ceedings.
cause, even if malice be proved.
For in contemplation of
law the defendant who is unreasonably sued is sufficiently
indemnified by a judgment in his favour which gives him
his costs against the plaintif[ (k). And special damage
(e) .Fitzjoh,v._Mcw]c_nderiEx.
Ch.
1861)9 C. B. I_T.S. 505, 80 L.J.
C. P. 257 (d_8. Blackburnand
WightmanJJ.).
(f ) -gdwards
v. MidlandRail Co.
(1880)6 Q. B. D. 287, 50 L.J.
Q. B. 281,_ J.
(g) Seethe judgraenJ;
in the case
lastaired.
(h) 11 AI_p. Ca.at p. 250.
P.

(,_ Lord Fitzgerald, 11 App.
Ca. at p. 244; Lord Selborneat
p. 256.
(k) It is eommonknowledge
that
the costs allowedin an actionare
hardlyeverarealindemnity. The
true reason is that litigationmust
end somewhere. If A. may sue
B. forbringinga vexatiousaction,
then_ if A.. fails to persuadethe
U
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beyond the expense to which he has been put canno_ well
be so connected with the suit as a natural and probable
consequence that the unrighteous plaintiff, on the ordinary principles of liability for indircc_ consequences, will
be answerable for them (Z). "In the present day, and
according to our present law, the bringing of an ordinary action, however maliciously, and however great the
want of reasonable and probable cause, will not support a
subsequent action for malicious prosecution"
(r_).
But there are proceedings which, though civil, are not
ordinary actions, and fall within the reason of the law
which allows an action to lie for the malicious prosecution
of a criminal charge.
That reason is that prosecution on
a charge "involving either scandal to reputation, or the
possible loss of liberty to the person" (n), necessarily and
manifestly imports damage.
Now the commencement of
proceedings in bankruptcy against a trader, or the analogous
process of a petition to wind up a company, is in itself a
blow struck at the credit of the person or company whose
affairs are thus brought in question.
Therefore such a
proceeding, if instituted without reasonable and probable
cause and with malice, is an acfionable wrong (o).
Other
Cour_ that B.'s original suit was
vexatious, B. may again sue A.
for bringing this latter action, and
so ad infinitum.
(Z) See the full exposition in the
Court of Appeal in Quartz JFhll

dictions; it is certainly in accordance with the Ol_inion expressed
by Butler in his notes to Co. Lit.
161 a, but Butler does not attend
to the distinction by which the
authorities he relies on are ex-

Gold .Mining Co. v. .E_re (1883)
11 Q. B. Div. 674, 52 L. J. Q.B.
488, eslyecially the judgment
of

plained.
(n) 11 Q. B. ])iv. 691.
(o) Q_rtz 2till Gold Mining Uo.v.

BowenL.J.

_re (1883)note(/). The contrary

(ra) Bowen IJ. J., 11 Q. B. D. at
p. 690. Therehas been a contzary
decision in Vermont:
G/o*svn v.
8ta2/*, (1869) 42 Vt. 209; 1 Am.
l_ep. 316. We do not think it is
_enerally accepted ia other juris,

opinions expressed in Jo_nton v.
_merson (1871) L. R. 6 Ex. 329,
40 L. J. F.x. 201, with reference
to proceedings
under the Bankruptey Act of 1869, are dlsapproved : under the old bankruptcy

]_AT,TCIOUS
ABUSE OF PROCESS.
similar exceptional cases were possible so long as there
were forms of civil process commencing with personal
attachment; but such procedure has not now any place in
our system ; and the rule that in an ordinary way a fresh
action does not lie for suing a civil action without cause
has been settled and accepted for a much longer time (2).
In common law jurisdictions where a suit can be commenced
by arrest of the defendant or attachment of his property,
the old authorities and distinctions may still be material (g).
The principles are the same as in actions for malicious prosecution, mutatis muta_dis : thus an action for maliciously
procuring the plaintiff to be adjudicated a bankrupt will not
lie unless and until the adjudication has been set aside (r).
Probably an action will lie for bringing and prosecuting
an action in the name of a third person maliciously (which
must mean from ill-will to the defendant in the action,
and without an honest belief that the proceedings axe or
will be authorized by the nominal plaintiff), and without
reasonable or probable cause, whereby the party against
whom that action is brought sustains damage ; but certainly
such an action does not lie without actual damage (s).
The explanation of malice as "improper and indirect
motive" appears to have been introduced by the judges of
the King's Bench between sixty and seventy years ago.
But "motive"
is perhaps not a much clearer term. "A
wish to injure the party rather than to vindicate the law"
would be more intelligible (_8).
law it was well settled that an R. 4 Cal. 583.
action might be brought for ma(r) Metro:politan ]3ank v. _ooley
liciousproceedings.
(1885) 10 App. Ca. 210, 84 L. J.
(__)8a_i/eor _avill v. _0$_rta Q.B. 449.
(1698)1 X_I.l:_ym. 374, 379; 12
(8) Cotterdl v. Jonee (1851) 11
Meal.208,210, andalsoin 5 Meal., C.B. 713, 21 L. J. C. P. 2.
Salkeld,andCarthew.
(88)Stepheu (Sir l:Ierbert) on
(q) SeeCooleyonTorts,187. As MaliciousProsecution,36-39, see
to British India, see _aj Chundar esl_clally
at p. 37.
._oyv. 8hama8oondariD_, I. L.
V2
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IV._Other
Conspi.
racy.

Malicious FFrongs.

The modern action for malicious prosecution has taken
the place of the old writ of conspiracy and the action on
the ease grounded thereon (t), out of which it seems to
have developed.
Whether conspiracy is known to the law
as a substantive wrong, or in other words whether two or
more persons can ever be joint wrong-doers, and liable to
an action as such, by doing in execution of a previous
agreement something it would not have been unlawhtl for
them to do without such agreement, is a question of rM_ed
history and speculation not wholly free from doubt.
It
seems however to be now settled for practical purposes that
the conspiracy or " confederation " is only matter of inducomenV or evidence (u). "As a rule it is the damage
wrongfully done, and not the conspiracy, that is the gist
of actions on the case for conspiracy" (x). "In all such
cases it will be found that there existed either an ultimate
object of malice or wrong, or wrongfful means of execution
involving elements of injury to the public, or at least
negativing the pursuit of a lawful object" (y). Either the
wrongful acts by which the plaintiff has suffered were such
as one person could not commit alone (z), say a riot, or
they were wrongful because malicious, and the malice is
proved by showing that they wore done in execution of a
concerted design.
In the singular case of Gregory v. 1)uke
of JBruns_dck (a) the action was in effect for hissing the
(t) F. lq'.B. 114D. 8qq.
(u) Mogul 8tearnst_ilo
Comdow_y
v.
M'Gr_yor,'92, A. C. 25,in H.L.
(x) BowenL.J. in S. C. in C.A.
(1889)23 Q. B. ])iv. at p. 616.
(y) Lord Field, '92, A. C. at
p. 52.
(z) "There are some forms of

injurywhich can oaly be effected
by the eombixmgion
of many [1_ersons]" : Lord $1annen,'92, A. C.
at po60.
(a) 6 _an. & Gtr.205,953(_844).
The defendantsjustifiedin a plea
which has the merit of being
amusing.

CONSPIRACY_ETC.
plaintiff off the stage of a theatre in pursuance of a
malicious conspiracy between the defendants.
The Court
were of opinion that in point of law the conspiracy was
material only as evidence of malice, but that in point of
fact there was no other such. evidence, and therefore the
jury were rightly directed that without proof of it the
plaintiff's case must fail.
"It may be true, in point" of law, that, on the declaration
as framed, one defendant might be convicted though the
other were acquitted ; but whether, as a matter of fact, the
plaintiff could entitle himself to a verdict against one alone,
is a very different question.
It is to be borne in mind that
the act of hissing in a public theatre is, prima facie, a lawful act; and even if it should be conceded that such an
act, though done without concert with others, if done from
a malicious motive, might furnish a ground of action, yet
it would be very di_cult to infer such a motive from the
insulated acts of one person unconnected with others.
_Vhether, on the facts capable of proof, such a case of
malice could be made out against one of the defendants,
as, apart from any combination between the two, would
warrant the expectation of a verdict against the one alone,
was for the consideration of the plaintiff's counsel; and,
when he thought proper to rest his case wholly on proof of
conspiracy, we think the judge was well warranted in
treating the ease as one in which, unless the conspiracy
were established, there was no ground for saying that the
plaintiff was entitled to a verdict ; and it would have been
unfair towards the defendants to submit it to the jury as a
case against one of the defendants to the exclusion of the
other, when the attention of their counsel had never been
called to that view of the ease, nor had any opportunity
[been ?] given them to advert to or to answer it. The
ease proved was, in fac_, a case of conspiracy, or it was no
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case at all on which

for the plainti_"
Soon

after

Common
York

this

Pleas

action
In

case was

the

:--A.,

question

is not
was

in

raised

to compete

foreign
with

offer specially

The

summarized,

]3., and

their own hands.

the

Court

Court

of

of New

of the earlier

itself

a cause

C. were

trade,

the

of

favourable

only

terms

effect of driving

question,

as it was intended
of the Court
that

persons

A.,

agreed

to all customers

who

to the exclusion

of Q.

the combination.

to do.
B.,

as

engaged

to keep the trade in

Q. out

of Appeal,

may,

and in fact commenced,

outside

majority

of Lords,

facts

and

purpose,

A., B., and C. thereupon

eompetitors

had the

a curious

material

and desired

Q. threatened,
them.

in

for the present

agree to deal with themselves

and all other

become

by

Supreme

examination

case in this country.

in a certain

action

with

the

conspiracy

be fairly

follows

which
trader

dealt

in England,

that

1889

perhaps,

would

find a verdict

(e).

important

:House

could properly

laid it clown (not without

authorities)

to

the jury

(b).

of the

It was

held

and unanimously
and

C. had

This

market

done

in

by the
by the
nothing

would have been unlawful
ff done by a single
in his own sole interest,
and that their action did not
unlawful

by

reason of

being

undertaken

in concert

by several persons for a common interest.
The agreement
was in restraint of trade, and cou2d not have been enforced
By any of the parties if the others had refused to execute
it, but that did not make it p,mishable
or wrongful (d).
(6) PerColema,_J.,SMan.&Gr.
at 1_. 959.
(¢) ,Kutdd_8 v. 1TuteMr_ (1845)
7 Hill 104, and Bigelow L. C. 207.
See Mr. Bigelow's note thereon,
(d) .Mogul8te_q,ns_ip 5_ompanyv.
MaTr_or (1889) 23 Q. B. ])iv. 598_

58 L. J. Q. B. 465 (d_8. Lord
F_sherM. R.) ; in H. L. '92, A. C.
25, 61 L. J. Q. B. 295. Lord
Esher was _pparenfly prepared to
hold that whenever A. and B.
make an agreement which, as betwee_ them_ves, is void as in
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It is possible, however, that an agreement of this kind
might in some eases be held to amount to an indictable
conspiracy on the ground of obvious and excessive public
ineonvenienee (e). At the same time, even if this be admitted, it would not be easy for a court to say beforehand
how far any particular trade combination
have permanently mischievous results (f).
It would

seem to follow

from

was likely to

the principles

of the l_el_tlon
of consplracyto
lawful

modern cases that it cannot be an actionable conspiracy
for two or more persons, by lawful means, to induce
another or others to do what they are by law free to do or
tO abstain from doing what they are not bound by law to
do. Yet the Court of Appeal has held that procuring

aetsorforbearances
of third

persons.

persons--not to break a contract, but--not to renew expiring contracts or make a fresh contract, may be aotionable if
done " maliciously," without any allegation that intimidation or other unlawful means were used (g). It is submitred that not even the authority of the Court of Appeal
will make this decision correct, and that it is not really
consistent with the decision of the House of Lords in the
Mogul Company's

case.

There may be other malicious injuries not capable of
more specific definition "where a violent or malicious act
iS clone to a man's oooupation, profession, or way of getting
a livelihood" ; as where the plaintiff is owner of a decoy
restraint of trade, and C. suf[ers
damage as a proximate oensequence,A. and B. are wrongdoers
as a_inst C. Thisis clearlynegatired by the decisionof the House
of Lords,seethe opinionsof Lord
]_talsburyL. C., Lord Watson,
LordBrarawelland LordHannen.

(8) BowenL. J., 23 Q. B. Div.
at p. 618.
(f) l_ryL. J., 23 Q. B. Div. at
p. 628.
(.¢)Te_,pertonv. __sell, '93, 1
Q.B. 715,4 R. 376, 62L.J. Q. B.
412.

Mallolons
interference
with
one's
ocoupation,
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for catching wild fowl, and the defendant, without

enter-

ing on the plaintiff's land, wilfully fires off guns near to
the decoy, and frightens wild fowl away from it (]_). Not
many examples of the ]_nd are to be found, and this is
natural; for they have to be sought in a kind of obscure
middle region where the acts complained of are neither
wrongful in themselves as amounting to trespass against
the plaintiff or some third person (i), nuisance (k), or
breach of an absolute specific duty, nor yet exempt from
search into their motives as being done in the exerc£se of
common right in the pursuit of a man's lawful occupation
or the ordinary use of his property (1). Mere competition
carried on for the purpose of gain, not out of actual malice,
and not by unlawful means, such as molestation or intimidation, is not actionable, even though it be intended to
drive a rival trader out of the field, and produce that resalt (m). "The policy of our law, as at present declared
by the legislature, is against all fetters on combination and
competition unaccompanied by violence or fraud or other
like injurious acts" (n). Beyond generally forbidding the
use of means unlaw_
in themselves, the law does not
impose any restriction upon competition by one trader
with another with the sole view of benefiting himself.
A
different question would arise if there were evidence of an
intention on the defendant's par_ to injure the plaintiff
(_) Carri_/_on v. Taylor (1809)
11 East 571, 11 R. R. 270, followJug Keeble v. a_iekeringill (1705) 11
J_.ast 673 in notis, 11 .R. P_. 273 n,
where see Holt's Sudgment.
And
see Lord :Field's opinion in Mogul
8teamsAi_ Company v. ._feGregor,
'92, A. C. 25, 51, 61 L. ft. Q.B.
295.
(i) Tarleton v. Med_awley, 1 Peake
270, 3 R. R. vi. 689 : tlte defend-

ant'saotlnfiringa_negroestoprevent them from trading with the
plalnti/f's ship was of course un.
lawfuljTer Be.
(k) Op. 2bbo_son v..Pea_ (1865)
3 H. & C. 644, 34 L. J. Ex. 118.
(/) See p. 135, above.
(m) Mogul 8teams]_p Cfompar_yv.
McGregor, note (d).
(n) Fry L. J., 23 Q. B. Div. a_
p. 628.
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without benefiting himself.
"Thus,
if several persons
agree not to deal at all with a particular individual, as this
could not, under ordinary circumstances, benefit the persons
so agreeing" (o). Driving a public performer off the stage
by marks of disapprobation which proceed not from an
honest opinion of the demerits of his performance or person, but from private enmity, is, as we have just seen, a
possible but doubtful instance of this sort of wrong (p).
Holt put the case of a schoolmaster frightening away children from attendance at a rival school (q). It is really on contract,
the same principle that an action has been held to lie for
maliciously (that is, with the design of injuring the plaintiff or gaining some advantage at his expense) procuring
a third person to break his contract with the plaintiff, and
thereby causing damage to the plaintiff (r). The precise
extent and bearing of the doctrine are discussed in the
final chapter of this book with reference to the difficulties
that have been felt about it, and expressed in dissenting
judgments and elsewhere.
Those difficulties (I submit and
shall in that place endeavour to prove) either disappear or
are greatly reduced when the cause of action is considered
as belonging to the class in which malice, in the sense of
actual ill-will, is a necessary element.
Generally

speaking,

every wilful interference with the orfran-

exercise of a franchise is actionable without regard to the chise.
defendant's act being done in good faith, by reason of a
mistaken notion of duty or claim of right, or being consciously wrongful.
"If a man hath a franchise and is
(o) Lord
]_anen
in
_l/oguZ
8tearad_ip Com2aany v. McGregor,
'92, k. C. at p. 60.
(1o) Gregory v..Duke
of _run6w,ek_ supra , p. 292.

(q) Kee_/e
(h) last lingo.
(r) Luml_y
B. 216, 22
._owen v..Hall
333, 50 L. J.

v. _@keringill,

note

v. Gye (1853) 2 E. &
L. J. Q. B. 463;
(1881) 6 Q. B. Div.
Q. B. 305.
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hindered in the

enjoyment

thereof, an action cloth lle,

which is an action upon the case" (8). But persons may
as public ot_cers be in a quasi-judicial position in which
they will not be liable for an honest though mistaken
exercise of discretion in rejecting a vote or the like, but
will be liable for a wilful and conscious, and in that sense
malicious, denial of right (t). In such cases the wrong, if
any, belongs to the class we have just been considering.
vraintenaace,

The wrong of maintenance, or aiding a par_y in litigatlon without either interest in the suit, or lawful cause of
kindred, affection, or charity for aiding h{m_ is akin to
malicious prosecution and other abuses of legal process;
but the ground of it is not so much an independent wrong
as particular damage resulting _rom "a wrong founded
upon a prohibition by statute "--a series of early statutes
said to be in affirmation of the common law--" which
makes it a criminal act and a misdemeanor"

(u).

Hence

it seems that a corporation cannot be guilty of maintenance (u).
Actions for maintenance are in modern times
rare though possible (x) ; and the decision of the Cour_ of
Appeal that mere charity, with or without reasonable
ground, is an excuse for maintaining
the suit of a
stranger (y), does not tend to encourage them.
(s) Holt C. J. in Ashbyv. White
at 1). 13 of the special reportfirst
printed in 1837. The actionwas
onthe casemerelybecausetrespass
wouldnotlle for the infringement
of anincorporealrightof that kind.
The fight to petition Parliamentis
not a franchisein the sense that
any electorcan compelhis representativein the Houseof Commons
to present a particular petition:
Ckafferav. Goldamid,'94_ 1 Q.B.
180,10 R. Feb. 219.

(t) Tozerv. Child (1857)Ex. Ch.
7 E. &B. 377, 26 L. J. Q. B. 151.
(u) LordSelborne,.Metrop..Bank
v. Poo/ey(1885)10 App. Ca. 210,
218, 54 L. J. Q. B. 449.
(x) Bradtauahv.2¢ewdegate
(1883)
11 Q. B. D. 1, 52 L. J. Q. B. 454.
As to wha_will amountto a ecrumoninterestin asuit soas to justify
maintenance,A/ab_st_ v. Har_#8,
'94, 2 Q. B. 897.
(y) tTarris v..Bri_eo (1886) 17
Q.B. ])iv. 504, 5b L. J. Q.B. 423.
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CHAPTER
WRONGS

I.--Duties

TO POSSESSION

AND PROPERTY.

regarding Property generally.

EVERY kind of intermeddling

with anything

which is the A_solute
duty to

subject of property is a wrong unless it is either autho- respect
rlzed by some person entitled to deal with the thing in o_her_'
property.
that particular way, or justified by authority of law, or
(in some eases but by no means generally) excusable on
the ground that it is done under a reasonable though mistaken supposition of lawful title or authority.
Broadly
speaking, we touch the property of others at our peril, and
honest mistake in acting for our own interest (a), or even
an honest intention to act for the benefit of the true
owner (b), will avail us nothing if we transgress.
A man may be entitled in divers ways to deal with Title, i_stification,
property moveable or immoveable, and within a wider or excuse.
narrower range. He may be an owner in possession, with
indefinite rights of use and dominion, free to give or to
sell, nay to waste lands or destroy chattels if such he his
pleasure.
He may be a possessor with rights either
determined as to length of time, or undetermined though
determinable, and of an extent which may vary tom
being hardly distinguishable _rom full dominion to being
strictly limited to a specific purpose.
It belongs to the
(a) Hell,us v..Fowler (1875) L.R.
7 H. L. 757, 44 L. J. Q. B. 169.
(b) In trespass, Kirk v. Gregory

(1876) 1 Ex. D. 55, 45 L. J. Ex.
186 : in trover, Hiort v..Bott (187t)
L.R.
9 Ex. 86, 43 L. J. Ex. 81.
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law of property to tell us what are the rights of owners
and possessors, and by what acts in the law they may he
created, transferred, or destroyed.
Again, a man may
have the right of using property to a limited extent, and
either to the exclusion of all other persons besides the
owner or possessor, or concurrently with other persons,
without himself being either owner or possessor. The
definition of such rights belongs to that part of the law of
property which deals with easements and profits. Again,
he may be authorized by law, for the execution of justice
or for purposes of public safety and convenience, or under
exceptional conditions for the true owner's benefit, to
interfere with property to which he has no title and does
not make any claim. We have seen somewhat of this in
the chapter of "General Exceptions."
Again, he may be
justified by a consent of the owner or possessor which does
not give him any interest in the property, but merely
excuses an act, or a series of acts, that otherwise would be
wrongful.

Such consent is known as a licence.

Title
Title to property, and authority to deal with property
dependent .
on conm specified ways, are commonly conferred by contract or
tract,
in pursuance of some contract.
Thus it oftentimes depends
on the existence or on the true construction of a contract
whether a right of property exists, or what is the extent
of rights admitted to exist. A man obtains goods by
_raud and sells them to another purchaser who buys in
good faith, reasonably supposing that he is dealing with
the true owner. The fraudulent re-seller may have made
a contract which the original seller could have set aside, as
against him, on the ground of fraud. If so, he acquires
proper_y in the goods, though a defeasible property, and
the ultimate purchaser in good faith has a good title.
But the circumstances of the fraud may have been such
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that there was no true consent on the part of the first
owner, no contract at all, and no right of property whatever, not so much as lawful possession, acquired by the
apparent purchaser. If so, the defrauder has not any
lawful interest which he can transfer even to a person
acting in good faith and reasonably: and the ultimate
purchaser acquires no manner of title, and notwithstanding
his innocence is liable as a wrong-doer (c). Principles
essentially similar, but affected in their application, and
not lm_equently disguised, by the complexity of our law
of real property, hold good of dealings with land (d).
Acts of persons dealing in good faith with an apparent Exceptional
owner may be, and have been, protected in various ways protection
and to a varying extent by different systems of law. The dealings
of certain
purchaser from an apparent owner may acquire, as under in
gooa
faith.
the common-law rule of sales in market overt, a better title
than his vendor had ; or, by an extension in the same line,
the dealings of apparently authorized agents in the way of
sale or pledge may, for the security of commerce, have a
special validity conferred on them, as under our Factors
Acts (e); or one who has innocently dealt with goods
which he is now unable to produce or restore specifically
may be held personally excused, saving the true owner's
liberty to retake the goods if he can find them, and
subject to the remedies over, if any, which may be available under a contract of sale or a warranty for the
person dispossessed by the true owner.
Excuse of this
kind is however rarely admitted, though much the same
(e) Hollin8v..Fow_r(1875)L.R.
7 "R'.L. 757, 44 L. J. Q. B. 169;
Oundyv. Zindsay(1878)3 App.Ca.
459,47L. J Q.B. 481.

(d) See Pi_er v. __awlins(1871)
1"..R. 7 Ch. 259,41 L. J. Ch.485.
(e) Consolidatedby the Factors
Act, 1889,_2 & 53 Viot. c. 45.
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be arrived at on special technical

The
rights
and remedies

It would seem that, apart from doubtful questions of
title (which no system of law can wholly avoid), there

to
the
lmown

ought not to be great difficulty in determining what
amounts to a wrong to property, and who is the person

common
law
are

_sses_o,._. wronged.
But in fact the common law does present great
diffficulties; and this because its remedies were bound,
until a recent date, to medieval forms, and limited by
medieval conceptions.
The forms of action brought not
Ownership but Possession to the front in accordance with
a habit of thought

which, strange

as it may now seem to

us, found the utmost difficulty in conceiving rights of
property as having full existence or being capable of
transfer and succession unless in close connexion with the
physical control of something which could be passed from
hand to hand, or at least a par_ of it delivered in the
name of the whole (f).
An owner in possession was
protected against disturbance, but the rights of an owner
out of possession were obscure and weak. To this day it
continues so with regard to chattels.
For many purposes
the "true owner" of goods is the person, and only the
person, entitled to immediate possession.
The term is a
short and convenient
one, and may be used without
scruple, but on condition of being rightly understood.
Regularly
the common law protects
through possessory rights and remedies.

ownership only
The reversion or

reversionary interest of the freeholder or general owner out
of possession is indeed well known to our authorities, and
(f) See ]_r. F. W. Maitland's
articles on "The Seisin of Chattels" and "TheMystery
of Seisin,"
L. Q. R. i. 324, iL 481, where

divers profitable oomparisons of the
rules concernlmg real and personal
pZol_rty will be found.
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l_y conveyancers it is regarded as a present estate or interest. But when ithas to be defendedin a courtof common law,theformsof actiontreatitratheras theshadow
cast before by a right to possess at a time still to come.
It has been said that there is no doctrine of possession in
our law. The reason of this appearance, an appearance
capable of deceiving even learned persons, is that possession has all but swallowed up ownership ; and the rights
of a possessor, or one entitled to possess, have all but
monopolized the very name pf property.
There is a common phrase in our books that possession is 19ri_a facie
evidence of title.
It would be less intelligible
at first
_ight, but not less correct, to say that in the developed
system of common law pleading and procedure, as it
existed down to the middle of this century, proof of title
was material only as evidence of a right to possess. And
it must be remembered that although forms of action are
no longer with us, causes of action arc what they were,
and cases may still occur where it is needful to go back to
the vanished form as the witness and measure of subsisting rights.
The sweeping protection given to rights of
property at this day is made up by a number of theoretically distinct causes of action. The disturbed possessor
had his action of trespass (in some special cases replevin) ;
if at the time of the wrong done the person entitled to
possess was not in actual legal possession, his remedy was
dctinue, or, in the developed system, trover.
An owner
who had neither possession nor the immediate right to
possession could redress himself by a special action on the
case, which did not acquire any technical name.
Notwithstanding
first appearances, then, the common Possession
and delaw has a theory of possession, and a higMy elaborated one. t_n_on.
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To discuss it fully would not be appropriate here (g) ; but
we have to bear in mind that it must be known who is in
legal possession of any given subject of property, and who
is entitled to possess it, before we can tell what wrongs
are capable of being committed, and against whom, by
the person having physical control over it, or by others.
Legal possession does not necessarily coincide either with
actual physical control or the present powerflhereof
(the
" detention" of Continental terminology), or with the right
to possess (constantly called "property"
in our books);
and it need not have a rightful origin.
The separation of
detention, possession in the strict sense, and the right to
possess, is both possible and frequent.
A. lends a book to
B., gratuitously and not for any fixed time, and B. gives
the book to his servant to carry home.
Here :B.'s servant
has physical possession, better named custody or detention,
but neither legal possession (h) nor the right to possess;
B. has legal and rightful possession, and the right to
possess as against every one but A. ; while A. has not
possession, but has a right to possess which he can make
absolute at any moment by determining the baflment to
B., and which the law regards for many purposes as if
it were already absolute. As to an actual legal possession
(besides and beyond mere detention) being acquired by
wrong, the wrongful change of possession was the very
substance of disseisin as to land, and is still the very substance of trespass

by taking

(g) See " &n Essay on Possession
in the Common Law" by Mr. (now
Justice) R. S. Wright
and the
present writer (Oxford: Clarendon
Press 9 1888).
(h) Yet it is not certain that he
conld not maintain _resl)ass against

and carrying

away goods (de

a stranger;
see Moore v..P_i_
(1831), 2 B. & Ad. 817. The law
about the custody of s_rvant_ and
persons in a like position has
vacillat_l
from time to t_me, and
has never been defined as a whole.
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bonis asportatis), and as such it was and is a necessary
condition of the offence of larceny at common law.
The common law, when it must choose between denying
legal possession to the person apparently in possession, and
attributing it to a wrong-doer, generally prefers the latter
course. In Roman law there is no such general tendency,
though the results are often sim{|ar (i).
Trespass
possession
committed
though in

is the wrongful disturbance of another person's Trespass
of land (j) or goods. Therefore it cannot be ana.con_{trslon.
by a person who is himself in possession (k) ;
certain exceptional eases a dispunishahle or even

a righthd possessor of goods may by his own act, during a
continuous physical control, make himself a mere trespasser. But a possessor may do wrong in other ways.
He may commit waste as to the land he holds, or he may
become liable to an action of ejectment by holding over
after his title or interest is determined.
As to goods he
may detain them without right after it has become his
duty to return them, or he may convert them to his own
use, a phrase of which the scope has been greatly extended
in the modern law. Thus we have two kinds of duty,
namely to refrain from meddling with what is lawfully
possessed by another, and to refrain from abusing possession which we have lawfully gotten under a limited title ;
(1)Cp.Holland,
"Elements
of l_eriod,
orwasever
attempted
asto
Jurisprudence,"
6thed.i_I_.
170-- goods.
179.
(h)E.g.,
amortgagee
ofchattels
(j)Formerly
itwas saidthat who hastakenpossessioncannot
trespass
tolandwasadisturbance
commit
a trespass
byremoving
the
notamounting
todisseisin,
though goc_Is,
although
themortgagor
itn_ghtbe "viclna
disseisinae,"
maymeanwhile
havetendered
the
whichis explalnedby " si ad com- amount due : Johnsonv. 1),vrose,
modumuti non pcesit." Bracton, '93, 1 Q. B. 512, 62 L. J. Q. B.
fo. 217a. I do not think this dis- 291, 4 R° 291,C. A.
tiaetion_vasregardedin any later
P.
X
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and the breach of these produces distinct _nds
having, in the old system of the common
distinct and appropriate remedies.
But a strict
of _hese distinctions in practice would .have led

of wrong,
law, their
observance
to intoler-

able results, and a working margin was given by beneficent
fictions which (llke most indirect and gradual reforms)
extended the usefulness of the law at the cost of making it
intricate and dii_eult to understand.
On the one hand the
remedies of an actual possessor were freely

accorded

to

persons who had only the right to possess (l) ; on the other
hand the person wronged was constantly allowed at his
option to proceed against a mere trespasser as if the trespasser had only abused a lawful or at any rate excusable
possession.
_ernatire
reme- In the later history of common law pleading trespass
dies.
and conversion became largely though not wholly interchangeable.
Retinue, the older form of acf_on for the
recovery of chattels, was not abolished, but it was generally
preferable to treat the detention as a conversion and sue in
trover (m), so that trover practically superseded detinue, as
the writ of right and the various assizes, the older and
once the only proper remedies whereby a freeholder could
recover possession of the land, were superseded by ejec_
ment, a remedy at first introduced merely for the prote0tlon of leasehold interests.
With all their artificial extensions these

forms of action did not completely

suffice.

There might still be circumstances in which a special action
on the case was required. And these complications cannot
(0 See Smith v. Milles(1786),1
T. R. 475,480,and notetha_"constxuctivepossession,"as usedin our
books,includes(i.)possessionexerclse4througha servantorlicensee;
(ii.)IX_Saession
conferredby law, in

certaincases,e.g. on an exec_ter,
independentlyof any physicalapprehensionor transfer; (ilL) an
immed_f_eright to posse6s,which
is distinctfromact_ possession.
(_,)
Blaekst.iiL 152.
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be said _o be even now wholly obsolete.
For exeeptlonal
circumstances may still occur in wMoh it is doubtful
whether an action lies without proof of actual damage, or,
assuming that the plaintiff is entitled to judgment, whether
that judgment shall be for the value of the goods wrongfully dealt with or only for his actual damage, which may
be a nominal sum. Under such conditions we have to go
back to the old {orms and see what the appropriate action
would have been. This is not a desirable state of the
law (n), but while it exists we must take account of it.

II.-- Tresloass.
Trespass may be committed by various kinds of acts, o_ What
which the most obvious are entry on another's land (tres- sh_nsaia
abe
pass quare clausum fi'egit), and taking another's goods t_espass.
(trespass de bonis asportatis) (o). Notwithstanding
that
trespasses punishable in the king's court were said to be
vi et ar_nis, and were supposed to be punishable as a breach
of the king's peace, neither the use of force, nor the breaking of an inclosure or transgression of a visible boundary,
nor even an unlawful intention, is necessary to constitute an
actionable trespass.
I_ is likewise immaterial, in strictness of law, whether there be any actual damage or not.
"Every invasion of private property, be it ever so minute,
is a trespass" (p). There is no doubt that if one walks across
a stubble field without lawful authority or the occupier's
leave, one is technically
(n) See l_r Thesiger
])iv. 199.

a ¢zespasser, and it may be doubted

L. J., 4 Ex.

tenant for years
not freehold.

(o) The exact parallel to irespass d_ bet*@_portatis is of course
not trespass _. el. fr. simply, but
trespass amomat£ug to a Ellsaeisin
of the freeh_flder or o_
of th_

x2

or other interest

(v) .Entiek v. _rr_ngton, 19 St.
Tr. 1066. "Property"
here, as
constantly
in our books, really
means possession or a right to possession.
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whether persons who roam about common lands, not being
in exercise of some particular right, are in a better
position.
It may be that, where the public enjoyment of
such lands for sporting
example on Dartmoor
presently) would he
requests are addressed

or other recreation is notorious, for
(7), a licence (as to which more
implied.
Oftentimes warnings or
to the public to abstain from going

on some specified part of open land or private ways, or
from doing injurious acts. In such cases there seems to
be a general licence to use the land or ways in conformity
with the owner's will thus expressed.
But even so, persons
_ _'_Y_*_
usin_ the land are no more than "bare licensees," and
_-,_
_rx,
_
_-_
_heir
right is of the slenderest.
Loitering on a highway,
_-_-..__ot
for the purpose of using it as a highway, but for the
•¢_,_t.,.._..__L-a
_--....
f 1
_. __
purpose of annoying the owner of the soil m his law a
_,:._
._
use of the adjacent land, may be a trespass against that

_,._,Q_re
It has been doubted whether xt is a trespass to pass over
_ concerni_
land without touching the soil, as one may in a balloon,
._.bt_ _oons
or to cause a material object, as shot fired from a gun, to
pass over it.
Lord Ellenborough
thought it was not
in itself a trespass "to interfere with the column of air
superincumbent on the dose," and that the remedy would
be by action on the ease for any actual damage : though
he had no difficulty in hola;ug that a man is a trespasser
who fires a gun on his own land so that the shot fall on his
neighbour's land (s). Fifty years later Lord Blackburn
inclined to think differently(t),
and his opinion seems
(q)As a matterof fact,theDart(s)
2ie]_erin_v. _u_ (1815)4
moor hunt has an expresslicence Camp.219,221, 16R. R. 777.
from the Duchy of Cornwall.
(t) _%_yonv. 2_¢rt(1865) 6 B.
(r) _arri_onv..Duke of _utland, & S. 249, 252, 34 L. J. M. C. 87;
'93, 1 Q. B. 142, 62 :L. J. Q.B.
and see per Fry L. J. in _a_ts117,4 R. 155, C.A.
worth _o_rd of _Yorh_v. U_iteg
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entry on ]and

below the surface, as by mining, and in fact this kind of
trespass is rather prominent in our modern books. It does
not seem possible on the principles of the common law to
assign any reason why an entry at any height above the
surface should not also be a trespass.
The improbability
of actual damage may be an excellent practical reason for
not suing a man who sails over one's land in a balloon;
but this appears irrelevant to the pure legal theory.
Trespasses clearly devoid of legal excuse are committed every
day on the surface itself, and yet are of so harmless a ]_nd
that no reasonable occupier would or does take any notice
of them.
Then one can hardly doubt that it might be a
nuisance, apart from any definite damage, to keep a
balloon hovering over another man's land • but if it is not
a trespass in law to have the balloon there at all, one does
not see how a continuing trespass is to be committed by
keeping it there.
_Again, it would be strange if we could
object to shots being fired across our land only in the event
of actual injury being caused, and the passage of the
foreign body in the
incident in a distinct
doctrine suggested
generally accepted
benefit of the public

air above our sell being thus a mere
trespass to person or property.
The
by Lord Ellenberough's
dictum, if
and acted on, would so far be for the
service that the existence of a right of

"innocent passage" for projectiles over the heads and
lands of the Queen's subjects would increase the somewhat
limited facilities of the land forces for musketry
and
artillery practice at long ranges.
But we are not aware
that such a right has in fact been claimed or exercised.
Trespass by a man's cattle is dealt with exactly like
trespass by himself; but in the modern view of the law
Te/ep/_e Co.(1884)13 Q. B. ])iv. where statutory interests in land
904,927, 53 L. J. Q. ]_. 449. It are conferredfor specialpurposes.
may beotherwi_
asinthat
ease,
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this is only part of a more general rule or body of rules
imposing an exceptionally strict and unqualified duty of
safe custody on grounds of public expediency.
In that
connexion we shall accordingly return to the subject (u).
t{neroachment under or above ground by the natural
growth of roots or branches of a tree standing in adjacent
land is not a trespass, though it may be a nuisance (v).

Trespass
Trespass to goods may be committed by taking possesto goods, sion of them, or by any other act "in itself immediately
injurious"
to the goods in respect of the possessor's
interest (x), as by killing (y), beating (z), or chasing (a)
animals, or defacing a work of ar_. Where the possession
is changed the trespass is an a._ortation (from the old form
of pleading, cepit eg asportavit for inanimate chattels,
abduzit for animals), and may amount to the offence of
theft.
Other trespasses to goods may be criminal offences
under the head of malicious injury to property.
The
current but doubtful doctrine of the civil trespass being
"merged in the felony" when the trespass is felonious has
been considered in an earlier chapter (b). Authority, so
far as known to the present writer, does not clearly show
whether it is in strictness a trespass merely to lay hands on
another's chattel without either dispossession (e) or actual
damage.
]3y the analogy of trespass to land it seems that
it must he so. There is no doubt that the least actual
damage

would be enough (d).

(u) ChapterX_LI.below.
(v) Zemmonv. Webb,'94, 3 Ch.1,
7 R. July, 111_ affd. in H.L.
Nov. 27, 1894.
(x) Blackst. ill. 153.
(y) TF'rightv. _arascot,1 Saund.
83, 1 Wins. Saund. 108 (trespass
for_lllng a mastiff).
(z) .Dandv. 8extort,3 T. R. 37
(trespassvi et arm_for beatingthe
plaintiff'sdog).

And cases are conceivable
(a) A form of writ is given for
chasing the plalnfi_'s sheep -with
dogs, F. 1_. B. 90 L.; so for
shearingthe plaintiff's sheepj _b.
87 G.
(b) P. 185,above.
(e) See Oayl_rdv. Morr_ (1849)
3 Ex. 695, 18 In.J. Ex. 297.
(d) "Scratching the panel of a
carriage would be a tresl)e_"
Alderson B. in .Foutdesv. IVil-
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in which the power of treating a mere unauthorized touching as a trespass might be salutary and necessary, as where
valuable objects are exhibited in places either public or
open to a large class of persons. In the old precedents
trespass to goods hardly occurs except in conjunction with
trespass to land (e).
III.--I_juries

to _everslon.

A person in possession of property may do wrong by Wrongsto
Stll owner
refusing to deliver possession to a person entitled, or by not in possession.
otherwise assuming to deal with the property as owner or
adversely to the true owner, or by dealing with it under
colour of his real possessory title but in excess of his rights,
or, where the nature of the object admits of it, by acts
amounting to destruction or total change of character,
such as breaking up land by opening m_nes, burning
wood, grinding corn, or spinning cotton into yarn, which
acts however are only the extreme exercise of assumed
dominion.
The law started from entirely distinct conceptions of the mere detaining of property from the person
entitled, and the spoiling or altering it to the prejudice of
one in reversion or remainder, or a general owner (f).
l_or
the former case the common law provided its most ancient
remediesmthe writ of right (and later the various assizes and
the writ o_ entry) for land, and the parallel writ of detinue
(parallel as being merely a variation of the writ of debt,
which was precisely s_m_lar in form to the writ of right)
_0mJhby,
8 M. & _r. 549. In .Kirk
v. Gregory(1876)1Ex. D. 55, the
trespasscomplainedof was almost
nominal,but there wasa complete
asportatlonwhile
the intermeddling
lasted,
(e) See:F.N. B. 86-88,pasalm,
(f) As tothe term"reversionary
interest" al)plied tb goods, cp.

Dicey on ParSes, 345. In one
way" reversioner"wouldbemcce
correctthan "owner" or" general
owner," for the l_rsenentitled to
sue in troveror prosecutefor the_
isnotnecessarily
dominu.s,
andthe
dom_ of the chattel maybe disqualifiedfl"omso suing or prosecuting.
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to _hls must be added, iu special, but oneo

_requent and important eases, replevin (g). For the latter
the writ of waste (as extended by the S_atutes of Marlbridge and (_loueester} was available as to land; later this
was supplanted by an action on the ease (h) "in the
nature of waste," and in modern times the power and
remedies of courts of equity have been found still more
effectual (i). The process of devising a practical remedy
for owners of chattels was more circuitous;
they were
helped by an action on the ease which became a distinct
species under the name of trover, derived from the usual
though not necessary form of pleading, which alleged that
the defendant found the plainti_'s
goods and converted
them to his own use (k). The original notion of conversion
in personal chattels answers closely to that of waste in
tenements;
but it was soon extended so as to cover the
whole ground o_ detinue (l), and largely overlap trespass;
(g) It seems useless to say more
of replevin here.
The curious
reader may consult Mennie v. Blake
(1856) 6E. &B. 842, 25L. J.Q.
B. 399.
For the earliest, form
of writ of entry see Close Rolls,
vol. i. p. 32. Blaekstone is wrong
in stating it to have been older
than the assizes,
(h) Under
certain conditions
waste might amoun_ t_ trespass,
Lift. s. 71, see more insect, vii. of
file present chapter,
(i) _or the history and old law,
see Co. Lift. 53, 54; Blackst. ii.

(_) BlacksL iii. 152, el. the
judgment
of Martin ]3. in $_rro_2I_eav..Bay_
(1860) 5 H. & _.
296, 29 L. J.:Ex. 185, 188; andas
to the forms of pleading, Bro. Ab.
Aeeion sur le Case, 103, 109, 113,
and see Littieton's
remark in 33
:H. _rI., 27, pl. 12, an action o_
detlnue where a finding by the de_endant was alleged, t21at "this
declaration per in_t_
is a new
_ound Haliday";
the ease is translated by _r. Justice Wright in
Pollock and Wright on Possession,
174.

281, iiL 225; notes to Greer_e v.
Cole, 2 Wins. Saund. 644 ; and
_Fe_dka_ev. _a/k_r (1880),5Q.B.
D. 404. The action of waste proper
could be brought only " by him
that hath the _mr-ediate estate of
inherif_mce," Co. Litt. 53a.

(l) M'art_nB.,/. e._ whosephra_
*_in very ancient times" is a little
misleadlng, for trover, as a settled
common form, seems to date only
from the 16th century;
Reeves
HisS. Eng. L. iv. 526.

W_TX.
a mere trespasser
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whose acts would have amounted

to

conversion if done by a lawful possessor not being allowed
to take exception to the true owner" waiving the trespass,"
and professing to assume in the defendant's favour that
his possession had a lawful origin.
IV.-Waste is any unauthorized

Waste.
act of a tenant

for a freehold Waste.

estate not of inheritance, or for any lesser interest, which
tends to the destruction of the tenement, or otherwise to
the injury of the inheritance.
Such injury need not consist in loss of market value; an alteration not otherwise
mischievous may be waste in that it throws doubt on the
identification of the property, and thereby impairs the
evidence of title.
It is said that every conversion of land
from one species to another--as
ploughing up woodland,
or turning arable into pasture land--is waste, and it has
even been said that building a new house is waste (m).
But modern authority does not bear this out; "in order
to prove waste you must prove an injury to the inheritance" either "in the sense of value " or "in the sense
of destroying identity"
especially the Western

(n).
And in the United States,
States, many acts are held to be

only in a natural and reasonable way of using and improving the land--clearing
wild woods for example-which in England, or even in the Eastern States, would
be manifest waste (o). As to permissive waste, i.e., suffering the tenement to lose its value or go to ruin for want of
necessary repair, a tenant for life or years is liable therefor
if an express duty to repair is imposed upon him by the
(m) ', If the _enant build a new
house, itiswaste;
and if he sutfer
it _ be wasted, Ris a nowwaste."
Co. Li_. 58 a.

{n) Jor_ v. Chap_ll (1875) 20
Eq. 539, 540-2 (Jessel M. R.);
_lF_x v. Oobley, '92, 2 Ch. 253, 61
L.J. Ch. 449.
(a) Cooley on Torts, 333.
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instrument creating his estate ; otherwise he is not (2).
seems that it can in no ease be waste to use a tenement
an apparently

reasonable

and proper manner,

It
in

"having

regard to its character and to the purposes for which it
was intended to be used" (q), whatever the actual consequences of such user may be. Where a particular course
of user has been carried on for a considerable course of time,
with the apparent knowledge and assent of the owner of
the inheritance, the Court will make all reasonable presumptions in favour of referring acts so done to a lawful
origin (r). Destructive
waste by a tenant at will may
amount to trespass, in the strict sense, against the lessor.
The reason will be more conveniently explained hereafter (s).
_odern
law of
_aste:

In modern practice, questions of waste arise either
between a tenant for life (t) and those in remainder, or

life.

between landlord and tenant.
In the former case, the
unauthorized cutting of timber is the most usual ground
of complaint; in the latter, the forms of misuse or neglect
are as various as the uses, agricultural,
commercial, or

tenants for

manufacturing,
for which the tenement may be let and
occupied.
With regard to timber, it is to be observed
(p) 2_e Gartwright, .Avis v. 2Vewman (1889) 41 Oh. D. 532, 58
L. J. Ch. 590.
An equitable
tenant for llfe is not liable for

G-'h.262.
(r) t;lias v. Snowdan 8lat_ Quarries Co. (1879) 4 App. Ca. 454, 465,
48 L. J. Ch. 811.

permissive waste : t'ou,ys v..B/agra_'e (1854) 4 I). _. G. 448 ; _¢
.Hotchky*, _Freko v. Ualmady (1886)
32 Ch. D. 408, 55 L. J. Oh. 546.
(q) J]_fanchester .Bonded _F'arehouse
Go. v. Cart (1880) 5 G. P. I). 507,
512, 49 L. J. C. P. 809 ; following
Saner v. Bilton (1878) 7 Ch. D. 816,
821, 47 L.J. Oh. 267 ; ep. Job v.
_Potton (1875) 20 "Eq. 84, 44 "L. J.

(s) See below in sect. vii. of this
chapter.
(t) In the Uuited States, where
tenancy in dower is still common,
there are many modern decisions
on questions of waste arising out of
such tenancies. See Cooley on Torts
833, or Sexlbner on Dower (2rid ed.
1883) i. 212--214 ; ii. 795 _/q.
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that there are "timber estates" on which wood is grown
for the purpose of periodical catting and sale, so that
"cutting the timber is the mode of cultivation" (u). On
such land catting the timber is equivalent to taking a
crop off arable land, and if done in the usual course is not
waste. A tenant for life whose estate is expressed to
be without impeactnnent of waste may freely take timber
and minerals for use, but, unless with further specific
authority, he must not remove timber planted for ornament (saveso farasthecuttingof partisrequired
forthe
preservation of the rest) (x) open a mine in a garden or
pleasure-ground, or do Hke acts destructive to the individual character and amenity of the dwelling-place (y).
The commission of such waste may be restrained by injunction, without regard to pecuniary damage to the
inheritance: but, when it is once committed, the normal
measure of damages can only be the actual loss of value (z).
Further details on the subject would not be appropriate
here. They belong rather to the law of Real Property.
As between landlord

and tenant

the real matter

in

dispute, in a case of alleged waste, is commonly the extent
(_) As to the general law coneerning timber, and its possible
variation by local custom, see the
judgment of Jesse/ ]H. R., ._onywood v..Hm_ywood
(1874) 18 Eq.
306, 309, 43 L. J. Ch. 652, and
.Dazl_wood v.._aFn_ac , '91, 3 Ch.
306, 60 L. J. Ch. 809, C.A.
(x) See .Baker v. _broht
(1879)
13 Ch. I). 179, 49 L. J. Ch. 65 ;
but it seems that a remainderma_
coming in time would be en_tled
to the supervision of the Court in
such case ; 13 Ch. D. at p. 188.

Landlord
and

tenant.

(y) Waste of thls kind was ]mown
as"equi_blewasLe,"theocmmisslon of it by a tenant unlmpeaehable for waste not being treated as
wrongful at common law ; see now
36 & 37 Vict. e. 66 (the Supreme
Cour_ of Judicature Act, 1873),
s. 25, sub-s. 3.
(z) _B_bb v. Yelverton (1870) 10
Eq. 465. Here the tenant _or life
had acted in good faith under the
belief that he was improving the
property.
Wanton acts ofdestruction would be very di_erently
treated.
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of the tenant's obligation, under his express or implied
covenants, to keep the property demised in safe condition
or repair. Yet the wrong of waste is none the less committed (and under the old procedure was no less remediable by the appropriate action on the case) because it is
also a breach of the tenant's contract (a). Since the
Judicature Acts it is impossible to say whether an actlon
alleging m_suse of the tenement by a lessee is brought on
the contract or as for a tort (b) : doubtless it would be
treated as an action of contract if it became necessary for
any purpose to assign it to one or the other class.

V._Uonversion.
Couvorslon: relat;ion of

Conversion, according to recent authority, may be described as the wrong done by "an unauthorized act which
deprives another of his property permanently or for an

*roverto
X_
trespass.
,Jol- _.A__,._ _
indefinite time" (c). Such an act may or may not include
_ _-_a
trespass ; whether it does or not is immaterial as regards
rv.¢,,'___"
_

the right of the plaintiff in a civil action, for even under
¢_,_the old forms he might "waive the trespass "; though as

_._, _ *r'_t v_
_ ;'_'_ _]

regards the possibility of the wrong-doer being criminally
liable it may still be a vital question, trespass by taking
and carrying away the goods being a necessary element in
the offence of larceny at common law. But the definition
of theft (in the fn'st instance narrow but strictly consistent,
afterwards complicated by some judicial refinements and
by numerous unsystematic statutory additions) does not
concern us here. The "prope_y"
of which the plaint_
(a1 2 Wins. Saund.646.
(b) _Y,_. Tuekerv. Zmger (1882)
21 Ch. Div. 18, 51 L. J. Ch. 713.
(e) BramwellB., adopting the
expre_ion of Bosanquet, are.,
_i_'t v. 2_ott(1874) L.R. 9 F,,x.

e

86, 89, 43 L. J. F.,x. 81. All, or
nearlyall, thelearningonthesubject downto 1871is collec{_l(ina
somewhatformlessmannerit mus_
be allowed)in file notes to Wi/$ra_m v. 8now,2 Wins. Saund.87,
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is deprived--the
subject_mat_or of the right which is
violated--must
be something which he has the immediate
right to possess; only on this condition
couldone maintain the action of trover under the old forms.
Thus,
where goods had been sold and remained in the vendor's
possession subject to the vendor's lien for unpaid purchasemoney, the purchaser could not bring an action of trover "
against a stranger who removed the goods, at all events
without payment or tender of the unpaid balance (d).
But an owner not entitled to immediate
possession
might have a special action on the case, not being trover,
for any permanent injury to his interest, though the
wrongful act might also be a trespass, conversion, or
breach of contract as against the immediate possessor (e).
As under the Judicature
Acts the difference of form
between trover and a special action which is not trover does
not exist, there seems to be no good reason why the idea
and the name of conversion should not be extended to
cover these last-mentioned cases.

On the other hand, the name has been thought alto- What
amounts
gerber objectionable by considerable authorities (f) : and to oonvercertainly the natural meaning of eonvel_ing property to 8ion.
one's own use has long been left behind.
It came to be
seen that the actual diversion of the benefit arising from
use and possession was only one aspect of the wrong, and
not a constant one. It did not matter to the plaintiff
whether it was the defendant, or a third person ta_ng
(d) /;oral v. 2r_ (1874) L. R. 9
]_x. 54, 43 L. J. Ex. 49.
(e) Areara v. I. _ 8. /F. R. Co.
(1862) 11 C. B. N. S. 850, 31 L.J.
C. P. 220. This appears to have
been overlooked in the reasoning if
not in the dee.'on of the Court in

b'_**_ Co. v..Maddwk, '91, 2 Q. B.
413, 60 L. J. Q. B. 676, which
assumes tha_ a bailer for a term
has no remedy against a stranger
who injures the chattel.
(f) See 2 Wins. Saund. 108, and
per Bramwell L. J., 4 Ex. D. 194.
Q
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delivery _rom the defendant, who used his goods, or
whether they were used at all; the essence of the injury
was that the use and possession were dealt with in a
manner adverse to the plaintiff and inconsistent with his
right of dominion.
The grievance is the unauthorized

assumption

powers of the true owner. Actual]:? dealing
goods as owner for however short a time
limited a purpose (g) is therefore conversion
which in fact enables a third person to deal

of the

with another's
and however
; so is an act
with them as

owner, and which would make such dealing lawfifl only if
done by the person really entitled to possess the goods (l_).
It makes no difference that such acts were done under a
mistaken

but honest

and even reasonable

supposition

of

being lawfully entitled (g), or even with the intention of
benefiting the _rue owner (h); nor is a servant, or other
merely ministerial agent, excused for assuming the dominion of goods on his master's or principal's
though he "acted under an unavoidable ignorance
his master's benefit" (i). It is common learning
refusal to deliver possession to the true owner on
is evidence of a conversion, but evidence only (k) ;

behalf,
and for
that a
demand
that is,

one natural inference if I hold a thing and will not deliver
it to the owner is that I repudiate his ownership and mean
to exercise dominion in despite of his title either on my own
behalf or on some other claimant's.
"If the refusal is in
(g) lIollingv. Fow/er(I875)L.R.
7 H. L 757, 44 L.J.Q.B.
169.
Cashing a bill in good faifll on a
forged indorsementis a conversion:
Klcinwortv. Comptoird'EseomFte,
'94, 10 R. J_aly,277.
()_)Hiortv. 2_ott,L. R. 0 Ex. 86,
43 L.J. Ex. 81.
(Q t_iv/wnav. E/wa/t (1816) 4
M. & S. 259, 16 R. R. 468; ad-

mltted to be goodlaw inJYollin8
v.
_vow/vr,L. R. 7 H. L at pp. 769,
796, and followed in Barker v.
.Furlong,'91, 2 Ch. 172, 60 L. J.
Ch. 368. Cp. Fine Art I_o_y v.
UnionJBank of Iondon (1886) 17
Q.B. ])iv. 705,56 L. J. Q. B. 70.
(/0 B_r,u, v. Hutton, Ex. Ch.
(1883)9 Bing. 471,475.
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disregard of the plaintiff's title, and _or the purposeof _'_"
claSm_ng the goods either for the defendant or for a third t_ _
person, it is a conversion"

(1).

But this is not the only ____

possible inference and may not be the right one.
The _-¢-__
refusal may be a qualified and provisional one: the pos-_

.

sessor may say, "I am willing to do right, but that I may'-_-_/__
be sure I am doing right, give me reasonable proof that _
_.__._,_
you are the true owner": and such a possessor, even if_
over-cautious

in the amount

of satisfaction

_.

he requires, _

canhardy
be torepu ate
the o ner's
claim

Or a servant having the mere custody of goods under the _'_'--_
_--'--,_____
possession of his master as bailee--say
the servant of a.-_._._
warehouseman having the key of the warehouse--may

•e.onably
andjust ahlsaytotheba or
doman hls
ng
goods: "I cannot deliver them without
my master's t__
order" ; and this is no conversion.
"An unqualified re--

"____-.

fusal is almost always conclusive evidence of a conversion ; P,_e_
but if there be a qualification annexed to it, the question w_t_.
Qoo-.
--

_

_

_"_b-

then is whether it be a reasonable one" (n). Again there %4_,_.
may be a wrongful dealing with goods, not under an
adverse claim, but to avoid having anything to do with
them or with their owner.
Where a dispute arises between
the master of a ferryboat and a passenger, and the master
refuses to carry the passenger and puts his goods on shore,
this may be a trespass, but it is not of itself a conversion (o). This seems of little importance in modern practice, but we shall see that it might still affect the measure
of damages.
In many cases the refusal to deliver on demand not only
(/) opinion of Blackburn$. in
Ho//in_v. _Fow/cr,L. R. 7 H.L.
atp. 766.
(m) See JBurroug_ v..B_Fne
(1860)5H. a N. 296, 29 L. J. Ex.
185,188,_/n_z,p. 312.

(n) A/exanderv. 8autIwy(1821)5
B. &A. 247,per Bes_J. at p. 250.
(o) Fould_v. l_ill_/zby, 8 M. &
W. 540; ep. ;Fil_o.v.M_IaugMin
(1871)107Mass.587.

i _b-__

te_ _.
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proves but constitutes the conversion.
When this is so,
the Statute of Limitation runs from the date of the refusal,
without regard to any prior act of conversion by a third
person (2).
By a conversion the true owner is, in contemplation of
law, totally deprived of his goods ; therefore, except in a
few very special cases (q), the measure of damages in an
action of trover was the full value of the goods, and by a
satisfied judgment (r) for the plaintiff the property in the
goods, if they still existed in ,perle, was transferred to the
defendant.

Acts not
The mere assertion of a pretended right to deal with
amountlag .tocon- goods or threatening to prevent the owner from dealing with
vernon, them is not conversion, though it may perhaps be a cause of
action, if special damage can be shown (8) ; indeed it is
doubtful whether a person not already in possession can
commit the wrong of conversion by any act of interference
limited to a special purpose and falling short of a total
assumption of dominion against the frue owner (_). An
attempted sale of goods which does not affect the property,
the seller having no title and the sale not being in market
overt, nor yet the possession, there being no delivery, is
not a conversion.
If undertaken in good faith, it would
seem not to be actionable

at all ; otherwise it might come

(p) Millerv. Dell, '91, 1 Q.B.
408, 60 L. J. Q. B. 404, C.A.
(f) See per BramwellL. J., 3
Q. B. D. 490; .triortv. Z. _ _hr. ttr.
_. Oo.0879) 4 F,x. ])iv. 188, 48
L. J. Ex. 545, where however
Bramwell L. J. was the only
memberof the Courtwho wasclear
that there was any conversionat
all.

(r) Not by judgment without
JEx2arta_rake
(1877)
_ Ch. Div. 886, 46 L. J. Bk. 29;
folloxv-ing_9rinsmeadv. Harrison
(1871)
L. R. 6 C. P. 584_40 L. J.
C.P. 281.
(8)_gland v. Cowley(1873)L.
R. 8 F,x. 126, see perKelly C. B.
at p. 132,42 L. J. _. 80.
(0 See per Bramwell B. and
KellyC. B. lb. 131,132.
satisfaction;

CONVERSION

UNDER

MISTAKE.

3_1

within the analogy of slander of title.
But if a wrongful
sale is followed up by delivery, both the seller (u) and the
buyer @) are guilty of a conversion.
Again, a mere eellateral breach of contract in dealing with goods entrusted
to one is not a conversion ; as where the master of a ship
would not sign a bill of lading except with special terms
which he had no right to require, but took the cargo to
the proper port and was willing to deliver it, on payment
of freight, to the proper consignee (U).
A merely ministerial dealing with goods, at the request Dealings
UIlder
of an apparent owner having the actual control of them, authority
appears not to be conversion (z) ; but the extent of this rent
of appalimitation or exception is not precisely defined.
The point owner.
is handled in the opinion delivered to the House of Lords
in l_olli_s v. Fowler (a) by Lord Blackburn,
then a
Justice of the Queen's Bench ; an opinion which gives in
a relatively small compass a lurid and instructive view of
the whole theory of the action of trover.
It is there said
that "on principle, one who deals with goods at the
request of the person who has the actual custody of
them, in the bona fide belief that the custodian is the
true owner, or has the authority
of the true owner,
should be excused for what he does if the act is of such a
nature as would be excused if done by the authority of the
(u) Zaneas_ire
Braggon Co. v.
J_tzhug_ (1861) 6 H. & 1_. 502, 30
L. J. "Ex. 231 (actmn by bailer
against sheri_ for selling the goods
absolutely as goods of the bailee
under a ft. fa. ; the decision is on
the pleadings only),
(z) Cooper v. _rillomagt (1846) t
C. B. 672, 14 L. J. C. P. 219.
(y) Jones v.._oug]_ (1879) 5 Ex.
])iv. 115, 49 L.J.
Ex. 211; cp.
p,

J_eald v. Catty (next note).
(z) Hea/d v. Carey (1852) 11 C. B.
977, 21 :L. J. C. P. 97 ; but this is
really a case of the class last mentioned, for the defendan$ received
the goods on behalf of the true
owner_ and was held to have done
nothing with them that he might
not properly do.
(a) L. R. 7 H. L. at pp. 766_
768.
Y
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person in possession (b), if he was a finder of the goods, or
intrusted with their custody."
This excludes from protection, and was intended to exclude, such acts as those of
the defendants in the case then at bar: they had bought
cotton, innocently and without negligence, from a holder
who had obtained it by iraud, and had no title, and they
had immediately resold it to a firm for whom they
habitually acted as cotton brokers, not making any profit
beyond a broker's commission.
Still it appeared to the
majority of the judges and to the House of Lords that
the transaction was not a purchase on account of a certain
customer as principal, but a purchase with a mere expectation of that customer (or some other customer)
taking the goods; the defendants
therefore exercised a
real and effective though transitory dominion : and having
thus assumed to dispose of "the goods, they were liable to
the true owner (c). So would the ultimate purchasers
have been (though they bought and used the cotton in
good faith), had the plaintiffs thought fit to sue them (d).
Actsof
servant,

But what of the servants of those purchasers, who
handled the cotton under their authority and apparent
title, and by making it into twist wholly changed its form P
Assuredly this was conversion enough in fact and in the
common sense of the word ; but was it a conversion in law ?
Could any one of the factory hands have been made the
nominal defendant and liable for the whole value of the
cotton ?

Or if a thiei brings corn to a m_ller, and the miller,

honestly taking him to be the true owner, grinds the corn
(b) Observe that thismeans phy.
slcal possession ; in some of the

_o sale and delivery by an auctioneer without
not-i_e of the

cases prol_sod it would be accomlmniedbylegalpossossion,
inothers
not.
(c)See perLord Cairns,7 H.L.
at p. 797. This prlnciple
applies

apparent owner's want of title:
_rn_lida_d
Co. v. b_r_is, '92, 1
Q.B. 495, 61 L. J. Q. B. 325.
(d)Blackburn,J, 7 H. L. 764,
768.

into meal and delivers the meal to him without notice of his
want of title ; is the miller, or are his servants, liable to the
true owner for the value of the corn ? Lord Blackburn
thought these questions open and doubtful (e). There appears
tobe nothingin theauthorities
topreventit _rom being
excusable
to dealwith goodsmerelyas theservant
oragent
of an apparent owner in actual possession, or under a contract with such owner, according to the apparent owner's
direction ; neither the act done, nor the contract (if any),
purporting to involve a transfer of the supposed property
in the goods, and the ostensible owner's direction being
one which he could lawfully give if he were really entitled
to his apparent interest, and being obeyed in the honest (f)
belief that he is so entitled.
It might or might not be
convenient to hold a person excused who in good faith
assumes to dispose of goods as the servant and under the
authority and for the benefit of a person apparently entitled
to possession but not already in possession.
But this could
not be done without overruling accepted authorities (g).
A bailee is _vrima facie estopped

as between himself and Redelivery

the bailer _rom disputing the bailer's title (/_). Hence, as by bailees.
he cannot be liable to two adverse claimants at once, he is
also justified in redelivering

to the bailer in pursuance

o_

(e) See las_ note.
(f) Should we say "honest and
reasonable" ? It seems not;
a
person doing a T,_terial
act of
this kind honestly but not reasonably ought to be liable for
negligence to the ext_nt of the

of liability.
Behaviour grossly inconsistent with the common prudence of an honest man might
here, as elsewhere,be evidence of
bad faith.
(g) See _t_,8
v. _lwall (1815)
4 _. & S. 259; 16 R. R. 458;

actual damage imputable
to his
negligemce, not in trover for the
full value of the goods; and even
apart from the technical effect o_
conversion, negligence
would be
the substantial and rational ground

_arker v. _r/o_,
'91, 2 Ch. 172,
60 L. J. Oh. 368, p. 318, above.
(h) 7 Hen. VII. 22, pl. 8, per
Martin.
Common learning in medern books.

Y2
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his employment, so long as he has not notice (or rather is
not under the effective pressure)(h) of any paramount
claim : it is only when he is in danger of such a cl&im that
he is not bound to redeliver to the bailer (/). When there
are really conflicting claims, the contract of ba{]ment does
not prevent a bailee from taking inte_leader
proceedings (k). This case evidently falls within the principle
suggested by Lord Blackburn;
but the rules depend on
the special character of a bailee's contract.

Abme of
limitecl
interest.

Where a bailee has an interest of his own in the goods
(as in the common cases of hiring and pledge) and under
colour of that interest deals with the goods in excess of his
right, questions of another kind arise. Any excess whatever by the possessor of his rights under his conta'act with
the owner will of course be a breach of contract, and it
may be a wrong.
But it will not be the wrong of conversion unless the possessor's dealing is "wholly inconsistent
with the contr_t under which he had the limited interest,"
as if a hirer for example destroys or sells the goods (1).
That is a conversion, lot it is deemed to be a repudiation
of the contract, so that the owner who has pared with
possession for a Hmited purpose is by the wrongful act
itself restored to the {mmodiate right of possession, and
becomes the effectual "true owner" oapable of suing for
(/0 $/dd/e v. _ond (1865) 6 B.
& S. 225, 84 L. J. Q. B. 137,
whereit is said that theremust be
something equivalent _o eviction
by title paramount,
(i) See 8fivridanv. 2_ew Qu_
6'o.(1858) 4 C. B. N. S. S18, 28
L. J. C. P. 58; _uro2aeanand
_4ustralian2?o_lal
3_ailCo.v. _oyal
2_ail _team .PacketCo. (1861) 30
T,. J.C.P.
247; Jewel M.R. in

_x parte 2)¢_ies(1881)19Ch. Dive
86, 9{).
(k) ._ogcrav. Zambert, '91, I
Q.B. 818, 60 L. J. Q. B. 187,
following_/dd/_v, .Bond,no_e(h).
(1)BlackburnJ., L. R. 1 Q. B.
614; Cooperv. _Villor_a_t,1 C.B.
672, 14L. J.C.P. 219. I_oanbe
a trespassonlyff t3_ebailmcat is a¢
will.
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But a merely irregular exercise o.)2_,_
(m) or a premature sale (J_), is not _
_

b_

a conversion;
it is at most a wrong done to the rever-._._
_.._
,_
sionary interest ol an owner out of possession, and that _
t_c_owner must show that he is really damnified (o).
_
The technical distinction between an action of detlnue _-_,._,._
or trover and a special action on the ease here oorresponds_ **_"
to the substantial and permanent difference between a _k'_
wrongful act for which the defendant's rightful possession _)
is merely the opportunity, and a more or less plausible _
abuse of the right itself.
_-'-_

t4_-_¢_

The case of a common law lien, which gives no power of
disposal at all, is different ; there the holder's only right is _
to keep possession until his claim is satisfied• If he parts_

_

wlm possessmn, nls ngn_ is gone, ana ms azzemptect cLs- _
posal merely wrongful, and therefore he is liable for the uc _.
full value (P). ]3ut a seller remaining in possession who
re-sells before the buyer is in default is liable to the buyer
only for the damage really sustained, that is, the amount
(if any)by which the market price of the goods, at the
time when the seller ought to have delivered them, exceeds
the contract price (q).

The seller cannot sue the buyer for

(m) 1)onald v. Suc]dln] (1866) :L.
R. 1 Q. B. 585, 35 L. J'. Q.B.
232.

L.J.,
3 Q. B. D. 490.
(.p) Mullb_er v. Tlorenee (1878)
3 Q.B. Div. 484, 47L. ff. Q.B.

(n) Italliday v.._olgate
(1S68)
Ex. Ch. L.R.
3 Ex. 299 ; see at
p. 302, 37 L. J. Ex. 174.

700, where an innkeeper
sold a
guest's goods.
A statutory power
of sale was given to innkeepers

(o) In Johnsan v. Stear (1863)
15 C. B. 1_/.S. 330, 33 L. J. C.P.
130, nominal damages were given;
but it is doubtful whether, on the

very short2y after this decision (41
& 42 Viet. e. 38), but the principle
may still be applicable in other
cases.

reasoning adopted by the majority
of the Court, there should not have
been judgment for the defendant :
see 2 Wins. Saund. 114 ; Blackburn
J., L.R.
1 Q. B. 617; Bramwell

(q) Chinery v. V_all (1860) 5 H.
& N. 288_ 29 L. J. _Ex. 180. This
rule cannot be applied in favour of
a sub-vendor sued for conversion
by the ultimate purchaser_ there

_,
e_._.
lo_.
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the price of the goods, and if the buyer could recover the
full value from the seller he would get it without any
consideration : the real substance of the cause of a_tion is
the breach of contract, which is to be oompensat_l according to the actual damage (r). A mortgagor having the
possession and use of goods under covenants entitling him
thereto for a certain time, determinable by default after
notice, is virtually a bMlee for a term, and, llke bsilees in
general, may be guilty of conversion by an absolute disposal of the goods ; and so may assignees cla]m_ug through
him with no better title than his own ; the point being, as
in the other cases, that the act is entirely inconsistent with
the terms of the bailment (s). One may be allowed to
doubt, with Lord Blackburn, whether these fine distinctions have done much good, and to wish "it had been
originally determined that even in such cases the owner
should bring a special action on the case and recover the
damage which he actually sustained" (t). Certainly the
law would have been simpler, perhaps it would have been
juster.
It may not be beyond the power of the House of
I_rds or the Court of Appeal to simplify it even now;
but our business is to take account of the authorities as
they stand.
between--

And, as they stand, we have to distinguish

(i.) Ordinary cases of conversion where the full value
can be recovered :
being no prlvlty between them:
Jo]_naon v. ,_anc#. _ Yorkshire ,_.
6o. (1878) 3 O. P, D. 499.

case and the
transaction."
F,x. 184.

real nature of the
per Cur. 29 L. J.

(r)"_. ,nan canno_ merely by
changing his form of action vary
the amount of damage so as to
recover more than the amoun_ to
which he is inhLW reallyentitled
according to the true facts of the

(s).Fennv. _tt/atan (18_I) 7
:Ex. 152, 21 L. J. Ex, 41 ; where
see the distinctions as to ta_spaas
and larceny carefully noted in the
judgment delivered
by Parke B.
(t) T,. R. 1 Q, B. at p, 614.
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(ii.) Cases where there is a conversion but only the
plaintiff's actual damage can be recovered :
(iil.) Cases where there is a conversion but only
nominal damages can be recovered; but such
eases axe anomalous, and depend on the substantial cause of action being the breach of a
contract between the parties; it seems doubtful whether they ought ever to have been
admitted :
(iv.) Cases where there is not a conversion, but an
action (formerly a special or innomlnate action
on the case) lies to recover the actual damage.
A man may be liable by estoppel as for the conversion Co_versionby
Of goods which he has represented to be in his possession estoppe].
or control, although in fact they were not so at any time
when the plaintiff was entitled to possession (u).
And he
may be liable for conversion by refusal to deliver, when he
has had possession and has wrongfully delivered the goods
to a person having no title.
He cannot deliver to the
person entitled when the demand is made, but, having
disabled himself by his own wrong, he is in the same position as ifhe still
had thegoods and refusedto deliver
(z).
"VI.--I,.]uries between Tenants in Common.
As between tenants in common of either land or chattels Trespasses
between
there cannot be trespass unless the act amounts to an tenants in
actual ouster, i.e. dispossession.
Short of that "trespass common.
will not lie by the one against the other so fax as the land
is concerned" (y). In the same way acts of legithnabe
(u) &_ v. zaf_e (1887) 19 Q. 65 L. T. 234,C. A.
B. Div. 68, 56 L. J. Q. B. 415.
(y) Lord Hatherley, _ravobsv.
(x) .Bristoland yr. of Fmgla,d Seward(1872)L.R. 5 H.L. 464,
.Bank v. Midland _. _o., '91, 2 472, 41 L. J. C.P. 221,
Q. B. 653, 61L. J. Q. B. 115,
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use of the common property cannot become a conversion
through subsequent misappropriation,
though the _orm in
which the property exists may be wholly converted, in a
wider sense, into other forms.
There is no wrong to the
co-tenant's right
sistent with the
For every tenant
to the occupation
he can therefore

of property until there is an act inconenjoyment
of the property by both.
or owner in common is equally entitled
and use of the tenement or property (z) ;
become a trespasser only by the manifest

assumption of an exclusive and hostile possession.
It was
for some time doubted whether even an actual expulsion
of one tenant in common by another were a trespass ; but
the law was settled, in the latest period of the old forms
of pleading, that it is (a). At first sight this seems an
exception to the rule that a person who is lawhdly in
possession cannot commit trespass: but it is not so, for
a tenant in common has legal possession only of his
own share.
Acts which involve the destruction of the
property held in common, such as digging up and carrying away the soil, are deemed to include ouster (b) ; unless,
of course, the very nature of the property (a coal-mlne
for example) be such that the working out of it is the
natural and necessary course of use and enjoyment, in
which case the working is treated as rightfully undertaken
for the benefit of all entitled, and there is no question of
trespass to property, but only, if dispute arises, of accounting _or the proceeds (c).
The normal rights of co-owners as to possession and use
may be modified by contract. One of them may thus have
the exclusive right to possess the chattel, and the other
(z) IAt_.s. 323.
(b) 1P'itkinson
v. 2Taygart_(1846
(a)Mt_rrayv.
Hall(1849)
7C.B. 12Q.B. 837,
16L.J.Q.B. 103,
441, 18 L. J. C. P. 161,and Bige- Co.Lift. 200.
low L. C. 343.
(0) Job v. 1"orion(1876) 20 :Eq.
84, 44 L. J. Ch.262.
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may have temporary possession or custody, as his bailee or
servant, without the power of conferring any possessory
right on a third person even as to his own share.
In
2Vt/berg v. Handelaar (d), A. had sold a half share of
a valuable chattel to ]3, on the terms that A. should retain
possession until the chattel (a gold enamel
sold for their common benefit. Afterwards

box) could be
A. let B. have

the box to take

Then B., thus

it to an auction

room.

having manual possession of the box, delivered it to Z. by
way of pledge for a debt of his own. The Court of Appeal
held that Z. had no defence to an action by A.
The
judgments proceed on the assumption
that B., while
remaining owner in common as to half the property,
had acquired possession only as bailee for a special
purpose, and his wrongful dealing with it determined
the bailment, and
possession (e).

re-vested

¥II.--_Extended
Am important

A.'s

right

to

_mmediate

_Protection of_Possession.

extension of legal protection

and remedies

Rights of
defacto

has yet to be noticed.
Trespass and other violations of possessor
possessory rights can be committed not only against the against
strangers.
person who is lawfully in possession, but against any
person who has legal possession, whether rightful in its
origin or not, so long as the intruder cannot justify his
act under a better title.
A mere stranger cannot be heard
to say that one whose possession he has violated was not
entitled to possess.

Unless and until a superior title or

(d) '92, 2 Q. B. 202, 61 L.J.
Q. B. 709, C.A..
(e) Op. I_em*v..Bittleston
(1851),
7 Ex. 152, p. 326, above, and
similar cases cited in text.
On.
whether_ on the facts, B. was evea

a lmilee, or was not rather
in
the position of a servant having
bare custody.
The action would
have been detinnc or trover under
the old practice, and was so treated
by the Court.
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_ust_ieM;ion is shown, existing legal possession is not only
presumptive but conclusive evidence of the right to possess.
Sometimes mere detention may he sumeient : but on principle it seems more correct to say that physical control or
occupation is prima fade evidence that the owner is in
exercise (on his own behalf or on that of another) of an
actual legal possession, and then, if the contrary does not
appear, the incidents of legal possession follow.
The
practical result is that an outstanding claim of a third
par_y (jas tertii, as it is called) cannot be set up to excuse
either trespass or conversion: "against
a wrong-doer,
possession is a title" : "any possession is a legal possession
against a wrong-doer":
or, as the Roman maxim runs,
"adversus extraneos vitiosa possessio prodesse solet" (f).
As regards real property, a possession commencing by
trespass can be defended against a stranger not only
by the first wrongful occupier, but by those claiming
through him; in fact it is a good root of title as against
every one except the person really entitled(g);
and ultimately, by the operation of the Statutes of Limitation, it
may become so as against him also.
The authorities do not dearly decide, but seem to imply,
that it would make no difference if the de facto possession
(f) Grahamv. -Peat(1801)1East admitsof is goodevldeneeof pos244, 246, 6 R. R. 268; Jeffr_ea session. See _arlaer v. b_arlesv. _. yr..R. Co.(1856) b E. & worth (1826)4 ]3. & C. 574, and
B. 802, 25 L. J. Q. B. 107; other authoritieseellectedin Pol.Bournev.2W'osbrooke
(1865) 18 C.B. lock and Wright on _'ossosslon,
N. S. 515, 34 L. J. C. P." 164; 31--35.
ex_endlngthe principleof Armory
(g) _4,h_rv. FFhitlod_(1865) IJ.
v. Dela_mirce(1722) 1 Str. 504 R. 1Q.B. 1, 35 L.J.Q.B.
17;
[505], and in 1 Sin. L. C.; D. cp. Curt,v. 8/fling(1818) 15 M_.
41.3, de poss. 53, cL PaulusSent. 135, andBigelow L.C. 341; and
Rec. v. I1 _ 2: "suflicitadproba- _osenhergv. _ok (1881)8 Q. B.
tionemsiremcorporali_er_eneam."Div. 62, 5l L. J. Q.B. 170, and
.And sueh use and enjoymentas see further PO].Io_end Wright,
the n_ture of the subject-matter 02._t. 95--99.
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violated by the defendant were not only without title, but
obviously wrongful.
But the rule is in aid of defacto possession only. It will not help a claimant who has been in
possession but has been dispossessed in a lawful manner
and has not any right to possess (h).
This rule in favour of possessors is fundamental in both
civil and criminal jurisdiction.
It is indifferent for most
practical purposes whether we deem the reason of the law
to be that the existing

possession is 2rima fade evidence of

ownership or of the right to possess--" the presumption of
law is that the person who has possession has the properry" (0 :nor, that for the sake of public peace and
security, and as " an extension of that protection which
the law throws around the person" (k), the existing possession is protected, without regard to its origin, against
all men who cannot make out a better right :--or say (l)
that the law protects possession for the sake of true owners,
and to relieve them from the vexatious burden of continual
proof of title, but cannot do this effectually without proretting wrongful possessors also. Such considerations may
be guides and aids in the future development of the law,
but none of them will adequately explain how or why it
came to be what it is.
(h) B_wkl_ v. Gro88 (1863) 3 B.
& S. _66, 32 L. J. Q. B. 129.
(i) Lord Campbell C. J. in Jeffr, e8v. G. 1_r. i_. 6'0. (1856) 5 E. &
B. at p. 806, 25 L. J. Q.B.
107 ;
but this does not seem consistent
with the protection of even a maulfestly wrongful possessor against a
new extraneous wrong-doer.
In
l%man law a thief has the inter-

(k) Lord Denman C. J. in Rogera
v. _ne_ (1844) 13 T_f. & W. at p.
581. This is precisely Savigny's
theory, which however is not now
generally accepted by students of
Roman Law.
In some respects it
fits the common law better. Mr.
Justice Holmes in "The Common
Law" takesa view ej_dem ge_eris,
hut distinct.

diets though not the act, o furti,
which requires a la_rul interest in
the plaintiff; in the common law
it seems that he can maintain

(/) With Iherlng
(Grund des
Besitzessohutzes, 2d ed. 1869). Cp.
the same author's "Der Besitzwille," 1889.

trespass.
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Again, as defac_o possession is thus protected, so dejure
by that term we may designate an imme-

to posse, ssion--if

l_8uln8

posses_o,.

diate right to possess when separated from actual legal
possession--was
even under the old system of pleading
invested with the benefit of strictly possessory remedies;
that is, an owner who had parted with possession, but was
entitled to resume it at will, could sue in trespass for
a disturbance by a stranger.
Such is the case of a landlord where the tenancy is at will (m), or of a bailor where
the baflment is revocable at will, or on a condition that
can be satisSed at will ; which last case includes that of a
trustee of chattels remaining in the control and enjoyment
of the cestui que trust, for the relation is that of bailment
at will as regards the legal interest (n). In this way the
same act may be a trespass both against the actual possessor and against the person entitled to resume possession.
" He who has the properly may have a writ of trespass,
and he who has the custody another writ of trespass" (o).
"If I let my land at will, and a stranger enters and digs
in the land, the tenant may bring trespass for his loss, and
I may bring trespass for the
land" (m). And a lessor or
action of trespass vi et armis
himself where the latter had
a manner so inconsistent with

loss and destruction of my
bailer at will might have an
against the lessee or bafleo
abused the subject-matter
in
his contract as to amount to

a determination of the letting or baflment.
" If tenant
at will commit voluntary waste, as in pulling down of
houses, or in felling of trees, it is said that the lessor shall
have an action of trespass for this against the lessee. As
if I lend to one my sheep to rathe his land, or my oxen to
(m) Bro. Ab. Trespas, pl. 131 ;
19 lien. ¥'L 45, pl. 94, where it is
pointed out that the trespasser's act
is one, but the causes of action are
',diversis respectibus,"
as where a

servant is beaf_a and the master
has an action for loss of service.
(n) See .Bark#r v..F_rlong, '91,
2 Ch.172, 60L. J. Ch. 368.
(o) 48 Edw. IIL 20, p1. 8.

POSSESSION

THROUGH

TRESPASS.

833

plow the land, and he kflleth my cattle, I may well have
an action of trespass against him notwithstanding
the
lending " (p).
An exclusive right of appropriating
things in which
property is acquired only by capture is on the same footing
in respect of remedies as actual possession (q).
Derivative

possession is equally protected, through what- lughts of

ever number of removes it may have to be traced from the
owner in possession, who (by modern lawyers at any rate)
is assumed as the normal root of title.
It may happen

derivative
possessors.

that a bailee delivers lawful possession to a third person, to
hold as under-bailee from himself, or else as immediate
bailee from the true owner: nay more, he may re-deliver
possession to the bailer for a limited purpose, so that the
bailer has possession and is entitled to possess, not in his
original right, but in a subordinate right derived from his
own baflee (r). Such a right, while it exists, is as "fully
protected as the primary right of the owner would have
been, or the secondary right of the baflee would be.
Troublesome questions were raised under the old law by Posse_ion
derived
the position of a person who had got possession of goods through
through delivery made by a mere trespasser or by an t_spasser.
originally lawful possessor acting in excess of his right.
One who receives from a trespasser, even with full knowledge, does not himself become a trespasser against the
true owner, as he has not violated an existing lawful possession (s).

The best proof that such is the law is the

(p) Litt. s. 71. If any doubt be
implied in IAt_leton's "iris said,"
Coke's oommentary removes it.
Such an ac_ " concernef_h so mucJ_
the freehold and inheritance, as it
doth amount in law to a de_erruination of his will."

(_) _[olford v. _ailey (1849) 13
Q.B.
426, 18 L. J. Q. B. 109,
_. Ch.
(r) /Rol_rt8 v. Bryat_ (1810) 2
Taunt. 268 ; 11 R. R. 566.
(s) W,/aon v. _rber (183_) 4 B.
& Ad. 614.
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existence of the offence of receiving stolen goods as distin_
from theft;
if receiving from a trespasser made one a
trespasser, the receipt of stolen goods with the intention
of depriving the true owner of them would have been
larceny at common law. S_m_larly where a ha[leo wrongfully delivers the goods over to a stranger; though the
bailee's mere assent will not prevent a wrongful taking by
the stranger from being a trespass (t).
The old law of real property was even more favourable
to persons ela_m_ng through a disseisor; but it would he
useless to give details here. At the present day the old
forms of action are almost everywhere abolished; and it
is quite certain that the possessor under a wrongful title,
even if he is h_mself acting in good faith, is by the
eoTnmon law liable in some form to the true owner (u), and
in the case of goods must submit to recapture if the owner
can and will retake them (x). In the theoretically possible
case bf a series of changes of possession by independent
trespasses, it would seem that every successive wrong-doer
is a trespasser only as against his immediate predecessor,
whose de facto possession he disturbed : though as regards
land exceptions to this principle, the extent of which is not
free from doubt, were introduced by the doctrine of "entry
by relation" and the practice as to recovery of mesne
profits. But this too is now, as regards civil liability, a
matter of mere curiosity (//).
(0 27 tten. 1TII. 39, pl. 49;
ep. 16Hen. VII. 2, pL 7 ; Menn_
v..Blake (1856)6 E. &B. 842_ 25
L. J. Q. B. 399.
(u) 12 Edw. IV. 13, pl. 9 ; but
this wasprobablyan innovationat
the time, forBriandlssent_l. The
actionappearsto have beenon the
caseforSl_o_l_gthe goods.'
(x) See

_ladea

v.

_]g8

(1865)

11 ]_. L. C. 621, 34 L.J.C.P.
286,_vherethis was assumedwltlloutdiscussion,onlythe questionof
property beingargued. But probably that case goes too far in
allowing recaptureby force, except perhapsonfresh lmrsuit: see
p. 347,below.
(?/)The commonlaw might conceivably

have

held

that

there

was
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VIII.--Wrongs
Easements
"rather
have

and

a fringe
been

exact

other

incorporeal

to property

ingeniously

sense

to Easements,

into

gives no possessory

rights

The

an easement

right

before

in

enjoyment
time

without

sue even a stranger

(a).

session that
dominant
powers

can come

_enement
to which

disturbance
existing
nature

of

rights

the

"_ringe

easements
of use

of trespass,

allegation

in question

itse]f,

the

or proof

it"

and

and

texture
the

of legal
like,

enjoyment,

remediable

of specific

damage

might

happen

impossible,
to include

for which trespass

would

and

cannot

only posof the

rights

and

Nevertheless
as completely

is a wrong

by action

without

in the
any

(b) ; the action was

on the case under the old forms of pleading,
was technically

title

is the possession

" is inoident.
and

which

is flz]filled:

The

though

the act

a distinct

trespass

lle at the plaintiff's

since trespass
of disturbance
of some kind,
option.

To consider what amounts
to the disturbance
of rights
in re aliena is in effect to consider the nature and extent of
a kind of larivity of wrong£_l esf,a_e
betweenan originaltrespasser und
persons cla;m;_g through him_ and
thus applied the doctrine of continuing trespass to such l_xsons;
and this would perhaps have been
the more logical course. But the
natural dislike of the judges to
multiplying capital felonies, operating on the intimate connexion between trespass and larceny, has in
several directions larevenCe4 the
law of trespass from being logical,
For the law of _respass to ]and as

Violation

of
incorporeal
an right_.

in

is not possession,

the due

stopping

as they

capable

"a man who has used a way ten years
for

property,

itself"

are not

being possessed.

of

may in time ripen

etc.

than property

called (z),
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affected by relation, see _arne_t v.
Ouildford (1855) 11 F-,x. 19, 24T_.
J. ]_x. 280 ; .Anderson v. _adeliffe
(1860) _x. Ch., ]_. B. & ]_. 819,
29 L. J. Q. B. 128p and Bigelow
L.C. 361--370.
(z) Mr. Gibbons, Preface to the
_=th edition of Gale on Easements,
1876.
(a) Holmes, The Common Law,
240_ 382.
(b) 1Wms. Saund. 626; 2_arrolo
v. JYirst(1868) L. R. 4 F_x. 48_ 46_
38 L. J. Ex. 1.
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the rights themselves (c), and this does not enter into our
plan, save so far as such matters come under the head of
Nuisance, to which a separate chapter is given.
Franchises and incorporeal rights of the like nature,

as

patent and copyrights, present something more akin to
possession, for their es_nce is exclusiveness;
and indeed
trespass was the proper remedy for the disturbance of a
strictly exclusive right.
"Trespass
lies for breaking and
entering a several fishery, though no fish are taken."
And
so it has always been held of a free warren (d). But the
same remark applies; in almost every disputed case the
question is of defining the right itself, or the conditions of
the right (c) ; and de facto enjoyment does not even provisionally create any substantive right, but is material only
as an incident in the proof of title.
IX.--Grounds
Licence.

Acts of interference

of Justifieatio_ and JEzcuse.
with land or goods may be justified

by the consent of the occupier or owner; or they may be
justified or excused (sometimes excused rather than justlfled, as we shall see) by the authority of the law. That
(e) Thus Ho2kins v. G. _r..R. Co.
(1877} 2 Q. B. Div. 224, 46 L.J.
Q. B. 265, sets bounds to the exclusiveright
conferred by the franchise of a ferry, and JDalton v.
.AnFu# (1881) 6 App. Ca. 740, 50
L.J.Q.B.
689, discusses with the
utmost fulnessthenatureandexteng
of the right to lateral support for
buildings.
Both decisions
were
given, in form, on a claim for
damages from alleged _rons"f-u/
acts. Yet it is clear that a work

define the franchise of a ferry or
market.
Again the later case of
_/lt_orney.Ge_eral v..Eorner
(1885)
11 App. Ca. 66, 55 L. J. Q.B.
193, interprets
_he grant of a
market in 8ire juxta _uod_m lo_, on
an information alleging encroachment on public ways by the lessee
of the market, and claiming an
injunction.
(d) Holford v. JBai_y, Ex. Ch.
(1848-9) 13 Q. B. 426, 18 L. J.
Q.B.
109; See _he authorities

on Torts is not the place to consider
the many and diverse opinions expz_sed in Dalton v. Anf_,
or to

collected in argument, s. e. in oour_
below, 8 Q. B. at p. 1010.
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consent which, without passing any interest in the property
to which it relates, merely prevents the acts for which
consent is given _rom being wrong_nl, is called a licence.
There may be licences not affecting the use of property at
all, and on the other hand a licence may be so connected
with the transfer of property as to be in fact inseparable
from it.
"A dispensation or licence properly passeth no interest,
nor alters or transfers property in anything, but only
makes an action lawful, which without
it had been
unlawful.
As a licence to go beyond the seas, to hunt in
a man's park, to come into his house, are only actions
which without licence had been unlawful.
But a licence
to hunt in a man's park and carry away the deer killed to
his own use, to cut down a tree in a man's ground, and to
carry it away the next day after to his own use, are licences
as to the acts of hunting and cutting down the tree, but as
to the carrying away of the deer killed and tree cut down
they are grants.
So to licence a man to eat my meat, or
to fire the wood in my chimney to warm him by ; as to the
actions of eating, firing my wood and warming him, they
are licences: but it is consequent necessarily to those
actions that my property be destroyed in the meat eaten,
and in the wood burnt.
So as in some cases by consequent
and not directly, and as its effect, a dispensation
may destroy and alter property"
(e).

or licence

Generally speaking, a licence is a mere voluntary suspension of the licensor's right to treat certain acts as
Wrongful, comes to an end by any transfer of the property

Revocation of
licence:
d_inction
when

with respect to which the licence is given (f), and is _i_led
revoked by signifying to the licensee that it is no longer inter_.
(e) Vaughan C. J.,
_orrell, Vaughan _51.
P.

T/_oma_ v.

(f) Bralllz v.._rarr/son (1838)4
M. & W. 538, 8 L. J. Ex. 44.
Z
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the licensor's
willto allow theactspermittedby the Heenee.
The revocation
of a Hoence is in itsel_ no loss effectual
though

it may

spectators
breach

of contract
and

no title

entered

His

indeed,

a licence

interest
diate
and

the

interest,
rest"

to the
of

of the

licence
the

who

necessary

licence

revocable;

but

something

more

to
that
than

with

given

it cannot

grant

to which

so required
he is a

and

(f)

besides

whereby

that

which

is conferred
to

his

until

:

so be indi-

of the licence (g).

a transaction

be revoked

as
paid

contract

is the

enjoyment
with

its purpose

But

a lawful

on the

licence is said to be "coupled

and cannot

of

be a

has duly

in staying

an injunction,

is necessary

owner

it may

is to sue on the

licence,

nay more, where the
without
an incidental

is connected

a person

enjoyment

in some property,
subject

the

on payment,

or the like,

if he persists

only right

is part

If

thereto

to go out, but a person
and

he may get

rectly restored
if

people

to require

to stay,

trespasser.
when,

of contract.

admits

of an entertainment

his money
has

be a breach

building

land or a

immelicensee,
of

that

an

inte-

is fulfilled

:

grant
obviously cannot be enjoyed
licence, the law Hill annex the
the
which

grant.
is

"A

called

a licence;

a grant, and

in general

then

revoke

it was incldent"

(f) Bro_v. fead_tt_r (1845)13
M. & W. 838, 14 L. E. Ex. 161;
_//de v. GraIuzm(1862) 1H. &C.
593, 32 L. J. Ex. 27. A contract
to carry passengers ,toes not consf2tute or include a Hcence so as to
let in this doctrine, though part or
the w]hole of the journey may be
on la_a belonging to the railway
company or other carrier : 2_/er
v.x. 8. _ Z. a. _. 0888) 21 Q_

it

mere
a

licence

licence

off_n
the

comprises

party

who

it so as to defeat

(h). Thus

is

is often

the sale

or
has
his
of a

B. Div. 207, 57L. J. Q.B. 564.
The reasoning is perhaps open to
eritlclsm: seeL. Q.R.v. 99.
(])Seel_rogleyv.
J_arlof_velace (1859) JolL 333,where however the agreement was treated as
an agreement to execute a legal
grant.
(h) Broodv. Ieadt_tter, 13 M. &
W. 838, 844, 14 L. J. Ex. 101.
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INTEREST.

startingcropor of growing treesimportsa licence
tothe
buyer to enter on the land so far and so often as reasonably
necessary for cutting and carrying off the crop or the trees,
and the licence cannot be revoked until the agreed time, if
any, or otherwise a reasonable time for that purpose has
elapsed (i). The diversity to be noted between licence and
grant is of respectable antiquity.
In 1460 the defendant
in an action of trespass set up a right of common; the
plainti_ said an excessive number o_ beasts were put in ;
the defendant said this was by licence of the plaintiff ; to
which the plalnt_
said the Hcence was revoked before the
trespass complained of; Billing,
afterwards Chief Justice of the
Edward IV., argued
even if expressed to
so much impressed
than take the risk

then king's serjeant,
King's Bench under

that a licence may he revoked at will
be for a term, and this seems to have
the Court that the defendant, rather
of demurring, alleged a grant: the

reporter's note shows that he thought the point new and
interesting (k). But a licensee who has entered or placed
goods on land under a revocable licence is entitled to have
notice of revocation and a reasonable trine to quit or
remove his goods (1).
Again, if the acts licensed be such as have permanent Ex_utea
results, as in altering the condition of land belonging to licences.
the licensee in a manner which, but for the licence, would
be a nuisance to adjacent land of the licensor; there the i
licensor e_nnot, by merely revoking the licence, e_t upon !_j
the licensee the burden of restoring
things.

the former state of_

A licence is in its nature revocable (m), but t_

(i) See fu_C_e_' 2 Wins. Saund.
363d365, or Cooley (m Torts 51.
(k) 39 Heca. VI. 7_ pl. 12.
(l) U_/.s,_ v. 8_ub_ (1870) L R.
C.P. 834, 39 T,. J. C. Pc 202 ;

Jlfe//or v. _Fat/dns (1874) L.R. 9
Q.B. 400.
(m) _Yood v.._adbitter,
note (/*),
las_ page.

z2
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r_revoeatlon will not make it a trespass to leave things as
i the execution of the licence has made them.
In this sense
l it is said that "a licence executed is not countermandable" (n). When a licence to do a particular thing once
for all has been executed, there is nothing left to revoke.
Whether and how far the licensor can get rid of the
consequences if he mislikes them afterwards is another and
distinct inquiry, which can be dealt with only by considering what those consequences are. He may doubtless get
rid of them at his own charges if he lawfully can ; but he
cannot call on the licensee to take any active steps unless
under some right expressly created or reserved.
For this purpose, therefore, there is a material difference
between "a licence to do acts which consist in repetition,
as to walk in a park, to use a carriage-way, to fish in the
waters of another, or the like," which may be countermanded without putting the licensee in any worse position
than before the licence was granted, and "a licence to
construct a work which is attended with expense to the
party using the licence, so that,
manded, the party to whom it
heavy loss" (o). And this rule
successors in title as on himself

after the same is counterwas granted may sustain a
is as binding on a licensor_s
(p). But it is not applic-

able (in this country at any rate) to the extent of creating
in or over land of the licensor an easement or other interest capable of being created only by deed (q).
In those cases, however, the licensee is not necessarily
without remedy, for the facts may be such as to confer on
(n) Briuterv. JBrevk_ell(1807) 8
(q) //roodv. I.eadbitter,p. 338,
_Jast308,9 R. R. 454. This class above; .'_a_y v. _enderson(1851)
of casesis expresslyrecegnizedand 17Q. B. 574, 21 L.J.Q.B. 49;
distinguishedin /Foodv._Seadb:tter, _rewittv. _r,ham (1851)7 Ex. 77,
13 M. &W. at p. 855.
21 L. J. Ex. 35 (showing tha_
(o) Z_.qinsv.Ir_ye(1831)7 Bing. converselywhat purportsto be a
682, 694,percur.
reservationin a parol demisemay
(p} /-b/d.
olmratoas a licence).

RIGHTS

OF _ BARE

LICENSEES.

_ .
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him an interest which can be made good by way of equitable estoppel (r). This form of remedy has been extensively applied in the United States to meet the hardship
caused by untimely revocation of parol licences to erect
dams, divert water-courses, and the like (8).
The ease of a contract to grant an easement or other
interest in land must be carefully distinguished when it

oceurs(_).
The grant or revocation of a licence may be either by Expression of
express words or by any act sufficiently signlfying
the hector's
will.
licensor's will: if a man has leave and licence to pass
through

a certain gate, the licence is as effectually revoked

by locking the gate as by a formal notice (_t). In the
common intercourse of life between h'iends and neighbours
tacit licences are constantly given and acted on.
We shall have _omething to say in another connexion (x) Distinction from
rlghts--or
rather want of rights--of
a "bare grant as

of the

regards

licensee."
]=[ere we may add that a llcenee, being only a strangers.
personal rightwor rather a waiver of the licensor's rights_
is not assignable, and confers no right against any third
person. If a so-called licence does operate to confer an
exclusive right capable of being protected against a
stranger, it must be that there is more than a licence,
namely the grant of an interest or easement.
And the
question of grant or licence may further depend on the
(r) See 2g/mme'r v. Mayor of
TFelhngton, _hr. Z. (1884) 9 App. Ca.
699, fi3 L. J. P. C. 104, where the
two principles do not appear to
be sufficiently
distinguished.
Cp.
J]{cMm';_ v. Coolce(1887) 35 COn.D.
681, 696, perKayJ.;
56L. J. Ch.
662.

difficulty arises from the Statute of
Frauds, which is of course a mistake : //rood v. Zeadbitter, p. 338,
above. The limits of the doctrine
are in this country tlxed by-_amsden
v..Dyoon (1866) L. R. 1 H. L. 129.
(t) Sco S_nart v. Jones (1864) 33
L.J.C.P.
154,

(a) Cooley on Torts, 307--310.
It seems to have sometimes been
-though_ in America that the only

(u) See Zryde v. Graham, note Cf),
p. 338.
(x) Chap. X[I. below, adfi_.

".
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question whether the specified mode of use or enjoyment
is known to the law as a substantive right or interest (y) :
a question that may be difficult.
But i_ is submitted that
on principle the distinction is clear. I call at a friend's
house; a contractor who is doing some work on adjacent
land has encumbered my friend's drive with rubbish ; can
it be said that this is a wrong to me without special
damage ? With such damage, indeed, it is (z), but only
because a stranger cannot justify that which the occupier
himself could not have justified.
The licence is material
only as showing that I was not a wrong-doer myself; the
complaint is founded on actual and specific injury, not on
a quasi trespass.
Our law of trespass is not so eminently
reasonable that one need be anxious to extend to licensees
the very large rights which it gives to owners and occupiers.

J_s_moaAs to justification by authority of the law, this is of two
t_onby
_nds :
law.
1. In favour of a true owner against a wrongful possessor ; under this head come re-entry on land and retaking
of goods.
2. In favour of a paramount right conferred by law
against the rightful possessor; which may be in the execution of legal process, in the assertion or defence of private
right, or in some cases by reason of nocessity.
Re-entry•
A person entitled to the possession of lands or tenements
heroinat
forolblo does no wrong to the person wrongfully in possession by
entry,
entering upon him ; and it is said that by the old common
law he might have entered by force.

But forcible entry is

(//) Compare__uttallv. 2_ravewell the learned edif_rs of Smith's
(1866)L. R. 2 Ex. 1, 36 L. J. ]_x. Leading Cases, in the notes to
1, with Ormerodv. Tod_norden
Mill _4rmor$¢
v. _Delarairie.
Co.(1883) 11 Q.B. ]:)iv. 155, 52
(_) Oorbyv. 1till (1858) 4 C.B.
L. J. Q. B. 445; and see Gale on N.S. 656, 27 L. J. C.P. 318.
Xasements,
6thod.
42,283.ContramoreinChap.XII.below.

FORCIBLE

ENTRY.

an offence under the statute of 5 Rio. LI. (_.D. 1381), which
provided that "none from henceforth make any entry into
any lands and tenements, but in case where entry is given
by the law, and in such case not with strong hand nor
with multitude of people, but only in peaceable and easy
[the true reading of the Parliament Roll appears to be
' hsible, aisee, & peisible '] manner."
This statute is still
in force here, and "has been re-enacted in the several
American States, or recognized as a part of the common
law" (a). The offence is equally committed whether the
person who enters by force is entitled to possession or not :
but opinions have differed as to the effect of the statute in
a court of civil jurisdiction.
It has been held that a rightful owner who enters by force is not a trespasser, as regards
the entry itself, but is liable for any independent act done
by him in the course of his entry which is on the face of
it wrongful, and could be justified only by a lawful possession (5); and, it should seem, for any other consequential damage, within the general Emit of natural and
probable consequence, distinguishable _rom the very act of
eviction.
This is a rather subtle result, and is further
complicated by the rule of law which attaches legal possession to physical control, acquired even for a very short
time, so it be "definite and appreciable" (c), by the rightful owner. A., being entitled to immediate possession (say
as a mortgagee having the legal estate) effects an actual
entry by taking off a lock, without having given any notice
to quit to B. the precarious occupier; thus, "in a very
(a) Cooley on Torts_ 323. :For
the remedial powers given to jusrices of the pea_ by later statutes,
see Lambarde's :Eirenareha, cap. 4;
15 Rio. IL o. 2, is still nomlnstlly
inforce. As to what amounts to
forcible entry, J_e, v..Foley, '91,
1 Q. B. 730, 60 L. J. Q. B. 464.

(b) JBeddall v. Jl{aitland (1881)
17 Ch. D. 174, 50 L. J. Ch. 401 ;
Sdw/vk v..Hawke_ (1881) 18 Ch. D.
199, 50 L. J. C]a. 577, and authorifles there discussed.
(c) Lord Cairns in /_w, v. Tdford (1876) 1 App. Ca. at p. 421.
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rough and uncourteous way," that is, peaceably but only
just peaceably, he gets possession : once gotten, however,
his possession is both legal and rightful.
If therefore
B. turns him out again by force, there is reasonable and
probable cause to indict 9. for a forcible entry.
So the
House of Lords has decided (g). Nevertheless, according
to later judgments, delivered indeed in a court of first
instance, but one of them after consideration, and both
learned and careful, A. commits a trespass if, being in
possession by a forcible entry, he turns out 9. (e).
over, the old authorities say that a forcible turning
the person in present possession is itself a forcible
though the actual ingress were without violence.
that entereth in a peaceable show (as the door being

Moreout of
entry,
"He
either

open or but closed with a latch only), and yet when he is
come in useth violence, and throweth out such as he findeth
in the place, he (I say) shall not be excused : because his
entry is not consummate by the only putting of his foot
over the threshold, but by the action and demeanour that
he offereth when he is come into the house" (f).
And
under the old statutes and practice, "if A. shall disseise B.
of his land, and B. do enter again, and put out A. with
force, A. shall be restored to his possession by the help of
the justices of the peace, although his first entry were
utterly wrongful: and (notwithstanding the same restitution is made) yet B. may well have an assize against A.,
or may enter peaceably upon him again" (g).
:But old authorities also distinctly say that no action is
(d) .Lowav. Telford(1876)1App.
Ca. 414, 45 L. J. Ex. 618. Mr.
Lightwoodseemsright in pointing
out (Possessionof Land, Imnd.
1894,p. 88)that even if complete
physical posses_on had not been
gained the decisionwouldbe justlby the rule tha_ in case of

doubt, leffal possession follows
title.
(e) See the judgment of Fry, J.
in Bedd.a_g
v. Maltlcnd,and .F.dw_vk
v. Hawkes,note (b),last page.
(f) Lambarde'sEirenavoha,
csp.
4, p. 142,ed. 1610.
_q)_rb.148.

FRESH RE-ENTRY.

_45

given by the statute to a tenant who is put out with force
by the person really entitled, "because that that entry is
not any disseisin of him" (h). There is nothing in them
to countenance the notion of the personal expulsion being
a distinct wrong. The opinion of Parke and Alderson was
in accordance with this (/), and the decision from which
they dissented is reconcileable with the old books only by
the ingenious distinction--certainly
not made by the
majority (k)--of collateral wrongs from the forcible eviction itself.
The correct view seems to be that the possession of a rightful owner gained by forcible entry is lawful
as between the parties, but he shall be punished for the
breach of the peace by losing it, besides making a fine to
the king. If the latest decisions arc correct, the dispossessed intruder might neveItheless have had a civil remedy
in some form (by special action on the case, it would seem)
for incidental injuries to person or goods, provided that
they were incidental to the unlawful force and not to the
entry in itself (/). This refinement does not appear to
have occurred to any of the old pleaders.
A trespasser may in any case be turned off land before Fresh rehe has gained possession, and he does not gain possession entry
on
trespasser.
until there has been something like acquiescence in the
physical fact of his occupation on the part of the righthtl
owner. His condition is quite different from that of a right°
ful owner out of possession, who can recover legal possession by any kind of effective interruption of the intruder's
actual and exclusive control.
A person who had been
(h) F. N. B. 248 H., Bro. Ab. themselvesunconverted.
ForcibleEntry,29.
(k) Tindal G. J. said that pos(e)2%wtonv. Hcrla/nd(1840)1 session gained by forcible en_a-y
:_. & G, 644, 1 Scott N. R. 474; was illegal: 1 "M"& G. 658.
in Harveyv. _Brydge_
(1845)14 M.
.(/) See IAghtwood on Posses.
&W. at;1_. 442-3, they declared sionof Land,p. 141.
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dismissed _rom the office of schoolmaster and had given up
possession of a room occupied by him in virtue of his
office, but had afterwards re-entered and occupied for
eleven days, was held not entitled to sue in trespass for
an expulsion by the trustees at the end of that time. "A
mere trespasser cannot, by the very act of trespass, _mme_
diately and without acquiescence, give h_m_elf what the
law understands by possession against the person whom he
ejects, and drive him to produce his title, if he can without
delay reinstate himself in his former possession" (l). There
must he not only occupation, but effective occupation, for
the acquisition of possessory rights.
"In determining
whether a sufficient possession was taken, much more
unequivocal acts must be proved when the person who is
said to have taken possession is a mere wrong-doer than
when he has a right under his contract to take possession" (m). And unless and until possession has been
acquired, the very continuance of the state of things
whioh constitutes the trespass is a new trespass at every
moment (n). We shall see that this has material consequences as regards
oxc,use.

Recaptlon
cf goods,

the

determination

of

a cause

As regards goods which have been wrongfully

of

taken,

the taker is a trespasser all the time that his wrongful
possession continues, so much so that "the removal of
goods, wrongfully taken at first, from one place to another,
is held to be a several trespass at each place" (o), and a
supervening animus furandi at any moment of the con(l) ,Brownev. _Dawson(1840)12
A. &E. 624,629, 10:L.J. Q.B. 7.
If a ne_ trespasseren_'ed in _
stateof things,couldthe _respasser
in inchoatecoeupat_on
suehim, or
the last imsses_r_ Possiblyboth.
(m) Mellim_L. J'. _g_ p_r_¢

_/etv_ev (1877) 5 Ch. Div. 809,
812.
(n) Hol_ v. Wik_ (1889) 10
A. & E. 503; _awyer v. Cook
(1847)4 C. B. 286, 16 L. J. C. P.
177; andsee 2 Wins. Saund_496.
(o) 1Wins.Saund.20.

_mCAPTUR_.
tlnuing trespassory possession will complete the offence of
larceny and make the trespasser a thief (p). Accordingly
the true owner may retake the goods if he can, even from
an innocent third person into whose hands they have
come ; and, as there is nothing in this case answering to
the statutes of forcible entry, he may use (it is said) whatever force is reasonably necessary for the recaption (q).
He may also enter on the first faker's land for the purpose
of recapture if the taker has put the goods there (r) ; for
they came there by the occupier's own wrong (s) ; but he
cannot enter on a third person's land unless, it is said, the
original taking was felonious (t), or perhaps, as it has been
suggested, after the goods have been claimed and the
occupier of the land has refused to deliver them (u).
Possession is much more easily changed in the case of
goods than in the case of land; a transitory and almos_
instantaneous control has often, in criminal courts, been
held to amount to asportation.
The difference may have
been sharpened by the rules of criminal justice, but in a
general way it lies rather in the nature of the facts than
in any arbitrary divergence of legal principles in dealing
with immoveable and moveable property.
(2) _eg. v. _i/ey (1857)Dears.
149,22 L. J. M. C. 48.
(q) _lade, v..Hicjgs (1861) 10
O. B. N. S. 713,but the reasons
givenat page 720seemwrong,and
the decisionitselfis contraryto the
commonlaw as understoodin the
thirteenthcentury. One whore.
tookhis own goodsby force (save,
l_erhaps,an fresh pursuit) was a
trespasserand lost the goods. I_
waseventhought needfulto state
that he _vas not a felon. See
Britton,ed. Nichol]s,
i. 67, 116.
&t all eventsmaimor woundingis
not justified for this cause: but

violence used in defence of a
wrongful possession is a new
assault, and commensuratereaistanee to it in personalself-defence
is justifiable.
(r) Patrivh v. aoleriek (1838)8
M. &W. 483,exl_]_in_-gBlackst.
Comm.iii. 4.
(8)Per LittletonJ., 9 Edw. IV.
35,pl. 10.
(t) Blaokstone,L e.; .AntIw_yv.
_raJ_vy(1832) 8 Bing. 187, and
BigelowL. C. 874.
(u) Tindal C. J. in .AntOny.
Ar_ey : but this seemsdoubtful.
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Process
One Of the
law: of
breaking a paramount
doors.
mere taking
mands to be

most important heads of justification under
right is the execution of legal process. The
and dealing with that which the law comso taken and dealt with, be it the posses-

sion of land or goods, or both possession and property of
goods, is of course no wrong ; and in particular if possession of a house cannot be delivered in obedience to a writ
without breaking the house open, broken it must be (x).
It is equally settled on the other hand that "the sheriff
must at his peril seize the goods of the party against
whom the writ issues," and not any other goods which are
wrongly supposed to be his ; even unavoidable mistake is
no excuse (y). :_ore special rules have been laid down as
to the extent to which private property which is not itself
the immediate object of the process may be invaded in
executing the command of the law. The broad distinction
is that outer doors may not be broken in execution of
process at the suit of a private person ; but at the suit of
the Crown, or in execution of process for contempt of a
House of Parliament (_), or of a Superior Court, they
may, and must; and this, in the latter case, though the
contempt consist in disobedience to an order made in a
private suit (a). The authorities referred to will guide the
reader, if desired, to further details.
Constables, revenue officers, and other public servants,
and in some cases private persons, are authorized by divers
(x) 8¢mayndsCa. (1604-5)5 (2o.
Rep.91 b, and in 1 Sm. L.C.
. (y) Glaaslo_ v, roung (1829)9
B. & C. 696; Garlandv. Carlid_
(1837)4 CI.&F. 693. As to the
protectionof subordinateofficers
acting in good faith, see in the
.Chapterof General :Exceptions,
p. 106, above,
(z) Burde_t v. Abbot (1811) 14

:East l, 12 R. R. 450, a classical
case.
(a) And it is contemptin the
sheriff himself not to executesuch
process by breald.g in if necessary: Har¢_y v. Harv_ (1884)26
Ch.D. 644, 61 L. T. 508. Otherwise whereattachmentis, or was,
merely a formal incidentin ordlnarycivil process.
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DISTRESS.statutes to enter on lands

and into

houses for divers

purposes, with a view to the discovery or prevention of
crime, or of frauds upon the public revenue. We shall
not attempt to collect these provisions.
The right of distress, where it exists, justifies the taking Distress.
of goods from the true owner : it seems that the distrainor,
unlike a sheriff taking goods in execution, does not acquire
possession, the goods being "in the custody of the law" (5).
Most of the practical importance of the subject is in connexion with the law of landlord and tenant, and we shall
not enter here on the learning of distress for rent and other
charges on land (c).
Distress damage feasant is the taking by an occupier of Damage
feasant.
land of chattels (commonly but not necessarily animals) (d)
found encumbering or doing damage on the land, either
to the land itself or to chattels on the land (e). The
right given by the law is therefore a right of self-protection against the continuance of a trespass already commenced. It must be a manifest trespass ; distress damage
feasant is not allowed against a party having any colour
of right, e.g., one commoner cannot distrain upon another
commoner for surcharging

(f).

(b) See //restv. _Vibb8(1847) 4
O.B. 172,17L. J. C. P. 150.
(e) As to distrese in general,
Blackst.Comm.bookili. c. 1.
(d) "All chattels whateverare
dis_rainabledamage
feasant;" Gilbert onDistressand Replevin(4th
ecl. 1823) 49. A. locomotivehas
been distrained damagefeasant;
.dml_rgate,#¢..R. Co. v..Midland
.R. Co.(1853)2E.&B. 793; it was
act actuallystraying,buthadbeen
put on _e MidlandCompany's

And where a man is lawline _vithout the statu_able approvalof that company.
(e) Roscoev.._oden,10 R. June,
229; '94, 1 Q. B. 608, nom..Bode_
v. 2o8coe.
(f) Ual_v. Scott(1874)L.R. 9
Q.B. 269, 43 L. J. Q. B. 65. It
is settled_hata commonercandistrain the cattleof a stranger,notwithstanding that an actiou of
trespass would not lie (22Ass. p1.
48) forthe disturbance.
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fully driving cattle along a highway, and some of them
stray from it into ground not fenced off from the way, he
is entitled to a reasonable time for driving them out before
the occupier may distrain, and is excused for following
them on the land for that purpose.
What is reasonable
time is a question of fact, to be determined with reference
to all the circumstances of the transaction (g). And where
cattle stray by reason of the defect of fences which the
occupier is bound to repair, there is no actionable trespass
and no right to distrain until the owner of the cattle has
notice (h). In one respect distress damage feasant is more
favoured than distress for rent.
"For a rent or service
the lord cannot distreine in the night, but in the day t_me :
and so it is of a rent- charge.
But for damage feasant one
may distrelne in the n_ght, otherwise it may be the beasts
will be gone before he can take them" (i).
But in other
respects" damage feasant _s the strictest distress that is, for
the thing distrained must be taken in the very act," and
held only as a pledge for its own individual trespass, and
other requirements
observed.
Distress damage feasant
suspends the right of action for the trespass (k).
The right of distress damage feasant does not exclude
the right to chase out trespassing beasts at one's election (1), or to remove inanimate chattels and replace them
on the owner's land (m).

Entry o_
distrainor.

Entry totake a distress must be peaceable and without
breaking in;

it is not lawful to open a window, though

(f) 6_oodwinv. C/ieve/_(1859)4
1_. &lq. 631, 28 L. J. Ex. 298.
(_) 2 Wins.Saund. 671.
(_) Co. Litt. 142 a.

38 b.

(k) r,u,_,,, v.._u, avd_(170D 1_
Mod.

eeo, where

the incidents

damage feasan_generallyare expounded,andseep. 356,below.
(0 /'yrr_g_m's _a., 4 Co.Rep.

of

(m)._,_ v. _,_rd
& W. 424.

(XS39)_ :u.
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not fastened, and enter thereby (n). Distrainors for rent
have been largely holpen by statute, but the common law
has not forgotten its ancient strictness where express statutory provision is wanting.
In connexion with distress the _kc_s for the prevention
of cruelty to animals have introduced speciM justifications :
any one may enter a pound to supply necessary food and
water to animals impounded, and there is an eventual
power of sale, on certain conditions,
thereof (o).

to satisfy

the cost

Finally there are cases in which entry on land without

Trespasses
justifiea
consent is excused by the necessity of se]_f-preservatlon, or byneoes.
the defence of the realm (/_), or an act of charity pre- sity.
serving the occupier from irremediable loss, or sometimes
by the public safety or convenience, as in putting out fires,
or as where a highway is impassable, and passing over the
land on either side is justified ; but in this last-mentioned
case it is perhaps rather a matter of positive common right
than of excuse (q). Justifications of this kind are discussed
in a ease of the early sixteenth century, where a parson
sued for trespass in carrying away his corn, and the defendant justified on the ground that the corn had been set out
for tithes and was in danger of being spoilt, wherefore he
took it and carried it to the plaintiff's barn to save it : to
(n) _Vas_ v. Zue_s (1867) L. R. 2
Q. B. 590. Otherwiee where the
window is already partly open:
CraStr_8v. J_obinson (1885) 15 Q.B.
:D. 312, 64 L. $. Q. B. 644.
(o) 12 & 13 Vic_. c. 92, s. S ; 17
& 18 Vict. c. 60, S. 1 ; superseding
an earlier Act of William IV. to
the same effect.
See Fisher's

(p) See p. 157, above.
(q) The justification
or right,
whichever it be, does not apply
where there is only a limited dedication of a way, subject to the
right of the owner of the soil to do
acts, such as ploughing,
which
make it impassable or inconvenient
at certain times: At, old v. Hol-

I)iges_, I)xs_
Poundage.',

brook (1873) L. R. 8 Q. B. 96, 42
L.J.Q.B.
80.

s. t. "Pound

and
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which the plaintiff demurred.
Kingsmill J. said that a
taking without consent must be justified either by public
necessity, or "by reason of a condition in law "; neither
of which grounds is present here; taking for the true
owner's benefit is justifiable onlyif the danger be such that
he will lose his goods without remedy if they are not taken.
As examples of public necessity, he gives pulling down
some houses to save others (in case of fire, presumably) (r),
and entering in war time to make fortifications.
"The
defendant's intention," said Rede C. J., "is material in
felony but not in
he acted for the
might have spoilt
had his remedy

trespass ; and here it is not enough that
plaintiff's good."
A stranger's beasts
the corn, but the plaintiff would have
against their owner. "So where my

beasts are doing damage in another man's land, I may
not enter to drive them out; and yet it would be a good
deed to drive them out so that they do no more damage ;
but it is otherwise if another man drive my horses into a
stranger's land where they do damage, there I may justify
entry to drive them out, because their wrong-doing took
its beginning in a stranger's wrong.
But here, because
the party might have his remedy if the corn were anywise
destroyed, the taking was not lawful. And it is not like
the ease where _hings are in danger of being lost by water,
fire, or such like, for there the destruction is without remedy
against

any man.

And

so this

plea is not good"

(s).

(r) Cp. Littleton J. in Y. B. 9
Ed. IV. 35;"Ifavna_by_glig_
suffer his house to burn, I who am

l_'_lary term of the next year, see
_q. O., Keilw. 88 e; Frowike was
still Chief Justice of Common Pleas

his neighbour may break down the
house to avoid the danger to me,
for if I let the house stand, it may
burn so that I cannot quench the
fire afterwards."

in Trinity term 21 Hen. VII., i&
86 b, pl. 19 ; he died in the following vacation, and Rede was atpointed in his stead, _b. 85 b, where
for Mich. 22 Hen. VII. we should

(s) 21 Hen. VII. 27, pl. 5 (but
the case seems really to belong to

obviously read 21) ; cp. 37t_an. VI.
37, pl. 26; 6Ed. IV. 8,pl. 18,which

TRESPASS

_B

I.VITIO.
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Fisher J. concurred. There is little or nothing to be
added to the statement of the law, though it may be
doubted whether it is now likely ever to be strictly
applied. Excuse of this kind is always more readily
allowed if the possessor of the land has created or contributed to the necessity by his own fault, as where the
grantor of a private right of way has obstructed it so that
the way cannot be used except by deviation on his adjacent
land (t).
At one time it was supposed that the law justified yoxhunt•ug not
entering on land in fresh pursuit of a fox, because the prividestruction of noxious animals is to be encouraged; but leged.
this is not the law now. If it ever was, the reason for it
has long ceased to exist (u). Practically foxhunters do
well enough (in this part of the United Kingdom) with
licence express or tacit.
There is a curious and rather subtle distinction between Trespass
justification by consent and justification or excuse under_a:_
authority of law. A possessor by consent, or a licensee,_-_,,,q_*,-__
may commit a wron_ b_ abusing his power, but (subject_'_.
_ *'_."_.

tothepeculiar
except-ion'in
_ee;_e
ofiot_ng
orba_%nt
e__
a
"
_t.
•
t _11
mentioned
above)
(_)heis_otatrespasser
IfI__
lend you a horse to ride to York, and you ride to Carlisle,_
I shall not have (under the old forms of pleading) a
general action of trespass, but an action on the case. So k__
if
a lessee for years holds over, he is not a trespasser,_
becamehis entry was authored by me _o_ort_. _u_ __Seems to extend the justification to
(t) 8d_y v. _Vett_efold(1873) L. R.
entry to retake goods which have
9 Ch. 111, 43 L J. Ch. 359.
come on another's land by inevlt(u) Puzd v. 8ummerl_ayea (1878) 4
able accident ; see Story, BailQ.B.D.
9, 48 L. J. M. C. 33.
ments, _ 83 a, no_.
(x} P. 332, above.
.(y) 21 Fxl. IV. 7_$, pL 9.
P.
AA

-
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"when entry,
the law, and
ab iMtio,"

authority,
or licence is given to any one by
he doth abuse it, he shall be a trespasser

that is, the authority

determined,

but treated

or justification

is not only

as if it had never existed.

"The

law gives
authority
to enter
into a common
inn or
tavern (z) ; so to the lord to distrain ; to the owner of the
ground

to distrain

see if waste
land

damage

he done ; to

to see his

feasant

; to him in reversion

the commoner

cattle;

and

such

who enters into the inn or tavern
carries

away

anything;

rent (a), or the
the

distress

house

owner

; or if

or stays

demonstrates
authority
protect

as a trespasser

act:

he

"it

This doctrine

shall

he

works

for

or kills

commoner

the
cuts

the

without

that
He

excuse

has been applied

(z) This is in respect of the
public character o_ the innkeeper's
_nployment.
(a) The liability of a distrainor
for rent justly due, in respect of
any subsequent irregularity, was
reduced to the real amount of
damage by 11 Gee. II. c. 19, s. 19 :
but this does not apply to a case
where the distress was wholly un-

the

consent

authority

fi_m

so long

is never
if

he exceeds

in modern

a fidly
and

be-

his autho-

the peace"
times

is to
"being

only--as

doing

trespasser,

against

a5

effec_ of an

owner's

an excusable

Be adjudged

the act which

be a trespasser

so long--but

abused.

is rather

comes a trespasser
rity (e) :

distrains

and because
he shah

exercising

is not

if

and the like eases the law adjudges

law without

person

authority

lawful

feasant,

to
the

as if he

to see waste breaks

Or to state it less artificially,

the

But

or if the

for that purpose,

given`by

dealt with
the

for damage

it is a trespass,

initio " (b).

....

or _¢ the lord who

all night;

down a tree ; in these
that he entered

like

doth a trespass,

he who enters

there

to enter upon

(d).

to the lord

lawful: _t_w_ v. agr_ll(1863)
3 B. & S. 520, 32 L.J.Q.B.
146.
Distrainors for damage feasant are
still under the common law.
(b) The _
O_rpento'd _se, 8
Co. Rep. 146 a, b.
(e) Cp. Pollock and Wright on
Pos_session,144, 201.
(d) 11 Hen. IV. 76, pl. 16.

TRESPAS8 A_ INITIO.
0_ a manor ta]_ug an estray (e), and to a sheriff remMn_g
in a house in possession of goods taken in execution for an
unreasonably long time (f).
It is applicable only when
there has been some kind of active wrong-doing ; not when
there has been a mere refusal to do something one ought
to do--as to pay for one's drink at an inn (g) or deliver
up a dist_ss upon a proper tender of the rent due (h). "If
I distrain for rent, and afterwards the termor offers me
the rent and the arrears, and I withhold the distress from
him, yet he shall not have an action of trespass against
me, but detinue, because it was lawful at the beginning,
when I took the distress ; but if I kill them or work them
in my own plow, he shall have an action of trespass" (0But it is to be observed that retMn_ng legal possession
after the expiration of authority has been held equivalent
to a new tailing, and therefore a positive act: hence (it
seems) the distinction between the liability of a sheriff,
who takes possession of the execution debtor's goods, and
of a distrainor ; the latter only takes the goods into "the
custody of the law," and " the goods being in the enstody
of the law, the distrainor is under no legal obligation
actively to re-deliver them " (k). Formerly these refinements were important as determining the proper form of
action. Ulider the Judicature Acts they seem to be obsolete for most purposes of civil liability, though it is still
possible that a question of the measure of damages may
involve the point of trespass ab initio. Thus in the ease
of the _o_
ref,mlng to give up the goods, there was
(e) Oxl_yv. Yratt_(1785)1 T. R.
(g) 81x O_a'la_ratar*"
C.aze,note (b).
12,1 R. R. 138.
(h) /_'estv. NiSb_(1847)4 C.B.
(f) .dsl_v. Davy (1852)8 Ex. 172, 17 L. J. C. P. t_O.
237, 22 L. J. ]_x. 59, ad qu.
(i) Littletonin 33 Ham VI. 27,
i.f accordingto the old authorities, pl. 12.
seePollockand.Wrlgh_onPosses.
(k) West v. N/bbs, 4 C. B. at
sion,82.
p. 18_4,per Wilde C.J.
AA2
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no doubt that trover or detinue would lie (0: so that
under the present practice there would be nothing to
d_ollss.
X.--2_emedie_.

Taking or
The only peculiar remedy available for this class of
rstaking
gee&.
wrongs is distress damage feasant, which, though an imperfect remedy, is so far a remedy that it suspends the
right of action for the trespass.
The distrainor "has an
adequate satisfaction for his damage
default in himself; " in which case
action (m). It does not seem that
taken by trespass extinguishes the
action, though it would of course

till he lose it without
he may still have his
the retaking of goods
true owner's right of
affect the amount of

damages.
Costs
where
_m_ges
nominal

Actions for merely tricing trespasses were formerly dis*
eouraged by statutes providing that when less than 408.
were recovered no more costs than damages should be
allowed except on the judge's certificate that the action
was brought to try a right, or that the trespass was "wilf-ul and malicious :" yet a trespass after notice not to trespass on the plaintiff's lands was held to be "wilful and
malicious," and special communication of such notice to
the defendant was not required (n). But these and many
other statutes as to costs were superseded by the general
provisions of the Judicature
Acts, and the rule that a
l_lainti_ recovering less than 10/. damages in an action
(0 Wilde C. J. L o., Littloton
_.
(ra) Vasjoorv..Edwurds,
12 Mod.
660,per Holt C.J.
(,) See _ow_er v. Cook(1847)4
C. B. 236, 16 L. J. C. P. 177;
_a_Fnolels
v. Edearde(1794)6 T. R.

11,even wherethe de/endant
intendedandendeavouredto av_l
trespassing; but this wa_ doubted
by Pollock C. B. in ,_wiufenv.
_ueon (1860)6 H. &N. 184, 188,
30L. J. Ex. 88,86.

REMEDIES

"founded

FOR TRESPASS.

on tor_" gets costs only on the County Cour_

scale, unless by special certificate or order (o) ; and they are
now expressly repealed (2)The Court is therefore not bound By any fixed rule ; but
it might possibly refer to the old practice for the purpose
of informing its discretion.
It seems likely that the
common practice of putting up notice boards with these or
the like words : "Trespassers will be prosecuted according
to law "--words which are "if strictly construed, a wooden
falsehood" (q), simple trespass not being punishable in
courts of criminal jurlsdiction--was
originally intended to
secure the benefit of these same statutes in the matter of
costs. At this day it may be a question whether the
Court would not be disposed to regard the threat of an
impossible criminal prosecution as a fraud upon the public,
and rather a cause for depriving the occupier of costs than
for awarding them (r). Several better and safer forms of
notice are available ; a common American one, "no trespassing," is as good as any.
"Nothing
on earth," said Sir Walter Scott, "would
induce me to put up boards threatening
prosecution, or
cautioning one's fellow-creatures
to beware of man-traps
and spring-guns.
I hold that all such things are not only
in the highest degree offensive and hurtful to the feelings
of people whom it is every way important to conciliate,
but that they are also quite inefficient "(s).
It must be
remembered that Scott never ceased to be a lawyer as well
(o) County Courts Act, 1888,
s. 116 (substituted for like provisions of the repealed. Actaof1867
and 1882) ; see "The Annual Practiee," 1895, p. 188 8qq.
(p) 42 & 43 Viet. c. 59.
(_) F. W. Maitland, "Justice
and Police,"p. 13.

(r) At all events the threat of
sprlng-guns,
still not quite unknown, can do the occupier no
good, for to set spring-guns isitself
an offence.
(,) LockharC's Life of Scott, vii.
3|7, ed. 1839, ex rdatiqne Basil
Hall.
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aS a man

of letters.

It was

and tastes displayed

partly

the legal

in the Waverley

Novels

knowledge

that identified

him in the eyes of the best critics as the author.
I_junc.

An

injunction

can

be granted

to restrain

a continuing

tioIm.

_respass,
under

such

laying

as the

a man's ground

cation

by

authority

prove substantial
relief

(t.)

On

without
of

the other

hand

beyond

for

a reversioner

showing

and

to entitle

does not extend
without

keeping

either

law;

damage

damages:

and

of

the

plaintiff

or justifineed

to this form

right

to an injunction

the
cannot

have

right

to the reversion

Of course it may be a substantial

injury, though

damage,

to do acts on another

one's

own profit

make

one pay for the right

withholding
worth

without

leave

his leave;

is worth

to the other party

to sue

man's

(u).
without
land

for

for he is entitled

to

to do them,
_o him

of

an injunction

injury

any direct

not

himself

the old common-law

permanent

waterpipes

his consent

and

his power

precisely

what

of

i_ is

to have it (x).

_ffoe_ of
Before the Common
Law Procedure
Acts an owner,
changes in
vrooedure, tenant, or reversioner who had suffered undoubted
iniury
might be defeated by bringing
his action in the wrong
form,
that

as where

he

brought

trespass

he was in presen_ possession

done (_/).

But

and failed

to show

at the _ime of the wrong

such cases eau tmaxily occur now.

(_) Goodsonv. _ehardso, (1874)
L. R. 9 Ch. 221, 43 L. J. Ch. 790.
(u) Cl_per v. Crabtree (1882) 20
Ca. Div. 689, 51 L. J. On. _85.
In 2_llen v. _artin (1875J 20 F_..,q.
462, the plaintiffs were in possesaion of part of the land affe_ed.

(_) See L. R. 9 Ch. 224, 20 Ch.
Div. 692.
(//) .Brownv. N'ot2e
v' (1848) 8 E,r.
221, 18 L. J. Ex. 89 ; P_/arlm v.
8outhampton, _. _. Co. (1849) 8
C.B. 26, 18 1",.J. C. P. 3_0.
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O_APTER

NUISANCE.

NulsAxc_. is the wrong done to a man by unlawfully dis- Nuisance:
public or

turbing him in the enjoyment of his property or, in some private.
cases, in the exercise of a common right. The wrong is
in some respects analogous to trespass, and the two may
coincide, some kinds of nuisance being also continuing
trespasses. The scope of nuisance, however, is wider. 2_
nuisance may be public or private.
Public or common nuisances affect the Queen's subjects
at large, or some considerable portion of them, such as the
inhabitants of a town; and the person therein offending is
liable to criminal prosecution (a). A public nuisance does
not necessarily create a civil cause of action for any
person; but it may do so under certain conditions.
A
private nuisance affects only one person or a determinate
number of persons, and is the ground of civil proceedings
only. Generally it affects the control, use, or enjoyment
of immoveable property;
but this is not a necessary
element according to the modern view of the law. Certainly the owner or master of a ship lying in harbour, for
example, might be entitled to complain of a nuisance
(a) There was formerly a mandatery writ for the abatement of
public nuisanc_ in cities and corl_orate towns and boroughs.
See
the curious precedent in F. N.B.
185 D. Apparently the Queen's

Bench Div_on
still has in theory
jurisdiction to grant such writs (as
distinct from the common judgmerit on an indictment) ; see Rusmoll o_ Crimes, i. 440.
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mJiS_¢_.
created by an occupier on the wharf or shore which made
the ship nnlnhabibable.

Private
We shall first consider in what cases a common nuisance
r_h_ of
sc_on for exposes the person answerable for it to civil as well as
public
aui_nce, cram;hal process, in other words, is actionable as well as
indictable.
"_ common nuisance is an unlawful act or omission to
discharge a legal duty, which act or omission endangers
the lives, safety, health, property, or comfort of the public,
or by which the public are obstructed in the exercise or
enjoyment of any right common to all her Majesty's
subjects" (b). Omission to repair a highway, or the
placing of obstructions in a highway or ]public navigable
river, is a familiar example.
In order to sustain an indictment

for nuisance

it is

enough to show that the exercise of a common right of the
Queen's subjects has been sensibly interfered with.
It is
no answer to say that the state of things causing the
obstruction is in some other way a public convenience.
Thus it is an indictable nuisance at common law to lay
down a tramway in a public street to the obstruction of the
ordinary traffic, although the people who use the cars and
save money and time by them may be greater in number
than those who are obstructed in their use of the highway
in the manner formerly aecustomed (c).
It is also not material whether the obstruction interferes
with the actual exercise of the right as it is for the time
being exercised.

The public are entitled, for example, to

(b) Criminal
Code (Indictable
Offen_es) Bill, 1879 (as amended in
Committee), s. 150; cp. Stephen,
Digest of Criminal Law, art. 176,
and illustrations
thereto, a_d the
Peaal Code, s. 268.

(e) _. v. Trai_ (1862) 2 B. & 8.
640, 31 L.J.M.C.
169.
The
tramways
now in ol_eration in
many cities and towns have bee_
made under statutory authority.

PARTICULARDAMAGE.
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have the whole width of a public road kept free for passing
and repassing, and an obstruction is not the less a nuisance
because it is on a part of the highway not commonly used,
or otherwise leaves room enough for the ordinary amount
Of trat_c (d).
Further discussion and illustration of what amounts to
an indictable nuisance must
criminal law.

be sought

in works

on the

A private action can be maintained in respect of a public
nuisance by a person who suffers thereby some particular
lOSSor damage beyond what is suffered by him in common
with all other persons affected by the nuisance.
Interference with a common right is not of itself a cause of
action for the individual citizen.
Particular damage (e)
consequent on the interference is. If a man digs a trench
across a highway, I cannot sue him simply because the
trench prevents me from passing along the highway as I
am entitled to do; for that is an inconvenience inflicted
equally on all men who use the road.

But if, while I am

lawfu]ly passing along after dark, I fall into this trench
so that I break a limb, or goods which I am carrying are
spoiled, I shall have my action; for this is a particular
damage to myself resulting from the common nuisance,
and distinct from the mere obstruction of the common
right of passage which constitutes
(d) Tg/rncrv. l_ingwoodHigt_wuy
hoard(1870)9 Eq. 418. Compare
the similar doctrineas to obstruetion ofllght_, infra,
(e) "Particular d_rnage" and
"special damage" are used indifferentlyin the authorities; the
formerseemspreferable,for "spevialdamage," aswe haveseen,has
anothortechaic_lmoani_ in the

that nuisance (f).

If

law of defamation.
(f) Y. B. 27 Hen. VIII. 27,pl.
10. Action for stopping a highway, wherebyit seemsthe plaintiff
was deprivedof the use of his own
private way abutting thereon(the
statementis rather obscure): per
Fitzherbert,a man shall have his
action fora public nuisanceif he
is moro inoommod_ ttma other.

Special
damag,o
must be
shown.

_6_

NUISANCE°

a trader is convoying his goods in barges along a navigable
river, and by reason of the navigation being unlawfully
obstructed has to unload his merchandise and carry it
overland at an increased expense, this is a particular
damage which gives him a right of action (g). Though it
is a sort of consequence
cases, yet
Where

in

this

test fails, there

in a legal

sense.

delayed

the

by

removing
damage
might
question

likely

it,

If
same

this

is

; the damage,
wish,

by

the

same

man

obstruction,
not

and

individual

specific

can be no particular

of

though

removing

of the right

The diversion

to ensue in many

every case it is a distlnot

of the

is at divers

and

itself

incurs

sufficient

obstruction,

public

of traffic or custom

in

particular
to all who
to raise

to use the
from

times

expense

real, is "common
the

one.

damage

a man's

way"

the
(h).

door by an

obs_uetion of a highway, whereby his business is interrupted, and his profits diminished, seems to be too remote
a damage to give him a right of private action (0, unless
indeed the obstruction is such as materially to impede the
immediate access to the plaintiff's place of business more
than other men's, and amounts to something like blocking
" l_f one make a ditch across the
high road, and Lcome riding along
the road at night, and I and my
horse are thrown in the ditch so
that I have thereby great damage
and annoyance, I shall have my
action against him who made tlds
ditch, because I am more damaged
tlnm any other man." Held that
sufficient particular damage was
laid.
(g) Ros_ v. Miles (1815) 4 _. &
S. 101,16R.R. 405, audinBigelow
L. C. 460.
(h) Winter_ott_m v. Iord .DerSy
(1867) L.R. 2 Ex. 316, 322, 38
L, J. Ex. 194,

(1) 2_ieketv. Metro_p._. Co.(1867)
L.R. 2 H. L. at pp. 188, 199. See
the commentsof Willes J. in.Bee_tt
v. Midland -_. Co.L. R. 3 C. P. at
p. 100, where Wilkes v. HunFerford
Market Co. (1835) 2 Bing. 1_. C.
281 is treated as overruled by the
remarks of Lord Chelmaford and
Lord Cranworth. Probably this
would not be accepted in other
jurisdictions where the common
law is received. In Maseachusetta,
at least, WilkeJ v. Hungcrford
alfarket Co. was adopted by the
Supreme Courtin a very full and
careful judgment : 8_eUonv..Fazon
(1837) 19 Piek. 147.

PRIVATE
up his doorway
rule or the

(k).

Whether

exception

must

case : and what is the true
of the

exception,

and waggons
in the highway
of customers
people

a given case falls under the
depend

principle,

is open to some

are kept

standing

on the

facts of that

and what the extent

question

(1).

If horses

for an unreasonable

opposite

a man's

is obstructed,

the

in it are annoyed
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house,

house

by bad

so that

is darkened,
smells,

this

time

the access
and
damage

the
is

sufficiently "particular, direct, and substantial" to entitle
the occupier to maintain an action (m).
The conception of private nuisance was formerly Hmited Private
nuisance,
to injuries done to a man's freehold by a neighbour's acts, what.
of which stopping or narrowing rights of way and flooding
land by the diversion of watercourses appear to have been
the chief species (n). In the modern authorities it includes
all injuries to an owner or occupier in the enjoyment of
the property of which he is in possession, without regard
to the quality of the tenure (o). Blackstone's phrase is
(k) Fritz v. gobson (1880)14 Ch.
D. 542, 49 L. g. Ch. 321 ; Barber
v. Penley_'93, 2 Ch. 447, 62 L.J.
Ch. 623, 3 R. 489.
(l) In/5-itz v./to/_on (last note)
J. did not lay down any general
preposition. How far the principle
of £yon v. _Fi_hm_jar; Compang
(1876) 1 App. Ca. 662, 46 L.J.
Ch. 68, is really consistent with
l_icketv. Metrop. .R. Co.is a problem that can be finally solved only
by the House of Lords itself. According to .Lyon v. Ti_h_gcrd
Companyit should seem that blocking the access to a street is (if no$
justified) a violation of the distinct
private right of every occupier in
the street : and such rights are not
¢helessprlvate and distinct because "
theymay be many; see Harro2 v,

ltirst (1868) L. R. 4 Ex. 43, 38 L.
J. F,x. 1. In this view it is difficult to see that less of custom is
otherwise than a natural and probable consequence of the wrong.
And cp. the ease in 27 Hen. VIII.
civil above,,p. 361. In Rwket's ca.
Lord Westbury strongly dissented
from the majority of the Lords
present ; L. R. 2 H. L. at p. 200.
(m) _e_jarain v. 8torr (1874) L.
R. 9 C. P. 400, 43 L. J. C. P. 162.
Compare farther, as to damage
:Item unreasonable user of a highway, .Harris v. Mobb¢(1873) 3 Ex.
:D. 268 ; Brilkms v. 1)ay (1883) 12
Q.B.D. 110.
(n) P. N. B. "Writ of Assize of
Nuisance," 183 I. sqq.
(o) Seeper Jessel M. R. inJon_
v. Chappell(1875) 20 _-xt.at p. 543.
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"anything
tenements

done to the hurt or annoyance of the land,
or hereditaments of another" (p)--that
is, so

done without any lawful ground of justification or excuse.
The ways in which this may happen are indefinite in
number, but fall for practical purposes into certain well
recognized classes.
Ki_s
o:f
Some acts are nuisances, according to the old authorities
nuisance
affectand the course of procedure on which they were founded,
ing-1. Owner- which involve such direct interference
with the rights of a
8hip.
possessor as to be also trespasses, or hardly distinguishable
from trespasses.
"A man shall have an assize of nuisance
for building a house higher than his house, and so near
his, that the rain wMch falleth upon that house falleth
upon the plaintiff's house" (q).
And it is stated to be a
nuisance if a tree growing on my land overhangs the
public road or my neighbour's land (r). In this class of
eases nuisance means nothing more than encroachment on
the legal powers and control of the public or of one's
neighbour.
It is generally, though not necessarily (s), a
continuing trespass, for which however, in the days when
forms of action were strict and a mistake in seeking the
proper remedy was fatal, there was a greater variety and
choice of remedies than for ordinary trespasses.
Therefore it is in such a ease needless to inquire, except for the
assessment of damages, whether there is anything ILke
nuisance in the popular sense. Still there is a real distineo
tion between trespass and nuisance even when they are
combined: the cause of action in trespass is interference
with the right of a possessor in itself, while in nuisance it
(p) Comm.ill. 216.
(r) BestJ. in E_rl of LonadaleV.
(q) :F. N. B. 184 D. ; 2enrud- -Nelson(1823)2 B. &C. 302, 311.
doek'se_.5Co. Rep. lOOb;Fay v.
(s)F_/v. Prentiee,note(9),where
_Prentice
(18_5)1 C.B. 829, 14L.J.
the Court was astute to support
C. P. 298.
the declarationafterverdict.
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is the incommodity which is proved in fact to be the
consequence, or is presumed by the law to be the natural
and necessary consequence, of such interference: thus an
overhanging roof or cornice is a nuisance to the land it
overhangs because of the necessary tendency
rain-water upon it (t).
Another

kind of nuisance consists

to discharge

in obstructions

of 2. Iura in
re

al_eng.

rights of way and other righf_ over the property of others.
" The parishioners may pull down a wall which is set up
to their nuisance in their way to the church" (u). In
modern times the most frequent and important examples
of this class are eases of interference with rights to light.
Here the right itself is a right not of dominion, but of
use; and therefore no wrong is done (v) unless and until
there is a sensible interference with its enjoyment, as we
shall see hereafter.
But it need not be proved that the
interference causes any immediate harm or loss.
It is
enough that a legal right of use and enjoyment is interfered with by conduct which, if persisted in without
protest, would furnish evidence in derogation
it,ll (_).

of the right

i third kind, and that which is most commonly

spoken 8. Convenience

of by the technical name, is the continuous doing of some- andenjoything which interferes with another's health or comfort in me,t.
the occupation of his property, such as carrying on a noisy
or offensive trade. Continuity is a material factor : merely
temporary inconvenience caused to a neighbour by "the
execution of law/ul works in the ordinary user of land" is
not a nuisance (x).
(t)

.Bagel's ca.

9 Co.

Rep.

5.¢t b.

(w)

._arrop

v.

Hirst

(1868)

L.

R.

(u) F. N. B. 185B.
4 Ex. 43, 88 L. J. Ex. 1.
(*')O_herwiseas to publioways ;
(z) ._rrison v. 8out_wark
see Turnsr v. ._u_*voodMighway Yaux/w.llWaterCo.,'91, 2 Ch.409,
(zsTo)9 Eq. 4z8.
o0L. J. Oh. eS0.
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NUISANCE.
What amount of annoyance or inconvenience will
amount to a nuisance in point of law cannot, by the nature
of the question, he defined in precise terms (y). Attempts
have Been made to set more or less arbitrary limits to the
jurisdiction of the Court, especially in cases of mlscellancous nuisance, as we may call them, but they have
failed in every direction.

I-i-_y
t_
health

(a) It is not necessary to constitute

a private nuisance

need not that the acts or state of things oomplained of should be
8hewn. noxious in the sense of being injurious to health.
It is
enough that there is a material
ordinary comfort and convenience

interference
of life--"the

comfort of human existence "--by an ordinary
able standard (_); there must be something
mere loss of amenity (a), but there
hurt or disease.
Plaintiff
not disen-

titled by
having
come
to
the
nuiflano0.

(b)

In ascertaining

whether

with the
physical
and reasonmore than

need not be positive

the property

of the plain-

tiff is in fact injured, or his comfort or convenience in
fact materially interfered with, by an alleged nuisance,
regard is had to the character of the neighbourhood and
the pre-existing circumstances (b). But the fact that the
plaintiff was already exposed to some ineonvenlenee of the
same kind will not of itself deprive him of his remedy.
Even if there was already a nuisance, that is not a reason
why the defendant should set up an additional nuisance (e).
(y) As to the construction of
"nuisance"
in a covenant, which
it seems need no_ be confined to
tortious nuisance, see Tod.Heatlg
v..Bcnham (1888) 40 Ch. Div. 80,
58 L. J. Ch. 83.
(r) Yralt_r v. ge/fe, 4 De O. &
Sin. 315, S21, 322, 20 L. J. Ch.

(a) 8alvin v. .hrorth .Braneeloeth
_oal Co. (1874) L. R. 9 C"a.706, 44
L.J.
Ch. 149; see judgment o_
James L. J. L. R. 9 Ch. at p1). 709_
710.
(b) St. Heh_'a _lti,g
Co. v.
Tipp,,g (1865) 11 H. L. C. 642, 35
L.J.Q.B.
66 ; 8turg_ v..Bride-

433 (Knight-Bruoe
V.-C. 1851) ;
Orump v. Zambert (1887)-3 Eq. 409.

man (1879) 11 Ch. Div. at p. 865.
(a) FFalte_ v. _elfe_ note (_.)_
-

WHAT

The fact that
is no excuse
one nuisance
others were
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other persons are wrong-doers in the like sort
for a wrong-doer.
If it is said "This is but
among many," the answer is that, if the
away, this one remaining would clearly be a

wrong; but a man cannot be made a wrong-doer by the
lawful acts of third persons, and if it is not a wrong now,
a prescriptive right to continue it in all events might be
acquired under cover of the other nuisances;therefore
it
must be wrongful from the first (d). Neither does it make
any difference that the very nuisance complained of existed
before the plaintiff became owner or occupier.
It was at
one time held that if a man came to the nuisance, as was
said, he had no remedy (e); but this has long ceased to
be law as regards both the remedy by damages (f) and the
remedy by injunction (g).
The defendant may in some
cases justify by prescription, or the plaintiff be barred of
the most effectual remedies by acquiescence.
But these
are distinct and special grounds of defence, and if relied
on must be fully made out by appropriate proof.
Further, the wrong and the right of action begin only
when the nuisance begins.
Therefore if Peter has for
mahy years carried on a noisy business on his own land,
and his neighbour John makes a new building on his own
adjoining land, in the occupation whereof he finds the
noise, vibrstion, or the like, caused by Peter's business to
he a nuisance, Peter cannot justify continuing his operations as against

John

by

(d) _rou_y v. Z_y_tow/cr (1867)
L. R. 2 _. 478, $6 L. J. G_n.584.
The same point was (among others)
decided many years earlier (1849)
in _Vood v. _Vaud, 3 Y-=. 748, 18
L. J. Ex. 305.
(e) Blackstone ii. 403.
(f) 3. g. 8t. Hd_n'8 _m_lt_ng Co.

showing

that

before

John's

v. Tipping (1865) 11 H. L. C. 642,
35 L. J. Q. B. 66.
_q) T,pping v. St. Helen'8 Stilt.
ing Co. (1865) 1 Ch. 66, a suit for
injunction
on the same fac_s ;.
.F/eming v. Hislvp (1886) 11 App.
Ca. (So.) 686, 688, 697.
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building was occupied, John or his predecessors
made no complaint (h).

in title

Innocent
(c) Again a nuisance is not justified by showing that
sary
cha- the trade or occupation causing the annoyance is, apart
raeterper
of oven- from that annoyance, an innocent or laudable one. "The
Or neces-

sire oceu- building of a lime-kiln is good and profitable ; but if it be
pationis
no an_er, built so near a house that when it burns the smoke thereof
enters into the house, so that none

can dwell there, an

action lies for it" (0.

is necessary, for all

"A tan-house

men wear shoes ; and nevertheless it may be pulled down
if it be erected to the nuisance of another. In like manner
of a glass-house ; and they ought to be erected in places
convenient for them" (j).
So it is an actionable nuisance
to keep a pigstye so near my neighbour's house as to make
it unwholesome and unfit for habitation, though the keeping of swine may be needful for the sustenance of man (k).
Learned and charitable foundations are commended in
sundry places of our books ; but the fact that a new building is being erected by a college for purposes of good
education and the advancement of learning will not make
it the less a wrong if the sawing of stone by the builders
drives a neighbouring inhabitant out of his house.
Co_venienceof
placemr
_Dsw'er.
is no

(d) Where the nuisance complained of consists wholly
or chiefly in damage to property, such damage must be
proved as is of appreciable magnitude and apparent to
persons

of common

intelligence;

not merely

something

(1_)Sturg_ v. .Bridgman(1879)
(k) ,41tired'8ca. note (_) Cp.
11 Ch. Div. 852, 48 L. J. Ch.875. .Broderv. 8aillard(t876) 2 Oh.D.
(il A/dred'sca. 9 Co.Rep. 59 a.
692, 701 ($ossel_. R.), 45 L. J.
(y_Jones v. Pou_ll,Palm. 539, Oh. 414,followedand perhapsexapprovedandexplainedby Ex. Ch. tended in Rdnhardg v. Mentasti
in .Bamfordv. 7krn/¢_(1862)3 B. (1889)42 Ch. D. 885,58 L. J. Oh.
& S.68,31L.J.Q.B.286.Asto 787.
"convenient"
seenextparagraph.
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discoverable only by scientific tests (l). lind acts in themselves lawful and innoxious do not become a nuisance
merely because they make a neighbouring house or room
less fit for carrying on some particular industry, without
interfering with the ordinary enjoyment of life (m). But
where material damage in this sense is proved, or material
discomfort according to a sober and reasonable standard of
comfort, it is no answer to say that the offending

work or

manufacture is carried on at a place in itself proper and
convenient for the purpose.
A right to do something that
otherwise would be a nuisance may be established by prescription, but nothing less will serve.
Or in other words a
place is not in the sense of the law convenient for me to
burn bricks in, or smelt copper, or carry on chemical works,
if that use of the place is convenient
a nuisance to my neighbour (n).

to myself but creates

(e) No particular combination of sources of annoyance _Zode,of
annoyis necessary to constitute a nuisance, nor are the possible ance.
sources Of annoyance exhaustively defined by any rule of
law. "Smoke, unaccompanied with noise or noxious vapour,
noise alone, offensive vapours alone, although not injurious
to health, may severally constitute a nuisance to the owner
of adjoining

or neighbouring

(l) 8alvin V..North
.Braneepeth
Coal Co. (1874) L. R. 9 Ch. 705, 44
L.J. Ch. 149.
(_,) _obinao_ v. Eilvert (1889) 41
Ch. Div. 88, 58 L. J. Ch. 392. The
ordinary enjoyment of life, however, seems to include the maiutenanceof adue temperat_tre in one's
Wine cellar: l_einhardt v. l£_tazti
(1889) 42 Ch. I). 685, note (k)
above.
(n) St. _eh_'8 _melting Co. v.
Tipping (1865) 11 H. L. C. 642, 35
P.

property"

(o).

The persis-

L.J.Q.B.
00, Bigelow L. C. 454 ;
.Bamford v. Turnley (1862) Ex. Ch.
3B. & S. 66,31 L. J. Q.B. 286;
Carey v. I__dbitter (1862-3) 13 C. B.
Iq. S. 470, 32 L. J. C. P. 104. These
authorities overrule J_o/e v. JBarlow
(1858) 4 O. B. N. S. 334, 27 L. J.
C.P. 207; see 8hot_s Iron Go. v.
Irujl_ (1882) 7 App. Ca. So. at
p. 528.
(o) Romilly
?Of. R., trump
v.
Zambert (1867) 3 Fx1. at p. 412.
BB
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tent ringing and tolling of largo bells (p), the loud music,
shouting, and other noises attending the performances of a
circus (q), the collection of a crowd of disorderly people by
a noisy entertainment
of music and fireworks (r), to the
grave annoyance of dwellers in the neighbourhood, have
all been held to be nuisances and restrained by the authority of the CourL The use of a dwelllng-house in a
street of dwelling-houses, in an ordinary and accustomed
manner, is not a nuisance though it may produce more or
less noise
conversion
the simple
neighbours

and inconvenience to a neighbour.
But the
of part of a house to an unusual purpose, or
maintenance of an arrangement which offends
by noise or otherwise to an unusual and exces-

sive extent, may be an actionable nuisance. Many houses
have stables attached to them, but the man who turns the
whole ground

floor of a London

house into a stable, or

otherwise keeps a stable so near a neighbour's living
rooms that the inhabitants axe disturbed all night (even
though he has done nothing beyond using the arrangements of the house as he found them), does so at his own
"In

making

out a case of nuisance

there are always two things

of this character,

to be considered, the right oI

(?) 8oltau v..De He/d (1851) 2
Sire. N. S. 133.
The bells belonged to a Roman Catholic
church ; the judgment points out
(at p. 160) that such a building is
not a church in the eye of the law,
and cannot claim the same privileges as a parish church in respect

bone and of_her wind instruments
and a violoncello, and great noise,
with shouting
and cracking of
whips."
(r) JValker v..Brewster
(1867) 5
Eq. 24, 37 L. J. Ca. 33. It was
not decided whether the noise
would alone have been a nuisance,

of bell.rlnging,
(q) Znchbaldv.Barr_ngton(1869)L.
R. 4 Ch. 388 :the circus was eighty£veyardsfromtheplaintiff'shouse,
and "throughout
the performance
there was music, including a from.

but Wiekens Y.-G. strongly incllned to thln_r it would, see at
p. 34.
(s) .Ball v. Ray (1873) L. R. 8
Oh. 467 ; .Broder v. 8aillard (1876)
2 G'a. D. 692, 45 L. J. Ch. 414.
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the plaintiff, and the right of the defendant.
If the
houses adjoining each other are so built that from the
commencement of their existence it is manifest that each
adjoining

inhabitant

was intended

to

enjoy

his

own

property for the ordinary purposes for which it and all the
different parts of it were constructed, then so long as the
house is so used there is nothing that can be regarded
in law as a nuisance which the other party has a right to
prevent.
But, on the other hand, if either party turns his
house, or any portion of it, to unusual purposes in such a
manner as to produce a substantial injury to his neighbour,
it appears to me that that is not according to principle or
authority a reasonable use of his own property; and his
neighbour, showing
teetion" (t).
(f) Where

substantial

a distinct private

injury,

right

is entitled to l_ro-

is infringed,

though

Injury
co--on

f_o

it be only a right enjoyed in common with other persons, the plainit is immaterial that the plaintiff suffered no specific tiff
with
others.
injury beyond those other persons, or no specific injury at
all. Thus any one commoner can sue a stranger who lets
his cattle depasture the common (u); and any one of a
number of inhabitants entitled by local custom to a particular water supply can sue a neighbour who obstructs
that supply (v). It should seem from the ratio decidendi
o_ the House of Lords in Lyon v. Fishmo,gers' Company (x),
that the rights of access to a highway or a navigable river
incident to the occupation of tenements thereto aAjaeent
are private rights within the meaning of this rule (y).
(t) Lord SeAborne"r,.C., L R. 4 Ex. 43, 88 L.J. Ex. 1.
8 Ch.at p. 469.
(x) 1App. Ca.662.
(u)Notes to Melterv. 81mteman, (y) aVritzv. Hobson(1880)14 Ch.
1 Wins.Saund.626.
D. 542, 49 L. J. C"a.821,_ulora,
(v) Itarropv. Hirer (1868)L.R.
1_-363.
BBQ
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Injury
(g) A cause of action for nuisanc_ may be created by
indepen- independent acts of different persons, though the acts of
dent acts
of differany one of those persons would not amount to a nuisance.
entper- "Suppose
one person leaves a wheelbarrow standing on a
80D._.
way, that may cause no appreoiable inconvenience, but if
a hundred do so, that may cause a serious inconvenience,
which a person entitled to the use of the way has a right
to prevent; and it is no defence to any one person among
the hundred to say that what he does causes of itself no
damage to the complainant" (z).
caused by

Obsf,
ueA species of nuisance which has become prominent in
t-ion of
lights, modem law, by reason of the increased closeness and
height of buildings in towns, is the obstruction of light :
often the phrase "light and air" is used, but the addition
is useless if not misleading, inasmuch as a specific right to
the access of air over a neighbour's land is not known to
the law as a subject of property (a).
It seems proper (though at the risk of digressing from
the law of Torts into the law of Easements) to state here
the rules on this head as settled by the decisions of the
last twenty years or thereabouts.
_atureof
The right to light, to begin with, is not a natural right
the right, incident to the ownership of windows, but an easement to
which title must be shown by grant (b), express or implied,
(z) ThorlaeV.,Brumfltt(1873)L,R.
8 Ch. 650, 656, per James L.g.,
followed by Chltty J. in Zambton
v. Mellidb '94, 8 C"n. 163 (a case of
nuisance by noise),
(a) City of Zosdon Brewery Go.
v. Y_n_nt (1873) L. R. 9 Ch. at p.
221; FFebbv._,rd(1862)Ex.
Ch. 13
C. B. 2q. S. 841, 31 L. J. C. P. 335 ;
.Brya_zt v. Iefewr
(1879) 4 C.P.
])iv. 172, especially per Cotton
L.J. at p. 180, 48 L. J. Ch. 380 ;

]tarris v..De Tinna (1886) 33 G-'_,.
IBv. 238, per Chitty J. at p. 2fi0,
and Cotton L. J. at p. 259. A
personal right to access of air man
of course be created as between
parties, if they choose, by way of
covenant.
(b) Notwithstanding
the doubtS
expressed by Littledale J. inJfoore
v. J_awson (1824) 3 B. & C. at p.
340 : see per Lord 8elborne, .Dalto_
v. Angus (1881) 6 App. Ca. at p.

OBSTRUCTION

OF

LIGHTS.

3_3

or by prescription at common law, or under the Prescription Act.
The Prescription
Act has not altered the
nature or extent of the right, but has only provided a new
mode of acquiring and claiming it(e), without taking
away any mode which existed at common law (d). The
right can be claimed only in respect of a building ; the use
of an open piece of ground for a purpose requiring light
will not create an easement against an adjacent owner (e).
Assuming the right to be established, there is a wrongful

A.y
substantial
disturbance if the building in respect of which it exists is diminuSOfar deprived of access of light as to render it materially wrong'°
tioa is a
less fit for comfortable or beneficial use or enjoyment in
its existing condition; if a dwelllng-house, for ordinary
habitation;
if a warehouse
business (f).

or shop, for the conduct

of

This does not mean that an obstruction is not wrongful
if it leaves sufficient light for the conduct of the business
or occupation carried in the dominan_ tenement for the
time being.
The question is not what is the least amount
of light the plaintiff can live or work with, but whether
the light, as his tenement was entitled to it and enjoyed
it, has been substantially diminished.
Even if a subdued
or reflected light is better for the plaintiff's business than
a direct one, he is not the less entitled _o regulate his
light for himself (g).
794, and Lord Blackburn, iL 823,
and the judgments and opinions in
that case passira as to the peculiar
character of negative easements.
(e) Xelk v. Pearson (1871) L.R.
6Oh. at pp. 811,813, cf. 9 Ch. 219.
(d) _yns/ey v. G/over (1875)L.R.
10 Ch. 283, 44 L. J. Ch. 523. Since
the Prescription Act, however, the
formerly accustomed, method
of

claiming under the fiction of a lost
grant appears to be obsolete.
(e) See Potts v. 8mith (1868) L. R.
6 Eq. 311, 318, 38 L. J. Ch. 58.
(f) _Kelkv. 2_earson (1871) L. R. 6
Ch.809, Stl; _ttyofI, ondon_rewery
Co. v. T_nant (1873) L. R. 9 Ch. at
p. 216, 43 L J. Ch. 457.
(g) Yatesv.Jaek(1866)L.
R. 1Ch.
295. ganframhiv.Jlfaekenzle,
L.R.
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For some years it was supposed, by analogy to a regulation
in one of the Metropolitan Local Management Acts as to the
proportion between the height of new buildings and the
width of streets (h), that a building did not constitute a
material obstruction in the eye of the law, or at least was
presumed

not to be such, if its elevation subtended

an

angle not exceeding 45 ° at the base of the light alleged to
be obstructed, or, as if was sometimes put, left 45 _ el
light to the plaintiff.
But it has been conclusively dedared by the Cour_ of Appeal that there is no such rule (i).
Every case must be dealt with on its own facts. The
statutory regulation is framed on considerations of general
public convenience, irrespective of private titles. Where an
individual is entitled to more light than the statute would
secure for him, there is no warrant in the statute, or in anything that can be thence inferred, for depriving him of it.
:EnlargeAn existing right to light is not lost by enlarging, rement or
alteration building, or altering (j), the windows for which access of
of nghts,

light is claimed.
So long as the ancient lights, or a substantial par_ thereof (k), remain substantially capable of
4 _x1. 421, 36 L. J. Ch. 518 (1867,
before _alins, V.-C.) seems to have
bcen decided, on the whole, on the
ground that there was not any
material flimlnutlon.
So far as it
suggests that there is a dlstinct, ion
in law between ordinary and extraordinary amounts of light, or that
a plaintiff claiming what is called
an extraordinary amount ought to
show that the defendant had notice

siastiealCommi_sionersv.Kino(1880)
14 COn.Div. 213, 49 L. J. Ch. 529.
(j) Taph_g v. Jones (1865) 11
H.L.C.
290, 34 L. J. O. P. 842;
.dynMey v. Glover (1874-5) 18 Eq.
544, 43 L. J. Ch. 777, L. R. 10 Ch.
283, 44 L. J. Ch. 523; Eee_s*asti_al Commi_sio_wrs v. _%f$o (1880)
14 Ch. Div. 218 ; Greenwood v.
._ornsey (1886) 33 Ch. D. 471, 55
L.J. Ch. 917.

of the nat-are of his business, it
cannot be accepted as authority.
Op.._oore v..Hall (I 878) 3 Q. B.D.
178, 47 L.J.Q.B.
334 ; D/¢ker v.
2>opham (1890) 63 L. T. 379,
(h) 25 & 26 Vict. c. 102, s. 85.
(i) 2arker v..First ._venu¢ 2[o_1
Oa. (1883) 24 Ch, Div, 282 ; _.¢de.

(k) 2Vewaon v. 2ender (1884) 27
Ch. Div. 43, 61. It is me4 neces_ry that the "struc_-ural identity"
of the old windows should be preserved ; the right is to light as
measured by the ancient apertures,
but not merely as incident to oerrain defined al_'_u-es
ia a cert_
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continuous
enjoyment(/),
so long the existingrightcontinues
and is protected by the same remedies (m). And an
existing right to light is not lost by interruption which is
not continuous in time and quantity, but temporary and
of fluctuating amount (_).
It makes no difference that the owner of a servlent tenement may, by the situation and arrangement of the buildings, be unable to prevent a right being acquired in respect
of the new light otherwise than by obstructing the old
light also (o). For there is no such thing as a specific
right to obstruct new lights.
A man may build on his
own land, and he may build so as to darken any light
which is not ancient (as on the other hand it is undoubted
law that his neighbour may open lights overlooking his
land), but he must do it so as not to interfere with lights
in respect of which a right has been acquired.
Disturbing

the private franchise of a market or a ferry "Nuisance'_ to
is commonly reckoned a species of nuisance in our books (p). market or
]3ut this classification seems rather to depend on accidents ferry.
of procedure than on any substantial resemblance between
interference with peculiar rights of this kind and such
injuries to the enjoyment of common rights of property as
we have been considering.

The quasi-proprietary

right to

place : Scott v. Tape (1886) 31 Oh.
Div. 554, 55 L. J. Oh. 426 ; "_rationag
2rovbwial Tlate Gla** _rnsumnee fro.

stances will be considered ; BuBera
v..Dickinson (1885) 29 Oh. D. 155,
54 L. J. Oh. 776. There must be

v. -Prudential .Assurance Co. (1877)
6 Oh. D. 767, 46 L. J. Oh. 871.
But there must at all events be a
definite mode of access ; Harr/_ v.

some specific identification of the
old light as coincident with the
new : 2endarve8 v. Monte, '92, 1
Oh. 611 ; 61 1",.J. Ch. 494.

De Pinna (1886)33 Ca. Div. 938,
56 L. J. Ch. 844.
(/) The alteration or rebuilding
must be continuous enough to show
that the right is not abandoned ;
see Moore v. _awaan (1824) 3 B.
& C. 322. All the local ei_um-

(,n)8taightv..Burn(1869)L.R.
5 Oh. per Giffard L. J. at p. 167.
(_*) 2redand v..Bingl_ara (1889)
41 Ch. I)iv. 268.
(o) Ta2oti_*gv. J'onea (1865) 11 H.
L.C. 290, 84 L. J. C. P. 342.
(p) Blaek_;. Comm. ill. 218.
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a market or a ferry is of such a nature

that

the kind of

disturbance called "nuisance"
in the old books is the only
way in which it can be violated at all. If disturbing a
market is a nuisance, an infringement
of copyrlght must
be a nuisance too, unless the term is to be conventionally
restricted
statute.
Remedies
for

=uis_ce.

to the violation of rights not depending

The remedies
damages,

and

for nuisance

are

threefold:

on any

abatement,

injunction : of which the fn'st is by the act

of the party aggrieved,
Damages are recoverable

the others by process of law.
in all cases where nuisance is

proved, but in many cases are not an adequate remedy.
The more stringent remedy by injunction is available in
such cases, and often takes the place of abatement where
that would be too hazardous a proceeding.
Abatemerit,
__s.°_

The

abatement

of obstructions

like, is still of importance
rights.

Private

rights

to highways,

and

the

as a means of asserting

public

which tend to the benefit

of the

_,,___
public, or a considerable class of persons, such as rights of
_"_:__common,
have within recent times been successfully main_l--_,_ t,._--,,#_aine d in the same manner, though not without the addition
¢_t_ £.._. w-_ of judicial proceedings (q). It is decided that not only
walls, fences, and such like eneroachments which obstruct
rights of common may be removed, but a house wrongfully
built on a common may be pulled down by a commoner
if it is not removed after notice (r) within a reasonable

time(_).
(q) Smit]i v. JEarl Srownlow (1869)
9Eq. 241 (the case of Berkhamstead
Comm6n) ; Williams on Rights of
Common, 135.
(r) Palling down the house without notice while $here are people in
it is a _reapass : .Perrg v. JF_tzlww_
(1845) 8 Q. B. 757, 15 L. g. Q.B.
239 ; Jones v. Jones (1862) 1 H. &
C. 1, 31 L. J. 1_. 506; following

2err¢d v. aVitzhowe with _ome doub$.
The ease of a man pulling down
buildings wrongfully erected on his
own land is different ; ib.; .Bttrling
v. Read (1850) 11 Q. B. 904, 19
L.J.Q.B.
291.
(s) .Davies v. W'tlliams (1851) 16
Q.B.
546, 20 L. J. Q. B. 330;
cp. Lane v. Ca2sty, '91, 3 Ch_ 411.

NOTICE

TO

WRONG-DOER.
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If another man's tree overhangs my land, I may lawfully
cut the overhanging branches (t) ; and in these cases where
the nuisance is in the nature of a trespass, and can be
abated without entering on another's land, the wrong-doer
is not entitled to notice (u).
wrong-doer's own tenement,

But if the nuisance is on the
he ought first to be warned

and required to abate it himself (v). After notice and
refusal, entry on the land to abate the nuisance may be
justified ; but it is a hazardous course at best for a man thus
to take the law into his own hands, and in modern times it
can seldom, if ever, be advisable.
:Notice to

In the ease of abating nuisances to a right of common, wrongnotice is not strictly necessary unless the encroachment is doer.
a dwelling-house
in actual occupation; but if there is a
question of right to be tried, the more reasonable course is
to give notice (x). The same rule seems on principle to be
applicable to the obstruction of a right of way. As to the
extent of the right, "where a fence has been erected upon
a common, inclosing and separating parts of that common
from the residue, and thereby interfering with the rights
of the commoners, the latter are not by law restrained in
the exercise of those rights to pulling down so much of
that fence as it may be necessary for them to remove for
the purpose of enabling their cattle to enter and feed upon
the residue of the common, but they are entitled to con(t) A'orr_ v..Baker,
1 Rolle's
l_cp. 393, per Croke ; .Lonsdale v.
_elson, 2 B. & 0. 311, per Best.
(u) Zemmon v. Webb, 7 R. July,
11l, '94, 8 Ch. 1. The overhanging of branches is not an actual
trespass, per Lindley L. J., 7 R.
July, atp. 114, 9s4, 8Ch. atp. 11.
It is a wise precaution to give
notioe, per Lopes and Kay L. JJ.

The decision of the C. A. was
affirmed in :H. I,., Nov. 27, 189_.
(v) This has always been understood to be the law, and seems to
followafortiorifromthedoctrineof
-Perry v. _Fitz)iowe, n. (r), last page.
(x) Per James :L. J., Comings8ioners of Sewers v. G/asae (1872)
L.R. 7 Oh. at p. 464°
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sider the whole of that fence so erected upon the common
a nuisance, and to remove it accordingly " (y).

l_ulsa_eea
of omission.

It is doubtful whether there is any private right to abate
a nuisance consisting only in omission except where the
person aggrieved can do it without leaving his own tenement in respect of which he suffers, and perhaps except in
ca_s of urgency such as to make the act necessary for the
immediate safety of life or property.
" Nuisances by all
act of commission are committed in defiance of those whom
such nuisances injure, and the injured party may abate
them without notice to the person who committed them ;
hut there is no decided case which sanctions the abatement
by an individual of nuisances from omission, except that of
cutting the branches of trees which overhang a public road,
or the private property of the person who cuts them ....
The security of lives and property may sometimes require
so speedy a remedy as not to allow time to call on the
person on whose property the mischief has arisen to remedy
it. In such cases an individual would be justified in abating a nuisance from omission without notice.
In all other
cases of such nuisances persons should not take the law
into their own hands, but follow the advloe of Lord Hale
and appeal to a court of justice" (z).
In every case the party taking on himself to abate a
nuisance must avoid doing any unnecessary damage, as is
shown by the old form of pleading in justification.
Thus
it is lawful to remove a gate or barrier which obstructs

a

right of way, but not to break or deface it beyond what is
necessary for the purpose of removing it. And where a
(y) Bayley J. in .drlett v..Ellis
(1827) 7 B. & C. 346_ 362_ and
earlier authorities there cited. The
first is 15 Hen. VII. 10, pl. 18.
There is a diversity where the fence

preventing ace, s to the common is
not on the common itself: i_/d.
(z) Best J. in .Earl of Zor_dal_ v.
2¢'elaon(1823) 2 B. & C. at p. 31L

&BAT_M_NT.
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structure, say a dam or weir across a stream, is in part
lawful and in part unlawful, a party abating that which is
ualawful cannot justify interference with the rest. He
must distinguish them at his peril (a). But this does not
mean that the wrong-doer is always entitled to have a
nuisance abated in the manner most convenient to himself.
The convenience of innocent third persons or of the public
may also be in question.
And the abater cannot justify
doing harm to innocent persons which he might have
avoided.
In such a ease, therefore, it may be necessary
and proper "to abate the nuisance in a manner more
onerous tothe wrong-doer" (b). Practically the remedy of
abatement is now in use only as to rights of common (as
we have already hinted), rights of way, and sometimes
rights of water ; and even in those cases it ought never to
be used without good advisement.
Formerly there were processes of judicial abatement
available for freeholders under the writ Quod 2ermittat

Olaw_t._

and the assize of nuisance (c). But these were cumbrous
and tedious remedies, and, like the other forms of real
action, _vere obsolete in practice long before they were
finally abolished (d), the remedies by action on the case at
law and by injunction in the Court of Chancery having
superseded them.
There is not much to be said of the remedy in damages Damages.
as applicable to this particular class of wrongs.
Persistence in a proved nuisance is stated to be a just cause
for giving

exemplary

damages (e).

(a) Greenddde v. ltalliday (1830)
6 Bing. 379.
(5) l_o_rt, v.._ose (1865) Ex. Ch.
L. R. 1 Ex. 82, 89.
(¢) F. N. B. 124 H., 183 I. ;
_atan'8
ca. 9 Co. Rep. 55 a,

There

is a place

Blackst. Comm. iiL 221.
(d) See note (A) to 2enruddock's
ca. 5 Co. Rep. 100 b, in ed. Thomas
& Fraser, 1826.
(e) Blackst. Comm. iii. 220.
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for nominal damages in cases where the nuisance consists
merely in the obstruction of a right of legal enjoyment,
such as a right of common, which does not cause any
specific harm or loss to the plaintiff.
At common law
damages could not be awarded for any injury received
from the continuance of a nuisance since the commencement of the action ; for this was a new cause o_ action _or
which damages might be separately recovered.

But under

the present procedure damages in respect of any continulng cause of action axe assessed down to the date of
the assessment (f).
Iujun_tions.

The most efficient and flexible remedy is that of injuncrich.
Under this form the Court can prevent that from
being done which, if done, would cause a nuisance ; it can
command the destruction

of buildings

(g) or the cessation

of works (]_) which violate a neighbour's
rights; where
there is a disputed question of right between the parties, it
(f) Rules of the Supreme Court,
1883, Oral. 36, r. 58 (no. 482).

Union (1889) 23 Q. B. Div. 294,299,
300, 58 L. J. Q. B. 504. The Act

The like power had already been
exercised by the Court (see Fritz
v. Hobson (1880) 14 Ch. D. 542,
557) when damages were given in
addition to or in substitution for
an injunction under Lord Cairns'
Act, 21 & 22 ¥ict. c. 27. This
Act is now repealed by the Statute
Law Revision and Civil Procedure
Act, 1883, 46 & 47 Vict. c. 49, but
the power conferred by it 6tLll
exist,
and is applicable in such
actions as formerly would have
been Chancery suits for an injunc*ion ; and the result may be to
dispense with statutory requirexnenfa as to notice of action, &e.
which would not have applied to
such suits: Cl_alrtnan v. .4uekland

did not confer any power to give
damages where noactio_ablewrong
had been done, e.g., in a case of
merely threatened injury : .Dreyfus
v..Peruvian
Guano Co. (1889) 43
Ch. Div. 316, 333, 342.
(g) 7E.g. J_elk v. _Pearson (1871)
L.R.
6 Ch. 809."
(h) The form of order does not
go to prohibit the carrying on of
such and such operations abeelutely, hut " so as to cause a
nuisance to the plaintiff,"
or like
words : see Lmgu'_od v. 8towmar,_'e_
Co. [1865) 1 Eq. 77, 336, and other
precedents in Seton, I_. II. ch. 5,
s. 5 ; ep. Fleming v. Hislo? (1886) 11
App. Ca. (So.) 686.
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can suspend
tion

the operations

is finally

absolute

decided

both of the parties
the particular
It

of common

is not,

guided
shown

by

damages

(k).

or

as appear

just

in

practice

that

an

have
an

The

injury

must

This

which
with

remedy

is in its
legal

become

rights

(_)Even a mandatory injunction
may be granted in an extreme case,
at an interlocutory stage: where,
after notice of motion and before
the hearing, the defendant had
rapidly run up the wall complained
el, he was ordered to pull it down
without regard to the general
merits : JDanislv. F_rguson, '91, 2
Ch. 27, C.A.
(j) Thus where the _omplain_
was of speeAaldamage or danger
from something alleged to be a
public nuisance, an interlocutory
injunction has been gran_x1 on
the terms of the plaintiff bringing
an ind2ctment; /tepbur. v. Z_dan
(1865)2 It. &M. 345, 352, 34 L.J.

be either

is therefore
and

it

well

must

be

or impend-

compensated

in

irreparable

or

not appropriate

temporary
occasional

which

now

or its permanent

adequately

nature

Court,
pretty

of as present

of its gravity,
be

or not in a

of the

injunction

complained

cannot

(as it is said)

be granted

which

both,

(l).

and

discretion

(m), or is accidental

interference

ques-

be either
either

a remedy

obtain

as by reason
or

mittent

to

the injury

ing is such

for damage

by

it shah

judicial

order

character,
continuous

fulfilment

learning

Whether

principles

In
that

that

may

the

like damages,

case is in the

settled.

upon

of until

its orders

of such undertakings

ex debito iustithze.
given

and

case (j).

is matter

injlmetion

complained

(0;

or conditional
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and inter(n), or for

is trifling

an

in amount

Ch. 293.
(k) Cookev. Forbes, 5 Eq. 166,
173 (Page Wood V.-C. 1867);
A.-G. v. 8he_eld, _c. Co. (next note
but one).
(1) Page V_roodL. J., L. R 4 Ch.
at p. 81.
(m) A.-G. v. Shej_e/d Gas Con$umers' Co. (1853) 3 D. _[. G. 30:t,
22 L. J. Ch. 811 (breaking up
streets to lay gas pipes), followed
by .4.-G. v. Cambru_geConsu/au,
rs'
Gas Co. (1868)L. R. 4 Ch. 71, 38
L.J. Ch. 94.
(n) Cookev. Forb¢8(1867) 5 Eq.
168 (escape of fumes from works
where the precautions used were
shown t_obe as a rule sufflClent).
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and effect (n). But the prospect of material injury, which if
completed would be ground for substantial damages, is generally enough to entitle the plaintiff to an injunction (o).
Apprehension of future mischief from something in itself
lawful and capable of being done without creating a nuisance
is no ground for an injunction (p).
" There must, if no
actual damage is proved, be proof of imminent danger, and
there must also be proof that the apprehended damage will,
if it comes, be very substantial"
(q). But where a nuisance
is shown to exist, all the probable consequences are taken
into accountin determining
whether the injury is serious
within the meaning of the rule on which the Court acts (r).
But there must be substantial injury in view to begin with.
The _ollowing passages from a judgment of the late Lord
Justice James will be found instructive on this point :-"In this case the _faster of the Rolls has dismissed with
costs the bill of the plaintiff.
"The bill, in substance, sought by a mandatory injunction to prevent the defendants, who are a great colliery
company, _rom erecting or working any coke ovens or
other ovens to the nuisance of the plaintiff, the nuisance
alleged being _rom smoke and deleterious vapours.
"The Master of the Rolls thought it right to lay down
what he conceived to be the principle of law applicable to
(n) Gaunt v..Fynn_/(1_72)
L.R.
8 Oh. 8, 42 L. J. Ch. 122 (case of
nuisance from noise broke down,
slight obstruction to ancient light
held no ground for injunction),
(o) Martin v. _Prwe, '94, 1 Ch.
276, 7 R. Mar. 70, C.A.
(p) See the eases reviewed by
penrsenJ.,F/_tvAvrv.
2_ea/_y (1885)
28 Ch. D. 688, 54 L. J. Ch, 424,
and see _.-_.
v. Corporat_ of

._emehestrr, '93, 2 Ch. 87, 62 L. J.
Oh. 459, 3 R. 427.
(_) 28 Ch. D. at p. 698.
A
premature action of this kind may
be dismissed without prejudice to
future proceedings
in the event
of actual nuisance or imminent
danger: lb. 704.
(r) Go/d_m_d v. T_e_/vddge Br#l/g
Im_o_
Com_re. (1866) L. R.
10ll. 349, 35_,3_L. J. Ch. 382.

INJUNCTIONS.
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a case of this kind, which principle he found expressed in
the case of St. Helen's SmeltS_g Com2any v. Ti2ping (s),
in which Mr. Justice Mellor gave a very elaborate charge
to the jury, which was afterwards the subject of a very
elaborate discussion and consideration in the House of
Lords. The Master of the Rolls derived from that case this
principle ; that in any case of this kind, where the plaintiff
was seeking to interfere with a groat work carried on,
so far as the work itself is concerned, in the normal and
useful manner, the plaintiff must show substantial, or, as
the Master of the Rolls expressed it, ' visible' damage.
The term ' visible' was very much quarrelled with before
us, as not being accurate in point of law. It was stated
that the word used in the judgment of the Lord Chancellor
was ' sensible.'
I do not think that there is much difference between the two expressions.

When the Master of

the Rolls said that the damage must be visible, it appears
to me that he was quite right ; and as I understand the
proposition, it amounts to this, that, although when you
once establish the fact of actual substantial damage, it
is quite right and legitimate to have recourse to scientific
evidence as to the causes of that damage, still, if you are
obliged to start with scientific evidence, such as the microscope of the naturalist, or the tests of the chemist, for the
purpose of establishing the damage itself, that evidence
will not suffice. The damage must be such as can be
shown by a plain witness to a plain common juryman.
"The damage must also be substantial, and it must be, in
my view, actual ; that is to say, the Court has, in dealing
with questions of this kind, no right to take into account
contingent., prospective, or remote damage.
I would illustrate this by analogy.
The law does not take notice of the
(_) 11 H. L. C. 642 (1865)o
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imperceptible aceretlons to a river bank, or to the sea-shore,
although after the lapse of years they become perfectly
measurable and ascertainable;
and if in the course of
nature the thing itself is so imperceptible, so slow, and so
gradual as to require a great lapse of time before the results
are made pMpable to the ordinary senses of mankind, the
law disregards that kind of imperceptible operation.
So,
if it were made out that every minute a millionth of a
grain of poison were absorbed by a tree, or a millionth of
a grain of dust deposited upon a tree, that would not afford
a ground for interfering, although after the lapse of a
million minutes the grains of poison or the grains of dust
could be easily detected.
"It would have been wrong, as it seems to me, for this
Court in the reign of Henry ¥I. to have interfered with
the further use of sea coal in London, because it had
been ascertained to their satisfaction, or predicted to their
satisfaction, that by the reign of Queen ¥ietorla both
white and red roses would have ceased to bloom in
the Temple Gardens.
If some picturesque haven opens
its arms to invite the commerce of the world, it is not
for this Court to forbid the embrace, although the fruit
of it should be the sights, and sounds, and smells of a
common seaport and shipbuilding town, which would drive
the Dryads and their masters from their ancient solitudes.
"With respect to this particular property before us, I
observe that the defendants have established themselves
on a peninsula which extends far into the heart of the
ornamental and picturesque grounds of the plaintiff.
If,
instead of erecting coke ovens at that spot, they had been
anindeA, as apparently some persons in the neighbourhood
on the other side have done, to import ironstone, and to
erect smelting furnaces, forges, and mills, and had filled
the whole of the peninsula with a mining and manufac-

WHAT

IS SUBSTANTIAL

DAMAGE.
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turing village, with beershops, and pig-styes, and dogkennels, which would have utterly destroyed the beauty
and the amenity of the plaintiff's ground, this Court could
not, in my judgment, have interfered.
A man to whom
Providence has given an estate, under which there are
veins of coal worth perhaps hundreds or thousands of
pounds per acre, must take tho gift with the consequences
and concomitants of the mineral wealth in which he is a
participant"

(t).

It is not a necessary condition of obtaining an injunction
to show material specific damage. Continuous interference
with a legal right in a manner
material damage is enough (u).

capable

of producing

The diilieulty or expense which the party liable for Dimoul_y
or expense
a nuisance may have to incur in removing it makes no of abatedifference to his liability, any more than a debtor's being
unable to pay makes default in payment the less a breach

ment
_wer°

no

of contract.
And this principle applies not only to the
right in itself, but to the remedy by injunction.
The
Court will use a discretion in granting reasonable time for
the execution of its orders, or extending that time afterwards on cause shown. ]3ut whore an injunction is the
only adequate remedy for the plaintiff, the trouble and
expense to which tho defendant may bo put in obeying the
order of the Court axe in themselves no reason for withholding it (v).
As to the person entitled to sue for a nuisance : as Par_ies
regards interference with the actual enjoyment of property, sueentitledfor
_o
nui_nce.
(t) James L. J., _alvin
13rancepeth Coal Co. (1874)
0h. 705, at 1_. 708.
(u) Clowes v. 8taffordahlre
Wat6rworksOo.(1872)L.R.8
P.

v. _art_
L, R. 9
lbtter_e8
Ch.125,

142, 42L. J. Ch. 107; cp. Pon_ington v. .Brinsolo .E[alt Coal Co. (1877)
5 Ch. D. 769, 46 L. J. Ch. 773.
(v) .A.-G. v. Colney Hateh Zunatio
.Asylum (1868) L. R. 4 ¢o'a. 146.
CC
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only the tenant in possession can sue; but the landlord or
reversioner can sue if the injury is of such a nature as
to affect his estate, say by permanent depreciation of the
property, or by setting up an adverse claim of right (x).
A lessee who has undcrlet cannot sue alone in respect of a
temporary nuisance, though he may properly sue as coplaintiff with the actual occupier (_/). A nuisance caused
by the improper use of a highway, such as keeping carts
and vans standing an unreasonable time, is not one for
which a reversioner can sue; for he suffers no present
damage, and, inasmuch as no length of time will jnsti_y a
public nuisance, he is in no danger of an adverse right
being established (z).
The reversioner cannot sue in respect of a nuisance in
its nature temporary, such as noise and smoke, even if the
nuisance drives away his tenants (a), or by reason thereof
he can get only a reduced rent on the
tenancy (b). "Since, in order to give a
action of this kind, there must be some
the inheritance, the necessity is involved

renewal of the
reversioner an
injury done to
of the injury

being of a permanent character" (c). But as a matter
of pleading it is sufficient for the reversioner 50 allege a
state of things which is capable of being permanently

inj ous (d).
Pattie8
liable,

lks to liability:
The person primarily liable for a
nulsance is he who actually creates it, whether on his own
(z) See Dicey on Parties, 340.
_y) ]ones v. ChaF_ll (1875} 20
_1. 539, 44 L. J. C"n. 658, which
also discredits the supposition that
weekly tenant cannot sue.

(_) Mumford v. Oxford, ¢_. R. Co.
(1856) 1 It. & _T. 34, 25 L. J. F__x.
265.
(e) Per cur. 1 C. B. lq. S. at p.
361.

(z) d_ott v. _oolbred
(1875) 20
22, 44 L. Y. Ch. 384.
(a) t_im_n
v. 8arage (1856) 1
C. B. N. S. 347, 26 L.J.C.P.
50.

(d) Maropoli_an
Aasoclation v.
2etch (1858) 5 C. B. _T. S. 504_ 27
L.J.C.P.
330.

_1.

PARTIES.

land or not (e).
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The owner or occupier of land on which _

t-.a__.'

a nuisance is created, though not by himself or by his
servants, may also be liable in certain conditions.
If a_-_
man lets a house or land with a nuisance on it, he as well _

__.
_._

as the lessee is answerable for the continuance thereof (f), __'_.
if it is caused by the omission of repairs which as between _,_._

.

otherwise
(g). theIf tenant
the landlord
not agreed
to repair,
he __himself and
he is has
bound
to do (f),
but not
is not liable for defects of repair happening during the __ ___
even

tenancy,

fact (h).
is

bound
letting,

he

habitually

looks

to

the

repairs

in

to repair,
the lessor's
knowledge,
at the time
of the state
of the property
demised
makes

difference,
authority
Again
possession)
whereby
not

if

,_.."_'_

_'2_.

It seems the better opinion that where the tenan_ ,,-

liable

and

that

only

to continue
an

the

occupier
authorizes

a nuisance
merely

something
nuisance

who

by

the

doing

licence

is created
because

(e) See Thompson v. Gibson (1841)

amounting

will

on

(not
his

is liable
he

has

make

him

parting

Land
(k).

demised

to

an

,a4

t_'.._

liable

(i)..k_'-_"_

with

the _' _

of

something

But

a lessor
to

of _t___
no

_.c.
,.

_ *

tq

_
is _ _Lt_

a tenant

_f-,

_

Court : see 5 B. & S. 485, and the _,_._

7 :_. & W. 456.
(f) Todd v. _Vl_ht (1860) 9 C.B.

text of the undelivered judg_nent; _
_
in 9 B. & S. 15. How far this _-_o.._k,

N. S. 377, 30 L. J. C. P. 21.

applies to a weekly tenancy,

The

_'_

quire :_

_

,_
_

extension of this in Gand,y v. J'ubber
(1864) 5 B. & S. 78, 33 L. J. Q.B.
151, by treating
the landlord's
passiveoontinuance
of a yearly
tenancy as equivalent to a reletting, so as to make him liable
for a nuieance created since the

see JBowen v. Anderson, '94, 1 Q. B. -_ tx_ $._
164. 10 R. Feb. 247.
_q) Pretty v. J_wkmore (1873) L. _
I _:_
R. 8 C. P. 401 ; Gw_nnell v..Earner _ fc_ .___;.'_:
(1875) L. R. 10 C. P. 658.
(h)_Ye/_on v. Ziver_ol _Brewery _ _
_,_
0o. (1877) 2 C. P. D. 311, 48 T.. $. h'L _

orig_l
demise,
is inconsistent
with the later authorities
cited
below: and in that _ase a judgment. reversing the decision was

C.P. 675; op.._iek
v. 13azterfleld
(1847) 4 C. B. 783, 16 L. J. C. P.
273.
(0 .Pretty v. _Bickmore (1873) L.

actually prepared for delivery in
R. 8 C. P. 401 ; G_nnell v. l_,amcr
the ]Ex. Ch., but the plaintiff
(1875) ]5. R. I0 C. P. 658.
meanw_le agreed to a stet _roe_s_us
(k) Wh_te v. gameson (1874) 18
on the re_mmeudation
of the
_-_1.303.
CC2
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something capable of being so used as to create a nulsanoe,
and the tenant has so used it (/). Nor is an owner not in
possession bound to take any active steps to remove a
nuisance which has been created on his land without his
authority

and against his will (m).

one who has erected a nuisance on his land conveys
the land to a purchaser who continues the nuisance, the
vendor remains liable (n), and the purchaser is also Hable
if on request he does not remove it (o).
(l) J_w]_ v. JBasterfleld (1847) 4
C. B. 783, 16 :L. J. O. P. 273.
(m) 8axby v. ,Manche*ter _ She f-

licence to abate the nuisance himself so far as they were concerned.
(n) to_ewell v, Prior (1701) 12

_.Oo.

_od. 635.

(1869) L. R. 4 C.P.

198, 38 "f,. J. C. P. 153, where the
defendants had given the plaintiff

(o) _Pe_ruddoek'8 ca. 5 Co. Rep.
101 a.
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CHAPTER

Xl.

NEGLIGENCE(a).

I.--The

Ge_eral Conee29tio_.

FOR acts and their results (within the limits expressed by Omission
contrasted
the term "natural and probable consequences," and dis- with
action as

cussed in a foregoing chapter, and subject to the grounds groundof
of justification and excuse which have also been discussed) nabinty.
the actor is, generally speaking, held answerable by law.
For mere omission a man is not, generally speal_ng, held
answerable.
Not that the consequences or the moral
gravity of an omission are necessarily less. One who refrains from stirring to help another may be, according to
the circumstances, a man of common though no more than
common good will and courage, a fool, a churl, a coward,
or little better than a murderer.
But, unless he is under
some specific duty of action, his omission will not in any
case be either an offence or a civil wrong.
The law does
not and cannot undertake to make men render active service to their neighbours at all times when a good or a
brave man would do so (b). Some already existing relation of duty must be established, which relation will be
(a) Those who seek fuller information on the subject of this
chapter my find it in Mr. Thomas
Beven's exhaustive and scholarly
monograph ('_Principles
of the
Law of l_egligence,"
Lomion,
1889),

(b) See l_ote _f. to the Indian
Penal Code as orig4_]lyframvd
by
the Commissioners.
Yet attempts
of this kind have been made in one
er two recent Continental proposals
for the improvement of ori_,_l
law.
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found in most cases, though not in all, to depend on a
foregoing voluntary act of the party held liable. He was
not in the first instance bound to do anything at all; bu_.
by some independent motion of his own he has given hostages, so to speak, to the law. Thus I am not compelled
to be a parent; but if I am one, I must maintain my
children. I am not compelled to employ servants ; but if
I do, I must answer for their conduct in the course of their
employment. The widest rule of this kind is that which
is developed in the law of Negligence. One who enters
on the doing of anything attended with risk to the persons
or property of others is held answerable for the use of a
certain measure of caution to guard against that risk. To
name one of the commonest applications, "those who go
l_ersonally or bring property where they know that they
or it may come into collision with the persons or property
of others have by law a duty cast upon them to use reasonable care and skill to avoid such a collision (c). The
caution that is required is in proportion to the magnitude
and the apparent imm_nence of the risk : and we shall see
that for certain cases the policy of the law has been to lay
down exceptionally strict and definite rules. While some
acts and occupations are more obviously dangerous than
others, there is hardly any kind of human action that may
not, under some circumstances, be a source of some danger.
General
Thus we arrive at the general rule that every one is bound
dutyof
cautionin to exercise due care towards his neighbours in his acts and
acts.
conduct, or rather omits or falls short of it at his peril;
the peril, namely, of being liable to make good whatever
harm may be a proved consequenceof the default (d).
@)_
Bh_bur_ SApp.ca.
atg.1206.

(d)cp. l_r Bro_X. R., lr_
v.Pend_r(1883)11Q. B.Div. at
p.1/07.

OVERLAPPING

OF CONTRACT

AND TORT.
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In some cases this ground of liability may co-exist with Overlapping

of

a liability on contract towards the same person, and arising contract
and tort.
(as regards the breach) out of the same facts. Where a
man interferes gratuitously, he is bound to act in a reasonable and prudent manner according to the circumstances
and opportunities of the case. And this duty is not
affected by the fact, if so it be, that he is acting for reward,
in other words, under a contract, and may be liable on the
contract (e). The two duties are distinct, except so far as
the same party cannot be compensated twice over for the
same facts, once for the breach of contract and again for the
wrong. Historically
the Hability in tort is older; and
indeed it was by a special development of this view that
the action of assumpsit,

afterwards

the common mode of

enforcing simple contracts, was brought into use (f).
" If
a smith prick my horse with a nail, &e., I shall have my
action upon the case against him, without any warranty
by the smith to do it well .....
For it is the duty of
every artificer to exercise his art rightly and truly as he
ought" (g). This overlapping of the regions of Contract
and Tort gives rise to troublesome questions which we are
not yet ready to discuss. They are dealt with in the con(e) This appears to be the substance of the rule intended to be

rule as to negligence,
it is submitred that the dissent of the Lords

laid down by Brett M. R. in
_reavew v. 2e_der (1883) 11 Q.B.
D. at pp. 607--510;
his judgment
was however understood by the
other members of the Court (Cotton and Bewen L.JJ.) as formulatlng some wider rule to which
they could not assent.
The case
itself comes under the special rules
defining
the duty of coeupiers(see
Chap. _II. below). And, so far
as the judgment of Brett M.R.
purported to exhibit those rules as
a simple deduotion from the general

Justices was well founded.
And
see Beven on Negligence, 63.
(f) Cp. the present writer's
"Principles of Contract,"
p. 138,
6th ed., and Prof. Ames's articles,
"The History of Assumpslt,"
in
Harv. Law. Rev. ii. 1, 53.
(.q) F. N. B. 94 D. As to the
assumption of speoial _kill being a
material element,cp. 8_@I/s v.
2/achburne (1789)2 H. BL 158,
2 R. R. 750; where "gross negligence"
appears to mean merely
act_oaable negligenoe.
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eluding chapter of this book. _[eanwhile we shall have to
use for authority and illustration many cases where there
was a co-existing duty ez eontmctu, or even where the duty
actually enforced was of that kind.
For the obligation of
many contracts is, by usage and the nature of the case,
not to perform something absolutely, but to use all reasonable skill and care to perform it. Putting aside the responsibilitles of common carriers and innkeepers, which
are peculiar, we have this state of things in most agreements for custody or conveyance, a railway company's
contract with a passenger for one. In such cases a total
refusal or failure to perform the contract is rare. The
k_nd of breach commonly complained of is want of due
care in the course of performance,
l_ow the same _acts
may admit of being also regarded as a wrong apar_ from
the contract, or they may not. But in either case the
questions, what was the measure of due care as between
the defendant and the plaintiff, and whether such care
was used, have to be dealt with on the same principles.
In other words, negligence in performing a contract and
negligence independent
of contract create liability in
different ways: but the authorities that determine for us
what is meant by negligence are in the main applioable to
both.

Deflr_on
The general rule was thus
of negli. "Negligence
is the omission
gence.
reasonable man, guided upon
ordinary regulate the conduct

stated by Baron Alderson :
to do something which a
those considerations which
of human affairs, would do,

or doing something which a prudent and reasonable man
would not do" (h). It was not necessary for him to state,
(h) $lyth v. _irmingl_am Water.
works 6_o.(18/i6) 11 Fax. at p. 784,
25 L. J. Ex. stp. 213; adol_ted by

Brett J. in 8miSh v, Z. _ 8. _F. tg.
6*o.(1870) L. R. 5 C. P. at p. 102.

ALDERSON_SDEFINITION.
but we have always to remember, that negligence will not
be a ground of legal liability unless the party whose conduet is in question is already in a situation that brings him
under the duty of taking care. This, it will be observed,
says nothing of the party's state of mind, and rightly.
Jurisprudence is not psychology, and law disregards many
psychological distinctions not because lawyers are ignorant
of their existence, but because for legal purposes it is impracticable or useless to regard them. F,ven if the terms
were used by lawyers in a peculiar sense, there would be no
need for apology; but the legal sense is the natural one.
Negligence is the contrary of diligence, and no one describes
diligence as a state of mind.
The question for judges and
juries is not what a man was thinking or not thinking
about, expecting or not expecting, but whether his behaviour was or was not such as we demand of a prudent
man under the given circumstances.
:Facts which were
]_nown to him, or by the use of appropriate diligence would
have been known to a prudent man in his place, come into
account as part of the circumstances.
Even as to these the
point of actual knowledge is a subordinate one as regards
the theoretical foundation of liability.
The question is _ot
so much what a man of whom diligence was required
actually thought of or perceived, as what would have been
perceived by a man of ordinary sense who did think (i).
& man's responsibility may he increased by his happening
to be in possession of some material information beyond
what he might be expected to have.
ease.

But this is a rare

As matter of evidence and practice, _proof of actual
]_nowledge may be of great importance.
If danger of a
well understood kind has in fact been expressly brought
(i) Brett _I. R., 11 Q. B. ])iv. 508.
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to the defendant's

notice as the result of his conduct, and

the express warning has been disregarded or rejected (j),
it is both easier and more convincing to prove this than to
show in a general way what a prudent man in the defendant's place ought to have known.
In an extreme case
reckless omission to use care, after notice of the risk, may
be held, as matter of fact, to prove a mischievous intention: or, in the terms of Roman law, eulioa latc_ may be
equivalent to dolus, t_or purposes of civil liability it is
seldom (if ever) necessary to decide this point.
The
We have assumed that the standard of duty is not the
staudard
of duty
foresight and caution which this or that particular man is
doesnot
vary with capable of, but the foresight and caution of a prudent
individual
man--the
average prudent man, or, as our books rather
ability.
a_[ect to say, a reasonable man--stand_ing in this or tha_
man's shoes (k). This idea so pervades the mass of our
authorities that it can be appreciated only by some
familiarity with them.
In the year 1837 it was formally
and decisively enounced by the Court of Common Pleas (l).
The action was against an occupier who had built a rick
of hay on the verge of his own land, in such a state that
there was evident danger of fire, and left it there after
repeated warning.
The hayrick did heat, broke into
flame, and set fire to buildings which in turn communicated the fire to the plaintiff's cottages, and the oo_mges
were destroyed.
At the trial the jury were directed "that
the question for them to consider was whether the fire had
been occasioned by gross negligence on the part of the
(j) As in Y_u#an v. Menlow
(1887) 8 Bing. N. C. 468, whore
the defenelaut,after beingwarned
_hat;his hays_ek was likely to
takefire, said he would chanceiS
(pp. 471,477).

(_) Compare the Arls_elian
use of _ _o&,_o_
or _ _rov_o_o*
in
determinlngthe standardof moral
du_.
(0 V,*ug_n v..M_love (1887)
8 B_. N. C. 408.

THE STANDARDOF PRUDENCE.
defendant,"

and "that
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he was bound to proceed with such ___

reasonable caution as a prudent man would have exercised
under such circumstances."
_ rule for a new trial was
obtained "on the ground that the jury should have been
directed to consider, not whether the defendant had been
guilty of gross negligence

_t,,_,m

__
_o_o__.__,i
_
_ _,_
_'_-_
"_ v_

with reference to the standard____4z,a_,___,..,

of ordinary prudence, a standard too uncertain to afford__
any
criterion;
but whether he had acted bo,_a ,fide to the
best of his judgment;
if he had, he ought not --_o "De_
responsible for the misfortune of not possessing the_ "_'x-_
• _t_x_._-.
_
highest
order of intelligence."
The Court unam-___O_.t_
_
mously declined to accede to this view. They declared£_¢_. _. I_.
that the care of a prudent man was the accustomed and I_t_
the proper measure of duty.
It had always been so laid
down, and the alleged uncertainty of the rule had been
found no obstacle to its application by juries.
It is not
for the Court to define a prudent man, but for the jury to
say whether the defendant behaved like one. "Instead
of saying that the liability for negligence should be coextensive with the judgment
of each individual--which
would be as variable as the length of the foot of each
indlvidual--we
ought rather to adhere to the rule which
requires in all cases a regard to caution such as a man of
ordinary prudence would observe" (_0- In our own time
the same principle has been enforced in the Supreme Court
of _assachusetts.
"If a man's conduct is such as would
be reckless in a man of ordinary prudence, it is reckless
in him. Unless he can bring himself within some broadly
defined exception to general rules, the law deliberately
leaves his personal equation or idlosynoraeies out of account,
(m) Tkls n_representsthe rule
of law: no_ the highest inte]ligenee, but intelligencenot below
the averageprudent man's, being

requ_ed.
(_) TindalC. J., 3 Bing. N. C.
at p. 475.
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and peremptorily

assumes that he has as much capacity to

judge and to foresee consequences as a man of ordinary
prudence would have in the same situation" (o).
Diligence
includes
oompe_enco.

It will be remembered that the general duty of diligence
includes the particular duty of competence in cases where
the maser taken in hand is of a sort requiring more than
fJae knowledge or ability which any prudent man may be
expected to have. The test is whether the defendant has
done "all that any skilful person could reasonably be
required to do in such a case " (p). This is not an exception or extension, but a necessary application of the general
rule. For a reasonable man will -know the bounds of his
competence, and will not intermeddle (save in extraordinary
emergency) where he is no_ competent (q).
II.--.Evidence

lffegli-

gence a
question

of mixed
fact
aud
la_-.

of _Negligence.

Due care and caution, as we have seen, is the diligence
Of a reasonable man, and includes reasonable competence
in cases where special competence is needful to ensure
safety.
Whether due care and caution have been used in
a given case is, by the nature of things, a question of fact.
But it is not a pure question of fact in the sense of being
open as a matter of course and without limit,
l_ot every
one who suffers harm which he th_n]rs can be set down to
his neighbour's default is thereby entitled to the chance of
a jury giving him damages.
The field of inquiry has
]]miffs defined, or capable of definition, by legal principle
and judicial discussion.
Before the Court or the jury can
proceed to pass upon the facts alleged by the plaintiff, the
(o) Commonwealth v. Tieree (1884)
138 Mass. 165, 52 Am. Rep. 264,
per Holmes J. See too per Bayley
J. in Jon_ v..Bird (1822) 5 B. & A.

at pp. 845-6.
(p) Bayley J., 5 B.
I_. 846.
(q) See p. 25, above.

& A.

at

BURDEN OF PROOF.

89?'

Court must be satis_ed that those facts, if proved, are in
law capable of supporting the inference that the defendant
has failed in what the law requires at his hands.
In the
current forensic phrase, there must be evidence of negligence. The peculiar relation of the judge to the jury in
our common law system has given occasion for frequent
and rn;nute discussion on the propriety of leaving or not
leaving for the decision of the jury the
plaintiff as proof of negligence.
Such
carried on in the manner best fitted to
statement of principles;
it is difficult

facts alleged by a
discussions are not
promote the clear
to sum up their

results, and not always easy to reconcile them.
The tendency of modern rulings of Courts of Appeal has
been, if not to enlarge the province of the jury, to arrest
the process of curtailing
however, are established.
Where there

it.

is no contract

Some

distinct

between

the

boundaries,

parties, the Burdenof

burden of proof is on him who complains of negligence, proo_.
He must not only show that he suffered harm in such a
manner that it might be caused by the defendant's negligence ; he must show that it was so caused, and to do this
he must prove facts inconsistent with due diligence on the
part of the defendant.
"Where the evidence given is
equally consistent with the existence or non-ey/stence of
negligence, it is not competent
matter to the jury" (r).

%o the judge to leave the

Nothing can be iaferred, for example, f_,om the bare
fact that a foot-passenger is knocked down by a carriage in
a place where they have an equal right to be, or by a train
at a level crossing (8). Those who pass and repass in fre(r) _rfl]iamsj. in _ramr,
lcwkv. C.P. 833; _f'akeli_v. Z. # 8. Fff.
hie (1862) 11 C. B. N.S. 588, /_. Uo.(1886)12App. Ca.41.
31L. J.C.P. 129; _ottc,_v. _Food (8) _Fakelinv. I. # 8. TF.t_. Co.,
(1860)8 C. B. 1_.S. _68, 29 L. $. last note.
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quented roads are bound to use due care, be it on foot or on
horseback, or with carriages: and before one can complain
of another, he must show wherein care was wanting.
"When
the balance is even as to which party is in fault,
the one who relies upon the negligence of the other is
bound to turn the scale" (t). It cannot be assumed, in
the absence of all explanation, that a train ran over a man
more than the man ran against the train (u).

If the car-

riage was being driven furiously, or on the wrong side of
the road, that is another matter.
But the addison of an
ambiguous circumstance will not do.
Thus in Cotton v. Wood (v) the plaintiff's

wife, having

safely crossed in front of an omnibus, was startled by some
other carriage, and ran back ; the driver had seen her pass,
and then turned round to speak to the conductor, so that
he did not see her return in time to pull up and avoid
mischief.
The omnibus was on its right side and going at
a moderate pace. Here there was no evidence of negligence on the part of the de_endant, the owner of the
omnibus (x). His servants, on the plaintiff's own showing,
had not done anything inconsistent with due care. There
was no proof that the driver turned round to speak to the
conductor otherwise than for a lawful or necessary purpose,
or had any reason to apprehend that somebody would run
under the horses' feet at that particular moment.
Again
if a horse being ridden (y) or driven ($) in an ordinary
manner runs away without apparent cause, and in spite of
(t) Erle C. J., Cottonv. _Voocl,
note(r).
(u) Lord Halsbury,12 App. Ca.
at p. 45.
(v) (1860) 8 C. B. N. S. 568, 29
L. J. C. P. 33S,note (r) above,
(x) It wouldbe convenientif one
could in these r-n_i_g-down cases
on land per_nify the vehicle,like
a chip.

0/) Hammackv. Yrhite (1862)11
C.B.N.S. 588, 31L, J'.C. P. 129.
(z) Mc_wni v. 2)oug/ae(1880)6
Q.B.D. 146, 60 L. J. Q. B. 289,
where it was unsueoessfullyattemptedto shake the authorityof
.Hammavkv. White. The cases
relied on for that purposebelong
to a specialelaes.

WHERE CONTRACTOR UNDERTAI_ING.
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the rlder's or driver's efforts trespasses on the footway and
there does damage, this is not evidence of negligence.
The
plaintiff ought to show positively want of care, or want of
skill, or that the owner or person in charge of the horse
knew it to be unmanageable.
"To hold that the mere fact
of a horse bolting is _er se evidence of negligence would be
mere reckless guesswork" (a).
Sometimes it is said that the burden of proof is on the
plaintiff to show that he was Mmself using duo care, and
it has been attempted to make this supposed principle a
guide to the result to be arrived at in cases where the
defence of contributory negligence is set up. This view
seems to be rather prevalent in America (b), but in the
present writer's opinion it is unsound.
The current of
English authority is against it, and it has been distinctly
rejected in the "House of Lords (c). What we consider to
be the true view of contributory negligence will be presently explained.
This general principle

has _o be modified where there is W_ere
there is
a relation of contract between the parties, and (it should contract
or underseem) when there is a personal undertaking without a con- taking.
tract. A coach runs against a cart; the cart is damaged,
the coach is upset, and a passenger in the coach is hurt.
The owner of the cart must prove that the driver of the
coach was in fault.
But the passenger in the coach can
say to the owner: "You promised for gain and reward
to bring me safely to my journey's end, so far as reasonable care and skill could attain it. Here am I thrown out
on the road with a broken head.
(a)
IAuSley
J., 6 Q. B. D. at
I_.15S.
(b) .g.g. 2_ru_hyv. JDeane,101
Mass.455.

Your contract

is not

(e) _a_li,, v. Z. _ 8. _r. 1_.Oo.
(1886) 12 App. Ca. 41, 47, 51, 56
L.J.Q.B. 229,per LordWatson
and LordFitzgerald.
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performed ; it is for you to show that the misadventure
due to a cause for which you are not answerable " (d).

is

When a railway train runs off the line, or runs into
another train, both permanent way and carriages, or both
trains (as the case may be) being under the same company's
control, these facts, if unexplained,
are as between the
company and a passenger evidence of negligence (e).
In like manner, if a man has undertaken, whether for
reward

or not, to do something

requiring

special skill, he

may fairly be called on, if things go wrong, to prove his
competence:
though if he is a competent man, the mere
fact of a mishap (being of a kind that even a competent
person is exposed to) would of itself be no evidence of
negligence.
We shall see later that, where special duties
of safe keeping or repair are imposed by the policy of the
law, the fact of an accident happening is held, in the same
manner, to cast the burden of proving diligence on the
person

who is answerable

for it, or in other words raises a

presumption of negligence.
This is said without prejudice
to the yet stricter rule of liability that holds in certain
cases.
Th_
Again there is a presumption of negligence when the
within defenaanV8 cause of the mischief was apparently under the control of
control,
the defendant or his servants.
The rule was declared by
the Exchequer Chamber in 1865 (f), in these terms :-"There must be reasonable evidence of negligence.
"But where the thing is shown to be under the management of the defendant or his servants, and the accident is
(d) In other words (_;oanticipate
part of a special discussion)the
obligatriondoesnot becomegreater
if we regard the liability as ex
dehetoinstead of ex contractu; but
neitherdoesit becomeless.

(e) Car_vu_
v. Zondon_ jBrighto_
2L fro.(1844) 5 Q. B. 747, 751, 13
L.J.Q.B.
138; Skinnar v. Z. JY.
_"S. C..R. Co.(1850)5 Ex. 787.
(f) Scott v. I,ondon1)oekCo., 3
H. & C. 596, 34 L. J. _,x, 220.

•
EVIDEI_CE
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such as in the ordinary course of things does not happen
if those who have the management
use proper care, it
affords reasonable evidence, in the absence of explanation
by the defendants,

that the accident

,¢

.

,

arose from want oft _ ,, ._.___._

Therefore if I am lawfully and as of fight (g) passing in ,_/_

"1_ _

a place where people are handling heavy goods, and goods _
_.
being lowered by a crane fall upon me and knock me down, _-_o_._-c
this is evidence of negligence against the employer of the _,_r_.
men who were working the crane (It)..J_..
_.
_ ___3L_.l_

_
¢ ,_

The Court will take judicial notice of what happens m Commo%_ L._._ ]
the ordinary course of things, at all events to the extent c_'r= o_ _ -- of using their knowledge of the common affairs of life to judicially
notieed.
complete or correct what is stated by witnesses.
Judges
do not affect, for example, to be !gnorant that the slipping
of one passenger out of several thousand in hurrying up
the stairs of a rMlway station is not an event so much out
of the run of pure accidents as to throw suspicion on the
safety of the staircase (i).
When we have once got something more than an ambi- Onevidence
guoasly balanced state of facts; when the evidence, if sumoient
in law,
believed, is less consistent with diligence than with negli- questionis
gcnce on the defendant's par_, or shows the non-performance of a specific positive duty laid on him by statute,
contract, or otherwise;
then the judgment whether the
plaintiff has suffered by the defendant's negligence is a
judgment of fact, and on a trial by jury must be left as
(g) That is, not; merely by the
defendant's licence, as will be explained later,
(t_) 3 H. & C. 596, Crompton,
]3yles, Blackburn,
Keating Jg.,
&_s. Erle C. J. and Mellor J. ; but
p.

no dissenting judgment was dellvered, nor does the precise
ground
of dissent appear.
(i) Cra/tar v. Me_rop..R.
Ca.
(1866) L. R. 1 C. P. 300, 35 L. J.
C.P. 132.
DD

for

jury.
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such in the hands of the jury (]).
The question of negligence is one of law for the Court only where t_ae facts are
such that all reasonable men must draw the same conclusion
from them (k). It is true that the rules as to remoteness
of damage set some bounds to the connexion of the defendant's negligence

with the plaintiff's

loss (l).

But even in

this respect considerable latitude has been allowed (m).
Railway accidents have for the last forty years or more
been the most frequent occasions of defining, or a_tempting
to define, the frontier
that of the Court.
Recent
railway

caseson
level
crossings

Two considerable and well marked groups of cases stand
out from the rest.
One set may be broadly described as
level crossing eases, and culminated in North .Eastern

and
"in-to t_aiZway Company v.
vitation
aUght."
_._

(but

decision of the House of Lords

w chfo,o eddosely
ona,.:scase In.elther
of
_

___
,
_
._F__ _-_r

__

of

in
manner
which readers
_amHiar
with tothealight"
reports cases.
will
at aonce
understand)
be called"
invitation
way Company (o), another

- _

_

by the House

are now governed by Bridges v. 2_orth London thdl-

_

_

_F'anless, decided

Lords in 1874 (n) ; the other may still more roughly

_L_'_-_These
J

between the province of the _ury and

_

these cases did the House of Lords intend to lay down any
new rule, nor any exceptmnal rule as regards railway
compames : yet it was found needful a few years later to
restate

_

the o_eneral _nrinciule__
which had been supposed to

_._tr_.._

men_ m ._'OulbJ v. Clark (Pennsylvania, 1861) Bigelow L. C. 559.
(k) Oardmer v. Michigan Central

(1874) L.R. 9 F_x. 157) 43 L.J.
_x. 105, supra, p. 38. Cp. per
Lord "F_'_]_bury, 12 .&p1_. Ca. at

5 e_C_,R,-_-

_. _. (189_)150U. s. 8a9, a61.

p. 4a.

(1) Metro1a. 2t. Co. v. dack_on
(1877) 8 App. Ca. 198, 47 L.J.

(n) L. R. 7 It. L. 12, 43 L.J.
Q.B. 186.

C. P. 803.

(o) L. R.

7 H. L

Q. B. 1_ (1STa-4.)

213) 45 L. J.
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be impugned. This was done in MetroTolitan t_ailway
Compa_yv. Jac_on (p).
"The judge has a certain duty to discharge, and the Explanationin
jurors have another and a different duty. The judge has Metr.2.
to say whether any facts have been established by evidence Jackson.
co.v.
from which negligence may be reasonably inferred; the
jurors have to say whether, from those facts, when submitred to them, negligence ought to be inferred. It is, in
my opinion, of the greatest importance in the admlnlstraLion of justice that these separate functions should be
maintained, and should be maintained distinct. It would
be a serious inroad on the province of the jury, if, in
a case where there are facts from which negligence may
reasonably be inferred, the judge were to withdraw the
case from the jury upon the ground that, in his opinion,
negligence ought not to be inferred ; and it would, on the
other hand, place in the hands of the jurors a power
which might be exercised in the most arbitrary manner,
if they were at liberty to hold that negligence might be
infelTed from any state of facts whatever" (q).
"On a trial by jury it is, I conceive, undoubted that the
facts are for the jury, and the law for the judge. It is
not, however, in many cases practicable completely to sever
the law from the facts.
"But I think it has always been considered a question of
law to be determined by the judge, subject, of course, to
review, whether there is evidence which, if it is believed,
and the counter evidence, if any, not believed, would
establish the facts in controversy. It is for the jury to
say whether, and how far, the evidence is to be believed.
And if the facts as to which evidence is given are such
(p) 8 App. Ca. 193, 47 L.J.
negligenceought _obe inferred,
C.P. 303(1877).
but whether,as reasonable
men,
(q)Lore1
Calms,atp.197.Sta4ctly theydeinferit.
thejurorshaveto saymotwhether
DD2
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that from them a farther inference of fact may legitimately
be drawn, it is for the jury to say whether that inference
is to be drawn or not. But it is for the judge to determine, subject to review, as a matter of law, whether from
those

facts

that

farther

inference

may

legitimately

be

drawn" (,').
The case itself was decided on the ground that the hurt
suffered by the plaintiff was not the proximate consequence
of any proved negligence of the defendants ; not that there
was no proof of the defendants having been negligent at
all, for there was evidence which, if believed, showed mismanagement,

and would have been quite enough to fix on

the defendant company liability to make good any damage
distinctly attributable
to such mismanagement
as its
" natural and probable " consequence(s).
As between
the plaintiff
and the defendant, however, evidence of
negligence which cannot be reasonably deemed the cause
of his injury is plainly the same thing as a total want
of evidence. Any one can see that a man whose complaint is that his thumb was crushed in the door of a
railway carriage would waste his trouble in proving (for
example) that the train had not a head-light.
The House
of Lords determined, after no small difference of learned
opinions below, that it availed ]aim nothing to prove overcrowding and scrambling for seats. The irrelevance is
more obvious in the one case than in the other, but it is
only a matter of degree (t).
The 'qevel
crossing"

_rpoof
e_J_S.

In the "level crossing" group of cases we have some
one crossing a railway at a place made and provided by
(r) Lord Blackburn, at p. 207.
Cp. l_gder v. ;Fombwell (1868), in
Ex. Ch., L. R. 4 Ex. 32, 38 L.J.
_x. 8, which I_rd Blackburn goes
on %ocite with approval.
(8) See pp. 82, 36, above.

(t) Cp. P_nder v..N'..g.R.
Co.,
'92, 1 Q. B. 385, 61 L. J. Q. B. 136
(plaintiff assaulted by persons who
had crowded in), and Cobbv. G. W.
1_. Co. '93, 1 Q. B. 459, 62 L. J.
Q.B.

835, 4 R. 283, C. A.
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the company for that purpose, and where the company is
under the statutory duty of observing eertMn precautions.
The party assumes that the line is dear; his assumption
is erroneous, and he is run down by a passing train.
Here
the company has not entered into any contract with him ;
and he must prove either that the company did something
which would lead a reasonable man to assume that the
line was clear for crossing (u), or that there was something
in their arrangements
which made it impracticable
or
unreasonably difficult to ascertain whether the llne was
clear or not. Proof of negligence in the air, so to speak,
will not do. "Mere allegation or proof that the company
were guilty of negligence is altogether irrelevant;
they
might be guilty of many negligent
acts or omissions,
which might possibly have occasioned injury to somebody,
but had no connexion whatever with the injury for which
redress is sought, and therefore the plaintiff must allege
and prove, not merely that they were negligent, but that
their negligence caused or materially contributed to the
injury" (v). What may reasonably be held to amount to
such proof cannot be laid down in general terms.
"You
must look at each case, and all the facts of the case, before
you make up your mind what the railway company ought
to do" (x). :But unless the plaintiff's own evidence shows
that the accident was duo to his own want of ordinary
care (as where in broad daylight he did not look out at
all (y), the tendency

of modern

(u) As in Branle88'a ease, L. R. 7
H. L. 12, 43 L. J. Q. B. 185,
where the gates (intended primarfly for the protection of carriage
traffic) were left open when they
Oughtnot to trove been, sothatthe
t)laintiff was thrown off his guard.
(v) Lord Watson,

Yrak¢lin v.Z.

authority

is to leave the

_ 8. _r. _. Co. (1886) 12 App. Ca.
41, 47, 56L. J.Q.B.
229.
(x) Bowen L.J.,
_Oawy v. L.
8. W'. -R. Co. (1888) 12 Q. B. Div.
at p. 76.
(y) .Davey v. Z. _; 8. _e" .R. Co.
(1883) 12 Q. B. Div. 70, 53 L. I.
Q.B.

58:

a case whioh

perhaps

!
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matter very much at large for the jury.
In Dublin,
Wicklow and Wc_ford Railway Co. v. 81attery (_), the only
point of negligence made against the ra_way company
was that the train which ran over and killed the plaintiff's
husband

did

not whistle

before

running

through

the

station where he was crossing the line.
It was night at
the time, but not a thick night.
Ten witnesses distinctly
and positively testified that the engine did whistle.
Three
swore that they did not hear it. & jury having found
for the plaintiff, it was held by the majority of the House
of Lords that the Court could not enter a verdict for the
defendants,

although

they

did not conceal their

opinion

that the actual verdict was a perverse one (a).
The
"invitation to
alight"
group,

In the other group, which we have called "invitation

to

alight" cases, the nature of the facts is, if anything, less
favourable to the defendant.
A train stopping at a station
overshoots the platform so that the bent carriages stop at
a place more or less inconvenient, or it may be dangerous,
for persons of ordinary bodily ability to alight.
A passenger bound for that station, or otherwise r,;nded to
alight, is unaware (as by reason of darkness, or the like,
he wellmay be)of the inconvenience
of theplace(b),or
belongs properlyto the head of

verdictcouldnot have stoodifthe

contributorynegligence,of which
more presently.Only thealrcumstance of dayligh_ seems to distinguish this from Slctter's e_e (next
note).
(z) 3 App. Ca. 1155. Nearlyall
the modern cases on "evidence
of negligence"
_ere cited in the
argument (p. 1161). Observe that
the question of the verdict being
against the weight of evidence was
not open (p. 1162).
(a) The majority consisted
of
Lord C_iras (who thought
the

accidenthad happened by day.
light), Lord Penzance, Lord
O'Hagan, Lord Selborne, and Lord
Gordon ; the minority of Lord
Hatherley,
Lord Coleridge, and
Lord Blackburn.
_Ellis v. 6L W.
_. _o. (Ex. Ch. 1874) L.'R.
9 C.
P. 551, 43 L. J. O. P. 304, does
not seem consistent with _
decision;
there was differem_ of
opinion in that case also.
(b) Cocklv v. S. _. _. 6_o. (1872)
Ex. Ch. L. R. 7 C. P. 321, 41
L.J.C.P.
140.
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risk rather than

be carried beyond his destination.
In either ease he gets
out as best he can, and, whether through false security, or
in spite of such caution as he can use, has a fall or is
otherwise hurt.
Here the passenger is entitled by his
contract with the company to reasonable accommodation,
and they ought to give him facilities for alighting in a
reasonably convenient manner.
Overshooting the platform
is not of itself negligence, for that can be set right by
backing the train (c). It is a question of fact whether
under the particular circumstances the company's servants
were reasonably diligent Ior the accommodation of the
passengers (d), and whether the passenger, if he alighted
knowing the nature of the place, did so under a reasonable
apprehension

that he must alight there or not at all (e).

All these cases are apt to be complicated with issues
Of contributory negligence and other similar though not
identical questions.
We shall advert to these presently,
It will be convenient now to take a case outside these
partieular

types,

and

_ree from their

complications,

Compllcacontribut_ons
with
tory
negligence,
&c.

in

which the difficulty of deciding what is "evidence of negligence" is illustrated.
Such an one is Smith v. London O_her

illusta-a-

and South W'e_tern Railway Company (f).

The :faot8 are,tionsof
"evidenoe

in this country and climate, of an exceptional kind : but of neglithe case is interesting because, though distinctly within go.o,":
_mith v.
the line at which the freedom of the jury ceases, that line z. _ s. w.
_.Co.

@)s_,_" v. _. _. R. Co.0869)
]_x. Ch. L. R. 4 :Ex. 117, 38 L.J.
]_x. 67,
(d) l_ridge_ v. -_../,ondon 2. GVo.
p. 402, above,
(e) Robson v. _'. _g. _. Co. 2 Q.
B. Div. 85, 46 L. J. Q. B. 50 ; _ose
v. N. 2L/L Co. 2 F_,x. ])iv. 248, 46

T,.J. Ex. S74 (bothin 1876).
(f) L. R. 6 C. P. 98, 39 L. J.
C.P.
68, in ]_x. Ch. 6 C. P. 14,
40 L. J. C. P. 21 (1870).
The
accident took place in the extraordinarily warm and dry mlmmer
of 1868.
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is shown by the tone and language of the judgments in
both the Common Pleas and the Exchequer Chamber to
be nearly approached.
The action was in respect of property burnt by fire, communicated from sparks which had
escaped from the defendant company's locomotives.
The
material elements of fact were the following.
Hot dry weather had prevailed for some time, and at
the time of the accident a strong S.E. wind was blowing.
About a fortnight earlier grass had been cut by the
defendants' servants on the banks adjoining the line, and
the boundary hedge trimmed, and the cuttings and trimmings had, on the morning of the fire (g), been raked into
heaps, and lay along the bank inside the hedge.
These
cuttings and trimmings were, by reason of the state of the
weather, very dry and inflammable.
Next the hedge there was a stubble field; beyond that
a road ; on the other side of the road a cottage belonging
to the plaintiff, 200 yards in all distant from the railway.
Two trains passed, and immediately
or shortly afterwards the strip of grass between the railroad and the
hedge was seen to be on fire.
Notwithstanding
all efforts
made _o subdue it, the fire burnt through the hedge,
spread over the stubble field, crossed the road, and consumed the plaintiff's cottage.
There was no evidence that the railway engines were
improperly constructed or worked with reference to the
escape of sparks, and no direct evidence that the fire came
from one of them.
The

jury

found for the plaintiff;

and it was held

(though with some _l_Meulty) (h) that they were warranted
_) See s_tement of the facts in
the report in Ex. Ch. L. R. 6 C.P.
at p. 15.
(h) Brett J. dissented in the
Common Pleas, and Blackburn J.

expressed some doubt in the Ex.
Ch. on the ground that the particular damage in question could
not have reasonably been antioipated.
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in so finding on the ground that the defendants were negligent, having regard to the prevailing weather, in leaving
the dry trimmings in such a place and for so long a time.
The risk, though unusual, was apparent, and the company
was bound to be careful in proportion.
" The more likely
the hedge was to take fire, the more incumbent it was
upon the company to take care that no inflammable
material remained near to it" (_;). Thus there was evidence
enough (though it seems only just enough) to be left for
the jury to decide upon.
Special danger was apparent,
and it would have been easy to use appropriate caution.
On the other hand the happening of an accident in extraordinary circumstances, from a cause not apparent, and in
a manner that could not have been prevented by any
ordinary measures of precaution, is not of itself any
evidence of negligence (k). And a staircase which has
been used by many thousand persons without accident
cannot be pronounced dangerous and defective merely
because the plaintiff has slipped on it, and somebody can
be found to suggest improvements (l).
Illustrations might be largely multiplied, and may be No
precise
general
found in abundance in Mr. Horace Smith's, Mr. Camp- rule can
bell's, or Mr. Beven's monograph, or by means of the eita- be givem
tions and discussions in the leading cases themselves.
Enough

has been said to show that by the nahrre

problem no general

formula

of the

can be laid down except in

(i) Lush J. in Ex. Ch. L. R. 6
C. P. at p. 23.
(]_) ,Bl_t]_ v..Birr_ing]_ar_ ltrater,
u,ork$ Go. (1856) 11 Ex. 781, 25
L. J. Ex. 212, 8_vra, p. 42.
(l) Crafter v. .Mctrop..R.
Co.
(1868) L. R. 1 C. P. 300, 35 L.g.

the brass "nosing"
of the steps
(this being the material in common
use, whereof the Court took judicial notice "with the common experience which every one has, '_
per Willes J. at p. 303)_ and it was
suggested that lead would have

C. P. 132 : the plaintiff slipped on

been a safer material.
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some such purposely vague terms as were used in Scott v.
JLondon 1)ock Co. (#_).

Duecare
We have said that the amount of caution required of a
varies as
app,,.,,t
citizen in his conduct is proportioned
to the amount of
risk : ap-

l_ncatiou apparent danger.
In estimating the probability of danger
of
this
to
tO
others,
we
are
entitled
to assume, in the absence of anyaccidents
through thing to show the contrary, that they have the full use of
personal

infirmity, common faculties, and are capable of exercising ordinary
caution.
If a workman throws down a heavy objcot from
a roof or scaffolding "in a country village, where few
passengers are," he is free from criminal liability at all
events, provided " he calls out to all people to have a
care" (_0. :Now some passer-by may be deaf, and may
suffer by not hearing the warning.
That will be his misfortune, and may be unaccompanied by any imprudence
on his part ; but it cannot be set down to the fault of the
workman.
If the workman had no particular reason to
suppose that the next passer-by would be deaf, he was
bound only to such caution as suffices for those who have
ears to hear.
The same rule must hold if a deaf man is
run over for want of hearing a shout or a whistle (o), or a
blind man for want of seeing a light, or if a colour-blind
man, being unable to make out a red danger flag, gets in
the line of fire of rifle or artillery practice ; or if in any of
these circumstances a child of tender years, or an idiot,
suffers through mere ignorance of the meaning which the
warning sight or sound conveys to a grown man with his
(m)'P. 400, above.
(,) Blacker. Comm. iv. 192. D.
9. 2, ad. leg. Aqull. $1. In a civil
aetlon it would probably be left _o
the jury whether, on the whole,
the work was being done with
reasonable care.

(o) Op. 8kelt_ v. Z. # 2f. _r. 2.
Go. (1867) L. R. 2 C. P. 631, 36
L.J.C.P.
249, decided however
on the ground that the accident
was wholly due to the man's own
want of care.
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wits about him.
And this is not because there is any
fault in the person harmed, for there may well be no fault
at all.
Whatever we think, or a jury might thin_, of a
blind man walking alone, it can hardly be deemed inconsistent with common prudence for a deaf man to do so ;
and it is known that colour-blind people, and those with
whom they live, often remain ignorant of their failing
until it is disclosed by exact observation or by some
accident.
It is not that the law censures a deaf man for
not hearing, or a colour-blind one for not perceiving a red
flag. The normal measure of the caution required from a
]awful man must be fixed with regard to other men's
normal powers of taking care of themselves, and abnormal
infirmity can make a difference only when it is shown that
in the pa_ieular ease it was apparent.
On the other baud it seems clear that greater care is Distinction where
required of us when it does appear that we are dealing the perso_
acting has

with persons of less than ordinary faculty.
Thus if a man notice of
driving sees that a blind man, an aged man, or a cripple is danger
special to
crossing the road ahead, he must govern his course and an infirm
or helpless

speed aeeordingly.
He will not discharge himself, in the person.
event of a mishap, merely by showing that a young and
active man with good sight would have come to no harm.
In like manner if one sees a child, or other person manifestly incapable of normal discretion, exposed to risk from
one's action, it seems that proportionate
care is required;
and it further seems on principle immaterial that the child
would not be there but for the carelessness of some parent
or guardian

or his servant.

These

propositions

are not

supported by any distinct authority in our law that I am
aware of (/_). But they seem to follow from admitted
(p) In the LTnit_l States there is
some:

see _'hsrf, on, §_ 307, 310;

Cooley

on Torts,

NeglJgenoe,

8.

683 ; Beven

on
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principles,

and to throw

some light

arise under the head of contributory
III.uContributory

on questions which
negligence.

Negligence.

Actlonablo In order that a man's negligence may entitle another
negligence
must be tO a remedy against him, that other must have suffered
proximate
harm whereof this negligence is a proximate cause. Now
cause of
harm:
_here

I may be negligent,

plaintiff's

sion of some one suffering

and my negligence

may be the occa-

harm, and yet the immediate

own negligence is

cause of the damage may be not my want of care but his
immediate
own. Had I been careful to begin with, he would not
C_llSe, no
remedy,

have been in danger ; but had he, being so put in danger,
used reasonable care for his own safety or that of his
property, the damage would still not have happeued.
Thus my original negligence is a comparatively remote
cause of the harm, and as things turn out the proximate cause is the sufferer's own fault, or rather (since
a man is under no positive duty to be careful in his
own interest) he cannot ascribe it to the fault of another.
In a state of facts answering this general description
the person harmed is by the rule of the common law
not entitled to any remedy.
He is said to be "guilty
of contributory
negligence;"
a phrase well established
in our forensic usage, though not free _rom objection.
It rather suggests, as the ground of the doctrine, that a
man who does not take ordinary care for his own safety
is to be in _ manner p,mi_hed for his carelessness by
disability to sue any one else whose carelessness was
concerned in producing
the damage.
But this view
is neither a reasonable one, nor supported by modern
authority, and it is already distinctly rejected by writers
of no small weight (q). And it stands ill with the
(q) See Campbell,
180;
Smith,
226 ; and W]larton,

Horace
§4 300

8¢_,., _ho
alone in

a

gives the same
more elaborate

concluform.

CONTRIBUTORY
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common practice of our courts, founded on constant experience of the way in which this question presents itself in
real life. "The received and usual way of directing a
jury . . . is to say that if the plaintiff could, by the
exercise of such care and skill as he was bound to exercise,
have avoided the consequence of the defendant's negligence,
he cannot recover" (r). That is to say, he is not to lose
his remedy merely because he has been negligent at some
stage of the business, though without
subsequent events might not or could
but only if he has been negligent in
at the decisive point of the event, so

that negligence the
not have happened ;
the final stage and
that the mischief, as

and when it happens, is immediately due to his own want
of care and not to the defendant's.
Again the penal
theory of contributory negligence fails to account for the
accepted qualification of the rule, "namely,
that though
the plaintiff may have been guilty of negligence, and
although that negligence may in fact have contributed
to the accident, yet if the defendant could in the result,
by the exercise of ordinary
care and diligence, have
avoided the mischief which happened, the p]aintitt's negligence will not excuse him" (s). And in the latest leading
case, of which there will be more to say, the criterion of
what was the proximate

cause of the injury is adopted

throughout (t).
The element of truth which the penal theory, as I have
called it, presents in a distorted form, is that the rule is
The use of such phases
as in
l_ari delieto, though not without
authorlty,
is likewise ¢_onfuaing
and objecCdonahle.
(r) Lord Blackburn, 3 App. Ca.
at p. 1207.
(s) Lord Penzance, Rod/ey v. £.
_V. _P_.._. Co. (1876) 1 App. Ca.

at p. 759.
(t) T_e J_ernlna (1887) 12 P. D.
36, 56 :L. J. P. 38; aft& nora.
_/'il/_ v..4r_n_trony (1888) 13 App.
Ca. I, 57 L. J. P. 65 ; see esl_cially the judgment
of Lindley
L.J.,
and cp. Zittle v. _];ett
(1886) 116 1T. S. 366, 371.
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not merely a logical deduction, but is founded in public
utility.
"The
ultimate justification
of the rule is in
reasons of policy, vlz. the desire to prevent accidents by
inducing each member of the community to act up to the
standard of due care set by the law. If he does not, he is
_Fv.
W'arman.

deprived of the assistance of the law" (u).
The leading
case which settled the doctrine in its
modern form is Tuff v. YFarman (_). The action was
against the pilot of a steamer in the Thames for running
down the plaintiff's
barge; the plaintiff's own evidence
showed that there was no look-out on the barge ; as to the
conduct of the steamer the evldenee was conflicting, but
according to the plaintiff's
witnesses she might easily
have cleared the barge.
Wflles J. left it to the jury to
say whether the want of a look-out was negligence on
the part of the plaintiff, and if so, whether it "directly
contributed to the aecldent."
This was objected to as too
favourable

to the plaintiff,

but was upheld both in the

full Court of Common Pleas and in the Exchequer
Chamber.
In the considered judgment on appeal (y) it is
said that the proper question for the jury is " whether
the damage was occasioned entirely by the negligence or
improper conduct of the defendant, or whether the plaintii_
himself so far contributed to the misfortnne by his own
negligence or want of ordinary and common care and
caution that, but for such negligence or want of ordinary
care and caution on his part, the mis£orhme would not
have happened."
But negligence will not disentitle the
plaintiff to recover, unless it be such that without it the
harm

complained

of would (_) not have happened ; "nor

(_) W. S_d
in Harv. Law
l_ev.iil. 270.
(x) 2 C. ]3. _. S. 740, 5 C.B.
N. S. 573, 27 L. J. C. P. 322

0857-8).
(_) 5 C. B. N. S. at p. 585.
(:) Not "could:" see ]Sevenon
Negligenoe,132.
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Lfthe defendant might by the exercise of care on his part
have avoided the consequences of the neglect or carelessness of the plaintiff."

In t_adley v. London and 2(orth Western Railway Co. (a), _adzeyv.
Z._N._v.
this doctrine received a striking confirmation.
._. re.
The defendant railway company was in the habit of
taking full trucks from the siding of the plaintiffs, colliery
owners, and returning the empty trucks there.
Over this
siding was a bridge eight feet high from the ground.
On
a Saturday afternoon, when all the colliery men had left
work, the servants of the railway ran some trucks on the
siding and left them there.
One of the plaintiffs' men
knew this, but nothing was done to remove the trucks.
The first of these trucks contained another broken-down
truck, and their joint height amounted to eleven feet.

On

the Sunday evening the railway servants brought on the
siding a llne of empty trucks, and pushed on in front of
them all those previously left on the siding.
Some resistance was felt, and the power of the engine pushing the
trucks was increased.
The two trucks at the head of the
line, not being able to pass under the bridge, struck it and
broke it down. An action was brought to recover damages
for the injury.
The defence was contributory negligence,
on the ground that the plaintiffs' servants ought to have
moved the first set of trucks to a safe place, or at any rate
not have left the piled-up truck in a dangerous position.
The judge at the trial told the jury that the plaintiffs
must satisfy them that the accident "happened
by the
negligence of the defendants' servants, and without any
contributory

negligence

of their own ; in other words, that

(a) 1 App. Ca. 754,46L. J. _..x.
573,reversingthe judgmentof the
ExchequerChamber,L. R. 10Ex.

100,andrestorlngthat of theCour_
of the Exchequer, L. R. 9Ex. 71
(1874-6).
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it was solely by the negligence
vants."

of the defendants'

ser-

On these facts and under this direction the jury found
that there was contributory negligence on the part of the
plaintiffs, and a verdict was entered for the defendants.
The Court of Exchequer (b) held that there was no evidence of contributory
negligence, chiefly on the ground
that the plaintiffs were not bound to expect or provide
against the negligence of the defendants.
The Exchequer
Chamber (c) held that there was evidence of the plaintiffs
having omitted to use reasonable precaution, and that the
direction given to the jury was sufficient.
In the House
of Lords it was held (d) that there was a question of fae_
for the jury, but the law had not been sufficiently stated
to them.
They had not been clearly informed, as they
should have been, that not every negligence on the part of
the plaintiff which in any degree contributes to the mischief will bar him of his remedy, but only such negligence
that the defendant could not by the exercise of ordinary
care have avoided the result.
"It is true that in part of his summing-up, the learned
judge pointed attention to the conduct of the enginedriver, in determining
to force his way through the
obstruction, as fit to be considered by the jury on the
question of negligence ; but he failed to add that if they
thought the engine-driver
might at this stage of the
matter by ordinary care have avoided all accident, any
previous negligence of the plaintiffs would not preclude
them from recovering.
"In point of fact the evidence was strong to show that
(b) Bramwell and Amphlet_ BB.
(c) Blackburn,
Mellor,
Lush,
Grove, Brett, Archibald JJ. ; d_ss.
Denman J.

(d) By Lord Penzance,
Lord
Cairns, Lord Blackburn (thus retracting his opinion in the Ex.
Ch.), and Lord Gordon.
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tMs was the _TnTnediate cause of the accident, and the jury
might well th_n_ that ordinary care and diligence on the
part of the engine-driver
would, notwithstanding
any
previous negligence of the plaintiffs in leaving the loadedup truck on the line, have made the accident impossible.
The substantial defect of the learned judge's charge is that
that question was never put to the jury" (e).
This leaves no doubt that the true ground of contribu- "trollmate '_ or
tory negligence being a bar to recovery is that it is the "decisive"
proximate cause of the mischief; and negligence on the causer
plaintiff's part which is only part of the inducing causes (f)
will not disable him. I say "the proximate cause," considering the term as now established by usage and
authority.
But I would still suggest, as I did in the
first edition, that "decisive"
might convey the meaning
more exactly.
For if the defendant's original negligence
was so far remote from the plaintiff's damage as not to be
part at least of its "proximate
cause" within the more
general meaning of that term, the plaintiff would not have
any case at all, and the question of contributory negligence
could not arise.
We shall immediately see, moreover, that
independent negligent acts of A. and B. may both be
proximate in respect of harm suffered by Z., though either
of them, if committed by Z. himself, would have prevented
him _rom having any remedy for the other.
Thus it
appears that the term "proximate"
is not used in precisely the same sense in fixing a negligent defendant's
liability and a negligent plaintiff's disability.
The plaintiff's negligence, if it is to disable him, has
to be somehow more proximate than the defendant's.
It
(e) Lord Penzance, 1 App. Ca.
at p. 760.
_f) Or, as Mr. Wharton ImfS it,
not a cause but a condition.
But
P.

the contras_ of "cause"
and "condition"
is dangerous
to refine
upon : the deep waters of philosophy arc too near.
EE
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seems dangerously ambiguous to use "proximate"
in a
special emphatic sense without further or otherwise marking
the difference.
If we said "decisive"
we should at any
rate avoid this danger.

Self-

ereatea
_bm_
to avoia

It would seem that a person who has by his own act or
default deprived himself of ordinary ability to avoid the

tensequences of consequences of another's
another's position than if, having
negligence,

negligence can be in no better
such ability, he had failed to

avoid them;
unless, indeed, the other has notice of his
inability in time to use care appropriate to the emergency ;
in which case the failure to use that care is the decisive
negligence.

A. and B. are driving in opposite d/reetions

on the same road on a dark night.
B. is driving at a
dangerous speed, and A. is asleep, but B. cannot see that
he is asleep. Suppose that A., had he been awake, might
have avoided a collision by ordinary care notwithstanding
B.'s negligence.
Can A. be heard to say that there is no
contributory negligence on his part because he was asleep ?
It seems not. Suppose, on the other hand, that the same
thing takes place by daylight

or on a flue moonlight night,

so that B. would with common care and attention perceive
_A_.'scondition.
Here ]_. would be bound, it seems, to use
spedal caution no less than if A. had been disabled, say
by a sudden paralytic stroke, without default of his own.
So if a man meets a runaway horse, he cannot tell whether
it is loose by negligence or by inevitable accident, nor can
this make any difference to what a prudent man could
or would do, nor, therefore, to the legal measure of the
diligence required (g).
]_arller
illustra.
tions:

Cases earlier than Tuff v. /_ra_vnan (h) are now material
only as illustrations.
_. celebrated one is the "donkey
(g) Cp. Mr.W. Schofield'sarficle
i_u_H_rv. Law Rev. iii. 263.

(h) 5 C.B.N.S.
C.P. 322.

573, 2? L.J.
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case," Z)aviez v. Mann (i). There the plaintiff had turned/)av_e, v.
his ass loose in a highway with its forefeet fettered, and it
was run over by the defendant's waggon, going at "a
smartish pace." It was held a proper direction to the
jury that, whatever they thought of the plaintiff's conduct,
he was still entitled to his remedy if the accident might
have been avoided by the exercise of ordinary care on the
part of the driver. Otherwise "a man might justify the
driving over goods left on a public highway, or even over
a man lying asleep there, or the purposely running against
a carriage going on the wrong side of the road" (j). With
this may be compared the not much later ease of Mayor of
6bZcl_esterv. Brooke (k), where it was laid down (among
many other matters) that if a ship runs on a bed of
oysters in a river, and could with due care and skill have
passed clear of them, the fact of the oyster-bed being a
nuisance to the navigation does not afford an excuse.
The facts of .Davies v. Mann suggest many speculative
variations, and the decision has been much and not always
wisely discussed in America, though uniformly followed

in thiscountry(0.
Butterfield v. Forrester (m) is a good example of obvious _utt_$,m
v. _Vorre_fault on both sides, where the plaintiff's damage was ira- t_r.
mediately due to his own want of care. The defendant
had put up a pole across a public thoroughfare in Derby,
which he had no right to do. The plaintiff was riding
that way at eight o'clock in the evening in August, when
(0 to M. & W. 546, 12 L.Y.
Ex. 10 (1842).
(j) Parke B., 10 M. & W. a_
p. 549 ; cp. his judgment in/_r_e
v. Gr_nd Juncti_ 2_. Co. (1888) 3
M. &W. at I?. 248.

(k) 7 Q.B. s39, 876, 15 L.J.
Q.B. 59.
(/) See Harv. I_LwRev. iii. 272
_276.
(m) 11 East 60, 10 R. R. 43a
(1809).
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dusk was coming on, but the obstruction was still visible a
hundred yards off : he was riding violently, came against
the pole, and fell with his horse.
It was left to the jury
whether the plaintiff, riding with reasonable and ordinary
care, could have seen and avoided the obstruction ; if they
thought he could, they were to find for the defendant;
and they did so. The judge's direction was affirmed on
motion for a new trial.
"One person being in fault will
not dispense with another's using ordinary care for himself."
Here it can hardly be said that the position of the
pole across the road was not a proximate cause of the fall
]3ut i_ was not the whole proximate cause. The other and
decisive cause which concurred was the plaintiff's failure to
see and avoid the pole in his way.
On _he whole, then, if the plaintiff's " fault, whether of
omission or of commission, has been the proximate cause
of the injury,

he is without

remedy

against one also in

the wrong" (n). On the other hand, if the defendant's
fault has been the proximate cause he is not excused
merely by showing that the plaintiff's fault at some
earlier stage created the opportunity for the fault which
was that cause (o). If it is not possible to say whether
the plaintiff's or the defendant's
negligence were the
proximate (or decisive) cause of the damage, it may be
said that the plaintiff cannot succeed because he has failed
to prove that he has been injured by the defendant's
negligence (p).
On the other hand it might be suggested
that, since contributory negligence is a matter of defence
of which the burden

of proof is on the defendant (q), the

(n) Zittle v. Hachett (1886) 116
U. S. 866, 371 ; l_utterfield v. l_orrenter, last page.
(o} _dley v. £. _ 2_r. Br. _. Co, ;
JDaviez v. Mann.

(p) Per Lindley L. g., T_e )3ern_na, 12 P. D. 58, 89.
(q) Lord Watson (Lord Blackburn agreeing), _ra]_el_n v. I,, _ 8,
FF. __, no. (1886) 12 App. Ca. at
pp. 47--49.
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defendant

would

in such

a case have

out his defence, and the plaintiff, having

failed
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to make

proved that the

defendant's negligence was a proximate cause if not the
whole proximate cause of his damage, would still be
entitled to succeed. The defendant must allege and prove
not merely that the plaintiff was negligent, but that the
plaintiff could by the exercise of ordinary care have
avoided the consequences of the defendant's negligence (r).
It is a question, either way, whether the plaintiff shall
recover his whole damages or nothing, for the common
law, whether reasonably or not (s), has made no provision
for apportioning damages in such cases. A learned writer
(whose preference for being anonymous I respect but
regret) has suggested that "hardly sufficient attention has
been paid herein to the d_stinction between cases where
the negligent acts are sim,zdtaneous and those where they
are s_wcessive. In regard to the former class, such as
1)_bli_, Wicklaw 8,£W'exford t_g. Co. v. Slattery (t), or the
case of two persons colliding at a street corner, the rifle is,
that /f the plai_ti,ff could by the exercise of ordi_ary care
]utve aroided the accident he cannot _vcover. In regard to
the latter class of cases, such as Da_,ies v. Mann (n) and
._adley v. L. 3y -hr. W. .Ry. Co. (x), the rule may be stated
thus: that he who last has an opport_tnitg of avoiding the
accident, notwithstanding the negligence of the other, is _'olely
responsible. And the ground of both rules is the same:
that the law looks to the 2rozimate cause, or, in other
words, will not measure out responsibility
in halves or
other fractions, but holds that person liable who was in the
main the causeof the injury"
(y).
(r) Bridge v. Grand.runetionl_.
_o.(1888)8 M. &W. 248.
(s) See per IAndleyL. J., 12 P.
D. 89.
(t) 3 App. Ca. 1155.

(u) 1.7.3_.& W./;46.
(x) 1 App. Ca. 764,48 L. J'.Ex.
673.
(y)L. Q.R.v.87.
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Another

kind

of

question

arises where

a person is

injured without any fault of his own, but by the combined
effects of the negligence of two persons, of whom the one
is not responsible for the other. It has been supposed
that A. could avail himself, as against Z. who has been
injured without any want of due care on Ms own part, of
the so-called contributory negligence of a third person ]3.
"It is true you were injured by my negligence, but it
would not have happened if B. had not been negligent
also, therefore you cannot sue me, or at all events not
apart from B."
Recent authority is decidedly against
allowing such a defence, and in one particular class of cases
it has been emphatically disallowed.
It must, however,
be open to A. to answer to Z. : "You were not injured
by my negligence at all, but only and wholly by B.'s." It
seems to be a question of fac_ rather than of law what
respective degrees of connexion, in kind and degree,
between the damage suffered by Z. and the independent
negligent conduct of A. and ]3. will make it proper to say
that Z. was injured by the negligence of A. alone, or of
B. alone, or of both A. and B. But if this last conclusion
be arrived at, it is now quite clear that Z. can sue both A.

and @).
The ex-

In a case now overruled,

a different doctrine was set up

_lodea
oetrinoof which, although never willingly received and seldom acted
"identificstion." on, remained of more or less authority for nearly forty
years. The supposed rule was that if ik. is travelling
in a vehicle, whether carriage or ship, which belongs to B.
and is under the control of B.'s servants, and A. is injured
in a oollision with another vehicle belonging
(z) JT__ttl_
V. _ewkett (1886) 116
U. S. 366 ; M//k v..drm_tro_
(1888) 13 App. Ca. 1, overruling

to Z., and

2'_or_yood v. B_lle_ (1849) 8 C. B.
115, 18 L. J. C. P. 338.

DOCTRINEOF cc IDENTIFICATION._
under the control of Z.'s servants, which collision is caused
partly by the negligence of B.'s servants and partly by
that of Z.'s servants, A. cannot recover against Z.
The
passenger, it was psaid, must be considered as having in
some sense "identified himself" with the vehicle in which
he has chosen to travel, so that for the purpose of complaining of any outsider's negligence he is not in any
better position than the person who has the actual control(a).
It is very dlmcult to see what this supposed
"identification"
really meant. With regard to any actual
facts or intentions of parties, it is plainly a figment.
No
passenger carried for hire intends or expects to be answerable for the negligence of the driver, guard, conductor,
master, or whoever the person in charge may be. He
naturally intends and justly expects, on the contrary, to
hold every such person and his superiors answerable to
himself.
W_hy that right should exclude a concurrent right
against other persons who have also been negligent in the
same transaction was never really explained.
Yet the
eminent judges (b) who invented "identification"
must
have meant something.
They would seem to have assumed,
rather than concluded, that the plalnti_ was bound to
show, even in a case where no negligence of his own was
alleged, that the defendant's negligence was not only a
cause of the damage sustained, but the whole of the cause.
But this is not so. The strict analysis of the proximate or
immediate cause of the event, the inquiry who could last
have prevented

the mischief

by the exercise of due care,

is relevant only where the defendant says that the plaintiff
suffered by his own negligence.
Where negligent acts of
two or more independent persons have between them
(a) Judgmentsin T/_ragoodv.
JPry_m,
see 12P. D. at pp. 64--67,
13 App. Ca. at 1_1
_. 6, 7, 17.

(b) Coltmau, Maulo, _ell,
andVaughanWilliamsJJ.
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caused damage to a third, the sufferer is not driven to
apply any such analysis to find out whom he can sue. He
is entitled--of
course within the limits set by the general
rules as to remoteness of damage--to
sue all or any of the
negligent persons.
It is no concern of his whether there
is any duty of contribution or indemnity as between those
persons, though in any ease he plainly cannot recover in
the whole more than his whole damage.
The phrase "contributory negligence of a third person,"
which has sometimes been used, must therefore be rejected
as misleading.
Peter, being sued by Andrew for causing
b_m harm by negligence, may prove if he can that not his
negligence, but wholly and only John's, harmed Andrew.
It is useless for him to show that John's negligence was
" contributory"
to the harm, except so far as evidence
which proved this, though failing to prove more, might
practically tend to reduce the damages.
It is impossible to lay down rules for determining
whether harm has been caused by A.'s and B.'s negligence
together, or by A.'s or I_.'s alone.
The question is essentially one of fact. There is no reason, however, why joint
negligence should not be successive as well as simultaneous,
and there is some authority to show that it may be. A
wrongful or negligent voluntary act of Peter may create
a state of things giving an opportunity for another wrongful or negligent act of John, as well as for pure accidents.
If harm is then caused by John's act, which act is of a
kind that Peter might have reasonably foreseen, Peter and
John may both be liable ; and this whether John's act be
wilful or not, for many kinds of negligent and wilfully
wrongful acts are unhappily common, and a prudent man
cannot shut his eyes to the probability that somebody will
commit them if temptation is put in the way. One is no_
entitled

to make

obvious occasions for negligence.

NEGLIGENCE OF THIRD PERSON.
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leaves the flap of a cellar in an insecure position on a highway where all manner of persons, adult and infant, wise
and foolish, are accustomed to pass. B. in carelessly
l,assing, or playing with the flap, brings it down on himself, or on _. In the former case :B. has suffered from his
own negligence

and cannot

sue A.

In the latter

B. is

liable to G. but it may well be that a prudent man in A.'s
place would have foreseen and guarded against the risk of
a thing so left exposed in a public place being meddled
with by some careless person, and if a jury is of that
opinion A. may also be liable to C. (c). Where A. placed
a dangerous obstruction in a road, and it was removed by
some unexplained act of an unknown third person to
another part of the same road where Z., a person lawfully
using the road, came against it in the dark and was injured,
A. was held liable to Z., though there was nothing to
show whether the third person's act was or was not lawful
or done for a lawful purpose (d).
Another

special class of cases requires consideration.

If

Accidents

to children
A. is a child of tender years (or other person incapable of in custody
taking ordinary care of Mmself), but in the custody of M., of adult.
an adult, and one or both of them suffer harm under
circumstances tending to prove negligence on the part of
Z., and also contributory negligence on the part of M. (e),
Z. will not be liable to A. if M.'s negligence alone wasthe
proximate cause of the mischief.
Therefore if M. could,
by such reasonable diligence as is commonly expected of
(c)__j_s v. Mavfle(1863) 2 H.
& C. 744, 33L. J. Ex. 177; and
see _'/arkv. C/_a_l_rs(1878)3 Q.
B. D. at lrp. 330--336, 1_-43,
above; /_zo, v. _ll, 5 3_. & S.
198, 17R. R. 808,p. 458, below.
(d) _rk v. _mbers, lastnote.

(e) _'¢ite v. Ar. _v./L Ca.(1859)
Ex. Ch. E.B.&F..719, 27L. J.
Q.B. 417, 28 L. J. Q. B. 258.
This case is expressly left untouched by _/il/8 v..Arm_tronF,13
App. Ca. 1 (seeat pp. 10, 19),57
L.J.P. 65).
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persons having the care of young children, have avoided
the consequences of Z.'s negligence, A. is not entitled to
sue Z. : and this not because M.'s negligence is imputed by
a fiction of law to A., who by the hypothesis is incapable
of either diligence or aegligence, hut because the needful
foundation of Habflity is wanting, namely, that Z.'s negligence, and not something else for which Z. is not answerable and which Z. had no reason to anticipate, should be
the proximate cause.

Children,
Now take the case of a child not old enough to use ordi_0._ 1111attcnd_l, nary care for its own safety, which by the carelessness of
the person in charge of it is allowed to go alone in a place
_
where it is exposed to danger.
If the child comes to
a_ .C_harm, does the antecedent negligence of the custodian

__
_
7

.k_*-__'_/nake
d

5-_'
__
_, I__

any difference to the legal result ?

On principle

surely not, is
unless
a ease cancause.
be conceived
in which duty
that
negngence
the proximate
The defendant's

"_

_.g. can be measured by his notice of special risk and his
,_means
of avoiding it; there is no reason for making it

_v _o_y
vary with the diligence or negligence of a third person in
___ _. _.__7 givlng occasion for the rlsk to exist.
If the defendant is
_,_t_44
u-_ so negligent that an adult in the plaintiff's position could
,jb_not
_

o_,
_t_ _

"*_'_,_,_

have saved himself by reasonable care, he is Hable.
If he is aware of the plaintiff's helplessness, and _ails to

__

use such special precaution as is reasonably possible, then
also, we submit, he is Hable. If he did not know, and
_.

could not with ordinary diligence

have known, the plain-

I __,_,
,_ h_tiff
_'-,L_._nsed

to be incapable of taking care of himseif (f), and has
such diligence as would be sufficient towards an

__ult
_.__._V_additional

; or if, being aware of the danger, he did use such
caution as he reasonably could; or if the facts
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were such that no additional caution was practicable, and
there is no evidence of negligence according to the ordinary
standard (g), then the defendant is not liable.
No English decision has been met with that goes the
length of depriving a child of redress oh the ground that
a third person negligently allowed it to go alone (h). In
America there have been such decisions in Massachusetts (i), New

York,

and elsewhere:

"but

there

are as

many decisions to the contrary" (j) : and it is submitted
that both on principle and according to the latest authority
of the highest tribunals in both countries they are right.
In one peculiar case (k) the now exploded doctrine of c_i_av.
"identification" (1) was brought in, gratuitously as it would Bear,.
seem. The plaintiff was a platelayer working on a rail(g)&ngletonv.
E.C.__.Co.(1889)
7 C. B. N. S. 287, is a case of this
kind, as it was decided not on the
fiction of imputing a third person's
negligence to a child, but on the
ground (whether rightly taken or
not) that there was no evidence of
negligence at all.
(h) _angan v. Attcr_n (1866) L.
R. 1 Ex. 239, 35 L. J. _.
161,
comes near it. But thai: ease went

taken.
"We
are satisfied that,
although a child or idiot or lunatic
may to some extent have escaped
into the highway,
through the
fault or negligence of his keeperj
and so be improperly there, yet if
he is hurt by the negligence of the
defendant, he is net precluded from
his redress.
If one know that
such a person is on the highway,
or on a railway, he is bound to a

partly on the ground of the damage
being too remote, and since Clark

proportionate degree of waW2fful_ess, and what would be but ordi-

v. Chambers (1878) 3 Q. B. D. 827,
47 L. J. Q. B. 427, sutrra, p. 43, it
is of doubtful authority.
For our
own part we thinlr it is not law.
Cp. _r. Campbell's note to 2)/xon
v. Bdl, 17 R. R. 308.
(i) Holmes, The Common Law,
128.

naryneglcetln
regardto one whom
the:defendant supposed a person of
full age and capacity, would be
gross neglect as to a child, or one
known to be incapable of escaping
danger."
So, too, Bigelow 730,
and _ewman v. 2hilli_sl_rg
ltor, e
Gar Co., 52 1_. J. 446, Jex. Smith_

(j) Bigelow L. C. 729, and see
Horace Smith 241. In Vermont
(_obinaon v. Oon_%22 Vt. 213, 224,
a_. Cooley on Tort_ 681) the view
maintained in the text is distinctly

2 Sel.
(k)
9 Ex.
(/)

Ca. on Torts, 212.
Child v..Hearn (1874) L.R.
176, 43 L. J. Ex. 100.
P. 422, above.
._
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way ; the railway company was by statute bound to maintain a fence to prevent animals (m) from straying off the
adjoining land ; the defendant was an adjacent owner who
kept pigs. The fence was insufficient to keep out pigs (n).
Some pigs of the defendant's found their way on to the
line, it did not appear how, and upset a trolly worked by
hand on which the plaintiff and others were riding back
from their work.
The plaintiff's case appears to he bad on
one or both of two grounds ; there was no proof of actual
negligence on the defendant's
part, and even if his
common-law duty to fence was not altogether superseded,
as regards that boundary, by the Act casting the duty on
the railway company, he was entitled to assume that the
company would perform their duty ; and also the damage
was too remote (o). :But the ground actually taken was
"that the servant can be in no better position than the
master when he is using the master's property for the
master's purposes," or "the plaintiff is identified with the
land which he was using for his own convenience."
This
ground would now clearly be untenable.

Jkdmlralfy
The common law rule of contributory
negligence is
rule of
aividing unknown to the maritime law administered
in courts of
lo_.
Admiralty
jurisdiction.
Under a rough working rule
commonly called judicium rusticum, and apparently
derived from early medieval codes or customs, with none of
which, however, it coincides in its modern application (p),
(,n) "Cattle,"
heldbythe
Court
to include pigs.
(n) That is, pigs of average
vigour
and obstinacy;
see per
Bramwell
B.,
whose
judgment
(pp. 181, 182) is almost a carlcature of the general idea of the
"reasonable
man."
It was alleged, but not found as a fact, that

the defendant had previously bee_
warned by some one of his pigs
being on theline.
(o) Note in Addison on Torts,
5th ed. 27.
(p) Marsden on Collisions at
Sea, ch. 6 (3d ed.), and see all
article by the _ame _rit_r in L. Q.
R. ii. 357.
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thelossisequallydividedin casesof collision
where both
ships are found to have been in fault.
"The ancient rule
_pplied only where there was no fault in either ship " (q) ;
as adopted in England,
it seems more than doubtful
whether the rule made any distinction, until quite late in
the eighteenth
century, between
of pure accident.
However that

cases of negligence and
may be, it dates from a

time when any more refined working out of principles
was impossible (r). As a rule of thumb, which frankly
renounces the pretence of being anything more, it is not
amiss, and it appears to be generally accepted by those
whom it concerns, although, as Mr. Marsden's researches
have shown, for about a century it has been applied for a
wholly different purpose from that for which it was introduced in the older maritime law, and in a wholly different
class of eases.

By

the

Judicature

judiciam r_sticum is expressly
Division.

IV.--2fuxiliary
There are certain

preserved

Act,

1873 (s), the

in the Admiralty

Iiules and Presumptioas.

conditions

the normal Action
under
standard of a reasonable man's prudence is peculiarly difficulty
dflfieult to apply, by reason of one party's choice of alter- another's
mused by
natives, or opportunities of judgment,
being affected by negligence.
(q) 0p. _t. 130.
(r)Writersonmaritimelawstate
the rule of the commonlaw to be
that when both ships are in fault
neithercanrecoveranything. This
mayhave been practicallysointhe
firsthalf of the century,but it is
neithera _omplste nor a correct
versionof the law laid down in
Tulrv. B_'arman,
5 C. B. N. S. 573_
27 L. J. C. P. 322. As long ago

under which

as 1838 it was distinctly pointed
out that "there may have been
negligencein bothparties,andyet
the plaintiff may be entitled to
recover:" Parks B. in Zr_/gev.
GrandJunction-_. Co., 8 M. &W.
244, 248.
(s) S. 25, sub-s. 9. The first
intention of the framers of the
Act was otherwise. See Marsden,
p. 134, 3d ed.
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the conduct of the other. Such _ll¢fleultles occur mostly
in questions of contributory negligence.
In the first place,
a man who by another's want of care finds himself in a
position

of imminent

danger

cannot be held guilty

of

negligence merely because in that emergency he does not
act in the best way to avoid the danger.
That which
appears the best way to a court examining the matter
afterwards at leisure and with _ull knowledge is not
necessarily obvious even to a prudent and skilful man on
a sudden alarm.
Still less can the party whose fault
brought on the risk be heard to complain of the other's
error of judgment.
This rule has been chiefly applied in
maritime cases, where a ship placed in peril by another's
improper navigation has at the last moment taken a
wrong course (s) : but there is authority for it elsewhere.
A person who finds the gates of a level railway crossing
open, and is thereby misled into thlnlrblg the line safe for
crossing, is not bound to minute circumspection, and if he
is run over by a train the company may be liable to him
although "he did not use his faculties so clearly as he
might have done under other circumstances"
(t). "One
should not be held too strictly for a hasty attempt to
avert a suddenly impending danger, even though his effort

is m-judged"(up.
No flutyto
anticipate
megligence

One might
this:

not

only

generalize
a

man

the rule
cannot

with

in some such form

impunity

harm

as

others

of ota_erB, by his negligence, but his negligence cannot put them in
a worse position with regard to the estimation of default.
(s) Tfi_ .B_well _astle (1879) 4 P,
])iv. 219 ; Th_ Tasmania (1890) 15
App. Ca. 223, 228, per Lord :Her.
schell ; and see ot_her examples collectadln Marsden on 0olllslo_
at
Sea, pp. 4, 5, 8d ed.

(t) _.
.E. R. Co. v. )_'anlvss
(1874) L. R. 7 H. l',. _-t pc 16 ; cp.
_lattery'e ca. (1878) 3 App. Ca. a_
p. 1193.
(up a_r/gga v. _rn/on _tr_t 2_y,
(1888) 148 Mast. 72, 76.
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You shall not drive a man into a situation where there is
loss or risk every way, and then say that he su_ered by
his own imprudence.
Neither shall you complain that he
did not foresee and provide against your negligence.
We
are entitled
to count on the ordiuaryprudenoe of our
fellow-men until we have specific warning to the contrary.
The driver of a carriage assumes that other vehicles will
observe the rule of the road, the m_ster of a vessel that
other ships will obey the statutory and other rules of
navigation, and the llke. And generally no man is bound
(either for the establishment of his own claims, or to avoid
claims of third persons against him) to use special precaution against merely possible want of care or skill on the
part of other persons who are not his servants or under his
authority or control (x).
It is not, as a matter of law, negligent in
on a railway to put his hand on the door or
rod, though it might occur to a very prudent
first whether it was properly fastened ; for it

a passenger
the windowman to try
is the com-

pany's business to have the door properly fastened (y).
On the other hand _f something goes wrong which does
not cause any pressing danger or inconvenience, and the
passenger comes to harm in endeavouring to set it right
himself, he cannot hold the company liable (z).
We have

a somewhat

different

case when a person, Choiceof

having an apparent dilemma of evils or risks put before ri_
under
(x) See/)a,@l v. lretrop.E. Co.
(1871)L.R. 5 H. L. 45, 40 L.J.
C. P. 121.
(y) Geev. 2Ketrop..R.Co. (1873)
]_x. Oh. L. R. 8 Q. :B. 161, 42
L. J. Q. B. 105. Therewas some
differenceof opinionhow far the
questioaofcontributorynegligen_e
in fact wa_ fit to be pu_ to the

jury.
(z) This is t_e principleapplied
in ,ddam_v. 7:,_ lr. _. Co.(1869)
L.R. 4 C. P. 789,.38 L. J. C.P.
277, though (it seems)not rightly
in the particularcase; see in G¢¢
v. Jlfetrop._. Co.L. R. 8 Q. B. at
pp. 161, 173,176.
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_ess
of
another's

him by another's default, makes an active choice between

negligeuce,

them.
The principle applied is not dissimilar: it is not
necessarily and of itself contributory
negligence to do
something which, apart from the state of things
the defendant's negligence, would be imprudent.

ozaya,.a,v.

.Dethiek.

due to

The earliest case where this point is distinctly raised
and treated by a full Court is Clayards v. 1)etMck (a). The
plaintiff was a cab-owner.
The defendants, for the purpose of making a drain, had opened a trench along the
passage which afforded the only outlet from the stables
occupied by the plaintiff to the street.
The opening was
not fenced, and the earth and gravel excavated from the
trench were thrown up in a bank on that side of it where
the free space was wider, thus increasing the obstruction.
In this state of things the plaintiff attempted to get two
of his horses out of the mews. One he succeeded in leading out over the gravel, by the advice of one of the defendants then present.
With the other he failed, the rubbish
giving way and letting the horse down into the trench.
Neither defendant was present at that time (b). The jury
were directed "that it could not be the plaintiff's duty to
refrain altogether from coming out of the mews merely
because the defendants had made the passage in some
degree dangerous:
that the defendants were not entitled
(a) 12 Q. B. 439 (1848).
The
rule was laid down by Lord Ellen-

the defendant's
fault he
placed in such a situation

" was
as to

borough at nisi prius as early as
1816: Jones v. _o_jce, 1 Stark. 493,
cited by ]Hont_gue Smith J., L.R.
4 C.P. at p. 743. The plaintiff
was an outside passenger
on a
coach, and jumped off to avoid
what seemed an imminent upset ;
the coach was however no_ upscL
It was left to the jury whether by

render wl_t he did a prudent precaution for the purpose of selfpreservation."
(b) Evidence was given by the
defendants,
but apparently
not
believed by the jury, that their
men expressly warned the plaintiff
against the course he took.
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to keep the occupiers
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of the mews in a state of siege till

the passage was declared safe, first creating a nuisance
and then excusing themselves by giving notice that there
was some danger : though if the plaintiff had persisted in
running upon a great and obvious danger, his action
could not be maintained."
This direction was approved.
Whether the plaintiff had suffered by the defendants'
negligence, or by his own rash action, was a matter of
fact and of degree properly left to the jury:
"the whole
question was whether the danger was so obvious that
the plaintiff could not with common prudence make the
attempt."
The decision has been adversely
Lord Bramwell, but principle and authority

criticised by
seem on the

whole to support it (c).
One or two of the railway cases grouped
purposes under the catch-word "invitation

for practical
to alight"

have been decided, in part at least, on the principle that,
where a passenger is under reasonable apprehension that
if he does not alight at the place where he is (though an
unsafe or unfit one) he will not have time to alight at all,
he may be justified in taking the risk of alighting as best
he can at that place (d); notwithstanding
that he might,
by declining that risk and letting himself be carried on to
the next station, have entitled himself to recover damages
for the loss of time and resulting expense (e).
There has been a l[ue of cases of this class in the State Doctrine
of New
Of New York, where a view is taken less favourable to the York
Courts.
(c) See2_ppendixB. to Smith on
Negligence,2d ed. I agree with
Mr. Smith's observationsad .fin.,

85, 46 L. J. Q. B. 50) ; _osev. _r.
_. /_. 6'o.(1876)2 Ex. ])iv. 248,
46 L J. :Ex.374.

p. 279.
(d) _obaon

Co.

(e) ffontra Bramwell L. J. in Zax
v. _orpo,'ation of .Darlington (1879)

(1876-6) L. R. 10 Q. B. 271, 274_
44 L. J. Q. B. 112 (in 2 Q. B. ])iv.
P.

5 Ex. D. at p. 35; but the lastmentioned cases ha¢l not been cited.
FF

v.

_.

_.

_.
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plaintiff than the rule of Cla_,ardsv. Dethick. If a train
fails to stop, and only slackens speed, at a station where it
is timed to stop, and a passenger alights from it while in
motion at the invitation of the company's servants (f), the
matter is for the jury ; so if a train does not stop a reasonable time for passengers to alight, and starts while one is
alighting (g). Otherwise it is held that the passenger
alights at his own risk. If he wants to hold the company
liable he must go on to the next station and sue for the
resulting damage (h).
On the other hand, where the defendant's negligence
has put the plaintiff in a situation of imminent peril, the
plaintiff may hold the ddendant liable for the natural
consequences of action taken on the first alarm, though
such action may turn out to have been unnecessary (0.
It is a_o held that the r_mnlng of even an obvious and
great risk in order to save human life may be justified, as
against those by whose default that life is put in peril (k).
And this seems just, for a contrary doctrine would have
the effect of making it safer for the wrong-doer to create a
great risk than a small one. Or we may put it thus;
that the law does not think so meanly of mankind as to
hold it otherwise than a natural and probable consequence
of a helpless person being put in danger that some ablebodied person should expose himself to the same danger to
effect a rescue.
(f) jViler v. _,N'.Y, Central /_./_.
Co. (1872) 49 lg. Y. (4 Sickels) 47.
(if) 63N. Ir.atp.559.
(ti) Surrows v. F1rie2. 6'0. (1876)
68 N. Y. (18 Sickels) 556.
(i) Coulee" v. _v/,re#s Co. (1874)
56 N. Ir. (11 Sickels) 585 ; Twomh T
v. Central Pc/fk l_. t_. fro. (1878) 69
N. Y. (24 Sickels) 158.
Cp. Ja_ws

v. _Boyce(1816) 1 Stark. 493.
(k) _cko't v. Long Island .B. 2.
0o. (1871) 43 N. Ir. 502, 3 Am.
Rep. 721 (action by representative
of a ,_a_ killed in getting a child
off the railway track in fron_ of a
train which was being negllgentl_
driven).

PECULIAR

American

AMERICAN

jurisprudence

RULES.

is exceedingly
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rich in illustra-

S_paratlon

of law

tlons of the questions discussed in this chapter, and a_d_aet
American cases are constantly, and sometimes very freely, States.
in United
cited and even judicially reviewed (l) in our courts. It
may therefore be useful to call attention to the peculiar
turn given by legislation in many of the States to the
Ircatment of points of "mixed law and fact."
I refer to
those States where the judge is forbidden by statute (in
some eases by the Constitution of the State) (m) to charge
the jury as to matter of fact. Under such a rule the
summing-up becomes a categorical enumeration of all the
specific inferences of fact which it is open to the jury to
find, and which in the opinion of the Court would have
different legal consequences, together with a statement of
those legal consequences as leading to a verdict for the
plaintiff or the defendant.
And it is the habit of counsel
to frame elaborate statements of the propositions of law
for which they contend as limiting the admissible findings
of fact, or as applicable to the facts which may be found,
and to tender them to the Court as the proper instructions
to be given to the jury.
Hence there is an amount of
minute discussion beyond what we are accustomed to in
this country, and it is a matter of great importance, where
an appeal is contemplated, to get as little as possible left
at large as matter of fact. Thus attempts are frequently
made to persuade a Court to lay down as matter of law
_hat particular acts are or are not contributory
negligence (n).

Probably

the common American

doctrine

that

(/) _. #. Lord Igsher's judgment
in Tke _Bernina, 12 P. ])iv. at pp.
77--82.
Cp. per Lord Herschell
in Mdls v..Armstrong,
13 App. Ca.
at p. 10.

(n) For a strong
example see
_Kane v. ¢Y. Central _. Co. 128 U. S.
91. In Tlrazhin#on _e. 2¢. t_. Co.
v. J1/e.Dad¢ (1889) 135 U. S. 554,
564_ '_ counsel for the defendant

(m) Stimson, Amerieau
Law, p. 132, § 605.

asked the Court to grant tnventy
separate prayers for instructions to
the jury."

Statutm

FF2
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the plaintiff has to prove, as a sort of preliminary issue,
that he was in the exercise of due care, has its origin in
this practice.
It is not necessary or proper for an F_nglish
lawyer to criticize the convenience of a rigid statutory
definition of the provinces of judge and jury. But Enghsh
practitioners consulting the American reports must bear its
prevalence in mind, or they may flnd many things hardly
intelligible, and perhaps even suppose the substantive differences between ]_nglish and American opinion upon
points of pure law _o be greater than they really are.
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IN general, those who in person go about an undertaking

Ex_p-

attended with risk to their neighbours, or set it in motion
by the hand of a servant, are answerable for the conduct

general

of that undertaking
apparent

risk.

with diligence

proportioned

property, though a probable or even intended result
be to diminish the profit or convenience of others.

may
We

now have to consider the cases where a stricter duty has
been imposed.
As a matter of history, such cases cannot
easily be referred to any definite principle.
But the
ground on which a rule of strict obligation has been
maintained and consolidated by modern authorities is the
magnitude d the danger, coupled with the difficulty of
]?roving negligence as the specific cause in the event of the
danger having ripened into actual harm. The law might
have been content with applying the general standaM of
reasonable care, in the sense that a reasonable man dealing
with a dangerous thing--fire, flood-water, poison, deadly
weapons, weights projecting or suspended ever a thorough°
fare, or whatsoever else it bc will exercise a keener
foresight and use more anxious precaution than if it were
unlikely

loaf of bread.

to cause harm, such as a faggot, or a

A prudent man does not handle

limits of
duties of

to the caution.

To this rule the policy of the law makes

exceptions on both sides. As we have seen in the chapter
of General Exceptions, men are free to seek their own
advantage in the ordinary pursuit of business or uses of

an object

tions to

a loaded
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gun or a sharp sword in the same fashion as a stick or a
shovel. But the course adopted in England has been to
preclude questions of detail by making the duty absolute;
or, if we prefer to put it in that form, to consolidate the
judgment of fact into an unbending rule of law. The law
_kes notice that certain things are a source of ex_raordlnary
risk, and a man who exposes his neighbour to such risk
is held, although his act is not of itself wrongful, to insure
his neighbour against any consequent harm not due to
some cause beyond human foresight and control.

_uZa_v.
fletcher.

Various particular rules o_ thls kind (now _ be regarded as applications of a more general one) are recognized in our law _rom early times.
The generalization
was effected as late as 1868, by the leading case of
_Rz/lands v. Fletcher, where the judgment of the Exchequer Chamber delivered by Blackburn J. was adopted
in terms by the House of Lords.
The nature

of the facts in _'/eteher v. __/lands, and

the question of law raised by them, are for our purpose
best shown by the judgment itself (a) :-Judgmen_
of Ex. Ch.

" It appears from the statement
in the case, that the
plaintiff was damaged by his propor_y being flooded by

water, which, without any fault on l_s part, broke out of
a reservoir, constructed on the defendants' land by the
defendants' orders, and maintained by the defendants.
"It appears from the statement in the ease, that the
coal under the defendants' land had at some remote
period been worked
time when the

out; but this was unknown

defendants

(a) L.R. 1 Ex. at p. 278, per
Willes, Blackburn,Keating,Mellor_MontagueSmithjandLuahJJ.

gave direotions

at the

to ereo_ the

For the statementsof fa_ referred
to, seeat pp. 267--269.
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reservoir, and the water

in the reservoir
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would not have

escaped from the defendants' land, and no mischief would
have been done to the plaintiff, but for this latent defect
in the defendants' subsoil.
And it further appears that
the defendants
selected competent engineers and contractors to make their reservoir, and themselves personally
continued in total ignorance of what we have called the
latent defect in the subsoil;
but that these persons
employed by them in the course of the work became
aware of the existence of the ancient shafts filled up with
soil, though they did not know or suspect that they were
shafts communicating with old workings.
"It is found that the defendants personally were free
from all blame, but that in fact proper care and skill was
not used by the persons employed by them, to provide for
the sufficiency of the reservoir with reference to these
shafts.
The consequence was that the reservoir when
filled with water burst into the shafts, the water flowed
down through

them

into the old workings,

and thence

into the plaintiff's mine, and there did the mischief.
" The plaintiff, though free from all blame on his part,
must bear the loss unless he can establish that it was the
consequence of some default for which the defendants are
responsible.
The question of law therefore arises, what is
the obligation which the law casts on a person wh% like
the defendants, lawfully brings on his land something
which, though harmless whilst it remains there, will
naturally do mischief if it escape out of his land. It is
agreed on all hands that he must take care to keep in that
which he has brought on the land and keeps there, in order
that it may not escape and damage his neighbours; but
the question arises whether the duty which the law casts
upon him, under such circumstances, is an absolute duty
to keep it in at his

peril, or is_ as the

majority

of
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the Court of Exchequer have thought, merely a du_y
to take all reasonable and prudent precautions in order
to keep it in, but no more.

If the first be the law, the

person who has brought on his land and kept there something dangerous, and failed to keep it in, is responsible
for all the natural consequences of its escape. If the
second be the limit of his duty, he would not be answerable except on proof of negligenee,
would not be answerable for escape
latent defect which ordinary
detect .....

and consequently
arising from any

prudence and skill could not

"We think that the true rule of law is, that the person
who for his own purposes brings on his lands, and collects
and keeps there, anything likely to do mischief if it escapes,
must keep it in at his peril, and, if he does not do so, is
prlraa facie answerable for all the damage which is the
natural consequence of its escape. He can excuse himself
by showing that the escape was owing to the plaintiff's
default; or perhaps that the escape was the consequence o_
_is major, or the act of God ; hut as nothing of this sort
exists here, it is unnecessary to inquire what excuse would
be sufficient.
The general rule, as above stated, seems on
principle just.
The person whose grass or corn is eaten
down by the escaping cattle of his neighbour, or whose
mine is flooded by the water from his neighbour's reservoir,
or whose cellar is invaded by the filth of his neighbour's
privy, or whose habitation
is made ,mhealthy
by the
fumes and noisome vapours of his neighbour's
alkali
works, is damn_fied without any fault of his own; and it
seems but reasonable and just that the neighbour who has
brought something on his own property which was not
naturally there, harmless to others so long as it is confined
to his own property, but which he knows to be mischievous
if it gets on his neighbour's,

should be obliged

to make

RYLANDS
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good the damage which ensues if he does
confining it to his own property.
But
bringing it there, no mischief could have
seems but just that he should at his peril
that no mischief may accrue, or answer

not succeed in
for his act in
accrued, and it
keep it there so
for the natural

and anticipated consequences.
And upon authority, this
we think is established to be the law, whether the things
so brought be beasts, or water, or filth, or stenches."
Not only was this decision affirmed in the House of Ammation thereLords (b), but the reasons given for it were fully con- ofbyH.L.
firmed. "If a person brings or accumulates on his land
anything which, if it should escape, may cause damage to
his neighbours, he does so at his peril.
If it does escape
and cause damage, he is responsible, however careful he
may have been, and whatever precautions he may have
taken to prevent the damage" (c). It was not overlooked
that a line had to be drawn between this rule and the
general immunity given to landowners for acts done in the
"natural user" of their land, or "exercise of ordinary
rights "--an immunity which extends, as had already been
settled by the House of Lords itself (d), even to obviously
probable consequences.
Here Lord Cairns pointed out
that the defendants had for their own purposes made "a
non-natural use" of their land, by collecting water "in
quantities and in a manner not the result of any work or
operation on or under the land."
The

detailed

illustration

of

the

rule in tgylands

v.

T'letcher, as governing the mutual claims and duties of
adjacent landowners, belongs to the law of property rather
than to the subject of this work (e). We shall return
(b) _ylanda v. _Fleteher (1868) In.
P_, 3 1[. L. 330, 37 L. J. Ex. 161.
(e) Lord Cranworth, at p. 340.

(d) Chasemore v. _ichards (1859)
7 "[4. L. C. 349, 29 L. J. Ex. 81.
(e) See .Fletcher v. Smith (1877)
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presently to the special classes of cases (more or less dis.
cussed in the judgment of the Exchequer Chamber) for
which a similar rule of strict responsibility had been established earlier.
As laying down a positive rule of law,
the decision in Rglands v. Fletcher is not open to criticism
in this country (f).
But hi the judgment
of the ]_xchequer Chamber itself the possibility of exceptions is
suggested, and we shall see that the tendency of later
decisions has been rather to encourage the discovery of
exceptions than otherwise,
h rule casting the responsibihty of an insurer on hinoeent persons is a hard rule,
though it may be a just one ; and it needs to be maintained by very strong evidence (g) or on very clear grounds
of policy. Now the judgment hi _Fletcher v. t_ylands (]_),
carefaUy prepared
make such grounds

as it evidently was, hardly seems to
clear enough _or universal acceptance.

The liability seems to be rested only hi part on the
evidently hazardous character of the state of things artificially maintained by the defendants on their laud.
In
part the ease is assimilated

to that of a nnisanee (/), and

2 App. Ca. 781, 47 L. J. Ex. 4;
Huraphries v. Cousbzs (1877) 2 C.P.
D. 239, 46 L. J'. C. P. 438 ; 2turdman v. _,V'orthEastern R. Co. (t878)
3 C. P. Div. 168, 47 L. J. C.P.

sorts (8hipley v. Fifty .dssoeiates,
t06 :_ass. 194 ; Gorham v. Gro_s,
125 Mass. 232 ; Meats v..Do/e, 135
_ass.
508) ; but distinctly
disallowed in New York: Losee v.

368 ; and for the distinction as to
_ natural course of user," Bri/son
v. IVaddell, H. L. (Sc.) 2 App. Ca.
95. The principle
of .Rylandz v.

.Buchanan, 51 N.Y. (6 Siokels) 476.
(g) See l_eg. v. Comm_,ianers of
Sewers for .E, sex (1885) 14 Q. B.
Div. 561.

.Fletcher was held applicable to an
electzie current discharged into the
earth in 1Vational Telel_hone Co. v.
2_aker, '93, 2 Oh. 186, 62 L. J. Oh.
699, 3 R. 318.
(f) Judicial opinions still differ
in the United States.
See Bigelow

(h) L. R. 1 Ex. 277 sqq.
0) See especially at pp. 285-6.
But can an isolated accident, however mischievous in its results, be a
nuisance ? though its consequences
may, as where a branch lopped or
blown down from a tree is left

L. C. 497--500.
The case has been
lying
citedwith approvalin ]_.assachu-

acroas a highway.

CHARACTEROF LATER CASES.
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in part,also, traces are apparent of the formerly prevalent
theory that a man's voluntary acts, even when lawful and
flee from negligence, are prima f_cie done at his peril (k),
a theory which modern authorities have explicitly rejected
in America, and do not encourage in England, except so
far as 2ylands v. _Fletcher may itself be capable of being
used for that purpose (1). Putting that question aside,
one does not see why the policy of the law might not have
been satisfied by requiring the defendant to insure diligence in proportion to the manifest risk (not merely the
diligence of himself and his servants, but the actual use of
due care in the matter, whether by servants, contractors, or
ofhers), and throwing the burden of proof on him in cases
where the matter is peeullarly within his knowledge.
This indeed is what the law has done as regards duties of
safe repair, as we shall presently see. Doubtless it is possible to consider t_yla_ds v. Fletcher as having only fixed
a special rule about adjacent landowners (m) : but it was
certainly intended to enunciate something much wider.
Yet no case has been found, not being closely similar in Character
its facts, or within some previously recognized category, in cases,
of later
which the unqualified
negligence has been

rule of liability without proof of
enforced.
We have cases where

damages have been recovered for the loss of animals by
the escape, if so it may be called, of poisonous vegetation
or other matters from a neighbour's land (n). Thus the
(k) L. R. 1 :Ex. 286-7,3 H.L.
341.
(1)See T_e _ritro-glyeerineCase
(1872) 15 Wall. 524; Brown v.
_end,zll(1850)6 Cush.292; Holmes
v.._ather (1875)L. R. 10 F__.261,
44L. J. Ex. 176; gta_leyv. t_owell,
'91, 1 Q. B. 86, 60 L. J. Q.B.
52.

(m) TgartinB., L. R. 6 F_x.at
p. 223.
(n) Theremust be somethingof
this kind. A man is notliablefor
the los8 of a neighbour's cattle
whichtrespassand eat yew leaves
onhis land: 2ont_ngv. 2,'oakes,'94,
2 Q.B. 281, 10R. July, 283, 63
L.J.Q.B. 549.
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owner of yew trees, whose branches project over his bounda_, so that his neighbour's horse eats of them and is
thereby poisoned, is held liable (n) ; and the same rule has
been applied where a fence of wire rope was in bad repair,
so that pieces of rusted iron wire fell _rom it into a close
adjoining that of the occupier, who was bound to maintain
the fence, and were swallowed by cattle which died
thereof (o). In these cases, however, it was not contended,
nor was it possible to contend,

that the defendants

had

used any care at all. The arguments for the defence went
either on the acts complained of being within the "natural
user" of the land, or on the damage not being such as
could have been reasonably anticipated (p).
We may add
that having a tree, noxious or not, permanently projecting
over a neighbour's land is of itself a nuisance, and letting
decayed pieces of a fence, or anything else, fall upon a
neighbour's land for want of due repair is of itself a trespass. Then in JBallard v. Tomlinson (q) the sewage collected by the defendant in his disused well was an absolutely

noxious thing,

and his case was, not that he had

done his best to prevent it from poisoning the water which
supplied the plaintiff's well, but that he was not bound to
do anything.
Exception
of act of
Ged.

On the other hand, the rule
been decided

by the Court

in t_ylands v. Fletcher has
of Appeal

not to apply to

(n) Crawhurst v..Amersham .Burial
.Board (1878) 4 Ex. D. 5, 48 L.J.
]_x. 109. Wdsqav. _Vewberry (1871)
L.R.
7Q.B.
31, 41L. J.Q.B.

stranger.
(o) .Firth v..Bowling
!fron Co.
(1878) 3 C. P. D. 254, 47 L. JC.P. 358.

31, is not inconsistent, for there it
was only averred that clippings
from the defendants'
yew trees
were on the plaintiff's
land ; and
the clipping
might, for all that
appeared, have been the act of a

(p) The former ground was
chiefly relied on in Crowhurst's
ease, the latter in Firth's.
(q) 29 Ch. ])iv. 115 (1885), 54
L.J. Ch. 454.

RYLANDS

_'. FLETCHER:

damage of which the immediate
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cause is the act of God (r).

And the act of God does not necessarily mean an operation
of natural forces so violent and unexpected that no human
foresight or skill could possibly have prevented its effects.
It is enough that the accident should be such as human
foresight could not be reasonably expected to anticipate;
and whether it comes within this description is a question
of fact (s). The only material element of fact which distinguished the case referred to from t_ylands v. Fletcher
was that the overflow which burst the defendants' embankment, and set the stored-up water in destructive motion,
was due to an extraordinary storm.
Now it is not because
due diligencehas been used that an accidentwhich
nevertheless happens is attributable
to the act of God.
And experience of danger previously unl_nown may doubtless raise the standard of due diligence for after-time (t).
But the accidents that happen in spite of actual prudence,
and yet might have been prevented by some reasonably
conceivable prudence, are not numerous, nor are juries,
even £f able to appreciate so fine a distinction,
much disposed to apply it (u). The authority

likely to be
of /_Ula,_d8

(r) Act of God=vis
maior=
8,o_ _;_ : see D. 19. 2. loeati con-

finally let off by a system of weirs.
The rainfall accompanying an ex-

dueti, 26, §6. The classical sigaification of "vis malor" is however

tremely violent thunderstorm
broke
the emb_nlrments, and the rush of

wider for some purposes; .Srugmt
v. Smith, 1 C. P. Div. 423, 429, per
Ccckburn C.J.
(a) _'whols v. _far_l_d (1875-6)
L. l_. 10 Ex. 255, 2 Ex. D. 1, 46
L. J. Ex. 174. lfote that Lord
Bramwell,
who in _y/_ds
v.
_Vl_¢her took the view that ultimutely prevailed, was also a par_y
to this decision.
The defendant

water down the sta*eam carried
away four county bridges, in respeet of which damage the action
was brought.
(t) See P_g. v. Comcn@_ioners of
_ewcrsfor Essex, (1885)in judgment
of Q. B. D., 14 Q. B. D. atp. 574.
(u) "Whenever
the world grows
wiser it convicts those that came
before of negligence."
Bramwell

was am owner of artificial pools,
formed by damming
a natural
stream, into which the water wsts

B., L. R. 6 Ex. at p. 222. But
juries do not, unless the defendant
is a railway company.
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but 2Vichol8 v. Marsland

has

practically empowered juries to mitigate the rule whenever
its operation seems too harsh.
Act of
stranger,
&e.

Again the principal rule does not apply where the
immediate cause of damage is the act of a stranger (z), nor
where the artificial work whieh is the source of danger is
maintained for the common benefit of the plaintiff and
the defendant (y); and there is some ground for also
making an exception where the immediate cause of the
harm, though in itself _rivial, is of a ]_]nd outside reasonable expectation

(z).

Works reThere is yet another exception in _avour of persons
quired or
authored acting in the performance
of a iegal duty, or in the
by law.
exercise o2 powers specially conferred by law. Where a
zamind_r maintained, and was by custom bound to maintain, an ancient tank for the general benefit of agriculture
in the district,

the

Judicial

Committee

agreed

with the

High Court ol Madras in holding that he was not liable
for the consequences of an overflow caused by extraordinary
rainfall, no negligence being shown (a). In the climate
of India the storing of water in artificial _anks is not only
(x) Box v. Jubb (1879) 4 Ex. D.
76, 48 L. J. :Ex. 417.
Wilson v.
_euberry (1871) L. R. 7 Q. B. 31,
41 L. J. Q. B. 31, is really a decision on the same point.

in a rain-water box maintained by
the defendant, and water escaped
through it and damaged the plaintiff's goods on the ground floor.
Questions as to the relation of par-

_/) ffarstairs v. Taylor (1871) L.
R. 6 Ex. 217, 40 L. J. Ex. 29 ; ep.
.Madra* .R. Co. v. Zemindar ca¢ Car-

tieular lrinds of damage te conventlonal exceptions in contracts for
safe carriage or custody are of

vatenacaratn, L. R. 1 Ind. App.
364.
(z) Carstalrs v. Ta_tlor, last note,
but the other ground seems the

course on a different footing.
See
as to rats in a shil_ _ar_ilton v.
.Pandorf (1887) 12 Apl_. Ca. 518,
57 I_. J. Q. B. 24.

principal one.
the defendant's

(a) Madras 1L Go. v. Zeraindar of
Carvatena_aram, L. R. 1 Ind. App.

The plaintiff was
tenant; the de-

feadant occupied the upper part of
the house. A rat gnawed a hole

364 ; 8. C., 14 Ben. ]5. R. 209.
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a natural but a necessary mode of using land (b). In llke
manner

the

authority

owners

of an Act

of

a

canal

of Parliament

peril to keep the water from
under

the

company
engines

canal (e).
authorized

but

is not bound

pra0ticable
to the

On

the

by

Parliament

to prevent

property

the escape

caution,

into

same

to take

to more.

care and

If,

to

at their

a

use

railway

locomotive

all reasonable

measures

of fire from its engines,

notwithstanding
do escape

owners,

liable (d).

The

burden

of

proof

company

to show

that

due

care

the

a vn_ne worked

principle

sparks

of adjacent

under

are not bound

escaping

on its line is bound

of precaution

constructed

the
appears

was

the best
and sot fire

company
to be

used (e),

but

is not
on

the
there

is some doubt as to this (f).
Some years before the decision of l_glands v. Fletcher a.
_. ;_.
Co.of
_ho duty

of a railway

of i_s works
on appeal

was

from

company

considered
Upper

as to the safe maintenance
by

Canada

(b) See per Holloway J. in the
Court below, 6 _ad. H. C. at p.
184.
(c) 3)unn v. J31rmingham Canal
Co. (1872) :Ex. Oh. L. R. 8 Q.B.
42, 42L. J.Q.B. 34. Theprineiple was hardly disputed, the
point which caused some difficulty
being whether the defendants were
bound to exereisofor flae plaintiff's
benefit certain optional powers
given by the same statute,
(d) Vaughan v. Taft Val_ _R. _o.
(1860)Ex. Oh. 5 H. & N. 679, 29
L. J. Ex. 247 ; el). L. R. 4 H.L.
201,202 ; _remant/_ v. L. _ _hr. W'.
_. 0o. (1861) 10 C. B. N. S. 89_ 31
L. J. C. P. 12.
(e) The esaape of sparkshas been
hold to be prima faciv evidence of

the
(g).

Judicial
The

Committee

persons

whose

negligence; 2_iggottv. J_. a. t_. Co.
(1846) 3 C. B. 229, 15 L. J. C. P.
235; cp. per Blackburn J. in
Vaughan v. Taft Vale _. Co.
(f) Smith v. Z. _ 8. W'. .R. Co.
(1870) _x. Oh.L.R. 6 C.P. 14,
seems to imply the contrary view ;
but _Piggottv. _. 6'. __. 6'o. was
not cited. It may be that in the
course of a generation the presumption of negligence has been
found no longer tenable, axpsrienee
having shown the occasional escape
of sparks to be consistent with all
practicable care. Such a reaction
would hardly have found favour,
however_ with the Cour_ which
decided Tlvtcher v. _ylands in the
Exchequer Chamber.
(g) O. yr. 2. Co. of Canada v,

C_n_dav.
_ra/d.
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rights against the company were in question were passengers in a train which fell into a gap in an embankment, the earth having given way by reason of a heavy
raLu-storm.
It was held that "the railway company
ought to have constructed their works in such a manner as
to be capable of resisting all the violence of weather which
in the climate of Canada might be expected, though perhaps rarely, to occur."
And the manner in which the
evidence was dealt with amounts to holding that the
failure of works of this kind under any violence of
weather, not beyond reasonable prevision, is of itself
evidence of negl/gence.
Thus the duty affirmed is a
strict duty of diligence, but not a duty of insurance.
Let
us suppose now (what is likely enough as matter of fact)
that in an accident of this kind the collapse of the embankment throws water, or earth, or both,
land so as to do damage there.
The
the rule in/_yla_& v. Fletcher will be
railway company as landowner to the

upon a neighbour's
result of applying
that the duty of the
adjacent landowner

is higher than its duty as carrier to persons whom it has
contracted to carry safely; or property is more highly
regarded than life and limb, and a general duty than a
special one.
If the emban]rment was constructed
under statutory
authority
(as in most easos it would be) that would
bring the case within one of the recognized exceptions
to _R!/la_ds v. __letcher. But a difficulty which may vanish
in practice is not therefore inconsiderable in principle.
Other
cases of

i_ce

"We shall now shortly notice the authorities, antecedent
to or independent
of _yla_
v. _YTetc/_r, which establish

liability.
.Braid
10L
points
one of

(1863) 1 _roo. P. C. N.S.
There
were some minor
on the evidence (whether
the sufferers wa_ not travel-

llng at his own risk &c.), which
were overruled or regarded as no_
open, and are therefore no_ noticed
in the text.

CATTLE
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the rule of absolute or all but absolute responsibility

for

certain special risks.
Cattle trespass is an old and well settled head, perhaps Duty of
keeping in
the oldest.
It is the nature of cattle and other live stock cattle.
to stray if not kept in, and to do damage if they stray ;
and the owner is bound to keep them from straying on the
land of others at his peril, though liable only for natural
and probable consequences, not for an unexpected event,
such as a horse not previously -known to be vicious kicking
a human being (h). So strict is the rule that if any par_
of an animal which the owner is bound to keep in is over
the bounda_, this constitutes a {respass. The owner of a
stallion has been held liable on this ground for damage
done by the horse kicking and biting the plaintiff's mare
through a wire fence which separated their closes (i). The
result of the authorities is stated to be "that in the ease of
animals trespassing on land, the mere act of the animal
belonging to a man, which he could not foresee, or which
he took all reasonable means of preventing, may be a trespass, inasmuch as the same act if done by himself would
have been a trespass" (k).
]_lackstone (1) says that "a man is answerable

for not

only his own trespass, but that of his cattle also :" but in
the same breath he speaks of "negligent keeping" as the
ground of liability, so that it seems doubtful whether the
law was then dearly understood to be as it was laid down
a century later in Cox v. Burbidge (m). Observe that the
(h) Cox v. l_urbidge (1863) 13 C.
B.N.S.
430,32L.
J.C.P.
89.
(_) .Ellis v. Zoftus Iron Co. (1874)
L. R. 10 C. P. 10, 44 L. J. C.P.
24, a stronger case than Zee v.
t_iley (1865) 18 C. B. N. S. 722,
34 L. J. C. P. 212, there cited and
followed.
P.

(k) Brett J., L. R. 10 C. P. at
p. 13; cp. the remarks on the
general law in Smith v. Uook (1875)
1 Q. B. D. 79, 45 L. J. Q. B. 122
(itself a case of contract).
(l) Comm. ill. 211.
(m) 13 C. B. N. S. 430, 32 L. J.
C, P. 89.
GG
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only reason given in the earlier books (as indeed
prevails

in quite

recent

trespass
himself.

by a man's

cases) is the

cattle

archaic

is equivalent

it still

one

to trespass

that
by

The rule does not apply to damage done by cattle straying off a highway on which they are being lawfully driven:
in such case the owner is liable only on proof of negligence (n) ; and the law is the same for a town street as for
a country road (o).
scrlption to maintain
cattle (p).

Also a man may be bound by prea fence

against

his

neighbour's

"Whether
the owner of a dog is answerable in trespass
for every unauthorized entry of the animal into the land
of another, as is the ease with an ox," is a point still not
clearly decided.
The better opinion seems to favour a
negative answer (q).
Danger.
ous or
vicious
animals,

Closely connected with this doctrine is the responsibility
of owners of dangerous animals. "A person keeping a
animal with knowledge of its propensities is

rnl_ehievous

bound to keep it secure at his peril."
If it escapes and
does mischief, he is liable without proof of negligence,
neither is proof required that he knew the animal to be
(n) G_win
v. Chevdey (1859) 4
H. &N. 631, 28L. J.F_x. 298. A
contrary opinion was expressed by
IAttleton, 20 ]_dw. IV. 11, pl. 10,
cited in .Read v. Edwards, 17 C.B.
N. S. 245, 34 L. J. C. P. at p. 32.
(o) Tillett v. TFard (1882) 10 Q.
B. D. 17, 52 L. J. Q. B. 61, where

and see _ril/en v..Fawdr_J, Latch,
119. In Tea2e v. 8wan, 51 L. T.
263, the defendant was held no_
liable for injury received by the
plaintiff from the defendant's dog
jumping over a wall and falling
on him.
Here it would seem the
damage was no_ of a kind that

an ox being driven through a town
strayed int_ a shop.
(2) So held as early as 1441-2:
Y. B. 19 H. VI. 33, pl. 68.

could be reasonably foreseen, whethor there were a nominal _respass
or mot. The plaint_
could not
have receverecl unless
the l_w

(q) l_e_l v..Edwa'r&
(1864) 17
C, B. N. S. 245, 34 L. J. C. P. 81 ;

treated a dog as a_
absolutely
dangerous animal. "_ _ _.,_r _.4-_1_

BllSOIIIevous,

II

I$ IS OI a _otono_ly

fierce

or ID3_OIlleVOllS

speeies(r). If the animal is of a tame and domestic ]_ind,
the owner is liable only on proof that he knew the particular animal to be "accustomed to bite mankind," as the
commonform of pleading ran in the case of dogs, or otherwisevicious ; but when such proof is supplied, the duty is
absolute as in the former case• It is enough to show that [s_.U_]
the animal has on foregoing occasions manifested a savage
disposition, whether with the actual result of doing mis- _.e_._l_. "-__ _,
chief on any of those occasions or net (s). But the neces•

.

.

_0

•

-.

slty of proving the sc_enter,as it used to be called from _
the language of pleadings, is often a greater burden on tho_
plMntiff than that of proving negligence would be; and as_-i_
regards injury to cattle or sheep it has been done away with _-__,
by statute.

__<_-_
_- _

And the occupier of the place where a dog is ___

,___

aog(0.
The word "cattle"

includes horses (u) and perhaps_

_

_

.

pigs (,,).
_a _._. _ _._;
The risk incident to dealing with fire, fire-arms, explo- lqre, firesire or highly inflammable matters, corrosive or otherwise arm_&c.

'

_-_-_'2___

I,l

_(1846)

9 Q. B. 101, and. 1 Hale,

•

o____a_

c100.

beU on Negligence,

2nd ed. pp• 53Y_

._::)"7.-_'--el_._'

P.C. 430_ there cited. Anelephant
is a dangerous animal in "England. :
_lburn v..4quar_ura
Co. (1890) 25

--55.
Further protection against_o-_
_% -[I_
nnschmvous or masterless dogs _so_-o_ %-rv- t_ _ "_]
given by 34 & 35 Vict. c. 56, a e_,_ _'-- --

471•

outside

Q,_._i_.2_8,_9_.._. _ _. _t_uto
o_pupae
_o_ce
r_tio_ _,--_,,?' L_
_©

"_ _"_-

•

2C.P. 1. As to what is suflieient
notice to the defendant through his
servants, _aldu,i_ v. Cazella (1872)
L. R. 7 _,_. $25, 41 L. J. Ex. 167 ;

common law rule--" every almost
d°g is_l_'*'4_"
"
"
entitled to one worry"--is
"__
too far,_li_r for quotation.
(u) _F)4ght v • -Pearson (1869) L. _.."
,. _- r_

--_"_ _"
..___

-_

_4ppl_
v. P_r_ (1874)L. R. 9
C. P. 647, 43 L. J. C. P. 365.

R.(v)4Q.
B.582.
Child v _ear_

(t) 28&29Vict. o. 60(A._. 1865).
There is a s_m_lsr Act for Scotland.,

9 Ex. 176, 43 L. J._Ex. 100 (on _L'_
different Act).

(s) _Yorth v. G_lli_g (1866) L.R.

the

The Scottish

scope

of

comment

this work.

-'_

on our old. _

(1874) L. R

_0_._t._

e,_.,_aa _
_
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dangerous or noxious fluids, and (it is apprehended)
poisons, is accounted by the common law among those
which subject the actor to strict responsibility.
Some.
times the term "consummate care" is used to describe the
amount

of caution

required:

but it is doubtful

whether

even this be strong enough.
At least, we do not know d
any English case of this kind (not falling under some
recog_ed
head of exception) where unsuccessful diligence
on the defendant's part was held to exonerate him.
Duty of
As to fire, we find it in the fifteenth century stated _o
keeping in
Re.
be the custom of the realm (which is the same thing as the
common law) that every man must safely keep his own fire
so that no damage in any wise happen to his neighbour (x).
In declaring on this custom, however, the averment was
"ignem

suum tam negligenier cnstodivit :" and it does not

appear whether the allegation of negligence was traversable or not _).
We shall see that later authorities have
adopted the stricter view.
The common law rule applied
doors (for burning

to a fire made

out of

weeds or the like) as well as to fire in a

dwelling-house (z). ]=[ere too it looks as if negligence was
the gist of the action, which is described (in Lord Raymond's report) as "ease grounded upon the common custom
of the realm for negligently keeping his fire."
Semble, if
the fire were carried by sudden tempest it would be excusable as the act of @od. Liability for domestic fires has
been dealt with by statute, and a man is not now answerable for damage done by a fire which began in his house or
(z) Y. B. 2 Hen. IV. 18, pl. 5.
This may be founded on ancient
Germamc custom: cp. LI. Langob.
ce. 147, 148 (A.D. 643), where a m,_
who carrles fire more t_n nine fee_

his peril.
_) Blackstone (i. 431) seems
assume negligence
as a condition
of liability.
(z) Tub6"r_,ilorTu_ev'ilkv.Sta_,

from the hearth is Bald _o do so at

1 Salk. 13, s. e. 1 Ld. R_ym. 264.

CARRYING

FIRE
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on his land by accident and without negligence (a). He is
answerable for damage done by fire lighted by an authorized
person, whether servant or contractor, notwithstanding that
the conditions of the authority have not all been complied
with (b).
The use of fire for non-domestic purposes, if we may
coin the phrase, remains a ground of the strictest responsibility.
Decisions

of our own time have settled

that one who Carrying
fire in

brings fire into dangerous proximity to his neighbour's loooproperty, in such ways as by r, nnlug locomotive engines motives.
on a railway without express statutory authority for their
use (c), or bringing a traction engine on a highway (d),
does so at his peril.
And a company authorized by statute
(a) 14 Gee. III. e. 78, s. 86, as
interpreted in Fdlite," v. .PhipFard
(1847) 11 Q. ]3. 347, 17 L. J. Q.B.
89. There was an earlier statute
of Anne t_ a like effect ; 1 Blackst.
Comm. 431 ; and see per Our. in
.Fdhter v. Fhip1_ard.
It would
seem that even at common law the
defendant would
not be liable

p. 786.
(d) Fowdl v. Fall (1880) 5 Q. B.
Div. 597, 49 L. J. Q. B. 428. The
use of traction engines on highways is reg'ulated by statute, but
not authorized
in the sense of
tllminishing
the owner's liability
for nuisance or otherwise ; see the
sections of the Locomotive Acts,

unless he knowingly
lighted
or
kept some fire to begin with; for
otherwise how could it be described
as ignis suus ?
(b) yBIack v. Christchurch Finance
6'o. (J. (3. from _. Z.), '94, A.O.
48, 63 L. J. P. C. 32.
(e) Jones v. Festiniog 2L Co. (1868)
L. R. 3 Q. B. 738, 37 L. J. Q.B.
214. Here diligence was proved,
but the company held nevertheless
liable.
The rule was expressly
stated to be an application of the
wider principle
of 2yla,d8
v.
Tleteher; see per Blackburn J. at

1861 and 1866, in the judgment
of
:Mellor J. at p. 598. The dictum
of Bramwell L. J. at p. 601, that
7_aughan v. Taft T_le .R. Co. (1860)
Ex. Ch. 5 H. & N. 679, 29 L. J.
Ex. 247, p. 439, above, waswrongly
decided, is extra-judlcial.
That
case was not only itself decided by
a Court of co-ordinate authority,
but has been approved in the House
of Lords ; Hammersmith .R. Co. v.
1Brand (1869) L. R. 4 H. L. at p.
202 ; and see the opinion of BlackburuJ, at p. 197.
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to run a steam-engine on a highway still does so at its peril
as regards the safe condition of the way (d).
It seems permissible to entertain some doubt as to the
historical foundation of this doctrine, and in the modern
practice of the United States it has not found acceptance (e).
In New York it has, after careful discussion, been ex.
pressly disallowed (f).
Firea=_: v.
_izon
._dt.

Loaded

fire-arms

are

regarded

as lfighly

dangerous

things, and persons dealing with them are answerable for
damage done by their explosion, even if they have used
apparently sufficient precaution.
A man sent his maidservant to fetch a flint-lock gun which was kept loaded,
with a message to the master of the house to take out the
priming first. This was done, and the gun delivered to
the girl; she loitered on her errand, and (thinking, presumably, that the gun would not go off) pointed it in
sport at a child, and drew the trigger.
The gun went off
and the child was seriously wounded.
The owner was
held liable, although he had used care, perhaps
care as would commonly be thought enough.

as much
"It was

incumbent on him who, by charging the gun, had made i_
capable of doing mischief, _o render it safe and innoxious.
(d) _adlvr v. South Etaffordshlre,
#e. Trarawags Co. (1889) 28 Q.B.
Div. 17, 58 L. J. Q. B. 421 (ear
ran off line through a defect in
the points : the line did not belong
to the defendant company, who
had z_mnl,g powers over it).

(f) Zosee v..Buet_anan (1873) 51
_T. Y. 476 ; the owner of a st_araboiler was held not liable, independently
of negligence,
for an
explosion which threw it into the
plaintiff's buildings.
For the provious authorities
as to fare, uni-

(e) I_ appears to be held everywhore that unless the original act
is in itself unlawful, the gist of
the action is negligence; see Cooley
On Torts, 589--694.

formly holding that in order to
succeed the plaintiff must provo
negligence, see at pp. 487-8.
_//an& v. _/,teher is disapproved as
being in conflict with the curren_
of American authority.

EXPLOSrV_s.
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This m_gh_ have been done by _hed_seh_rge or drawing o_ --_
_ _-2(,--_w___._-_
__
the contents.
The gun ought to have been so lef_ as to be __
cut of all reach of doing harm" (g). This amounts to _
"_,_"
saying that in dealing with a dangerous instrument of this _,_
kind the only caution that will be held adequate in point ___
of law is to abolish its dangerous character altogether. __
Observe that the intervening
negligence of the servant
(which could hardly by any ingenuity have been imputed _, _
_,a-a w_
to her master as being in the course of her employment)_ _ o _2 _ b_ was no defence
Experience
unhappily shows that if_.__-_-_
_d,_¢
leaded fire-arms are left within the reach of children or
_
fools, no consequence is more natural or probable than that
some such person will discharge them to the injury of
himself or others•
On a llke principle it is held that people sending

goods Explosives
and other

of an explosive or dangerous nature to be carried are dangerous
bound to give reasonable notice of their nature, and, if goo_.
they do not, are liable for resulting damage.
So it was_
held where nitric acid was sent to a carrier withou_ warning, and the

carrier's

servant,

handling

t_

it as he would _..._-A

handle a vessel of any harmless fluid, was injured by its ir__o_
¢¢_. " _
escape (h).
The same rule has been applied in ]3ritish_--'--'_._
•
.
.
_-_
-_
t_,_
India to the ease of an explosxve mixture bemg sent for,_
_._¢_
carriage by railway without warning of its character, and _"_-_-_-,_- _., _.
exploding

in the railway company's

ofl_ee, where it was v ___ _,,+ _ _

_q) .D_xon v. Sell (1816) 5 M. &
S. 198, 17 R. R. 308, and in
Bigelow L. C. 568.
It might
have been said that sending an incoml_ent person to fetch a loaded
gun was evidenee of negligenee (see
the first count of the declaration);
but that is not the ground taken by

(1874) 2 R. 42: a somewhat similar
case in Scotland where the defendant was held not liable. But in
Scotland culpable negligence has
to be distinctly found.
(h).F_rra_t
v..Bar_8_ (1862) 11
C.B. lq. S. 553, 31 L. J. C. P.
137. The duty seems to be ante-

the Court (Lord EUenberough C.J.
and Bayley J.). Cp .Ki,_ v. Pollock

eedent, not incident, to thv contract
of oarriage,
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being handled along with other goods (i) ; and it has been
held in a similar case in Massachusetts that the consignor's
liability is none the less because the danger of the transport, and the damage actually resulting, have been increased by another consignor independently
sending other
dangerous goods by the same conveyance (k).
Gas
escal_S,

Gas (the ordinary

llhuninatlng

coal-gas) is not of itself,

perhaps, a dangerous thing, but with atmospheric air forms
a highly dangerous explosive mixture, and also makes
the mixed atmosphere incapable of supposing
life (1),
Persons undertaking
to deal with it are therefore bound,
at all events, to use all reasonable diligence to prevent an
escape which may have such results.
A gas-fltter left an
imperfectly connected tube in the place where he was
working under a contract with the occupier; a third person,
a servant of that occupier, entering the room with a light
in fulfilment of his ordinary duties, was hurt by an
explosion due to the escape of gas from the tube so left;
the gas-fitter was held liable as for a "misfeasance
dependent of contract" (m).

Poisonous

Poisons can do as much mischief

in-

as loaded fLre-arms or

drugs: v.
1']_om_z

explosives, though the danger and the appropriate
_r,n_h_- tions are different.

preeau-

A wholesale druggist in New York purported to sell
extract of dandelion to a retail druggist.
The thing
(i) Zyell v. Ganga Z)ai, I. L.R.
1 All. 60.

their character : held on demurrer
that
both
manufacturers
were

(k) 2_aston _ Albany 1_. R. Co.
v. 8hanly (1871) 107 Mass. 568;

rightly sued in one action by the
company).

(" dualin," a ni_ro-glycerine
cornpound, and exploders, had been
ordered by one customer of two

(/) See Smith v..Bo_ton Gas Zight
go., 129 M_ss. 318.
(m) Parry v. 8_nith (1879) 4 C.

separate makers,
and by them
separately consigned to the railway company without
notice of

P.D.
325, 48 L. J.
(LopesJ.).
Neglige_ce
as a fa_.

C. P. 731
was found

POiSOnS.
delivered was in truth extract of belladonna,
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which by the

negligence of the wholesale dealer's assistant had been
wrongly labelled.
By the retail druggist this extract was
sold to a country practitioner, and by him to a customer,
who took it as and for extract of dandelion, and thereby
was made seriously ill. The Court of Appeals held the
wholesale dealer liable to the consumer.
" The defendant
was a dealer in poisonous drugs ....
The death or great
bodily harm of some person was the natural and almost
inevitable consequence of the sale of belladonna by means
of the false label."
And the existence of a contract
between the defendant and the immediate purchaser from
him could make no difference, as its non-existence would
have made none. "The plaintiff's injury and their remedy
would have stood on the same principle, if the defendant
had given the belladonna to Dr. Foord"
(the country
practitioner) "without price, or if he had put it in his shop
without his knowledge, under circumstances which would
probably have led to its sale"--or
administration without
sale--"on the faith of the label" (_0. This case has been
thought in England to go too far ; but it is hard
what respect it goes farther than .Dixou v..Bell.
the eases are dissimilar, the damage would seem
more but less remote.
If one sends belladonna
world labelled as dandelion

to see in
So far as
to be not
into the

(/.he two extracts being other-

wise distinguishable
only by minute examination) it is a
more than probable consequence that some one will take it
as and for dandelion and be the worse for it: and this
without

any action on the part of others necessarily

in-

volving want of due care (o).
(_) Thomas v. _inche_r
(1852)
6 N. Y. 397, Bigelow L. C. 602.
The decision seems to be generally
followed in America.

(o) The jury found that there
was not any negligence on the
part of the intermediate dealers;
the Court, however, wero of o:pinion
ttlat this was _mmaterial.
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It can hardly be said that a wrongly labelled poison,
whose true character is not discoverable by any ordinary
examination such as a careful purchaser could or would
make, is in itself less dangerous than a loaded gun. The
event, indeed, shows the contrary.

Difficulties
Nevertheless
difficulties are felt in
_elt in
_mgland: admitting this application of a principle

England
about
which in other

G_orgev. directions is both more widely and more strictly applied in
Skivington.
this country than in the United States (p).
In 1869 the
Court of Exchequer made a rather hesitating step towards
it, putting their judgment partly on the ground that the
dispenser of the mischievous drug (in this case a hair wash)
knew that it was intended to be used by the very person
whom it in fact injured (q). The cause of action seems to
have been treated as in the nature of deceit, and Thomas v.
_f_inchester does not seem to have been known either to
counsel or to the Court.

In the line actually taken one

sees the tendency to assume that the ground of liability,
if any, must be either warranty or fraud.
But this is
erroneous, as the judgment in Thomas v. Ff_inchester carefully and clearly shows. Whether that ease was well
decided appears to be a perfectly open question tot our
courts (r). In the present writer's opinion it is good law,
and ought to be followed.
Certainly it comes within the
(p) See per Brett ]_. R., .H'e_n
v. 2ender(1883) 11 Q. B. Div. at
p. 514_ina judgmentwhich itself
endeavoursto lay down a much
widerrule.
(q) Georgev. Skiv_ngton(1869)
L. R. 5 Ex. 1, 38 L. J. _x. 8.
(r) .D_xonv. _ell (1816}5 _. &
S. 198, 17R. R. 308,BigelowL.C.
568(supra,p. 455),has neverbeen
disapprovedthat we know of, but
has not been so actively followed

that the Court of .Appealneed be
precludedfromfreediscussionofthe
principleinvolved. InZangr/dcev.
.Let.y(1837)2 M. & W. at p. 530,
the Courtwas somewhatastute to
avoiddiscussingthat principle,and
declined to eernm_titself. 2)ixon
v. 2all is cited by Parke B. as a
strong case, and apparently with
hesitating aeeeptanoe,in Zongmeid
v..golliday (1851)6 Ex. 761_20
L.J. Ex. 430.
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language of Parke B. in Zongmeid v. Hollidag (s), which
does not deny legal responsibility "when any one delivers
to another without notice an instrument in its nature
dangerous under particular circumstances, as a loaded gun
which he himself has loaded, and that other person to whom
it is delivered is injured thereby; or if he places it in a
situation easily accessible to a third person who sustains
damage from it." In that case the defendant had sold a
dangerous thing, namely an ill-made lamp, which exploded
in use, but it was found as a fact that he sold it in good
faith, and it was not found that there was any negligence
on his part. As lamps are not in their nature explosive, it
was quite tightly held that on these facts the defendant
could be liable only ex cow,
tractor,and therefore not to any
person who could not sue on his contract or on a warranty
therein expressed or implied.
We now come to the duties imposed by law on the Duties
of
occupiers
occupiers of buildings, or persons having the control of ofb_ildother structures intended for human use and occupation, ings,
&o.,
in respect
in respect of the safe condition of the building or structure, repair.
ofsafe
Under this head there are distinctions to be noted both as
to the extent of the duty, and as to the persons to whom
it is owed.
The duty is founded not on ownership, but on possession, ]_xtentof
in other words, on the structure being maintained under the duty.
the control and for the purposes of the person held
answerable. It goes beyond the common doctrine of responsibility for servants, for the occupier cannot discharge
himself by employing an independent contractor for the
maintenance and repair of the structure, however careful
he may be in the choice of that contractor. Thus the
(*) 20 L. J. Ex. at p. 433,
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duty is described as being impersonal rather than personal.
Personal diligence on the part of the occupier and his
servants is immaterial. The structure has to be in a reasonably safe condition, so far as the exercise of reasonable
care and skill can make it so (t). To that extent there is
a limited duty of insurance, as one may call it, though not
a strict duty of insurance such as exists in the classes of
cases governed by _u[ands v. Fletcher.

_odem
The separation of this rule from the ordinary law of
date of
the settled negligence, which is inadequate to account for it, has been
rule:
Indcrmaur the work of quite recent times. &s lately as 1864 (u) the
v. _am_. Lord Chief Baron Pigot (of Ireland), in a very careful
judgment,

confessed

the

difficulty

of

discovering

any

general rifle at all. Two years later a judgment of the
Court of Common Pleas, delivered by Willes J., and confirmed by the :Exchequer Chamber, gave us an exposition
which has since been regarded on both sides of the Atlantic
as a leading

authority (x).

The plaintiff

was u journey-

man gas-fitter, employed to examine and test some new
burners which had been supplied by his employer for use
in the defendant's sugar-refinery.
While on an upper
floor of the building, he fell through an unfenced shaft
which was used in worl_ng hours for raising and lowering
sugar.
It was found as a fact that there was no want of
reasonable care on the plaintiff's par_, which amounts to
saying that even to a careful person not already acquainted
(t) Per ]_ontague Smith J. in
Ex. Oh.,.Fraz_eis
v. Cockrell(1870)
:Ex. Ch.L. R. 5 Q. B. 501, 513,
39 L. J. Q. B. 291. Other eases
well showingthis point areTiekard
v. Smith,10 C.B.N.S. 470: John
v. JBaeon(1870)L. 1%.5 C. P. 437,
39 L. J. C. P. 365.
(u) 8ulhvan v. Waters,14 It. C.

L.R. 460. See,however,Quarman
v. _urnett (1840)6 _. & W. at
p. 510, wherethere is a suggestion
of the modernrule.
(x) Zndermaurv..Dame* (1866)
L.R. 1 (3. P. 274, 35 L. J. C. P.
184, 2 C. P. 311,36 L. J. C. P.
181,constantlycited in later cases,
and reprintedin BigelowL. C.

CONDITIONOF BUILDINGS.
withthebuildingthedangerwas an unexpectedand concealed one. The Court held that on the admitted facts
the plaintiff was in the building as "a person on lawful
business, in the course of fnlAll_ng a contract in which
both the plaintiff and the defendant had an interest, and
not upon bare permission."
They therefore had to deal
with the general question of law "as to the duty of the
occupier of a building with reference to persons resorting thereto in the course of business, upon his invitation
express or implied.
The common case is that of a customer in a shop : but it is obvious that this is only one of
a class

.....

"The class to which the customer belongs includes persons who go not as mere volunteers, or licensees, or guests,
or servants, or persons whose employment
is such that
danger may be considered as bargained for, but who go
upon business which concerns the occupier, and upon his
invitation, express or implied.
"And, with respect to such a visitor at least, we consider
it settled law, that he, using reasonable care on his part
for his own safety, is entitled to expect that the occupier
shall on his part use reasonable care to prevent damage
from unusual danger, which he knows or ought to know ;
and that, where there is evidence of neglect, the question
whether

such reasonable

care has been taken, by notice,

lighting, guarding or otherwise, and whether there was
contributory negligence in the sufferer, must be determined
by a jury as a matter of fact" (y).
The Court goes on to admit that "there was no absolute
duty to prevent danger, but only a duty to make the place
as little dangerous as such a place would reasonably be,
having regard to the contrivances necessarily used in
(y)

L

R.

1 C. P. at p. 288.
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On the facts they held that

"there was evidence for the jury that the plaintiff was in
the place By the tacit inC_ation of the defendant, upon
Business in which

he was concerned;

that there was By

reason of the shaft unusual d_uger, known to the defendant; and that the plaintiff sustained damage by reason
of that danger, and of the neglect of the defendant and
his servants to use reasonably sufficient means to avert or
warn him of it."
The judgment in the Exchequer Chamber (_) is little more than a simple affirmation of this.
Persons
entitled to
safety,

It is hardly needful

to add that a customer,

or other

person entitled to the like measure of care, is protected
not only while he is actually doing his business, But while
he is entering and leaving (a). And the amount of care
required is so carefully indicated by Willes J. that little
remains to Be said on that score. The recent cases are
important chiefly as showing in respect of what kinds of
property the duty exists, and what persons have the same
rights as a customer.
In Both directions the law seems
to have become, on the whole, more stringent in the2resent
generation.
With regard to the person, one acquires this
right to safety By being upon the spot, or engaged in work
on or about the property whose condition is in question, in
the course of any Business in which the occupier has an
interest.
It is not necessary that there should be any
direct or apparent benefit to the occupier irom the particular transaction (b). Where gangways
for access to
ships in a dock were provided by the dock company, the
(z) L. R. 2 C. P. 311.
(a) Chapman v. Rothwell (1858)
1 :E. B. & F.. 168, 27 L J, Q.B.
315, treated as a very plain case,
where a trap-door was left open in
the floor of a passage leading to

the defendant's otfice.
(b) Bee Hol_mes v. N. _E. R. Co.
(1869-71) L. R. 4 Ex. 254, in Ex.
Ch. L. 1_. 6 Ex. 123, 40 L. J. Ex.
]21; Yrhitev..France(1877)2C.:P.
D. 308, 46 L. J. C. P. 823.
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company has been held answerable for theirsafe condition to a person having lawful business on board one of
"the ships ; for the providing of _ecess for all such persons
is part of a dock-owner's business; they are paid for it
by the owners of the ships ca behalf of all who use it (c).
workman was employed under contract with a shipowner to paint

his ship lying

in a dry

dock, and the

dock-owner provided a staging for the workman's use; a
rope by which the staging was supported, not being of
proper strength, broke and let down the staging, and the
man fell into the dock and was hurt; the dock-owner
was held liable to him (d).

It

was contended

that the

staging had been delivered into the control of the shipo_mer, and became as it were part of the ship; but this
was held no reason for discharging the dock-owner from
responsibility for the condition of the staging as it was
delivered.
Persons doing work on ships in the dock
"must be considered as invited by the dock-owner to use
the dock and all appliances provided by the dock-owner as
incident to the use of the dock" (e). Similarly, the owner
of a building let in flats is answerable for the safe condition
of the common staircase to persons coming to do business
with any of the tenants (f).
A person lawfully entering on land, or into a building,
in the discharge of a public duty or otherwise with justification, would seem to be in the same position as a customer
(c) $'mith v. _den
¢¢St. J_atI_arme Docks Co. (1868) L. R. 3 C.P.
326, 37 L. J. C. P. 217 (Bovill C.J.
and Byles J., dub. Keating J.).
(d) Heaven v. 2end_r (1883) 11
Q. B. Div. 503, 62 L. J. Q. B. 702.
(e) Per Cotton and Bowen L. JJ.
11 Q. B. Div. at p. 515. The
judgment of Brett M. R. attempts
to lay down a wider principle with

which the Lords Justices did no_
agree.
See p. 391 above. It must
be taken as a fact, though it is not
clearly stated, that the defective
condition of the rope might have
been discovered
by reasonably
caxeful
examination
when
the
staging was put up.
(f) 2_qller v. Hancock, '93, 2 Q.
B. 177, 4 R. 478, C. A.
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and not to be a mere licensee, though such terms as "licence
by authority of law" may sometimes be applied to these
cases. We do net know of any English authority precisely in point, but the question has been raised in America.
Dnty _

The possession of any structure

to which human beings

respect of

carriages, are intended to commit themselves or their property,
_1_, &e. animate or inanimate, entails this duty on the occupier, or
rather controller.
It extends to gangways or staging in a
dock, as we have just seen ; to a temporary stand put up
for seeing a race or the llke (g) ; to carriages travelling on
a railway or read (h), or in which goods are despatched (i) ;
to ships (k) ; to wharves, in respect of the safety of the
frontage for ships moored at or approaching
and to market-places (m).

the wharf (1);

In the case of a wharfinger he is bound to use reasonable care to ascertain whether the bed of the harbour or
river adjacent is in a safe condition

to be used by a vessel

coming to discharge at his wharf at reasonable times,
having regard to the conditions of tide, the ship's draught
of water,

and the like.

But

this duty

exists

only so

(g) Franc_,v. Coekrell (1870)Ex.
Ch. L. R. 5 Q. B. 184, 501, 39
L. J. Q. B. 113, 291. The plaintiff had paid money for a_r_i_sion,
therefore there was a duty ex e_ntravtu, but the judgments in the
_x. Ch., see especially per ]_artin
B., also affirm a duty independent
of contract.
This is one of the
most explicit authorities showing

(,) .Elliott v. .Hall (188.5) 15 Q.
B.D.
315, 54 L. J. Q. B. 518.
The seller of coals sent them to
the buyer in a truck with a dangerously loose trap-door in it, and
the buyer's servant in the course
of unloading thetruck fell through
and was hurt.
()_) Hayn v, Culliford (1879) 4
C.P. Div. 182, 48 L. J. C. P. 372.

that the duty exf_nds to the aets of
contractors as well as servants.
(h) _Voulkes v. MetroIo. .District
/$. Co. (1880) 5 C. P. Div. 157, 49
L. J. C. P. 861 ; .Moffatt v..Bateman
(1869) L. R. 3 P. C. 116.

(l) The Mooreoek (1889) 14 P.
Div. 64, 58 L. J. P. 73.
(ra) Za_, v. Corporatlon of .Darlington (1879) 5 Ex. ])iv. 28, 49
L.J. Ex. 105.
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far as the river bed is in the wharfinger's
control (n).

ETC.

possession or

A railway passenger using one company's train with
a ticket issued by another company under an arrangement
made between the companies for their common benefit is
entitled, whether or not he can be said to have contracted
with the ilrst-mengoned
company, to reasonably safe provision for his conveyance, not only as regards the construction of the carriage itself, but as regards its fitness and
safety in relation to other appliances (as the platform of
a station) in connexion with which it is intended to be
used (o). Where goods are lawfully shipped with the
shipowner's consent, it is the shipowner's duty (even if he
is not bound to the owner by any contract) not to let other
cargo which will damage them be stowed in contact with
them (p).
Owners of a cattle-market
are bound to leave
the market-place in a reasonably safe condition for the
cattle of persons who come to the market and pay toll for
its use (q).
(n) The Calliope, '91, A. C. 11,
60 L. J. P. 28, reversing the decision of the C. A., 14 P./)iv.
138,
58 L. J. P. 76, on a different view
er the facts.
The reasons given in
The Mooreock, note (1) above, seem
to be to some extent qualified by
this, though the decision itself is
approved by Lord Watson, '91,
A. C. at p. 22.
(o) JFoulkes v. Metrop. 7D,striet
/¢. 5"o.(IS80) 5 C.P. Div. 157, 49
L. J. C. P. 361.
(p) Ifayn v. Cull*ford (1879) 4 C.
:P. I)iv. 182, 48 :L. J'. C. P. 372.
(q) Lax v. OorToorat*on of 7Darllngton (1879) 5 :Ex. ])iv. 28j 49
L. J. Ex. 105 (the plainti_'s
cow
P.

was killed by a spiked fence round
a statue in the market place).
A
good summary of the law, as far
as it goes, is given in the argument of Cave g. (then Q.C.) for
the plaintiff at p. 31. The question of the danger being obvious
was considered not open on the
appeal; i_ it had been, qu. as to
the result, per Bramwcll L.J.
It
has been held in :5_inneso_a (1889)
that the owner of a building frequented by the public is bound no_
to aUow a man of known dangerous
temper to be employed about the
building:
7Dean v. _t. .Paul Union
.DepOt 0o., 29 Am. :Law Reg. 22.
HE[
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Limitsof

In the various applications we have mentioned, the duty
does not extend to defects incapable o_ being discovered
by the exercise of reasonable care, such as latent flaws in
_z_z_etal
(r) ; though it does extend to all such as care and
a'_-skill (not merely care and skill on the part of the defen-

__
_-__
_

can

against
(8).

___
t_t_gain,
when the builder of a ship or carriage, or the
_-_ _
maker of a machine, has dellvered it out of his own
_
_'l_t_possession
and control to a purchaser, he is under no duty
._
_.
to persons using it as to its sa_e condition, unless the thing
t_was in itself of a noxious or dangerous -kind, or (it seems)
:14_, _ _,,a:,_anless he had actual knowledge of its being in such a state
__,_
as would amount to a concealed danger to persons using it
_- __e_ts_
_,-_v_,- in an ordinary manner and with ordinary care (t).
Y_-

_,_-_:-...
.-_¢Z_
.
o_a_
Liability under the rule m/ndermaur v./)ames (u) may
t_fit iniuria .....
_,.
_be avoided not only by showing contrabutory negligence
_
_

h-in the plaintiff, but by showing that the risk was as well
I_- known to him as to the defendant, and that with such
knowledee he voluntarily exoosed himself to it (r); but
this will not excuse the breach of a positive statutory
duty (z).
(r) _eadhead v. Midland _. Go.
(1869) Ex. Ch. L. R. 4 Q. B. 379 ;
a case of contract between carrier

ttandall v. Newaon (1877) 2 Q. B.
])iv. 102, 46 L. J. Q. B. 257.
(8) .HI
v. -hrI/e(1881) 6 Q. B.

and passenger, but the principle
is the same, and indeed the duty
may be put on either ground, see
._y_nan v. _'ye (1881) 6 Q. B.D.
685, 689,perLindleyJ.
Thls does
not however qualify the law as to
the seller'simpliedwarrantyon
the
sale of a chattel for a st)ecitie pu.rpose ; there the warranty is absolute that the chattel is reasonably
fit for that purpose, and there is
me exeeptiom of late_t
defects :

I). at !o. 687.
(t) Winterbottom v. Brrlght, l0
M. & W. 109 ; ffollis v. l._l&n
(1868) L. R. 3 C. P. 495, 37 L. JC.P. 233; Zos$ev. Glute, 51 N.Y.
494.
(u) P. 460, above.
(v) Thomas v. Quart_rraaina, 18
Q.B. ])iv. 685, 66 L. J. Q. B. 340.
(x) Dicta of L.JJ. ibid,, and
_Badcl_lvyv..Earl Gran_ill_ (1887) 19
Q.B.D.
423, 56 L. J. Q. B. 501.
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are

under

a like

or being on adjacent

their invitation in the sense above mentioned,
exercise of an independent right.

duty Duty
towards

land by passersor in the _
_
•

_
a_.
o-_._,_ _'_

_¢_

In t_ar_es v. Ward (y), the defendant, a builder, had _
left the area of an unfinished house open and unfenced. I_.._
& person

lawfully

walking

after

dark along

I_--_.A_

the publ_

path on which the house abutted fell into the area and ___'_(_
was killed.
An action was brought under Lord Camp-,_._r.__.,4.
bell's Act, and the case was twice argued ; the main point c _
I
for the defence being that the defendant had only dug a ___,
hole in his own land, as he lawfully might, and was not " _

-

under any duty to fence or guard it, as it did not interfere _ _ o-_L. t_r_ with the use of the right of way.
The Court held there_
o-_
was a good cause of action, the excavation being so close _
-_ a ._,
to the public way as to make it unsafe to persons using it 1_ , c
witha
ordinary
making,,even
of such,,
mounts
to a care.
public The
nuisance
me u ganh"excavati°n"
_ne ua n get __-lb_
consists in the

risk of accidentally

deviating

_rom the

road."
Lately it has been held that one who by lawful
authority diverts a public path is bound to provide reasonable means to warn and protect travellers against going
astray at the point of diversion (z).
In Corbg v. ttill (a) the plaintiff

was a person

using a

private way with the consent of the owners and occupiers.
See further ]'arra_t]_ v. _rasee, 19
Q. B. D. 647, and p. 153, above,
Smith v. 2_ker, '91, A. C. 325, 60
L. J. Q. ]3. 683, was a ease not of
this class, but (as the facts were
found) of negligence in conducting
a specific operation,
(y) 9 C. B. 392, 19 L. J. C. P
195 (1850) ; cp. D. 9. 2, ad leg.
Aquil. 28.
(z) Hurst v. l"a_dlor (1885) 14

HH9

Q. ]3. :D. 918, 54 L. J'. Q. ]3. 310 ;
defendants,
railway
eonf_ctors,
had (within the statutory powers)
diverted a footpath to make the
line, but did not fence off the old
direction of the path ; plaintiff,
walking after dark, followed the
old direction, got on the railway,
and fell over a bridge.
(a) 4 C. B. N. 8. 5_6, 27 L. J.
C.P. 318 (1858).

_
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The defendant had the like consent, as he alleged, to put
slates and other materials on the road.
No light or other
safeguard or warning was provided.
The plaintiff's horse,
being driven on the road after dark, ran into the heap
of materials and was injured.
It was held immaterial
whether the defendant was acting under licence from the
owners or not. If not, he was a mere trespasser ; but the
owners themselves could not have justified putting a concealed and dangerous

obstruction

in the way of persons to

whom they had held out the road as a means of access (b).
Here the plaintiff was (it seems) (c) only a licensee, but
while the licence was in force he was entitled not to have
the condition of the way so altered as to set a trap for him.
The case, therefore, marks exactly the point in which a
licensee's condition is better than a trespasser's.
Presumption of

_Vherc damage

is done by the falling

of objects into

negligence a highway from a building, the modern rule is that the
(m ip,,_
lo_ui:ur), accident, in the absence of explanation, is of itself evidence
of negligence.
In other words, the burden of proof is on
the occupier of the building.
If he cannot show that the
accident was due to some cause consistent with the due
repair and careful management
liable.
The authorities, though
cient to establish the rule, one of
of a court of appeal.
In Byrne
flour fell from a window in the
in Liverpool,

and knocked

(b) Cp. 8weeny v. Old felony _
_ew_rt
tL tL fro. (1865) 10 Allen
(Mass.) 368, and Bigelow L.C.
660.
(e) The language
of the judgmerits leavm i_ not qui_e clear
whet&or the continued permission

of the structure, he is
not numerous, are suffithem being the decision
v. Beadle (d) a barrel of
defendant's warehouse

down the plaintiff,

who was

to use the road for access to a public
building
(the HanweU
Lunatic
Asylum)
did not amount to an
"invitation"
in the special sense
of this class of cases.
(d) 2 H. & C. 722, 33 L. J. Ex.
13, and in Bigelow L. C. 578 (1863).

RES /_'S_ LOQ_r/rV-_.
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lawfully p&ssing in the public street.
There was no
evidence to show how or by whom the barrel was being
handled.
The Com_ said this was enough to raise against
the defendant a presumption of negligence which it was
for him to rebut.
"It is the duty of persons who keep
barrels in a warehouse _ take care that they do not
roll out ....
_ barrel could not roll out of a warehouse
without some negligence, and to say that a plaintiff

who

is injured by it must eall witnesses from the warehouse
to prove negligence seems to me preposterous.
So in the
building or repairing a house, or putting pots on the
chimneys, if a person passing along the road is injured
by something falling upon Mm, I think the accident
alone would be pri;;2d faeie evidence of negllgeneo"
(e).
This was followed, perhaps
extended, in _Kearney v.
Eo_do;_, J_rigldo_ a_d South Coast _ailwa_ Co. (f).
There
as the plaintiff was passing along a highway spanned by
a railway bridge, a brick fell out of one of the piers of the
bridge and struck and injured him. A train had passed
immediately
before.
There was not any evidence as to
the condition of the bridge and brickwork, except that
after the accident other bricks were found to have fallen
out.

The Court held the maxim "res

be applicable.

"The

defendants

ipsa loquitur " to

were under the common

law liability to keep the bridge in safe condition for the
public using the highway to pass under it ;" and when
"a brick fell out of the pier of the bridge without any
assignable cause except the slight vibration caused by a
passing train," it was for the defendants to show, if they
could, that the event was consistent with due diligence
(e) Per Pollock C.B.
Op. Scott
v. Zondon AOock Co. (1865) 3 _-T. &
C. _96, 34 T,. J. Ex. 220, p. 400,

above.
(f) Ex. Ch. L. R. 6 Q. B. 759,
40 L. J. Q. B. 285 (1871).
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__avlng
_:_

I_ t_(_

been used to keep the bridge in safe repair (g).
This decision has been followed, in the stronger ease of a

_ ¢'-_'_vhole
_4¢_,_

_
_

t__lamp
-a O_ _ _one
_"
_
_'_(_"_
"_"_

projected over the street was held liable for damage
by its fall, though he had employed a competent

person
(nothisservant)
toputthelamp
inrepairthe
fall was in fact due to the
attachment

decayed

condition

of the

of the lamp to its bracket, which had escaped

c_a_a_41notice.
"It was the defendant's duty to make the lamp
reasonably safe, the contractor failed to do that ....
._'_therefore'the
"
t_liable

_

building falling into the street, in the State of New

o._ York.
"Buildings
properly constructed do not fall with.
out adequate cause" (It).
_
In a later ease (i) the occupier of a house from which a

_case

defendant

has not done his duty, and he is

to the plaintiff for the consequences
(2"). In th_s
negligence on the contractor s part was found as a

. _*:_kAa_r_
"
Combining the principles affirmed in these authorities,
_" _' _ _ we see that the owner of property abutting on a highway
tl__
5-_._
is under a positive duty to keep his property from being a
_¢_'_
IQ._ause
of danger to the public by reason of any defect either
_, _5"z-d
in structure, repair, or use and management, which reasonable care and skill can guard against.
Distino- But where an accident happens in the course of doing
tions.
on fixed property work which is proper of itself, and not
usually clone by servants, and there is no proof either that
the work was under the occupier's control or that the accident was due to any defective

condition

of the structure

itself with reference to its ordinary purposes, the occupier
_) Per Cur. L. R. 6 Q. B. a_
pp. 761,762.
(_)M_ll_ v. _. Join.,
57 N.Y.
567, 569.

(i) Tarry v. .4shtan(1876) 1 Q.
B.D. 314, 45 L. J. Q. B. 260.
(j)PerBlackburnJ. at p.319.
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is not liable (k).

In other words, he does not answer for J_ou__

the care or skill of an independent and
petent contractor in the doing of that
connected with the repair of a structure
dition the occupier does answer, is in itself
to the contractor's
business and under
control.

apparently corn- _IA_
_v¢"
which, though(/_j
!
J
for whose conmerely incident _ _V ~
his order and

There are cases involving principles and considerations
very similar to these, but concerning the special duties of
adjacent landowners or occupiers to one another rather
than any general duty to the public or to a class of persons.
_Ve must be content here to indicate their existence,
though

in practice the distinction

is not always easy to

maintain (1).
Thus far we have spoken of the duties owed to persons Positionof
licensees.
who are brought within these risks of unsafe condition or
repair by the occupier's invitation on a matter of common
interest, or are there in the exercise of a right.
Y_rehave
still to note the plight of him who comes on or near
another's property as a "bare licensee."
Such an one
appears to be (with the possible exception of a mortgagee
in possession) about the least favoured in the law of men
who are not actual wrong-doers.
He must take the
property as he finds it, and is entitled only not to be led
into danger l_y "something like fraud" (m).
Persons who by the mere gratuitous permission of
owners or occupiers take a short cut across a waste piece
(k) Welfare v. L_
_ _Br_hto_
a_. G'o. (1869) L. R. 4 Q. B. 693,
88 L. J. Q. B. 241 ; a decision on
peculiar facts, where perhaps a
very little more evidence might
have turned _e _ale in favour of
the plaintiff,

(1) See _ower v. 2cute (1876) 1
Q.B.D.
321, 45 L. J. Q. B. 446 ;
_r_l_e8 v. Percival (1683) 8 App.
Ca. 443, 52 L. J. Q. B. 719 ; and
op. Gorham v. Gross, 125 Mass. 232.
(m) Willes J., Gautret v. _gerton
(1867) L. R. 2 C. P. at p. 375,
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of land (_), or pass over private bridges (o), or have the
run of a building (p), cannot expect to find the land free
from holes or ditches, or the bridges to be in safe repair,
or the passages and stairs to be commodious and free from
dangerous places. If the occupier, while the permission
continues, does something that creates a concealed danger
to people availing themselves of it, he may well be
liable (q). And he would of course be liable, nob for
failure in a special duty, but for wilful wrong, if he purposely made his property
dangerous to persons
ordinary care, and then held out his permission

using
as an

inducement to come on it. Apart from this improbable
ease, the licensee's rights are measured, at best, by the
actual state of the property at the time of the licence.
"If I dedicate a way to the public which is full of ruts
and holes, the public must take it as it is. If I dig a pit
in it, I may be liable for the consequences : but, if I do
nothing, I am not" (r).
The occupier of a yard in which machinery was in
motion allowed certain workmen (not employed in his own
business) to use, for their
it. This did not make it
at all, or if he did so to
might have been liable if

own convenience, a path crossing
his duty to fence the machinery
fence it sufficiently; though he
he had put up an insecure guard

which by the false appearance of security acted as a trap (s).
The plaintiff, by having permission to use the path, had
not the right to find it in any particular
convenience.
(n) _ounsell v. 8myth (1860) 7
C.B.N.S. 731,29L. J.C.P. 203.
(o) Geutretv. Zgerton(1867)L.
R. 2 C.P. 371, 36 L. J. C.P. 191.
(p) 8ulhvan v. Waters(1864)14
It. 0. L. R. 460.
_"

state of safety or

(q) Corbyv. Eill (1858)4 C. B.
N.S. 556, 27 L, J. C. P. 318,
p. 467,above.
(r) WiLlesJ., L. R. 2 C. P. at
p. 373.
(s) _oleh v. Smith (1862)7 H. &
lq. 736,31 L. J. :Ex.201.
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"Permission
involves leave and licence, but it gives no
right. If I avail myself of permission to cross a man's
land I do so by virtue of a licence, not of a right.
It is
an abuse of language to call it a right : it is an excuse or
licence, so that the party cannot be treated as a trespasser" (t). In the language of Continental jurisprudence,
there is no question of cid2a between a gratuitous licensee
and the licensor, as regards the safe condition of the
property to which the licence applies.
of doh_s will make the licensor liable (_e).

Nothing

shorb

Invitation is a word applied in common speech to the Host and
relation of host and guest.
But a guest (that is, a visitor guest.
who does not pay for his entertainment) has not the benefit
of the legal doctrine ef invitation in the sense now before
us. He is in point of law nothing but a licensee.
The
reason given is that he cannot have higher rights than a
member of the household of which he has for the time
being become, as it were, a part (x). 2kll he is entitled to
is not to be led into a danger known to his host, and not
known or reasonably apparent to himself.
(t) _[artin B., 7 H. & lq'. at p.
745. 5Bat.'helor v..Forteseue (1883)
llQ. B. Div. 474,478, seems rather
to stand upon the ground that the
plaintiff had gone out of his way
to create the risk for himself.
As
between himself and the defendant,
he had no title at M1 to be where
he was. Cp. D. 9.2. ad. leg. Aquil.
31, adfln. "eulpa ab eo exigenda
non est, cure divinare non potuerit
an per eum looum aliquis transitutus sit." Inlvayv.
Hedges(1882)
9 Q. B. D. 80, the question was
more of the terms of the contract
between landlord and tenant than
of a duty imposed by law. Qua, re,
whether in that ease the danger

to which the tenant was exposed
might not have well been held to
be in the nature of a trap.
The
defect was a non-apparent
one,
and the landlord knew of it.
(u) Cp. _[akemore v..Bristol a_d
.Exeter _. Co. (1858) 8 :E. & B.
1035, 27 L. J. Q. B. 167, where it
seems that the plaintiff's intestate
was nof;evena llcensee; but see 11
Q.B.D.
516.
(x) Southcote v. Stanley (1856) 1
H. & !q'. 247, 25 L. J. Ex. 339.
But _uaere if fills explanation be
not obscurum per obseurius.
_.
2fbral_am v. 2_eynold,, 5 H. & N.
at p. 148, where the same line of
though_ appears.
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On the same principle, a man who offers another a seat
in his carriage is not answerable for an accident due to
any defect in the carriage of which he was not aware (y).

Liability
It may probably be assumed that a licensor is answerof licensor
for "oral. able to the licensee for ordinary negligence (z), in the
nary negngenoe." sense that his own act or omission _Jll make him liable if
it is such that it would create liability as between two
persons having an equal right to be there : for example, if
J. S. allows me to use his private road, it will hardly be
said that, without express warning, I am to take the risk
of J. S. driving furiously thereon.
But the whole subject
of a licensee's rights and risks is still by no means free
from difficulty.
Liability
of owner
not in
oocupation?

It does not appear to have been ever decided how far, if
at all, an owner of property

not in possession can be sub-

ject to the kind of duties we have been considering.
We
have seen that in certain conditions he may be liable for
nuisance (a). But, since the ground of these special duties
regarding safe condition and repair is the relation created
by the occupier's express or tacit "invitation,"
it may be
doubted whether the person injured can sue the owner in
the first instance, even if the defect or default by which he
suffered is, as between owner and occupier, a breach of the
owner's obligation.
(g) Me,aft v. .Bateman(1869)L. 119.
R. 3 P. C. 115.
(a)See p. 387,abeve. Campbell,
(z) Horace Smlt_ 38, Campbell pp. 26, 27.
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THE original theory of the common law seems to have Original
theory of
been that there were a certain number of definite and forms of
mutually exclusive causes of action, expressed in appro- action.
priate forms.
The test for ascertaining the e_stence or
non-existence of a legal remedy in a given case was to see
whether the facts could be brought under one of these
forms.
Not only this, but the party seeking legal redress
had to discover and use the right form at his peril.
So
had the defendant if he relied on any special ground of
defence as opposed to the general i_.s_e. If this theory had
been strictly carried out, confusion between forms or causes
of action would not have been possible.
]3ut strict adherence to the requirements
of such a theory could be
kept up only at the price of intolerable inconvenience.
}tenee not only new remedies were introduced, but relaxations of .the older definitions were allowed.
The number
of eases in which there was a substantial grievance without
remedy was greatly diminished, but the old sharply drawn
lines of definition were overstepped at various points, and
became obsouxed. Thus different forms and causes of
action overlapped.
In many eases the new form, having
been introduced for greater practical convenience, simply
took the place of the older, as an alternative which in praerice was always or almost always preferred : but in other
cases one or another remedy might be better according to
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the circumstances.
Hence different remedies for similar
or identical causes of action remained in use after the
freedom of choice had been established with more or less
difficulty.
On the debateable ground thus created between those
states of fact which clearly give rise to only one -]dnd of
action and those which
arose a new kind of
terminate than those
reducible to the test of

Actions on
the case.

clearly offered an alternative, there
question, more refined and indeof the earlier system, because less
fixed forms.

The great instrument of transformation was the introduction of actions on the case by the Statute of Westminster (_l). Certain types of action on the case became in
effect new and well recognized forms of action. But it was
never admitted that the virtue of the statute had been
exhausted,

and it was probably

rather

the timidity

of

pleaders than the unwillingness of the judges that prevented the development from being even greater than it
was. It may be asked in this connexion why some form
of action on the ease was not devised to compete with the
jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery in enforcing trusts.
An action on the case analogous to the action of account,
if not the action of account itself, might well have been
held to lie against a feoffee to uses at the suit of cestui _ue
use. Probably the reason is to be sought in the inadequacy
of the common law remedies, which no expansion of pleading could have got over. The theory of a system of equitable rights wholly outside the common law and its process,
and inhabiting a region of mysteries unlawful for a common lawyer to meddle with, was not the cause but the
consequence of the Court of Chancery's final triumph.
(a) 1,_Edw. I., c. 24.

ACTIONS ON THE CASE.
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The history of the Roman legis actiones may in a general
way be compared with that of common law pleading in its
earlier stages; and it may be found that the praetorian
actions have not less in common with our actions on
the

ease than with

equity, which
to them.

the

remedies

our text-writers

peculiar

have

to courts

habitually

of

likened

Forms of action are now abollshed in ]_ngland.
But Causes of
action:
the forms of action were only the marks and appointed modern
trappings el causes of action; and to maintain an action tion
classmcaof
there must still be some cause of action known to the law. them as
foundedon
Where there is an apparent alternative, we are no longer contract or
bound to choose at our peril, and at the very outset, on tort.
which ground we will proceed, but we must have at least
one definite ground.
The question, therefore, whether any
cause of action is raised by given facts is as important as
ever it was. The question whether there be more than
one is not as a rule material in questions between the
same parties.
But it may be (and has been) material
under exceptional conditions:
and where the suggested
distinct causes of action affect different parties it may still
be of capital importance.
In modern English practice, personal (b) causes of action
cognizable by the superior courts of common law (and now
by the High Court in the jurisdiction derived from them)
have been regarded as arising either out of contract or out
of wrongs independent of contract.
This division was no
doubt convenient for the working lawyer's ordinary uses,
and it received the high sanction of the framers of the
Common Law Procedure Act, besides other statutes dealing
with procedure.

:But it does not rest on any historical

(b) I do not_th]nl: it waseverattemptedto bringthe real act,lensunder
this classification.
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nor can it be successfully defended as a scientific

dichotomy.
In fact the historical causes above mentioned
have led to intersection of the two regions, with considerable perplexity for the consequence.
We have causes of action nominally in contract which
are not founded on the breach of any agreement, and we
have torts which are not in any natural sense independent
of contract.
This border-land

between the law of tort and the law of

contract will be the subject of examination in this chapter.
c_assesof

The questions to be dealt with may be distributed

under

questions

arising,

the following heads :-1. Alternative forms of remedy
action.
2. Concurrent

or alternative

on the same cause of

causes of action.

3. Causes of action in tort dependent on a contract not
between the same parties.
4. Measure of damages and other incidents of the
remedy.
I.--2flter_atlve
One cause
of action
and alter-

native
remedies.

Forms of __emedy on the ,ame Cause of
Action.

It may be hard to decide whether particular cases fall
under this head or under the second, that is, whether
there is one cause of action which the pleader has or had
the choice of describing in two ways, or two distinct causes
of action which may possibly confer rights on and against
different parties. In fact the mos_ difficult questions we
shall meet with are of this kind.

Theco----

men law

doctrine

Misfeasance

in doing an act in itself not unlaw_

ground for an action on the case (e).
(c) And strictly,
/don of trespass;

not for an acbut thcrc are

is

It is immaterial

classes of facts which may be
regarded
as constituting
either

ALTERNATIVE

REMEDIES.
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tha_ the act was not one which the defendant was bound to of misfeasance.

do at all (d). If a man will set about actions attended
with risk to others, the law casts on him the duty of care
and competence.
It is equally immaterial that the defendant may have bound himself to do the act, or to do it
competently.
The undertaking, if undertaking there was
in that sense, is but the occasion and inducement of the
wrong.
From this root we have, as a direct growth, the
whole modern doctrine of negligence.
We also have, by
a more artificial process, the modern method of enforcing
simple contracts, through the specialized form of this
kind of action called ass_mfis# (e): the obligation being
extended, by a bold and strictly illogical step, to cases of
pure non-feasance (f), and guarded by the requirement of
consideration.
Gradually assumpsit came to he thought
of as founded on a duty ez eo_tractu ; so much so that
it might not be joined with another cause of action on the
case, such as conversion.
From a variety of action on the
wrongs of misfeasance
(ease), or
acts which might
be justified
under some common or particular
claim of right, but not being duly
done fail of such justification
and
are merely xvrongful (trespass).
(d) Gladw_lt v. _teggall (1839) 5
Bing. lq. C. 733, 8 Scott, 60, 8 L.
J. C. P. 361 ; action by am infant for
incompetence in surgical treatment,
In such an action the plaintiff's
consent is material only because
without it the defendant would be

not showing by whom the surgeon
was retained or to be paid.
As to
the assumption of special skill being
material, see _q]_iellsv..Bl_ckburne
(1789) 1 IL B1. 158, 2 :R. R. 750.
(e) O.W. Holmes, The Common
Law, pp. 274 s_. ; J. B. Ames in
Harv. Law Rev. ii. 1, 53.
(f) An analogy to this in the
l_oman theory of tulles, under the
Lex Aquilia, can hardly be sustained.
See the passages in D.
9.2. collected and dlseussed in Dr.

a mere _espasser, and the ineompetence would not be the gist of
the action, but matter for aggraration of damages.
To the same
effect is _Pip2in v. Ehe_ppard (1822)
II Price 400, holding that a dedaration against a surgeon for ira]_roper treatment was not bad for

Grueber's treatise, at pp. 87, 209.
On the other hand the decision in
S/_/_'s ease, 4 Co. Rep. 91 a, that
the existence of a cause of action
in debt did not exclude assumpalt,
was in full accordance _it3a the
original concel_tion.
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case it had become a perfect species, and in common use
its origin was forgotten.
]3ut the old root was there still,
and had life in it at need.
Thus it might happen that
facts or pleadings which in the current modern view showed
an imperfect cause of action in assumpsit would yet suffice
to give the plaintiff judgment on the more ancient ground
of misfeasance in a duty imposed by law. In the latest
period of common law pleading the House of Lords upheld
in this manner a declaration for negligence in the execution
of an employment, which averred an undertaking of the
employment, but not any promise to the plaintiff, nor,
in terms, any consideration (g). And it was said that a
breach of duty in the course of employment under a contract would give rise to an action either in contract or in
tort at the plaintiff's election (/0. This, it will be seen,
is confined to an active misdoing;
notwithstanding
the
verbal laxity of one or two passages, the House of Lords
did not authorize parties to treat the mere non-performance
of a promise as a substantive tort (i). Until the beginning
of this century it was the common practice to sue in tor_
for the breach of an express warranty, though it was needless to allege or prove the defendant's knowledge of the
assertion being false (j).
On the other hand, it was held for a considerable time (k)
(g) _rown v. 13oo_w_an(1844) 11
C1. & lw. 1.
The defendant's

the course of the argument.
In
that case it was attempted to join

pleader
appears
to have been
unable to refer the declaration to
any certain species ; to make sure
of having it somewhere he pleaded
--(1) not guilty;
(2) _on assure2_t ; (3) a traverse of the alleged
employment.
(h) Per Lord Campbell.
(0 Courtmay v. _arte (1850) 10
C. B. 78, 20 L. J. C. P. 7. See
especially the dicta of Maule J. in

counts, which were in substance
for the non-payment
of a bill of
exchange, with a count in trover.
_') ll_lhamson v. Allison (1802)
2 :East 446.
(k) From 1695, 1)alstonv. Jansonp
5 _od. 89, 1 Ld. Raym. 58, till
1766, when the last-mentioned ease
and others to the same effect were
overruled in 2)ivkon v. Glifl_, 2
Wils. 3i9.

_GL_G_C_

AND ASSUMPSIT.
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that an action against a common carrier for loss of goods,
even when framed in tort, "sounded in contract" so much
that it could not be distinguished from assumpsit, and a
count so framed could not be properly joined with other
forms of case, such as trover.
At a later time it was held,
for the purpose of a plea in abatement, that the declaration
against a carrier on the custom of the realm was in substance e_ contractu (1).
There are certain kinds of employment, namely those
of a carrier and an innkeeper, which are deemed public in
a special sense. If a man holds himself out as exercising
one of these, the law casts on him the duty of not refusing
the benefit thereof, so far forth as his means extend, to
any person who properly applies for it. The innkeeper
must not without a reasonable cause refuse to entertain a
traveller, or the carrier to convey goods. Thus we have a
duty attached to the mere profession of the employment,
and antecedent to the formation of any contract; and if the
duty is broken, there is not a breach of contract bub a tort,
for which the remedy under the common law lorms of
pleading is an action on the case. In effect refusing to
enter into the appropriate contract is of itself a tort.
Duties of the same class may be created by statute, expressly or by necessary implication ; they are imposdl for
the benefit of the public, and generally by way of return
for privileges conferred by the same statutes, or by other_
in pari materia, on the persons or eorporatlons who may be
concerned.
Here the duty is imposed by the general law, though by Spe_ia!
duty of

a peculiar and somewhat anomalous rule ; and it gives rise carriers
and inn-

to an obligation

upon a simple non-feasanee, unless we keel_ersby

(l) _
v. /F'i_on (1796) 6 T. R.
Cutup'bell's _aote at p. 206.
p.

369, 8 R. R.

202, see Mr.
II

4
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say that the profession of a "public

employment"

in this

sense is itself a continuing act, in relation to which the
refusal to exercise that employment on due demand is a
misfeasance.
But on this latter view there would be no
reason why the public profession of any trade or ca]Hug
whatever should not have the like consequences ; and such
an extension of the law has never been proposed.
The term "custom of the realm" has been appropriated
to the description of this kind of duties by the current
usage of lawyers, derived apparently from the old current
form of declaration.
It seems however thaf in strictness
" cus{om ,of the realm"
has no meaning except as a
synonym of the common law, so that express averment of
it was super_uous (l).
]_ven where the breach of duty is subsequent to a complete contract in any employment of this kind, it was long
the prevailing opinion that the obligation was still founded
on the custom of the realm, and that the plaintiff might
escape objections which (under the old forms of procedure)
would have been fatal in an action on a contract (m).

Al_ernaIn all other cases under this head there are not two
rive of
ionn aces distinct causes of action even in the alternative, nor disnot affect tinct remedies, but one cause of action with, at most, one
substance
of d_ty or remedy in alternative forms.
And it was an established
_b_ty.
rule, as long as the forms of action were in use; that the
rights and liabilities of the parties were not to be altered
by varying the form. Where there is an undertaking
without a contract, there is a duty incident to the undertaking (n), and if it is broken there is a tor_, and nothing
(0 t'o=i v. ,ShO,
ton (lS39) 8 A.
(m) Po=iv. 8hi_ton,las_note.
& :E. 963, 975, 8 L. J. Q. B. 1.
(n) Gtadwellv. _teggall(1839)5
Cp. Tatta, v. G. yr. 2. Co.(1860) Bing. N. O.7_a,8 Soott60,8L.J,
2 E. & E. 844,29 L. J. Q. B. 184, C.P. 361.
Y. B. 2 Hen. IV. 18,pl. 5.

ALTERNATIVEFORMS.
else.
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The rule that if there is a specific contract, the more

general duty is superseded by it, does not prevent the
general duty from being relied on where there is no contract, at all (o). Even where there is a contract, our authorities do not say that the more general duty ceases to exist,
or that a tort cannot be committed; but they say that the
duty is "founded
on contract."
The contract, with its
incidents either express or attached by law, becomes the
only measure of the duties between the parties.
There
might be a choice, therefore, between forms of pleading,
but the plaintiff could not by any device of form get
more than was contained in the defendant's 9bli_ation
under the contract.
Thus an infant could not be made chargeable for what
was in substance a breach of contract by suing him in an
action on the case; and the rule appears to have been first
lald down for this special purpose.
All the infants in
England would be ruined, it was said, if such actions were
allowed (p). So a purchaser of goods on credit, if the
vendor resold the goods before default in
treat this as a conversion and sue in trover;
the seller he could recover no more than his
in other words the substance of the right

payment, could
but as against
actual damage,
was governed

wholly by the contract (q).
Yet the converse of this rule does not hold without
qualification.

There

are cases in which the remedy on a

contract partakes of the restrictions usually incident to the
remedy for a tort; but there are also cases in which not
only an actual contract, but the fiction of a contract, can
(o) _4ustinv. G. _F.R. Co.(1867) wilful fraud made no difference:
L. R. 2 Q. B. 442,where the judg- Greenv. Greenbank(1816)2 Marsh.
merit of Blackburn J. gives the 485; 17 R. R. 529.
true reason. Seefurther below.
(q) Chineryv. Viall (1860)5 H.
(p) J_nings v._R_lall (1799)8 &N. 288,29L. J.]_x. 180; p. 326,
T.R. 335,4R.R. 680; p. 50,above, above.
Theaddition of a count charging
112
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be made to afford a better remedy than the more obvious
manner of regarding the facts.
Moreover it was held, for the benefit of plaintiffs, that
where a man had a substantial cause of action on a contract he should not lose its incidents, such as the right to a
verdict for nominal damages in default of proving special
damage, by framing his action on the case (r).

In modern NOW that forms of pleading arc generally abolished or
view_he
obligation greatly simplified, it seems better to say that wherever
i_
there is a contract to do something, the obligation of the
in whony
contract,
contract is the only obligation between the parties with
regard to the performance, and any action for failure or
negligence therein is an action on the contract ; and this
whether there was a duty antecedent to the contract or
not. So much, in effect, has been laid down by the Cour_
of Appeal as regards the statutory distinction of actions
by the County Courts Act, for certain purposes of costs, as
being "founded on contract" or "founded
on tort" (s).
But injury by active misfeasance, which would have been
a tort if there had not been any contract, is still a tort (t).
From this point of view the permanent result of the
older theory has been to provide a definite measure for
dukes of voluntary
diligence, whether undertaken
by
contract or gratuitously, and to add implied warranties of
exceptional stringency to the contracts of carriers, innkeepers, and those others (if any) whose employments
(r) Marzettiv. Brilliam8(1830)1
B. & Ad. 415; actionby customer
against banker for dishonouring
cheque.
(s) _ning v. _[ane_ster, _heffield _ Y_inco_nddre
_. Co.(1878)4
Q. B. D. 81. It is impossibleto
reconcilethe groundsof this decision_ith those of .Pozziv. S]dpton
(1839)8 &. & E. 963,8 L. J. Q. B,

fall

1 ; p. 482, above.
(t) Taylorv. _. 8. ¢ Z. _. _o.,
'95, 1 Q. B. 134, 14 1_.Jan. 350,
64 L. J. Q. B. 6 C3A.(portershut
carriagedooron plaintiff'sthumb).
The enactmentis s. 116 of the
CountyCourtsAct, 1888, supersedinga similarsectionin the re.
pealedAct of 1867.
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under the special rule attributed to the "custom of the
realm" (u).
All these rules and restrictions, however, must be taken Limitsof
the nile.

with regard to their appropriate subject-matter.
not exclude the possibility of cases occurring
there is more than an alternative of form.
If John has contracted

They do
in which

with Peter, Peter cannot make

John liable beyond his contract ; that is, where the facts
are such that a cause of action would remain if some
necessary element of contract, consideration for example,
were subtracted, Peter can, so to speak, waive John's
prorMse i_ he think fit, and treat him in point of form as
having committed a wrong; but in point of substance he
cannot thereby make John's position worse. In saying
this, however, we are still far from saying that there can
in no ease be a relation between Peter and John which
includes the facts of a contract (and to that extent is
determined by the obligation of the contract), but in some
way extends beyond those facts, and may produce duties
really independent of contract.
Much less have we said
that the existence of such a relation is not to be taken into
account in ascertaining what may be John's duties and
liabilities to William or Andrew, who has not any contract
with John.

In pursuing

difficulties of principle.
our next head.

such questions we come upon real
This class of cases will furnish

(u) It has been suggested that a
shipowner may be under this responsibility,
not because he is a
common carrier, but by mason of
a distinct though similar custom
extending to shipowners who carry
goods for hire without being corn,non carriers;
.hrugent v. Smith

19 ; but the decision was reversed
on appeal, 1 C. P. D. 423, 45 L. J.
C.P. 697, and the propositions of
the Court below specifically contreverted by Cockbtn'a C. J., see
1C.P.D.
atpp. 426 s_q. I amnot
aware of any other kind of employment to which the " custom of the

(1876) 1 C_ P. D. 14, 45 L. J, C.P.

realm"

has been held to apt_
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Causes of Action.

Concur-

Herein we have to consider--

of action.

(a) Cases where it is doubtful whether a contract has
been formed or there is a contract "implied in

rent causes

law" without any real agreement in fact, and
the same act which is a breach of the contract, if
any, is at all events a tort;
(b) Cases where A. can sue ]3. for a tort though the
same facts may give him a cause of action
against M. for breach of contract ;
(C) Cases where A. can sue ]3. for a tort though B.'s
misfeasance may be a breach of a contract made
not with A. but with _[.
Casesof
tort,
whether
contract
or
no
contract
between

same
parties

(a) There are two modern

railway cases in which the

majority of the Cou_t held the defendants
liable on a
contract, but it was also said that even if there was no
contract there was an independent
cause of action.
In
_Dento_ v. Great _hrorthern _Railway Compa_y (u), an intending passenger was held to have a remedy for damage
sustained by acting on an erroneous announcement in the
company's current time-table, probably on the footing of
the time-table being the proposal of a contract, but certainly on the ground of its being a false representation.
In .Austin v. _reat Western _Railway ComTa_zg(x), an
action for harm suffered in some accident of which the
nature and particulars are not reported, the plaintiff was a
young child just above the age up to which children were
entitled to pass free. The plaintiff's mother, who had
(u) 5 E. & B. 860, 25 L. J. Q.B.
129 (1856), see p. 273 above, and
Principles of Contract, 6th ed. 15,
16. The case is perhaps open to
_he remark that a doubtful _ort and

the breach of
were allowed
from adequate
(x) L. 1_, 2

a doubtful eon_raM_
_o save one another
criticism.
Q. B. 442 (1867).

II_DEPENDENT

CAUSES

OF ACTION.

charge of him, took a ticket for herself only.
It was held
that the company was liable either on an cnth_e contract
to carry the mother and the child (enurlng, it seems, for
the benefit of both, so that the action was properly brought
by the child) (y), or independently of contract, because the
child was accepted as a passenger, and this east a duty on
the company to carry him
is, in the absence of fraud,
railway company's property
to the protection given to

safely (z). Such a passenger
in the position of using the
by invitation, and is entitled
persons in that position by a

class of authorities now well established (a). Whether the
company is under quite the same duty towards him, in
respect of the amount of diligence required, as towards a
passenger with whom there is an actual contract, is not so
clear on principle (b). The point is not discussed in any
of the cases now under review.
Again if a servant travelling with his master on a railway loses his luggage by the negligence of the company's
servants, it is immaterial that his ticket was paid for by
his master, and he can sue in his own name for the loss.
Even if the payment is not regarded as made by the
master as the servant's agent, as between themselves and
the company (c), the company has accepted the servant
and his goods to be carried, and is answerable upon the
general duty thus arising, a duty which would still exist
if the passenger and his goods were lawfully in the train
without any contract at all (d). Evidently the plaintiff in
(y) Per Lush J. at p. 447.
(z) Per Blackburn J. at p. 445,
and see per Grove J. in lVoulkes v.
Metrop. 1)istr@t _R. Uo. (1880) 4 C.
P. D. at p. 279, 48 L. J. C. P. 555.
(a) See Chap. XII. p. 460 above;
and ep. Tay_r's ca. note (t), p. 484,
above.
(b) See .Moj_alt v, .Batvtnan (1869)

L. I_. 3 P. C. 115.
(e) Suppose the master by accident had left his money at home,
and the servant had paid both fares
out of his own money : could it be
argued that the master had no
contract with the company
(d) Marshall v. 1"ork, _'eweastlo
_ _erwwk

J_. Co. (1851) 1| C, B,
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a ease of (his kind must make his choice of remedies, and
cannot have a double compensation for the same matter,
first as a breach of contract and then as a tort; at the
same time the rule that the defendant's
be increased by varying

liability must not

the form of the claim is not here

applicable, since the plaintiff may rely on the tert not.
withstanding the existence of doubt whether there be any
contract, or, if there be, whether the plaintiff can sue on it.
Contra_t
"implied

in law"

On the other hand we have eases in which an obvious
tort is turned into a much less obvious breach

anawaiver
with the undisguised
of tort.

of contract

purpose of giving a better and more

convenient remedy.
Thus it is an actionable wrong to
retain money paid by mistake, or on a consideration which
has failed, and the like ; but in the eighteenth century the
fiction of a promise "implied in law" to repay the money
so held was introduced, and afforded "a very extensive
and beneficial remedy, applicable to ahnost every case
where the defendant has received money which ez aequo et
bone he ought to refund" (e), and even to eases where
goods taken or retained by wrong had been converted into
money.
The plaintiff was said to "waive the tort" for
the purpose of suing in assumpsit on the fictitious contract.
Hence the late Mr. Adolphus wrote in his idyllic poem
"The Circuiteers ":
"Thoughts
much too deep for _ears subdue the Court
When I aeeumpsit bring, and godlike waive _ tort" (f).

This kind of action was much fostered by Lord Mansfield, whose exposition confessed the fiction of the form
while it justified

the utility of the substance (g).

655, 21 L. J. C. P. 34 ; approved
by Blackburn J. in ._ustin
v. 61. tF'.
.R. Co., note (x), p. 486.
(eI Blackst. ill 163.

It was

(f) L. Q. R. i. 233.
(y)Moses v. Mcwferlan, 2 Burr.
1005 ; cp. Leake on Contracts, 3rd
ed. 54,70,71. Aa to thelhnits of the
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carried so far as to allow the master of an apprentice who
had been enticed away to sue the person who had wrongfully employed him in an action of i'ndebitatus assum p,_ii
for the value of the apprentice's work (h).
_Vithin still recent memory an essentially similar fiction Impllecl
warranty
in the ease of an ostensible of agent's
authority
agent obtaining a conta'ac_ in the name of a principal (cd_n v.
whose authority he misrepresents.
A person so acting is Brroht)•
of law has been introduced

liable for deceit only if the misrepresentation is fraudulent,
and that liability (when it exists), being purely in tort,
does not extend to his executors.
Neither can the professed agent, whether acting in good faith or not, be held
personally liable on a contract which he purported to make
in the name of an existing principal, though for some time
it was a current opinion that he was so liable. To meet
these difficulties it was held in Collen v. _'igM (i) that
when a man purports to contract as agent there is an
implied warranty that he is really authorized by the person
named as principal, on which warranty he or his estate
will be answerable ex co_tractu. Just as in the case of the
old "common counts," the fact that the action lies against
executors shows that there is not merely one cause of
action capable of being expressed, under the old system of
pleading, in different ways, but two distinct though concurrent causes of action, with a remedy upon either at the
plaintiff's election.
'We pass from these to the more troublesome cases where
the causes of action in contract and in tort are not between
the same par_ies.
optionf_osue in assumpsitin such
cases,see_Aralver
of Tort,by Prof.
W. A. Keener,Harv.Law Rev.vi.
22a.

(h) ._,ghtl_/v, Clou*ton(1808)1
Taunt. 112_9R. R. 713.
(0 Ex. Ch.(1857)8 E. & B. 647,
27 L. J_ Q. B. 215,
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(b) There may be two causes of action with a common

plaintiff, or the same facts may give Z. a remedy in conagainst
h'act against 2k. and also a remedy in tort against ]3.
different
partiesin
contract
The lessee of a steam ferry at Liverpool, having to meet
and in
tort.
an unusual press of traffic, hired a vessel with its crew
_zyd_ v. _rom other shipowners to help in the work of the ferry for
.T_/Fcr.
a day. The plaintiff held a season-ticket for the ferry,
and therefore had a contract with the lessee to be carried
of action

across with due skill and care.
the hired vessel;

He crossed on this day in

by the negligence

of some of the crew

there was an accident in mooring the vessel on her arrival
at the farther shore, and the plaintiff was hurt.
He sued
not the lessee of the ferry but the owners of the hired
vessel; and it was held that he was entitled to do so.
The persons managing the vessel were still the servants of
the defendants, her owners, though working her under a
contract of hiring for the purposes of the ferry; and the
defendants would be answerable for their negligence to a
mere stranger lawfully on board the vessel or standing on
the pier at which she was brought up. The plaintiff was
lawfully on their vessel with their consent, and they were
not the less responsible to him because he was there in
exercise of a right acquired by contract upon a consideration paid to some one else (k).
TouZke,v.
A leading decision on facts of this kind was given
Met..D_st.
__.c_.
the Court of Appeal in 1880 (l).

by

The plaintiff, a railway passenger with a return ticket
alighting at his destination at the end of the return
journey, was hur_ by reason of the carriages being unsuit(k) .Dalyellv. Tyrer (1858)E.B.
& ZE.
899,
28L.J.Q.B.52.
(1)Foulke8v. Metrop. /)i_t. _.
Go.,6 C.P. Div. 167, 49 L. J. C. P,

361. Cp. 2_erringer
v. G. E. 2_.Co.
(1879)
4 (3.P. D. 163,48 L. if,
C.P. 400,
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able to the height of the platform at that station.

This

station and platform belonged to one company (the South
Western), by whose clerk the plaintiff's ticket had been
issued: the train belonged to another company (the
District) who used the station and adjoining line under
running powers.
There was an agreement between the
two companies whereby the profits of the traffic were
divided.
The plaintiff sued the District Company, and it
was held that they were liable to him even if his contract
was with the South Western Company alone. The District
Company received him as a passenger in their trMn,
and were bound to provide carriages not only safe and
sound in themselves, but safe with reference to the permanent way and appliances of the line. In breach of this
duty they provided, according to the facts as determined
by the jury, a train so ordered that "in truth the combined
arrangements were a trap or snare," and would have given
the plaintiff a cause of action though he had been carried
gratuitously (m). :He had been actually received by the
defendants as a passenger, and thereby they undertook the
duty of not exposing him to unreasonable
peril in any
matter incident to the journey.
(c) There may be two causes of action with a common Causesof
action in

defendant, or the same act or event which makes 2_. liable contract
for a breach of contract to ]3. may make him liable for a and
tortof
at suit
tort to Z.
different
The case already mentioned of the servant travelling by plaintiffs.
railway with his master would be an example of this if it
were determined on any particular state of facts that the
(_) Bramwell L. J., 5 C. P. Div.
at p. 159. See the judgment of
Thesiger, L. J. for a fuller statement of the nature of the duty.
CornpariBon of these two judgmeat_

leaves it capable of doubt whether
the defendants would have been
liable for a mere non-feasanec ;
1'gylor's ca. (p. 495, below)_ does
not remove _h_t doubt,
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railway company conLracted only with the master.
They
would not be less under a duty to the servant and liable
for a breach thereof because they might also be liable to
the master for other consequences on the ground of a
breach of their contract with him (_).
Again,

an officer in Her

Majesty's

service

and his

baggage were carried under a contract made with the
carriers on behalf of the Government of India; this did
not prevent

the carriers from being liable to the officer ff

his goods were destroyed in the course of the journey by
the negligence of their servants.
"The contract is no
concern of the plMntiff's;
the act was none the less a
wrong to him" (o). He could not charge the defendants
with a breach of contract, but they remained answerable for "an affirmative act injurious to the plaintiff's
property"
AZtonv.

(P).

The decision of the Court of Common Pleas in Alton

M, dland

_. Co.,qu. v. Midland tgaihcay Co. (q) is difficult to reconcile with
wl_ether
the foregoing authorities.
A servant travelling by railgood law.
way on his master's business (having paid his own fare)
received hurt, as was alleged, by the negligence of the
railway company's servants, ancl the master sued the
company for loss of service consequent on this injury.
It was held that the action would not lie, the supposed
(n) Mars.¢all's ca. (1851) 11 O.B.
655, 21 L. J. C. P. 34, supra,
p. 487.
(o) Martin v. G. I. t). !¢. Co.
(1867) L. R. 3 Ex. 9, per Brainwe]/B, at p. 14, 37 L. J. Ex. 27.
(p) ChannellB. ibid.; KellyC.B.
and Pigott B. doubted.
The later
case of 2echer v. G. _. 1_. Go.
(1870) L. R. 5 Q. B. 241, 39 L.J.
Q. B. 122, is distinguishable:
all

it decides is that if A. delivers B.'s
goods to a railway company as A.'s
own ordinary luggage, and the
company receives them to be carried
as such, B. cannot sue the company
for the loss of the goods. Martin's
case, however, was not cited.
(q) 19 C. B. N. S. 213, 34 :L. g.
C.P. 292(1865).
Thiscasewasno_
eited either in Martin v. G.I.P.l¢.
Co, or _oldkes v, Met. t)_t._.Oo_

ALTON'S

CASE.

cause of action arising, in the opinion of the Court,
wholly out of the company's contract of ea_rlage ; which
contract being made with the servant, no third person
could found any right upon it.
" The fights founded
on contract belong to the person who has stipulated for
them" (r) ; and it is denied that there was any duty independent of contract (s). But it is not explained in
any of the judgments how this view is consistent with the
authorities relied on for the plaintiff, and in particular
with Marshall's case, a former decision of the same Court.
The test question, whether

the reception of the plaintiff's

servant as a passenger would not have created a duty to
carry him safely if there had not been any contract with
him, is not directly, or, it is submitted, adequately dealt
with. The case, though expressly treated by the Court
as of general importance, has been but little cited or
relied on during the thirty years that have now passed;
and the correctness of the decision was disputed (extrajudicially, it is true) by Sir E. ¥. Wflllams (0.
A
directly contrary decision has also been given in the State
of Massachusetts (_l). Altol_'s case, moreover, seems to be
virtually overruled by Foulkes's case, which proceeds on
the existence of a duty not only in form but in substance
independent

of contract.

(r) Willes J., 19 C. B. N. S. at
p. 240.
(s) Montague Smith J. at p. 245.
(_) "The Court decidedthis case
on the principle that one who is no
party to a contract cannot sue in
respect of the breach of a duty
arising out of the contract.
But
it may be doubted whether this
was correct; for the duty, as apl_ears by the saries of cases cited in
the earlier p_
of this note, does

The only way of maintaining
not exclusively
arise out of the
contract, but out of the common
law obligation
of the defendants
as carriers ; " 1 Wins. Saund. 474.
Sir E. V. Williams was a member
of the Court which decided l_r_r8hall's ease, supra, p. 487.
(u) ..4_e8 v. U.ion 1_. Co. (1875)
117 Mass. 541, expressly following
Marshall's ca. (1851) 11 C. B. 655,
21 L. J. C. P. 84, _/gra, p. 487.
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the authority of both decisions would be to say that in
Alton's case the master could not recover because the
servant

had a contract

with the defendant

railway

com-

pany, but that he might have been entitled to recover if
the servant had been travelling with a free pass, or with
a ticket
another

taken and paid for by a stranger, or issued by
company, or had suffered from a fault in the

permanent
distinction
It might

way or the structure of a station.
does not appear reasonable.
perhaps

have been argued

But such a

that at all events

such negligence must be shown as would make a carrier
of passengers liable to a person being carried gratuitously;
it might also be open to argument whether the person
injured (apparently a commercial traveller) was really the
servant of the plaintiff in such a sense that an action could
be maintained for the loss of his service. Doubtless the
action for wrong to a servant per q_wd sereitium amisit is of
an archaic character and not lavoured in our modern law,
and this may have unconsciously influenced the Court.
Neither of these points, however, was discussed, nor indeed
were they open to discussion upon the issues of law 1aised
by the pleadings, on which alone the case was argued and
decided.
The questions what degree of negligence must
be shown, whether a mere non-feasanee would be enough,
or the like, could have been properly
evidence came out (x).

raised only when the

The most ingenious reason for the judgment of the
Court is that of Wflles J., who said that to allow such an
action would be to allow a stranger

to exercise and deter-

mine the election (of suing in contract or tort) which the
law gives only to the person actually injured.
But it is
(z) Compare
Mr. Henry
T.
Terry's
criticism
in "Leading
Principles
of Anglo - American

Law," Philadelphia,
----488.

1884, pp. 485
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submitted

that

the

latter

is (or was) required
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to elect

between the two causes of action as a matter of remedy,
not of right, and because he is to be compensated once
and once only for the same damage; and that such
election neither affects nor is affected by the position of
a third person.
Moreover the master does not sue as a
person cla_m_ng through the servant, but in a distinct
right.
The cause of action and the measure
are different (_). On the whole the weight
and authority seems to be so strong against
that, notwithstanding
the respect due to the

of damages
of principle
.ilton's case
Court before

which it came, and which included one of the greatest
masters of the common law at any time, the only legitimate
conclusion is that it was wrongly decided.
The ease has now been commented on in the Cour_ of
Appeal with doubt only shorL of express disapproval (_).
It appears, then, that there has been a certain tendency _r_nterto hold that facts which constitute a contract cannot have botto_v.
/Vr_2M_
any other legal effect. _Ve think we have shown that &c.
such is not really the law, and we may add that the authorifles commonly relied on for this proposition really prove
something different and much more rational, namely, that
A. breaks his contract with ]3. (which may happen
without any persona/ default in A. or A.'s servants), that
is not of itself sufficient to make A. ]/able to C., a stranger
to the contract, for consequential damage.
This, and only
this, is the substance of the perfectly correct decisions of
_/) Seep. 210above,
(z) Taylorv. lltr. & _ X. _. Go._
_95,1 Q. B. 134(alsoin 14 R. Jan.
350, and 64 L. J. Q. B. 6). See
A. L. Smith L. J. '95, 1 Q.B.
at pp. 140, 141, but it_ is sub-

mltted that neitherthe declaration
northe argumentfor the plaintiff
treateclthe action as foundedon
contract,but onlythe defendant's
plea.
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the Court of Exchequer

in Winterbottom v. Wright (a) and

Zongmeid v. J_olliday (b). In each case the defendant delivered, under a contract of sale or hiring, a chattel which was
in fact unsafe to use, but in the one case was not alleged, in
the other was alleged but not proved, to have been so to his
knowledge.
In each case a stranger to the contract, using
the chattel--a coach in the one case, a lamp in the other-in the ordinary way, came to harm through its dangerous
condition, and was held not to have any cause of action
against the purveyor.
Not in contract, for there was no
contract between these parties; not in tort, for no bad
faith or negligence on the defendant's part was proved.
If bad faith (c) or misfeasance by want of ordinary care (d)
had been shown, or, it may be, if the chattels in question
had been of the class of eminently dangerous things which
a man deals with at his peril (e), the result would have
been different.
With regard to the last-mentioned class
of things the policy of the law has created a stringent and
peculiar duty, to which the ordinary rule that the plaintiff
must make out either wilful wrong-dolng or negligence
does not apply. There remain over some few miscellaneous
cases currently cited on these topics, of which we have
purposely said nothing because they are little or nothing
more than warningstopleaders
(f).
(a) 10 lW. & W. 109, 11 L.J.
Ex. 415(lS42).
(b) 6 Ex. 761,20 L. J. ]Ex.430
(1851).
(c) Zangrutgev. Levy(1837)2 _f.
&W. 519.
(d) Georgev. _ivington (1869)
L. R. 5 Ex. 1, 38L. J. Ex. 8.
(e) See Thomas v. Y_invhester
(1852)6 N. Y. 897,BigelowL.C.
602,p. 456, above,

(f) SuchisCollisv. gelden(1868)
L.R. 3 C. P. 495, 37 L. J. C. P.
233, where the declarationattempted to make a man liable
for creatinga dangeroussta_eof
things,wit3aoutany allegationthat
he knewof the danger,or had any
controlover the thing he worked
upon orthe placewhereit was, or
tJaat the plaintiff was any+.h_nE
more than a "bare liomase_"
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we cannot Conoar.
fence of

get rid of the notion that the concurrence of distinct causes breachof
of action ex delieto and ex eo;_tractu is a mere accident of contract
with delict
common law procedure, we have only to turn to the in
law.Roman
Roman system and find the same thing occurring there.
A freeborn fili_sfamilias,
being an apprentice, is immoderately beaten by his master for clumsiness about his work.
The apprentice's father may have an action against the
master either on the contract of hiring (ex locate) (g), or at
his option an action under the lex Aquilia, since the excess
in an act of correction which within reasonable bounds
would have been lawful amounts to eMpa (h).

It is like the

English eases we have cited where there was held to be a
clear cause of action independent of contract, so that it was
not necessary for the plaintiff to make out a breach of contract as between the defendant and himself.

III.--Causes

of Action in Tort dependent on a Contract _wt Oaus_of
action dependenton
collateral

betwee;_ the same _Parties.

(a) When a binding promise is made, an obligation is to.tract.
created which remains in force until extinguished by the Zumley
What aid
v.
perfolmaanco or discharge of the contract.
Does the duty a,j_ dothus owed to the promisee constitute the object of a kind ¢iae_
of real right which a stranger
and thereby render himself

to the contract can infringe,
answerable ex delieto ? In

Tollit v. 8herstone, 5 _r. & W. 283,
is another s_udy in bad pleading
which adds nothing to the substance of the law.
So _F[owardv.

(g) D. 19, 2. loeati ¢ondueti, 13,
§ 4.
(h) D. 9, 2. 5, _ 3; Grueber on
the Lex Aquilla, p. 14 : the trans-

Shepherd (1850) 9 C. B. 296, exhibits an a_tempt to disguise a
manifestly defective cause of action
in assumpsit by declaring in the
general fore of case.

latlon there g4ven is not altogether
correct, but the inaccuracies do not
affect the law of the passage.
And
see D. h. t. 27, §§ 11, 33, Grueber,
p. 230.

p.

KK
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other words, does a man's title to the performance of a
promise contain an element analogous to ownership or
possession ? The general principles of the law (notwithstanding forms of speech once in use, and warranted by
considerable
answer.
It
between real
tion, to hold

authority) (i) seem to call for a negative
would confuse every accustomed boundary
and personal rights, dominion and obligathat one who without any ill-will to Peter

prevents Andrew
may be a _n4 of
has his remedy
having any other
contract are not

from performing his contract with Peter
trespasser against Peter (k). _or Peter
against Andrew, and never looked to
; and Andrew's motives for breaking his
material.
Yet there is some show of

authority for affirming the proposition
It was decided by the Court of Queen's

thus condemned.
Bench in Zumley

v. GUe (1853) (l), and by the Court of Appeal in t_ou'en v.
2tall (1881)(m), that an action lies, under certain conditions, for procuring a third person to break his contract
with the plaintiff.
We must, therefore, examine what
the conditions of these eases were, and how far the rule
laid down by them really extends.
special
damage

First, it is admitted that actual damage must be alleged
and proved (n). This at once shows that the right violated
(i) Blackstene,it. 442, speaks o_ that system,if it did exist,would
a contractto pay a sumof money be not at all like the Romanlaw
as tran_exring a propertyin that and not much like the common
sum; but he forthwith adds that law.
this propertyis "not in possession
(_)2 E. & B. 216, 22L. J. Q. B.
hut in actionmcrely," i.e. igisnot
463; by Crompton, ]_rle, and
property in a strict sense: there is _rightman JJ.; di*s.ColeridgeJ.
ares but not a gominus,Verra6gen (m) 6 Q. B. Div. 333, 50 L. g.
hut not .Eigenthwm.
Q.B. 805; by Lord Selborne
(k) We haveno right to say that L.C. and Brett L. J. ; d/_s.Lord
a systemof law is not conceivable ColeridgeC. J.
where such a doctrinewould be
(_) See the decorationin Zuml_J
natural or ev_a necessmT. But v. Gye. In 2_w_ v. )Haltit does
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is not an absoluteand independentone likea right of
property,
for the possibili£y
of a judgment fornominal
damages is in our law the touchstone of such rights.
YVhere specific damage is necessary to suppor_ an action,
the r_ght which has been infringed cannot be a right of
property, though in some cases it may be incident to
property.
Next,

the defendant's

act must be malicious,

in the and
llla_ce

sense of being aimed at obtaining some advantage for
himself at the plaintiff's expense, or at any rate at causing
loss or damage to the plaintiff.
In the decided cases the
defendant's object was to withdraw from a rival in business, and procure for himself, the sem_ces of a peculiarly
s_]led personwin
the earlier case an operatic singer, in
the later a craftsman to whom, in common with only a few
others, a particular process of manufacture was known.
Various cases may be put of a man advising a friend, in
all honesty and without ill-will to the other contracting
party, to abide the risks of breaking an onerous or mischievous contract rather than those of performing it (o).
And it would be unreasonable in such cases to treat the
giving of such advice, if it be acted on, as a wrong.
Lueilia has imprUdently accepted an offer of marriage
from Titins, her inferior in birth, station, and breeding:
Luefiia's brother Marcus, knowing Titius to be a man of
bad character, persuades Lueflia to break off the match:
shall any law founded in reason say that Marcus is liable
to an action at the suit of Titins ? Assuredly not: and
there is no decision that authorizes any such proposition
not appear how the c]a]m for damage; see 6 Q. B. D. 337.
damageswas framed, but in the
(o) See the dissentingjudgment
opinion of the majority,of the of Sir JohnColeridgein ZumleF v.
Courtthemewas evidenceof speaial Gye.
KK2
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even by way of plausible extension.
There must be a
wrongful intent to do harm to the plaintiff before the right
of action for procuring a breach of contract can be established.
]_ere knowledge that there is a subsisting contract will not do. The breach of contract is in truth
material

only because it excludes the defence that the act

complained of, though harmful and intended to do harm,
was done in the exercise of a common fight.
Even that
defence has been held not to be available against an allegation of malice. An action has been allowed to lie for
"maliciously"
procuring persons not to enter into contracts.
But the correctness of this decision seems doubt(p).
Question
is reduced to
of
remote- In this view the real point of d_culty
hess of
thiS, that the damage may be deemed too remote to found
damage, the action upon. For if A. persuades B. to break his con-

tract with Z., the proximate cause of Z.'s damage, in one
sense, is not the conduct of A. but the voluntary act or
default of B. We do not think it can be denied that there
was a period in the history of the law when this objection
would have been held conclusive.
Certainly Lord Ellenborough laid it down as a general rule of law that a man
is answerable only for "legal and natural consequence,"
not for "an illegal consequence," that is, a wrongful
act of a third person (q). But this opinion is now disapproved(r).
The tendencyof our laterauthorities
is _o measure
responsibility for the consequences of an act by that which
appeared or should have appeared to the actor as naturat
(p) T_p_on
Q. B.715,C.A.
(q) Yiears v.
East, 1, 9 R. R.

v. i_eH, '93, i L.C.
Seep. 295above.
(r) See I/ynchv. K_ph_ (1861)9
IVileocka(1807)8 H.L.C. 577, and notes to yieare
361,andin 2 Sin. v. Brilvocks
in Sin.L. C.
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and probable, and not to lay down fixed rules which may
run counter to the obvious facts. Here the consequence
is not only natural and probable--if
A.'s action has any
consequence at all--but is designed by A. : it would, theretore, be contrary to the facts to hold that the interposition
of B.'s voluntary agency necessarily breaks the chain of
proximate cause and probable consequence.
cause need not be an immediate cause.

A proximate

Liability for negligence, as we have seen (s), is not
always or even generally excluded by what is called "contributory negligence of a
would be strange if it lay
the consequence which he
cured is too remote for the

third person."
In any case it
in a man's mouth to say that
deliberately planned and prolaw to treat as a consequence.

The iniquity of such a defence is obvious in the grosser
examples of the criminal law. Commanding, procuring,
or inciting to a murder cannot have any "legal consequence," the act of compliance or obedience being a crime ;
but no one has suggested on this ground any doubt tha_
the procurement is also a crime.
It may likewise

be said that the general

habit of the

_fotlve
as

an

law is not to regard motive as distinguished from intent, ingredient
and that the decision in .Lu_;_le_ v. Gye, as here under- in
the
wrong.
stood and ]_ted,
is therefore anomalous at best.
l_ow
the general habit is as stated, but there are well established exceptions to it, of which the action for malicious
prosecution is the most conspicuous: there it is clear law
that indirect and improper motive must be added to the
other conditions to complete the cause of action.
The
malicious procuring of a breach of contract, or of certain
kinds of contracts, forms one more exception.
(a) Pp. 422--425,above.

It may be

_0_
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that the special damage which is the ground of the action
must be such as cannot be redressed in an action for the
breach of contract itself ; in other words, that the contract
must be for personal services, or otherwise of such a kind
that an action against the contracting
party would not
afford an adequate remedy.
But then the remedy against
the wrong-doer will not be adequate either ; so that there
does not appear to be much rational ground for this
limitation.
The obvious historical connexion with the
action for enticing away a servant will not help to fix the
modern principle.
Coleridge J. rightly saw that there
was no choice between taclng the broader issues now indicated and refusing altogether
action appeared.

to allow that any cause of

In America the declsion in Zumley v. Gge has been
aoetrine, followed in Massachusetts (t) and more lately by the
American

Supreme Court of the United States (z0 and is generally
accepted, with some such limitation as here maintained.
The rule "does not apply to a case of interference by way
of friendly advice, honestly given; nor is it in denial of
the right of free expression of opinion"

(z).

w_f,J
inIt is, perhaps, needless to consider specially the case of
terference
_th con- a man wilfully preventing the performance of a contract
tract with- by means other than persuasion ; for in almost every such
out .per.
suasion, case the means employed must include an act in itself
unlawful

(as disabling

one of the contracting

parties by

(t) Brallcer v. Cronin (1871) 107
"rCfass.555, a case very like 2owen
v. _all.
(u) .Angle v. Chicago, St. 2aul,
_e..Rg. (1893) 151 U. S. 1, 13.
(x) 107 Mass. _66. I owe the
follo_ing
additional references to

American friend :--_iee v. _nleg,
66 :N'. T. (21 Slckcls) 82 ; Denton
v..Pratt, 2 Wend. 385 (see p. 285
above); J'one8 v..B/oe]wr, 48 G-_.
831 ; /kra_kin v..Rogster, 70 :b]'. C.
601 ; ]ones v. _Itarlg, 76 :_T.C. 355 ;
A)iekson v. 1)iekson, La. An. 1261;

State reports to the kindness of an

.Burger v. ffar2ent_r , 2 S. C, 7.
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personal violence, or destroying or spo_l{ng a specific
thing
contracted for) ; and, if so, the question comes round again
to the general principles

of remoteness

of damage (g).

(b) Procuring

a breach of contract, then, may be action- Damageto
stranger
able if maliciously done; or a contracting
party may by breaeh
of con-

indirectly
throughthecontract,
though not upon it,have tract.
an action against a stranger.
Can he become liable to a
s_rangcr ? We have already seen that a misfeasance by a
contracting party in the performance of his contract may
be an independent wrong as against a stranger to the
contract, and as such may give that stranger a right of
action (z). On the other hand, a breach of contract, as such,
will generally not be a cause of action for a stranger (a).
And on this principle it is held by our courts that where
a message is incorrectly transmitted by the servants of a
telegraph company, and the person to whom it is delivered
thereby sustains damage, that person has not any remedy
against the company.
For the duty to transmit and
deliver the message arises wholly cub of the contract with
the sender, and there is no duty towards the receiver.
Wilful altcrafion of a message might be the ground of an
action for deceit against the person who altered it, as he
would have knowingly made a false statement as to the
contents of the message which passed through his hands.
But a mere mistake in reading off or transmitting a letter
or figure, though it may materially affect the sense of the
despatch, cA.nnot be treated as a deceit (b).
(y)See Mr. William Sohofield
on "The principle of Zu,nlegv.
Gye and its application," Harv.
Law Rev.it. 19.
(z) P. 491above.
(a) The exceptions to this rule

_'_gland.
(b).Die_n v..Reuter's Telegram
6'o.(1877)3 C. P. Div. 1, 47 L. J.
C.P. 1, confirming_Playfordv.
17.._.JEleetrieTelegraphCo.(1869)
L.R. 4 Q. B. 706, _SL. J. Q. B,

are

249,

wider

in

2_mcric_

than

in
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one who receives a

erroneo_ telegram which, owing to the negligence of the telegraph
telegram
different : company, is altered or in other respects untrue, is invari_ews _
ably permitted to maintain an action against the telegraph
:England
and U, S. company for the loss that he sustains through acting upon
that telegram : " the latest commentator on the ATnerican
authorities, however, finds the reasoning of the English
courts difficult to answer (e). And the American decisions appear to rest more on a strong sense of public
expediency than on any one definite legal theory.
The
suggestion that there is something Hke a bailment of the
message may be at once dismissed.
Having regard to the
extension of the action for deceit in certain English
cases (d), there is perhaps mere to be said for the theory of
misrepresentation than our courts have admitted; but this
too is precarious ground.
The real question of principle
is whether a general duty of using adequate care can be
made out. I am not bound to undertake telegraphic
business at all ; but if I do, am I not bound to know that
errors in the transmission of messages may naturally and
probably damnify the receivers .9 and am I not therefore
bound, whether I am forwarding the messages under any
contract or not, to use reasonable care to ensure correctness .9 I cannot warrant the authenticity or the material
truth of the despatch, but shall I not be diligent in that
which lies within my power, namely the delivery to the
(c) Gray on Communication
by
Telegraph (B_ston, 1885) 9§ 71-73,
where authorities
are collected,
And see _rha*_on on Contracts,
§§ 791, 1056, who defends the
American rule on somewhat novel

notpersuademanycommonlawyers
that it has.
And ff it had, I fail
to see how that could affect the
position of parties between whom
there is not even the offer of a
contract.

_peculative grounds.
Perhaps the
eommon law ought to have a theory
of culpa _n eontrahendo, but the
lamented author's ingenuity

(d) See especially a_gen/on v. G.
_r. /_. Co. (1856) _ :E. & B. 860,
26 L. J. Q. B. 129, p. 259 above.

MISTAKE
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receiver of those words or figures which the sender intended
him to receive ? If the affirmative answer be right, the
receiver who is misled may have a cause of action, namely
for negligence in the execution of a voluntary undertaking
attended with obvious risk. But a negative answer is
given by our own courts, on the ground that the ordinary
law of negligence has never been held to extend to negligence in the statement of facts (if it did, there would be
no need of special rules as to deceit); and that the
delivery of a message, whether by telegraph or otherwise,
is nothing hut a statement that certain words have been
communicated by the sender to the messenger for the
purpose of being by him communicated to the receiver.
It may perhaps be said against this that the nature of
telegraph business creates a special duty of diligence in
correct statement, so that an action as for deceit will lie
without actual fraud.
:But since the recent cases following Derry v. Pc& (e) this could hardly be argued in
England.
Perhaps it would be better to say that the
systematic undertaking
to deliver messages in a certain
way (much more the existence of a corporation for that
special purpose) puts the case in a category of its own
apart from representations
of fact made in the common
intercourse
sentation.

of life, or the repetition of any such repreThus we should come back to the old ground

of the action on the ease for misfeasance.
company would be in the same plight

The telegraph
as the smith

who pricks a horse with a nail, or the unskilful surgeon,
and liable without
any question of contract or warranty.
Such liability would not necessarily be towards
the receiver only, though damages incurred
person would in mos_ oases be too remote.
(e) See pp. 270, 271 above.

by any other
The Court of
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Appeal has for the present disposed of the matter for this
country, and inland communication by telegraph is now in
the hands of the Postmaster-General, who could not be
sued even if the American

doctrine were adopted.

_rith

regard to foreign telegrams, however, the rule is still of
importance, and until the House of Lords has spoken it is
still open to discussion.
The
In the present writer's opinion the American decisions,
flier concon_ae_edon though not all the reasons given for them, are on principle
principle,
eolTeef. The undertaking to transmit a sequence of letters
or figures (which may compose significant words and sentences, but also may be, and often are, mere unintelligible
symbols to the transmitter)
is a wholly different thing
from the statement of an alleged fact or the expression of
a professed opinion in one's own language.
Generally
speaking, there is no such thing as liability for negligence
in word as distinguished from act; and this difference is
founded in the nature of the thing (f).
If a man asserts
as true that which he does not believe to be true, that is
deceit ; and this includes, as we have seen, making assertions as of his own knowledge about things of which he is
consciously ignorant.
If he only speaks, and purports to
speak, according to his information
and belief, then he
speaks for his own part both honestly and truly, though
his information and belief may be in themselves erroneous,
and though if he had taken ordinary pains his information
might have been better.
If he expresses an opinion, that
is his opinion for what it is worth, and others must esfi(f) Thelawofdefamationstands
apart: but it is no exceptionto the
propositionin the text, for it is not
a lawrequiringcareandcautionin
gre_ter or less degree,but _t law

of absoluteresponsibilityquali_ed
by absoluteexceptions; andwhere
malicehastobeproved,the grossest
negligence is only evidence of
malice.

MISTAKE IN DELIVERING TELEGRAMS.
mate its worth for themselves.

In either case, in the

absence of a special duty to give correct information or a
eompetent opinion, there is no question of wrong-doing.
If the speaker has not come under any such duty, he was
not bound to have any information or to frame any
opinion. ]_ut where a particular duty has been assumed,
it makes no difference that the speaking or writing of a
form of words is an incident in the performance.
If a
medical practitioner miseopies a formula from a pharmacopceia or medical treatise, and his patient is poisoned by
the &uggist making it up as so copied, surely that is
actionable negligence, and actionable apart from any
contract.
Yet his intention was only to repeat what he
found in the book. It is true that the prescription, even
if he states it to be taken out of the book, is his prescription, and he is answerable for its being a fit one ; if it be
exactly copied from a current book of good repute which
states it to be applicable to such cases as the one in hand,
that will be evidence, but only evidence, that the advice
was competent.
Again the negligent misreading of an ancient record by
a professed pal0eographist might well be a direct and
natural cause of damage; if such a person, being employed
under a contract with a solicitor, made a negligent mistake
to the prejudice of the ultimate client, is it clear that the
client might not have an action against him ? If not, he
may with impunity he negligent to the verge of fraud;
for the solicitor, not being damnified, would have no cause
of action, or at most a right to nominal damages on the
contract.
The telegraph clerk's ease is more like one of
these (we do not say they are precisely analogous) than
the mere reporting or repetition of supposed facts. There
remains, no doubt, the argument that liability must not be
indefinitely extended.

But no one has l_roposed fo abolish
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the general rule as to remoteness of damage, of which the
importance, it is submitted, is apt to be obscured by contriving hard and fast rules in order to limit the possible
combinations of the elements of liability.
Thus it seems
that even on the American view damages could not be
recovered for loss arising out of an error in a ciphered
telegram, for the telegraph company would have no notice
of what the natural and probable consequences of error
would be (g).
UncerTaking together all the matters hitherto discussed in
tainty
stin re- this chapter, it appears that different views and tendencies
maining
in English have on different occasions prevailed even in the same court,
doctrine, and that we are not yet in possession of a complete and
consistent doctrine.
-_lerni_g's case (h) is reconcilable, but
only just reconcilable, with Fo_dkes's case (i), and _ickson
v. _euter's Telegram Co. (k), though not directly opposed
to JBowen v. Hall (1), is certainly not conceived in the same
spirit.

Character
of morally

(C)

There are likewise cases where an innocent and even

innocent
actsaf-by
fected

a prudent person will find himself within his right, or a
wrong-doer, according as there has or has not been a con-

extran6_llS

tract between other parties under which the property or
lawful possession of goods has been transferred.
If a man

contract,

fraudulently acquires property in goods, or gets delivery of
possession with the consent of the true owner, he has a real
though a defeasible title, and at any time before the contract is avoided (be it of sale or any form of bailment) he
(e) Cp.
1 C. P. D.
(h) 4 Q.
(_ 5 C.
C. P. 861.

ganders v. gt_rt (1876)
326, 45 L. J. C. P. 682.
B. ])iv. 81.
P. Div. 157, 49 L.J.

(k)
(_. P.
(0
Q.B.

3 C. P. Div. 1, 47 L. J.
1.
6 Q. B. Div. 333, 50 L. J.
805.

EFFECTS
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can give an indefeasible
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title by delivery over to a buyer

or lender for valuable consideration given in good faith (m).
On the other hand a man may obtain the actual control
and apparent dominion of goods not only without having
acquired the property, but without any rightful transfer of
possession. He may obtain possession by a mere trick, for
example by pretending to be another person with whom
the other party really intends to deal (n), or the agent of
that person (o). In such a case a third person, even if he
has no means of knowing the actual possessor's want of
title, cannot acquire a good title from him unless the sale
is in market overt, or the trausaction is within some special
_tatutol T protection, as that of the Factors Acts. He
deals, however innocently,
at his peril. In these cases
there may be hardship, but there is nothing anomalous.
It is not really a contract between other parties that
determines whether a legal wrong has been committed or
not, but the existence or non-existence of rights d properry and possession--rights
available against
all the
world--which in their turn exist or not according as there
has been a contract, though perhaps vitiated by fraud as
between the original parties, or a fraudulent obtaining
of possession (2) without any contract.
The question is
purely of the distribution
of real rights as affording
occasion for their infringement, it may be an unconscious
infringement,
i man cannot be liable to A. for me&lllng
(m) See the principle explained,
and worked out in relation to cornpllcated facts, in Pease v. Gloahee,
L. R. 1 P. C. 219, 35 T,. J. p. C. 66.
(n) Curdy v. Zindsay, 3 App. Ca.
459, 47 L. J. Q. B. 481.
(o) Eard/man v. JBooth, 1 H. & C.
803, 32 L. J. :Ex. 105.
(_v) It will be remembered that
the essence of trespass de hm/s

asportati_ is depriving
the true
owner of possession : a thief has
possession in law, though a wrong°
ful possession, and the lawful possessor o:_ goods cannot at common
law steal them, excel_t in the cases
of "breaking bulk" and the like,
where it is held that the fraudulent
dealing determines the bailment.
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with A.'s goods while there is an unsettled question
whether the goods are A.'s or B.'s. But it cannot be
a proposition in the law of torts that the goods are A.'s
or B.'s, and it can be said to be, in a qualified sense, a
proposition in the law of contract only because in the
common law property and the right to possession can on
the one hand be transferred by contract without delivery
or any other over_ act, and on the other hand the legal
effect of a manual delivery or consignment may depend on
the presence or absence of a true consent to the apparent
purpose and effect of the act. The contract, or the absence
of a contract, is only part of the incidents determining the
legal situation on which the alleged tortious act operates.
There are two questions, always conceivably and often
practically distinct : _Vere the goods in question the goods
of the plaintiff ? Did the act complained of amount to a
trespass or conversion ? :Both must be distinctly answered
in the affirmative to make out the plaintiff's claim, and they
depend on quite different principles (o). There is therefore
no complication of contract and tort in these cases, but
only--if

we may so call it--a

IV.--Measure

dramatic juxtaposition.

of.Damages and other Incidents of the
.Remedy.

_easureof
With regard to the measure of damages, the same
damages,
&c.
principles are to a great extent applicable to cases of
contract and of tort, and even rules which are generally
peculiar to one branch of the law may be applied to the
other in exceptional classes of cases.
The Hability of a wrong-doer for his act is determined,
as we have seen, by the extent to which the harm suffered
(o)See passi,nin the opinionsdeliveredin ltotlins v. .Fowlvr,L. R.
7 H. L. 757,44 L. J. Q. B. 169.
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by the plaintiff was a natural and probable consequence of
the act. This appears to be also the true measure of
habflity for breach of contract ; "the rule with regard to
remoteness of damage is precisely the same whether the
damages are claimed in actions of contract or of tort" (p) ;
the judgment of what is natural and probable being taken
as it would have been formed by a reasonable man in the
defendant's place at the date of the wrongful act, or the
conclusion of the contract, as the case may be. No doubt
there have been in the law of contract qaite recent opinions
of considerable authority casting doubt on the rule of
.Hadley v. Baxe_dale(q),
and tending to show that a
contracting party can be held answerable for special consequences of a breach of his contract only if there has been
something amounting to an undertaking
on his parg to
bear such consequences; on this view even express notice
of the probable consequences--if they be not in themselves
of a common and obvious kind, such as the plaintiff's loss
of a difference between the contract and the market price
of marketable goods which the defendant
would not of itself suffice (r).
But the Court of Appeal

fails to deliver--

has more lately disapproved

this view, pointing out that a contracting party's liability
to pay damages for a breach is not created by his agreement to be Hable, but is imposed by law. "A person
contemplates the performance and not the breach of his
contract ; he does not enter into a kind of second contract
to pay

damages,

but he is liable

(p) BreaM. R., T_!gottimdl_ill
(1884) 9 P. ])iv. 104, 118, 53 L.J.
P. 56.
(f) 9 Ex. 341, 23 L. J. :Ex. 179

to make

good

those

(1854).
(r) /Tome v..lgidland
_.
Go.
(1873) Ex. Ch., L. R. 8 C. P. 131,
43 L. J. C. P. 59.

R_le as
tO conse-

quential
aam_ge:
how far
alike in
contract
and tort.
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injuries which he is aware that his default may occasion to
the contractee" (s).
The general principle, therefore, is still the same in
contract as in tort, whatever ditfieulty may be found
in working it out in a wholly satisfactory manner in
relation to the various combinations
practice (t).

of fact occurring in

One point may be suggested as needful to be borne in
mind to give a consistent doctrine.
Strictly speaking, it
is not notice of apprehended consequences that is material,
but notice of tile existing facts by reason whereof those
consequences will naturally
breach of the contract (u).

and probably

ensue upon a

Vindictive
:Exemplary or vindictive damages, as a rule, cannot be
character
of action recovered in an action on a contract, and it makes no
for breach
of promise difference

of
marriage.

that the breach of contract is a misfeasance
capable of being treated as a wrong.
Actions for breach
of promise of marriage are an exception, perhaps in law,
certainly in fact: it is impossible to analyse the estimate
formed by a jury in such a ease, or to prevent them from
giving, if so minded, damages which in truth arc, and are

(_) Hydrauhe Engineering Co. v.
21fegaflle (1878) 4 Q. B. ])iv. 670,

(t) As to the treatment of consequential damage where a false

per Bramwell L. J. at p. 674;
Brett and Cotton L.JJ. are no less

statement is made which may be
treated either as a deceit or as a

explicit.
The time to be looked to
is that of entering into the contract: lb.
In MeMahon v. av_M

broken warranty, see Smith v. Green
(1875) 1 C. P. D. 92, 45 L. g.
C.P. 28.

(188l) 7 Q. B. Div. 591, 50 L.J.
Q. B. 552, the supposed necessity of
a special undertaking
is not put
forward at all. :_[r. J. D. :_ayne,

(_) According to Aldersen B. in
.Eadley v..Baxendale, it is the lmowledge of " special circumstances
under which the contract was actu-

though he still (5th ed. 1894) holds
by Home v. M_dLand _. Co., very
pertinently asks where is the consideration for such an undertaking.

ally made" that has to be looked"
to,_.e. the probability of theeonsequence is only matter of inference.
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intended to be, exemplary (x). Strictly the damages are
by way of compensation,
but they are " almost always
considered by the jury somewhat in _poe_2am"(y). Like
results might conceivably follow in the ease of other
breaches of contract accompanied _ith circumstances of
wanton injury or contumely.
In another respect breach of promise of marriage is like
a fort : executors cannot sue for it without proof of special
damage to their testator's personal estate' ' nor does the
action lie against executors without special damage (z).
"Executors and administrators
are the representatives of
the temporal property, that is, the debts and goods of the
deceased, but not of their wrongs, except where those
wrongs operate to the temporal injury of their personal
estate. But in that case the special damage ought to be
stated on the record; otherwise the Court cannot intend
it" (a).
The same rule appears to hold as concerning
injuries to the person caused by unskilful medical treatment, negligence of carriers of passengers or their servants,
and the like, although the duty to be performed was under
a contract (b). Positive authority, however, has not been
found on the extent of this analogy.
The language used
by the Court of King's Bench is at any rate not convincing,
ior although certainly a wrong is not property, the right
Ix) See -Perry v. -Da Costa (1866)
L. 1%.1 C. :P. 331, 85 L. J. C. :P.
191.
(y) Le Blanc ,7. in Chmnb_'lain
v.

_illiamson

(1814)

2 :_.

& S. 408,

414, 15R. R. 295.
(z) _F_nlay v. Chir_ey (1888) 20
Q. B. Div. 491, 57 L. J. Q. B. 247.
(a) Chamberlain v. Williamson, 2
_. & S. at p. 115, 15 R. R, at
I_. 297.
P.

(b) Cha_nberla_n v. B_dliamson,
last note ; W1/les J'. in .Alton v.
Midland -_. Co. 19 C. B. N. S. at
p. 242, 34 L. J. C. 1). at p. 298 ;
cp.

J_eek]tam

v..Drake

(1841)

8

_.

& W. at p. 854; 1Wms. Sauad.
242 ; and see more in Williams on
Executors, pt. 2, bk. 3, eh. 1, § 1
(9th ed. p. 695, sqq.) ; and Raymond
v. 2"iteh (1835) 2C.M. &R. 588.
LL
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SPECTAT,RETJATIONSOF CONTRACTAND TORT.
tO recover damages for a wrong is a chose in aetlon;
neither can the distinction between liquidated and unliquidated damages afford a test, for that would exclude
causes of action on which executors have always been able
to sue. We have considered in an earlier chapter the
exceptional converse cases in which by statute or otherwise
a cause of action for a tort which a person might have
sued on in his lifetime survives to his personal representatives.
Where there was one cause of action with an option to
sue in tort or in contract, the incidents of the remedy
generally were determined once for all, under the old
common

law practice, by the

Iorm of action.
tical importance
jurisdictions.

plaintiff's

election

of his

But this has long ceased to be of pracin England, and, it is believed, in most
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A.

ON THE CLASSIFICATION
OF PERSONAL ACTION.

OF THE

(BY MR. F. W. _IAITr_.)

THE history of the attempt to classify the English personal actions
under the two heads of Contract and Tort will hardly be understood unless two preliminary considerations are had in mind.
(1.) Between the various forms of action there were in old time
many procedural differences of serious practical importance.
A
few of these would have been brought out by such questions as the
following :-(a) What is the mesne process proper to this action ? Does one
begin with summons or with attachment ? Is there a
cap_'as ad respondendum, or, again, is there land to be
seized into the king's hand ?
(b) What is the general issue ? Is it, e.g., Nil debet, or Non
assum2sit , or Not guilty ?
(c) What mode of proof is open to the defendant _ Is this one of
the actions in which he can still wage his law ?
(d) _rhat is the final process ? Can one proceed to outlawry ?
(e) IIow will the defendant be punished if the case goes against
him ? Will he be merely amerced or will he be imprisoned
until he r_,.l_es fine with the king P
In course of time, partly by statutes, partly under cover of
fictions, the procedure in the various personal actions was made
more uniform; but the memory of these old differences endured,
and therefore classification was a difficult task.
(2.) The list of original writs was not the reasoned scheme of a
provident le_slator calmly devising apt remedies for all conceivable
wrongs; rather it was the outcome of the long and complicated
LL2

_16

APPENDIX
struggle

whereby

the

English

king

A.
at various

times

and

under

various pretexts
drew into his own court (and so drew away fl'om
other courts communal,
seignorial,
ecclesiastical),
ahnost
all the
litigation
of the realm.
Then, in the thirteenth
century,
the
growth of Parliament
prevented
for the future any facile invention
of new remedies.
To restrain
the king's
writ-making
power had
been a main object with those who strove for Parliaments
(a). The
completeness
of the parliamentary
victory is marked
by the wellknown
clause in the Statute
the Chancery
to vary the old

of Westminster
IL (b) which allows
forms
so as to suit new cases, but

only new eases which fall under old law.
A use of this permission,
which we are apt to think a tardy and over-cautious
use, but which
may well have been allthat Parliament would have suffered,
gave
us in course of thne one new form of action, namely, trespass upon
the special case, and this again threw out branches
which came to
be considered
as distinct forms of action, namely,
assumpsit and
trover.
Equity,
again, met some of the new wants of new times,
but

others

had to be met

forms which were
were not originally

by

made to
intended.

a stretching
serve

many

Now to Braeton writing in the middle
while the king in his chancery
and his
siderable

power

of making

have seemed very possible
neatly fitted into the scheme

and
that
that

and twisting
purposes

of the old

for which

they

of the thirteenth
century,
court still exercised a con-

sanctioning

new

writs

(c), it may

the personal
actions
might
be
he found provided in the Roman

books ; they must be (1) ex co**tractu vel quasi, (2) ex maleficio vel
quasi (d).
Personal
actions in the king's
court were by no means
very common ; such actions still went to the local courts.
Perhaps
it is for this reason that he says very little about them ; perhaps
his work is unfinished
; at any ra_e, he just states this classLficat_on
but makes
epitematers

hardly
Britton

any use of it.
The same may be said of his
(e) and Flora (f).
Throughout
the middle ages

(a) See a complaint
by the
bishops in 1257, Mat. Par. Chron.
Maj. (ed. Luard) vol. vl. p. 363.
New writs contrary
to law are
made in the Chancery without the
consent of the council of the realm.
So under the provisions of Oxford
(1258) the Chancellor is to swear
that he will seal no writs save
_rzits of course, without the order
of the king and of the council
established by the provisions.
See
Stubbs, Select Charters, Part 6,
t_'o. 4,

(b) Star. 13 Edw. I. (1285) e. 24.
(c) t]is doctrine as to the making
of new writs will be found on lois.
413--414 b. See tel. 438 5 for a
writ
invented
by Wi]Ham
of
Raleigh.
In several other cases
Bracton notices that the writ has
been lately devised by resolution
of the Court (de censilio curiae), e.g.
the Quaro Ejecit, tel. 220.
(d) _ol. 102.
(e) Vol. i. p. 156. Britton's equivalent for malefleium is trealoa_e,
(y) l_ol. 120_
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the theory thatpersonalactionsmay he arranged under theseheadings seems toremain a sterile,
alientheory. Itdoes not determine
the arrangement of the practicalbooks, of the llegister,
the Old
Natura Brevium,
l_itzherbert's
Natura
Brevium, the Novae Narrationes.

Even

Hale,

when

in his Analysis

he mapped

out the field

of English
law, did not make it an important
outline.
The truth
seems to be that the most natural
classification
writs

was quite

different.

It would

give us as its two main

ings--(a)
Praecipe ; (b) Si te fecerit securum.
(a) In one class we have writs beginning
with
reddat--fiwiat--permittat.
The sheriff
is to bid

of
head-

Praecipe quod
the defendant

render
(do, permit)
something,
and only if this command
be
ineffectual
will the action proceed.
To this class belong the writ
of right
account,

and other proprietary
and covenant.

real

actions,

also debt

(g), detinue

(b) In the other class the writ supposes
that there is already a
completed wrong and a perfect
cause of action in the king's court.
If the plaintiff finds pledges to prosecute,
then the defendant
must
appear and answer.
To this class belong the possessory
assizes,
trespass
and all the forms developed
out of trespass,
viz. case,
assumpsif,
trover.
Much is made of this
good repute,

a book

classification

to which

in a book

Blaekstone

which

owed

much,

once was of
Sir Henry

Fineh's Discourse
on Law (h). The histerieal
basis seems this : the
king's own court takes cognizance
of a cause either because the
king's lawful
precept has been disobeyed,
or bemuse
the king's
peace has been broken.
Bat in order to assure ourselves that the line between breaches
of
contractual
obligation
and other causes of action cannot have been
regarded
as an elementary
outline of the law by our medlmval
lawyers, we have only to recall the history of assumpsit.
We are
obliged to say either that at some moment assumpsit
ceased to be an
action ex maleficw
and became
an action ex contractu, or (and this
seems historically
the better way of putting
it) that it was an
action founded not on contract,
but on the tort done by breach of
some contractual
or other duty voluntarily
assumed.
It must have
been difficult to hold that the forms of personal
action could be
aptly

distributed

between

tort

and

(g) The writ of debt in Glanvill,
lib. 10, cap. 2, is just the writ of
right with the variation
that a
certain sum of money due is substituted for a certain quantity of
land. There may be t_ial by battle

contract,

when

in the Register

in Debt ; see lib. 10, cap. 5.
(h) Editions in 1613, 1636, 1678,
and 1759. In the last of these see
pp. 257, 261,284_ 296. Blackstone
notices this classification in Gemmenk vol. iii. p. 274.
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actions

founded

on non-performance

A.
of an assumpslt

occurred,

net

even under the title of Case (for there was no such title)
but
under the title of Trespass ,n_l
up _th
assaults
and asportations, far away from debt and covenant (i).
The same point may be illustrated
by the difficulty which has
been felt in modern times of deciding whether
detinue was ex
co_tractu
or e_ delic_o.
]3racton, fixing our terminology
for all
time, had said (k) that there was no actio _z rem for the recovery
of movables because the judgment
gave the defendant the option
of paying
the value
dilemma therefore
of

instead
contract

which,
according
to l_oman
whether detinue was founded

of delivering
the chattel.
The
or tort was offered to claims to
notions,
it
on contract

was inapplicable.
But
or founded on tort, was

often debated
and never well settled.
During
the last and the
earlierpart of the present century the fact that in detinueone
might declareon a loss and finding (detinuesur trover)was taken
to prove that therewas not necessal_lyany contractbetween the
parties
(l).
Opinion was swayed to the other side by the close
relation between detinue
almost that of identity,

and debt (_), a relation so close as to be
especially when debt was brought, not in

the de_et and de_i_et, but in the definer only (n).
A middle
opinion was offered by the learned
Scrjeant
Manning
(o) that
detinue sur bailment
was ex contractu, and detinue sur trover was
ex delicto ; this would have allowed the question
to turn on the
choice made by the plaintiff's
pleader between
two untraversable
fictions.

A recent

decision

of

the

Court

of Appeal

(p)

shows

that the difficulty cannot occur in its old form.
We are no longer,
even if once we were, compelled
to say that all claims for delivery
of a chattel must be ex contractu or all must be ex d_licto, though
even the theory that every such claim is either ex contractu or e_
delic_o has difficulties
of its own, which might have been avoided
were we free to say that such a claim may be aerie in rera.
(0 Registrum, tel. 109 $ ; writs
for not cutting down trees and no_
erecting a stone cross as promised,
are followed immediately by a writ
for entering a warren and carrying
off goods by force and arms.
(k) 1_ol. 1O2b.
(l) Kettle v. -Bromsall (1738)
Willes 118 ; Mills v. Graham (1804)
] B. & P. N. R. 140, 8 R. R. 767 ;
Gledatane v. J_e¢vttt (1831) 1 Tyr.
445; .Brocuiben_ v. I, edward (1839)
11 A. & E. 209 ; Clement, v. Flight

(1846) 16 M. & "W. 42, 16 L. J. ]_x.
11.
(m) /_r'alker v. -N'eedham (1841) 4
So. N. 1%.222 ; 3 Man. & Gr. 657 ;
_anby v. Lamb (1861) 11 C. B. N. S.
423, 31 L. J. C. P. 17.
(n) "And indeed awrlt of debt
in the definer only, is neither more
nor less than a mere writ of detinue."
Blackst. Comm. ill 156.
(o) 3 ]Vfan. & Gr. 561, no_.
(_) .Bryant v..Herbert
(1878) 3
C.P. ])iv. 389, reversing 8. O. @/d.
189, 47 L. J. C. P. 670.
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Because of the wager of law assumpslt
supplanted
debt ; so also
for a long while the work of detinue was done by trover.
That
trover was in form ex delicto seems not to have been doubted, still
it often had to serve the purpose
of a vindica_io.
As Lord 3Lansfield said (q), "Trover
is in form a tort, but in substance
an action
to try property

.....

An action

of trover

is not now ex maleficio,

though it is so in form ; but it is founded on property."
For these among other reasons the attempt
to force the English
forms into the Roman scheme was not likely to prosper.
Nevertheless the theory that the personal
actions can be grouped under
contract and tort made way as the procedural
differences
between
the various
forms
were, in one way and another,
obliterabed.
Blaekstone
states the theory (r), but does not work it into detail;
following
the plan which he inherited
from Hale, he treats debt,
covenant, and assumpsit
as remedies for injuries
injuries affecting
choses in action (_). In later
the various forms are enumerated
under the two
appears
sometimes
on one side of the line,
other (t).
Apart

from the statutes

which

affecting property,
books of practice
headings;
dstinue
sometimes
on the

will be mentioned

presently,

little

of practical importance
has really depended on the drawing of this
line.
The classification
of the personal
actions has been discussed
by the Courts chiefly in three contexts.
1. As to the joinder of actions.
We find it said at
tively early day that " causes upon contract which are
and causes upon a tort cannot be joined"
(u).
But the
lating this matter were complicated,
and could not be

a comparain the right
rules regureduced
to

this simple principle.
In the main they turned
upon those procedural differences
which have been noticed above.
Thus it was
said that the actions to be joined must be such as have the same
mesne process and the same general issue, also that an action in
which,
apart from statute
(x), the defendant
was liable to fine,
could not be joined with one in which he could only be amerced.
Assumpsit
could not be joined with debt; on the other hand debt
(_) .Harably v.
Trot_ (1776) 1
Cowp. 371, 373, 374.
(r) "Personal
actions are such
whereby a man claims a debt, or
personal duty, or damages in lieu
thereof ; and likewise whereby a
man claims a satisfaction in damages for some injury done to lfis
person or property.
The former
are said to befounded on contracts,
the latter upon torts or wrongs."

Comm. iii. 117.
(s) Ib/d. 153.
(0 Thus in Tidd's
Practice
(chap. i.) detinue is treated as e_
delieto ; in Clntty's Pleading (chap.
ii.) it is classed as ex contravtu, but
hesitatingly.
(u) Denison v..Ralpl_son
(1682)
1 _'ent. 365, 366.
(x) 5 & 6 W. & M. e. 12, abolishingtheeal_iaturproflne.
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could be joinedwith de_nue (y). This matter once very fertile
of
d_sputeshas become altogetherobsolete.
2. As to the survival
of actions (a) against
and (b) for personal
representatives.
Here again it may be doubted whether the line of
practical
importance
has ever been that between contract and tort,
though the latter has often been mentioned
in this context.
(a) If we look back far enough we find that it was only by slow
degrees that the executor came to represent
the testator
in at all a
general
way (z). It was, for instance,
a rule that the executor
could not be sued in debt ff the testator could have waged his law.
At one time and before the development
of assumpsit,
thzs must
have meant

that

the executor

could

hardly

ever be sued

for money

due upon a simple contract.
In Coke's day it was still arguable
that assumpsit
would not lie against the executor (a), and not until
the contrary had been decided was it possible to regard the executor
as bearing in a general way the contractual
liabilities of the testator.
On the other hand it seems to have been quite as early established
that the executor
could be made to answer for some causes of action
which

were

been

increased

not

breaches
by

the

of contract,

proceeds

of the

i.e.,

where

testator's

the

estate

wrong-doing

had
(b).

But so long as the forms of action existed they were here of importance.
Thus the executor could not have been sued in trespass
or trover though the f[_cts of the case were such that he could have
been sued in assumpsit
for money had and received (c). Trespass,
it may be remembered,
had but very gradually
become
civil action;
to start with it was at least in part a criminal

a purely
proceed-

ing: so late as 169_ the defendan_ was, in theory, liable to fine and
imprisonment
(d); criminal
proceedings
founded
on the testater's
misconduct
could not be taken against the executor.
(y) The learning
on this topic
will be found in the notes to Coryton v. Z*thebye, 2 Wins. Samad.
117 d. See also the observations
of Bramwell,
L. J. in _Bryant v.
Herbs't, 3 C. P. ]:)iv. 389--391.
(z) See Bracton, tel. 407b.
(a) 2inehon*, Case (1611) 9 _ep.
86 b. By this time the province
within which wager of law was
permitted had been so much natrowed by judicial
decision tha_
it had become possible to regard
as merely procedural
the rule as
to debt against executors stated
above,
(b) 8it _renry 8_rrington's
Case
(temp. Eliz.)Sav. 40. See remar]_s

on this case and generally on this
piece of history by Bowen L. J. in
2hilli2s v. J:tomfray, 24 Oh. Div.
439, 457, 52 L. J. Ch. 833.
(c) 3ttamblg v. Trott, 1 Cowper
371 ; -Phdlifs v. tIomfratt, ubi sup.
(d) Stat. 5 & 6 W. & M. c. 12.
The penal character of the wri_ of
trespass
is well shown by the
clause of the Statntum
Wallitm
introducing
tlmt wri_ into Wale_.
"a'astitiarins
....
siinvenerit
reum culpabilem, eastiget earn per
prisonam vel par redemptionem vel
per misericordiam, et per dampna
laeso restituenda secundum quali_atem et quantitatem delicti, i_
quod castlgatio
illa sit aliis in
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(b) As regards
the other question,
what actions survive for an
executor
or administrator,
we find it early said that at common
law actions in contract do survive while actions in tort
but already in 1330 a statute,
which was very liberally
had given the executor
some actions which undoubtedly

do not (e) ;
construed,
were the

outcome of tort (f).
On the other hand it has been hold oven of
late years that (apart from all question
as to real estate) an action
for breach of 'contract
does not necessarily
slnwivo for or against
the personal representative
; the cause of action given by a breach
of promise to marry is not
sentatives can sue or be sued
as to the survival of actions
3. Several discussions
as

as a general rule one for which repre(g). But the present state of the law
is discussed above (h).
to the line between
contract
aud tort

were occasioned
by the rule that while joint contractors
must be
sued jeintly the liability of j oint tort -teasers is joint and several (i).
The earliest authority
draws the distinction
between "praecipe
quod
reddat" and debt on the one hand, and "trespass
et huiusmodi
"' on
the other (k).
But the antithesis
of contract
and tort crops up in
the seventeenth
century
(1). A decision (m) of Lord Mansfield
in
1770, that the objection
to non-joinder
of all joint contractors
as
defendants
can only be taken by plea in abatement
deprived
this
matter of much of its importance.
Still the question whether there
has been breach of a joint contract, or a tort for which several are
liable severally as well as jointly, is of course a question which may
still arise and be difficult to answer (_).
Lastly we come to the statutory adoption of the theory that every
personal action must be founded either upon contract or upon tort.
The first statute which recognized
this doctrine was seemingly
the
County Courts Act, 1846 (o). Here, in a section dealing with costs,
the antithesis
is "founded
on contract,"
"founded
on tort."
The
County Courts Act of 1850 (p) fell back on an enumeration
of the
forms of action, placing covenant,
debt, dotinue, and assumpsit
in

exemplum,
et timorem praebeat
delinquendi."
(e) I.e Mason v. JDixon (1627) W.
Jones, 17$.
(f) Stat. 4 Edw. III. e. 7. De
bonis asportatis in vita testatoris.
(g) C/_az_berlain v.
_'dlia_on
(1814) 2 M. & S. 408, 15 R.R.
295 ; _*nlay v. Chir_ey, 20 Q.B.
])iv. 494, 57 L. J. Q. B. 247.
(h) P. 59.
(,) See notes to Oabellv. Vaughan,
1 Wins. Saund. 291.

(k) Br. Abr. _esponder, 54.
(/) -Bosch v. A'and.ford, 3 Salk.
203 ; 1 Shower 1Ol ; _,ch v. 2*lX_ngton, Carth. 171 ; Uhildv. 8ands,
Carth. 294 ; .Bastard v..t_ancock,
Carth. 361.
(m) .Rws v. 8huts, 5 Burr. 2611.
(n) As to the possibility of the
same act or default answering both
descriptions, see the last chapter of
the text.
(o) 9 & 10 riot. e. 95, s. 129.
(p) 13 & 14 Viot.c.61,s.II.
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trover,

case in another

and

class.

The

Common Law Procedure
&or, 1852 (q), assumes in its sohedule of
forms that actions
are either " on contraots,"
or "for wrongs
independent
of contract ; " but sect. 74 admits that "certain
causes
of action may be conmdored to partake of the character both of
broaches of contract and of wrongs ;" some very needless litigation
might have been saved had a similar admission been made in other
statutes.
By the County Courts Act of 1856 (r), costs in a certain
event
were made to depend upon file question whether the ao_ion was
"an action of contract."
By the Common Law Procedure Act of
1860 (s), co_ts in a certain event were made to depend on the question whether the action was "for an alleged wrong."
A section of the County Courts Act, 1867 (t), drew a distinction
as to costs between
actions " founded on contract,"
and actions
" founded on tort."
Lastly the County Courts
draws a distinction
between"

Act of 1888 in several of its sections
an action of contract"
and "an action

of tort" (u), while elsewhere (x,) it contrasts
contract"
with one "founded
on tort."

an action

"founded

on

The practical
upshot, if any, of these antiquarian
remarks is that
the courts of the present day are very free to consider tJae olassification of causes of action without paying much regard to an attempt
to classify the now obsolete fol_ms of action, an attempt which was
never very important
or very successful ; an attempt
may now think, was foredoomed to failure.
(q) 15& 16Vict. c. 76.
(-) 19 & 20 Vict. C. 108, S. 30.
('s) 23 & 24 Wict. c. 126, s. 34.
(t) 30 & 81 Vict. c. 142, s. 5.
Recent decisions are _rgant
v.
Herbert, 3 O. P. D. 189, 389,
47 L. J. G. P. 670;
.Poat_ex v.

which,

as we

M_dland tL Co. 3 Q. B. D. 23;
.Fleming v. Mamhester, _'e. _. Co.
4 Q. B. Div. 81.
(u) 51 & b2 Vict. c. 43, ss. 62,
65, 66.
(x) 51 & 52 Viet. c. 43, s. 116.
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ACT,

1880.

(43 & 44 Y_cT. c. 42,)
An

Act

to extend

make

H'orkmen
B_. it enacted

and

regulate

Compensation
in their

for

the

service.

by the Queen's

[7th

most Excellent

the advice and consent
of the Lords
Commons, in this present Parliament
rity of the same, as follows :
1. _rhere

Liability

Personal

after the commencement

of

Employers

to

Injuries

suffered

by

September,
_[ajesty,

1880.3

by and with

Spiritual
and Temporal,
and
assembled,
and by the authoof this Act personal

injury

is Amendment of
law.

caused to a workman
(1.) By reason of any defect (a) in the condition
of the ways (b),
works (c), machinery,
or plant (d) connected
with or used
in the business of the employer (e) ; or
(a) This must be a defect showJug some negligence of the eraployer;
_Valsh v. Wh_teley (1888)
21 Q. B. Div. 871, 57 L. J. Q.B.
586. "Defect*' "meansthe
absence
of tihaess to secure safety in the
operation for which the machinery
is use4" : per Kennedy, J., 8ta_ton
v. Scrutton (1893), 5 R. at p. 246,
62 L. J. Q. B. at p. 408.
(b) An object left sticking out
over a way is not a defect in the
condition of the way; MeGia_n v.
-Palmer's Shipbuilding Co. (1882) 10
Q. B. ]3. 5, 52 L. J. Q. B. 25.
"Defect
in condition"
includes
unfitness for safe use, whether f"rom
original fault of structure or want
of repair ; tleske v. 8amuelson (1883)
12 Q. B. D. 30, 53 L. J. Q. B. 45 ;
or insuflizieney of any par_ of the
plant for the particular purpose it
is being used for; Crlppsv. J'udge
(1884) 13 Q. B. ])iv. 588, 53 L.J.
Q. B. 517 ; but not mere negligent
user: Wdlett8 v. Watt, '92, 2 Q.B.
92, 61 L. J. Q. B. 540, C.A. Any

space which workmen have to pass
overmaybea
"way"
: ib. Asto
suffieieneyofevidenceonthispoint,
.Paley v. Garnett (1885) 16 Q. B. D.
52. A dangerous or impropercollocation of things not. defective in
themselves may be a defect ; Webhn
v..Ballard (1886) 17 Q. B. D. 122,
55 L. J. Q. ]3. 395 ; butsee Thomas
v. Quartermaine, 18 Q. B. ])iv. 685 ;
and qu. whether tFebl_n v..Ballard
be right, per Bowen L. J. at p.
699.
(e) Leav_gawallwhichls
trader
repair insecure for want of proper
shoringup maybe a defect in the
condition of works within this subsection ; .Bra_r_i]ar_v. _oblnson, '92,
1 Q. B. 344, 61 L. J. Q. B. 202.
(d) "Plant" may include horses,
and vice in a horse is a "' defect" ;
Yarmouth v..France (1887) 19 Q. B.
I)iv. 647, 57L. J. Q. B. 7.
(e) The words of this section do
not apply to ways, works, &c.
which are in course of con_ruction_ and not yet sufficiently corn-
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(2.)

By reason of the negligence of any person in the service of floe
employer who has any superintendence
entrusted
to him (/)
whilst in the exercise of such superintendence
(g) ; or

(3.)

By reason of the negligence
of any person in the service of
the employer
to whose orders
or directions
the workman
at the time of the injury was bound to conform (h), and
did conform,
so conformed

where such
(_) ; or

injury

resulted

from

his having

(4.) By reason of the act or omission of any person in the service
of the employer
done or made in obedience to the rules or
byelaws
of the employer,
or in obedience
to particular
instructions
given
by any
person
delegated
authority
of the employer
in that behalf ; or

with

the

(5.) By reason of the negligence
of any person in the service of the
employer who has the charge or control (],J of any signal,
points, locomotive eng4ue, or train upon a railway (/),
the workman,
or in case the injury results
in death, the legal personal representatives
of the workman,
and any pc_ons
entitled in
case of death (m), shall have the same right of compensation
and
remedies against the employer
as if the workman
had not been a
workman
of nor in the service of the employer,
nor engaged in his '

work (_,).
plete to be used in the business ;
Jtowe v.._nch
(1886) 17 Q. ]3.
D. 187.
They do apply to "an
arrangement
of machinery
and
tackle whmh, although reasonably
safe for those engaged in working
it, is nevertheless
dangerous
to
workmen employed in another department of the business" ; 5'm_th
v..Baker, '91, A. C. 325, 354, 60
L. J. Q. B. 683, per Lord Watson.
(f) See interpretation
clause,
sect. 8.
_q) Osborne v. Jackson (1883) 11
Q. B. D. 619.
(h) Snou,den v. Haynes (1890) 25
Q. B./)iv. 193, 59 L. J. Q. ]3. 325.
(_) Orders or directions within
the meaning of this sub-section
need not be express or specific;
M_llward v. M:dland .R. Co. (1884)
14 Q. B. D. 88, 54 L. J. Q. B. 202.
The order need not have been negligent in itself, nor the sole or iramediate cause of the injury : FF,ld
v. BTaygood, 992, 1 Q. B. 783, 61
L.J.Q.B.
_91, C.A.
(k) The duty of oiling and clean-

ing points is not " charge or control_'; G_bbsv. G. /F'.2.6'o.(1883-4)
llQ. B.D. 22,12Q. B. Div. 208,
53 L. J. Q. ]3. 543.
Any one
having authority to set a line of
carriages or trucks in motion, by
whatever
means, is in cbarge or
control of a train ; Cox v. G. /$7./_.
Co. (1882) 9 Q. B. D. 106.
(l) "Railway"
has its natural
sense, and is not confined to railways made or used by railway companies;J)oughty
v..F_rb_nk (1883)
10 Q. B.D. 358, f2L. J.Q.B.480.
0_) A workman can bind himself by contract with his employer
not to claim compensation
under
the Act, and such contract is a bar
to any claim under Lord Campbell's Aot;Griflzthsv..Dudley
(1882)
9 Q. B. D. 357, 51 L. J. Q. B. 643.
If made for a distinct and substantial consideration,
it may be
for an infant worker's benefit so as
to be binding on him : C/ements v.
J5. d__r IF. R. Co. '94, 2 Q. B. 482,
63 L. J. Q.B. 837, C.A.
(_) This evidently means only
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2. A workman
of compensation

shah not be entitled
under this Act to any right Exeepor remedy against
the employer
in any of the tions
amend¢ofollowing
cases ; that is to say,
mcnt of
(l.) Under
sub-section
one of section
one, unless the defect law.
therein mentioned
arose from, or had not been discovered
or remedied owing to the negligence
of the employer,
or
of some person in the service of the employer,
and entrusted
works,

by him with the duty of seeing
machinery,
or plant were in proper

that the ways,
condition
(o).

(2.) Under
sub-section
four of section one, unless the injury
resulted
from some impropriety
or defect in the rules,
byelaws,
or insLraetions therein
mentioned ; provided that
where a rule or byelaw has been approved
or has been
accepted
as a proper
rule or byelaw
by one of Her
Majesty's
Principal
Secretaries of State, or by the Board of
Trade or any other department
of the Government,
under
or by virtue
of any Act of Parliament,
it shall not be
deemed for the purposes
of this Act to be an improper or
defective rule or byelaw.
(3.)

In

any case where
the workman
knew of the defect or
negligence
which caused his injury,
and furled within a
reasonable
time to give, or cause to be given, information

thereof to the employer
or some person superior to himself
in the service of the employer,
unless he was aware that
the employer
or such supm'ior
already knew of the said
defect or negligence
(2)3. The amount of compensation
recoverable
under this Act shall Limit of
not exceed
mated

such

earnings,

sum as may be found
during

the

three

that the defence of " common eraployment"
shaU not be available
for the master ; not that the facts
and circumstances
of the workman's employment are not to be
considered, e.g. if there is a question of contributory
negligence.
Nor does it exclude the defence
that the workman in fact knew and
ac_ept_l the specific risk; Thomas
v. Qaartermaine (1887) 18 Q. B. ])iv.
685, 66 L. J. Q. B. 840 ; bu_ such
defence is not admissible where the
risk wascreated bybreach of a statutory duty; Baddvley v. £,arl Gran.
wlle (1887) 19 Q. B. D. 423, 56 L.J.
Q. B. 501 ; and a workman's continufug
to work with defective

sum
recoverable
or a as compensation.
plant after he has complained of
the defect to the employer or foreman, who has refused or neglected
to amend it, is not conclusive to
show voluntary acceptance of the
risk ; :Yarmo_th v. -France (1887) 19
Q.B. Div. 647, 57 L. J. Q. B. 7;
Smith v. Baker, '91, A. C. 325, 60
L.J.Q.B.
683, see p. 153. above.
(o) See Eidxlle v. Zovett (1885)
16 Q. B. D. 605, 610.
(p) This sub-seetlen erea_es a
new and special statutory defence,
see Weblin v. J3atlard (1886) 17 Q.
B.D. 122,125, 55 T,. J. Q. B. 895.
It does not enlarge by implication
the right of action under sect. 1 ;
Thomas v. Qv.areermalne_note (nt,

years

to be equivalent
preceding

to the esti-

the injury,
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person

in the same grade

employed

employment
and in the district
at the time of the injury.
L_mit of
time
for
recovery
of cornpensatlon,

4. An action

B.
during

in which

for the recovery

those

years in the like

the workman

is employed

under this Act of compensation

for

an injury shall not be maintainable
unless notice (q) that injury
has been sustained
is given within six weeks, and the action is
commenced
with].n sir months from the occurrence
of the accident
causing

the injury,

or, in case of death,

within

twelve

months

from

the time of death : Provided always, that in case of death, the want
of such notice shall be no bar to the maintenance
of such action if
the judge shaft be of opinion
such want of notice.
_oney
payable
under
penalty
to be deducted
from compensation
underact,

5. There

shaft

any workman,

that

be deducted

there

from

or representatives

was reasonable

any compensation

of a workman,

excuse

for

awarded

to

or persons

claiming

by, under, or through
a workman
in respect of any cause of action
arising under this &ct, any penalty or part of a penalty which may
have been paid in pursuance
of any other Act of Parliament
to such
workman,
representatives,
or persons in respect of the same cause
of action ; and where an action has been brought under this Act by
any workman,
or the representatives
of any workman,
or any persons claiming by, under, or through such workman,
for compensation in respect of any cause of action arising
under this Act, and
payment

has not previously

been made

of any penalty

or part of a

penalty under any other Act of Parliament
in respect of the same
cause of action, such workman,
representatives,
or person shall not
be entitled thereafter
to receive any penalty
or part of a penalty
under any other Act of Parliament
action.
Trial of
actions.

6.--(1.)

:Every

action

in respect

for recovery

of the same cause of

of compensation

under

this

Act shall be brought in a county court, but may, upon the application of either plaintiff
or defendant,
be removed into a superior
com't in like manner
and upon the same conditions
as an action
commenced
in a county court may by law be removed (r).
(2.)

Upon

the trial

of any such

(q) This notice must be in writing; M'oylv v. Jenkins (1881) 8 Q.
B. D. 116, 51 L. J. Q. B. 112, and
must contain in writing all the
particulars required by sect. 7 ;
.Keen
Millwall .Dock Co. (1882)
8 Q. B: Die. 482, 61 L. J. Q.B.
277.
(r) Proceedings
in the ceunty
court cannot be stayed under sect.
89 of the County Courts &or, 18_6.

action

in a county

court before

That section applies only to actions
which might have been brought in
the Superior Court; _eg. v. Judge
of City of Zondon Court (1885) 14
Q.B.D.
818, 54 L. _. Q. B. 330 ;
affirmedinO.A.,W.
:N. 1885, 9.95.
As to grounds for removal, see
.Munday v. Thames Ironworks CO.
(1882) 10 Q. B. D. 59, 52 L. J.
Q.B. 119.

EMPLOYERS _ LIABILITY ACT) 1880.
the judge without a jury one or more assessors may be appointed
for the purpose of ascertaining the amount of compensation.
(3.) For the purpose of regulating the conditions and mode of
appointment and remuneration of such assessors, and all matters of
procedure relating to their duties, and also for the purpose of consolldaf2ug any actions under this Act in a county court, and otherwise preventing multiplicity of such actions, rules and regulations
may be made, varied, and repealed from time to time in the same
manner as rules and regulations for regulating the practice and
procedure in other actions in eoun_r courts.
"County court" shall, with respect to Scotland, mean the
"Sheriff's Court," and shall, with respect to Ireland, mean the
" Civil Bill Court."
In Scotland any action under flus Act may be removed to the
Com'_ of Session at the instance of either party, in the manner
provided by, and subject to the conditions prescribed by, section
nine of the Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act, 1877.
In Scotland the sheriff may conjoin actions arising out of the
same occurrence or cause of action, though at the instance of
different parties and in respect of different injuries.
7. Notice in respect of an injury under this Act shall give the
name and address of the person injured, and shall state in ordinary
language the cause of the injury (,) and the date at which it was
sustained, and shall be served on the employer, or, if there is more
than one employer, upon one of such employers.
The notice may be served by delivering the same to or at the
residence or place of business of the person on whom it is {o be
served.
_lqxe notice may also be served by post by a registered letter
addressed to the person on whom it is to be served at his last known
place of residence or place of business ; and, if served by post, shall
be deemed to have been served at the time when a letter containing
the same would be delivered in the ordinary course of post ; and, in
proving the service of such notice, it shall be sufficient to prove
that the notice was properly addressed and registered.
Where the employer is a body of persons corporate or unincorpora_e the notice shall be served by delivering the same at or by
sending it by post in a registered letter addressed to the office, or,
if there be more t,h,n one office, any one of the offices of such
body.
(s) It nee_ not state the cause of
action with legal accuracy ; Clark8o_v..Musgrave (1882) 9 Q. B.D.

886, 51 L. J. Q. B. 525 ; cp. 8tone
v. 2_yde, 9 Q. B. D. 76, 51 L. J.
Q.B. 452.

_27

40 & 41
Vict. c. 50.

Mode of
serving
notice of
injury.
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A notice under this section shall not be deemed invalid by reason
of any defect or inaccm'acy
(t) therein, unless the judge who tries
'the
action arising from the injury mentioned
in the notice shall be
of opinion
that the defendant
in the action is prejudiced
in his
*
Definitions.
•_

defence
accuracy

by such defect or inaccuracy,
and
was for the purpose of misleading.

8. For
requires,-The

the

purposes

expression

of this

" person

Act,

who

unless

that

the

the

context

has superintendence

defect

or in-

otherwise

entrusted

to

him" means a person whose sole or principal
duty is that of
superintendence,
and who is not ordinarily
engaged in manual
labour (u) :

38 & 39
¥ict. c. 90.
Corn-

The expression
"employer"
includes
or unincorporate
:
The expression
"workman
" means
person to whom
the Employers
applies

a body

of persons

corporate

a railway servant
and any'
and _Torkmen
Act, 1875,

(x).

- 9. This Act shall

not

come

into

operation

until

the

first day of

menee-

meat of
Act.

(t) Stone v. Hyde (1882) 9 Q. ]3.
D. 76, 51 L..1. Q. B. 452 ; Caq'ler
v. l)_'y._dale, 12 Q. B. D 91.
(n) Sh_ffers v.
Ge_eral Steam
_'awgatwn Co. (1883) 10 Q. ]3. D.
356, 52L. J. Q. B 260: cp. and
dist. Osborne v. Jaekso_ [1883) 11
Q. B. D. 619; _ellard v. ltvoke
(1888) 2l Q. B. Di_,. 367, 57 L.J.
Q. B. 599. The difference between
a foreman
who sometimes lends
a hand and a workman who sometimes gives directions is in itself,
of course, a matter of fact.
(x) "Any person [not being a
domestic or menial servant] who,
being a labourer, servant in hu_sbandry,
journeyman,
artificer,
handicraftsman,
miner, or otherwise engaged in manual labour,
whether under the age of twentyone years or above that age, has
entered into or works under a contract with an employer, whether
the contract be made before or
after the passing of this Act, be
express or implied,
oral or in
writing, and be a contract of sorvice or a contract
personally to
execute any work or labour ; " 88
& 39 ¥ict.
c. 90, s. 10.
This
definition does not include an ore-

nibus conductor : Morgan v. Zoudon
Gemeral Om_bus Co. (1884) 13 Q. ]3.
Div. 832, 53 L. J. Q. B. 352. :Nor
the driver of a tramcar : Cook v..¥.
J[elrc*_o. Tramuays
Co. (1887) 18
Q.]3. D. 683. 56 L.J.Q.]3.
309.
Igor a grocer's assistant in a shop,
though he makes up and carries
parcels in the course of his employment : Bound v. Lawrence, '91,
1Q.B. 226,61L. J.M.C.
21, C.A.
(on the Faaployers and Workmen
Act).
Nor a potman in a publichouse, whose duties are substantially of amenial
or domestic nature: Pearcev. Zansdowne (1892) 62
L. ft. Q. B. 441. It does include a
driver of carts, &c., who also has
to load and unload the goods
carried: Yarmouth v..France (1887)
19 Q. ]3. Div. 647, 57 L. J. Q. B. 7.
The Act of 1875 did not apply to
seamen or apprentices
to the sea
service, sect. 13. By 43 & 44 Vict.
c. 16, s. 11, it was extended to
them, but not so as to affect the
definition of " workman " in other
Acts by reference to the persons to
whom the Act of 1875 applies.
Seamen, therefore, are not within
the Employers' Liability ActL
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January, one thousand
eigh_ hundred
and eighty-one,
which
is in this Act referred to as the commencement
of this Act.
10.

This Act may be cited as the Employers'

and shall continue in force till the thirty-first
thousand eight hundred
and eighty-seven,

Liability

Act before

that period

Act,

Parliament
under this

shall be continued

as if the said Act had not

continued

time

_,
Act

has

been

Many proposals for amendment
yet become law.]

p_

a

1880, "Short title.
_a
day of December one
and to the end of the

then next Session of Parliament,
and no longer, unless
shall otherwise
determine, and all actions commenced
expired.
[The

date

from

to time

of it have been made,

since

1887.

but none has

M X
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STATUTES

C.

OF LIMITATION.
-.4.--

.dn _

for lymytadon
Lawe.

of .ffeeions, and for avoydlng of Suet, in
(21 ffAm'ESI. c. 16.)

S. 3. And be it further enacted, that all actions of t_spas, quare
clausum freglt, all accions of trespas, detinue, accion sur trover and
replevyn for taking away of goods and eattell, all aceions of accompt
and nppon the case, other than such accompts as coneerne the trade
of merchandize betweene marchant and marchant, their factors or
servants, all accions of debt grounded upon any lending or contract
without specialtie, all accions for arrerages of rents, and all aceions
of assault menace battery wounding and imprisonment, or any of
them which shalbe sued or brought at any tyme after the end of
this present session of parliament shalbe eommenced and sued within
the tyme and lymytacion hereafter expressed, and not after (that is
to saie) the said aecions uppon the ease (other then for slander,) and
the said accions for accompt, and the said actions for trespas debt
detinue and replevin for goods or cattell, and the said accion of
trespas, guare clausum fregit, within three yeares next after the
end of this present session of parliament, or within sixe yeares next
after the cause of such accions or suite, and not after ; and the said
aeeions of trespas of assault battery wounding imprisonment, or
any of them, within one yeare next after the end of _J_ispresent
session of parliament, or within foln'e yeares next after the cause of
such accions or suite, and not after; and the said accions uppon
the case for words, within one yeare after the end of this present
session of parliament, or within two yeares next after the words
spoken, and not after ....
S. 7. Provided neverthelesse, and be it further enacted, that if
any person or persoas that is or shalbe intituled to any such aecioa

ST&TUTE8 OF LIMITATION.
of _respas detinuo accion sur trover replevla aecions of accompts
aecious of debts, aceion of trespas for assault menace battery
wounding or imprisonment, accions uppon the case for words, bee
or shalbe at the tyme of any such cause of accion given or accrued,
fallen or come within the age of twentie-one yeares, feme covert, non
compos_ mentis, imprisoned or beyond the seas, that then such person or persons shalbe at libertie to bring the same aceious, see as
they take the same within such times as are before lymitted, after
their coming to or being of full age, diseovert, of sane memory, at
large and retorned from beyond the seas, as other persons having
no such impediment should have done.

,'in let for the Amendment
meat of Justice.

of the Law and the 3otter .ddvanee-

(4 a _A_r_, c. 3)(a).
S. 19. And be it further enacted, by the authority aforesaid, that
if any person or persons against whom there is or shall be any such
cause of suit or action for seamen's wages, or against whom there
shall be any cause of action of trespass, detinue, action sur trover
or replevin for taking away goods or cattle, or of action of account,
or upon the case, or of debt grounded upon any lending or contract,
without speciality of debt for arrearages of rent, or assault, menace,
battery, wounding and imprisonment, or any of them, be or shall
be at the time of any such cause of suit or action, given or accrued,
fallen or come beyond the seas, that then such person or persons,
who is or shall be entitled to any such suit or action, shall be at
liberty to bring the saicl actions against such person or persons
after their return from beyond the seas (so as they take the same
after their return from beyond the seas), within such times as are
respectively limited for the bringing of the said actions before by
this Act, and by the said other Act made in the one and twentieth
year of the reign of Ring James the l_h'st.
(a) So in the Statutes of the Realm and Revised Statutes; c. 16 in
other editions.
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Mn .4ct to amend the Zaws
Trade and Commerce.

of England

and Ireland

affecting

(M_.RCAI_TILEI_W AMENDMENTACT, 1856, 19 & 20 _rICT.C. 97,

s. a2.)
No part of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,
nor the Islands of Man, Guernsey, Jersey, Alderney, and Sark, nor
any islands adjacent to any of them, being part of the dominions
of tier Majesty, shall be deemed to be beyond seas within the
meaning of the Act of the fourth and fifth years of the reign of
Queen Anne, chapter sixteen (b), or of this Act.
(b) This is chap. 3 in the Statutes of the Realm.
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CONTRIBUTORY

NEGLIGENCE

D.

IN ROMAN LAW.

CONTRIBUTORYnegligence,
and theallied
topicsconsidered
in the
text,
didnotescapethel_omanlawyers,
but theyaretreatedonly
in an incidental
manner and no completetheoryis worked out.
Thepassages
bearingon thepointin theDigest"Ad legem Aquiliam" (ix. 2) are the following:-L. 9 § 4 (Ulpian).
Sed si per lusum iaeulantibus servus fum_t
occisus, Aquiline locus est: sed si cure alfi in campo iacularentur
servus per eum locum transierit, Aquilia cessat, quia non debuit per
campum iaculatorium iter intempestive facere.
Qui tureen data
opera in eum iaeulatus est, utique Aquilia tenebitur.
It is not clear whether the words " data opera" are intended to
cover the case of reckless persistence in the javelin-throwing
after
the danger to the slave who has put himself in the way is manifest.
There can be no doubt however that Ulpian would have considered
such conduct equivalent to dolu_. With this explanation, the
result coincides with the English rule.
L. 11, pr. (Ulpian).
Item ]_[ela seribit, si, eum pila quldam
luderent, vehementius quis pila pereussa in tonsorls manus earn
deiecerit et sic servl quem tensor habebat [al. radebat] gula sit
praeeisa adiecto cultello : in quoeumque eorum culpa sit, eum lego
Aquiliateneri.Prooulusin tonsoreesseculpam: et sanesiibi
tondebatublex eonsuetudine
ludebatur
velubitransitus
frequens
erat,estquod eihnputetur: quamvisnec illudmale dicatur,
siin
loce periculoso sellam habenti tonseri se quis eomm_erit, ipsum
de se queridebere.
Mela seems tohave thoughtita questionof fact,to be determined By closerexam]natlonof the circumstances,
whetherthe
barber, or the player, or both, were in c_zlTa. Probably the question he mainly considered was the proper form of action. Proculus
held the barber only to be liable.
Ulpian agrees that there is
negligence in his shaving a customer in a place exposed to the
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accident of a stray ball, if the evidence shows that he did so with
notice of the danger; but he adds that the customer, if he in turn
chose to come and be shaved in a dangerous place, has only his
own want of care to thank lot his hurt. To obtain this result it is
assumed that the danger is equally obvious _o the barber and the
customer ; it is likewise expressly assumed, as a condition of imputing culpa to either of them, that the game is carried on in an
accustomed and convenient place. Given those facts, English law
would arrive at the same result in a slightly different form. The
players would not be bound to anticipate the rashness of the barber,
and the barber, though bound to provide reasonable accommodation
for his customers, would not be bound to warn them against an
external source of risk as obvious to them as to himself. It would
therefore probably be held that there was no evidence of negligence
a_ all as against either the players or the barber.
If the game, on
the other hand, were not being carried on in a lawful and convenient
place, not only the player who struck the ball would be liable, but
probably all concerned in the game.
L. 28 (Paulus).
Pr. (& man who makes pitfalls in a highway is
liable under the lex Aquilia for consequent damage : otherwise if
in an accustomed place). § 1. Haec tamen aerie ex causa danda est,
id est si neque denuntiatum est neque scisrit aut providsre potuerit: ct multa huiusmodi deprehenduntur,
qulbus summovetur
petitor, si evitare periculum poterat.
This comes very near the language of our own authorities.
L. 31 (Paulus).
Si putater ex arbore ramum cure deiceret vel
machinarins hominem praetereuntem occidit, ira tenetur si is in
pubhcum decidat nec ille proclamavit, ut casus eins evitaH possit.
Sod Mucius ctiam dixit, si in private idcm accidisset, posse de cnlpa
agi : culpam autem esse, quod cure a diligente providari peterit (_)
non esset provisum, aut turn denuntiatum esset cure l_Hculum
evitari non possit.
Cp. Blackst. Comrn, iv. 192, supra, p. 410. Here a person who
is hurt in spite of the warning is not necessarily negligent; as if
for example he is deaf and cannot hear the warning ; but this is
immaterial ; for the ground of the other not being liable is that he
has fulfilled the duty of a prudent man.
The words "vel machinarins" spoil the sentence; they are too
much ortoo little. One would expect "vel machinarins ex aedibus
(a) Sic MS. _7or., which MommS_n'stext reproduces, but it is not
Latin. Pot_er_ is probably the
true reading, though Augustan

I_tinity would require l_otuisset.
"Poss,t" ad fin. should obviously
be " posset," and is so corrected in
other odd.
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lapldem,"
or the llke.
The passage as it stands can hardly be as
Paulus wrote it (though
it is likely enough to be as Tribonian
edited it), and it seems more probable that "vel maehinarius"
is
an interpolation
than that ether words have been omitted.
]_lsewhere Paulus says, Sent. Ree. I. 15 § 3 : Ei qui irritatu sue
feram bestiam
taverit, itaque
dederit," which
dominum neque

vel quamcunque
aliam quadrupedem
in se proridamnum ceperlt [so Huschke:
vu/g. "eaque damnum
does not seem necessarily
in eustodem aerie datur.

This is a case,
tributory
defendant,

according

to English

wrong],
terminology,

neque

in eins

not of con-

negligence,
but of no evidence
of negligence
in the
the plaintiff's damage being due wholly to his own aot.
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NOTE.

TowArDs the end of 1882 I was instructed by the Government of India to prepare a draft Bill to codify the law of
Civil Wrongs, or so much of it as might appear to be of
general practical importance in British India.
The draft
was constructed pari.passu with the writing of the present
book, or very nearly so, and it was provisionally completed
in 1886; it is now published with the consent of the
Secretary of State for India.
The t_xt is given as it then
stood, but the notes which accompanied it are considerably abridged.
I have inserted in square brackets a few
additional references and remarks, chiefly made necessary
by important decisions given since the draft was completed.
The Government of India has not finally decided whether
it is desirable to codify the law on the subject at present.
Sir Henry Maine thought many years ago _hat the time
was ripe for it (a) ; but I understand that a considerable
(a) Minute of 17 July, 1879, on
Indian Codification, in "Minutes
by Sir H. S. _[alne,"
Calcutta,
1890, p. 224: " Civil wrongs are
suffered every day in India, and
though men's ideas on the quantity
of injury they have received may
/

be vague, they are quite sufficiently
conscious of being wronged somehow to invite the jurisdiotion of
coar_s of justice.
The result is
that, if the legislature does not
legislate, the courts of justice will
have to legislate;
for, ind_d,

PREFATORY NOTE.
majority ofthe opinions which have lately been collected
_rom judicial and other omcers in India are unfavourable
to action.
It may be proper to explain that the dra_ as it stands
is not the mere production of an English lawyer unacquainted with India, but represents a certain amount of
consideration and discussion by specially competent critics.
In the preparation of the Bill I had, in particular, the
advantage of constant criticism from Sir A. Maepherson
and Sir William ]_[arkby, who (I need hardly say) were
excellently qualified both by their :English learning and
by their Indian judieial experience ; and, without assuming
to make either of those learned persons at all answerable for
my work, I ought to say that their criticism was the direct
cause of material improvement in several points. A careful
memorandum on the earlier parts of the draft was prepared
by Mr. (since ffustice) Syed Mahmud, and to this also I am
indebted for good suggestions.
:Further, I endeavoured,
so far as I had opportunity
in :England, to procure
criticism and suggestions from Indian judicial and executive officers, with reference to the possible working of a
code of Civil Wrongs in rural districts and in the nonregulation Provinces.
Although such opportunities were
Hmited, I thus had the benefit of acute and valuable
legislation is a processwhichperpetualty goes on through some
organ or anotherwhereverthere is
a civilizedgovernment,and which
cannotbe stopped. :Butlegislation
by Indianjudgeshas all the drawbacks of judicial legislation elsewhere, and a great many more.
As in other countries,it is legislation by a legislature which,from
the natureof the case,is debarred
fromsteadilykeeping in view the
standard of general expediency,
As in other countries, it is haphazard, inordinatelydilatory, and

inordinatelyexpensive,the cost of
it falling almost exclusivelyon the
litigants. But in India judicial
legislationis, besides,in the hmg
run, legislationby foreigners,who
are under the thraldom of precedents and analogies belongingto
a foreignlaw, developedthousands
of miles away, under a different
climate, and for a differentcivilization. I lookwith dismay,therefore, on the indefinite postponementot a eodifiedlaw of tort for
India."
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remarks of which the substance was embodied in the draft
or in the notes to it. The letter of my instructions would
have _ustified me in merely stating in the form of a
declaratory Act what I conceived to be the English law,
and leaving all questions of Indian law and usage to be
dealt with separately by the Government of India; but
such a course did not appear to be reasonably practicable.
The reader will therefore bear in mind that in certain
places the draft Bill deliberately departs from existing
English law. Special attention is called to all such
departures, and the reasonsfor them indicated.
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A Bill to define and amend certain Tarts of the Lain
of Oivil Wrongs.
_Prelim inarv.

I.ThisAct may be citedas theCivilWrongs Act,
18 ;and

Shor_title.
Com

*

mence-

It shall come into

ment.
Extent.

It extends to the whole of British India.

force on the

day of

18

Savin_of
2. This Actdoes not affect any legal right or remedy,
lights,
remedies, or any enactment creating or limiting rights or remedies,
and
enactments
in- which is not abrogated or repealed by this Act or incondependentsistent
with any express provision of it.
of Act.
I_epeal of
enactments,

Interpreration

cl_nsc,

3.

The Acts mentioned

in the schedule

hereto

are hereby

repealed to the extent specified in that schedule.
4. In this Act, unless there be something repugnant in
the subject

or context,-

Court" includes every Court, judge, and magistrate
and officer, having jurisdiction to hear and determine the
suit or matter in question :
"Good faith " implies the use of due care and attention :
" Grievous hurt" means any of the kinds of hurt which
XLV.of
are so designated in the Indian Penal Code, section 820.
1860.
"

Arrangemeut
of

Act.

_o

This Act is arranged as follows :--

[See Table of Contents prefixed. In the original draft this olauee was
left blank pending further revision.]
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6. Every one is a wrong-doer

I.
OF LIABILITY.

who does or omits to do Wrongs
_Itd

anything whereof the doing or omission respectively
this Act declared to be a wrong,

is by wrongdoers.

Any person thereby becoming entitled to a legal remedy
against the wrong-doer is said to be wronged by him.
7. The Habilities declared

by this Act are subject to Savingof
lawful ex-

all lawful grounds of exception, justification and excuse, eeptions
indepen whether expressed in this Act or not, except so far as they dent of
are varied by this Act or inconsistent with its terms (a).
Act.
8. Every one commits a wrong who harms another-(a) by an act intended to cause harm (5) :
(b) by intermeddling without authority with anything
which belongs to that other (c).

Liability

for wilful
harm and

_uthorized dealing with

property.

Illustration.
A. finds a watch which B. has lost, and in good faith, and intending
the true owner's benefit, attempts to clean it and put it in order. In
doing so A. spoils the watch.
A. has wronged B.

9. Every one commits a wrong (d) who harms another-(a) by any aot forbidden by law ; or
An a) This appears, in an Act nog
tied for a complete code of the
subjeGt, a desirable precaution,
k
mmil_ clause was inserted in the
_a_..liah draft Criminal Cede by the
revlalng Commiosion.
(b) This clause is inclusive, not
exclusive : the specific definitions
of, e.g., assault, trespass, anddefarnation stand on their own ground.
By harm I mean what English

law books commonly call actual
damage.
(c) Exceptions
are dealt with
under Wrongs to Proporty. (Clause
47 below.)
(d) For the general principles
see Fergusson v..Earl
of E, nnoul,
9 C1. & F. 251 ; Mersey JDoeks Trus.
tee* v. G*bbs, L. R. 1 H. L. 93 ;
_*_¢n v. 2¢nder, 11 Q, B. D. fi03.

Liability
for harm
not wil-

54_
fully done
by breach
or oralssion or
neglect of
legalduty,
or by negligence,
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(c)
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to perform,

performing,

or insufficiently

any

general

him by law ; or
want of due care and
conduct.

duty

caution

in

or improimposed

on

his

or

acts

In the absence of any more specific rule applicable
to
the ease, due care and caution means such care and caution
as a man of ordinary
be expected

to use

sense, knowledge

in the

of acts and undertakings
and skill as may

"

petent

like

requlr_ng

be expected

in the matter

_Exception.--Where

and prudence

ease, including,
special

of a person

skill,

may

in the case
such care

reasonably

com-

in hand.
the

special

skill is undertaken

stances

of evident

necessity

conduct

of a matter

of necessity

[or "under

requiring
circum-

"J, and to avoid a greater

risl_,

the person undertaking
it is deemed to use duo care and
caution if he makes a reasonable
use of such skill as he
actually

,

possesses.

Illustralions.
I. B., a zamind_r, transfers a portion of his zamlnd_ri to C., in accordance with the provisions of the regulation in force in the province, by
which regulation, registration and sub-assessment are needful to complete the valichty of the transfer (e). A., the local collector, refuses to
register and sub-assess the portion so transferred. A.. has wronged C.
2. A, not being a builder, erects a scaffolding for the purpose o_
repairing his house. It is unskilfully constructed, and by reason thereof
part of it falls upon B., who is passing on the highway, and hurts him.
A. has wronged B., though i. may have put up the scaffolding as well
as he could.
3. A. goes out driving with a horse and carriage. _. is bound to
drive with such skill as, according to common experiense, is expected of
a coachman.
4. A. goes out driving, and takes with him a friend, B., who is no_
accustomed to driving. A.. is disabled by a sunstroke. No skilled help
being at hand, B. takes the reins and drives. In deciding whether under
these circumstances B. acts with due care and caution, regard is to be had
to B.'s wan%of skill.
5. A., an engineer not skilled in navigation, is a passenger on a small
river steamer. The only competent sailor on board is disabled by an
(¢) Pau.u_my T_var v. Go_or

of$fad_ra, 3 ]Kad. H. C. 63.
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accident, and _., at the reque_ of other passengers, takes charge of the
steamer.
In deciding whether, under these circumstances, A. acts with
due care and caution, regard is to be had to the actual extent of his
knowledge and _I_II,
6. A. and B. are out shooting.
A tiger attacks them and carries off
B. No other help being at hand, A., who is an indifferent shot, fires at
the _iger and kills it, but also wounds B.
A. has not wronged B.,
though a be_er shot might probably have killed the tiger without
wounding B.

10. A person is deemed to have harmed any one who Liability
for consuffers harm by reason of an act or omission of the first- sequences.
mentioned person (f),

provided that the harm is-

(a) an ordinary consequence of that act or omission,
whether intended by the person so acting or
omitting or not ; or
(b) a consequence thereof which that person foresaw, or
with due care and caution might have foreseen (g) ;
a wrong-doer is liable for all such consequences of his
wrongful act or omission as in this section mentioned.
Illustrations°
1. A. unlawfully throws a stone at B., which misses B. and hi_s and
breaks C.'s water-jar.
A. has wronged C.
2. A. lies in wait for B., intending to assault and beat him as he goes
home in the evening.
_M.istaldug C. for B. in the dusk, A. assanlts C.
A. has wronged C.
3. A. unlawfully
diverts a stream for the purpose of depriving B.'s
growing crops oi their irrigation.
The diversion of the stream harms
C.'s crops as well as B.'s by drought, and the water floods a piece of D.'s
land and spoils the erol_S growing thereon.
A. has wronged both C.
and D.
4. A. and C., who is B.'s servant, quarrel in the street.
A. draws a
knife and threatens O. with it. C. runs hastily into B.'s house for pro(f) [As to the relation of the
period of limitation to the cause of
action, see Act X¥. of 1877, s. 24,
and _Darley Mai_ aoll_ery Go. v.
M_tehell, 1l Ap. Ca. 127.J
(g) This is not a repetition : for
there may be consequences,
not

ordinary, which a man nevertheless foresees, or which,
in the
particular case, a commonly prudent man in his position ought to
foresee. Illustrations
4 a_t 8 are
cases of this kind.
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tection, and in so doing strikes and upsets a jar of ghee belonging to
so that the jar is broken and the thee lost. A. has wronged B. (h).
5. A. whips a horse which B. is riding.
The horse runs away with
and knocks down C., who falls against D.'s window and breaks it.
has wronged both C. and D. (_).
6. A. leaves his horse and cart unattended in the street of a town.

B.,
B.,
A.
B.

and C. are children playing in the street.
B. climbs into the cart ; as he
is doing so C. causes the horse to move on, and B. is thereby thrown down
under the wheel of the cart, which passes over him and injares him. A.
has wronged B. (k).
7. A. leaves a loaded gun in a place where he knows that ehildren are
aocustomed to play.
B. and C. come with other children to play there ;
B. takes up the gun and points it in sport at C. The gun goes off and
wounds C. At. has wronged C. (1).
8. A. unlawfully causes a stream of water to spout up in a public road.
B. is driving his horse and carriage along the road: the horse takes
fright at the water and swerves to the other side r whereby the horse and
carriage fall into a cutting by the roadside which has been improperly
left open by C._ and B. is wounded and the horse and carriage damaged.
/k. has wronged B. (m).
9. The other iaets being as in the last illustration,
some of the watsr
runs into the cutting, and wets and damages some clothes belonging to
D., who is at work in an adjoining field and has deposited them there.
A. has not wronged D. (n).
10. A. leaves his gate, opening on a highway, insufficiently fastened ;
ik.'s horse gets through the gate and kicks B., who is lawfully on the
highway.
If the horse was not to ik2s knowledge a vicious one, A. has
not wronged B. (o).
11. A. is the owner of a field in which he keeps horses. A. neglects
the repair of the gate of this field, whereby a horse breaks down the gate,
strays into B.'s adjoining field, and kicks and injures a horse of B._s
which is there kept.
A. has wronged B. (p).
12. A. is driving an ox through the street of a town with due care and
caution.
The ox goes off the road into B.'s shop and does damage to
B.'s goods.
The ox may be liable to be impounded, but B. cannot sue
(h) Vandenbargh
v. Truax,
4
Denio (N. Y.), 464_ with change of
loeal colouring.
(i) Ilhdge v. Goodwin, ._ynch v.
_Y_rdin, cited in Clark v. Chambers,
3 Q. B. D. 331. The Squib ease
(&ott v. 8helahera_ seems hardly
worth adding to these,
(k) Lynch v..5"urd_n, 1 Q. B. 29.
Mangan v. .dtterton, L. R. 1 Ex.
239, oan hardly
be supported
against this.
(1) Case put by Denman C. J. in

Lynch v. ZVurdin.
(m) 1till v. New __i_er _o. 9 B. &
S. 303. The distinction between
this and the next case is possibly
too fine.
(n) CL 8harp v. l%well, L. R.
7 C. P. 253. But illustrations
8
and 9 would perhaps be better
omitted.
(o) Coxv..Yurbidge, 13C. B. lq.S.
430.
(p) Zes v. tl_lcy, 18 C. B, N, S,
722.
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A. for compensation, for, although the damage is the natural consequence
of the ox straying, A. has done no wrong. (q).

11. Subject to the provisions of this Act and to the law S,rvival
of llabiliof limitation every right of action under this Act is avail- ties and
able against and for the executors, administrators
and
representatives of the wrong-doer and the person wronged
respectively (r).
12. For

the

purposes

of this Act,

whether the facts constituting
amount to an offence (s).

a wrong

it is immaterial
do or do not

by carelessness lets fall a block of

2. A. wrongfully takes B.'s cow out of B.'s field and detains it under
pretence that be bought it at an auction-sale
in execution of a decree.
B. can sue A., though A.'s act may be an offence under sect. 378 of the
Penal Code.

(q) Tillett v. _ard, 10 Q. B.D.
17. But query whether desirable
to adopt this for India.
An experienced judicial officer (Punjab)
regards it as "very queer law and
of doubtful equity."
As to irapounding, Ben. Act IV. of 1866,
s. 71 (and other local Acts).
(r) This is intended to supersede
Acts XII. and XIII. of 1855, and
if adopted, will also involve some
slight amendment of Act XV. of

who would have a rlgbt to compensation under Act XIII. of 1855
would, under this clause, have
none. :But I think that the right_
created by Lord Campbell's Act,
and Act XIII.
of 1855, which
copies it, are anomalous and objectionable, so far a_ they produce
results different from those which
would be more simply produced by
abolishing, the common law maxim.
The old rule, or supposed

"aetlo
personalis
moritur
cure
persona," rests on no intelligible
principle, and even in England is
more than half falsified by partieular exceptions.
I submit (after
Bentham) that there is no place
for i_ in a rational and simplified
code. I do not overlook the consequence that in some cases persons

"merged in the felony," is all but
exploded in:England, and the H. C.
of Calcutta, as long ago as 1866,
decided against its adoption in
India; see Illust. 2; Sharon Churn
.Bosev. .Bhola Nath _utt, 6 W. R.
(Civil Ref.) 9.
Cf. _'_rnnna v.
_ag_yyah , I. L. R. 3 Mad. 6, following the It. C. of Calcutta.

P.

Liability
for wrong
unaffected
amounting to an
offence.

stone on B., who is lawfully passing by, and B. is thereby so injured
that he shortly afterwards dies. A. has wronged B., and B.'s executors
can sue A., though A.'s act may be an offence under sect. 8044 of the
Penal Code.

877/L i a onl Themax

tatives.

by
thefact
same

Illustrations.
1. A., being on work on a building,

rights to
represe-n-

as thee vilremedy
bein
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or done on his behalf and ratified by h_m (t).
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for wrongs
of sezvant,
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13. Every one is liable for wrongs done by his authority

for wrongs

of agent,

CML

14. (1) An employer or master is liable for the wrongs
his servant, whether authorized or ratified by him or
not, if and so far as they are committed in the course
of the servant's employment, and for the employer's or
of

master's purposes (u).
(2) The master of a person engaged on any work is
that person who has legal authority to control the performance of that work, and is not himself subject to any
similar authority in respect of the same work.
JE.rception 1 (x).--Where
the person wronged and the
wrong-doer are servants of the same master, and the wrong
is done in the course of one and the same employment on
which they are at the same time engaged as such servants,
the wrong-doer not being in fhat employment set over the
person wronged, the master is not liable unless he knew
the wrong-doer to be incompetent _or that employment, or
employed him without using reasonable care to ascertain
his competence.
(t) See Gir_sh C]_u;_derJOas v.
Gilla_dere, .Arbuthnot _ Co. 2 B. L,
R. 140, O. 0. ; /_ani Sha_hoo,zdri
.Det_ v..Dubh_L .Mundul, 2 B. L.R.
227, A.C.
Both these oases seem
to turn on a question
of fact
whether under all the circumstances
the defendant had authorized
or
ratified the act complained of.
(u) Some persons whose opinion
is entitled to weight think it would
be better not to make any new law
on the question of employers' liability.
In the event of this opinion
being adopted, I think the whole
clause ought to be omitted.
It
seems impossible formally to adopt
English law as it stood before the
Act of 1880. ":Eor the master's
benefit"
is a common phrase in
the authorities;
but I think "pur-

poses" a better word, as often the
act or default of the servant does
not and cannot produce any presen_
benefit to the master, but produces
great and evident loss, e.g., a railway collision.
It was once supposed that deceit or wilful trespass
by a servant, not authorized or
ratified by the master, did not make
the master liable.
But modern
authorities,
such as 11arwiok v.
.EnghsA Joint Stock .Bank, L. R. 2
]_x. 259, have exploded this notio_.
(x) This is a large alteration of
:English law, and intended so to be.
The Employers'
Liability Act of
1880 is an awkward and intricate
compromise, and evidently will not
serve as a model.
The final provise is only existing law.

GENEWA T, PART.

.Ez21anatlo_ (//).--For
the purposes of the foregohlg
exception the whole and every part of the ordinary service
of a household is deemed to be one and the same employment.
Rzce2tion 2 (z).kA.

person who is compelled by law to

use the services of another person, in the choice of whom
he has no discretion, is not Hable for wrong committed by
that other in the course of such service.
llh_strations.
1. A. directs his servant ]3. to put a heap of rubbish in his garden,
near the boundary, but so as not to interfere with his neighbour O. B.
executes A.'s order, and some of the rubbish falls over into C.'s garden.
A. has wronged O. (a).
2. A. sends out his servant B. w_h a carriage and horse. ]3. overtakes
C.'s carriage and horse on the road, and strikes C.'s horse in order to
make C.'s driver draw aside and let him pass. A. has wronged C.
3. A. sends out his servant B. with a carriage and horse.
B. meets
C.'s carriage and horse, and strikes C.'s horse in order to bring C.'s
driver, with whom he has a private quarrel, into trouble.
A. has not
wronged C.
4. A. sends out his servant B. with a car_ on business errands.
In the
course of doing A.'s business, B. takes a lo_gcr way for a purpose of his
own, and by careless driving runs over C. Artier finishing his business,
and as he is driving home, ]3. picks up a friend D. ; D. persuades ]3. to
drive him in another direction, and by careless driving ]3. runs over E.
A. is liable to C., but he is not liable to E. (5).
5. i_.,a passenger by the X. Company's railway, books for Allahabad,
and takes his seat in a train which is in fact going thither.
A. is a
servant of the company whose duty is (among other things) to see that
.(y) This seems needful:
otherwine, as suggested in some of the
]_nglish authorities, ff the stableboy leave a pail about, and the
coachman breaks his shin over it in
the dark, the coachman shall have
an action against the master, &c.,
which would be inconvenient.
The
real question is_ what risks is it, on
the whole, reasonable to expect the
servant to take as being naturally
incidental to his,employment _
(z) Compulsory
pilotage is the
ohief--I think the only---case to
which this exoeption applies,

(a) Gregory v. .Piper, 9 B. & C.
591.
(b) Storey v. Ashton, L. R. 4 Q.
B. 476, and cases there cited.
I
should prefer to say : " A. is not
liable to Yd., and he is liable to
(3. only if it appears as a fact that
B.'s deviation wa_ not such tha_ he
had ceased to be in the course of
his employment
as A.'s servant
when he ran over O. ; " el. Whalman v. Pear, on, L. R. 3 C. P. 422 ;
though this would involve some innovation.
I think the distinctions
in the English cases are too fine.
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passengers do not get into wrong trains or carriages.
A., erroneously
supposing 1_. to have got into a train which is not going to A]lahabad,
pulls him out of the carriage as the train is starting, whereby N. falls
on the platform and is injm.ed. The X. Company has wronged I7., even
if A.'s instructions were that he must not use force to remove passengers
from a wrong carriage (c).
[6. B. is A.'s servant ; part of his duty is to light the fire in a certain
room in A.'s hour.
B. finds difficulty in lighting the fire from the
chimney being foul, and makes a fire of straw under the chimney in
order to clear it. The house takes fire, and damage is done thereby
to the house and goods of a neighbour C. B. only, and not A., has
wronged C., for it was not B.'s business as A.'s servant to cleanse the
7. C., a enstomer of A.'s bank, cashes a draft, and by mistake leaves
some of his money on the counter.
He returns and takes it up hurriedly;
B., one of the bank clerks, thinks he has stolen some of the bank's
money, and pursues and arrests him. A. has not wronged C., inasmuch
as it is no par_ of a bank clerk's du_y to pursue or arrest thieves,
although he might be justified in so doing ff theft had really been committed (e).
8. N. is a platelayer in the service of X. Railway Company. He makes
a journey on the company's service in a train on the company's line. By
the negligence of a pointsman employed by the company, the train goes
off the llne, and 1_. is injured.
The X. company is liable to 17. (f).
[9. P. is an engine-driver in the service of the X. Railway Company.
A train which he is driving in the course of his service goes off the line
by the negligence of Q., a generally competent pointsman also in the
company's service, and P. is injured.
The X. Company is liable to
P-] _).
(e) l_ayle!l v. Manet2_ster, 8Aeffield _ Zineo_shire R. Co. L. R. 8
C. P. 148.
(d) M'Kenzie v. Mcleod, 10 B_ng.
385. S_riotly the question here is
one of fact. Buy the Court evidently not only acquiesced in but
approved the finding of the jury.
A Punjab officer says the illustration is too refined, "unsuited
to
India, and objectionable on principle in relation to that country."
No harm could be done by omittint it.

(e) Cf. Al_en v. I. _ 8. _. /_.

L. R. 6 Q. B. 65, 69. In the case
here supposed a private person
would in India be entitled to arres_
the thief, if theft were really cornmitted in his view : Cr. P. C. 59.
(f) Intended to reverse a case of

Turner v. 8..P. _ D. .R. Co. in the
H. C. Allahabad,
not reported
(Alexander, p. 38) ; el. Tunney v.
Midland _R. Co. L. R. 1 C. P. 291.
Railway companies will not approve of the change, but i¢ would
leave them better off than they are
on the Continent of Europe.
(g) Gontra, .Farwell v. J_ostoa
Yrorcester tga.ilroad Corporation, 4
Met. 49, Bigelow L. C. 688. On
principle, I think that, if there is
to be any exeept4on at all in the
master's favour, it should go as far
as this.
It seems to me that the
engine-drlver
and the pointsman
are as much in one and the same
employment as the englne-driver
and the guard, and that the reasening of the Massachusetts case is, on
the facts of that case, oorrect. Ba_
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I0. A steams]alp of tlae A. Company, being navigated up the harbour of
Bombay by a compulsory pilot, runs down B.'s bagalo.
If the A. Company can show that the collision was due to the nnsklifulness of the pilot,
and not of their own master or mariners, 2,. Company has not wronged

15. (1) Joint wrong-doers are jointly and severally Joint
liable to the person wronged,
wrongs.
(2) Persons who agree to commit a wrong which is in
fact committed in pursuance of that agreement are joint
wrong-doers even if the wrongful act is committed by or
under the immediate authority of some or one only of those
persons (i').
(3) Where judgment has been recovered against some
or one of joint wrong-doers without the other or others, no
other suit can be brought by the same plaintiff or in his
right for the same cause of action against the other or
others (k).
(4) Any one of joint wrong-doers is not entitled to contribution or indemnity from any other of them in respect
of compensation for a wrongful act which he did not at the
time of doing it believe in good faith to be lawfully authorized (1).
the Employers' Liability Act, 1880,
s. 1, sub-s. 5, appears to reverse
the common law rule in this very
point. I do not believe it possible
to fix the limits of the exception
satisfactorily, and I would submit
whether it is worth keeping at all,
except as regards domestic servants,
(_) .M_ha_nmad ]_suf v. 1'. _ O.
5_o., 6 Bombay H. C. 98, Alexander, p. 37.

(1) See Ganesh $ingh v..Ram
.Raja, 3 B. L. 1%.441, P. C.
(k) It may be worth considering
whether the rule that judgment
against some or one of joint wrongdoers is a bar to any suit against
the others ought to be preserved
in British India.
It is generally
not followed in the United States.
(Cooley on Torts, 138.)
(1) Adamson v. Jarvis,4 Bing. 66;
.Bvtts v. G*bbins, 2 A. & E. 57.
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GF,_,RAL ExcsP;Io_s.
Pro_ctlon
16 (h). Nothing is a wrong which is done by or by the
of judicial
craters warrant or order of a judge or other judicial officer or
executing
judicial person acting judicially : Provided, as regards the exemporders, tion from Hability of any such judge, officer, or person
acting judicially, that he at the time was acting in the
discharge of his judicial duty, and, it he had not jurisdiction to do or order the act complained of, in good faith
believed himself to have such jurisdiction : Provided also,
as regards the exemption from liability of any person
executing a judicial order, that the warrant or order is
such as he would be bound to execute if within the jurisdiction of the person issuing the same.
Explam#ioJ_s.--The motives with which a judge or judicial officer acts within his jurisdiction are immaterial (i).
Illustration,s.
1. Z., not being a domestic servant, is charged before A., a maglsirate, under a local reg_uiation wi_h "misbehaviour
as a domestic
servant," and sentenced by him to imprisonment without proper investigation of the facts which show that Z. is not a domestic servant.
A.
has wronged Z., for though he may have believed himself to have jurisdiction, he could not under the circumstances so believe in good faith
within the meaning of this section (k).
2. B. is accused of having stolen certain goods.
A., a deputy magistrate, causes :B.'s wife (against whom no evidence is offered) to be
arrested and imprisoned for twenty-four
hours, for the purpose, as it is
suggested, of compelling B. to appear.
A. has wronged B.'s wife, for
(h) Act XVIII.
of 1850, with
some condensation.
As to criminal
prosecution, Cr. P. C. 197. This,
of course, does not apply to such a
case as that of taking the wrong
man's goods, which is not an executioa of the order.
In crirainal
law the exception is wider, P.C.
79. For tho English law and authorities, s_
5'¢ott v, 8tarafleld,

L.R. 3 Ex. 220. The question of
limitation of suits for judicial acts
is left to stand over.
Provision in
that behalf should perhaps come
under the title of Remedies.
(i) .Pralhe_d M_hdrudra v. M. G.
TFatt, 10 B. I:L C. 346 ; M_hraj v.
Zakir .H_Psain, I. L. t:_. 1 All. 280.
(k) lqtho_ lffalhdrl v. Cor_ld_
3 B, H. _. Appendix.
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to have jurisdiction

to arrest

her (z).
3.A., a customs officer, purporting
to act under the provisions of
Act VI. of 1863_ impos_q a fine on ]3., who to A.'s knowled_'e is a
foreigner residing out of British India, on the alleged ground that B. is
interested in goods unlawfully imported in a vessel, of which B. is in
fact owner.
In B.'s absence A seize_ and se]i_ goods of B.'s for the
alleged purpose of satisfying the fine. A. does not, before these proo
cecdings, take legal advice or give B. an opportunity
of being heard.
A. has wronged B., for under these circumstam.es, though he may have
believed himself to have jurisdiction,
he could not so believe in good
faith within the meaning of this section (m).
4. A., a magistrate, m_kes an order for the removal of certain properry of B.'s, actln_ on a mistaken conshuction
of a local r%mla_i(m.
If the act is judicial, and the mistake such as a m_gi_trate of ordinary
qualifications might, in the opinion of the Court, entertuin after fair
inquiry and consideration, A. h_s not wronged ]3. (#_).
5. A local Act gives power to magistrates
(among other t_dngs) to
remove obstructions or encroachments in highways.
A, a magistrate,
m_kes an order purporting to he under this Act for the removal of certain
steps in front of Z.'s house.
If this ordcr is in excess of the power given
by the Act, A. has wronged Z., inasmuch as the proceeding
is not a
judicial one (o).

17. Where

an

act is done

in a due

or reasonable

nlanner---

Pro%ectlon
of exeeutire officers and

(a) by a public officer in obedience to an order glven persons
executing
by a person whom he is generally bound to obey, legal
duties.
that order being such as he is bound to obey, or
such as he in good falth believes himself bound
to obey ;

Vindyab
Disdkar v.
8 g? H.C.
Appendix,
36.JBdl Itehd,
(m) Collector of 5"ca Customs v.
-Punniar Chithambaram, I. L. R. 1
Mad. 89.
(n) Ragundda Ran v. -hrathamun_,
6 _. H. C. 423.
(o) Chunder _Yarain Singh v. _rijo
_Bullub Gooyee (A. C.), 14 B. L.R.
254.
But in Sesl_aiyangar v. /_.
2aqunatha )_ow, 5 :_. H. C. 345,
and the very similar case of /2.
2_undd_
_,,_ v, Nathamuni The-

thamdyyange_r,
_. H.
C. 423,
i_
is
assumed that 6 the
making
of an
order of the same kind under the
similar general provisions of the
Cr. P. C. 308, is a judicmlaet within the meaning of Act XVIII.
of
1850.
I cannot reconcile these
authorities,
and submit for cone
sideration which view is to be preferred.
The Bengal case is the
later (1874), and the Madras eases
were Cite4 i_ i_,
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or

as

of a discretion

faith believes himself
perform or exercise ;

of

in

a

by

he is

duty

execution

which

to be bound

or

law bound
of

a

he in good

by law to

that act does not render the officer or other person so doing
it liable as for a wrong.
Ilh_strations.
1. A., a judge's peadah, is ordered by the judge to seize B.'s goods in
execution of a decree, and does so. Though the proceedings may have
been irregular, or the specific goods which A. is ordered to seize may dot
be the goods of the person against whom execution was adjudged, A. has
not wronged B.
2. A., a policeman, is ordered by his superior officer to arrest B., and
in good faith believes the order to be lawful.
Whether the order is
lawful or not, A. does no wrong to B. by using towards B. such force as
is reasonably necessary to effect the arrest.
But A. does wrong to B. if
he strikes him otherwise than in self-defence, or in any other manner
uses excessive force towards him.

Protection
of quasijudicial

acts.

18. Nothing

is a wrong which is done regularly

and in

good faith by any person in the exercise of a discretion
of a judicial nature to which the par_y complaining is
lawfully subject by custom or agreement

(2)-

Illustrations.
1. The articles of association of a joint stoel_ company provide tha_
"an extraordinary general meeting specially called for the purpose may
remove from his office any director for negligence, misconduct in office,
or any other
charged with
ing is duly
meeting, but

reasonable cause."
A., being a director of a company, is
misconduct in his office, and an extraordinary
special meetcalled to consider these charges.
A. is summoned to this
does not attend.
The meeting resolves to remove A. from

(p) The words "regularly
and
in good faith" are meant to cover
what the English authorities on
deprivation of office, expulsion from

a club, and the like, call observing
the rules of _atural justice : Inderweek v. Snell, 2 Mac. & G. 216.
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his office. _o wrong is done to A., even if, in the opinion of the Court,
the charges against him were not well founded.
2. The rules of a club provide that if in the opinion of the committee
the conduct of a member is injurious to the character and interest of the
club, the committee may recommend that member to resign, and that _f
the committee unanimously deem the offence of so grave a character
as in the interests of the club to warrant the member's expulsion, they
may suspend him from the use of the club. The committee must not
suspend a member under this rule without giving him fair and sufficient
notice of the chm'ges against him, and an opportunity of meeting them (q).
But if, after giving such notice and opportunity, and making reasonable inquiry, the committee, acting in good faith, are of opinion that the
conduct of a member is so injurious to the character and interests of the
club as to warrant his expulsion, and suspend ]aim accordingly, they do
not wrong that member (r).
3. E_taled for consideration.]
A. ancl ]3. are members of the same l__indu caste. A. is president of
the annual caste feast, to which ]3. is entitled, according to the usage
of the caste, to be invited.
A. wilfully, and without reasonable belief
in the existence of any cause for which ]3. ought to be excluded, and
without taking any of the stops which, according to usage, ought to be
taken before excluding a member of the caste from the feast, causes ]3.
not to be invited, whereby ]3. suffers in character and reputation.
A.
has wronged B. (s).

19 (t). 2qothing is a wrong which is done by or by order Protection
of a person having lawful authority, and in exercise thereof, lawful
of acts of
to any one for the time being under that authority, authority.
provided that the authority is exercised in good faith,
_ithout

using

excessive force,

(q) F{sher v, _Seane, 11 Ch. D. 353.
Ch(r) Zabouehere v. Wharneliffe, 13
• D. at p. 352 ; Y)a_ekms v.
Antrobus, 17 Ch. Div. 615.
(s) .Dhurmehund v. Nanabhaee
Goobalchund, l Berr. ll, sedqu. See
JRhugu'an Mcetha v. ]:i._sheeram Govurdhun, 2 BOLT. 323. The better
opinion seems to be that suits for
loss of caste are not to be allowed.
This illustration
should then be
omitted ; and the proper place for
the rule that'a
suit for loss of
caste as such does not lie would
_eem to be the title of defamation

and in a regular,

or in

and similar wrongs.
(t) This is intended to cover the
eases of masters of vessels, parents,
guardians, and persons _n lose p_trentis.
The provisions of 21 Gee.
3, c. 70, ss. 2, 3, will, I presume,
be nnaffeeted by this.
Illustrations of the authority of a parent or
schoolmaster are purposely omitted.
Custom and feeling in these things
vary from time to time, and from
place to place.
It may not be practicable to judge European, Hindu,
and Muhammadan parents or masters by precisely the same standard.
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default o_ applicable rule or custom, an usual and reasonable manner.
Illustrations.
1. -&., the ma_ter of a ship, believing and having" reasonable cause to
believe that B., one of the crew, is about to head a mutiny against him,
causes B. to be seized and put in confinement.
-&. has not wronged B.,
but, after having provided for the immediate discipline and safety of the
ship, A. must not further punish B. _ithout
hoIding an inquiry and
giving B. an opportunity of being heard in his own defence.
2. A person having the lawful custody of a lunatic does no wrong to
the lunatic by using for his treatment such usual and reasonable restraint
as is approved by the judgment

and practice

of competent

persons

(u).

20.
Nothing is a wrong which is duly done by a person
doneunderacting in execution of an authority conferred upon him by
Protection
of acts
authority
conferred
by law.

law

:

Provided that where the authority is conferred _or the
benefit of the person exercising it, he must comply with all
conditions prescribed by law for such exercise, and must
avoid doing any unnecessary harm in such exercise.
l-Tlustrations.
1. The X. Railway Company is authorized to make and work a railway
passing near Z.'s house.
Z. is put to inconvenience, and the structure
of his house injured, by the noise and vibration necessarily produced by
the trains.
The company has not wronged Z. (v).
2. The X. Railway Company in execution of its authorized
works
makes a cutting which affects the support of A.'s house and puts it in
danger of falling.
The company has wronged A. (x).
[3. The X. Railway Company is authorized to raise and maintain on all
or any part of certain lands a railway with incideutal works, workshops,
and other buildings.
The company builds workshops within the authorized limits for the purpose of making plant and appliances for the use of
the railway,
gk. is a householder, near the site of the workshops, and
the smoke from the workshops is such as to create a nuisance to A. in the
use and occupation of his house.

The company has wronged

(u) M'aude & Pollock, Merchant
Shipping, I. 127, 4th ed.
(v) Cases in H. L. on eompensa_ion, passim.
(_) _is_0_ v. G..g, _. 6Yo.,16 E¢_.

A.] (y).

636.
(y) Rajmohun .Bosev. J_. _r.tl. Co.
10 B. L. R. 241.
[Sed qu. see
Londo_ # tlrightan It. Go, v, 2)'u.
man_ I i App. Gas. 45.]
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21. h person is not wronged who suffers harm through A_idental
harm
the

doing

means,

of a lawful

and

with

due

act,

in

a lawflfl

care

and

caution,

manner,

by

]awful

without
negligence.

Illustrations.
1. A. is lawfully shooting at a rifle range.
His shot strikes the target,
and a splash of lead from it strikes B., a passer-by, outside the limits
which have been marked as the limits of danger by competent persons.
A. has not wronged B.
2. A. is lawfully shooting at a rifle range. His shot fails short,
ricochets over the butts, and strikes B., a passer-by, outside the Hmits of
danger marked as aforesaid.
It is a question of fact whether, having
regard to all the relevant circumstances, &. has or has not used duo care
and caution (z). If he has no_ done so, he has wronged B.
3. B. assaults 2_. with a knife ; A. has a stick with which he defends
hlm_elf.
C., a policeman, comes up to A.'s assistance.
A., in warding
off a blow aimed at him by B., strikes C. with the stick.
A. has not
wronged C., unless by ordinary care he could have guarded himself
without striking C. (a).

22. & person is not wronged who suffers harm or loss Harm
in.
cident to
in consequence of any act done for a lawful purpose and in exercise
of others'
a lawful manner in the exercise of ordinary righLs (b).
common
Illusb'ations.
1. ]3. is a schoolmaster.
A.. sets up a new school in the same village
which attracts scholars from B.'s school and so diminishes B.'s profits.
A. has not wronged B. (c).
2. The facts being otherwise as in the last illustration,
A. procures C.
to waylay the children going to B.'s school and inttmidate them so that
they cease to go there.
Both &. and C. have wronged B., for 2k. may
not attract scholars from B.'s school to his own by unlawful means.
3. A. is driving at an ordinary pace along a road. B. is a foot(z) E.g., it would be manifest
want of due care if on moving from
a shorter range A. had omitted to
put up his sight, and the unexplainod fact of making a ricochet
at a short distance, such as 200
yards, might well be held to show
want of due care, though it might
he explained as the result of something beyond the shooter's control, such as, for example, a defoe_ive cartridge ; while, on the other
hand, it would, at a long range,

pusha_ 1_000yards, of itself _o io_

very little, being an aecident whieh
may happen even to a good marks.
man.
(a) Cf. IRrou,n v. J_endall (Supreme Court,
_assaehusctts),
6
Cush. 292.
(b) "Ordinary right" is a rather
vague phrase, but I cannot find a
better one. The use of larger words
like "legal rights " or "anyright"
would make this overlap Clause 20,
and perhaps raise difficulties.
(c) Y, B. 11 H. IV. 47, p1. 21.

rights.
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passenger walking by the side of the road.
A splash of mud from _he
wheel of A.'s carriage goes into B.'s eye and injures it.
A. has not

wrongedB. (d).
4. A. and B. are adjacent landowners.
A. digs a deep well on his land
to obtain water supply for agwlcultural purposes. This digging inter cepts
underground waters which have hit]aerto supplied wells on B.'s land by
percolation, and B.'s wells are dried up. A. has not wronged B. (e).
[5. The facts menf_oned in the last illustration having happened, B.
supplies himself with water otherwise, but afterwards, not in order to
obtain water, but in order to be revenged on A., B. digs a still deeper
well on his own land, and thereby intentionally cuts off the supply of
water to A.'s well.
_ere B. has wronged A., for he has used his own
land not for any lawful purpose, but only for the unlawful purpose of
doing wilful harm to A. (f).]
6. A. is the superintendent of marine at Calcutta.
B. is the owner of
a tug.
The captain of B.'s tug having refused to tow a Queen's ship
except on terms which .__., in good faith, tiffins exorbitant, A. issues an
order protnbiting
officers of the pilot service from allowing B.'s tug to
take in tow any ship of which they have charge, and B. thereby loses
employment and profits.
A. has not wronged B., for the order is an
exercise of his lawful discretion as to the manner in which a public duty
is to be performed by persons under his direction (g).

Harm
23. A person is not wronged who suffers accidental
from
voluntary harm or loss through a risl_ naturally incident to the doing,
expos_o
by any other person, of a thing to the doing of which the
to rlsL
first-mentioned person has consented, or at the doing of
which he is voluntarily present.
Illustrations.
1. A. looks on at a fencing match between B. and C.
In the course
of play B.'s foil breaks, and the broken end flies off and strikes A. No
wrong is done to A.
(d) See L. R. 10 Ex. 267.
(e) I had written "for a neighbouring village,"
after Chasemore
v. l_whards, but I am told by an
Indian judicial officer (Punjab)that
for Indian purposes it would not
do to go so far, and that practice is
in fact otherwise.
Another (also
Punjab) would omit both this and
Illust. 5.
(3') This ia commonly supposed
not to be the law of England.
Lord Wensleydale in Cha*emore v.
a_ichard_ appears to have thought

that it ought to be, but was not
(7 H. L. C. at p. 388) ; but I know
of no distinct authority that it is
not so ; the Roman law was so_
and the law of Scotland is stated
to be so (Bell's Principles, referred
to by Lord Wensleydale) ; and I
submit that on principle it ought
to be so defined.
The question of
policy mast, of course, be carefully
considered.
(g) .Roger_ v. Raj_dro
.Dutt_ 8
Moo. I. App. 103.
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2. A. goes into a wood to cut down a tree, and B. goes with him for
his own pleasure. While A. is cutting a tree the head of his axe flies off
and strikes B. A. has not wronged B., unless the axe was, to i.'s knowledge, unsafe for use.
3. B. and C. are letting off fireworks in a frequented place.
A. stops
near them to look at the fireworks.
A firework explodes prematurely
while B. is handling it, and the explosion injures both C. and A. B. has
not wronged either C. or A., though ]3. and C. may be punishable under
section 286 of the Indian Penal Code.

24. (1) A person is not wronged who suffers harm or Acts
done
with conloss in consequence of any act done in good faith and with sent.
his fi_e consent or that of a person thereto authorized by
him :
Provided

that the act must be done either in the manner

to which he has consented, or with due care and caution
and in a reasonable manner from which he has not
dissented.
(2) In the case of a person under twelve years of age
or el unsound mind, the consent of the guardian or other
person having lawful charge of him is necessary for the
purposes of this section, and is also sufficient :
Provided that(a) the act must be done for the benefit of the person
under twelve years of age or of unsound mind ;
(b) it must not be intended to cause death ;
(e) unless it is intended to prevent death or grievous
hurt or to cure any grievous disease or infirmity
it must not be intended to cause grievous hurt,
nor be known to the person doing it to be
likely to cause death.
Explanation.--Nothing

is by this section exempted from

truing a wrong which is an offence under any section of the
Indian Penal Code (h).
(h) OL P. C. as. 87, 88, 89. For
the purposes of civil law it seems
desirable to consolidate and sirep.tify these rather minute provimo_; on the other hand, if the

points are not expressly dealt with,
awkward
questions
might arise
whether the exceptions were the
same as in the Penal Code or not.
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Illustrations.
1. A. and B. are playing a game in which a ball is struck to and fro ;
the ball, being struck by A. in the usual manner in the course of the
game, strikes and hurts B. A. has not wronged B.
2. A. and B. practise sword-play together with sticks, and repeatedly
strike one another.
No wrong is done if the blows are fairly given in the
usual course of play.
3. A. performs a surgical operation on B. with B.'s consent.
Whatever the result of the operation, 2k. has not wronged B. if he has acted in
good faith with the ordinary skill and judgment of a competent surgeon.
4. A. has a valuable horse which has gone lame, and requests B., a
farrier, to try on it a particular mode of treatment which has been reeemmended to A. B. does so in good faith, following A.'s dirse_ons.
The
treatment is unsuccessful and the horse becomes useless.
B. has not
wronged A.
5. A. and t_. fight with sharp swords for the purpose of trying their
skill, and wound one another.
Here A. has wronged B., and B. has
wronged A., for their acts are offences under section 324 of the Indian
Penal Cod% and arc not within the exception in section 87.
6. A. requests B,, a farrier, to perform an eperation on his horse.
B.
knows that A. has mistaken the character of the horse's injury, and that
the operation is unnecessary, but conceals this from A. that he may gain
more fees from the subsequent treatment, and performs the operation
according to A.'s request.
]_ven if he performs it skilfully, B., not
having acted in good faith, has wronged A.

Act done

25.

A person is not wronged who suffers harm

or loss

On eme_

in consequence of an act done for his benefit in good faith
abenefit
person's and without his consent, if the circumstances are such that
gency for

without
consent.

it is impossible to obtain his consent, or the consent of the
guardian or other person in lawful charge of him, if any,
in time _or the thing to be done with benefit (i).
Illustrations.
1. A.'s country house is on fire. __. is away on a journey, and no
person authorized to act for him is on the spot. B., C., and D., acting
in good faith for the purpose of saving A.'s house, throw water on the
fire _vhlch puts out the fir% but also damages A.'s furnitare and goods.
B., C., and D. have not wronged A.
2. Z. is thrown from his horse, and is insensible.
A., a surgeons
finds that Z. requires to be trepanned.
A., not intending Z.'s death
but in good faith for Z.'s benefit, performs the trepan with competent
(i) Cf. P. C. 92.
Penal Code.

Illustrations

2 to 5 correspond

with those of the
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skill before Z. recovers his power of judging for himself. A. has not
wronged Z.
3. Z. is carried off by a tiger.
A. fires at the tiger, knowing it to be
likely that the shot may kill Z., hut not intending to kill Z., and in good
faith intending Z.'s benefit.
A.'s ball gives Z. a mortal wound. A. has
not wronged Z.
4. A., a surgeon, sees a child suffer an accident, which is likely to prove
fatal unless an operation be immediately performed.
There is not time
to apply to the child's guardian.
A. performs the operation in spite of
the entreaties of the child, intending in good faith to act for the child's
beaefit.
A. has not wronged the child if the operation is proper in itself,
and performed with competent skill.
5. A. is in a house which is on fire with Z., a child. People below
hold out a blanket.
A. drops the child from the housetop, knowing it to
be likely that the fall may hurt the child, but not intending to hurt the
child, and intending
in good faith the child's benefit.
A. has not
wronged Z.

26

(j).

Except in the case of acts which if continued or Acts causing slight
repeated would tend to establish an adverse claim of right, harm.
nothing is a wrong of which under all the circumstances a
person of ordinary sense and temper would not complain ;
but acts which separately would not be wrongs may amount
to a wrong by a repetition or combination.
Illustrations.
1. A. is driving along a dusty road, and the wheels of his carriage
throw a little dust on the clothes of B., a foot-passenger, which does
them no harm.
]Even if A. was driving at an incautiously fast pace, A.
has not wronged B.
2. A. walks across B.'s field without B.'s leave, doing no damage. A.
has wronged B., because the act, if repeated, would tend to establish a
claim to a right of way over B.'s ]and (k).
3. A. casts and draws a net in water where B. has the exclusive right
of fishing.
W_nether any fish are caught or not, A. has wronged B.,
because the act, if repeated, would tend to establish a claim of right to
fish in that water (/).
(j) Of. P. C. 95. As regards
civil liability, this is not at present
the law of England, but it is the
aCtiee and understanding
of
glish people.
(k) UndoubtedEngllshlaw;
bat

unless it has become familiar in
India, qu. whether it be desirable
to give prominence to it.
(1) Holford v. _Baile.y, Ex. Ch.
13 Q. B. 426, 444_ 18 L. J. Q.B.
109, 112.
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27. A person who duly exercises _he right of private
defence, as defined by the Indian Penal Code, does no
wrong to the person against whom he exercises it.
_%te.--Would
it be proper to add exceptions answering
to P. C. 81
and 94, or either of those enactments F On the whole I think not. Even
in criminal law tbe limits of the excuse furnished by "compulsive
necessity " are _fficult to fix.
In the first form of the Penal Code the
problem was abandoned as hopeless (see Note B. to the Commissioners'
draft as reported
to the Governor-General
in Councl]);
and in the
existing Code there is still some vagueness ; the illustrations to s. 81 are
only of acts done for the benefit of others, though the text of the section
would
cover acts done to avoid harm to the agent's own person or
property.
The dicta in Scolt v. S/zepherd certainly do tend to show that
"compulsive necessity"
(per De Grey C. J.) may furnish an excuse from
civil liability ; but I cannot help thinking that if in that case Willis or
Ryal had been worth suing, and had been sued, it would have been held
that they as well as Shepherd were trespassers.
I am not aware of any
authority for excluding civil ]lability in the cases provided for by Y. C. 94,
and I do not think it would be desirable to exclude it.
A possible but rare class of cxceptional
cases is purposely left untouched.
It is settled that infancy, lunacy, and voluntary drunkenness
are not in themselves grounds of exemption from liability for civil wrong.
But it may well be thought that in cases where the existence of a
particular intent or state of mind is material (as malicious prosecution,
and in some parts of the law of libel), lunacy, &c., must, if present, be
taken into account as facts relevant to the question whether that intent
or state of mind did exist.
And what of a person who is, without his
own fault, in a state in which his movements are not voluntary--a
sleepwalker or a man in a fit ? My guest walks in his sleep and breaks a
window in my house ; is he liable to me for the cost of men(ling it ? &
man standing at the boundary of his own land is seized with paralysis
and falls on his neighbour's land ; is he a trespasser ? Shall we say that
the man does not really act at all, and therefore is not liable ? Or that
he is bound at his peril either to be capable of controlling his own limbs,
Jr to provide against his incapacity being a cause of harm to others ?
Either way of dealing with the question has plausible reasons in its
favour.
The prevailing bent of English legal minds would, I think, be
against giving exemption.
On the whole, these points appear so obscure
and so unlikely to arise in practice that they are best passed over.
I am
not aware of any record in our books of a real case of this kind having
occurred for decision.
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III.

A.SSAVLTAND FALSe.IMP_mONMENT.
28. Whoever uses criminal force to any person or
commits an assault upon any person, within the meaning

Assault.

of the Indian Penal Code, sections 350 and 351, wrongs
that person.
Illustrations.
1. A. and Z. are passing one another in a narrow way ; /k. unintentionally pushes against Z.
A. has not assaulted Z., though, if actual
harm is caused, he may be liable to Z. for negligence (_n).
2. A. and Z. are in a narrow way ; A. intentionally
thrusts Z. aside,
and forces his way past him. A. has assaulted Z.
3. A. and B. have occasion to speak to Z. A. gently lays his hand on
Z.'s arm to call his attention.
B. seizes Z. and forcibly turns him round.
A. has not, but B. has, assaulted Z. (n).
4. A. presents a gun at Z. in a threatening
manner.
Whether the
gun is loaded or not, A. has assaulted Z., if in fact Z. is by A.'s action
put in reasonable apprehension that A. is about to use unlawful force to
h_m (o).

29. Whoever wrongfully restrains, or wrongfully con- False
imprisonfines, any person within the meaning of the Indian Penal meat.
Code, sections 339 and 340, wrongs that person.
Illustrations.
1. A. causes Z. to go within a walled space, and locks Z. in. There
is another door not secured, by which Z., if he found it, could escape ;
but that door is so disposed as to escape ordinary observation.
A. has

wrongedZ. (p).
2. A. is a superintendent of police.
Z. is accused of an offence for
which he is not arrestable without warrant.
A., without warrant, directs
Z. to go to a certain place and present himself before a magistrate, and

Tulm)
per Holt
rner,See
6 Mod.
149. C. J., Cole v.
lq(n) _otvard v. Baddeley, 4 H. &
.478.
P.

(o)&Parke
B. in R. v. St. George,
9 C.
P. 493.
(p) Messrs. Morgan and Macpherson's note on P. C. 340.
oo
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directs two constablesto accompanyZ. in orderto prevent him from
speakingto any one. Z. goeswith the two constables,as diree_l by A.
Here Z. has beenwrongfullyconfined,andA. has wrongedZ. (_).

E_em30. In assessing c[amages for an assault, or wrongful
p]ary
damages, restraint or confinement, the Cour_ may have regard to
the probable effect of the assault on the plaintiff's feelings,
standing, or reputation, by reason of the insulting character,
publicity, or other circumstances of the act.
Illustration.
A. causesZ. to be beatenwith a shoe. Z. may be entitled to substantial damages,thoughhe has not sufferedappreeiablebodilyhurt or
pecuniaryloss (r).
Note.--It
,

does not seem desirable to depart from the

definition of assault given in the Penal Code, though that
definition is needlessly elaborate.
The illustrations there
given likewise appear to cover all the ordinary eases. A
few negative illustrations are added; they do not come
under the general exception of slight harm, section 26
above, but are not within the definition at all.
Self-defence has been provided for under the head of
General :Exceptions (clause 27 above), and does not seem
to need _-urther mention here.
In the case of false imprisonment, as of assault, the
inconvenience of having different definitions for civil and
criminal purposes appears to outweigh any criticism to
which the terms of the Penal Code may be open.
It appears to have been decided in the North-West
Provinces that " male relatives cannot sue for damages for
(q) Parcmkuaara
A_arasaya
Pantula
v. 8tuart (1865)2 ]_ad.H. 0. 396.
SeeM2.J.D. Mayne'snotetoP. C.
840.
(r) _hyran Perahad v. Iskaree
(1871) 3 H..C. 1ft. W. P. 313.
Beating with slippers was the
argument aam_n_Atered
to certain

atbeis_ by the disciplesof _ankara
_ch_rya ; and,for whateverreason
or combinationof reasons, it is
understoodto be a gross formof
insult in moderntimes. The law
and praetioe are well settled in
England.
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an assault committed by the defendant on their female
relatives" (Alexander, Indian Case-law on Torts, p. 159).
It is certain that no such action lies in English law, except
on the ground of per quod sem'itium amisit. Whether it
ought or ought not to lie in British India, having regard
to native usage and feelings, is a question of special policy
outside the draftsman's functions.
Next would come in logical order the causes of action
for trespass to servants, &c., per guod serdti_m amisit, with
their peculiar development in modern times in the action
for seducing the plaintiff's daughter, or person in a similar
relation. I do not find that such actions are in use in
British India.
anomalous
trespass by
prominent
apprehend
Code.

In English

law they are now regarded

as

in prindple and capricious in operation.
As to
intimidation of a man's servants, &e. (a rather
head in the old books of the common law), I
that such matters may be left to the Penal

CHAPTER

IV.

DEFA_TION.
Preliminary
imprisonment,

_Yote.--In dealing with assault and _alse
the definitions of the Penal Code have been

followed.
With regard to defamation, it is much more
difficult to determine the course to be taken. The common
law presents-(1) minute distinctions between spoken and written
words or, more exactly, between communications
by means leaving no visible trace and communications by _rriting or other permanent visible
symbols, as affording a cause of action, spoken
words being "actionable 2er ,e" only when they
convey certain l_nds o:_imputation ;
o02
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(2) an artificial theory of malice, now reduced in effect
to the doctrine that, exceptions excepted, a man
acts at his peril in making defamatory communications ;
(3) an elaborate system of exceptions, reducible, however, to sufficiently intelligible grounds of public
policy and social expediency;
(4) peculiar and somewhat anomalous rules as to the
respective office of the Court and the jury in
dealing with those exceptional cases which come
under the title of "privileged
communications."
As to (1), the Penal Code makes no distinction between
slander and libel (_). In this I think it ought to be followed. The common law rules definingwhat words arc and
are not" actionable per se "seem to have been already disregarded in practice in suits between natives in British India.
As to (2), the Penal Code does not make wrongful intention, but does make knowing or having reason to believe
that the imputation uttered will harm the reputation of
the person it concerns, an essential part of the offence. It
seems doubtful whether for the purpose of civil liability
this caution is necessary.
The test of words being defamatory or not is, according to English authority, an "external"
one; the question is what their natural effect would be,
not whether the utterer knew or might have known it ; see
per Lord Blackburn in Capital and Counties Bank v. Henry,
7 App. Ca., at pp. 771-72.
Practically it can seldom make
any difference in which form the question is put, but the
language of the Penal Code, if applied to civil liability,
would be open to misconstruction.
On the other hand,
the Explanations of the Penal Code, section 499, seem
dangerously wide.
(8) See Pam, al._v, Manner,

I. L. R. 8 Mad, 175.

_PECIALPART.
(3) As to exceptions, in the Penal Code (following
English criminal law) truth is a justification only if the
publication is for the pubhc good. Such is not the
English rule as to civil liability ; the truth of the imputation, on whatever occasion and for whatever purpose made,
is an absolute defence.
And this appears to be accepted
in civil suits in British India.
The other exceptions are
not free from over-definltlon, and, if they were adopted for
civil purposes, troublesome questions might arise as to their
effect on the existing law.
There are obvious inconveniences in having the criminal
offence and the civil wrong of defamation differently
defined. :But these seem less than the inconvenience of
following the Penal Code; and it seems best, on the whole,
to take an independent hue, with an express warning that
the civil and criminal rules are to be kept distinct.
If the
text of the Penal Code were now adopted for civil purposes,
British India would either lose the benefit of modern
English jurisprudence, or (what seems mere likely) the
text of the Code would be strained to make it fit the
English decisions.
(4) The peculiar difficulty of distinguishing questions of
fact from questions of law depends on the relation of the
judge to the jury in a trial by jury, and therefore does not
arise in British India.
In the event of the Government of India being of opinion
that the Penal Code ought to be substantially followed,
these alternative clauses are submitted :m
A. Every one who defames any person within the
meaning of the Indian Penal Code, s. 499, commits a
wrong for which he is liable to that person.
Excelotio_s.
B. It is not defamation to publish in good faith any falr
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comment on matter of public interest or open to public
criticism, or a correct and fair report of a public judicial or
legislative proceeding; or to communicate in good faith to
any person in a manner not in excess of the occasion any
information or opinion which it is proper to communicate
in the interest of that person, or of the person making the
communication, or of the public.
This section does not affect the construction or application of the exceptions to s. 499 of the Indian Penal Code.
C. Saving of criminal jurisdiction
present draft.

as in clause 31 of the

Saving
31. Nothing in this Act shall affect the construction or
andexclutch of operation of Chapter XXI. of the Indian Penal Code;
Penal
Code as to and nothing in Chapter ]_XI. of the Indian Penal Code
defamation.

shall affect the cons_uction
this Act.

or operation of this chapter of

Sa_ingo_
Nothing in this Act shall justify or excuse in a court of
criminal
jurisdio- criminal jurisdiction the publication of any matter the
tlon on
other
publication whereof is otherwise punishable.
grounds.
I)efa,-_tlon
defined,

32. (1) Every one commits a wrong who
another without lawful justification or excuse.

defames

(2) A person is said to defame another if he makes to
any third person a defamatory statement concerning that
other (u).
(3) & statement is said to be defamatory which conveys
concerning a person any imputation tending to bring him
into hatred, contempt, or ridicule, or, being made concerning him in the way of his office, profession, or calling,
tends to injure him in respect thereof.
(4) A statement may be made by spoken or written
words, or by signs, or by pictorial or other representations
(_) 7 xpp. (_. 7_1.
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or symbols,and eitherdirectly
or by insinuation
or
irony (x).
(5) A person is deemed to make to another person any
statement which, knowing or having reasonable means of
-knowing its effect, he communicates or causes to be communicated to that person (y).
(6) A statement is deemed to concern any person thereby
designated with reasonable certainty, including any member of a definite body of persons thereby collectively
designated

whose individual

members can be identified (z).

Illustrations.
1. A. writes and sends a letter to B., in which he accuses B. of a
criminal offence. B. opens and reads the letter.
A. has not defamed
B., though the letter may cause pain and annoyance to B. (a).
2. A., having a dispute with B., makes an effigy of B., sets it up on a
bamboo in a public place, calls it by B.'s name, and beats it with shoes.
A. has defamed B., and the Court may award substantial damages to B.
if he sues A. (b).
3. X. has lost some goods ; Z. says, "Of course A. did not steal the
goods, for we all know A.'s honesty."
Such words, if in fact spoken in
a manner calculated to suggest that A. did steal the goods, may be a
defamation of A.
4. A. dictates to B. at Delhi a letter in Persian addressed to C. at
Bombay. B., having written the letter, seals it and sends D. with it to
the post office. The letter is delivered at C.'s house in Bombay.
C. is
away, but has authorized P. to open and read his letlers.
P. opens the
" letter, and, not knowing Persian, takes it to Q., a Persian scholar, to be
translated.
Q., having read the letter, explains the purport of it in
English in the presence of X., an Englishman.
P. forwards the letter
to C. Here h. and B. have, and D. has not, made a statement of the
lmrl)ort of the letter to C., and P. has not_ but Q. has, made the like
statement to X. [But qu. whether a professional letter-writer ought to
(_:) It seems now doubtful
in
British India how far the English
distinction between slander and
libel is adopted.
Compare 3Oilmad,bah Mookerjee v. .Dookeeram
.K'hottah, 15 B. 1r,. R. 151, with
_d_htr(zra Kri_hna v. Bhada #Bd.pdji_
7 B. H. C. (A. (3.) 17.
(y) _t. v. Burdett, 4 B. &Ald. 95 ;
St_lah_ , Dig. Cr. L., Art. 270;

Blake edgers on Libel and Slander,
ch. vi.
(z) See Stephen, Dig. Cr. L. t
Art. 267.
Ca) Muhammad Ismail Kl_aa v.
Muhammad Tahir, 6 N. W. P. 38.
Familiar law in England.
(b) _Pitumber JDou v. lhoarka
Pershad) 2 N. W. P. 43_i.
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be held in India to publish the contents of documents written or read by
him in the way of his business.]
5. A. is a Brahman attached to a temple at Gandharvanagar.
X.
says to Z., in a public place, that all Brahmans are impos_ers and corrupters of the Vedas. This is no wrong to A. Z. answers, "Not all
Brahmans, but you say well as to those of the temple of Gandharvanagar."
This may be a wrong to A.

Note.--This
mental
fiction
which
guage
at pp.

clause is intended

definitions.

Sub-clause

to contain

the funda-

(1) does away with the

of "implied malice" or "malice in law," a course
seems clearly authorized by Lord Blackbura's lanin Capital and Counties Bank v. ltenty, 7 App. Ca.
771, 772, 782, and especially 787 ; and see Stephen,

Dig. Cr. Law, Art. 271, and note X¥I.
in Appendix.
Sub-clause (2), combined with the interpretation in subclause (5), gives the substance of existing law without the
non-natural use of the words "publish"
and "publication."
The phrase of the P. C., s. 499, is "makes or
publishes," but publication is not further defined. Subclause (3) states existing law. Sub-clause (4) abolishes (if
now existing in British India) the distinction between
slander and libel. As to sub-clause (5), illustrations might
be multiplied indefinitely.
But it is really a matter of
common sense. The sub-clanse might, perhaps, be safely
omitted.
Const_ac33, (1) In determining whether words are or are not
tion of
words
defamatory, regard is to be had in the first place to their
COrn=

pl_ea of natural and ordinary meaning, and also, if necessary, to
as
aefathe special meaning, if any, which the words were fitted to
matory.
convey (c).
(2) In ascertaining any such special meaning regard is
to be had to the context of which the words are part, the
persons to whom and the occasion on which they were
(¢) See the law explained
Henry, 7 App. Ca. 741.

and discussed in _alJital and Countiez J_an_ v.
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of terms,

(3) When words are capable of an innocent meaning
and also of a defamatory meaning, it is a question of fact
which meaning they conveyed_(d).
(4) Provided that the burden of proof is in every case
on the party attributing to words a meaning that exceeds
or qualifies their natural and ordinary meaning ; and such
proof is admissible only if in the opinion of the Cour_ the
words are capable of the alleged meaning (e).
34. A person is not the less answerable for a defamatory Respensibilitw for
statement by reason only that he makes it by way of repe- statements
repeated

tition or hearsay, or gives at the time or afterwards the on hearauthority on which he makes the statement, or (subject to say.
section 38 of this Act) believes the statement to be true :
Provided that the Court may take these or like circumstances into account in awarding damages (f).
Illustration.
A. is the ehairman of the _f. Railway Company, and a chairman and
director of other companies.
X. and Z. are speaking of a fall in the
company's shares. Z. says, " You have heard what has caused the fall ;
I mean the rumour about the M. chairman having failed ?" This may
be a defamation of A., though such a rumour did exist_ and was believed
by Z. to be well founded.
(g) See the chapter of "Construction and Certain_-y" in Blake
Odgere' Digest, and the illusSra_ons there collected,
(e) The rules as to burden of
proof have been produced by the
need for defining what is the proper
direction for a jury.
It may be
a question whether it is desirable
to make them formally binding on
judges deciding without juries,
_ (f) Bratkin v..Hall, L. R. 3 Q.
8. 396. This is only the developed
statement of the principle of the
common law that_ certain occasions

excepted (and subject to the rule
of special damage in slander, which
it is proposed here to abrogate), a
man defames his neighbour at his
peril. It may seem a hard rule,
hut it is now well settled in Eng*
land, and the general exception of
cases of _ifling harm (clause 26 of
this draft) would be at least as
effectual to prevent it from having
oppresive results as the English
rules limiting the right of action
for slander as distinguished from
libel.

,_']0

Fair
criticism
is not deruination.
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any

fair

comment

on
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to make or publish in good
matters

of

public

interest

or

matters otherwise fairly open to public comment.
Illush'ations.
The conduct of a person in the exercise of any public of See or in any
public affairs in which he takes part is matter of public interest.
The conduct of local authorities in local administration,
and of the
managers of public institutions in the affairs of those instltmtlons, are
matters of public interest (g).
A published book or paper, a work of art publicly exhibited or offered
for sale, a public building, or publicly exhibited architectural design, a
new invention or discovery publicly described or advertised, a public performance or entertainment, the conduct of persons in public places, are
open to public comment.
[The term "privilege"
has sometimes been applied to cases of this
class, but wrongly: M_r_vals v. Carson, 20 Q. B. Div. 275.]

F_
public

36. It is not defamation to publish or cause to be pubreports lished in good faith a correct and impartial report of a
are not deruination, public judicial or legislative" proceeding. Any proceeding
of which the publication is authorized by the Court or
legislative body before or in which it takes place is, but a
proceeding of which the publication has been forbidden by
that Court or legislative body is not, a public proceeding
for the purpose of this section.
[" Alter_ative reading,--" of a pub]ic judieial proceeding or of any proceeding in either House of the Imperial
Parliament or any Committee thereof, or of any public
proceeding of the Council of the Governor General or any
other 0ouncil established under the provisions of the
Indian Councils Act, 1861 (]0-"]
Illustration.
A. is present at proceedings before a magistrate in the course of which
imputations are made on B.'s conduct.
_.. sends a substantially correct
report of the proceedings to a newspaper, and t.he newspaper publishes i_.
No wrong is done to B. if/k. sends the report only for the purpo_ of
giving information to the public on a mat%er of general interest.
But if
(g) See P_r_IZv.
Div. 215.

8_w_r, 2 C.P.

(I*) 24 & 25 'Vict. e. 67.
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A. sends the report from motives of fll-wiU
wrong to B. (_).
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towards B., this may be a

37. In the following cases the wrong of defamation is Exceptions on
not committed against a person concerning whom a state- groundsof
ment is made, though the statement be defamatory, and publio
policy.
whatever be the intention, motive, or belief of the person
making the statement :-(1) If the statement is true : provided (k) that a party Truthln
substance.
relying on the truth of a statement must prove
the substantial truth of that statement as a whole
and of every material part of it.
(2) If the statement is made in the course of a judicial S_temerits in
proceeding before a competent Court, and has courseof
reference to the matter before the Court [or is judicial
proceedmade in the course of any debate or proceeding ings or
legislative
of the Council of the Governor General, or any debate.
other council established under the provisions of
the Indian Councils Act, 1861 (/)].
(_) Stevens v. Sa_npson (1879) 5
Ex. Dlv. 53. It was decided only
in 1868 (_k_asonv. Walter, L. R. 4
Q. B. 73), that a fair report of a
parliamentary
debate cannot be a
libel.
Reports, &c. published by
authority of either House are proretted by statute 3 & 4 Vict. e. 9,
which I presume applies to British
India.
Perhaps it is needless to
refer expressly to that Act here.
The High Courts would, I suppose,
apply Wason v. 1Kalter to fair
reports of proceedings in the GovernorGeneral's Council, &c. The
case is not provided for in sec_. 499
of the Penal Code, and I cannot
find any other Indian authority_
legislative or judicial, on the point,
. (k) I am not sure that the pro?'me is necessary under a rational
system of pleading.
(l) Qu. as tu the policy of al>plying this rule to Indi_ to the
full extent given to it in England.
See _&_
/irak_, v. T_' C_a_r
,V_rfi,
I. L. R. SAIl. 815 (state-

ments in a petition preferred in a
judicial proceeding held to be protected only if made in good faith) :
also t[_nde v. _andr_/, I. L. R.
2 Mad. 1S, which does not decide
the point, but declines to assume
that the English rule holds.
The
vague phrase, "has reference," is
the result of 3funsler v. Lamb, 11
Q.B. D_v. 588, which decides that
au advooate'swords
are notaetionable if they have anything to do
with the case; they need not be
relevant in any mere definite sense.
Words spoken by a judge in his
office fall within the more general
exception of judicial acts (clause 16
above).
See also as to the use of
the word "relevant"
the judgment of Lord Bramwell (then a
member of the O. A.) in Seaman v.
Net_erehft, 2 C. P. D. at p. 59. As
to speeches in Council, the reason
of the thing suggests that they
must be privileged, but I do not
find any authority.
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of this section the pro-

ceedings of a naval or military eour_-martiM, or court of
inquiry, or any other body lawfully authorized to take
evidence with a view to a determination
of a judicial
nature, such court or body being constituted aeeordlng to
the law, regulations,
or usage applicable to the subjectmatter, and dealing with a matter which by such law,
regulations, or usage is within its competence, and all
reports and statements
made in the course of naval,
military, or official duty in reference to such proceedings
are deemed to be judicial proceedings (m).
stateThongs on
privileged
occasions.

38.
(i)

(1) Where a statement is made-in discharge of a legal, moral or social duty existing,
or by the person making the statement believed
in good faith to exist, of giving information in
the matter of the statement to the person to whom
it is made ; or

(ii) to a public servant, or other person in authority, in
a subject-matter reasonably believed to be within
his competence, with a view to the prevention or
punishment
griovaalee;

of an offence or redress of a publie
or

(iii) with a view to the reasonably necessary protection
of some interest of the person mR_ng the statement ; or
(iv) with a view to the reasonably necessary protection
of an interest or the proper performance of a duty
common to the person making the statement and
the person to whom it is made ;
(ra) It is not free from doubt
whether reports m_de in the course
of military (or other official ?) duly,
but not with reference to any pendrely privil_l_

_r m_ onl7

or.d_ rF "privileged
communicaLions, i.e., are protected only ff
made 30n_ fld_. This clause is intended to leave the unsettlecl points
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be

made

on

a privileged

ocea-

a

on

_on (n).
(2)

It

privileged
exceeding
(3)

i

is

not

defamation

occasion
what

in

to

is reasonably

statement

make

good faith,

made

and

sufficient
on

a

in

statement

occasion,

a Immunity
ofstatements in
good faith
on pri-

occasion

is vileg.od
occasIon.

a manner

for the

privileged

not

presumed to have been made in good faith (o).
(4) What is reasonably sufficient for the occasion is a
question of fact to be determined with regard to the whole

circumstances
(o).
Illustrations.
1. Z. has been i.'s servant, and offers hlm_elf as a servant to _.
M.
asks A. his opinion of Z.'s character and competence.
This is a privileged occasion, and no wrong is done to Z., though A.'s account of him
given to M. be unfavourable, unless Z. can prove not only that A.'s
account was not true in substance, hut that A. spoke or wrote, not with
the honest purpose of giving information to ]_. which it was right that
]_. should have, but from personal ill-will to Z.
2. Z. is A.'s servant and a minor.
A. dismisses Z. on suspicion of
theft, and writes to Z.'s father exp]_i-g
the grounds of his suspicion.
Afterwards A. sees Z. in conversation with P. and Q., other servants of
A., and warns P. and Q. against having anyt__ing to do with Z. A.'s
letter to Z.'s parents is written, and his warning to P. and Q. is given,
on a privileged occasion (p).
3. A., a merchant who has dealings with B., sends Z. to B.'s office
with a message.
After Z. has left B.'s office B. misses a purse from the
room in which Z. has been. B. goes to A. and tells him that Z. must
have taken the purse. This occasion is privileged (_).
4. A. and B. are part owners of a ship. A. hears unfavourable reports
of the master's conduct as a seaman and communicates them to B. This
occasion is privileged (r).
5. i. and B. arc partners.
C. is their managing
letter to the firm proposing a business transaction.

clerk.
X. writes a
C. opens the letter

(n) There is some temptation to
get rid of the term "privileged
occasion"
altogether:
but as it
would in any case persist in forensic
fusago, and is certainly convenient
dr separating
the two distinct
questions of th0 character of the

(o) These sub-elausesare perhaps
unnecessary.
(p) Jamesv. Jolly/, Blake edgers,
212 ; 8omerrille v. Hawkins, 10 C. B.
583, 20 L. J. C. P. 131.
(q) A_m_ v. Datum, 8 C. B. N.
S. 597, 29 L. ft. C. P. 313.

timatelyused, it seems best to keep
it in the draft.

ard,, 2 C. B. 569, 15 L. J. C. P.
278,
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and submlta it to &., 'telling __. that from his own knowledge of X. he
does not thlnk the firm ought to trust him.
&. shows X.'s letter and
repeats this conversation to B., and A. and B. cause a le_r to be sent
in the name of the firm to P., a customer of theirs, stating the circumstances and asking for information as to X.'s business reputation.
P.
sends an answer in which he makes, partly as from his own knowledge
and partly on general information, various unfavourable statements
about X. These statements concerning X. are all made on a privileged
occasion.
6. Sending defamatory matter by telegraph_ or on a postcard, or the
communication of such matter by any means to an excessive number of
persons, or to persons having no interest, or the communication by negligence to one person of matter intended for and proper to be communi.
cared to another person, or the use of intemperate language, may make
a statement wrongful, even if the occasion is otherwise privileged (s),
7. &. and Z. are inhabitants of the same town. Z. is the executor of
a friend who has left a widow and children surviving.
X. is Z.'s agent
in the exeeutorship.
A. says to Z. in the presence of other persons,
_'You and your agent are spoken of as robbing the wi;low and the
orphan."
The occasion is privileged as regards both X. and Z., ff A.
intended in good faith to communicate to Z. matter which &. thought
it important that Z., for the sake of his own character, should know.
The question of what A.'s intention really was depends, among other
things, on the circumstances of the conversation and the number and
condition of the persons present (t).

CHAPT:ER
_TRONGS

AGAINST

V.
GOOD FAITH.

lit is proper to mention that these clauses and the notes to them were
written before Derry v. Peek (p. 264 above) _
come before either the
Court of Appeal or the House of Lords.]

Deceit.

39. A person wrongs another who deceives that other
within _he meaning of this Act (u).
__) IYilliamson v. Fret, L. R. 9
C.F. 393 ; Reg. v. _qankara, L L.R.
6 _ad. 381 _notice of putting out
of caste sent on a postcard).
(t) _ga_s v. 5'ne_/(1870) L. R. 5
Q. B. 608 (with some doubt as to
the verdict),
(u) The definition of cheating in

the Penal Code, s. 415, is very wide,
yet it does not completely cover the
ground of deceit as a civil wrong.
For in some eases an action for deoeit will lie without any bad intention, and even in spite of good
intention, on the part of the def_adaut (Pothill v. WcJ_r, 3 B. & Ad.
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40. (1) Where one person makes a statement to another Deceit
which-defined.
(a) is untrue; and
(b) which the person making it does not believe to be
true, whether knowing it to be untrue, or being
ignorant whether it is true or not ; and
(c) which the person making it intends or expects to be
acted upon in a certain manner by the person to
whom it is made, or with ordinary sense and prudence would expect to be so acted upon ; and
(d) in reliance on which the person to whom it is made
does act in that manner to his own harm ;
there the person making the statement
the person to whom it is made (r).

is said to deceive

(2) For the purposes of this section, a statement may be
made in any of the ways mentioned in s. 32 (y) of this Act,
and may be made either to a certain person or to all or any
of a number of persons to whom it is collectively addressed.
JEav21anation.m(1) A statement intended by the person
malting it to be communicated to and acted upon by a
person is deemed to have been made to that person.
114), the principle being that if a
man takes on himself to certify
that of which he has no knowledge,
even in the honest belief that he is
acting for the best, he shall anSwer for it if the fact is otherwise,
On the other hand, the Penal Code
does cover all ordinary cases of
fraud, and the once vexed question
as to the responsibility
of a prineipa] in tort for the fraud of his
agent does not seem easy to treat
open
in the Act,
face
sect. in
238British
of theIndia
Contract
though that enactment does not
directly settle it.
• (_) It has been suggested that
there may be deceit by concealment
of facts without any statement at
all.
Concealment, or even non-

disclosure, may avoid a contract ;
in some classes of contracts a very
s_rict duty of disclosing material
facts is imposed by law ; but I am
not aware that a mere omission to
give information has ever been
treated
as an actionable wrong,
even in those cases where a contract "uberri_flde_"
has created
a special duty of giving it.
Of
course, the remedy ex cont,_'tu is
better, and this may account for
such
and non-diselosures concealments
not being treated
as torts.
However, Ibelievethattheseclauses
as drafted go to the full extent of the
authorities.
(y) The clause defining defamation.
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(2) Where a person acts in reliance on the statement
of another, it is immaterial that he had the means of
examining the truth of that statement.
(3) A statement may be untrue, though no part of it
is in terms untrue, if by reason of material facts being
omitted the statement as a whole is fitted to deceive (z).
Illustrations.
1. N. draws a bill on X. The bill is presented for acceptance at X.'s
omee when X. is not there.
A., a friend of X., who is there but not
concerned in X.'s business, accepts the bill as X.'s agent.
He has not
in fact any authority to accept, but believes that the bill is drawn in the
regular course of business, and that X. will ratify the acceptance.
The
hill is dishonoured when due, and Z., the holder in due course, is unable
to obtain payment.
A. has deceived Z., though he honestly meant to
act for the benefit of all parties to the bill ; for he has represented to all
to whom it might be offered in the course of circulation that he had
authority to accept in the name of X., knowing that he had not such
authority, and Z. has inourred loss by acting on that representation (a).
2. A., B., and C. are partners in a firm; D. and E. agree with them to
form a limited company to take over the business of tJae firm, and to
become directors jointly with A., B., and C. A prospectus is prepared
and issued with the authority of A., B., C., D., and E., stating, among
other things, that the consideration to be paid by the company for the
goodwill of the business is Rs. 10,00,000.
Z. applies for and obtains
shares in the company on the faith of this prospectus.
In fact the firm
is insolvent, and the Rs. 10,00,000 are intended to be applied in paying
its debts. The company fails and is wound up, and Z. incurs liability as
a contributory.
&., B., C., I)., and E. have deceived Z. (b).
3. In the ease sta_ed in the last illustration P. applies for and obtains
shares on the formation of the company.
A._rwards
P. offers his shares
for sale, and Q., having read the prospectns and relying on the truth of
its contenf_, buys P.'s shares. The authors of the prospectus have not
deceived Q., for it was addressed only to perseus who might become
original shareholders, and not to subsequent purchasers of shares (e).
4. A. offers to sell his business to Z. ; assur_ him that the annual
profits, as shown by the books, exceed Rs. 5,000, and tells Z. that he
may examine the books. Z., on the faith of &.'s statement, agrees to
the terms proposed by _. without examining the books.
If he had
(_) See per Lord Cairns in _Peck
v. 6turmy, L. R. 6 H. L. at p. 403.
(a) _olhill v. IF'alter, 3 B. &/kd.
I14. Doubt is expre_4
whet, her
this be a suitable illmstratioa for

Indian use.
(b) Psek v. _/ur_,
L. 877.
(e) /bid.

L. R. 6 H.
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examined them he would have discovered, as the fact is, that the profits
are much less than Rs. 5,000.
This will not preclude Z. from suing' A.
for deceit (d).
5. A. deals with Z., a gunsmith, and requires a gun for the use of A.'s
son, B. Z., in B.'s presence, and knowing that the gum is wanted for
B.'s use, warrants
to A. that the gun is of good workmanship and
materials and safe to use. A. thereupon buys the gun, and gives it to
B. The gun is in fact badly made, and Z. knows it, and by reason
thereof, the first time B. fires the gun, it bursts and wounds B. Z. has
deceived B. (e).

41. A person wrongs another who causes harm to that tide.
Slanderof
other by making, for the purpose of injuring that other, a
statement which is untrue, and which he does not believe
to be true(a) concerning that other's
perty :

title or interest in any pro-

(b) concerning any pretended exclusive right or interest
of his own as against that other.
42. A person wrongs another who-(a) without reasonable and probable cause, and
(b) acting from some indirect and improper motive, and
not in furtherance of justice,
falsely accuses that other of an offence, of which offence
that other is acquitted by the Cour_ before which the
accusation is made, or, having been convicted in the first
instance, is ultimately acquitted on appeal by reason of
the original conviction having proceeded on evidence
known by the accuser to be false, or on the wilful suppression by him of material information (.f).
jt_(d)
this D.point,
urd, On
20 Ch.
l. It see_edgrarev.
is pointed out
that Explanation 2, and this illustration, are hardly consistent with
the exception to s. 19 of the Contract Act.
That exception is not
in accordance with English law as
now settled, and ss. 17--19 are
generally not very satisfactory,
(e) .Langridge v. JLevy, 2 "M'. & W.
p.

519,
(f) 4:_.
:Per &W.
Bowen338.
L. J., _dbrath v.
_. E. R. Co., 11 Q. B. D. 440,
455. This case [since atfirmed in
H.L. 11 App. Ca. 247] is the latest
authority in the Court of Appeal,
and defines the cause of action
carefully and completely.
The
condition as to the proceedings
having terminated in favour of the
PP

Malicious
prose°
CUtlOn.
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_xplanation.--The
plaintiff must prove both the al)senee
of reasonable and probable cause, and the existence of an
indirect and improper motive for the proso0utlon (g.)

Abuse of
_rocess of

curt.

43. A t_erson wrongs another who causes harm to that
o_her by wilful abuse of any process of the law (h).
-_ote.--There are other miscellaneous wrongs which may be generally
described as malicious interference with rights.
I think the doctrine of
._umley v. Gye and Bou, en v.._all really comes under this head_ and does
not (as has been suggested) establish a sort of right in rera not to have
the fulfilment of contracts made with one interfered with.
To the same
class belongs .Askby v. White, as explained in Tozer v. Chdd, 7 _E. & B.
377.
But I submit that the law on these questions is neither settled
enough to make immediate codification prudent, nor of sufficient practical
hnportanee to make it probable that delay Will do any harm.
The doctrine of Lumley v. Gye might be expressed in some such words
as these :-" A person wrongs another who wilfully, and with the design of
harming that other or gaining some advantage for himself over that
other, procures a third person who has entered into a contract [qu. for
exclusive personal services?] with that other to break his contract,
whereby that other loses the benefit of the contract."
accused is in British India complieated by the system of appeals in
criminal jurisdiction.
See Alexander, Indian Case-Law on Torts,
1;_0, 131. It does not seen, desirable to depart from the common
law as laid down in .Abrath v. _.
_. 2/. Co. without evident neeessity ; but some provision has to be
made for the case of a conviction
being reversed. That which I submit is intended to represent the
better Anglo-Indian opinion upon
this point,
(g) "Knowing
that there is no
just or lawful ground for his accusation" (after P. C. 21 l) has been
suggested,
and might be a good
simplification
to replace the two
sub-clauses (a) and (b). The draft
follows thetanguage of recent English authority.
The explanation

will have to be recast if the body of
the clause is altered as suggested.
The English authorities on malicious prosecution seem to be appHcable in British India;
see 11
B.L.R.
828
(h) That malicious abuse of civil
process may be actionable, see Raj
Chunder_oy v. 8hams 8oondari _Oeb_,
I.L.R. 4 Cal. 583. In this class of
cases, as distinguished fl'om malicious prosecution, special damage
must always be shown.
See Bigelow, L. C. 181, 206.
I do not
th_nl_ it would be desirable to add
illustrations to this clause ; at all
events not without intimate ]mowledge of Anglo-Indian judicialproceedings.
The same remark applies to the clause on matlcious
prosecution.
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TO PROPERTY.

44. Everyone

commits a wrong, and is said to commit Trespass
defined.
a trespass and to be a trespasser, who, without the consent
of the owner of such property as in this section mentioned
or other lawful justification or excuse [and to the damage
or annoyance of the owner (i)],-(1) enters on any immoveable property, or causes any
animal to go upon such property, or permits any
s_{mal in his possession or custody, being to his
knowledge or by its kind accustomed to stray, to
go upon such property, or puts, casts or impels
anything in, upon, or over such property ;
(2) assumes to exercise ownership over any moveable
property, or does any act which deprives the owner
of its use permanently or for an indefinite time (k) ;
(3) destroys or damages any property ;
(4) does any other act which directly interferes with the
lawful possession of any property, moveable or
_mmoveahle.
45. For the purposes of the last foregoing section every Protection
of appaone who is in lawful possession of any property, or who rent right
peaceably and as of right is in actual occupation, or has the slon.t?
posse_actual custody or control (/), of any property, is deemed
to be the owner thereof as agaJ_t every one not having a
better title.
t) See note at the end of this
pter.
(k) Per Bramwell B., H/oft v.
Sort (1874) L. R. 0 Ex. 86, 89 ;
cf. the judgment of Thesiger L.J.
i_ Jones v. t/ouCh (1880) 5 Ex. D.
115, 128.
PP2

(/) [This probably goes beyond
settled English authority.
But it
is by no means certain that in
]_ngland a servant having the custody of a chattel out of his master's
presence or the protection ef his
house eammt sue a trespasser in
his own name ; see p. 304 above.]
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Trespass
46.
by possessor for
limited

2k person who has lawful possession, custody or
control of property under a contract with the owner of that

pu,vo_e property or otherwise may become a trespasser by dealing
exceeding with the property in a manner inconsistent with the title
his right.
by which he has that possession, custody or control, or in
excess of his rights under that title.
Illustratiom
If a pledgee with power of sale sells the
being satisfied on which the power of sale
goods pledges them for his own debt, or
consent lends the goods in his custody to
like acts are trespasses (m).

_ista_e
does not

47.

Interference

with the

pledge without the conditions
is exereiseable, or a hirer of
a bMleo without the bailor's
a third person, these and the

property

of another

is not

generally excused by mistake even in good faith as to the ownership
excuse

trespass,

or the right of possession, or by an intention to act for the
true owner's benefit :

Immunity
Provided that a carrier or other person using the
of certain
mi_iscarriage or custody of goods as a public employment does
terial

actions,

not commit a trespass by dealing with goods in the ordinary
way ofthat employment and solely by the direction and
on behalf of a person who delivers those goods to him for
that purpose and whom he in good faith believes to be
entitled to deal with those goods :
Provided also that a workman
or servant does not
commit a trespass by dealing with any property in the
ordinary way of his employment and in a manner authorized as between h;msel{ and his employer and which he in
good faith believes his employer to be entitled to authorize.
Illustrations.
]. _. ob_aa_ goods from Z. by fraud and false pretences, and, being
apparent owner of the goods, purports to sell them to A., who in good
faith accepts them and pays M. for them.
A. is in fact dealing on
behalf of P., and forthwith delivers the goods to P. M. absconds with
(m) .Donald v. 8u¢kling, L. R. 1 Q. B. 585, is the modern leading case.
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the price. A. has wronged Z.,ancl is]iab]eto Z.for thevalue ofthe
goods (n).
2. A. is a tenant of land belonging to B. A. without authority, but
intending to act for B.'s as well as A.'s benefit, converts part of this land
into a tank.
A. has wronged B., and B. need not prove that the value
of the land is diminished (o).
3. A. obtains goods by fraud and false pretences from Z. at Bombay,
and sends them by railway to B. at Allahabad.
The railway company's
servants deliver the goods at Atlahabad to B.'s order according to the usual
coarse of business.
If the railway company has not before this delivery
received auy notice of an adverse claim on the part of Z., the railway
company has not wronged Z.
4. Z. is the owner of 100 maunds of wheat.
A. obtains this wheat
from lfim by fraud and false pretences, and offers it for sale to ]L, a
miller, who accepts it in good faith.
]3. causes the wheat to be ground
in his mill together with other wheat bought by B. from the true owners.
The men employed in the mill do not know from whom the wheat was
bought.
Here B. may have wronged Z., but the men employed in the
mill have not (p).

48. The mere assertion of a right to deal with property
or to prevent another from dealing with it is not a trespass,
49.

)Iere
claim of
right cannot be

The consent of an o_qaer to entry upon or inter- trespass.

ference with his property is called a licence, and a person Licence
defined.
to whom such consent is given is called a licensee.
A licence, and the revocation of a licence, may be either
express or tacit.
Illustration.
A man who keeps an open shop or office thereby given to all persons
_'ho may _ish to deal with him in the way of his business a licence to
(n) Hell,us v..Fowler, L. R., 7 H.
L. 757.
(o) Tar_nl Cha,'an.Bose v..Debnarat/ten Mtstr_, 8 B. L. It. App. 69.
If the conversion were proved to be
beneficial to the property, quarto,
(p) As to these exceptions, see
the opinion of Blackburn J. in
.tYollin, v. Fowler, L. It. 7 H. L. at
pp. 766--8, which seems to favour
making them wide enough to protoot the mil]er or spinner, if acting
in good faith and without
purporting to acquire any interest in
the corn or cotton beyond that of

bailee for a special purpose without
notice of the true owner's claim, as
well as his servants; and as to
carriers, of. 5]_e_da_ v.._,"
Q,mq
Co., 4 C. ]3. N. S. 6 l 8. To give full
effect to Lord Bl_ckburn's opinion
the proviso would have to pr_.,tect
all persons handling the goods of
others in the way of their business.
Lord Blackburn himself points out
that this would go beyond existing
authority.
Whether it should be
done is submitted as a questmn of
rolicy.
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enter the shop or office during business hours.
business and turns the shop or orifice into a private
licence is revoked.

Xffe_ of
licence.

If he gives up the
dwelling-house, this

50. (q)._Llicence-(1) does not bind the successors in title of the licensor ;
(2) is not assignable by the licensee ;
(3) is limited to the purposes for which and subject to
the conditions, if any, on which it is given;
(4) is revocable at the will of the licensor, unless coupled
with an interest.
ExTla_aNon.--_.

licence is said to be coupled with an

interest where it is given as part of the same transaction
with the conveyance of a legal interest in some prope_y
by the licensor to the licensee, and that interest cannot be
enjoyed without doing the act permitted by the licence.
Illustration.
A. sells to B. cattle which are pasturing onA.'s land, or trees growing
on A..'s land. This implies a licence to B. to enter on A.'s ]and to take
the cattle away, or to cut the trees, as the case may be, and A. cannot
revoke the licence while the contract of sale is in force.
Time of
grace
after revocation of

licence,

51.

licensee

Notwithstanding
the revocation of a licence, the
is entitled to the benefit of the licence for a

reasonable time thereafter so far as may be necessary to
enable him to restore the former state of things (r).
(q) Chapter ¥I. of the Easements
Act (V. of 1882) deals with licences
as regards immoveable
property
only.
It is submitted that, inasmuch as alicence does not create an
interest in property, but merely excuses what would otherwise be a
trespass, the subject belongs to the
law of torts more properly than to
the law of easements.
This being
so, and the local extent of the Easemcnts Act being limited, I leave
the matter to the consideration of
the Government of India. The two
sets of clauses are intended to de_lare thv same law, and I do mot

know that any great harm would
come of having beth in force over a
Hmited extent of territol T.
(r) Great trouble has been caused
in the United States by the untimely revocation of parol licences
to erect dams, divert watercourses,
and the like ; Cooley on Torts, 807
--312 ; and in some eases the law
has been strained to confer rights
on the licensees under the doctrine
of estoppel or part performance.
I do not know whether similar
dit_cult_es are te be apprehended
in British India,
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Zllustrations.
1. B. is on A.'s land under a revocable licence. A. revokes the licence.
A. must not remove B. from the land until B. has had a reasonable time
to leave it.
2. B. has timber lyinff on _-.'s wharf under a revocable licence. A.
revokes the licence,
i. must allow B. access to the wharf for a reasonable time _or the purpose of removing his timber

(_).

52. A person entitled to the possession of any moveable

True
owner's
right of

property who has been wrongfully deprived thereof may
[within a reasonable time] retake the same if he can peace- recapture.
ably do so, and so far as necessary _or that purpose may
peaceably enter on the wrongdoer's land (t).
_¥ote._The term "trespass"
has been extended to cover every kind of
vrrongful interference with property.
Our distinctions between trespass,
conversion, &c. are obviously not applicable in British India.
Simplification at least as bold as that of the present draft is a necessity.
It may be a grave question whether the strict rule that a man meddles
with another's property absolutely at his peril be altogether
fitted for
Indian purposes, especially in its application to immoveable property.
I
suggest for consideration the insertion of the words " to the damage or
annoyance of the owner," or words to the like effect, as part of the deftnition.
So far as I am aware, the change would be only equivalent to
what is the settled law of all civilized countries not under the common
law, including Scotland.
It is so much the case that the English law of
trespass is un]rnown in Seo_and that it has been found necessary to provide by statute against camping out in private grounds, and other things
ejusdem genera: 28 & 29 Viet. e. 56, which makes the acts there described
police offences.
Not that other systems declare a right of "innocent
passage" over a private owner's land, but they do not provide any means,
other than " self-help"
at the time, of treating such passage as a wrong
where there is no damage and no annoyance.
What circumstances are
sufficient evidence of injurious intent, e.g. whether climbing over a fence
would have this effect, must be a matter of detail to be regulated according to the habits of the country,
(*) See Cornish v. 8tubb8 (1870) L.
_R. 5 C. P. 334, 339 ; and Mellor v.
W'atki_s (1874) L. R. 9 Q. B. 400.
(t) patrsek v. rYoleriek, _ M. & W.
483, explaining Blackstoue's statemerit, Comm. iiL 4, which denies
the right of entry on a third per.
son's land for capture, except where
the taking was felonious. The plea
ill -Pgtr*et, V. Coleriok h_ the phrase

"fresh pursuit ; " the Court do not
say anything of this being a necessary condition.
But I suppose recapture should be, if not strictly ou
fresh pursuit in every ease, yet
within a reasonable time. English
authorities are scanty on this point.
There seem to be many modern
American cases,
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CHiPTZR VII.
NUISANCE.
Special
damage
from

public
n_nce.

_3. Where special damage is caused to any person by a
public nuisance within the meaning of the Indian Penal
Code, section 268, the person guilty of the nuisance wrongs
and is liable to the person suffering the damage.
Expla_atioi_.--Special
damage for the purpose of this
section means some injury, obstruction, danger, or annoyance to a person, or to his property or business, consequent
upon his exercise of a public right being interfered with,
and distinct from the fact that it is interfered with.
Illustrations.
1. Z. unlawfully digs a trench across a high road, whereby A. and
others are prevented from freely passing and repassing thereon.
This is
no private wa'ong to A. But if A., going along the road in the dark, and
not knowing of the obstruction, falls into the trench and is lamed, this is
a special damage for which Z. is liable to A. (u).
2. Z. unlawfully obstructs a navigable river. By this obstruction A.
is prevented from taking a certain cargo of goods to market by water, and
has to take them over]and at increased cost. The expense thus incurred
by A. is special damage for which Z. is liable to him (_').
3. Z. unlawfully obstructs a street in a town by conducting building
operations in an unreasonable manner.
A. is a shop-keeper in the same
street, and by reason of the obstruction traffic is diverted from his shop,
and he loses custom and profits.
This is special damage for which Z. is
liable to A. (z).
(u) ¥. B. 27 H. VIII. 27, pl. 10.
(v) .Rose v. _lfsles, 4 :M. & S. 101
[16 R. R. 405].
(x) t_ilkes v. ttungerford Marke_
00., 2 Bing. N. 12. 281 ; this has
been thought to be overruled by
2_w]cetv. Metropolitan 1l. Co. L. R.
2 H. L. 175 (see at pp. 188, 199) ;
per Willea, J., _eckett v. Midland
2L Co., L. R. 3 C. 1_. 100. But this
again is difficult to reconcile _ith
theprincipleofZyonv.Fis)_monper*'

Co., 1 App. Ca. 662 ; see Fitz v.
._obson, 14 Ch. D. 542. Rieket's
ease is perhaps best treated as an
anomalous decision on the construction of a statute with regard to
particular facts the Court below
seem to have thought the obstruction was trifling.
Wdkes's ease has
been fl_tlowed by the Supreme Court
of Massachusetts;
Sletson v. _Saxon,
19 Pick. 47 ; ep. 2_enjamin v. 5'tort,
L.R. 9 C. P. 400.
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4. Z. persistently obstructs a public footway which A. is in the habit
of using. A. several times removes the obstrucf_on for the purpose of
passing along the way, and is put to trouble and expense "in so doing.
A. has no right of action against Z., for A. has not suffered any
damage or inconvenience except in common with all persons using the
way (y).
6. A., B., and others, being Mussulmans, are accustomed to carry
tabut_in procession along a certain public road for immersion in the sea.
Z. unlawfully obstructs the road so that the tabut8 cannot be carried
along it in the accustomed manner. A. and B. have no right of action
against Z. (z).
54, Every one who is guilty
of a private
defined by this Act wrongs
and is liable to
thereby
55.

nuisance as Liability
any person nuisance.
for private

harmed.
l_rivate

nuisance

of one's property,
to injuriously

is the using

or of anything

or authorizing

the use Private
nuisance
one's control, so as defined.

under

affect an owner or occupier

(a) by diminishing

the value

of proper_y--

of that property

:

(b) by continuously
interfering
with his power
trol or enjoyment
of that property :
(e) by causing

material

disturbance

in his use or occupation
What
question

amounts

to material

disturbance

of fact to be decided

of the neighbourhood,

the

ValadM_z_gd,

with

ordinary

(y) TF_nt_rbotto_u
v. ]5ord.Derby,
L. R. 2 Ex. 316.
(z) _tku l'alad _dir Sausare v.
.Tbrdh_m.Aqa

or annoyance

of that

I.L.

R. 2 Born. 457, where Englibh authorities are well eolle_ted. S.P.
Geha_#ji b_n .Kes .Pard v. Ga_pati
$,n ZaksI_u,_an, _b_d. at p. 469 ;
.Karim .BukJ_ v..Budha, 1 All. 249.
J_a _a_w]Hwdv. Jodhd Ghella. 1
_om. I=[. C. l, appears to be iraperfectly reported,

proper_y

of con-

to him
(a).

or annoyance

regard
habits

is a

to the character
of life and rea-

(a) Itwill nor escape observation
that to some extent the definition
of nuisance overlaps that of trespass (e.g., the ovezhanging eaves
in Illust. 2 seem to constitute a continuing trespass _though not the
branches: .Lem_on v. _lYbb,'94,
3 Ch. l]). This is so in England
and all common law juris_hetions,
and it does not produce any
difficulty or ineonvemence that I
know or.
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sona_le expe&a_ionsof persons there dwelling, andother
relevantcircumstances(b).
Illustrations.
1. Z. has chemical works near _.'s land, the fumes from which kill or
stunt vegetation on A.'s land and reduce its selling value.
Whether the
hind is or is not rendered less wholesome for human habitation, Z. has
wronged A. (e).
2. If Z. has a house whoso eaves overhang A.'s land, or if the branches
of a tree growing on Z.' s land project over A.'s land, this is a nuisance
to A., inasmuch as it interferes with his powers of control and enjoyment ou his own property, and also tends to discharge rain-water
on A.'s
land (d).
3. Z. has a lime.kiin so near A.'s house tha_, when _he kiln burns, the
smoke enters A.'s house and prevents A. and his household from dwelling
there with ordinary comfort.
'1his is a nuisance to A. (e).
4. Z., a neighbour of A.'s, causes bells to be rung on his land so loudly
and frequently that A. cannot dwell in his house in ordinary comfort.
This is a nuisance to A. (f).
5. A., living in a street in Calcutta, complains of noises proceeding
from the house of his neighbour Z. as being a nuisance to him. In deciding whether a nuisance exists or not, regard is to be had to the general
habits of life of persons dwelling in cities.
J

Pro.exi_

_6. A personwho enterson the occupationof land or of
a house with knowledge that a sta_eof facts whichcauses
immatoor is likely to causea nuisanceto occupiers of that land or
rial.
houseexistsor is likely to exist near it does not thereby
losehis right to complain of any nuisancecausedby that
once of
nuisance

(b) See Walter v. Belle, 4 :De G.
&Sm._lS;
Aalvin v. -SrortA_ra nce_etA Go_l Co., L. R. 9 Ch. 70b.
(e) St. 2:lelen's Smelting Co. v.
Yipping, 1l ]:I. L. O. 642.
(d) F.N.B.
184d; _Pe_,-_/dodds
ease, 5 Co. Rep. 100 b ; _Fay v.
_rent_,
1 O. B. 829; .Earl of.Lensdalev. Nelaon, 2B.&C.
atp. 311;
ep..Itarrop v. a_.,r,t, L. R. 4 Ex.
43, an example which must be
adapted for Indian use, if at all,
only on the spot, and with the light
0:[ local knowledge,

(e) Aldred' s ease, 9 Co. Rep. 59 a;
t_'alter v. Selfe, not_ (b) ; and ot_aer
modern brick-burning
eases, e.g.
.Bamford v. Turnle_/, 3 B. & S. 66.
(f) I do not know whether bellringing is oommon in India.
Local
knowledge may suggest something
more probable and apt. 5"ottau v.
.DeBreld, 2Sim. N. S. 133. This
seems to cover afortiori
the cases
ofnoiseandvibrationofmachinory,
letting off fireworks, &e.
(g) In other words, the old doctrine tha_ a m._ who "oome_ to
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Explanation.--Thls
seo_ondoesnotaffect
theacquisition
or lossofany rightundertheIndian]_/mitation
Act,1877,
or the IndianEasements Act,i_82 (h).
Illustrations.
1. Z. has for some years carried on a noisy business on land adjoining
a house built and occupied by A. on his own land. The noise is such as
to be a nuisance to persons dwelling in the house. B., knowing these
facto, buys A.'s house.
Z. wrougs B. if, after B. has entered on the
occupation of the house, he continues his business so as to prevent B. or
his household from dwelling in the house with ordinary comfort.
It is
immaterial whether _., during his occupation, did or did not complain of
thenuisance.
2. The facts being otherwise as in the last illustration, Z.'s business
has been carried on for such a time that he may at the date of :B.'s purchase have acquired a prescriptive right as against A. and persons cialming through him. Here the previous conduct of &. and his predecessors
in title is material as between Z. and B.
3. Z. has for more than twenty years carried on a noisy business on
land adjoining land of A.'s, on which there is not any dwelling-house.
A. builds and enters on the occupation of a dwelling-houbc
on has own
land near Z.'s workshop.
Z. wrongs &. if he continues his business so
as to prevent A. from dwelling in the house with ordinary comfort : for
the doing of acts which were not a nuisance to the occupier of A.'s land
when done could not in any length of time entitle Z. to continue similar
acts after they became a nuisance (,).

57. The same _aets or conduct may constitute a nuisance

Same facts
may be

to several persons, and the wrongdoer is severally liable to distinct
to
several
every such person,
nuisance
Illustration.
persons.
Z. has a manufactory.
The smoke from the chimneys flows into A.'s
house and prevents him from dwelling there, the noise and vibration of
machinery make B.'s and C.'s shops unfit for carrying on their business,
and the fumes spoil D.'s growing crops. Z. has wronged A., B., C.,
and D.
nuisance"cannotcomplain(Blackst,
ii. 403) is not now law ; _t..Helen's
Br,wlt_g Co. v. 1%'loloing,and other
recent authorities.
(jh_ Q_. Can prescriptive, rights.be
aeeluired in Bril_sh Iadis otherw_

than under one of these Acts P If
so, the saving words should be
made to cover them.
(i) 8turges v. Zruf_ma,,
1l Ch,
D. S52.
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Co-exlstonce
of
other

sauces,

58.

W_nere

nuisances
no de-

thereby

fence,

may suffer harm of the same kind

and of equal

amount

nuisances.

every

several

persons

one of them

harmed,

axe guilty

is severally

notwithstanding

from the other co-existing

of s_ml]ar

nu_-

liable to any person

that

any

such

person

or greater

Illu,tration.
A., B., and C. have dye-wor_s on the banks of the same river, and pour
noxious refuse into it to the damage of X., a Iiparian occupier. A. has
wronged X., even if the water flowing past X.'s land would not be made
fit for use by A. alone ceasing to foul the stream (/).
_l?'hen
owner
out
of possession
ean
sue for

nuisance.

59.

An

owner

of immoveable

possession of it, can
only if the nuisance-(a) permanently
(b) tends

sue

property,

for a nuisance

not

being

to that

affects the va]ue of the property

to establish

an adverse

claim

in

property
; or

of right.

Illustrations.
1. A. rents a house in a pub]ic street from ]3. Z. keeps his horses and
carts standing in the street for loLg and unreasonable times, in such a
manner as to be an obstruction of the street, and a nuisance to the occupiers of the house. Z. has wronged A. only, and not B. (m).
2. A. rents a field from B., together with a watercourse passing
through the field. Z., an occupier higher up the stream, fouls the water
so as to be a nuisance to A. Z. has wronged both A. and B., as his acts
would, if not resisted, tend to establish a claim to foul the stream as
against B.
3. Z. has smelting wolks near A.'s land. The fumes from the works
kill or spoil the trees growing on A.'s land, make it generally less fit for
occupation, and diminish its selling value. Whether A. is or is not occupying the land, Z. has wronged A.
What per60. The following
persons are ]]able for the creation
sons are
liable for a continuance
of a nuisance, as the case may be :-

or

nuisance.

or

(a) every

one

who

authoIizes
nuisance :

the

actually

creafes

creation

(1) _rood v. 1Vaud, 3 Ex. 748;
Urosdeyv. Z*ghtowl_r_L. R. 2 Ch.
478.

or

or continues,
continuance

of,

a

(m) Mott v. 8hoolbred, Ia. R. 20
_1. 22.
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a nuisance

to be

created or continued on land in his l_ossession (n) :
(e) every one who lets or sells land with an existing
nuisance on it (o) ; but a lessor is not liable under
this section by reason only of the omission of
repairs which, as between himself and the lessee,
the lessee is bound to do (p).
Explanation.--Where
a nuisauee is caused by a tenant's
use of property, the lessor is not liable for it by reason
only that the property is capable of being so used.
Illustration.
A. lets to Z. a house, with a chimney near B.'s windows.
Z. makes
fires in this chimney, and the smoke thereof becomes a nuisance to B.
Z. only, and not A., has wronged B., unless A. let the house to Z. with
express authority to use that chimney in the manner in which Z. has
used it (q).

61. A Civil Court may make an order for removing a rent
Concurcivil

public

nuisance

who suffers and criminal
special damage by that nuisance, notwithstanding that an j,_aleorder for the like purpose might be made by a magis- tion
case in
of
_te (r).
special
-_'ote.--The

subject

at the suit of any person

of remedies

for nuisance

appears

to be already

damage
from

sufficiently dealt with by the _pceifie Relief Act (I. of 1877), chaps. 9 and public
10, and the Civil Procedure Code, chap. 35, and :Form 101 in St.hod. 4. nuisance.
Abatement of nuisances by the act of the party wronged without process
of law is hardly in use in England, except as against infractions of semipublic fights like rights of common.
_q(n) l_]_ite v. ,Taraedon, L. R. 18
• 303.
(o) tgosewell v. -Prior, 12 Mod.
635 ; Todd v..Flight, 9 C. B. N. 8.
877; Nelson v. .Liverpool JBrewerlt
Ct0.,20. P. D. 311, and cases there
cited.
See, too, Gasdy v. dubber
(undelivered judgment of :Ex. Oh.),
9 B. & S. 15.
(/_) It seems the better opinion
that the lessor's knowing of the
lauisanee at the time of letting does
_aot make may difference, "unless he

actually authorizes its continuance ;
-pretty v. ]3wkmore, L. R. 8 C. P.
401 ; Gu*nnell v..Earner, L. R. 10
C.P. 658.
(q) .Rwh v. .Badterfldd, 4 C. B.
78_.
(r) As this point has been raised
and decided (Raj _'oomar 8*ngh v.
_atwbzada .Re//, I. L. R. 3 Cal. 20),
it may be worth while to deal with
it in the Bxll. I do not find thatit
is noticed an the last revision of the
Civil Procedure Code.
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CHAPTER _II.
NEGLIGENCE.
_e_H62, (l) Negligence
is the omission or failure to use due
genee and
diligence, care and caution for the safety of person or property within
the

meaning

failing,

of

whether

this

Act,

in respect

and

a person

of his

or that of others, is said to be negligent.
(2) Diligence
in this part
of this
meaning as due care and caution, and
care and caution is said to be diligent.
Evidence
of negligence,

63.

(1) Where

harm

is complained

Act

(2) A person is not liable

(3) In determining
been negligent
other's

apparent

towards
means

with

whether

one

another,

than
person

regard

of taking

or

or proper_y
the

same

using

of as caused

for negligence
diligence

has

a person

negligence
of any person, it is a question
that person has or has not been negligent.
are not loss consistent
on that person's part.

so omitting

own person

due

by the

of fact whether
where the facts
with negligence
has or has no_

is to be had to that

care of himself

(s).

Illustrations.
1. A. occupies a warehouse in which coal is kept. The coal takes fire,
and both A.'s warehouse and an adjoining warehouse belonging to B. are
burnt. B. sues A. for compensation. It is a question of fact whether
there has been negligence on A.'spart, either in the manner in which the
coal was kept, or in the precautions used against fire, or in the endeavours made to subdue the fire when it was discovered(t).
(8) It is not easy to formulate, as
a proposition of law, what amounts
or does not amount to "evidence
of negligence." Still_ as there i8
a question of law, some criterion
must be assumed to exist, and the
case of tiara,hack v. Brhite(11 C.B.
N. S. 588, aisoin Bigelow, L.C. on
Torts) contains something like an

authentic statement of it, which is
here followed. The casesto which
it seems not te apply (such as 2_gme
v. Beadle, 2 H. & C. 722, and in
Bigelow) are really cases of special
liability where the burden of proof
is on the defendant.
(t) M'Cully v. Clarl#, ap. Bigelow, L. C. 559.
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2. The X. Railway Company's line crosses a high road on the level,
A., a foot passenger, attempts to cross the line at this place, not being
expressly warned by any servant of the company not to do so, and is
knocked down and injured by a train under the management of the cornpany's servants.
It is a question of fact whether, having regard to the
precautions for the safety of persons crossing the railway, which may
have been prescribed by rules under the Indian Railway Act, 1879, to
the local circumstances, to the usual course of traffic, and to the state of
things at the time of the accident, the injury to A. was or was not caused
by negligence on the company's part.
3. A grass bank adjoins the X. Company's railway, and is part of the
company's property.
Grass cut by the company's servants on this bank
is there deposited during a dry season, and, after this grass has been
there for some time, a train passes on the line, and the grass is immedlately thereafter seen to be on fire. The fire spreads across a fie]d and
burns A.'s house. A. sues the company for compensation.
It is a question of fact whether the company has been negligent (x).
4. A. is lawfully passing under a crane belonging to B., and wor]_e4
by B.'s servants, which overhangs A.'s path.
A bale of cotton which is
being lifted by the crane falls upon A. and hurts him. It is a question of
fact whether B.'s servants have been negligent in the management of the
crane (g).
5. A., while crossing a public road on foot, is run over by B.'s carriage.
A. cannot recover compensation from B. without proving facts tending
to show that B.'s driver was in fault rather than A., for drivers and
passengers are equally bound to use due care and caution in a place where
both may lawfully pass and repass (z).
6. B. goes out riding in town with a horse he has just bought.
Yv'hile
he is riding at a moderate pace, the horse, notwithstanding
B.'s effo*_s
to keep him in, runs away, and runs against and injures A., who is lawfully on the foot pavement.
Unless B. managed the horse unskilfully,
or knew it te be unmanageable, B. has not wronged A. (a).
7. If a person riding or dri_dng sees, or with ordinary care would see,
that a blind man, an infant, or a cripl_le _is in the way, greater caution is
(x) Smith v. L. _ S. B"_.R. Co.,
L. R. 6 C. P. 98, 6 C.P. 14, a case
in _'hich both Courts (C. P. and
Ex. Ch.) held with some difficulty
that there was evidence of negligence; of. the later Indian case
af.HalJ'ord v. B. 1. -_. Co., 14 B. Lo
R. 1, O. C., where the decision
seems to be one of fact on conflicting evidonoe.

this kind of case is the origin of
the statement sometimes met with
(which as a general proposition is
evidently wrong in principle) that
it lies on the plaintiff in the first
instance not only to prove negligence on the dedendant's part, but
to dlsprovecontributery
negligence
on his own. [See now Wakelin v.
L. _ 8. W. _. Co._12 App. Ca. 41,

&C. 596, 34L. J. F__x.220.
(z) CoSt_ v. Wood, 8 C. B. 17. S.
668_ 29 L. J. C. P. 333. Probably

(a) .Hammackv. D'hite, 11 C. B.
N.S. 588_ and in Bigelow.

591
yranI_s v.
_r. _. 1_.
Co., L. R.
7 H. L.
12; cp. per
MeUor J.,
Cliffv.
MtdlandR.
Co.. L. R.
5 Q. B. at
p. 261.
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of him than if an able-bodied

with regard

BII,I,,

adlflt were in the same situation

to him (b).

Contriburry

64. (c). (1) A person is not liable for harm of which the

negUgence,

principal cause is the negligence of the person injured [or
of a third person], although the harm would not have
happened

but for the negligence

person, or of some person
answerable.

of the first-mentloned

for whose negligence

he is

(2) A person suffering harm whereof his own negligence
is the principal cause, though but for the negligence of
some other person it would not have happened, is said to
be guilty of contributory negligence.
(3) A person's negligence is deemed to be the principal
cause of harm which could immediately before its happening
[or perhaps better, "immediately
before it happened or
became inevitable "] have been prevented by due care and
caution on the part of that person alone.
(4) Where by this Act any person is declared to be
liable as for negligence, the rules of law concerning
tributory negligence are applicable.

con-

I/lustrations.
1. B. is driving on the wrong side of the road.
A. is driving on the
same side in the opposite direction, and with ordinary care he might
keep clear of B. ; nevertheless
&. runs into B.'s carriage.
A. has
wronged B.
2. B. is the owner of a sailing vessel, which by reason of B.'s servants
in charge of her failing to keep a proper look-out is in the way of A.'s
steamer.
If the position is such that with ordinary care the steamer
might avoid a collision, and the steamer runs down the sailing vessel, A.
has wronged B., notwithstanding
that if B.'s vessel had been properly
navigated the collision would not have happened (d).
(h) Illust. 7 isthe concrete statement of sub-clause 3. I know no
case exactly in point, but I think
this must be the law.
(e) This clause was drafted before
the decisions of the C. A. and the
House of Lords in The Bermna,
12 P. D. 58 ; J[tll_ v. Armstrong,
13 App. Ca. 1. The words" or of

a third person,"
which were inserted with an expression of doubt,
would now have to be omitted_
and the law as now laid down
should be more explicitly declared.
(d) Tufty. Warman, 20. B. N. S.
740, in Ex. Ch. 5 C. B. -N'. S. 573,
27 L. J. G. P. 322.
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3. B. leaves a bullock tethered on the highway.
A., driving at an
incautiously fast pace, runs over and kills the bullock.
A. has wronged
B., for he might, with ordinary care, have avoided running over the
bullock, though B. was negligent in leaving it in such a place unwatched (e).
4. A. wron_oTully places a pole across a puhllc street.
The pole is of
such a size that a rider in the street approaching at a reasonable pace
would see it in time to pull up. B., riding a]ong the street at a furious
pace, comes against the pole and is hurt.
A. has not wronged B., for B.
might have avoided harm by using ordinary care, and A. could not by
any ordinary care have prevented the consequences of B.'_ negligence (f).
[5. The X. Railway Company is entitled to run trains over the line of
the Z. Company.
A train of company X. running on the Z. Company's
line is thrown off the rails by an obstruction placed there by the negligence of the Z. Company's servants.
1K., a passenger in the train, is
injured.
If the driver of the train could, with ordinary care, have seen
and stopped short of the obstruction, the X. Company has, but the Z.
Company has not, wronged M- (g).]
6. A. is a child of tender years, in the custody of B., who leads A.
across a carriage road without using ordinary care in watching for
approaching carriages.
C., driving carelessly along the road, runs over
both A. and B. ; but B. might have avoided the accident with ordinary
care. C. has not wronged A. (h).
7. A. is a chad of tender years, in the custody of B., who allows A. to
go alone across the road.
C., driving along the road, runs over A.
Whether B. was negligent in letting A. go alone is not material to the
question whether C. is liable to A., though it may be material whether
C. perceived, or with ordinary care would have perceived, that A. was
not capable of using the care and caution which a grown man may reasonably be expected to use (i).
(e) 1Davies v. Mann, 10 M. & W.
5t6.
The animal in that case was
a donkey.
.^
(f) JButterfleld v. tTorrester, 1;_
East 60 [10 R. R. 433.]

sume that the custodian will use
ordinary care for both the child's
safety and his own.
0") There are many American
decisions on points of this kind,

L(g)
v. £. _ the
Y.decision
__. Go.,
• R. .Armstron.q
10 Ex. 47, where
seems to be put on the ground of
proximate cause.
[But see now
.l[dl_ v. _lrm_tro_q, 1_ App. Ca. 1.
The true conclusion in the case put
seems to be that M. has a right of
action auTainst both eompanies.]

some one
way and
the other;
O.W.
Holmes,
the some
Common
Law,
128, Bigelow L. C. 729.
Putting
aside the [now overruled] doctrine
of '_ imputed neghgenee"
as itrational, it would seem that the
real question is whether the defendant should have known that he
had to
a
or
do with
comparatively
helpless helpless
person, to whom
therefore more than ordinary care
was due (clause 62, sub-clause 3,
above).

Oh(h)
v. 719,
.Y. .E.
r_x.
.1_. Yraite
B. & E.
28 .R.
L. J.Co.,Q.B.
258 (1859).
l-rere the proximate
cause of the harm is the negligence
of the child's custodian, not of the
other l_arty, who is entitled to asP.
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Collateral
65. A person who suffers harm by the negligence of
_aegligence
immaanother is not guilty of contributory negligence by reason
terial,
only that he is negligent, or is otherwise a wrongdoer, in
matter irrelevant to the harm suffered by him.
Illustration.
A. goes out shooting, and a shot fired by him accidentally wounds B.
If B. had not a right to be where he was, this may be material as tending
to show that A. could not be reasonably expected to know that he was
likely, by firing then and there, to harm any person, but it is not material
otherwise.

Action
under
stress of

66. A- person who suffers harm by the negligence of
another is not guilty of contributory negligence by reason

another's
negligence,

only that, being by the other's negligence exposed to iraminent danger, he does not act in the manner best fitted
tO avoid that danger (k).

danger
caused by

l_ght to

67. It is not negligence---

others'
diligence,
and take

(a) to rely on the diligence of others
negligence is manifest ;

ri_k to

(b) voluntarily to incur risk in order to avoid risk or
inconvenience to which one is exposed by the negligeneo of another, and which at the time may
reasonably appear to be greater than the risk
voluntarily incurred.

l'ely

on

lesser

avoid

greater(z).

unless and until

Illustrations.
1. A. and B. are the drivers of carriages approaching one another.
Each is entitled to assume that the other will drive competently and
observe the rule of the read, but if and when it becomes manifest fo A.
ttmt B. is driving on his wrong

side, or otherwise

(k) Tl_e _Bywell Cagtle, 4 P. Div.
219 ; other authorities collected in
Marsden on Collisions at Sea, pp.
6, 7. The rule is of importance in
maritime law, and may be of iraportance in other cases ; of. W'an/esav. 3r. /L _. Co.,L. R. 7 H.
L. 12; of. 3 App. Ca. 1193.
(1) Some such rule as this is in-

negligently,

A. must

dicated by English decisions and
dicta, though I do not think it is
anywhere laid down in a complete
form ; C/ayard_ v. _Deth/ek, 12 Q. B.
439 ; Gee v. Metrop. _. _o., L. R.
8 Q. B. 161 ; 2_ob_onv. _..E. _.
Co.,L.l_.10Q_B.
atp. 274; £a_
v. Mayor of DaH_ngton, 5 Ex. D,.
28 ; el. Horace Smith, 156, 157,
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f_e suoh precautions as are reasonably
conduct, to avoid a collision.

titbit,

having

regard

to B.'s

2. A. is riding in a carriage .hired by him from B. The driver providedby B. is incompetent, by reason whereof the horse runs away with
the carriage towards a deep nullah.
A. jumps out of the carriage to
avoid being thrown down the nullah, and in so doing is injured.
B. is
liable to A. if, under all the circumstances, A. acted reasonably in con%emplatlon of an apparently greater risk and in order to avoid the

same(,n).
3. A. is the owner of horses kept in a stable.
B. unlawfully digs a
trench and places rubbish in the road giving access to the stable, which
makes it difficult but not impossible to take horses out. A. attempts to
lead a horse out over the rubbish, and the horse falls into the trench and
is injured.
It is a question of fact whether, under the circumstances,
the risk was one which A. might reasonably incur.
If it was, B. has
wronged A., notwithstanding
that A. voluntarily incun'ed some risk (n).

{}8 (o). A person who does any of the following things :-- Custodyof
dangerous

(a) collects, keeps, or uses any dangerous
occupied or used by him :

thing on land things.

(b) keeps a dangerous animal:
(e) keeps or deals with loaded firearms, explosives,
poison, or any other dangerous instrument or
goods, or noxious or deadly thing:
(m) In the summer of 1883 sevelishral
inoluding
En g• passengers,
judge% were
in a two
precisely
analogous situation in a runaway
ear on the Northern Pacific Railway. Ultimately
those who did
not jump out came to less harm
than those who did. But surely it
could not he maintained that it was
cont_ributory negligence
to jump
out under the circumstances.
In
some cases it may be prudent even
to run a very great risk, as to jump
from the roof or top windows of a
house on fire.
_De(n) Illustration
3 is Clayard_ v.
tA@k, 12 Q. B. 439. Clayard_ v.
.Dethwk is disapproved by Lord
Bramwell; see appendix to Horace
Smith on lqe;rligence_ 2rid ed. Mr.
Hora_ Smith thinks Clayards v.
1)e_h@k is rlgh_ notwithstanding,
and I agree _ith hhn.
(o) The rule in tgylands v. I_t-

cAer, L. R. 3 It.

L. 330, that

a

man
things
at his
peril keeps
(exceptdangerous
as regards
vis major,
Ariehols v. Marsland, 2 Ex. I). 1,
&c.), seems needlessly harsh. The
extent of the exceptions made in
later decisions shows that it is aceepted with reluctance. It has not
been generally followed
in the
United States, and in British India
one important application of it has
been disallowed as unsuited to the
facts and conditions of Indian land
tenure ; Madras t_. Co. v. Zemlndar
of Carvat_agaram,
L. R. 1 Ind.
App. 364. l_lor is there anything
answering to it in t_oman law. It
therefore seems to require modification in some such way as here
proposed.
This will of course not
a_eet liability for nuisance.
In a
case short of that, the requirement
of exact diligenc_ i_ one would
think, enough.
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is bound to take and cause to be taken all reasonably practicable care and caution to prevent harm being thereby
caused to others, and is liable as for negligence to make
compensation for any harm thereby caused, unless he proves
that all reasonably practicable care and caution were in fact
used.
Edplanations.--1.

Dangerous

things for the purposes of

this section are fire (not being used in the ordinary way of
domestic purposes), earth or water artificially collected in
large quantities, explosive and inflammable matters, and
any other thing likely for default of safe keeping to cause
harm to neighbouring persons or property.
2. A dangerous auimal for the purposes of this section
is-(a) any animal of a kind accustomed to do mischief :
(b) any animal of whatever kind which the person
keeping it knows to be fierce, mischievous, or
vicious.
3. A person who deals with a dangerous thing and is
in good faith ignorant of its dangerous character is not
subject to the liability declared by this section (p).
Illnstrations.
G. Br.
_y.
of v.
Canacla
Staid, 1
:Moo.P.C.
N. S. 101,
and eases
there
cited,

1. A. is the ownerof an embankmentconstructedby authorityofthe
Government. Part of this embankmentis carried away in a stem,
whereby B's adjacent land and crops are damaged. If A. has in fact
been diligentin constructingand maintainingthe embanlunevtin su,h a
manner as to be capableof resistingall suchviolenceof weatheras in that
part of the country may be expected to occur, or if the storm wasso
extraordinarythat no practicableprecautioncouldhaveguardedagainst
its effects,then A. has not wrongedB. If the storm was such as might
have beenreasonablyprovidedagainst, and if A. ha_not beenso diligent
as aforesaid (which may be inferred as a fact from the failure of the
emb_nlrmentin the absenceof proofthatthe best knownprecautionswere
used),then A. has wrongedB.
2. Sparks escape from a railway engine used by the X. Railway
pe(a
_ Code,as.
As to poison,fire,
explosives,
and dangerousa_!mals, c_. the
284, 285,286,
289.
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Company on their line, and set fire to A.'s corn in an adjoining field. The
X. Company must make compensation to A., unless they prove that the
hot known practicable precautions were used to prevent the escape of
sparks from the engines (_.).
3. A. burns weeds on his own land.
Sparks from the fire are carried
into B.'s growing crop and set fire to it. A. must make compensation to
:B., unless he proves that the fire was carried by a sudden and extraordinary wind, or in some other unusual manner which he could not, by
reasonable and practicable precaution, have prevented.
4. A., a zamind_r, maintains an ancie,,t tank on his zamlnd'hri for the
benefit of agriculture.
An extraordinary
rainfall causes the tank to
burst, and the water escaped therefrom carries away a building belonging
to ]3. If A. has been diligent in maintaining the tank, and making provision against any ordinary overflow of water, A. has not wronged B. (r).
5. A. sends a palcel containing
a detonating mixture to a railway
station, to be carried as goods by the railway company, without informing
the company's servants of the nature of the contents.
While B., a servant ef the company, is handling the box for the purpose of dispatching
it by train, and with care sufficient for the safe and proper handling of
ordinary goods, the contents explode and injure B. There is nothing to
show the specific cause of the explosion.
A. has wronged B. The explosion also damages a cart of C.'s. which has brought other goods to be
dispatched by train.
A. has, but the company has not, wronged C. (s).
6. A., having left a loaded gun in his house, sends B, a young person
inexperienced in handling firearms, to fetch it. A. tells B. that the gun
is loaded, and directs him to handle it carefully.
B. fetches the gun, and
on his way back points it in sport at C. The gun goes off, and wounds
C. A. has wronged C. (t).
(q) See ]raughanv. TaffVale_R. Co.,
5 1=[.& _. 679 ; .Fremantle v. _5. _
-hr. D_. -_. Co., 10 C. B. N. S. 89.
Such a case as Jones v. Festzniog __.
Co.,L.R.
3 Q. B. 733, where the
use of locomotive engines not being
especially authorized,
it was held
that the company used them at its
peril, could, I suppose,
hardly
o(_ur in British India.
If it did,
and if the clause now submitted
had become law, the decision would
be the other way, unless Act IV.
of 1879, s. 4, implies that using
locomotives without
the sanction
of the Governor Generalin Council
is absolutely tmlawful.
As to the
u*e of fire for agricultural purposes,
such as burning weeds, see Tubberr_l v. Stamp, 1 Salk. 13, and 1 Ld.
Raym. ; and D. 9. 2, ad 1. Aquil.
80, § 3.
(r) .Madras 22. Cb. v. Za_,i_,d_ir of

Cam,atenagaram, :L. R. 1 Ind. App.
364.
(._) Zyelt v. Gangs .Dai, I. L.R.
1 All. 60; cp..Farrant
v..Barnes_
11C. B.N.S.
553. ][t is for the
plaintiff to prove want of notice ;
see B'_ll_a;na v. .East I_¢d_a Co._ 3
East at p. 199, where a somewhat
artificial reasonisgiven.
]It seems
enough to say that the want of
notice is an essential part of the
plaintiff's case ; the duty is, not to
abbtain from sending dangerous
goods, but to give sufficient warning if you do.
As to the nonliability
of a person innocently
dealing with dangerous
things of
whose true character he has not
notice, see The _Stro-Glycerzne Case,
Sup. Ct. U. S., 15 Wall. 525.
(t) /)zx0n v..Bell, 5 M. & S. 198,
and Bigelow L. C. 568, which goes
even further.
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7. A. is a dealer in drugs.
By the negligence of A.'s servant
extract of belladonna is labelled as extract of dandelion, and sold
behalf to B., a retail druggist.
B., in good faith, resells part
extract of dandelion to C., a customer, who by taking it is made
ously ill. A. has wronged C. (u).

Liability
O_ ooeu-

piersof

property.

69.

a jar of
on A.'s
of it as
danger°

(1) A person possessed of--

(a) any immoveablc property :
(b) any building or structure intended for human occupation or use :
(e) any carriage or vessel intended for the conveyance
of human beings, or of goods which are to be
handled in that carriage or vessel (x) :
is in this and the next following section called an occupier.
(2) An occupier must keep the property occupied by h_m
in reasonably safe condition and repair as regards(a) persons using that property as of right :
(b) persons being or passing near that property as of
right :
and is liable as for negllgenoe to any such person who is
injured by want of such condition and repair (y).
(3) A person who has delivered out of his possession to
be employed for the purposes of his business any such
carriage or vessel as in this section mentioned continues
responsible during such employment for any want of
reasonably safe condition and repair which existed at the
time of his parting with the possession.
JE:_plm_ation.--The existence of a defect which the usual
care and str{ll of competent persons could not have discovered or prevented (in this section called a latent defect)
(u) /7*or_sv. Winc_ester, 6 N.Y.
397, Bigelow L. C. 602.
See this
vase discussed p. 456, above
(:¢) See Fo,,lkes v. Metrop. /)_t.
_. Co., 5 C. P. D. 157, especlally
the judgment of Theslger L.J.
The "words now insert_l are sag-

gested by Elliot_ v. 2Tall, 16 Q. B.
D. 315.
_) Most of _e previous suthorities are collected and discussed in
Indermcur v./)ames, L. R. 1 C.P.
274 (in Ex. Ch. 2 C. P. 311).
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is not a want of reasonably safe condition and repair, but
the burden of proo_ is on the occupier to show that the
defect which caused an injury was latent.
(4) Safe condition includes careful management.
(5) Persons using property as of r_ght include-(a) servants (z) or other persons being or coming thereon
in performance of a contract with the occupier ;
(1)) persons being or coming thereon by the occupier's
invitation or with his consent on any lawful
business.
Illustration,s.
1. A. is a merchant in Bombay.
His office is approached by a passage,
forming part of the premises occupied by him, in which there is a trapdoor. At a time when the trapdoor is left open, and not properly guarded
or lighted, B., a customer of A.. comes to the office on business, and falls
through the trapdoor and is injured.
A. has wronged B. (a).
2. /k. digs a pit on his own land close to a highway, and does not fence
it off, light the place after dark, or fake any other precaution for the
safety of persons using the highway.
B., lawfullywaiking
on the highway after dark, fails into the pit and is injured.
A. has wronged B. (b).
3. A., the owner of a road subject to rights of way, puts a heap of
building materials on the read, and leaves them at night unwatched and
unlighted.
B., a person entitled te use the road, drives along the road
after dark, his carriage runs against the heap, and his horse and carriage
are damaged.
A. has wronged B. (¢).
4. The X. Company are possessed of a dock, in which for payment from
shipowners they provide accommodation for ships, including gangways
between ships in dock and the shore, and staging for the use of workmen
employed about ships in the dock. A. is a person having lawful business on one of the ships in the dock ; to reach the ship he walks on one
of the gangways provided by the X. Company.
The X. Company's servants having placed the gangway in an unsafe imsition, it gives way
under A., and he falls into the water and is injured. The X. Company
has _rronged A. B. is a workman employed to paint a ship in the dock.
tle_(Z)]English common law authorlincline to the view that aserrant injured bythe defective state
of the place where he is employed
can hold the master liable only for
personal negligence.
I am not sure
that even the Employers' Liability
&ct ImtS him ca the same footing

as a customer) but I think he ought
to be so.
(a) Chapman v. Bothwell, E. B. &
:E. 168, 27 L. J. Q. B. 315 (treated
by the Court as a very plain case).
(b) JBarne_v. Ward, 9 C. B. 392,
19 L. J. C. P. 195.
(e) Oorby v. Hill, 4 C. B. N. S.
586) 27 L. J. C. P. 31B.
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He stands for that purpose on a staging provided by the X. Company,
which is in fac_ unfit for such use by the neghgence of the X. Company's
servants in not fitting it with ropes of proper strength.
One of the ropes
breaks, and B. falls into the dock and is hurt.
The X. Company has
wronged B. (d).
5. A. is possessed of a bridge crossing a public road.
As B. is passing along the road under the bridge, a brick falls upon _
from the
brickwork of the bridge and injures him. There is no _pecific proof of
the amount of care used in making or maintaining
the bridge.
Unless
A. proves that the fall of the brick was due to some cause consistent with
due care having been used in the maintenance
of the bridge, A. has
wronged B. (e).
6. A. is possessed of a lamp which is affixed to the wall of his house
and projects over a public street.
The fastenings of the lamp, being oat
of repair, give way, and the lamp falls on B., a foot-passenger
in the
street, and injures him. A. must make compensation to B., even if A.
has employed a person whom he reasonably believed to be competent to
keep the lamp in repair (f).

Positionof
licensees

70. Where

a person uses or comes on any property with

using pre- the occupier's permission, but not as of right, the occupier
raises,
of that property is liable for harm suffered by the firstmentioned person from a defect in the condition or repair
of that proper_y only if the defect is such as to constitute
to the knowledge of the occupier a danger not discoverable
by a person using ordinary

care (g).

(d) Smith v. Londo_24"St. Katharine 1)oc'ks C0., L. R. 3 C.P. 326.
C'f. AWra_wts
v. Cocl,'rell_L. R. 5 Q.B.
501 (Ex. Ch ), where, however, the
duty was also put on the ground of
contract ; lteaven v. t)e_der, 11 Q.
B. Die. 503.
(e) Ix'ear_eg v. L. 12. _. S. C..R.
Co., Ex. Ch. L. R. 6 Q. B. 759 ;
ep. 12yrne v..Beadle, 2 H. & C. 722,
33L.J. Ex. 13, andinBigelowL.
C.,
where it is said that " it is the duty
of persons who keep barrels in a
warehouse to take care that they
do not roll out," and there was no
positive evidence that the barrel
was being handled by servants of
the defendant, or being handled
carelessly,
(.)') Tarry v. Ashton, 1 Q. B.D.
314.
(g) It is rather difficult to say in

what respect, if any, a "bare licensee" is bette.r off thanatrespasser,
except that he might, once know°
ing the occupier to allow his presenee, be entitled to regard as
_' invitation" this or that indication
which could not be presumed to be
meant for trespassers.
And the
position of a visitor or guest (in the
ordinary sense, not a paying guest
at an inn) is not quite clear.
It
does not seem needtul, however, to
enter on these questions.
The case
usually cited for the relation of &
host and
(grataitons)
guest is
8outheotev. Stanley, 1 H. & N. 247,
25 L. J. :Ex. 339, which, however,
is not altogether satisfactory.
The
line of reasoning seems to be thata
guest voluntarily puts himself in
the same plight as a member of the
family,
and as such must take
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Illustrations.
1. A. is possessed
of land on which
there
is an open stone quarry.
There is no right
of way over the land, but people
habitually
pass and
repass
over it without
interference
from A.
B., crossing
the land after
dark, falls into the quarry
and is hurt.
A. has not wronged
B. (t_).
2. A.

is possessed
to

use

of

permits

B.

a

danger

of approaching

a yard

path
the

it for

machinery

ordinary
care, A. is not under
fenced or guarded (i).
3. A. is driving

in which

across

is in motion,
convenience.

is apparent

any duty toward_
offers

to

B. to have

B. a seat in it.

and
If

a person

the

using

the machinery
B. enters

the
of
to

condition,

and

own

carriage,
and shortly
afterwards
the carriage
is upset by the breaking
a bolt, and ]3. is thrown
out and hurt.
Unless A. knew the carriage
be in an unsafe

his carriage,

machinery
B.'s

A. has not wronged

B. (k).

CrrxPT_a IX.
OF DAMAGesFOR Cmn WROSGS(1).
71. A person who has been wronged is entitled to recover cf_reasure
damafrom the wrongdoer as damages such a sum as in the ges in
judgment of the Court will fairly compensate him for the general.
harm or loss he has sustained.
79.. Vv*herespecific property has been wrongffullydealt Damages
for injury
with, the Court may award damages equivalent to the to s_ma
extent to which the value of that property is diminished, property.
but is not bound to award as compensation the cost of
replacing the property in its former condition.
things
as he finds them.
It is also
attempted
to bring this under
the
same principle
as the doctrine
of

736. 31 L J. _x.
201. a rather
strong
case, but for that very teason a good illustration.

*' common
then of
in
great
favouremployment,"
with
the Court
Exchequer.
[See p. 471 above.]
(h) Maunsell v. 6myth,
7 C. B. lff.
S. 731, 29 L. J. C. P. 203.
(i) .Boleh v. 8m*tlh 7 H. & N.

p.(_) . M,_att
v. 21ateman,
L. R. 3
115.
(l) These clauses on damages
are
a mere sketch : but it may be a
question
whether
anything
more
elaborate is desirable.
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Illu, trati_.
A. wrongfully digs out and carries away a quantity of earth from Z.gs
land. Z. must make compensation to A., but &. cannot claim to fix the
damages by wha_ would be the cost of replacing the earth dug out (m).
Aggravation or

73.

mitigation

have

of damges.

either

In

awarding

regard
or both

_

the

damages

{or wrongs

knowledge,

parties,

and

intention,
may

increase

the

Court

and

conduct

or

diminish

may
of
the

amount of its award accordingly.
Illustrations.
1. A. has defamed Z. #_. may show in mitigation of damages tha_
when he made the defamatory
statement he believed on reasonable
grounds that it was true.
2. A. has negligently pulled down a building on his own land to the
damage of Z.'s adjacent land. Z. may show in aggravation of damages
that A. wished to disturb Z. in his occupation and pm'posely caused the
work to be done in a reckless manner (n).
(m) 1Vhitham v. _ershaw,
B. I)iv. 613.

16 Q.

(n) Emblen v. M_ers, 6 H. & _,.
54, 30 I_. J. Ex. 71,
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THE SCHEDULE.
.Acts

year and Chapter.
XII. of 1855 ....

XIII.

XVIIL

of 1855 ....

of 1855 ..

XV. of 1877

....

o.t"the

Governor

General

in Council.

Title orShort Title.
Extent of Repeal.
An Act to enable execu- The whole as regards
tors, administrators, or I causes of action within
representatives
to sue I this Act.
and be sued for certain]
wrongs.
I
An Act to provide corn- t Thelike.
pensation to families for /
loss occasioned by the
death of a person caused
by actionable wrong.
An Act for the protection
of judicial officers.

The ll]_e.

The
Indian
Act, 1877.

The descriptions of suits
numbered
respectively
20, 21, and 33 in the
Second Schedule are to
be read, as regards causes
of action within this Act,
as if "the CivilWrongs
Act, 18 ," were substituted for the references
to Acts XII. and XIII.
of 1855, inthose descriptions respectively
contained.

L_mltation

INDEX.
**°The

it_dic letters refer to foot-notes;

thus 438 8means

notes

on

page 438.

A.BAT_I_Z:NT

:

of nuisance, 376.
whether applicable to nuisance by omission, 378.
unnecessary damage must be avoided in, 378.
ancient process for, 379.
difficulty of, no excuse, 385 8qq.
ACCrDENT:
inevitable, damage caused by, 121.
inevitable, 121--135.
American law as to, 122, 124, 125--128.
inevitable, ]_nglish authorities as to, 129.
inevitable, eases of, distinguished
from those of voluntary risk, 151.
liability for, in special eases, 438.
non-liabillty for, in special cases, 444.
non-liability for, in performance of duty, 446.
negligence when presumed from, 448.
AcT oF GOD: non-llability
,AG_ OF PXnT:rA"_I_Z

for, 444.

:

remedy under, when exclusive, 181.
damage must be within mischief of, 182.
Ac_o_:
forms of, 2, 13, 14.
causes of, in contract or tor_, 3, 5.
on the case, 13, 14.
convicted felnns and alien enemies cannot have, 49.
personal, effect of a party's death on, 55.
survival of cause of personal, exception in early English law, 56.
for injury per quod servitium amisit, 57, 210, 212.
for injury _er quod consortium am*sit, 210.
for wrongs to property, when it survives for or against executors,
69.
cause of, under Lord Campbell's Act, 61.
against viceroy or colonial governor, 101.
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Ac_o_--eantlnued.
right of, for damage in execution of authorized
cause of, when it arises, 171.
single or severable, 177.
against
183.

works, 118, 120.

for breach of statutory duty, 180.
joint wrong-doers, exhausted by judgment

against

any

when wrong amounts to felony, 185.
local or transitory, 189.
malicious bringing of, whether it can be a tort, 289.
early theory of causes of, 475.
on the case, development of, 476.
causes of, their modern classificatioD, 477.
form of, duty not varied by, 482, 486.
concurrent causes of, in contract and tort, 478.
concurrent causes of, against different parties, 490.
history of forms of, 515.
real, when abolished, 2.
form of writ of right, 13.
replaced by action of ejectment, 166 a.
AcTs : voluntary,

liability for accidental consequences

of, 124, 127, 132.

Ao_s oF S_XTE, 99.
AD_aAT._
A6_v

: rule of, where both ships in fault, 428.

:
implied warranty of authority by, 58/_.
liability of principal for authorized or ratified acts of, 69.
when entitled to indemnity, 184.
liability of ]person asellm_g authority as, 272.
misrepresentations by, 280.
false representations made by or through, 280, 281.
how far corporation can be liable for deceit of, 282.
implied warranty of authority of, 489.

Ao_m_u_

: unlawful,

cause of action connected with, 164.

AI_ : no specific right to access of, 372.
AT,T_WE_F_Z : cannot sue, 49.
A_D_WT
AIhr_-_TCAN

: of sta_ment

of claim to increase damages _l_med,

LAW :

as to liability of corporations, 53 t.
as to want of ordinary care, 40 f.
gives compensation for damage by death, 64.
as to liability of master for acts of servant, 70.
doctrine of a common employment in, 90.

173J.
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LAW--continued.

J_CA_

employers' liability in, 96.
as to judicial acts, corresponds with English, 106.
as to inevitable accident being no ground of liability,
as to deceit, 265.
on accidents during Sunday travelling, 164.
as to conspiracy not being cause of action, 294.
as to negligence, 395, 399 b, 411 p, 427.
as to contributory negligence, 12, 427 u, 433,436.
as to slander of title, 284.
as to malicious wrongs, 294.
as to waste, 313, 314 t.
Lumley v. Gye followed in, 502.
as to parol licences, 341.
as to causing breach of contract, 503 a.
as to rights of receiver of telegram, 504.

122 sq_.

A2_rvAT._:
lrilllng of, in defence of property, 159 z, a.
trespasses by, 159, 160.
mischievous, responsibility for, 450.
ARBr_A_O_ : how death of party before
55.

award al_eefs cause of action,

A__Brrm_To_: not liable for errors in judgment,
A_ST

106.

: when justified, 204.
And see I_P_Z_oIv_rr.

_A_SPORTA_ION :

_07,

310.

_ASSA_T:
when not justified by consent, 146.
acts for benefit of person who cannot consent, 157.
what is, 197.
acts not amounting to, 199.
words cannot be, 200.
justitieation by consent, 200.
self-defence, 158, 201.
when action barred by summary
Assm_ : following

process, 202.

property or its value into wrong-doer's,

A_u-_es_ :
action of, its relation to negligence, 391.
development of, from general action on the ease, 479.
implied, where tortwaived, 488.
Av_oE

: geaeral, law of, 157.

65.
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BArr_EE:
justifioatien of, iu re-delivery to bailer, 323.
interpleader by, 324.
excessive acts of, when conversion, 324.
liable to action of trespass for abasing subject-matter
at will, 332.

of bailment

bailment over by, 333.
BALL00._: trespass

by, 3_ u, 308.

BANKRUPTCY
:
no duty to prosecute upon trustee in, 187.
debt discharged by, in American law, 192.
imputation of, to tradesman, actionable, 228.
malicious proceedings in, 290.
BAR.TEE

:

revising, powers of, 104.
slander of, 227.
.d_d s_ COUICSRr_
BA_mZY: what is, 196.
._nd set ASSAULT.
BRF_Xm_ DOORS: when justified,

345.

Bv_r_Dm_S :
duty of keeping in safe condition, 459.
falling into street, 468.
occupiers of, duty of, to passers by, 467.
BUSINESS:
slauder on, injunction to restrain, 179.
slander of a man in the way of his, 227 s_.
words indirectly causing damage in_ 229.

CAn_s's_.cT(LORD)
: 380f.
C_PBELL'S ACT(LORD), 6 & 7 Vie%. e. 96 :
as to pleading apology, &e., in acLion for defamation,
CAMPBELL'S
ACT (LORD), 9 & l0 Vie_. e. 93 :
wh_t relatives may recover under, 61 L
claim under, does not lie in Admiralty jarisdietlon,
construotion of, 62.
what damages may be recovered under, 63.
cause of action under, nat cumulative, 6_.
C_Ar. : escape of water from, 446.
C_A_rr:

personal, with respect to tor_s, 48 8_f.

254.

61 t.

INDEX.
C_Jia_

: responsibilities
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of owner of, 464, 466, 474.

: common, duty of, 481,492.

C_ : action on the, development
CA_rL_ :

of, 476.

trespass by, 309.
liability for trespass by, 449.
bitten by dog, no seio_ter need be proved, 451.
right of owners of, to safe condition of market-place,
CAus_ :

465.

immediate or proximate, 26, 28, 36.
reasonable and probable, for imprisonment,
207.
proximate, in law of negligence, 412, 417, 420 sqq.
of action.
_ve icTio_.
CAm_o_ : consummate, required with dangerous
.And see N_OLIOm_CE.
Cn_r._p.m_: when deprived
parent, &c, 425.
Crv_ P_o_I_GS
C_GY_A._

of remedy

: malicious bringing

: complaint to, regarding

by

instrument,

contributory

of, whether
curate,

45.

negligence

of

a tort, 289.

248.

Cr.UB
:
quasl-judiclal power of committee, 110.
eases on expulsion from, 111 s, t.
chance of being elected to, no subject of legal loss, 224.
CODn_CA_ON : of law of civil wrongs in India, 536.
CoIz_GE: quasl-judicial

powers of, l 10.

Co'r,r:r_ol¢: between ships, 428.
.dud sea _ff_t_r_G_C_, l_wxY.

_._......._

COI_NIA._Gov-e_zcr

: liable for management

Cor.o_-I_ L_oIsr_

: control of, over its own members,

of public harbour, 54.
109 _v.

CoI_mr : governor of, liable in courts of colony for debt, 102.
Co_

: rule of, as to suits affecting

foreign sovereigns and states, 103.

CO_v_rT :
fair, nat actionable, 236.
what is open to, 238.
Comto_ : no distress by commoners inter se, 849.
*CovwroN _arpr_o_
:"
'the doctrine of_ 90.
_hat is, 91.
relative rank of servants immaterial, 92.
no defence for master under Employers' :Liability Act, 624 n.
p.

RR
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Co_mo_" RIO_TS : ;mmu_nityin exercise of, 135.
Co'_,,rm¢_
:
any one can sue for injury, 371.
may pull down house on common after notice, 376.
may pull down fence without notice, 377.
CO_C_T_O_
CoxP_

: what is privileged,

246 sqf.

:
fraud of dlrectors, 86.
remedy of shareholder against, for fraud, 86.
removal of director, IIIs.
false statements in prospects
of, 26l, 274.
representations in prospectus of, 277.
malicious procoedings to wind up, 290.

CO_S_TIO_

: statutory,

for damage done by authorized works, 116.

CoMP_x_loN •
in business or trade, no wrong, 135, 138.
as to malice in connection with, where acts lawful,

143 z, a.

combination in trade _o exclusion of, may not be wrong, 296.
CO_S_T : effect of, in justifying
.._nd seeI_cJ_C_.

force, 145, 150.

CoNsE_rr_ccms :
liability for, 26.
near or remote, 27, 32, 46.
"natural and probable,"
28, 31, 36, 40, 227.
liability of wilful wreng-dcex for, 31, 43.
supposed limitation of liabillty to "legal and natural,"
CoNm,x_cx :
whether a substantive wrong, 292.
how far trade combination to exclusion

500.

of o_her traders is a_ 296.

CO_S_BLE :
must Dreduoe warrant, 107.
is liable for mistake of fact, 108.
statutory protection of, 107, 194.
powers of, to arrest on suspicion, 204.
protection of, in cases of forcible entry, $48.
" CONSU_mLTECARE: "
cannot always avoid accident,
requirement of, 128.
C01_AGXO'OB
D_A_
Co_a_

:_imputation

121.

of, 226.

:
actions of, as opposed to tort_ 2, 5, 15.
right of action upon, not extended by oImn_ug

form, 49.

INDEX.
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Co_--eontinued.
law of, complicated with that of tort in province of deceit, 257.
malicious interference with, 295, 499.
effect of, on title to property, 300.
overlaps with tort in law of negligence, 391.
effect of, on negligence, 399.
relations of, to tort, 475 *_q.
negligence in performing, how far a tor_, 481_ 482.
breach of duty founded on, 483.
rights arising from, not affected by suing in case, 484.
where aetton of tort lies notwithstanding
existence of doubt as to,
486.
imp]leA in law, as alternative of tort, 488.
with one party, compatible with actionable breach of duty in same
matter by another, 490.
breach of, whether third par_y can sue for an act wt_ioh is, 493.
with servant, effect of, on master's fights, 493.
stranger to, cannot sue for damage consequential on more breach
of, 496.
breach of, concurring wi_h 4ellct in Romanlaw, 497.
causing breach of, under what conditions a _rt, 498.
existence or non-existence of, as affecting position of third parties,
508.
measure of damages in, as compared wiLtx tort, 510.
to marry, exceptional features of, 512.
Cozers&cTo_z:
independent,
independent,

responsibiliLy of occupier for acts and defaults
duties extending to acts of, 464 g, 470.

COmXBV_X0x : between wrong-doers,

of, 459.

183.

Comm_mx_oRY lqxQx_6_cm :
not punishable as a positive wrong, 163.
plaintiff is not bound to negative, 399.
what it is, 412.
proper direction to jury, 413.
rule of, founded in public utility, 414.
true ground of, "proximate
" or "decisive"
423.

eause_ 417, 420, 421,

sel_-creat_d disability to avoid consequences of another's negli.
genoe, 418,
illustrations,
419.
as to damages in cases of, 420, 421.
of _rcl persons, effect of, 422, 424, 500.
negligent acts simultaneous or successive, 421.
doekrine of _identdlcation"
now not law, 422, 427.
_tidents
to children incustody ofadult or unattended, 425.
RR2
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CONTB._U'_ay NEGI,IG_C'_ --c_zt_n_d.
unknown in Admiralty jurisdiction, 428.
separation of law and fact in Unitocl States, 435.
in Roman law, 533.
/l_d se_NECJr.TG_CE.
Colv_sxoN :
what is, 316.
distinguished from injury to reversionary intorest_ 317.
meaning of, extended, 317.
acts in good faith may be_ 318.
refusal as evidence of, 319.
mere claim of title or collateral breach of contract is not, 320.
_u. as to dealings under apparent authority,
by bailees, 323.

321.

distiuetion between varieties of, and eases of injury without
version, 327.
by estoppol, 327.
CO_rWcT: cannot sue, 49.
CoPr_a_rT : principle of slander of title extended to, 287.
CO3_3_I_EON:
liabilit 7 of, for wrongs, 53.
responslbility for pedormancc of public duties, 53.
liable for trespass, 53 t.
may be liable for fraud, &e., of its agents, 85_v, 86.
liability of, for fraud of agent, 282.
whether action for malicious prosecu_on will lle against, 289.
cannotcommit m_-tenanoe, s_mb/e, 298.
Costs:
rolatioR of, to damages, 170 l.
present procedure as to, 170 _.
presumed to be indemnity to successful defendant,

289.

: immunity of words spoken by, 242.
Cou_r_ Co_c_

: llccnsing sessions of, 242.

Cougar Colr_T : _atutory
Cou_rz Cou_

Ju_ol:

distinction of actions in, 484, 522.

powers of, 105.

Co_:
In'iviloge of sta_eanent_ made in, 242.
control of, overjury, 253.
Co_

_ro J_:
fanctlons of, in eases of negligence, 396, 397. "
usual and properdirectlon
as tocontributory negligence_ 418.

con-
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COUaT-?_fA
_TIAL:
protection of members of, 106.
whether action lies for bringing
cause, 108.
Cm_

: oral imputation

one before,

without

probable

of, when actionable, 224.

CRr_WAL CO_r_,_AT_ON: former action of, 211.
Car-r_AL LAW :
attempted personal offences, 29 _.
what is _m,-ediate cause of death in, 36.
individuals bound to enforce, 107, 187 r.
forfeiture of deodand, 123.
as to self-defence, 158.
conversion necessary for larceny, 316.
distinction of receiving from theft in, 334.
as to asportation, 347.
proscution for public nuisance,360 _q_.
CmTIOISX: limits of allowable, 236, 238.
C_A

:
equivalence of culpu _ut_ to dolus, 256, 394.
licensor not liable to gratuitous licensee for, 474.

CUS'rO_DY
: distinguished,

from possession,

304.

CUST0_ : loss of, no right of action for, 138, 141.
CUSTo_rOP THI R_AT,_: meaning of,482,484.
CUST0_

: right of, to safe condition of buildings,

&c., 461.

I)AMA_E:
relation of, to wrongful act, 19.
for "nervous or mental shock," whether too remote, 45.
unavoidable, no action for, 117.
effect of, as regards limitation, 193.
special, in law of slander, what, 222.
special,
involves definite temporal loss, 223.
actual, unnecessary to ocustitute trespass, 307.
particular, in action for public nuisance, 361.
not when private right infringed, 371.
special, procuring breach of contract actionable only with, 498.
remoteness of, 27, 35 sqq., 500.
]_ A_c_

:
measureof,_7.
nominal, ordinary,
or exemplary
carrying costs, 170 l, _n, r.

189.
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Dx_w_AGm--eontinued.
nominal, as test of absolute right, 170.
_vhen damage glst_ of action, 171.
ordinary, measure of, 173.
exemplary, 174.
for false imprisonment, 174.
mitigated, 176.
only once given for same cause of action, 177.
for false representation, 179.
measure of, in action for inducing plaintiff by false statements to
take shares in company, 180 u.
in actions for seduction, 213.
mitigation of, by apology, in action for slander or libel, 254.
in action for trover, 319.
relation of costs to, 356.
for nuisance, 376.
to what date assessed, 380.
in cases of contributory negligence, 420, 421.
measure of, in contract and tort, 510.
for breach of promise of marriage, 176, 512.
DAmcux Sxl_E l_rtmlA, 22, 136.
D_mezB:
going to, 150.
imm_nent, duty of person
position of, one knowing,
diligence proportioned to,
concealed to bare licensee,
licensor, liable for, 474.

repelling,
163.
410.
471.

D___oxwus Tm_os : strict respousibility
455, 456.
DEA_

] 58.

in dealing

witl_ 438, 441, 461,

:
of party, effect of, on fights of action, 55.
of bnm,n baing, said to be never cause of action a_ common law,
57.

DE_

:
action of, damage must; be shown, 172.
may give innocen_ agent claim for indemnity, 184 f.
what, 256.
conditions of right te sue for, 259.
must include falsehoed in fact, 200.
knowledge of untruth or culpable ignorance, 260.
no cause of action without beth fraud and actual damage, 260.
may include misstatement of law, 262.
by garbling_ 263.

INDEX.
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statement believed by maker at the time is not,263.
ground of belief looked to as test of its reality,
264.
American law as to, 265.
effect of subsequent discovery of untrut2_, 267.
reckless assertion, 269.
breach of special duty, 269.
intention as element of, 271.
by public rel_resentations , 272.
as regards prospectus of new company, 274.
statement not relied on is not, 274.
effect of plaintiff's means of knowledge, 275.
as to reliance on ambiguous statements, 277.
effect of misrepresentation by or _hrough agent, 280--284.
action of t against falsifier of telegram, 504 s_q.
DEFA_CA_0N:
damages in action of, 170.
special damage, 172.
gross, damages for, 175.
in general, 219 s_.
spiritual, 226 t.
of one in his business, 227, 228.
in what sense "malicious,"
230.
"publication"
of, 230.
ocnstruction of words as to defamatory meaning, 233.
by repetition,
235.
exception of fair comment, 236.
justified by trut_ of matter, 239.
imrnv21it_f Of speech in Parliament, 241.
in meetings of county council, 243 n.
words used by judges and others in judicial proceed.
ings, 242.
naval and military, judicial or official proceedings, 243.
privileged communications generally, 244.
exception of "express malice," 245.
what are privileged occasions, 246.
privilege of fair reports,
248.
newspaper reports of public meetings,
And _e las_,
Sz_'Dz_.
Dz_o_

251.

:
latent, non.res_nsilz_lity
for, 466.
in structure, responsibility of oeaupier for, 468.

_Dmac'rs :
Roman law of, 16--18.
terminology

of, Austin on, 18 ,.
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INDEX.

D_rLw0-E, 13, 15, 303.
nature of writ of, 311.
DIG_T : Of Jus_Tlian,

_

te.q'_ Aquiliam,

17, 633.

And Bee Iex _Agu_l_.

DrTXGE_0_2:
liability even when utmost used, 11.
amount of, required by law, 24, 25.
general standard of, 390, 394.
inclades competent skill where required,
due, varies as apparent risk, 410.
D_CTO_S'
271.

Lz_a_rrr

D_.a_rv

: suspending

D_C_ON

395, 400.

AcT, 1890, as affecting

statu_e of limitation,

: where given by legislature
to other rights, 119.

decision

in _erry v..Peek,

193.

musk be exercised

in general, 349.
damage/easant,
349, 354, 856.
for rent, how limited, 354 a.
liability for, 855.
excess in distress damage feasant, effec_ of, 355.
Docxs : owner of, answerable for safety of appliances,

464.

Doo:
whether owner liable for mere _respass of, 450.
liability for vice of, 451.
statutory protection
against, 451 t.
DOO-SP_*_-_: authorities

on injuries by, 160 a.

DOLUS, 17, 55, 256.
Do_rcrs
D_:
Dm_,_s
D_X_

PPo Tm_eo_, 74.
duty of, 155.
: negligence
_f_

of both, 423.

: authorized

Dram : always unlawful,

restraint

of, 114.

147.

absolute, imtmssd by policy of law, 7, ]9.
rol_trion of legal to moral, 9, 11.
to one's ndghbour,
expanded in law of t_rts, 12.
Dmw:
_o one'8 neighbour, nowhere broadly s_h_d, 21.
BlX_ifio legal act,s in breach of, 23.

wlth regard
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INDEX.
I)vTY--continu_d.
of respecting property, 24.
of diligence, 24.
of warning, knowledge of risk as opposed to, 152.
statutory, remedy for breach of, 180.
breach of, in course of employment,
"F,,AS_

action for, 480.

:

disturbance of, analogous to trespass, 335.
licence cannot confer, 337, 341.
of light, 872.
El)rroR : admitting
Er_cTxo_ :

publication,

not bound to disclose actual author, 232.

to sue in contract or tort for misfeasance, 478.
doctrine of, seems not applicable when duties are distinct in substance, 495.
E_:PI_R

: when answerable

as master,72, 73.

_TLO_-_S' L_-mlr Ac% 88, 94.
text of, 523 s_.
as regards "rol_ntl nonfit ,n_uria,"

153.

"Ewrt,'hOYMEIq_
:
what is course of, 76.
_rB_r

public, of carriers and innkeepers,
:

481.

by relation, 334.
when justified, 336 s_Tf.
fresh, on trespasser, 342, 345.
to take distress, 349.
of necessity,
351.
EQuxx_ :
remediesformerlyl)ecallar
to,168.
former concurrent
jurisdiction
of,in casesofdeceit,
173.
E_ao_ : clerical, responsibility

for,228, 508.

EsTOrl_r_ : if no contract or breach of specific duty, statomen_s to be made
good only on ground of fraud or, 270.
Ev_-_cR :
of malice, 253.
of conversion, 317.
of negligence, 393.
question whether there is _ny for eour_ : inference from admitted
evidence for jury, 397.
of contributory negligence, 414.
_oN

: of process,
justification

of trespass in, 342.
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INDEX.

I_.T_UTO_8 :
statutory rights of action by, for wrongs to tesbator's property, 59.
liability of, for wrongs of testator, 60.
to restore property or its value, 06.
whether not bound to prosecute for felony before bringing civil
action, 187.
cannot sue for personal injuries to testator, even on a con/_ract, 613
"F,,XPLOSIV'ES
:
]iab_ty
_biffty

for _rnp_r
for _n_g

dealing _,
125, 464.
without horace,456.

F_c_ons ACTS:
vanity
of dealings under, 301.
good title acquired under, 509.
F_c_.Es
1_

: ordinary use of, presumed,

410.

I_P_SO_
:
what is, 202.
distinguished from malicious prosecution,
1)roeeeutor or officer auswe_ble

205.

for, 206.

]_KL01rr
:
"merger"
of trespass in, 185.
arrest for, justification of, 204.
imputation of, when libellous, 224, 226, 241.
_NC_ :
when trespass _or defective, 350.
f_11"i'r,g
in neighbour's
land, 444.
FmmY:
refusal to carry passengers by, 319.
franchise of, 330 c.
nuisance to, 375.
I_:

in tresI_ems under old law, 3.

as jusbificatlon for trespass, 351.
negligence as to, 394.
escape of, from railway engines, 408.
safe keeping of, 462.
responsibility for carrying, 453.

accidents with, 127.
eousummate caution required in de_llng wit_
Foo'_

464.

: diversion of, creates duty to warn passengers,

467.

INDEX.
l_oz_mz_F_x
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:

statutes against, 343.
with good title, whether civilly wrongful,
rOX-B_'TI_G:
_oE

(law of) :
Conseil d'i_.tat inquires into "acts
rule of, of five years' prescription,

FRANC_S_ : malicious interference
F_UD

345.

trespass in, not justified, 353.
of state,"
191.

104.

with exercise of, 297.

:
of agent or servant, 85.
of partners, 87.
compensation for, in equity, formerly by way of restitution, 179.
concealed, effect of, on period of limitation, 194.
equitable jurisdiction founded on, 256.
' ' constructive," 258.
"legal,"
259, 266.
negligence however great does not of itself constitute, 266.
of agents, 259.
relatiou of, to infringement of trade-marks, &e., 287.
effect of, on transfer of property or possession, 300, 301.

F_OST: damage brought abou_ by extraordinary,

41.

Gas : escape of, 456.
GooDw£_ : protection of privileges
Gov_tNo_ : colonial, actions against,

analogous to, 287.
102.

distinguished from licence, 338.
but may be inseparably oounected with licence, 338.
distinction of licence from, as regards strangers, 341.
GIyA_A_f : misrepresentations
Gu-_s_ : gratuitous,
_GKW£Y

amounting

to, 278.

is mere licensee in law, 473.

:

justification for deviating
nuisances by obstruction
cattle straying off, 449.
traction oz steam engine
rights of persons using,
467,469.

in]urles
caused
by,40.
trespass

by, 449.

from, 350.
of, 360, 361, 362, 371.
on, 453.
to safe condition

of adjaoent proper_,
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I_DEX.

_BAND

_

_rXFS :

actions by and against, 51.
action of personal tort between, does not lie, 52.
husband may not now beat wife, 113 a.
action for taking or enticing away wife, 208, 210.
assault or erim. con., 211.
loss of consortium between, is special damage, 224.
libel on husband by lc%_erto wife, 232.
" IDm'W'n_C_TIO_: " exploded
428.
I_P1_SO_

doctrine

of, in cases of negligence,

: does not affect period of limitation,

IM_RIS0_M]rm_,I_I_E :
damages for, 175.
justified by local act of indemnity, 188.
definition of, 202.
on mistaken charge, followed by remand,
what is reasonable cause for, 207.
I_C0m_0_EaL RIGH'rS : of property,
I_E_rrY

422,

193:m

206

violation of, 335.

:

claim to, of agent who has acted in good faith, 184.
colonial Act of, 188.
,'Im_mem_m_._.T C0_rT_CTO_ : " 67, 68, 72.
IND,,

BRrl_r :
dealings of East India Company with native states, 100.
protection of executive and judicial officers in, 108 l, 109.

INDIAN CIVIL W_ONGS BILL: draft of, 536.
I_rF_r_ :
cannot be made liabJe on contract by changing form of action, 48.
liability of, for torts, 48.
liable for substantive wrong though occasioned by contract, 49.
cannot take advantage of his own fraud, 50.
whether liability limited to wrongs contra 1)_m, 53.
not made liable on contract by suing in form of tort, 483.
INJ_NC_0N :
jurisdiction to grant, 178.
interlocutory,
179, 179 s, 381 i.
to restrain continuing trespass, 858.
to restrain nuisance, 376, 381.
mandatory, 381 i.
on what principles granted, 381, 382.
not refused on ground of _ulty
of removing nuisance, 885.
under C. L. P. Acts, 166 b.

INDEX.
INm_a
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:
selling goods of guest, 325 _.
cannot dispute entry of gues_, 354.
duty of, 481.

Imps or Coat

: quasi-judicial

powers of, 110.

Im_rmv_

: meaning and necessity of, 233.

I_STRU_,

D_GE_O_rS : responsibility

of person using, 45, 437, 459.

INBVa_C_ :
construction of policy of, excepf2ng obvious risk, 155.
effect of, on necessity of salvage work, 167 s.
duty in nature of, 20, 443.
Im_m_o_

:

not material in trespass, 9, 12.
general relation of, to liability, 28, 29.
inference or presumption of, 3 I.

of servants and tenants, 217.
when "picketing " becomes, 217 g.
I_vr_A_o_

: rights of persons coming on another's property by, 460 _q.

" ImrrrA_oN TOAI_Ga_"
I_r_ATCD: Lord-Lieutenant

JUDGE

cases, 402.
exerapt from actions in, for official acts, 102.

:

protection of, in exercise of office, 104.
of inferior court must show jurisdiction, 104.
notliable for laten_ want of jurisdiction, 105.
allegation of malice will not support action against,
must grant _a/_
corpus even in vacation, 100.
could not refuse to seal bill of exceptions, 106.
J_:

105.

against one of several wrong-doers, effect of, 188.

JUDxox_ Aars :
of persons not judges, _mmunlty for, 106.
dls_ing-_*h_l from m_n_ial_
205, 206.
l?rot_tion of, 241.
Ju'DXCX.t.r,
l:_ovz,_n_:
Ju'_ct'_

R_ov&

reI)orts of, 249.
428_
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INDEX.

J_zo'_oz_

:

to grant injune_ous,
local limits of, 187.
J_Y.

_

Jvs T_

Cov_

_

: ca_ot
o_ _

Jus_c_

178.

Jv_Y.
justify trespass or conversion,

P_e_

330.

:

limitation of actions against, 194.
memorial as to conduct of, 248 a.
Juffz'l_'&_ATIOIq

AND

EXCUSE

:

general grounds of, 97 sqq.
of defamatory statement by truth, 239.
by licence, 336.
by authority of law, 342.
for re-entry on land, 343, 345.
for retaking goods, 346.
under legal process, 348.
for taking distress, 349.
determination of_ 355.

L_ov_v.Rs_
I_v

S_x=u.r= oF : action under, 212, 216.

:
acts done in natural user of, not wrongful,
artificial works, on, 140 x.

LXNDLO_UX_V T_s_

138.

:

questions of waste between, 315.
whlch liable for nuisances, 887.
I_L_.,-_o_s:
duty of, as to escape of dangerous or noxious t_ngs,
adjacent, duties of, 467.

439, 443.

T.A_Cm_ : when trespass becomes, 346.
I_r:

misrepresentation

of, 362.

T._,vm _a_vLxcm_oE:
defence of, 145 sqq.
as justification for assault, 200.
Izms_

: for years holding over, no trospasser_ 853.

L_cr A_
:
rules of liability under, compared with English law_ 124 a.
Digest on, compared with English law, 178 L
Roman law of, liability under, 473 t, 497 _, 533.

INDEX.
Lwr Fern : regard to, in English
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courts, 189, 191.

Ln3_r. :
damages for t_spass on plaintiff's paper, where no libel for want
o5 publication, 176.
injunction to restrain publication 05, 178.
slander distinguished from, 219.
what is primafae_e libellous, 221.
what is publication, 230.
construction of, 233.
fair comment is not, 236.
Law of Libel Amendment A.e_, 1888..251.
xfnd ace DEF_TIO_.
Lxc_mcs :
to apply bodily force, 146.
to do bodily harm, good only with just cause, 146.
obtained by fraud, void, 149.
what, 336.
revocable unless coupled with interest, 337.
may be annexed by law to grant, 338.
revocation of executed, having permanent results, 339.
how given or revoked, 341.
interest by way of equitable estoppol arising from, 341.
not assignable, 341.
does not confer rights in rein, 341.
I._c_mz_

:

rights of, in use of way, 468.
what ri_ks he must take, 471.
T,'r_.'_"
: distinguished
Lte_

from conversion, 325.

:
obstruction o5, 372.
nature of the right to, 372.
what mounts to disturbance of, 373.
the supposed rule as to angle o3 45 °. .374.
effect of a]tering or e_l_ging
window, 374.

T ,V_PPATXON

-"

statute of, 48, 192.
effect of foreign law of, 190.
exception of concealed fraud, 194.
where damage gist of action, 193.
text o5 statutes of, 530.
LOnA,._eY: Of wrongful acts, wlien material,
L_S.tTZC : authorized restraint of, 113.

188.
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INDEX.

_ArWI_CE

: actions _or, 298.

Maz._ Pac_gBrrA : no longer different in result from male in se, 23.
MAr.rCE

•

cases on, in connexion with compe_itlon in business, 143 z, a.
ambiguity of the word, 143 z.
effect of, in exercise of common righ_ 144.
"implied,"
meaning of, 230.
express, in communication on privileged occasions, 245.
evidence of, 252.
essential in slander of title, 284.
procuring breach of contract actionable only with, 501.
', M'AT.TCE
_ FACT : " 54, 245, 253.
MAT.IOIOUS
HINDRANCE: by combination
MATZelOUSI_J_IES
_'xr,lcious

: by interference

in trade, 294.

with lawflll occupation,

&c., 295.

PROSECUTION
:

distinguished from false imprisonment, 205.
whether action for, lies against corporation, 289.
action for, for prosecuting action in name of third person, 291.
MAW_A_US : 166 h.
1WAU_T : franchise of, 336 _.
MAa_'ZT OVERT: title acquired in, 301, 509.
MAut_-Pr_cz

: duty of person controlling structures in, 464.

MARRIAGE: breach of promise of, 177, 512.
MA_ura_ _'OMAI_:
damages and costs recovered against,
can now sue and be sued alone, 51.

how payable, 51.

whether liability at common law limited to wrongs eontra pacem, 53.
M_Rurm_ WOXEN'8 P_PRRTY AcT :
effec_
o_,4.
right of action under, how limited, 51 k.

masterresponsible
ferservant's
negRge_ee, 29.
whether master ca_ have action fer loss of service when servant is
_dlled by the injury, 57.
liability of master for acts and defaults

rule as to liabilityof master,70.
reason of, 70.
teml_rary transfer of esrviOS, 74.
execution of specific orders, 76.

o_ servants,

67 _q.

INDEX.
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Mamm_ am) SE_vAxer---eontinued.
liability of master for servant's excessive ac_s, 80.
wifful wrongs, 84.
fraud, 85.
forgery, 85 q.
injuries to servant by fellow servant, 88.
master must choose proper servants, 92.
furnish suitable materials, 92.
defence of servant by master, 158 x.
action for beating servant, 210, 216.
enticing away, 212.
doctrine of constructive service, 216.
menacing servants, 217.
master giving character, 246.
warning by master to fellow-servants privileged, 247.
as passengers by railway, 487.
whether master can sue for loss of service by a breach of contract
with servant, 492.
.And see Sm_vx.wr.
MAY_8 :
imperitia culpae adnumeratur, 25.
in inre non remora causa seal proxima spectatur, 26.
a man is presumed to intend the natural consequences
80.

of his acts,

actio personalis moritur cum persona, 55 sqq.
qul facit per alium facit per se, 70.
respondeat superior, 70.
sic utere tuo ut ahenum non lacdas, 98, 115.
nullus videtur dolo facere qui suo lure utitur, 115 e.
volenti non fit inlurla, 145, 150, 153.
culpa lata dolo aequiparatur, 258.
adversus extranecs vitiosa possessio prodcsse solct, 330.
res ipsa loquitur, 469.
_/[_e_-_

EDUCA_ON: General
medical practitioners,

M'_rmG : public, newspaper
_Acs

:
when actionable,
to servant, 217.

Mm_r,r. o_ l_avovs

Council of, powers
110.
reports of, 251.

202.

SHoc_ : damages for, whether

Mrr.w_y

COV_T: privilege of, 243.

Mnv_a

: of Baptist

p,

of, over registered

too remote, 46.

chapel, removal of, 111 t.
8 S
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IND..

Mm_a_Rm_qmA_ON :
of fact or law, 202.
by omission, 263.
by reckless assertion, 269.
by breach of special duty of disclosure, q_. whether deceit, 269.
not deceit, in the absence of fraud or positive duty to disclose, 270.
reliance of plaintiff on defendant, 274.
construction of ambiguous statement, 277.
amounting to promise or guaranty, 260, 278.
intention to harm by the, not necessary condition of liability, 271.
,S'ee D/_CEIT.
_[ISTAKE:
does not excnse interference with property,
of sheriff, in taking goods, 348.

10.

T_ORTGA(_OR
:
may be guilty of conversion, 326.
forcible entry of, upon mortgagee in possession, 344.
MOTIVE:
whether material in exercise of rights, 143, 144.
considered in aggravation or reduction of damages,
when material part of cause of action, 501.

1?7.

1%_X :
no exclusive right to use of, 145.
of house, no exclusive right to, 287.
NATURALJUSTICE: must be observed in exercise of quasi-judicial
111.
" NA_RAL US_:

" of property,

non-liability

powers,

for, 441.

I_AVIGATI
ON:
negligence in, 39, 430.
requirements of, as limiting

statutory powers, 118.

NEcmssrrz:

I_E

as excuse for unskilled person, 25.
as just2fiea_ion generally, 157.
"compulsive,"
161.
destruction of property justified by, 157.
trespasses justified by, 851.
NCE :
liability for, 10.
equivalent to _l_
17.
liability :for, depends on probability of consequenec, 36.
contributory, 131 L
question of, excluded when a risk is voluntarily taken, 151.
knowledge of risk opposed to duty of warning, 152.

I_DEX.
l_IaG_cs-..eon
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tinued.

aggravated by recklessness, 176.
however great, does not of itself constitute fraud, 266.
as ground of action against servant for conversion, 323f.
general notion of, 389.
coneurrence of liability ex contractu and e_ d_livto, 391.
Aldersen's defiILiti0n of, 392.
failure in average prudence is, 394.
evidence of, 396.
burden of proof on plaintiff, 397.
how affected by contract, 399.
when presumed, 400.
principles illustrated by railway cases, 402.
.And see P_w_Y.
duties of judge and jury, 403.
.And see CO_RIBU_0RY :NEelLIG_C_.
due care varies as apparent risk, 410.
notice of special danger through personal infirmity, 412.
of independent persons may be joint wrong, 424.
as to action under difficulty eausedby another's negligence, 429.
one is not bound to anticipate another's, 430.
choice of risks caused by another's, 431.
presumption of, in cases of unexplained accident, 468.
liability for, concurrent with another party's liability on contract,
490.
general doctrine of, not applicable to statements,
I_.WSp_FJa :

506.

vendor of, not liable for libel, 231.
volunteered reports to, 251.
Law of Libel Amendment Act, 1888.. 251.
special procedure in action for libel, 264.
NEW TRTAT.: for excessive or inadequate
_4nd see COUR_AN_ Jv_Y.

damages, 169.

_To_'IC'E
:

N_c_

effect of, on liability for negligence, 393.
judicial, of common facts_ 401.
of spcoial risks, 411.
of special eireumstances_ as a_ecting measure of damages,
:
when justified by statutory authority, 119, 120.
public or private, 359.
particular damage from public, 361.
privats, 363.
affecting ownership, 364.
easements, 365.
comfort and enjoyment, 365.

ss2

610.
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INDEX.

lff.v'mA-,_cE--eontinued.
what amguut of injury amounts to, 366.
doctrine of " coming to nuisance" abrogated, 367.
acts in themselves useful and in convonient places may be, 368, 369.
miscellaneous forms of, 369.
by use of property for unusual purpose, 370.
by injury common to many persons, 371.
by obstruction of light, 372.
..dnd see LXOHT.
to market or ferry, 375.
remedies for, 376.
abatement of, 376.
notice before abatement, when required_ 377.
duties of person abating, 378.
damages, 379.
injunction, 380.
when reversioner can sue for, 385.
when occupier or landlord liable for, 387.
liabilities of lessor and lessee for, 387 f.
when vendor or purchaser liable, 388.
whether a single accident can be, 442 i.
OBLIGATION:
ex d_lieto in Roman law, 16.
quas_ ex deheto, 18.
and ownership, 497.
OFFICE: judicial or ministerial,

112.

Ome_._s :
public, acts of, 106.
excess of authority by, 107.
naval and military, acts of, 108.
subordinate, to what extent protected, 109.
commanding, liability of, for accident, 127.
liability of, for malicious misconduct, 298.
O_ssxoN : of legal du_y, liability for, 23.
Paa_E_r : authority
Pam.x_tmer :

of, 113.

disciplinary orders of House of Commons not exam_nahlo, 109.
may give a governing body absolute powers, 110.
position of presiding and returning ot_cers at election for, 112.
protection of words spoken in, 241.
proceedings of Committee, 243.
publication of papers and proceedings, 249.
fair reports of debates in, 249.

INDEX.
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PARTNER:
liability of, for co-partner's fraud, 87.
to servant of firm, 94.
expulsion of, 112.
PASSE_GE,_: rights of person accepted as, 487, 491.
PAT_T RIGHTS :
principle of slander of title extended to, 287.
relation of, to possession, 336.
PmZOOLAVIO.'¢
: underground,

no cause of action for, 138 s_q.

PE_so.'¢ : wrongs to the, 7.

See ASs_vLr.

PERSO_

ACTION: classification

PERSONALESTATE: damaged

of forms of, 515.

by personal injury,

no cause of action, 60.

" PICKETING," 217 g.
1has :
may be cattle by statute, 428 m, 45] _.
average obstinacy of, 428 n.
PLALWrrFF:a wrongdoer,

may still recover. 162.

PLm)G_ : abuse of authority by, when conversion, 325.
POZSON: responsibility
POSSESSION
:

of persons dealing with,

456.

more regarded than ownership in the early law, 302.
right to, commonly called property, 304.
distinguished from custody, 304 h.
relation of trespass to, 305.
constructive, 306 L
right to immediate, plaintiff in trover must have, 317.
without title, protected against strangers, 329.
why protected by law, 331.
derivative, 333.
of receiver or taker from trespasser, 333.
restitution of, after forcible entry, 344.
taken by trespass, when complete, 346.
owner not in, how far liable, 474.
obtaining of, by trick, 509.
POsr-CA_D : sending defamatory matter on, 252.
Pom_

: feeding animals in, 351.

Pmmcan,rioN
Pm_emeAL _

ACT : effect of, on right to light,

372.

AG_T :

when principal must indemnify agent, 184.
liability of principal for fraud of agent, 280.
_vhere principal is a corporation, 282.
reason of liability, 283.
liability of agent misrepresenting principal's authority,
Pma.J.,JaG OFLLB_ : 2rimafavie

a publication,

230 io.

489.
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I_DEX.

P_soN : what is, 203.
Pm_x_GE :
"absolute,"
in law of defamation, 243.
judicial and parliamentary, in law of defamation, 242.
"qualified/'
244.
conditions of, 244.
privileged occasions_ and excess, 243, 252.
of communicationsin interest of society or insel_-protection,
of information for public good_ 247.
fair reports, 248.
P_Tz_-Fia_r :

240, 247.

why unlawful, 147, 148.
presence at, 148.
Psop_
:
•rrongs to, 7, 0, 12, 15.
acts done in defence oi, 157, 150.
duty to respect, 299.
of goods, commonly means right to possess, 302, 317.
transferred by satisfied judgment in trover, 320.
P_osz_m_o_:
whether
185 sqq.
PUBI,ICATI0_:

necessary

before offender

can t_ civilly

sued,

of libel, what, 230.
]_y agent, 232.
Pv_c_xtt

: innocent, may be liable for conversion, 821, 322.

_.Arr.WAY:
unguarded crossing, responsibility of company for, 23, 38.
remoteness of damage suffered on, 35, 41.
overcrowded carriage in, 41.
liability of company for mistaken acts of servants, 80.
immunity or liability of company for damage in execution
undertaking, 117, 118.
effcet of statement in company's time-tables, 273.
distraint of engine damage feasant, 349 d.
evidence of negligence in accidents on, 400, 402.
level crossing cases, 402.
"invitation
to alight" cases, 402, 433.
escape of storks , 408.
where train fails to stop, 434.

o_

liability of company for damage by eecapo of sparks, 408, 447, 468.
breaking down of emtmnt'meut, 448.
duty of company as to safety of carriages and platforms, 465.
of structures, as regards passers-by, 467.
liabilities of company
contract, 486, 490.
RATS : _amage by, 446 z,

from assumpticm of duby, independent

of
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_A_o_r_
CA_ : for impr_onment, 204.
Rao_m_
: of goods wrongflzlly taken, 346, 356.
_KEDIES :
at common law in general, 166.
self-help, 167.
damages, 168.
]finds of damages, 169.
measure of damages, 173.
injunctions, 178.
damages or compensation for deceit, 179.
for breach of statutory duty, 180.
alternative, on one cause of ackion, 478.
R_0T_Ss
: of consequence
REPays,
303, 312.
REPORTS:

or damage,

35, 41.

of naval and military officers, how far privileged,
confidential, to official superiors, 246.
fair, of public proceedings, 248.
newspaper, of ]public meetings, 250.
I_ElrKESENTATIOI¢
:

243.

compensation or damages for false, 179.
to a class of persons, 272.
RES IU_ZOATA,183.
Rmrsstm

OFFICERS: protection

of, in eases of forcible entaT, 348.

RE_n_IO_ : injury to, measure of damages,
R_rocArzo_: of licence, 337, 341.

173, 311.

I_Ga_ :
exercise of, not cause of action, 136 i, 137.
whether it can be made wrongful by malice in fact, 142.
assertion of, distinguished from seLf-defence, 158.
absoluts, at least nominal damages recoverable for violation of, 168.
Ring:

Ro_

voluntary taking of, 131 _, 133, 150, 153--156.

LAw:
of obligations ex &Zioto, 8, 16.
as to effect of death of party on rights of action, 55 #qq.
on the value of human life, 59 m.
noxal actions of, 123.
does not make a man liable for inevitable accidents, 124.
distinguishes right to tmmonal security from that of property, 178.
of possession, 305, 330f, g.
bg_s actlon_s in, compared with common law forms of action, 477.
theory of ¢ulpa in, 479 f.
concurrent breach of contract wlth deliet in, 497.
on contributory negligence, 533.

lgVmCL'_O-DOW_¢
CAS_S, 131, 132, 177.
Rgz_u_

v. 1_

the rule _n, 438 sff.

63_

I_DEX.

SCA.'_DALV_M_GNXTV_, 220 b.
SCANTER : doctrine of, as to damage by animals, 451.

Sco_n_-_(lawof):
as to trespass by parachute, 34 u.
gives compensation for damage by death, 61 s, 64.
theory of " common employment"
forced upon, 89.
as to aemulat_o vwini, 14_.
as to protection against dangerous animals, 451 t.
S_DUC'_ON:
actions for, 211.
what is service for this purpose, 213, 214.
damages, 214.
S_._F-DEF_C_ :
right of, 158.
assertion of disputed right distS_mished from, 160.
injuries to third person resulting _rom, 30, 167.
against wrongful assault, 201.
S_-_ur.p,
167. _Ind neeABA_T,
D_T_,
R_CAI_IO_.
SEP_

PROp_TY :

costs and damages payable out of, 51.
trespasser on, 52.
whether husband can be indentured from, 52.
Sm_v_ :
who is, 72.
may change master,to tem_vore, 74.
what is course of service, 76.
negligence of, in conduct of master's business,
77.
departure from master's business, 78.
mistake or excess of authority by, 80.
arrest of supposed offender by, 82.
acts of, outside his authority, 83.
wilful wrongs of, for master's purposes. 84.
injuries to, by fellow-servant, 88.
injury to, where master interferes in person, 94.
custody or possession of, 304, h.
conversion by, in master's interest, not excusable, 318.
but qu. as to acts done under master's
ownership, 321.
A_td _ee Mxe'rJ_ _
S_av_.

possession

and apparent

S_vICE :
proved or presumed in action for seduction,
of young child, 215.

213 e_q.

_I_ERIlrF .
immunity or liability

of, 108.

power and duty of, to break doors, &c., in execution of process, 348.
rem_g
unduly long in possession, 355_

INDEX.

master's authority,
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114.

right of shipowner to refuse services of particular tug, 141.
owner's liability, how affected by neglect of statutory regulations,
182.
contributory negligence of, 414, 428.
rule of Admb-alty as to division of damage, 428.
duty of owner as to safety of cargo, 465.
liability of owner as carrier, 484 t.
SH0O_
: liability for accident in, 129 sqq.
SEI_ : requirement of, in particular undertakings,
8_v_
:

24, 410, 413.

injunction to restrain, 178.
when actionable, 221.
speoial damage, 222.
temporal loss necessary to special damage, 223.
imputation of crime, 224.
contagious disease, 226.
disparagement in office or business, 227.
indirect damage in business, 229.
Slander of Women Act, 1891 °. 225.
ST_A_m_aOFTnv_, 138, 284.
relation of, to ordinary defamationj 284.
nature of damage required to support action of, 284.
SOVm_G_ : foreign, cannot be sued in England for political acts, 102.
Sov_r_m_r
: acts of, how far examinable, 102.
SP_
D_GE
: involves definite temporal loss, 223.
SPORT: hurt received in lawful, 147, 148 o, 150, 200.
SF2xNG-GU-_B:
aut_oritisa on injuries by, 151 z, 162.
threat of, useless, 357.
ST,m CASE: when not dangerous, 401, 409.
S_rD : safety of, guaranteed by contractor, 464.
: acts of, 99.
duties created by, breach of, 23, 24, 180.
acts authorized by, 118.
caution required in exercise of powers ecn_erred by, 118.
S_U_G_
: has no cause of action on breach of contract, 503.
S_AY:
statutes for observance of, in _nited States, 164.
S1T_,ON : action agah_,

for misiea_ance,

479 d.

_:
se_ding defamatory matter by, 252.
_._i_
betw_ F_rl_h and A.merie_
receiver of message, 604.
P.

unthoriti_

as to rigb_
TT

of
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'rxs_v_s:
int_J_daflon of, 217, 217 h.
in common tresl_SS between, 327.
rl_c_m_r's
Aar (LORD), 279.
qu. how far now operative, 279.
Tm_n Pm_ON :
intervention of, no excuse for negligence, 44 r.
injuries resulting to, from self.defence, 30, 168, 160.
: waste by cutting,
To_

314.

:
what is, 1.
actions of (as opposed to contract), 2.
wrongs which are not, 3.
former criminal character of action for, 3.
an exclusively common law term, 3, 4.
generic division of, 6.
wilful, Degligent_ or involuntary, 8.
from ethical standpoint, 12.
general characters of, 19.
law of, in three main heads, 22.
relations of, to contract, 475 sqq.
cases of, whether contract or no contract between same 13armies,486.
waiver of, for purpose of suing in cent_-_tct, 488.
cause of aetlon in, oo-existing with centa_z_, 489.
or Contract, statutory divisions of actions as "founded on," 621.

_.-_IA_
: protection of, 285.
TR_rwxY : nuisance by, 360.
Tm_:
dangers in nahlre of, 468, 472, 474.
set by railway company, 491.
TR_ : projecting over neighbour's land, 443, 444.
the least invasion of property is, 9.
writ of, 13.
liability for consequences of, 34.
inevitable accident as excuse for_ 122 v sqq.
strict archaic theory el, 129.
special justificaffton, when proper, 132.
injuries to, when actionable or not, 151, 162.
necessity as excuse for, 157.
damages in action of, 169, 176.
aetual damage not material in, 171.
wanton, 174.
aggravated, 17_;, 176.
"merged in felony," 185.
to foreign laud not actionable, 190.
by taking away wife, &e., 2t0.
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or ease, whether action for seduction in, 211 d, 212 f.
relation of, to larceny, 305, 310, 316.
to land or goods, what, 307.
relation of, to conversion_ 305, 312.
to lau_l, by what acts committed, 307.
above or under ground, 308.
by cattle, 309.
to goods, how committed, 310.
between tenants in common, 327.
owner entitled to _rnrn_iate possession may sue for, 330, 331.
justification or excuse for, 342 s_.
continuing, 346.
by necessity, 351.
in fox-hunting,
353.
ab i_itio, 353.
ab initio cannot arise from nonfeasanee, 354.
costs in actions for, 356.
continuing, restrainable by injunction, 358.
distinguished from nuisance, 359 sqq.
by cattle, 449.
action of, originally penal, 520.
TBESPASS]m:
not disqualified to sue, 162.
effect of delivery by, 333.
TBov_B :
action of, 312.
sl_ecial action in some cases where trover does not lie, 325.
"T_uR Owl_a :" meaning of, 293.
TBus_
_¢ B_RU-_CY:
not hound
bringing civil action, 187.
TRUTH: as justification,
UNv_I_a

to prosecute

for

felony

before

239.

: no action maintainable

for, 138.

U_vK_r:
quasi-judicisl powers of, 110.
Us_:
reasonable presumption of, 314.
VEHIcr_ : safety of, how fax guaranteed, by builder, 466.
V_u_:
oldlaw of, 189.
Vxo_aOY : local actions against,

101.

VX xT Anvr_ : what trespass is, 147.
VOT.UNT,ny_A_
OF RInK:
continuing _o do work under risk which is incident to the work
itsel_is, 162.
whether plaintiff no_8 or vo_e_ question of fact, 153.
exeept where risk obvious, 154.
relation of negligence of employer to, 154.
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VoL_r_aY

T_CG

OF_--e.o_tinued.

consent to particular hazard necessary to constitute,
dis_etlon
where no negligence, 155.
VOLV_'x_a_ : in no better plight

t.h_n servant,

155.

93.

obligation of, on sale for specific purpose, 466 p.
implied, of agent's authority, 58 k, 489.
WAs_:
remedies for, 312.
what is, 313.
reasonable user of tenement is not, 313.
by cuttingtimber,&c., 314.
equitable, 315 y.
as between landlord and teuant, 315.
WAT_a :
under land, rights of using, 138.
responsibility of persons artificially collectlng,
439.
except where storage is a duty, 447.
WA_:

limited

right of, 351 q.

WwAul_rNG_ : duties of, as regards river bed in his possession, 464.
W_Dows : alteration in, does not destroy claim to light, 374 s_q.
W_r_s

: _mmunity of words spoken by, 242.

WORDS
:
o_not be assault, 200.
alleged defamatory construction
repetition of, 231,235.
Wo_,_
_r_rr :

of, 233.

: who is, within Employers'

Liability

of right, 13 L
of debt, 13.
of detinue, 13, 15.
of deceit, 14 m.
of trespass, 14 m.
of trespa_ on the case, 14, 23.
WJao_o-_o_a : not neecssarily disentitled
W_ONG- DOEmS :

to sue for wrong to h_rn_df, 162.

do not forfeft rights of action, 162.
joint liability of, 182.
contribution between, 183.
W_Nos:
to the person, 7.
to property, 7.
to person and proper_,

7.

Act, 528 x.

8_ To_'t.

